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BOTANICON SINICUM.

BOTANICAL INVESTIGATIONS INTO THE
MATERIA MEDICA OF THE

ANCIENT CHINESE

INTRODUCTION.

h\ connection with a former paper dealing with the

economic plants known to the ( Ihinese in the classical period.

and forming the second part of the Botanicon sua'mm, 1 the

author of those notes now attempts to examine and identify

the drags of vegetable origin noticed in the earliest Chinese

the Ming ipie lu.

Medica,—the S/ten nung Pen ts'ao king and

The first of these works, the iff^f || Shen nung
Pen ts'ao king, or Herbal of the Emperor 8HEN NuNG, of
which a detailed notice has been given in Part I of the

Botanicon miicum [p. 27 seqq.] has, as the word king (classic)

in the title indicates, always been and is still considered

by Chinese practitioners a book of the highest authority and
a model of pharmacological wisdom. Therefore mosl of the

drugs mentioned in this ancient pharmacopoeia are still kept
in store and sold for medical use, and are still known by
the same names as they appear in that ancient book.

1 See Jount. China Br. Aslat. Sw>., Vol. XXV.
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Although tho authorship of this work has always been

28th century], there is internal evidence in it, at Least in

that which was current with the above title in the 5th century,
that it had been compiled in the Han period [B.C. 202-
A.D. 221], but presumably from earlier traditions on the
subject.

The She,, ming Pen ts'uo king or Pen /,-.,,, king (Herbal
Uassio), also simply termed Pen king, was originally a book
treafang oi 365 different drags, in accordance with the
-nmber of day, in the year, arranged in thr few,
according to their medical virtue-. Ll Bm-CMS in his

,

ky '"" [Cha
P- lV

] Pv* *« I»d« of the original
work, in which appear 252 „:,„,,- of vegefc drug. The*,
are nearly all spoken of and comment* ,n in the PenUaekang „,„, Bnd !lU that is known regarding the drag, ol

t°£"v V- 7 " fr0'" ' '"<*""'"- '"""' - 8at-chess Matena Medio., fro,,, which it appears thai the Pen

11
"'/

,f'

V
":

""'y I""- 11"" 1-- regarding .1 1, ofW™8*. officinal parts of fc plant8 for ,;,,,,„.,.,„„,,.

iou^
V

?T-
,mVk'

i,
'

,lK,|!l
' Ii"'-"- U is quite excep-

tie T 1
*" aDCi""t * «* •'.—U.Jiv.. detailK «t £"* fr0'" wWdl the d™*> •» derived.

-LI1C ^^ Ms5c nil /»*# i r*
~

1S , nn 1 .

m J l^ '"' CU,le(1 als0 "Ml» ^« a mi nplemeut to tlm ?/ t^
^

original tvt J """•" Pen <*'«>> adding to theouginal Materia Medica 3fi»i ,„„ i , , ,

eminent physicians in 1 ,r
"^ empl°yed by

dvnastv I
Un and AVei I*riod *- P*e Wei

W-d stated „; £ slit™ f *** *"^ " "

compiled by ft ** ,
£^" '"

'"s i'"'"u" t »f '"' —
536 Bntri, , • * Huko-kibg, who lived A.D. 152-

""Mogether withT'Ao I[ L
-

N ,. KIV(
>

. . .

Prove that the Pi, /„ 1 * commenta»es thereupon,
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existed before his day, not a work of his compilation. He a^

well as other ancient authors when referring to the Pie hi

call it sometimes Pen ts'ao king, and thus seem to comprise

both the Shen nung Pen ts'ao and the Pie hi under this

general appellation of Herbal Classic. In the History of the

Sui dynasty [A.D. 589-618], Chap. 3G, section on Literature,

we find the title of a work m%M#^-MM&, >'•*. the

Pen ts'ao king, collected and explained by T'ao HuNG-KING.
m mm a m. _**

th

the Pie In with the commentary of T'ao Hung-king.

The Pie In is an enlargement of the Herbal of Shen Nung.
We meet in it with notices of all the plants mentioned in

the earlier work to which an account of the drugs used in

the Han and Wei periods is added. These accounts are very

short, giving only in a few cases descriptive details of the

respective drugs (plants). But the provinces or districts

where the drug in question is produced are generally

indicated. Nearly all these geographical names refer to the

Ts'in [3rd cent. B.C.] or Han periods, although some of

them can be traced to the Chou dynasty [B.C. 1122-249].

In a few cases they cannot be ascertained. The part of the

plant which is used in medicine and the time of jratherin<>-

ir are also noticed. The Pie hi uses generally four phrases

to distinguish the localities in which the plants grow, viz, :

& Uj ^ it gi'ows in mountain valleys (in the mountains)

^ ill ^ it grows in river valleys (the plain is probably

meant, meadows).

£fe B3 IBf ^ grows in fields.

£fe *?W it g>'ow> in level marshes (low marshy land).

As detailed accounts of the Pen ts'ao hang mu, the great

repertory of Chinese Materia Medica, published by Li Shi-

CHBN in the second half of the 16th century, and of the authors

and books quoted in this important work have been given
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in the first part of the Botamcen simtum, 1 shall therefore

confine myself here to an enumeration of such books and
authors' names as appear more frequently in the following
pages

There are first two ancient treatises on Materia Medka
1. (2)

2 the ££%& 7V« yao lu and 2. (3) the g? fr

refers to the time of the legendary Emperor Huang t,
[BG. 27th cent.]. The 7V«i ^ /„, or directions fo,

gathering drugs, is ascribed to
jf| ft Fung Run, one of the

ministers of Huang ti, the other, the Materia Medica of
Lef Kung, to one of the sages who assisted the emperor in |„\
investigations into the Art of Healine.

The next in order are two works on the same subject —
•'• (4) the &RM& U *U Yao h, by m &> I.

L
A
«^'rd * (5) the &£*$ "•;, ,/„• ^ ,,„;

century.

5. (6).-The *fo & & />

,, ,- , .

"° rh
' lun

>
a w<>rk explaining

th<* 5th century, by » £ | ,,, Kl ...
'

,

' ' ™ .' '

^ w A ^EI I\i Nr; or properly fg PVS I pi
i\n. * i

. Hi ZfA lil * 1

Suh Sz'-ito [beginning of 7th cent.].
' ** ®

W.-.TheMtt*, rao^^^
an<J fhe

F<M si*9 l»», two works both
Kuan- [6th and 7th cent.].

J>• (").-The «*m j,
/V/i

Krao [7th cent.].

9. ( 1 2).-The ^K $ £ a.

,,.

< 'HEX

^° Sh» [sero7d^nth1 7 "" "'""> br 4«
wnt.].
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10. (13).—The TfCjSf }£ jg pcn tfao shi i, by |J

Ch'en Ts'axg-k'i [first half of 8th cent,].

11. (U).-The Tt$%fe^L Hal yao pen ts'ao, by
Li Sun [second half of 8th cent.].

12. (15).—The g Tfc jg Sz' she,,,, pen ts'ao. by

Suo Ping. [T'ang period, 7th to 9th cent."!.

m

m

13. (18).—The Tjs: ^! ft ^ if tt?n ts'ao sing ,•/,/ Ui, by

ft # ;# Tu Shan-fang [T'ang period].

14. (19).—The ^ '1^ 7|C ^L £/«' s% pen is'ao, by

Ch'en Shi-liang [10th cent.].

±14

15. (20).—The

Pao-shihg [10th cent.].

«S//// pen ts'ao, by « Han

16. (21).—The B i^i f§ ^ >fc^ .7/ /<//« Chn ha pen ts'ao,

hy ;*; #j Ta Ming [a.d. 9701.

17. (22).—The

1

Ma Chi [second half of loth cent.].

18. (23).—The 5g

Tfc ^C AT'o/ /mm Pen ts'ao, by H iS

A7<r y« 7\/ ••//// A'/* ts
f
ao,

V $% Cham; Yu-si and ^ ft Lin I [A.D. 1057].

19. (21).—The
Sit Sung [end of 11th cent.].

L T'» king -pen ts'ao, by 2

20. (26) The Pit H* C/teng lei j><n ts'ao, called also

7a jfaan Pen ts'ao, by J|f f^ ^ T'ANG Shen-

wei [A.D. 1 108].

21. (27).—The TJSC % #; g| P<f« tftfo yen », by

K'oo Tsung-shi [A.D. 1115].

2*. (29).—The
/fl m Vung yao fa slang, by >K

Li Kao, called also §Jj ;£ g Ming 0HI-T8Z* and jg ta Ting
yuan [12th and 13th cent.].
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23. (30).-The $ ft # ^ T'«^ i F« **<ao, by £ ff #
Wang HaO-ku, culled also ^ j$j Hai Ts'ang and x§ ;£
Tsin chi [first half of 13th cent].

24. (31).—The $ # ^ ,// yMw^ p^n fc'oo, by J^

Wu SHOT. [Mongol period, 13th and 14th cent.].

25. (33).—The ft Witt BMW. l><» ^ao yen i /»/ /,

]
'.v 3fc H ^ Chu Chen-hkxg [second halt of 14th cent].

26. (40).—The T^C ft ^ |^ Pcti /.v'ao £«*'
;,;,„, by *# $1

Wax,-, Ki [loth cent.].

In the subsequent account of the vegetable drugs men-
tioned in the Slun nunp Pen Woo and the Pie lu the reader
will find Them treated of in the same order as in the text of
the Pen ts'ao hang mu, where the names of drugs first

given in the Shen nun,, Pen Woo are always placed at the
head of the respective articles. The principal object kept in

view by the author in extracting the following notes from
\A Shi-chbn's work, is the botanical identification of the
drugs of vegetable origin mentioned in the ancient Chinese
works on Materia Medic*. Notice is therefore taken only of
snch details in the ancient descriptions of drugs and plantsm may be serviceable to this end. Statement, of no interest
for European readers have generally been omitted.

The style used by the ancient Chinese authors in describing

J? * T^ *** ^Ple, but owing to the vagueness

Z*^u\ " ""**** to^ should the plant

V
"nkll0%Vn t0 him

' Thus the character * «*
winch means " seed " i< f™, .i ,

^*

for * ./• P J \
fre

9aen% »sed in ancient books

L^'tnT " UtW Cha^r again often occurs

, ;
h

77
il7^ " -H" opposed to hollow. *^I/ 1" 1

.°
f "*—» Plants, but it b ^ „2, ft!

Petiole and for **?T P "*' bnt {t is ak° **** *»
I and for * ^ the trunk Qf a^ ^
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originally moans " tender blade of herbs and grass, sprouts,"

is more generally used in the sense of herb (stem and leave-

together). H| sui is properly a spike of flowers, an ear of

corn, but the ancient authors use this term also to designate

a panicle, raceme, etc.

Great confusion and vagueness prevail in these ancient

descriptions of plants with respect to colours. ^ tt'ifuj

originally means u
blue.

5
' The dictionaries say it is the

olour of indigo. But when applied to plants it always

means "green/5

the character $££ lu, now the common term

for green, being but rarely used in the Pen ts'ao hang mu.

The character ^ pi ["Williams' Diet., 691] means green or

blue jade. It is occasionally used in the Pen ts'ao to

indicate the colour of flowers, and I think blue is meant.

I tsz' is originally a purple colour, but frequently it musf

be translated by violet or brown. ^ chH and jg£ bung are

used for red in the Pen ft'oo, the first being the older term.

rr
Tlic term 3£ ^ wu se, the five primary colours, occurring

in the classics [see S/m king, !>• 80], is defined by the com-

mentators by tif- blue, ^ yellow, ^ red, Q white, £& black.

When meeting In the Pen ts'ao with a term like Jj£ £j ?£

we are, if the plant described be unknown to as, left iu doubt

whether we have to translate red and [or] white flowers or

reddish white flowers.

Chiue-e pharmacy and therapeutics with complicated pre-

scriptions, which till up the greater part of the text of the

Pen ts'ao katig ma, do not lie within the compass of our

investigations, and the medical uses of the drugs are only

occasionally noticed. In our opinion European science can

learn nothing in this department of Chinese knowledge. We

do not mean to deny that there are in China vegetable

drugs possi sed of powerful medical virtues, but the Chinese

Faculty in employing them in their practice of medicine
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are seldom guided by experience, but rather by fanciful

suppositions regarding the virtues of drags. The Chinese

are much addicted to the doctrine of "signatures," which

prevailed also in Europe centuries ago and which is based

upon a belief that an external mark or character on a plant

indicates its suitableness to cnre particular diseases. Thus
they employ internally a decoction of thorns of Gleditschia
or Zi/.yphus to accelerate the bursting of abscesses. The
pods of a Gleditschia, which resemble in shape the tusk of a
boar, are administered fa toothache

; the yellow bark, or
wood, of Berberry in jaundice

; emmenagogue properties arc
ascribed to the red coloured root of Kubia eordifoliu. Th<
reader interested in the Chinese views with respect to the

medical virtues of drugs may find information on the subjeci

/
Materia

We constantly meet fa the ancient Chinese accounts of
plants and drugs with names of provinces, prefectures, dis-
tricts, etc. where the drugs were produced. The author ha
bestowed a peculiar attention upon the correct identincation
of the geographical name, of various periods appearing in
the I en Is'oo iang ,„,, This is lly m ^ m ^
A, ha. already been pointed out iu the first part of my
J;"'"""m """ EP- 67-69] the same name, at different
hmes were apphed te ante different localities of the empire

dtcmal ,,!„„ . ate p,^, freqaentljr ^ ^
; ...»

s

mlriJf w T'^* *" '""• ***« =«><l border--~ The „ rst „, unJerst,md t(j

Uhina. Centr

3 Comp. */,. in ^e A-w»JF . c .f/ . m lfte Appendix- ir.n a-

Aa* A My. ' •
HO, King c!w„

; ] v4 . A7a«0 „„ „ • ->1'X
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To avoid complicated and frequently repeated explana-
tions in the text of our translations from the Pen tfao hrng
mu, and to save space, it has been considered advisable to
omit all Chinese characters referring to geographical names
and toconsign the geographical identifications to the Appendix.

TITLES OF SOME CHINESE, JAPANESE AND
EUROPEAN BOOKS QUOTED IX MY
RESEARCHES BY ABBREVIATED

REFERENCES.

/'.— Pen Ufao hang ma. the great Chinese Mat
oieuica and .Natural History by Li Sbi-chbn [second half
of the 16th century. See Botanicon sinieum, I, p. U].

T.^T-t, ska tsi ch'eng, the great Chinese Cyclopaedia,
published in J7i>i). [See Botanicon sinicum* 1. p. 71.] My
quotations refer to the chapters of the Botanical Section.

CL^Chi wu ming shi t'u Iran, a Chinese Botanv
illustrated by woodcuts, published in 1*4*. [See Botanicon
sinicum, I, p. 73.] My quotations refer to the drawings.

The quotation from the Rh ya and the t lassies refer to
Botanicon sinicum, Tart II.

Km hmng— Kiu kuang Pen ts'ao, a treatise on plants
which can be used for food ; accompanied with woodcuts
dating from the end of the 14th century. [See Uotunicou
sinieum, I, p. 4l>-5o.]

App.= Appendix to the present volume on ancient
Chinese geographical names.

2
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K. D. -* K'ANG Hi's Dictionary, the JST'an^ /w Tsz* Men
or Chinese Dictionary, published in 1716 by order of the
Emperor K'axg hi.

ir.YA=, William' «%«c Dictionary of the Clune*
Language, 1874.

4roa?«. exot.=>E. Kjsmpfer's im^^ A>„/;, v ,, 1712,
m which a great number of Japanese plants are described,
sometimes also figured. The Chinese name, in Chinese
characters are generally added. [See Botanicon sinicum,
I, p. 126.]

Ki°a wi, a Japanese Botany, illustrated by woodcuts,
Polished in the middle of the last century and translated
mto French by Dr. L. Savatikr in is:-' rvj r> * •j ±j. oA\Aiiumi)>

(
,.,

i I gee Botanicon
tintcum, I, 99].

P/ion zo
i

BoUny with nearly 1,800 colons dr.wiogs aiastruting

So moku

with TV,''*",;
f° "lofc'" /; " *'-. another Japanese Bofainy

S P "
eXCeUent drawin«9 -l—ting herbaceous plants.

Sfrt
^"'M'-IOI.] I quote these drawings in

P'tte^ncetotho.eoftheP/^ •„ Tn fh I «. i n
refer nnl,- ;„ .1

-lo the latter 1 generally

Thbg. Fl. \ai) =(< p T
' L^ee Botanic™ «»,-«,^ I} p§ 12(;J

'

ings representing l^'
^ ^' * 1EI;0L "'* Coloured dnw-

Si eb. Zucc /'/ r

Dr. Zuccabiki, Flora To*'* ^ F*" BlEB0LD *'

stared 150 pllnte r^ ^5-1870; described and
1 [8ee ****** Meum, p. L27.]

SlBB. /con.
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Sibb. nam. — Siebold's Synopsis Plantarum (Econo-

mimrum Universi Regni Japonic*, 1827.

Hoffm. Schlt.= J. Hoffmann et IL Schultks, Noms
indigenes (Vint choi.v de Plantes du Japan et de la Chine.

2nd edition 1864. [See Botanicon sinicum, I, 127.] The

botanical identifications of Japanese and Chinese names of

plants are based upon Siebold's statements.

Miq. Pro!. Fl. Jap.= F. A. G. MlQUIL, Prolusio Flow
Japonicce, 1866.

France. Saw PI Jap.* A. Franchet ei L. Savatier.

Enumeratio plantarum in Japonia sponte crescentium, 1874-

1876.

J, Matsumura, Nomenclature of Japanese Plants
f

in

Latin ^ Japanese and Chinese, 1884.

Gauger = G. Gauger, Chinesis<1« Roharzneiwaaren,

1848. Descriptions of Peking drugs, with drawing, [See

Botanicon sinicnm, [, p. 122.]

Tatar. Cat.= A. Tatarinov, Catalogus Medicamentomm
Sinensium, 1856. [See Botanicon sinieum, I, p. 122.]

HAN. Se. pap. = X). HaNBURy's Science Papers, 1875.

P. 209-277 liis Notes on Chinese Materia Mediea are

reprinted, which originally appeared in 1860, 1861. [See

Botanicon sinicnm, I, p. 128.]

P. Smith= !Dr. Fr. Porter Smith, Contribution towards

the Materia Mediea and Natural History of China, 1871.

Cust. Med.— List of

]

the Chinese Maritime Customs, 1889.

Hank. J/7. = ]{. Braun, List of Medicines exported

from Hankotc and the other Yangtze Ports, 1888/

4 Both the last-named hooks were published bv order of the Inspector-
General of the Chinese Maritime Customs. The first comprises the Chinese
names of .ill the drugs appearing in the Chinese Customs tariff and which
from the first of November 1884 to the 81st October 1885 passed inwards
and outwards through the Customs of the 19 principal Chinese ports opened
to Kuropean trad.. Quantity and value and the places of production of
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Parker, Sz eh'uan planti Chinese Name* •>/'

collected by E. II. Parker in Sz ck'uan 1880 ami 1881, and
determined by Dr. Hance. [See China Review, XI, 1883,

p. 339.]

Parker, Canton plants

by E. H. Parker. [See C7«/,m 7,',,-/,,,., 1886, p. L04-119.]
Gardner, Iehang plants— Vegetable Product* of tk

Consular District of Icltang, in the Province of tk Hupeh, by
C. T. Gardner. [See ./,„„„. a. /,V. i«W. &*-.. XIX,
(1884), p. 6-26.]

Henry, (7/«n. ,,/„„/,- C/wW« X,,,,,,- / P/an/*, by
Augustine Henry AT A -I im i

i» r< / r>\ i>r,I>ni
? -w.v.-Ij.k.i .i . l>im> Jonrn, Ch. Ur.

Asiat. Soc.. XX I T Inst ., oaa i ti., -vau, looi, |t >, ):t >c(|<|.j ihese names refer
to plants of the province of Hnpeb.

7«,/. /7. sin. *~ Index Flora sinensis, by I'. B. Forbes,
U.L.S., and \\\ 15. Hrmsi.rv A T q i**^

* v
.

iii-.MM.H^, a.1j.»., 1888. Now I,, course
ot publication.

compilations had°thr^iJ™t!!
'""

,.

1,0
".k " wo " 1,1 l,:,w '

' " w? ,| -,>f" 1

adding ocetigionaHT a SJJ? IT ".
the

J
offic,!l1 ''"'""""H of ihe Custom*

own observation. But urdv ,,, .iiT'li

' |,

;

> '" ri
l ,,i '"' »' "»e rtriiK trum their

">« Chinese names onlvE y !

!

M "»'l't"l to identify the drugs front

with relying almost entfrely n^thi

?

f

"f 'iS?
1, "">' - :,,U|

-

V U»™*>,VA
pat forth in n r . p i>ORn; ' ",'" 'dentineations of Chines drugs ft*

J/Vrf/W „/• c/n»fl etc Tit ?^*;fflM f«»^ the Natrriu
elsewhere detailed. It'is'i „,Jf7. 1 «roneou« ,„,,!,,„„ M h;ls been
Chinese drags i„ possesion o i nJ?

''"' thilt th
" Vil1 ' b| *' eollections of

to Europe to be examined hv • L *' " Maritl>»e < Detoms were not wit
ration of the List of Chinei vu!r

eDfc BPec»"rt* before thecoetly pnbli-
»rote me, before the book u,

'

Tr'T ^ " , " 1"'»'l<«". Dr. A. HknM
corrections (referring evidently^, ff. J*

M
« H1'* h " ,,a ' 1 revl*«* if - "'*

at Kew) seein to be contained I„p !
wf"'l"»own to him and determined

hi- name does not appear in the £S "'Wab
' Iode*- B»< unhappily

"rwit!,
ificatlof" he b wwdbte'

a
'

6 r*der is UnabIe *" ' l
'"' i ' 1 "

Medicines"Tmay*^^* '" the publication of ••
I.i-t of Chinese

not responsible for the Index as It^ ?"* ' m« for w»i«»°»' : "'" ' «»'
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THE MEDICINAL PLANTS OF THE SIIEN NUNG
PEN TS'AO KING AND THE PIE LV

-R ff Kan Woo. P., XII a, 1. T. CLX.
Comp. also Rhi/a, 199, Classes, Il>:>.

Pen king;—Kan ts'ao (sweet herb). The root is sweei
of a uniform nature, non-poisonous.

.S"
/."''~ Aan ls'" ,>, also ^# ""' *an (honey sweet),

H ^ "»«' '•«'<"» (excellent herb),
L /" /.*'<„> [this name occurs in the ancient dictionary

fang so, second century B.C.],
Ki tsi

— I-* — «•«w* i.«iiiie
?
uiu man ui wie .umpire, winch

properly is a title given to meritorious <tate<men, according
riv t r f1

f.s\(o

r<» T'ao Hcng-iung is applied to the plant on account of it!

eminent virtues as a remedy. The Pie In says :—The kan
grows in the river valleys (plains) of Ho si [west of

the Yellow River, r. App. 79] and on sand-hills. It is also
found in Shang kun [north-eastern part of Shen si, r.

App. 273]. The people gather the root towards the end of
the 8th month and dry it in the sun during 1(> days.

T'ao Hung-king considers the kan ts'ao to be one of the
most important of medicines, which takes the same place
among drags a. the Ck'en hiang [Aloewood, see 307]
among fragrances. It enters into almost all prescriptions.

Besides this it has the property of neutralizing the effect of
poison. He says that in his time the drag was not brought
from Ho >i and Shang kiln, hut the places of production
were Shu [S*« clruan, p. App. 292], Han ehung [Southern
Shen si, r. App. 54] and especially it was supplied by the
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barbarian tribes who dwelt in or about the district of Wen
slum Lin «. kz' ch'uan, v. App. 388]. The root has a red

rind, is of a bard solid structure. The best sort is called

Pao han ts'ao, from a place in the country of th<

Si K'iang barbarians [Kukonor, N.B. Tibet, App. 300
Ancient Pao lian is now Ho chou in Kan su, r. App. 2±2].
It is not advisable to dry the root by means of artificial

heat, for it then becomes fissured. Another kind of kan tSao
resembles Bah-bowels. It is not advisable to cut it with
a knife. A drug f an inferior quality is produced in
JVmochou [East Shan hmg, v. App. 363]. There is also the
to (purplish or violet) kan tSao. Tt is slender, b„, for fault
ot a better drug it may also he used.

Su Sung [11th century] :-~The kan ts'ao grows in all the
prefectures of Sben ,i

[modern Shensi and' E. Kan.,, ,
APP. 284] and Ho tung [present Shan si, r. App. 80]. I, isapl«"n, one to two feel high. The leaves resembl,
those ol the htai (Sorfiord) in ,l„. -<i .

•
i

}
, a

v i "'"">' in Uu< Hb month n produces

,":" Jr" resomUin8 «><* ii, ti ,
[„„ k„„„„ to

-»] wh.eh a,,

;

follow,, by pod, like ,.,,„;,,. T w>t

'

.;'
m

'
nnd

' " ,V«" » '• * feel long, , ,,. or slender.
-'I'l-'l- *e principal root emit, horizontal branches™»ers winch are bese. with rootlets. After the crown

„r ,,^:;,';'
tt" bf *• common ciii"- »— * ^.^

a tvTe] "'"'
""' ,ina,

" ''""
- !

-
'•"'""

l
>"

Oomp. />Ao„ i0 y j
..

oieh. cecon RO\ r<i ?

i-^neto, TOriM et anld ™ "' '"" "* B
"

r|,i ""

P. Smith, lg6. Lî luoncc root.
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Oust. Med., p. 4 (22), New chwaug exported in 1885
Liquorice to other Chinese ports 1,767 piculs,—p. 30(100),
Tientsin exported 4,576 piculs,—p. 16 (18), Chefoo exported

8,690,—p. 68 (34), Hankow exported 1.1 is,— p. 455(587).
Liquorice, places of production :—Chili, Shan tung, Shcn si,

Kan su.

In 1882 1 sent some specimens of Chinese Liquorice

root from Slum si to Prof. Dr. Fuckioki;, who in the 2nd
edition of hi- ]

able to distinguish it from Spanish Liquorice of the firsl

quality.

The Liquorice root used in medicine in Europe i-

derived from Glycyrrhiza glabra, L, indigenous in Southern

Europe. The typical form of this supplies the Spanish

Liquorice, which is considered to be the best. The variety

glandulifera, which grows in Hungary, South Russia, yields

the Russian Liquorice, which is likewise derived from Gl.

eehinata, L.

LOUBEIRO [/'/. cochin., 5i;-5] states that Chinese Li-

quorice root is yielded by Gl. echinata and glabra of the

northern provinces of China. [See my Early Europ. lies.

Fl. China, p. 14.").]

Blnoe [Enum. /»/. Ctunce l>o,:, 97] records GL glanduli-

fera from the neighbourhood of Peking ami the Great Wall.~ „„„ ^. ^ v..w..

PRZBVALSKY [Mongolia, Tangut,eU:, Engl. edition, I, KM]
states that the root of Gl. uralensis, Fischer, one of the

characteristic plauts of the Ordos, is dug up there by tie

Mongols, hired by the Chinese, who despatch the drug down
the Huang ho to snpply the Chinese market.-. The >ame plant

is recorded by Father David [Franchet, Plantce David.

Mongol., 93] from the 1 'eking plain and Southern Mongolia.

It grows also in the Altai and Ural mountain-;.
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2--^ # huang W. P., XII a, 6. T. CL] I.

P«i Ky^Hvang (yellow) /,'/, ft ** ,,<; ,an . Root
used m medicme. Taste sweet, natnre slightly warm. Xon-
poisonous.

-*/£ lit:—Other name-; • mfc ttt / • ? -**•-**•;•..

If* pa /w»
(a hnndred roots), ffiTL / L ^ r°0ts)

' » i
" l >'""> S3 fl§ «*« ' 7-ihe *««», * grows in the mouni;i

.

n V!ilI(>v

^
o ;

a
shn

239 in* * t^ 292J' iD Pai 8hui D" M« Sben si, r. App.

tut L A^ C* 8h6n - '• %>• 54]. I. U gatherdlD^c-d and tenth montks and dried in the shJe.

and T-' o T :
~"NoW *e <ln,S b™gh* *« Lnng *

the best bat t
" * ,ol° 111

*

:"" 1^ ls «-U«d

^ -i white
'

l"

^^ :"" 1 m°re - , '"" ralIv :1 » inferior sort

Hei shoi FrA™ -'"i

1 COar8e"«milled
. which .on,,., fromJ Lei <Jm ; l\« \ ,i «->—«*!, vMiM-n comio iimn

™P'^ for maki„g p
2". " aU° » red kM Mi -

Wonp «««. ] calls this plant ^U
su ivix, ; [7th (

.(intu

1 chou fin E K sort comes from

414] an<l Hua yiian [in

from I C.] I()U ^jn KoaDg si,

Su Sung [lift centurvl. ti • .

d,1Ced in a« the prefect,,,-/ f ix
g U abnndantly P r°-

ttDd Sbe° * (modem ST ° t0Dg C8hWI * A|,| '"S,,]

several sorts of it
"everai sorts of it ti •

M 8U/' inere al( '

fibres.

"

° nnd of one of then, furnishes textile

days is g -£ ,
:'0lnm()" "an,.. f the plant novva-

'
'

r,le ««ginal name (o.) is
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sometimes erroneously written ^m huang shi. The leaves
of the huang k'i resemble those of the huai (Sophora japonica)
but are smaller and pointed. They resemble also the leaves
ot the tsi U (Tributes terrestris) but are broader and larger,

and of a whitish green colour. The flowers arc of a
yellowish purple colour, as large as those of the huai. The
fruit is a pointed pod, one inch and more long. The root
is from 2 to 3 feet long. That which is tight and solid,

like the shaft of an arrow, is the best. The young leaves
are edible, and therefore the plant is also cultivated as a

vegetable.

The Kiu huang [XLVI, U] and the CI,. [VII, 3]
represent sub huang kH a leguminous plant.

/AO 7 —w~^*-« *W^rr,

The latter is a common plant in North China.

Gaugbr [8], who describes and depicts this Chinese drug,
is of opinion thai it is the root of an Astragalus. This view
is confirmed by Father David, who in the account of his

.journey in S. Mongolia speaks of a large herbaceous plant
hoang tchy, of the order Legummosa>, the root of which i

dug up there and sent to China as a medicine. Fiuxchet
[Plantte David. Mongol., 86] described it as Astragalus hoang
tchy. In Hupeh the drug huang kH (ch'i) is derived from
Astragalus Henryi, Oliv. [See Hbwby's memorandum in

Hooker's Ieones. Plant., tab. 1059.]

Comp. also my Early Europ. Pus. Bot. Chin. [p. U7],
Lourbiro's Mobinia Jam and infra 7 sub. huang tsing.

P. Smith, 2<>2 : huang kH, Sophora tomentosa. But
[p. 180] he identifies erroneously the same Chinese name
with Ptarmica sibirica.

< 'ust. Med. p. 21 (25), huang kH exported from Tien tsi

b,545 piculs,—p. 58 (10) I chang ->2i pieuls—p. 68 (26)
Han kow 1,450.— P. 451 (510): Places of production:
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Manchuria, Chi li, Shan tung, Sz ch'uan, Shell si. Several

sorts are distinguished on the Port lists and arc probably

yielded by different plants. There are the hung (red) k%

451 (510) exported from I chang, (he pad (white) fc'i and

other kinds.

So moku, XIV, 8:—HH Hedysarum esculentum, Ledeb.

(edible root).

Kxoawi. 30:—Same Chinese name, Astragalus loloides,

(same as Astr. simeus, L.).

-So moftu, XIV, 4 :-t[c ^ jg (th

woody). AsfrograJtM refaxistijntlus, Miq. SlBBOLD stafe

that it was introduced into Japan from China.

3-~A # i« tfen, the famous Gmsenc root. P., XII
ii. y.,cxxv.

Pen king

:

— A ^ Af
jen hen, % ^ /,.„; £a;# The root uged omt

'

in;i j|y>
5 Xaste

sweet, nature slightly cold. Non-poisonous.

Pie lu:~-Other names : Jft % hue slien, p ^ «&?n **'<*>

vuxvine herb), ± ft t'u tnng (terrestrial , sence). The /«
then grows m the mountain valleys of Shang tang [S.E.
fehan si, App. 275] and Liao tung [S. Manchuria, App. 101].
Ine root is dug up during the first decade of the 2nd, 4th
and 8th months. It is scraped with a bamboo knife and
Tied m the sun, protected from the wind. This root in it

shape resembles a man (\>n, whence thc name) umi is

possessed of Divine power.

Wo P«o [3rd cent.]:-The plant is also called ^ P
TT9 ^^ ** ^ grows in Han tan [S. Chi Ii, App-
™j. In the 3rd month it shoots forth leaves which are

medichS
leaVGS °f thc Gio*a* * M *m lo, arc alau employed in
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denoted. The branches (petioles?) are black, the stem is

covered with hair. The root is dug up in the 3rd and 9th

months. It is hairy, has hands, feet, a face and eyes like a

man possessed of a god.

T'ao HUNG-KING :—Shang tang (the locality mentioned
in the Pie In) is south-west of Ki chou [Northern part of

present Chi li, App. 119]. The drug which now comes from

thai locality is a long root of a yellow colour resembling the

fang feng [an umbelliferous plant. See below, 31]. It is

succulent and sweet, and highly valued. The drug brought
from Po tsi [in the present Corea, App. 261] is slender and
hard, of a white colour. In taste it is weaker than the

Shang tang drug. There is a third sort produced in Kao li

[Corea, App. 116]. This is the same as the Liao tuuo; druo-,_ — "
fe

[mentioned in the Pie lu]. It is of large size but devoid

of juice, soft and inferior to that from Po tsi. But the best

of all is the Shang tang drug. 6 The plant sends up only one
-traight stalk.

(

five leaflets at the top of a common petiole). The flowers are

of a purple colour. There is a Corean song in praise of the

Ginseng (^ j|g A ffc A # If) saying: the branches

(petioles) which grow from my stalk are three in number,
and my leaves are five by five. The back part of the leaves

is turned to the sky, the upper side downwards. Whoever
would find me must look for the Jg Via tree. T'AO Hung-
KING explains that the kia tree resembles the t'ung

(Paulownia), growing very high and casting a large shade.7

In this kind of place the Ginseng is found in great abundance.

The gathering and preparing of the drug require a great

•leal of experience. There is some Ginseng found at present

>iowada v>. on the contrary, the Ginseng from Liao tung. Manchuria
and the northern part of Corea is considered the best. No Ginseng i- now
produced in S.E. Shan si or ancient Shane tan5

7 Regarding the kia tree, see Bot. sin., II, 226.
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in the mountain* not far distant [the author lived, it seems,

in Kien k'ang, the present Xan king], hut it is not -cod.

Su Kung [7th cent.]:—The Ginseng which is now
used conies chiefly from Kao li and Po tsi [v. tupra]. That

which grows on the Ts/.' tfnan shen mouni in of the ± ft— — — _— __ ^ w v _ .^^ m JB^fc

T'ai hang range [App. 323] in Ln ehon [in S.E. Shan si,

APp. 204] is called 3£ \® & 7',;' t'uan s/u>n.

Han Pao-sheng [10th cent.] :—Now Ginseng Is produced
in Ts'in chou [in S.E. Shan si, App. 362], in Liao chon
[in S.E. Shan si, App. l'.i.)], i„ Tse chon [in S.E. Shan si,

App. 345], in P'ing chon [in Chi ]i, App. 255], in 1 chou
[in Chili, App. 101], in T'an chou [in Chi li, App. 329],
in Yu chou [present Peking, App. 411], in K.ii chou [in

N. Chi h, App. 168], in Ping chou [App. 253]. All I

prefectnres are sitnated near the T'ai hang range.

Li Sun [8th cent.]:-The Ginseng with which the king-
dom of Sin lo [in S. Corea, App. 311] pays tribute has hands
and feet and resembles a man. It U above foot lon«
it is kept pressed between boards of than mu [see Bot. sin,

al
]

\ ord aDd wn,
'

, '' < " 1 "1> with red silk. Th
Umseng of Sha chou [App. 266] ha. a small short root and
is not ot any practical vain...

rSho!

U ST [1Uh cent
]

:-All the prefectnn of Ho tung

Shaft
81

' T 8°
] ^ ;i,S° the ™™^n T-ai shan [in

^nuii tun it Ann 2001 i

i»..«,t„i ,*, ] ' l"'0,luce Ginseng. That which i-

»»g P.B.NLt r
ot " V,

'!;:;'

M" :" "" it ° r sh
;"":

'» *e spring Ir ;

',„
,

'"^ "- l*"' 1 '"«»»• "'
*"'

-i™iv L:',,
neli"'1"i" 1'-" 1 " i>™ iiii "

and Vbe V iv
"•', "'''"""" '""" / ''<< "'"" I* '»Hlut w * (varnish

) t.-,^ in n i

not above 3 or 4 TixTi , "
the *** is 7«»««l,d

or 4 inches high it shoots forth » branch with
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five loaves (live leaflets at the top of a common petiole) and
after four or five years it sends out a second with the same
number of leaves ; it has, however, neither stalk nor flowers

as vet. At the end of Um years it shoots forth a third

branch, and many years after a fourth, each of them having
live leaves, Jl then begins to produce from the middle of the

heart a stalk which is commonly called |f ft ft po chi rhn

(pestle of a hundred feet). In the third and fourth months it

bears small pale violet flowers about the size of a grain of millet.

the filaments of which are like untwisted silk. The fruits

(berries) which ripen at the end of autumn are of the size

of a ta ton (Soy bean) and from 7 to S together. They are

at first green but become red as they ripen. When they
are quite ripe they fall off of themselves. The root, is in

figure like a man. The Ginseng which is found on the

T'ai shan mountain [r. siipm] has a green stalk and ffreen

leaves and a white root. Another kind of Ginseng Trow, in^ C3

Kiang Huai [An hui, Kiang sn, App. 124, 81)]. It is called

fN jen shcn (native Ginseng), grows two feet high. Its

leaves are opposite, resemble a small spoon, like the leaves of

the kie keng [Platyeodon. See 6]. The root, which shows
live joints, hears likewise a resemblance to the hie keng root

hut is more tender and of a sweeter, more pleasant taste.

It- flowers appear in the autumn. They are of a purple

colour tinged with green. The root is dug op in spring and
in autumn.—It is said that in order to know the true Gin-
seng of Shang tang, two persons walk together, one eoina
with Ginseng in his mouth and the other with his mouth
empty. At the end of three or five U he who has the Ginseng
in his mouth does not find himself at all out of breath, whilst

the other on the contrary is tired and breathless. Tin

mark of the goodness of the drUff,

s is a

^v^.w.v . ,a w. I..V. Ul U.

K'or Tsunchshz [12th cent.]:—The Ginseng of Shang
mg has a long thin root which sometimes reaches above a
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foot deep in the earth and oft, , divides itself into ten

branches. It is sold for near its weight in silver and
obtainable with difficulty.

Li Shi-chen .—Ancient Shang tang is what is now
called Ln chou [in S.E. Shan si, App. 204]. The people

|ook upon the Ginseng as a calamity for the country whei
it grows (Tor t]„. ,!,.„„ igrows (for the drag mus{ be delivered to the emper..
-ithout compensation). That whirl, is made ase of ai

present come, from Liao tnng (Manchuria). The three

Kingdoms Kao li, I> tsi and Sin lo (mentioned by the ancient

abhors as producing Ginseng) now constitute the kingdom
o Chao sum [Corea, App. c,].

( „•„.„. Ginseng is mnch

2TL 'n
imi

-
ThG P^10 kh«re ^ivate it also like a

7ZV 1
• u
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1 1 th cent.] figures the Ginseng from Lu cliou [v. supra]

with three branches and five leaves [w. five leaflets at Hi-

top of a common petiole, v. supra). This ia the true Ginseng.
Bnt his figure of the Ginseng from (Vu chou [in An hui,

App. 25] is, judging from the form of the leaves, the aha
slum, and his Ginseng from Ts*in ehon [in S.E. Shan ai,

App. 862] and Yen chou [in Shan tang, App. 404] and
likewise his native Ginseng from Kiang Jluai [t>. supra]
must all be referred to the plant tsi ni. The-.' dniffs arc

frequently confounded with ihe true Ginseng. At present

[Lr Shi-ciii;n says] the true Ginseng is no more met with

in the prefecture of Lu chou [in S.E. Shan si]. Compare
also infra 4, at the end.

T'ao HiL\t;-KiNG and other ancient author- say that (lie

Ginseng root is wry apt to breed worms, especially when
exposed to the sun or the wind.

Li Yen-WEN (an author of the Ming period, who wrote
a treatise on Ginseng) says that Ginseng crows in such ar> tn

manner that the hack part of its leaves is turned toward- the

sky, and therefore it does not like either the wind or the

sun. Taken as a medicine it is generally chewed crude
without any other preparation, or it is dried before the fire

on a sheet of paper for medical use. Sometimes it is also

Bteeped in a kind of wine called g| gg. «/</<« taw. Ginseng
must neither be kept in an iron vessel nor prepared with any
instrument made of that metal.

The drawing given in the Ch. [VII, i] of the jen slum

plant is bad and incorrect.

Tatar. CataL, 64: jen a/un, Radix Panaris Ginseng.

P. Smith, 103.

Cust. Med., p. 4 (21):—Ginseng exported from New
chwang in 1885 about 180,000 piculs to other ports of

China. The list enumerates several sorts. The wild Ginseng
from Manchuria is the highest in price = 0,400 Taels per
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siiiice torn. Simrutn mtmtanum Coneense. On the annexed
plate [tia. 4] Kjsmpfeb correctly depicts the Ginseng root,lit * * O '

hut the ])laut he figures on the same plate as the true Ginsenc
is A'um .V/W, L., an umbelliferous plant, in Japanese mukago
runzin.

Phon zo [V, 4, 5] ai

Ginseng japonice mnzhu
\m

According to the ancieni <hiuc.se authors the bes< sorl

of the true Ginseng was ronsidered the ± ^ |§ 5/*oii</ 7«/w
*A*n or Ginseng from Shang Tan- in S.E*. ~Shan si. But
nowadays this Chine.-- name is applied to the root of Codo-
nopsi* tang then, Oliv., a Campanulacea. See Dr. Hexky's
memorauduni in Hooker's ]<o,i. Plant, [tab. ]\)M]. The
Tang shea is figured in Ch. [VII, 49] as a climbing
< 'ampantdacea.

4-~^H *&* *^« (Sand Ginseng). />., XI la, ->3

7'., (JXL.

Pen k'nuj:—Sha then. Root officinal. Taste hitter.

Nature slightly cold. Non-poisonous.

Pie In .—Synonyms : ^ ^ ^ ling rh ts'ao (bellwort.

campanula), % ^ rid mu [this name is properly applied to

another plant. V. 9], ^ % gang ju (goat's teat), ^
/»/ .«« (tiger's beard), g- Jft

*«« «* (bitter heart). The ^a
*/*«* grows in the river valleys (meadows) of Ho nei [S.E.
Shan si, N. Honan, App. 77], in Yuan kii [in 8.W. Shan
tung, App. 415] and %% |^ Pan yang [

241], in the mountains. The root is dug up in the

2nd and 8th months and dried in the sun.

WuFu [3rd cent]: &W
pat (white) then. In the second mouth, when the plant

first begins to grow, it resembles the Ifui (Malva). The root

is white, juicy, like the root of the mustard plant and aa

large as the Wu tting (turnip).
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d
mime sJien (Ginseng) is applied,8 vh. the jen shea (true

(the plant under review), the ~%%
(black) then [v. infra 18], the ft [ tan (red) then

[». 20], the ^ I
/•„ (bitter) then [p. 34]. These are

termed the " five then."

te« #^i [purple then, v. 21]. The tfta sfen grows in the

central provinces. Its leaves resemble those of the hm i'i

(L>/dum). The root is white, juicy.

Su Kung [7th cent,]:—The best drag comes from the

Hua slum mountain [in S.E. Shen si, App. 86].
Su Sung [11th cent,]:—The ska then is common in the

central provinces. The plant grows in the mountain, in

bushy manner, two feet high. The leave, resemble the hm
kt [r. mpra], vary in size, are pronged (or lobed). In the
7th month it opens its violet flower. The root resemble
the mallow root and is about the size of a linger, of a reddish
yellow colour outside, white within, juicy.

Li Shi-chen .-The name ska shen (Sand Ginseng)
reters toite growing in a sandy soil. The name pai shea

).
(xmseng) is applied to it on aeeoun, of the whifc

i
U1Ce

f

C0Ut

fCd " the root The ska shen is a commonmount™ plant. When it first begins to grow, in the second
on

,

th

;;

7^8 leaves resemble those of the ,hui IM
££* Limnant^mum), hot are thinner, not shining.

: t
8th or 9* —th it i, trom l to ; fee< bi ,,,M™ are

n
C°"ected aro^ the stem; they are long,^^-mWe those of the J *V but are smuUer inJ

lobed Th' «7 ^ l
° " U'U m *W the corolla is five-

">w.u. Ihe filaments are white S«. \- xi n •

also white. The fruit i i

****** t,u; coroI,u »
iftetrmtw as large as that of ,!,, /„„„ ,„>%

* Corny, In/,-a. ;>u.
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{Ilex)
;

it contains small seeds. When the plant grow, in a
Bandy soil its root is large and becomes more than a foot
long, bat when produced in a loamy soil it 1ms a small short
root. The root as well as the stem contain a white juice.
The root is more juicy when dug up in autumn.

The sha jen plant with root, leaves and flower* is figured
in the Kiu kuanff [LI, i] and CI,. [VII, \{ j. The drawings
represent a Campanularea, probably an Adenophora.

Gaitger, 31 :—Description of the tka then root.

Tatar., Cat., 50: sha then, Radix AdenopJwra s<mi Cam-
panula,—P. Smith, 4.

Cutt. Med., p. 46 (25) :—Sha then exported in 188.")

from Ohefoo to other Chinese ports, 2,894 piculs.—P. 474
(1078). Place of production Shan tung, An hui.

Henry, Chin. j>!., 405 :—Sha shen in Hn pei is Adeno-
pliora pob/morpha, Ledeb., and other species.

Alu huang, LI, 17, and Ch., VIII, 68 :—£fl] |g |

si ye sha sJwn (sha shea with small leaves), bad drawin
roots and leaves.

era

Amcen. e.vot., 822 :—$j$ || tadsin. Lychnis sylvestris,

foliis Leucoji lanuginosis, flosculis albis pentapetalis .

radice Pastinacce, ab impostoribus pro radice ninsin (Ginseng)
supponi solita.—K^mpfer seems to be mistaken. The
description of the flowers does not agree with a Campanu-
las In the So moku [III, G, 7] ® p is Adenophora
rertlcMata, Fischer. Ibid., 5 :-£ffl ^ [ | Wahlenhergia

known also from China.

{Campanula?ea). Both these species are

There is a plant |g % Tang shen figured and described
in the Ch. [VII, 49]. Large root, bluish white bell-shaped

flowers. Creeping plant, frequent in Shan si. It is said
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-fc $K i§§ Shang Tang then

)

^

9 m
*-* O ^^ —•»—• F •tin */) ¥>JII^.I1 ilclllium ancient times was applied to the best sort of the true

«iuseng But as this latter has long disappeared in that
ocality

[
V

. supra, 3] the peopl, have applied the above name
to the plant substituted for the genuine drug.

[14]
«. , .

« «vcvi*wot iut; u illj; I ami unfit,

eylmdncal roots. The plant has a square stem. He conjee
tares that it may biWfc^^ ^ [19]_ft*
»&«. Radix Convolvuli f

Comp. also P. Smith, 104, 48.
Out. J6&, No. 1251 :-7,'„,,/ ;./,., U/ , (^,, ( , pilosnhFranch.

JJ

°

W * 0the

i

' Chi" I»rts, 8.33 X ^.,60(24),

Z2> V ''*-«., P. 481 (1251), Pl,

'

J lank. JA-f/„ p. 4;-»
#

'

5, ** P, Xlla, 25.-7*., CXLIII.
< 'omp. i?A ^ 45
In the P*n fe„. t] u

Ide ken* r n« «. » lVf 'n M :l synonym for

,
0BEB

'
keeP3 th«e dr„g, apart .

According to thp P;„ / xi

medicine TtfJ *

the r°0t of the «« « ls^ ia

AAO HUNG-KING :— In jfc»«ch resembles Ginsenc W £ T^ "^ * th° to"
'"'

-d smaller in the 11 ^^ *" ' lifc ' lf in **
^^P-pertyofneutraH^X

180'"^^^
Su «U-XG[llth centl.-Ti

in Mid Chinn „ • ,\

/,sv "' l!* ll common plant

^ eSpeCmU
y * *m chon [in Kiang m,
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App. Ill], Shen cfaon [in Ho nan, App. 283]. The root is

dug up in the 2nd and 8th months and dried in the sun. It

is of a pleasant sweet taste. The people use it also for food.

According to Li Shi-chen the ^ |§ hing shen (apricot

[leaved] Ginseng) mentioned by Su Sung is the same as

tri ni.

Li Shi-chbw says :—Tin- tri ni in its leaves resembles
the ku keng (Platyeodon), in its roots the Ginseng, for which
it is fraudulently substituted. The Kiu huang pen is

lao calls

]t T*? Ir* ?JJ # Mng ye sha thin (sha

also £j||;fg pat mien ken (white flour root). Another
name is

jffl- ffi
$gi pirn kie keng (sweet kie heng

y
see the next).

Its leaves resemble apricot leaves, but they are smaller,

slightly pointed, toothed and white underneath. The corolla

of the flower is bowl shaped, 5 cleft, white, sometimes bine.

The root is like a wild carrot, gray outside, and with white
hairs (filaments) within. The leaves as well as the root

are used for food. The leaves are also known under the

name |§ 5gT yi„ ljen aat[ employed to destroy intestinal

worms.
[84]

The Khi huang [LI, G] and Ch. [VIII, 69] figure sub
king >je tha shen a Campanula or Adenophora. Blue flowers.

So moku [III, 10] :—|f ?g Adenophora remeUflora, Miq.

Ibid. [Ill, D] :—^ jSg j£ f| Adenophora Iatifolia, Fischer.

c-—*£ $ ** W- -P-. XII«, 28.-7'., CLI.

The P^n fe'np makes the kie keng and the tri ni [see the

preceding] to be the same, but the Pie lu and all subsequent
writers agree in keeping them apart. Of both of these

plants the root is officinal. That of the kie keng is of a

pungent taste
; nature somewhat warm and slightly poisonous.

mm)
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Pielu.—Tho hie keng, which is also called Q | /«;'

keng ts'uo, grows in the mountain(

valleys of Sun- kao [in Ho nan, App. 317] and in Yuan

[

in the second month and dried in the sun.

The rout is dug u[ i

[3

®m ./

r

rho Vir keng is also railed f|J#J)

fang i-,i. It- leaves resemble those

e stom is like n pencil of a purple
colour. It begins to grow in the second month.

• J!
A
r„.

HrXri'KIX,; :
~The /vV

' ken9 '» a common plantm Mid China. The young plam „ ,,„ ,.,,„,, ww< lr

is a so used as a vermifuge. The root is fraudulently
substituted for the true Ginseno-

Be 8dm [llth «nt]:-Ib root is as thick aS a finger,
of a yelUmuh white colo|m ^^ ^ ^ ^
"•ore tagh. Its leave, r,-,„,bl, apricot leaves but are longer,

I"'

Stani1 •"** fO"r together. ( fa | ;lt( .„ ,,o I.

of ZT 0p6r ito sma" bl09 «»•»"• r, bling tho-

h m nth. It ha, „ heart r
„,„„,. ,„,_ £ '„,.• roo,

ot the 1st m has no heart.

of the\f
EI"C7^^ k" ''-"' "* ""' '" »«' ore plan,-°f tne same order Tim ,.;«• . ,

and the /•;. z L .

d,ffi?renco is that the %» m is sweetana tne kie keng is bitter. Therefore rt„> ,
•

i n I

rtfr*fcil.*<- / x

J-uereiore the tst ni is also calledMJSmtien (sweet) &, &^,

*^iarrs i

%
,,,e

?•
[

;
m

;

11]

TXLVII n b , ,

' '
L>C-—See also Kin LuangL^vii, ij. Bad drawing.

[49].

G
"* /V'"'

/ " described and depicted in Gauge*

Tatar. Ca^., 58, «. W/> y. .

jlon.—-P, SMITH 17 q
,7 ll ' l, u^ / latycodonu granot'
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Henry, Chin, pi, 52 :—Kie fcmg, Platycodon gtmdi/kmm.
< 'ommon in Hu peh.

Cud. Med., p. 120 (7):_A7, /y^/in 1885 exported iron,
Chin kiang 2,162 picuis,-p. 44 (5) Prom Che loo 138,
p. U6 (.>), from Wu l,u 60,~p. 22 (7), iron. Tien tain 10.

Hank. Med., 3: Exported from Han kow. Places of pro-
duction

: An lmi, Chi li, Hu nan, Hu pen, Hz eh'uan.

lit

Amcen. exot., 822:—JJ^M
punculus medicamentosus, foliis oblongis denticulatis.

Radice palmari, pingra, lactescent*, multiplicis virtutis, &
secundum in usu medico locum obtinente a radice nindnn

;)
rn

[/<'/. Jan., 88]
identifies ]Lempf«r's plant with Campanula glauca, which

XV, p. 346.]

tiflorttm. [S

£<> fttofcif, III, 4:—Same Chinese name, Platycodon
yrandijiorum.

7-~H fit /"«*»</ *«V P., Xllr, 32.—?:, ( 'LII.

The above name appears first in the Pie In. Synonyms
given in the same work : JJ ft «<« c/tM| £ ^ ^ ^M ({j

)» ^ 1^ H &» fciung ts'ao (poor man's relief)

chung lou, H fl£ fc lM . The Aiwmo /,/„,, is B mountain plant.
The root is dug up in the second month and dried in the shade.
1 1- taste is sweet, its nature is uniform. X on -poisonous.

T'ao HuNG-KlN'u :— It is a common plant luxurious in
foliage. The leaves resemble bamboo-leaves, but are shorter.
The root resembles that of the wei jui (Polygonum, see

t)
(

c

»«wjf p<u [Anna,, see ID I]. It has large joints, is suc-
ulcnt. It is not commonly used in medicine, but the root

is highly valued by TaoisN. Hoot, leaves, flowers, fruit,
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all are eaten. For medical use the root Is steeped in wine

or administered in powder. The leaves much resemble the

leaves of the poisonous plan! kou wen O 162], and people

frequently confound this plant with the huang tsmj. In

(extra ration of the immortals)

fill A

^ The Taoists consider the huang tsing to be a kind of

*£ </« (plant of immortality) and therefore call it also

^ £ huang (yellow; c/«, /J$ R g ,,„ /,/M
m ^

I^bi Hiao [5th cent]:—The fern «*w [,-. ..//.•a], which
is injurious to life, resembles the huang i ng.

8u Kung [7th eent.];-When growing in a fat soil,

, ^
0t 0t the huan9 M*9 stains the size of a fist, but in poor

Wl it i, not larger than th, thumb. It is akin to the mi j*
Ihe few «*« is qmte a different plant.

^BViN «, [8th cent.]:_Th, fcrne huang Uhf
has oppose leave. There is one kind of it in which theWes.£ aU mclined on one side. This is called ««'^^ (A- inclined on one side). T'AO Hv*"w

ncorreet m stating that the kau wen resembles the fa«
tSltlf/.

[Hth cent.]
in North f'v

^Jj-The W^ fc% is as common

s41L^,
a

ho"

K s
r

th
-

Th
"- dril«

'

- 1V°'"

feet hi»t, tL ,
'

|,1™ t «rows 1V<»" one '° '»'"

root b soll 'I' ,

1
'

1
'"S't"- two «* t"« together. Tie

*-kiit :
lonr

'
* "— e- » «* « *

"lute, rubles minet Th n
W'"" "" "ed "

"semblance to to,b„
'

•
'' W root

' " llidl lws *»'""

(feant bate I t

"
f
gW "^ i9 "7 »««t and of .
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and dried in the sun. The mountain people make a preserve
of it for sale which is very sweet and pleasant They
gather also the young plants to use them for food. It is a

very palatable dish ; they call it $L ^ pi ts'ai.

Li Nhi-chex :—The Huang t$ing grows wild in the
mountains. It is also cultivated. Its leaves resemble bam-
boo-leaves but are not pointed. They are arranged in a whorl
from three to five around the joints of the stem. The root
grows in a horizontal direction, resembles that of the ml Jui.
The people gather the plant (stem and leave-)

food. The hitter taste disappears after macerating ami
ooking. This is the I

«3 '). The Po wu-ehi
[

(I

legend :—Emperor Huang Tl once asked one of his sag,-
whether he knew a plant which when eaten gives mi-* ~* ^m* * V I I I I

mortality. The sage replied : There is the plant of the '..vat

male (or bright) principle (% f#) which is called fgfg
huang tsing (yellow ethereal essence). When eaten it pro-
longs life. Then- is also the plant of the great female (or

) principle (;£&) which is called $j Qfo kou
When it enter- the mouth, it kills man.

U'e/i.

The huang tsing is also called |g J$ eh'ui ehu (beads
hanging down), which name refers to its drooping flowers
and berries.

An author of the 16th century states that it- root

resembles young ginger, whence the popular name £f *fe 3£
ie sheng kiang (wild ginger). By partly .teaming and
drying it is prepared for food and used as a substitute for

corn. Another name is Jfc $ mi pu.

Kin huang [LIU. 2] and Ch. [VIII, 1%-il, a]>o X.
43] sub huang tsing, representations of various species of

Pdygonatum. The above Chinese descriptions of the huang
tsing agree in a general way.

5
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At Peking the name huang tsing is applied lo Poly-

gonatum macropodum, Turcz., and P. cfunense, Ktli., both

wild and cultivated. The roots are eaten. In the Peking
mountains these plants are more generally known by the

name gf ^ $g tHen ts'ao ken (sweet root) and distinguished

as large-leaved and small-leaved.

Lourmro [Fl. eoehin., 99] applies the Chinese name
hoam dm (huang tsing) to Galium tuberosum (a dubious

t)
1

TATAR. [Cat., 10] identifies erroneously the drug huang
tsing with Radix Caragaruv gfavce. He refers it evidently to

Lourhro's Robinia flam, >inice hoam khin [Fl. cochin., 556].
P. Smith, 51, has the same erroneous identification, hut the

sweet mucilaginous drug huang tsing which he describes is

Polygonal ion.

The drug huang tsing I obtained from a Peking
apothecary shop, was the root of a Polygonatum.

O

Cust. Med., ,, 342 (52):-ffuang tsing exported 1885
rom Union to other ports of China CI pieuls._p. 210 (22)
iron, Wen chou 64,-p. 186 (39) from Xingpo I2.-Sn.all
quantities also exported from Amoy and Swatow.

S»b, (Econ., 76 i-ConmUaria muUiflora, var. «fo«*
{Polygonum). Japoniee ,«,„*o/„,/ ; sinice |g ffi Radice
ranus eduntur.

™

o m»^Vl6 :~3| Jg Polygonatum multijlorum, All.

/••
/ V t>' i

* ™ (^g^eaved huang tsing) F. cam-
lien latum, Pursh.

8.
I ™*J™> P., X1I«, 35. r., CXL1I, exxx.

twi^^'T^T (the SeC°nd cbaracte< m«™ Pe^ent

umcmal. laste sweet. Natu* uniform. Non-poi,onous.
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Pie In .-—The wet jut is also called 3" 1t Hil rl'"
( |*;uie

) and
Jjfe, gff // tsie (earth nodes). It grows in the

valleys oi the I'ai slum mountain [in Shan tung, App. 322].
The root is duo; up [Q the beginning of spring and dried in

the sun.

called

In the dictionary Sfoio wen [A.D. 10<>] the plant is

#

wet /', in the Wu P*u [3rd cent.] it is

wet jui

T'ao HrNG-iaNG:—The um' jut is a common plant.

Its root resembles that of the huang tsing [r. 7] hut i<

smaller. The people eat it.

Sit Sung [11th cent.]:—The plant is common in Ch'u
chou [in An hui, App. 25], in Shu chou [in An hui, App.
294], in Han chung [S. Shen si], in Kim chou [in Ho pei,

App. 172]. The stem i- straight like a hamboo arrow-shaft
;

the leaves are narrow and long, white on the upper side.

green below. It is a kind of huang tsing. The root is of

the thickness of a finger, covered with radical fibres, one or

two feet long, edible. The flowers appear in the third

month, and are of a green colour. The fruit is globular

(berry).

Li Shi-chen :—It is a common plant in the mountains.

Its root grows in a horizontal direction like that of the

huang tsing, but is smaller, of a yellowish white colour, soft,

covered with many radical fibres. It is very difficult to dry.

The leaves grow two and two together, resemble bamboo-

leaves. The plant is very easily propagated from the roots.

The leaves and the root both are eaten boiled.

Km huang [LI, 3] and Ck. [VII, 14] sub wet Jul,

representations of a Polygonatunu

Han., Se. />«/>., 255, examined and described the

drug received from Shanghai under the name of yii elm
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(jade bamboo). It seems what Hanbuby bod before him
were the rhizomes of a Polygomium, hut, having been misled
by the Chinese name, ho believed they belonged to a bamboo.

P. Smith identifies >/» chn and imjni erroneously [p. 31]
with bamboo rhizomes and [p. 175] with Polygonum
avicnlare.

Cum., Med., p. 48 (36) :— Tn chu, exported 1885 from
thefoo to other Chinese ports 367 pienls,—p. 352 (169)
from Canton 160 piculs,-p. 2G (71) Tientsin 86,—p. 8 (68)
New ehwang 66,-p. 102 (73) W„ bu 4l.-SmaUer quan-
tities exported from Kiu kiang, Ning po (1
places of production

: Manehnria, Chi li, 8ban tang, An hut,
< lie kiang, Sz eh'nan, Knang 8i.

Sikb., (Econ., 75:-Convaltaria latifolia. Japonice
(tanemumasu. Sinice

"*"" ""**

So moku [VI, 3] s ;„n, (1n„. mun,, Pdygonatum vulgare,
Ml.

ofwSW^M '*"'
/" / '" is u eon,,mm

P*an< in *« mountainsWWn(lnna. The starchy mncilaginona root of it is
a r, B by he naUves. The Chinese drug wei fui or y„ ,U

is probably derived from this species.

;,--*n

«

P.,XHa,39. 7'., (XXIX.

JUS -S <?A'i wu. Othername* eci / . _^ *** hj- "« < »'"• ^ ll"
JC W huo mu, Wj ^ ti then Wf m /• * i

n«r to trSm , * ' J§S 7?: l-H'ii mu. Accord-

oo!,n„„„„
""'• T,,s,e '""en. Xiltare com. v„„.

poisonous.

other
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Pie In : & jft k'u tin (1

heart), ft 1|C rh tfaa. It grows in the river valleys (plains)

of Ho nei [S.E. Shan si, App. 77]. The root la dug up
in the 2nd and 8th months and dried in the sun.

T-ao lit n<;-kin<;:—Now the clu mu is met with in

P'eng ch'eng [in Kiang so, App. 247]. It (the root)

resembles the chtang p*u [Aeorut, see 195]. Tlie leaves

are succulent and have a great vitality, and even when dried

by fin* the plant survives.

Si- Song [11th cent.]:—The plant is found in the pre-

fectures of Pin chou [in Shan tung, App. 251], I to chou

[in Kan su, App. 73], in Huai chou [in Ho nan, App. 93],

in Wei chou [in Ho nan, App. 381], Chang te [in Ho nan.

App. 5], likewise in Kie chou [in Shan si, App. 135], < 'h'u

chou [in An hui, App. 25]. In the 1th month it opens

its green flowers resembling those of Allium. In the

8th month its fruit i- formed.

Under the name of ehi mu the Ch. [VII, 41] figures

three different plants, all bad drawings. One of them

represents a plant with lanceolate leaves and may perhaps

he intended for Anemarrhena asphodeloides, Bge., which

plant in the Peking mountains, where it is common, is known
as ehi mu.

Tatar., Cat., 16:—CM mu, Radix Anemarrheniv aspho-

deloiile* et Ophiopogon.—Gauges [42] describes and figures

the ch' mu. He says: Rhizomes of a monocofyl plant having

the appearance of the root of Aeorus Calamus, Comp. also

II vx., Sr. pap.) 259.

P. Smith [57] identifies the vJu mu erroneously with

Chelidonium.

Oust. Med, p. 22 (9):— Chi mu exported 1885 from

Tientsin to other Chinese ports ?,400 piculs.—A small

quantity is also exported from Ohefoo, p. U ((J).—P. 436*

(136) :—Place of production : Chi li.
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The plant figured in the So moku [II, 14] sub % ft
is. according to Franchet, Aletri* japonica, Lamb. I should

rather think that the Japanese drawing represents Am-
marrhena. The plant represented under the same Chinese

name in the Phon zo [V, 20, 21] has been identified by

Franchet with Anemarrhena asphodehuhs.

10-—&^^>M ttungyung. P., Xlla, 41.— 7'., CLXXL
Pen king:—Jou ts'ung yung. The root and the stem

are officinal. Taste sweet. Nature slightly warm. Non-

poisonous.

Pie to;—-The jou t«
fung yung grows in Ho si [west of

the Yellow River, App. 79], in mountain valleys, also in

Tai [in N. Shan si, App. 321] and Yen men [in x". Shan si].

It is gathered on the 5th day of the 5th month, and dried

in the shade.

atftT
Ul^8rd Cent

-'
:~~TWb |,,:mt

' whidl is :ll '° (:iI1<m1

WW& jou sung yung and %. ft fa fa ,- /;.,„, grows
in the mountains of Ho si, in Bhady places. It is gathered
from the 2nd to the 8th month.

T'ao HirNG-KWG:-The localities Tai and Yen men
mentioned in the Pie h.) are in the province of Ping chou
LJN. bhan si, App. 253] and are rich in horses. People
say that the jou tt'ung yung plant is produced from the semen

1 7/
lld

u

h°rSes dr°PPing on the ground. Tlie growin.
Plant has the appearance of flesh. It is cooked with mutton

T
,

'?

Ud ,S Ve,7 ^storative. It inay also he eaten raw.
it is also common in Ho nan. The best drug comes from
Lung s pu Kan suj App<^ u ^ ^ > ^
pressed], of a yellow colour, succulent, has many flower.
It. taste » sweet. That brought from the northern countries
s constdered of a second qUality. It b short and b»™few flowers. That from Pa t ^ ^ ch m
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and Kien p'ing [E. S»« oh'uao and W. lit. pei, App. 139]
is of an inferior quality.

Su Kung [7th cent.]:—The drag spoken of by Two
Hung-king is the ^ [ [ ts*ao (herbaceous) ts'ung yung, he
had not seen the fleshy sort or jou tg'ung yung.

'

The drug

if
now commonly used in China is the Erst, of which tL
flowers have been scraped off. It is Less potent than the fleshy
hind.

Han Pao-shen,; [10th cent.]:—The jou U'ung yung
grows in the Fu l u hien district in Su chou [in Kan su,
App. 47, 313], in a sandy soil. In the 3rd and 4th months
the people dig up the root, which is more than a foot long,
cut out from the centre three or four inches, pass a string
through it and dry it in the sun. In the 8th month it I
ready for use.

The skin (of the plant) is sealy like the cone of a Jir.

As to the //(W (herbaceous) ts'ung yung it is gathered in the
middle of the 4th month. It is from five or six inches to one
foot Ion-, has a round stem of a purple (violet) colour.

Su Sung [11th centJ.—The plant is found in all pre-
fectures of the province of Shen si [modern Shen si and
E. Kan mi, App. 284] but this is inferior to the drug brought,
from the border of Si k'iang [N.E. Tibet, App. 300]
which is fleshy, thick and more potent. Ancient writers
say that it is produced from the semen of the wild horse.

Jou ts'ung yung. A rude drawing. Kb
inference can be drawn from it.

a
&

r.\TAU.,Ca/., 13:— Ts'ung yung and [W]jou ts'ung yung,
Orobanehe ptxeparata.—The same drug figured and described
in Gaugkr [51]. He says it is a large tongue-shaped
fleshy root covered with scales, in a salted condition. In
187<J I procured the same drug at Peking. It Mas said to
be brought from .Mongolia. It proved to be Phelinaa ,a!,r
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C. A. Meyer, order Oivbanehacea. h consisted of the whole

plant, salted, the stem about throe inch*- thick and scaly.

This plant is common in S. Siberia, Dgnngaria, Mongolia.
It has been gathered in 1874 by Dr. Piai BT8KY in Kanso
[/W. Fl. sin., II, 222]. The name ts'ung ywu, in China is

probably applied to several plants of the order Orobancftacw.

Cmt. Med., p. 70 (71):— Tfung ,ju ng exported 1885
from Hankow to other Chinese ports 7« picnk The drug
is referred there, it is unknown to me on what authority, to

tlfiora
[

46]

18 ^ginetia japomca, and gives * g ta ,„.,, as a svnonvn,
According to the Curt. Med., p. 26 (54 1 of the drag

« jte, in 1885, 562 pieuls were exported. //*,/., p. 48

«)
I Mace- of production:

'' h, ^han si, S, ch'uan, Hn peh. Th« drag ta y*n b
unknown to me.

s;,.i

H
/""

F,

''r
*

?
Cfl ''T

-'
- i; :~^ * 8 •

/;"'"" ;" '"/ ""•
8.eb.Z„cc. [.„ the authority of Subold],

,,„„. ,

*°' V
' ». 22 '-ft % «. The ph.nl Bgn»d

there under this Chinese name is an fZi „ ,

eparate notice o-
*3

at has

*'J

[XII
^ tonrjr, which plant is said there to be

(herbaceous) fc'tmp ,,„„,,.

the A'W
teR

5 *° "" * » « *»* - °«t spoken of in

r 1 i r P" ^ [1°th "*1 - « Plant growing on
ock, m the province of Shan nan TS Rk • A 9«8l* root resembles the root of r

"' **'
u

^ed in medicine.
^«m&a,M ymWttf,.. It «

chou, Ling cllou [ul] in tLo eMtefn i>arl
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of present Kan su, App. 414, 358,383,195]. The root is

dug up in the middle of the 4th month. It is from five or

six inches to one foot long. The stem is round and of a
white colour. It is also gathered for use, and pressed and
dried in the sun.

Su Sung [11th cent.]:—The root of the t*ao Wung
yung is very like the jou ts'ung yung, and after the flowers

have been scraped off and the drug lias been pressed it is

substituted for the latter ; but it is less potent than the jou
U'Ung yung. It is also called lie tang.

The Ji hua Pen ts'ao [10th cent.] terms the herba-
ceous ti'ung yung -. $? [ | hua (flowering) ts'ung yung.

The Ch. [XVI, 58] represents sub lie tang a cylindrical

stem covered with scales.

The plant figur 1 in the Phon zo [V, l>2] sub
£|J ^ is

a small Vrohanchacea.

Under the name of f f| so gang the P. [Xlia, 43]
mentions yet another plant which the Chinese believe to be
a kind of ts'ung yung.

Li Shi-chex says .-—The so gang is produced in Su chou
(in Kan su). According to the (.'ho keng-lu [Wthcent.]
it grows in the steppes of the Ta ta (Tatars, Mongols) in

such places where the wild horse and the scaly dragon have
happened to copulate. From the semen dropping upon the

ground, sprouts like those of the bamboo shoot forth.

The upper part is more succulent than the lower. It is

covered with scales resembles the penis and is a kind of ts'ao

ts'ung yung. It is reported that lecherous women of the

Ta ta use the so gang for purpose of masturbation. It is said

that from the contaet with the female organ it assumes the

characteristics of the natural organ. The natives dig it up,

wash it, take off the skin, dry it in the sun, and then use it as

a medicine.

6
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This is probably the plant to yen mentioned by the

Chinese mediaeval traveller Ch';mg ehnn [A. I). 1221] in

North Mongolia. [See my book Chin. Media*. Traveller*.

p. 52.]

Ch., VIII, 63 :—So yang. Rude drawing representing a
cylindrical stem covered with scales.

The drug so ymg which I procured in an apothecary's
shop at Peking, and which has been examined by Professor
*luckiger, seemed to be Cynomorium cocaneum, L., order

piant, which, as the genus name indicates, resembles a canine
Penis. According to Potanin and Phzewalskf, it
common plant in the Mongolian desert

ront,!T'
Ua
,t

0W M<<
P '

4° '-So ** reddish brown
roots with wnnklcd surtac,, 8z ch^nan, Shan si, Ho nan.

ril8q.
°
thet Cmnese Ports 24 pi.uls.- //,W., 178^a^ 2""*

•
n -f

.
prodnction :

S,

is a

"<-* ®Sm (w„._p.
; XIB j_r> 0LVJ

/'• 1{00' ofti'-mal. Taste pragent. Nature

id

«a™.
x\o„-poisonous. '

"""

of f'^n'twrifat'
g
''°T

'" "'e riTOr """• (l
'lilin?)

Shen si, App. 4°24 alt in * T U]
* " V""« ch°U [M 'J

322] and Shao sh i rin 1 n

T " Sn"n
t !" Shan tang, App.

«P '> the 3rd, 4th andM .f^ ^^ Th" root ! ~ do«
;

and *»> -"oaths, ,„„, ,,,.;,.,, ;„ „

*» tf «W and gj i * r"
4 ""» *» l>l™t £ ft *

h «" to ra0Ve oven th „7 '
'"' "•"'-'""""« "'"' f« "

oven when th, „„• is still. ,, in „„.
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depths of the high mountains
; no other plants are found

near it. The root is very Urge and has twelve smaller tubers
of the size of a hen's egg on the sides. The people use the
tubers for food.

T'ao HuNG-Kix<; .--The eh'i tsien is a kind of g cJU
[plant of immortality, properly a Fungus, v. infra, 266].
It has a. stein like the tsien kan [a reed used for arrow-shafts.

sin., II, 564] of a red colour. The leaves grow at the
top.

)

( Colo

The plant is not moved by wind, it moves only in still air.

In the Yao sing Pen ts'ao [7th cent] this plant is

- WIU<1-

^ H?f 5£ «**»" tsien ehi (red arrow chi)

Sir Kuxo [7th cent.]:—The chH tsien is a kind of chi

[e. supra]. The stem resembles the tsien kan [v. supra]
is of a red colour. The flowers and the leaves, which are
likewise red, are at the top of the stem. It ha
like an arrow. The flowers open in the 4th month. The
fruit resembles a decayed k'u lien [Afelia. V. 321]. The
kernels are five or six angled and contain a mealy matter.
When dried in the sun it is spoiled. The root is juicy,

from five to six inches long, has ten and more smaller
tubers on the sides. It is eaten raw, for in a dry state it

is uneatable.

In the K

to g

^ MS ^ien ma (heavenly hemp)

1]

] the plant in

in Shan tung, App. 184], T'ai shan [in Shan tung,

App. 322], Lao shan [in Shan tung, App. 180]. The root

is dug up in the 5th month and dried in (he sun. Its leaves

resemble those of the shao yao (Pa'onia albijtora) but are

smaller. From the midst of them rises a straight stem

[c. supra]. The fruit is produced
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at the top and resembles the frail of the su sui /.<:.c. 9
It

becomes yellow and ripe at the time of the withering of the

leaves. The principal root is connected with L2 secondary
tubers of various sizes like the Men men tung [Aspar
lueidus. See 176]. Some of them are in shape like cucum-
bers, others like radishes. They are much used for food,

both raw and steamed. The best sort is produced in Yiin
chou [v. supra],

I omit the details given regarding this plant by other
authors quoted in the P., for these accounts are confii d

and contradictory. 8 Sung [11th cent, seems to take
the cht tuen and the tHen ma to be distinci plants, both
common m Middle China.

.
?* 6

fre °f the chH UUn ur **» ™ ^ the a. [VII, 8J
is a tancy drawing.

Tatar., Cat., 56:— T'i<» ,>,„ p,r /-,- ,,
p. TT r„_ ,

'
1 Uli v >", ttadix urticce tuberoses t—

IxAUGER T521 desrriKoo .,,,1 c
Per. J. i It

"

U1 '" S th° dnig. !l " llV r00t -

easi-shaned. tliroQ ,,..!,..-. i.
"' Jegg-shaped, three inches lone

r fl/r
TRV

' f^" ^an<
*' m'-^n ma or <*<»' <**»,

towfowfta, order OreUdem.

Med.

Ichnntr+n a ™.. ' '

J"'"" exported 188& troro

-I™ ^.!te '
1Wrt5 7,i Jfa*"-JW*, 70 (67):

Action : Hu peh, 8Z chW

A^Wi. ta "
t T

T
:
*" ' • -«». B. Br., in

'.v

•?• 2,VJ>horbia LathvrL* ;., i .'•'/"-in Jap.,,, Somoht [IX..
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1*2.—ft shu (chu). /'., XIIo, L— T., (II.

Comp. Rhya, 7, 8, 159.

Pen king :—S/n,, also & |jj sAon /•/. The root is officinal
Taste sweet. Nature warm. X on-poisonous.

Pie /„.._The ,A« is also called \\\^. shun kicmg
(mountain ginger) and

f Jf jg *fan //,-„. J, Krowa in t |,
©—&"*/ •«*« |j_i ^ji awt/t (Mm. 11 grows m the

mountain valleys of Cheng slum and Nan cheng in Han
chung [in Southern Shen si, App. 16, 226, 54]. The roo<
is dug up in the 2nd, 3rd, 8th and 9th months and dried in
the sun.

AVc P'u [3rd cent.]:-The shu is also called jlj #
slum l/w (mountain mosta

thistle).

d) imd ?C$I Men Id (1

T'AO HUNO-KING :—Cheng slum and Nan cheng (the
localities mentioned in the Pie lu) are identical The shu
is a common plant. The best drug com. from the mountains
Tsiang shan [unknown to me. App. 351], Pai shan and
Mao shan [both in Kiang su, App. 238, 218]. The root i

dug up in the 11th and 12th months. At this time of the
year it is very fat (resinous), and sweet. From the leaves
a pleasant fragrant beverage is made. There are two kinds
of shu. One of them is the £ ft pal shu (white shu or
shu simply so called). Its leaves are large, covered with
hair and lobed. Its root is sweet, contains little resin, is

used in the form of pills and powder. The other kind is

the ^ ft ch'i shu or red shu. It has small leaves, not lobed.
The root is small and of a bitter taste, contains much resin.
It is used in a fried state. That brought from the eastern
frontier is large, not strong, and is not much used.

Su Song [11th cent.].—The shu is a common plant

C5 [r. sunra]

ban [in Ho nun. App. 317]. The plant -rows from two
to three feet high. In summer it opens its violet flowers
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resembling those of the /,-:• hi [spiny thistle. See U_
Sometimes the flowers arc yellowish white. After summer

it produces seeds and in autumn the plant withers. The root

resembles ginger, is beset with radical fibres. Its skin i

black, the heart is yellowish white, contains a resinous juice

of a purplish (brown) colour. T'ao Hixg-king distinguishes

two kinds of shu. His pai (white) shu is the same us the

yang fu of the Eh ya [see Rh ya, 8]. At present it is

found on the high mountains in the prefectures of Hang ehou

[in Che kiang, App. 58], Yiie chou [in Che kiang, App.

418], in Shu chou [in An hui, App. 21)4], in Siian chou

[in An hui, App. 315]. Its leaves stand opposite each other,

are covered with hair. The stem is square, on its top are

the flowers. They are of a pale purple colour, or bine, or

red. The root is branched. That from the violet flowered

kind yields the be<t drug. By the drug shu mentioned in

ancient prescriptions always the pai shu is to be understood.

Li Shi-chen says that the ,„« shu plant re«-mblcs

(thistle). The taste of the root is like ffincer and

mustard

.

.^••^

400]

[CI

name of

^ Tfc or sine from Wu [Che kiang, Kiang su, A ri ,. _
Ihe ancient prescriptions do not discriminate between the

white and the red shu. It was only in later time that the

latter was distinguished and termed ttang shu.

The If ^ ts'any sjm \s first mentioned by K'ou Tslng-
^hi [12th cent.] as a succulent root of the size of a finger,
w"h a gray skin and of a pungent, bitter taste. It is used
in the same way as the pai shu, which is sweet.

Li Shi-chen identifies the Wana shu with the $#
i Q i f'V °

h iS meUti°ned in the &' '«. * the Rh !,a

[.o9] and by T'ao Hung-kinu [,.^ It u ilw kno,-n
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unoer the names of W $j shan hi (mountain thistle), Oj ^Man tsing,
f|Jj ^ ,/„, ^ It ig a conirnon inomir:|ill pI .mr

with loaves clasping the stem. The leaves arc from three to
four lobed, serrated on the margin and provided with small
pines. The root resembles ffincrer.

K,
t>*
M

*-5

ft huang, LI, 8, and Ch., VII, 9, sub ts'ang shu,
representation of an Atraetylis.

r\y

!'

Tatar., Cat., Si—Ts'ang shu (eku). Radix ?

Gaugbr describes and depicts [5J the drug pat shu and
[4GJ the ts'ang shu.

Hakb., 5cw ., 255 :— TVaiy *Am. Rhizome of Atractu-
Idles, Sp.

P. Smith, 28:—Peh shuh, Atraetyhdes alba and tsang
shuh, Atractylodes rubra [species names invented by P. Smith].

Cust. Med., p. 138 (68-70) :—Pal shu 1885 exported
from Ning p0 to other Chinese ports about 28,000 piculs.
In small quantities also exported from Han kow, Wen chow,
Kiu kiang.—jfotf., p. 469 (961) Places of production.'
< 'he kiang, Kiang si, An hui, Yun nan.

Ibid., p. 8 (59) :— Ts'ang shu exported from Newchwang
1,708 piculs,—p. 26 (62)

(34), from Che foo 74 piculs,—p. 70 (69)

—p. 48

2,254 piculs,—p. 102 (64), from Wu hu 7 piculs.—7/,/,/.,

(1 M
tung, Sz ch'uan, Hu peh, An hui, ( 'he kiang.

See also Hank. Med., p. 3i».

Phon zo, V, 24, 25:—£ jj£ Atraetylis ovata, Thbg.,

26, 27 ^f jffc A. lancea.

So moku, XV, 52:—^iJH Atraetylis ovata,—51, same
Chinese name, A. laneea, said to be from China.—50, ffj ^
-1. ovata, said to be from China.

Steb., Icon, ined., V :-=f jfc Atractylis chinensit, DC.
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^

The latter is a common plant in the Peking monntain
It is very spiny. Th«- leaves very variable in shape. Flower-
heads small, of a pale violet colour. All the Eastern Asiati

species oiAtractylis are now morally reduce I to one sped -
A. ovata.

]

13. koutsi. p., xm, i6.— r., clxvi.

(1

Pen king:~-Kim /,•/ (dog's backbone) or W *$ po chi

Nature uniform. Non-poisonous.

). The root i officiiml. Taste bitter.

Pie In :

«
~

'
M '*' also (

'

;l11 "' 1

ft! ?/ '•''"".<? to (worm's

1n I k i K A *-w n . .

[
The root is dug up m

the 2nd and 8th months and dried in th, sun.

Wu P'u [3rd cent] :~h U also called
ftj * *o« tf&«

ihe root of the /•„„ „• ,,. ,„,,,,., (h( .

/(; /,-,; [6
.

m/A ,, See
«*]. The stem has joints like the bamboo and is pnYkly.
The leaves are round, of a red colour. The root Is jrellowUh
wbte, resembles the bamboo-root, is covered with hair.

T'ao Hung-king .-The kou tri is a common plant in

have v 1 •
£" " Ficl<ly

'
tll(> '— «"' '"'"" l :"

tin™

V
Ti

8' r°0t Presents Protuberances and excava-
tion?, resembles a ram's horn.

*^V*^l>~Tk*touiU a » licinal plantwhehr^ th ^ F
I

]
lias a loner roof ^Uli — J

colour, whe„ e l riff ° * " '"'
'
grMf

green).
-1 '""'"'"' name * '

'•«'''"? ('lo
"

% "*ta »»«« (between Chi li and Shan si
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App. 323] and in the prefectures of Tsz' cliou [in Shan tang,
App. 367], Wen chou [in Uhe kiang, App. 385] and Mei
chou [in 8/ eh'uan, App. 211)]. The plant grows one loot

high, lias no flowers. In its stem and leaves it resembles
the htan chung [v. supra]. [ts leaves are sharp, finely

divided. The root is of a black colour three or four inches
long, has many protuberances, resembles the backbone of a
dog. Large specimens are two fingers' thick. The flesh

of the root is of a greenish colour. It is dug up in spring
and in autumn and dried in the sun. The druc now u>vd
in medicine is that beset with

(
-V-V.W „ 4 , tl ^wiu-uuwuuu xuftira ^radical

fibres). The plant spoken of by T'ao Hung-KING as having
prickles is the pi kiai (Smilax) not the kou tsi.

Li Shi-CHBS :—Of the kou tsi there are two kinds. ( me
has a black root resembling the backbone of a dog, the

other is covered with gold-coloured hairs and resembles a
dog in shape. Both are used in medicine. The plant

described as the kou tsi by Wt P'u and T'ao Hung-KIN<
is not the true kou tsi but the pa kia, which according to the
Po wu-cM [3rd cent.] is akin to the pi hiai [r. supra] and
sometimes is also called kou tsi. The plant described by
Su King and Su Sung is the true kou tsi.

Ch. [VIII, 2] sub kou tsi, representation of a fern with
bipinnate fronds.

Lol-reiko [Fl. cochin., 82 (J] Polypodium Baromez, L.,

Agnus scythicus, sinice keu tsie. Radix oblonga, crassa.

carnosa, multiformis, supra terrain exerta : radiculis crassis,

pilis densissimis, tenuibus ruHs tota vestita.— This is the

Cibotium glaucum in Flora houyL [466], a fern.

Hanb., Sc. pap., 121.—P. SMITH, 194, Tartarian.

Lamb.

Cast. JFJ., p. 18G (47) :—Kou tsi exported 1665 from
King po to other Chinese ports .">2 piculs,—p. 210 (25), from

7
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Wen chow 45 piculs,—p. 344 (66), from Canton 42 piculs.—

Ibid., p. 45.") (606) Places of production : Che kiang, Kuang
tang, Kuang si.

The Phon zo [VI, i] figures sub %\ # a fern with

bipinnate fronds. Franchet, Enum. 77. Jap. [II, 204]

refers this drawing with a ? to Onoelea germamca, AVilld.

U-~S %£ kuan chung. P., XII6, 18.— T., CXXXIII.
Comp. 7.7< ya, 110.

7J
t>n king .-—Kuan chung. Other names: S* Sfi fawwi

tsie, %^hmn 1% ^ $j ;w ?ou (hundred heads), j£
hu Man,

Jg| Jfr p/™ /„. The root is officinal. Taste hitter.

Nature slightly cold. Poisonous.

Pie /„ ;—The kuan chung is also called V£ fig #j fc'<w

<7t7 i'ou (herbaceous owl's hea<l). It grows in the mountain
valleys of Yuan shan [unknown to me, App. 416], in Yuan
l:; [in Shan tang, App. 415] and on the Shao shi mountain

The root is dug up in the 2nd and[

8th months and dried in the shade.

T'ao Hung-king :—The kuan chung is common in Middle
i\ A- — I __ ii *

- [

China, Its leaves resemble those of the __
See 7,7, ya, 185]. The root in its shaped colour and hairy
appearance recalls the head of an owl [v. supra].

Su Sing [11th cent.]:—The kuan chum,, otherwise
1 1551 t=» -ax* «/caM J|L^ g feng Irei tg

cao (lmu01lix_tail plant) ^ _ _

m the provinces of Shen si [now Shen si and E. Kan su,
App. 284] and Ho tung [Shan si, App. 80] and also in
King and Siang [Hu pei, App. 145, 305].

Ll Shi-chen :-The kuan chung is a common plant in
the mountains, in shady places. Several stalk, issue from
he same root. They are as thick as a quill, slippery. The
leaves arc in opposite pairs, resemble those of the kou tsi
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[see 13] but arc not serrated or dentated. They are of a

yellowish green colour, the under side is paler. The root is

crooked and covered with erect dense black hair, like that of

the kou tsi, but it is larger and resembles an owl.

C/i. [VIII, 18]:

—

Kuan chung. Representation of a fern

with large pinnate fronds, covered with spores. Hoot covered

with dense hair.

According to M. Fauvel ["Trip of a Naturalist to th<

Chin. Far East," 11], in Shan tang the name huan chung is

applied to Aspidium falcatum, S\v., a fern, known also from

Fu kien and S. Shen si.

Henry [Chin. ;>/., 199, 200]:— Kuan chung. This name
in Hu peh is applied to several ferns, viz. Woodwatdia

radicans, Sin., Onaelea

mas, Rich.

fii

, < 'u$t. Med., p. 344 \ 69) :

—

Kuang chung exported from

Canton to other Chinese ports 15 piculs,—p. 278 (61), from

Amoy 0.43 piculs.

—

Ibid., p. 457 (647) Places of production:

Fu kien, Kuang tung.

Phon zo [VI, 3, 4]:— fif ^ Fern. According to

Franchet : Lomavia nipponica.

15.—Q fg % pa ki tHen. P., XI lb, 20. T., ( 'LXXIV.

Pen king

:

—Pa hi fiat. The root is officinal. Tasfa

bitter and sweet. Nature slightly warm. Non-poisonous.

Pie la:—The pa hi fieri grows in Pa [E. 8z ch'uan,

App. 235] and in Hia p
4
ei [in Riang su, App. 63] in

mountain valleys. The root is dug up in the 2nd and 8th

months and dried in the shade.

T\ao HrxG-KiNG :—At present the people use also th<

drug which come- from Kien p'ing [in Sa ch'uan and
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»] The root

resembles that of the Pmnia moutan, but is smaller, of a

red colour outside, black within. When prepared for use,

the heart is taken out.

Su Kong [7th cent.]:—A popular name for this plant

ls — IgfC san man f«'oo. The leaves resemble tea-leaves

;

they do not fall off i„ winter. The root consists of fleshy

tubers.

Su Sung [11th cent.]:-The plant -row. in Kiang
Huai [An hui, Kiang su, App. 124, 89], in Ho tung [Shan si,

App. 80], but the best kind con,,., from Shu chon [part of

cTear

D
'
APP

'
2d2]

'
DeSCriPtion of «» plant not quite

The Ji /,„„ /v„ ,,.„„ [10th ivnt] d|j
,

( ^ Mf
P« "» W».. (,*.nt whi-l, ,l,„, not fade).-The plani ,„/v
<« --.» to have I,,.,,, „ nkniiwl| tl , | ,|S,„.n , KX

1

t„„
U

1

Cl
';
[VI1

'

1G] s ' v"s onder *• name of pa kl ''<'»•

"'"! d

"™f "Panting two ,| ilf„,.,., lt ltlIlts
,

,„„•

cnou [in Hu pei, App. 169],

31 ,wT'
C<U

:l
:
~~Pa U tiim

' Xot identified.-GAUGBB°
J descnbes ^d figures the root.

the

ThisU perhap, the pa ,, him in Lo„„., /v. ,„,/,/„., 477,

n^L^T 'W
.
**» ***»» ~ called *^*M»"«m«, Bentl,. Order*,,,// •

(103)
from Canton to other 01 in

**" ^^ ""

(52), from Swatow 3 " 'T
^ * ^ ^~» 318

*»ft Kuang si, Che fcanV
*

°f pnM, "ction : *"*

-The drawing mil* m ft* -r- .

s to reprint I?,*?
5 Ul S,H '- 7 ' ' [«

I nt a y„/v,„ £/„ # The
,

seems to

plant described i,n
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figured in rim Kwa wi [1 !] under the game Chinese nam., is,

according to Frawchet, Potypofe Anw', ( lomp. also /'/,<>„ ro,

\ 1. ('., under the same Chinese name. The figure of the plain

shows only leaves.

l(i-~& & //<«"* <•/«. P., XII.'.. 21.— '/'., (XXXIII.
Comp. 7.7/

r
ya and Classic*, 194, 443.

P<?n *%.— l"fian c/«, /J> ^ «/ao teto (small herb),
name applied to the leaves. Other names M ]X « fo'ao

)<$&$£ & .'/««», H |H »/<«> woo. Root and
leaves officinal Hoot bitter. Nature warm. Non-poisonous.

P/« ?«;—The yuan clii grows in T'ai slian [in Shan tung,
App. 322] and in Yuan kii [in Shan tung, A pp. 41.')]. The
root is gathered in the 4th month and dried m the shade.

T'ao Hung-king :— Yuan kii is the prefecture of Tsi yin
in Yen chou [in Shan tung, App. :;i7 and 404]. At

•- -present the drug commonly used comes from P'eng ch'ene
[in Kiang su, App. 247] and Lan ling [Shan tu

174]. In the
fflj ^ ,ien faun (Taoi^t proscriptions for

procuring long Hfe) the siao t**ao [v. supra, the leaves of

the plant] is used. It i

[ Epk
see U7] but is green.

My Cm [10th cent.]:—In it- -tern and it- leaves it

resembles the ta Uting [Justieia. See 89] but is smaller.

Chang Yi';-hi [11th cent.]:—The plant is mentioned in

the Rh ya. It resemhles the ma Huang, has red flower-.

yellow, sharp leave-. The upper part of the plant is called

siao ts'ito.

Sir SuHG [llth cent.]:—This plant grows in North
China.

). It i-

of a yellow colour. The leaves resemble those of the ma
huang, tu ts'ing and other plant-. In the 3rd month it

produces white flowers. The root is nearlv one foot loner.
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There is one kind of this plant in Sz cliou [in An lmi,

App.
319J with red flowers ami a large root. Another kind

is produced in Shang chou [in Shen si, App. 278]; it Ire;.

black root. Now the siao ts'ao, used in medicine in ancient

times, is seldom employed.

Li Shi-chex :—There are two kinds of y&an chi, one

has larger, the other smaller leaves. The siao ts'ao spoken
ot by T'ao Hung- king belong to the Litter, the plant

mentioned by Ma Chi is the Urge-leaved. It ha. red flowers.

Ck [VII, 13] yuan chi and Kiu huavg [LIII, 5]

representations of Polijgala.

Tatar. [Cat., 31] yuan chi, Rad. Polygake tenvi/oUce.
Ihe roots of the yiian ehi described and figured in Gaugbb,
24.—P. Smith, 175.

(84):—Yaan chi exported 1885 fromu
•"••»*** «* <W:— -TSan c/« exported 1885 in

ilan kow to other Chinese ports and Japan, 350 piculs,

p. 28 (73) from Tien tsin 150 piculs,-p. 48 (49), from

,

t0° )™ Fculs^sniall quantities from I chang, Chin-
kianfj

(1557)
and Mid China.

The dirog ^an chi ™ China and Japan is yielded by

and P. japon/'ea.

1 94, 443.

tenuifi

B

17.—ffi £% y*nW /mo. P., XI1A, 24.-7'., CLXXIX.

root

P
*Z trr }7/

•'w hvo
>
uU° W * ^^ **'"*- T1 '

co d 4 eS Ul'e "** T^ W* Nature
t01u

- ^on-poisonous.

-P/6* /^ —Til

A

NJ1 <5h«
"•

A

•'"' ya "9 hno «row * in Shang kiin [in

App tm'
h PP

'
2U] md in Ya»«^ P» * China,APP- a99j, in mountain valleys.
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Si; Kung [7th cent]:— The plant is commonly called

fill ill fl% sien ling p'i* The leaves resemble pea-leaves, but

are round and thin. Stem slender but hard.

Su Sing :—It is a common plant in Xorth and Mid

China. The stem like that of millet. The leaves like apricot-

leaves, provided with prickles (on the margin). The root

is of a purple colour, beset with radical fibres. In the

4th month it bears small white or purple flowers. In th<

oth month the leaves are gathered and dried in the sun. One

kind, whicl l [llu nan, App. 83,

307] has leaves like the pea on slender petiole-, which do

not lade in winter. The root resembles that of the huang lien

[Coptis. See 26]. In Kuan chung [Shea si, App. 158]

the plant (another kind) is called ^£ ;$£ ^ ^ san eld kiu y
(three twigs— common petioles— nine leaves). It grows

from one to two feet high. The root and the leaves much

used in medicine. The Situ pen ts'ao says, the best for use

is that plant which grows where the sound of water is not

heard.

Li Shi-chen :— The plant grows in high mountainou>

regions. Several coarse stems like thread issue from tin

same root and grow one or two feet high. Each stem

divides into two branches, each branch (common petiole)

bears three leaves. The leaves are from two to three inch*

long, resemble apricot-leave- or pea-leaves. They are very

thin, dentated, with small prickle-, glabrous on the upper

side, glaucous beneath.

Ch. [VIII, i]:

—

Yin yang huo. The drawing seems to

represent Epimedium sagittatum, Bak. [Aceranthus sagittatus,

8. & Z.J, which agrees with the above Chinese description.

Tatar. [Cat. 30]:

—

Yin yang huo, Folia Poptdi (an

erroneous identification).—P. Smith [176] identities the same

Chinese name with Populus spinosa. This name is purely
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imaginary on hi, part.--.The yin ,,.„,, huo which I obtained

iron, an apothecary's shop in Peking were the leaves i
Aceranthus sagittal**, a plant recorded by our botanic from

Hapei—Comp.HB«BT, Oun.pl.,:>.,,.

_

Cu*t. Med., ,,. 862 (286):— Yin yang huo exported

11*5 from Canton to other porta of I hi,.,. 30 picmV-pJ*
I u )> from Hankow 25 picuU,—p. 288 (227) a small

quantity from Amoy.-ifotf., ,, 492 (1,536) Places of

Production
: Shen si, ][ u peh, FlI ki( .„, Koang tim ,

?
Knang -i.

reported from Mid and North China.

& moha [II, 45]:-g ^ £, Aceranthui *g&*
Z j

,nff '" 8lBB0LD tophuu haa b, „ introdnced free.

Uuna into Japan.

**£££" ^I ,1"\ ,i^ character i* freqnenti

-ftw fcn^i .-

TC^aa). i>„ XU6, 28.- T., CLIX.

«'«. The root • Z "ark -""""- K :ils° » * ''"""

cold n!
0fheinul

- ^ fitter. N.tnre djgWu
" -^on-poisonous.

Pie hi •— Tl i

m no kienn f£? '""' U ffro"- in ""' li "''' v*;

"

**» W^fci*?
e';"'-] :-TI "- I** U also caUed £ :

YiiunkuVr
i

"'< *»@i *•»' '•<•
r. II grow i»

«• »ve,,,iX ,;•,. 't

1

;

1

" y?g tA| ''- - r" : - Th"
1,

'a

:;
the feu-, . of ft i

'

sl '""1 fonr opposite, roseo*'

bI"*, «!««. °!!"t**C* '"• See I]. fl»*-»
Meek. ' " f0nt l" five fee! bjgh. The fruit i
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T'ao Hung-king:—The hihin den is a common plant
in Mid China. h< stem is like that of the true ginseng
but higher. The root is very black, slightly fragrant. The
Taoists use it as a perfume.

Su Kung [7th cent.]:—The yUan shen has a disagreeable
smell. Its stem does not resemble that of tin;

It is unknown to the author that the drag i^ used
perfume.

Ma Cfll [10th cent.]:— It has a square stem, from four
to five feet high, of a brown colour, covered with line hair.

The leaves are large, like the palm of the hand, and sharp.
The fresh root is greenish white, succulent ; when dried ii

becomes purplish black.

So Sung [Hth cent.]:—The leaves stand opposite,

resemble those of the chi ma [Sesamum. See 216]. They
are long, serrated. The stem is slender, of a purplish green
colour. In the 7th month it opens its greenish flowers, in

the 8th month it produces black fvnit^. Another kind has
white flowers, a large square stem covered with fine hair.

The root consists of from five to seven different pieces.

Li Shi-chen :—The yOan then which is now used, is

that described by Su Sung. Su Kung is right in statins„..- .JWW..^
that the root has an unpleasant smell. It is perennial an
frequently worm-eaten, and therefore full of hol< . Th
flowers are purple or white. It is also called M % /„-/ then

) or m nig )

( /'., \ II, 43 :— Yuan shin. The drawing is too indistinct

to permit of identification.

Tatab., Cat., 48 i—H&an shea, Radix.

—

Gauger, 40,
the same root described and figured.—Hani;. [Sc pa;,., 2.35]

also describes this root. It is internally fleshy and black.

P. Smith, 104:—Black Ginseng.
8
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Oust. Med., p. 192 (115, m;) :_)W„ then exported

m 1885 from Nrag po 4,700 picola.—Ibid* 493 (1563)

Places of production : Che kianir.—Accordine to Brad,^. -.v.^v,.~...6
[//«/*. Jf«*.] exported also from Hankow.

-So mo/„, XI, 57:—£^ Scrdphvlaria Oldham, Oliv.

Hie above Chinese description might perhaps agree.

19. *& ft '''//". p., xm, 30.— r., cxxxvn.
n ki"!> :~Ti ya (ground elm). The root and the

leaves used in medicine. Taste of the root bil r. -.-
slightly cold. Non-poisonous.

, * Ztt:~The U yu grows in T*ung po Tin Ho nan, Api

I
1 atld Yiian k,i [in Shan tung, App. 115] in mountain

val eys. The root is dug up in tin 2nd and 8th months and

dried m the sun.

*.Siir* yang Cin 8 8* App>7]-

c°""

leave

1
'

T ,

H™C -Kra
'' :
~'Ib» I«w« of // yS resemble *

the »lJ fi '?L
gt''' ,l "''' " s "'">' '•"«' the ground wta>

™J71, ;

esi,,s ,o« "- 1-*- &^ "*•«

^v„ colon, , k! "I'"'"';
and «* (<"• '".its) .re * •

for fe 1 ,

Ca""' i 2 » ."' •«• The root i. »*•

alchl"' *
,tt°n

-
Tl "' *«•* »•» it end oee it *

leaves for b n (?>
"

T1"J ",OU,lt;li " l*°l>le
substitute

''"''

'** Theyi„av also be eatea fried.

«* plain on 1

^^^-The // yfl is a common plant in

root
> in the 3rl

8 "^ m&r8hes
' *™»' the P6"1^

ground. After tW '
^ leaT6S is""'- T,,p3

r oovef the

to four feet hiffh t

8b
.

gle Ste,u 8noo ' s ***» from tb ''ee

8 • " divides ;iua , u
.

uti UCL,s i ( , lV(
which
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stand opposite. The leave- resemble elm -leaves hut are

narrower and longer, serrated on the margin. In the

7th mouth the flowers appear. They are of a dark red

(fcl The root

is black outside, red internally, resembles the willow root.

Li Shi -CHEN :—The Wat tan fang (alchemist ic pre-

]

) says, the ti >/u is also called man the [

The
same name is still applied to the ti yil by the people in K'i

ehou [in Hu pei, App. 121, Li Siu-crt.n's native place].

It is sometimes erroneously written suan t$ao (sour jujube).

The rude drawings of the ti yH as given in the Kin huang
[XLVI, 30] and in the (7/. [VHI, 4] seem to he intended

for Sanguisorba officinalis, L. (Poterium), the Burnet, with

which the above Chinese description agrees,

Tatar., Cat,, 21:— Ti y«, Rod. ffedysari.—V. Smith,

110.

Curt. Med., p. 350 (150):— Ti <ju exported LS.S.3 from

Canton to other Chinese ports 17 picuU,—p. 14b* (lib), from

from Shanghai, 8 piculs.— //</<£., p. 482 (1.273) Places of

production : Che kiang, Kuang tung, Kuang si.

Our common burnet is a commen plant in Xorth and

Mid China. In the 1 Peking mountains it is known by the

name of ti yu. The (

y

anton drug may be yielded by another

plant, for in die Tnd. Ft. sin. [I, 246] no Poterium h

reported from South China.

Kioa wi, 29 ;—^ jfj or 5E gj Sa/iffuisorba officinalis.

So moku, II, 24 :—J&fjjy Poterium officinale, which is the same.

20.—^ §g tan then. /'., XIIA, 32.—

7

7

., CLVL
Pen hiny

:

— Tan shen (cinnabar coloured ginseng),

HP $ljji IsL hi ch'an ts'ao. The root i< officinal. Taste bitter.

Nature slightly cold. Non-poisonous.
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Pie lu:

) grows
5^ §? chH then (

yang [

in T'ung po [in Ho nan, Apj>. 379], in river
valley,, and in T'ai shan [in Shan tang, App. 322]. The
root is dug up in the 5th month and dried in the mid.

T'ao Hdsg-king .—The T'ung po [mentioned in the
r» lu\ is a mountain situated in I
Ho nan, App. 107]. The Huai River take^'tJTlti
not to be confounded with another mountain of the same
name ,n Lin hai in the province Kiang tang [Che kiang,
App 192 and 124]. The tan *. fa a common plant in

id Uuna. It has a square stem covered with hair, purple
(or violet) flowers. The people call it sometimes £ J§
chu ma. ^-

Wu P« [3rd eent]:-In its stem, leaves and seed
capsules it resembles the jen [Perilh. See 67]. The plant
-covered with hair. The root is of a red colour. In the
ttn month it opens its purple (violet) flowers.

Su Sung [11th cent.]:-It grows in all the prefecture
*> provinces of Shen si [modern Shen si and E. Kan su]

;|1

Ho tun, [Shan si, App. 80], also in Sui chou [in Hu
. *PP- ^4J. The leaves resemble those of the po ho
A.

., are covered with hair. Purple flowers in spikes.

» ol a red colour, of the thickness of a finger.Une plant has many roots.

Li Sfil-CHEN
:

Comp. above, 4], distinguished \

then- effect upon the five viscera :

l.—The \ m jen «/„n [tn,e ginseng. &*> 3].
operates upon the spleen and is called the hnang

(yellow) shen.

2.--The $j
i ^

,/4a ,;̂ ^ ^ Ifc opM||toB

[

U1,0U^ hn«S »nd M ^lled the jrf (white)^
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;>-—The j£ I hUan shen [see 18]. It operates

upon the kidneys and is called the Jiei (black) shen.

4.—The iff ^ mou meng [see 21]. It operates

upon the liver and is called tsz* (purple) then.

.).—The ft [ tan shen. It operates upon the

heart and is called chH (red) shen.

The latter i- a common plant in the mountains. Its

leaves (leaflets) are live together on :i eommon petiole,

resemhle those of the wild su (Pertlla). The root is red
externally and lias a purple flesh.

Ch.
f VII, 20:

—

Tan shot. Rude drawing, but it seems
a Salvia is intended. [Comp. oho X, 37] siao (small; tan
shea, likewise a Salvia.

Tatar., Cat., 20 :— Tan shen. Had. Salvia miltiorhiza.
J'. Smith, 194.

Salvia miltiorUza^ Bge., is a common plant in the

Peking mountains. It has been recorded also from Shan
Tung, Hu pel, etc. It has a cinnabar red root, from three
to seven foliate leaves, large violet flowers.

Oust. Med., p. 70 (62):— Tan shen exported 188.) from
Han kow to other Chinese ports 405 piculs,—p. 124 (55)
from Chen kiang 257 piculs—p. 46 (30) from Che foo

233,—p. 26 (56) from Tien fcsin 17 piculs.-//^/., p. 480
(1246) Places of production: Chi Ii, Shan tang, Shan si,

Shen si, Sz eh'uan.

Phon ,:o, VI, 18 :—f\- ^ Salvia nipponica, Miq.

21.—Jgg # tsz< shen. J\, XII6, 34.-7., CLIX.

The

"en king :
— Tss* nlien (purple ginseng), £fc §p? mou meng

root is officinal, Ta>te bitter. Nature cold. Non-
poisonous.
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Pie lu .-—The tsz
1

then is also called
jf| fl§|

t'ung ch'ang,

Mi ff ma king,
$fc 3% ckungjung. It grows in Ho si [West

of the Yellow River, App. 79] and in rhe mountain valleys

of Yuan ku [in Shan tung, App. 415]. The root is dug

up in the 3rd month. After drying by fire it becomes purple.

T'ao Hung-king says that it is not much used in

medicine.

The ancient authors give confused contradictory accounts

of the plant. Some say it resembles in its leaves the Sorrel

(Rumex), others liken the flowers to a Polygonum. The root

when dried is f a dark purplish colour, the flesh within

is pale red. It resembles the root of the /.<:' tfao [Lithe-

»permum erythrorhizon. See 23] but is smaller;
Ch. VII, 44:-7^ ,hm. Rude drawing. A quite

different plant is represented under the same Chinese name
m Ch. [XXIII, 31].

In the Peking mountains the name Uz* den is applied

to the root of Polygonum bistoHa, L.

So moku, VII, 54:-^^ Polygonum Ustorta, var.

Joins ovatis and other varieties.-/*/*™ zo, VI, 20 r.-Sanw
identification.

The typical form of Polygonum bistorta is called ##
r^TT - r (fist gins"n- in Chinese) in the So moh

Kwa wi [57]
- -—*"wuud in tne Kwa wi LO/J.

Ihe tilan shen is mentioned in the P. [XIII, 63].
llnsname appears first in the T<u king Pen t*ao [11th cent.].

tuner A
l8

aT
id there t0 gT0W MiM inT^' chou C

inShan

r p
g

' PPr 367
]- Its leaves resemble those of the yangt*

b ck colour. It is dug up iQ the nionth _Thc x,,rtW

«kn is not mentioned in the CA.

Bistort root.
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21-—3: M m*9 *m. P., XII6, 35. T., GXXVL
Pen king:— Wang sun. The root is officinal. Taste

bitter. Nature uniform. Non-poisonous.

Pie hi

:

—The wang sun, otherwise called ^ J^ huang

(yellow) sun, ^ ^ huang hun, grows in Hai si [in Kiang su,

App. 50] in river valleys, also near the wall of the city ot

Ju nan [in Ho nan, App. 110].

Wu P'u [3rd cent,] says, in Ch'u [Hu kuang, App. 24]

it is called wang sun, in Ts'i [N.E. Shan tung, App. 348]

it is J| J$ ch'ang sun or $$ JH hai sun, in Wu [Kiang su,

An hui, App. 389] it is £J Xj] ^ pat hung ts'ao or

man yen

T'ao Hung-xing says that in prescriptions the wang sun

so termed ;§£ -|§ kuang hun and #£ W mou mew. But

later authors prove that this is a mistake, for huang hun is

is the tsz< shen [v. 21].

[Acacia* See 324] and mou meng

Ch ;ex Ts'ang-k'i [8th cent.] calls it JfL jfH hau on

{Nelumbium root in a dry soil). The root resembles that of

Nelurnbium speciosum. It grows in the T'ai Hang mountain

range [in N. China, App. 323].

Li Shi-chen :—The leaves of the wang sun are crowded

towards the top of the stem as in the ts~ ho ch'e [Paris.

See 151]. These leaves resemble the leaves of the hi hi

iChloranthus. See 42]. The drawing of the wang sun in

the Pen ts'ao hang mu seems to be intended for a Paris, the

leaves of this genus, as is known, being whorled at the apex

of the stem.

Ch., VIII, 3 :

—

Wang sun. Drawing indistinct.

Comp. also Henry, Chin, pi., 320.

So moku, VII, 81, 82:—]£ -j^ Paris quadrifolia, L.,

and P. tetraphglla, A. Gray.
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23.—j£» g /,;' ts'ao. P., XIU, 36. V, CLIX.

Comp. jR/i ya, 142, for other ancient names.

Pen kingt—Tsz* ts'ao (purple herb). The root is

officinal. Taste bitter. Nature cold. Non-poisonous

Pie lu:—The tsz* ts'ao is also called %ft tsz* tan

(purple cinnabar red). It grows in the mountain valleys of

Tang slum [in Kiang su, App. 334] and in the country of

Ch'u [Hu knang, App. 24]. The root is dug up in the

3rd month and dried in the shade.

In the Wu P'u [3rd cent.] it is called Jj& jfi. ti hu

(earth blood). This name is properly applied to Rubia.

[See 182.]

T'ao Hixg-king:—This plant is produced in Siang yang
[in Hu pei, App. 306]. Much of the drug is also brought
from the district of Sin ye in the Nan yang prefecture

"in 8.W. Ho nan, App. 312, 231]. The people there

cultivate it and employ it for dyeing a purple colour. It is

not much used in medicine.

Id Sih-chkn :—This plant has purple flowers and a

purple root, whence the name Uz* tfao. It is cultivated for

the colour yielded by its root. This root must be dug up
in spring before the plant has flowered. Then the colouring
matter will be found to be very bright. But if gathered
after tinkering the colour has- become deeper and is conse-
quently inferior in quality. The top of the root [I should
mther think the plant above the ground] is covered with
white hair. By certain processes a yellow colour can be

)g people [r. App.
402] call this plant ^ |J ^ ,)a h ;(

,u U*Q0

C/k, VII, 46;_2^« t^uo ^ Representation of JJtJio-

spernwm erythrorluzon. 8. & Z.
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Loub., Fl. cochin., 127 :— Anckuta officinalis, radice

longa, rabra. Sinice tsu tsao.—Tatak., Cat., o'l :— .'/>.-' Wao.

Bad. Anchuta.—Gaugeu [48] describes and figures the root.

Hcnbt, Chin. ]<!., 508:—In Ho pei U£ ts\w u
Lithospermum erythrorhizon.—/nrf. 7-7. «'n., II, 1">4.

C'/.v/. J/rt/., p. 60 (40):—TV fr'oo exported 1885 from

t chang to other Chinese ports 73 picnls,10—p. 8 (65) Prom

New chwang 27 picnls,—p. 354 (203) from Canton i picnls.

f/anX-. J/<<<7., 48 :—Exported from Han kow.
*

Regarding L. erythrorhizon in Japan see Pot. «Yt,,

H, 142.

2^~9 gf B P™ ?ou zoeng. P.
y
XII/>, 38. 3% CLXXIL

Pe/t king

:

—Pal t'ou wehg (the gray head), gp ^ A
ye cftang jen (wild old man), j$] :£ fj£ # /w icanp *Ai eh

(barbarian prince's envoy). iioot and flower- used in

medicine. Taste of the root bitter. Nature warm. Non-

poisonous.

Pie In :—The jm t'ou weng, also called §§5 fSJ ]|Jl nai ho

ts'ao, grows in Kao shan [in Kiang >u, App. 118], in

mountain valleys and in waste places. It is dug up in tin

Ith month.

T 4ao HtJNG-RING :—It is a common plant. Near tin

root it is covered with a soft down and thm resembles the

gray head of an old man, whence the above names.

Su King [7th cent.]:—Its leaves n emble those of the

*1iao yo [Puma. See 52], but are larger. It produces one

tmi, at the top of which i- a purple flower resembling that

°t &e mu Jan [Hibiscus syriacus. See Rh //a, 6]. Tin

8 The export from I chang of 73 pieuis is ^ $£ tz» jri which seem
il

> be ;i different substance from tzu Utao. The point at any rate requires

lucidation.—A. IIexby.

»
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fruit is as large as a ben's effff and covered with white hairs"" "" " "^" ° ^66
more than an inch long, which hang down like tassels, thus

resembling the head of an old man.

Other authors quoted in the P. describe the pai Von toeng

differently, not quite distinct. The plant intended by Si

Kuno may perhaps be a Pulsatilla (Anemone), the fruit of

which, with the long feathery tails of the seeds, may be

compared to an old man's head.

The C/t. figures under the name pai Von weng two

different plants,— IX, 52, a plant unknown to me, and

VIII, 14, it seems, an Eupatorium. At Peking pat t'ou

weng is Eupatorium KirilUncii. Turcz.

So moku, X, 86 :
ss-

Cast. Me,L, p. 68 (4b') :—Pai t'ou weng exported 1885
from Han kow to other ports of China 69 piculs.

- 5--Q Jk pat LL P., XIIA, 39. T., ( ILVII.
Pen king:—Pai ki, also *§ & ^ lien ki ts'ao, # ft

Nature uniform. Non-poisonous.

i>/> in ;—The £| ^

t). The root is officinal. Taste bitter.

]

[

, 420].

In [

The same work says, the Q g ^ fc grov
valleys. Its leave- resemble those of the U
See 142] the root is like a mortar. It is dug' up in the
Jth month. [Li Shi-chen says that the two drugs pai hi,

differently written, are the same.]

Wo P'u [3rd cent]:—The pai ki in its stem and leaves
resembles the gmger plant and the li la. I„ the 10th month
Pnfwb ^ flo™* ^PPear on the top of the plant. The
root resembles a mortar, wherefore it is also called ftkm ken (mortar root).
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T'ao HuNG-KINQ :—It is a common plant in MM China.

The leave- resemble those of the tu jo [Alpinia. See 55],

the root resembles that of the ling [Trapa* Bee 296]. It has

hairs between the joints. It is not much used in medicine,

hut it ig good for making paste.

HAN PaO-SHENG [10th cent]:—The pai ki is produced

in Bhen chou [in Ho nan, App. 282]. The leaves resemble

the young (unexpanded) leave- of the tsung (Chamceropt),

also the leaves of the li In (Veratrum). One -tern shoots

forth in the 3rd or 4th month and produces purple flowers.

In the 7th month the fruit ripens and assumes a dirty colour.

The root is white and resembles that of the Trapa and ha

three horns. From the top of the root the sprouts issue.

Hie root is dun- up in the 8th month.

8u Sung [11th cent,]:—The plant is common in North

and Mid China. It grows on rock-, one foot and more high.

The leave- resemble palm-leaves, are as long as two finger-.

It bears purple flowers in summer.

Li Siii-ciien :

—

Han Pao-siieng's account of the plant

is correct. It produces only one stem. The flowers are an

inch long, of a reddish purple colour. The heart of the

flower is like a tongue. The root resembles the Trapa.

It has a navel like the fu tsz* \Seirpus tnherosus. See lilt ya,

5l>] and i- difficult to dry.

C/t., VIIL 12:—Pai ki. Representation of an Orchidia,

probably BUtia hyatintldna. It is stated there that the

viscid juice of the root is used in manufacturing porcelain.

Tatar., Cat., 4,:—Pai ki. Bad. Amomacea.—Gaugbb,

who d tribes and figure^ the root [0], means that it belongs

to an Orchid.—P. SmTTH, 13.

The drug which I procured, under the name of pai li

from a Peking apothecary's shop, agreed in shape with the

above Chinese descriptions and seemed to be the bulb of
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BUtia hyaeinthina, R. Br., an Orchid with purplish violet

flowers, much cultivated at Peking under the popular name of

Ian hua. This bulb, when put in water, forms a mucilage which

at Peking is used by the manufacturers of "cloisonnts.

Henry, Chin, pi, 361 :—Pcu hi in Hu pei is Bleb

hyacinthina.

<'»*(. Med., p. 68 (43):—Pai hi exported 1885 from

Han kow to other Chinese ports 385 piculs. See also an

interesting note regarding the pai ki in the Report on Trad<

Chin. Afar. Cust., I860, p. 68, Ning po, from which port

the drug is likewise exported.

So moh,, XVIII, 34 .—Q & Bletia %ocmt/una.—Sauw
identification in Sieb., Icon, hied., VIII.

26, huanglim. P., XIII, i. T.y CLIIL

Tl

P*n hmg:—Huang (yellow) i/en, £ Sg irana to*.

w root is officinal. Taste bitter. Nature cold. Non-
poisonous.

Pie ?«.-—The huang lien grows in Wu yang [in &
8* ch<uan, App. 396], in river valleys, and in Shu [AV. B

cb'uan, App. 292], also on the southern slope of the T'ai shan

[m Shan tnng, App. 322]. The root is dug up in tin

2nd and 8th months.

T'ao HrNG-K lNG:_Wu yang is in Kien p'ing [in

f
'™n ** H« N, App.

139J. Now the drug brongh
rem AV estern China is of a paler colour and less juicy than
that from lung yang [in Che kiang, App. 376] and Sin an

m Che kiang, App. 310] wnicn are consi(](MV( i the best,

ihat trom Lin hai [in Che kiang, App. 192] is of an inferior

quality. Before use the smaller fibre, of the root are

removed, and then it looks like a string of beads.
In the Vao nng \un j- 7th c

"
thg d fa ^fled

///' /?>/
r>
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1
1
an Pao-BOTN [10th cent.]:—The plant grows in a

bushy manner, about one loot high. One stem (petiole) bean
three leaves, which do not fall off in winter. The flowers are of
a yellow colour. The drug produced in Kiang too [ 8. An Imi.

Kiang bu, App, 124] is like a string of beads, that from
Shu (Sz ch'uan) does not show this peculiarity. Now th«

besi sort is considered to come from the country of Ts*in

8] [in Che kiang* I »....._..

App. 58], Liu chou [in Kuang -i, App. 199],

So King [7th cent]:—This plant is produced in Shu
[Sz ch'uan, App. 292], in Kiang tung [Kiang su, ('he kiang
App. 124], and in Li chon [in II u nan, App. 185]. Tb
drug from the latter place is the best

Su Sung [11th cent.]:—The plant grows in Kiang and
Hu [Mid China, App. 124, 83], in Kino- chon [in llu pei,

App. 146], K'ui chou [in Sz ch'uan, App. 170] and Suan
eh'eng [in An hni, App. 315]. The drug from the latter

plac is of a superior quality. Inferior sorts come from Shi

[in Hu pei, App. 288], K'ien [X. Kui chou, App. 141]
Tung yang [in Che kiang, App. 370], Hi chou [in An hui,

App. 52], Ch*u chou [in Che kiang, App. 23]. The plant is

one foot high, the leaves resemble those of the ton l-n (sweet

Chrysanthemum, unknown to me). Jn the 1th month it

bears yellow flowers, in the 6th it produces fruits lik those

f 'he/-/,, (celery) and likewise yellow.

Li Shi-cben:—At the time when Li Tang-CHI wrote

»'> herbal, at. the end of the Han dynasty, the huang lien

troni sl>" [W. S/ ch'uan] was considered the best In the

[v. snio-al

ow the drug used in medicine comes from Wu [Kiang su,

App. 389] and Shu [Ss ch'uan]. The best is that produ. d
m \a chou and Mei chou [both in Sz ch'uan, App. 3i>8, 219].
Here are two sorts of Intuitu lien. One has a coat • root

destitute of hair (radical fibres), and forming a series of
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united tubers. The root (with its branches) resembles the

claw of a bird. It is firm and juicy, of a deep yellow colour.

The other sort has no tubers, is densely covered with hair,

(radical libres), is not juicy and is of a pale yellow colour.

Ch., VII, ?y> :
—Huang lien. Only leaves and root

figured. It seems a Ranuneulacea is intended.

Tatar., Cat, 10 :—Huang Hen. Radix Leantice.

GAUGBB [9], huang Hen and [10], Ch'nan hiang lien (huang
Hen from Sz ch'uan), figured and described. .Jointed, yellow
rhizomes, very bitter.

P. Smith, 126 :—Huang lira identified with Justkia."
According to Faukrr [China Review, X, 28] the huang

lim plant is much cultivated in the mountains of Sz ch'uan.
It is Coptis teeta, Wall. (Order Ranuneulaem). See Henry,
Chin, pi., 137.

The yellow bitter root huang lien, which I obtained
from a Peking apothecary's shop, and which was examined by
Prof. FLfiCKiGER, seemed to belong to Coptis teeta. The
root has sometimes the appearance of a bird's claw.

Dymock, in his Veget. Mat. Med. of W. India, p. 13,
•totes that the root of Coptis teeta is „1Ueh exported from
China t«» India.

Cust. Med., p. 70 (59) :—Exported 1885 under the
name of shui lien from Hankow to other Chinese ports 850
pwH-p. 58 (21) front I chang 300 piculs.-7/W., p. 452
(516) Place. f production : Sz ch'uan, Hu peh, Shen si,

i mi nan.

So moku, X, 38 :-^ jig Coptis anmmoniefolia, Sieh. &
wx.—-Ibid., 39, 7T fin 3£ 3£ -IB /« i i \ ;• >>

» ' JL JM g£ H; ,ifl (hve-leaved huang hen)
C. qutnquefoUa, Miq. /,,/,/., 40 :-H ^ ^ ^ (three-leaved
""V *«)- C. trifolia, Salisb.

and"i^&ES^ of Hu peh,
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27.—X ^ huang tin. P., XIII, ii. T., ( JLIII.

Pen king .-—Huang (yellow) tin, J^ §| /w cfrang

(putrid bowels). The root is officinal. Taste bitter. Natu
aniform. Xon-poisonous.

Pae /?< .-—Other names : 2g ]]J|
ifc'un^r ch'ang (1

re

bowels), fa |3! net hii (empty inside), jjtg ^C £% tf/n,

fown^r wen. The fcttan^ tow grows in Tsz* kui [in Hu pei,

App. 368] in river valleys, and in Yuan kfi [in Shan tun;

App. 415]. The root is dug up on the 3rd day of tl

>!rd month and dried in the shade.

Wu P'u :—Other names : pi £§ tu fa, JHJ5 fig //in ton.

w

T'ao Hung-kikg :—The fresh juicy and solid drug is

called ^^ to* tin. The old broken drug with holes within
1?; ^ ^ su tin. As the drug is frequently rotten it is

also called fu clfang [c. *.]. Now the hot conies from P'eng
ch'eng [in Kiang su, App. 247]. It is also produced in

Yii chou [in Kuang si? App. 412]. That of a superior

quality is of a deep yellow colour, firm, without holes. It is

much used in medicine, but not in Taoist prescriptions.

Su King [7th cent.]:—Now the best comes from I chou
in Kuang si, App. 103], Fu chou [in Shen si, App. 43],
King chou [in Kan su, App. 153]. That from Yen chou
['it Shan tung, App. 404], which is also of a good quality,

13 known by the name of ^ Jf. ^ t'un icei tin (sucking-

pig's tail).

Su Sung [11th cent.]:—The kuang tin is common in

Mid and North China. The plant grows about one foot
1*1mgn. Leaves small and long, purple flowers. The root
r<? mbles that of the eld mu [see 8].

Li Shi-chbk :—The kuang tin is a bitter root of a

yellow colour. The old root is yellow outside, black within,

with many holes. The ancient dictionary Shuo wen writes
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tl. e name ]g ^ huang kHn. The fresh root is also called

t'tao tin. The drug produced in the north is of :i

deep yellow colour.

th., Vll, 36 :

—

Huang kHn. The figure seems to intend

a Scutellaria,

Tatar., Cat., 10 :—Huang kHn, Radix Scutellaria

viscidulv, Bge. (which has yellow flowers). But in his

drawings of Peking plants, Tatakinov applies the name

huang kHu to S. macrantha, Fischer, with blue flowers. This

latter is a Siberian plant, eonimon also in North China.

1' is the Cassida montana in Amman's Stirp. rar. ruth. (1739

p. 42, tab. u\ Radix carnosa extus et intus flava saporis

snbamari, etc.

P.Smith, 194:—Sc. msddula.

The dnig huang kHn obtaiued from an apothecary's shop

at Peking were thin transversally cut slices of a yellow,

bitter root.

Henry, Chin, pi., Uli^-Huang tin. In JLu pei a

name for Jin-hen* nepalensis, Spr. 12

Oust. MnL, p. 21 W-.—JIuang kHn exported 1885
from Tien tsin 5,530 picnls,-p. U (16), from Che loo, 517

piculs,-p. 68 (27), from Han kow 162 picnls.

So moku, XI, l*:-^ Scutellaria macrantlia.-***
also l\> i wi, 14,

-'"—^ % TsHn Uao. P., XIII, 16. T., (XXXIX.
Pen king.:-Ts<in kiao. The root is officinal. Taste

bitter. Natare uniform. Non-poisonons.
te *«;—The te'/n foVw grows in Fei wu [in Sz ch'ttafi,

l'P- W], in mountain valleys. The root is dog up in th
2nd and 8th month, and dried in the sun.

" UW* num. I have *** foUn<l to be 0rroncoU6> -

_

A> HEKKi,
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T'ao Hung-king .—Now this drug ia produced in Kan
sang [u, 8a ch«uan, App. 11 H and Lung tung [App. l>U].
Worms eat the root and produ< reticulate figures on it

»" twisted and eontorted. Th, large root of • yellowish
white colour is the best.

So Kxjsq [7th cent]:—The drug is .

2& Dl 7V//i kiao. Th» nrim>»i ........

'i'

43]

[in Kan -u, App. 153]

IK

[T*ang period]

bu sung [11th cent]:—It grow, plentifully in North
Uuna (Shan si and Shen si). The root is of a dark yellow
colour, twisted and contorted, one foot long. The lea v.
resemble Lettuce-leaves. In the Oth month it produces purple
"owes „ sibling those of the ko IPackytrteu: Bee 174].

Ll Shi-chen does not seem to know this plant. He says
only that the nam* is derived from the country oi ^ IVui
[Kan su, Sh.n si, App. 358], where it is produced, and
*L

Ck
t VU, 48:-r**« kiao. The

ne root and leaves. The text says that the plant grows on
tbe \\ D t'ai slum mountain, in Shan si.

P. Smith [102] thinks that the ZVw two is the Justu i

f'"<*
um, hut he does not say whereupon this identification

is based.

Oust. Med^ p. 00 (8):— 7Wn two exported 1885 from
«» how 1,280 piculs, and p. 72 (86), the rind of the same

<™g 308 piculs,—p. 22 (11):— T»Hn kiao exported from
wn tsm 780 piculs. It is said there to be the bark of
'-ntho.iylon datum.™—P., ^
piculs

(2) from I chan

u
Evidently confounded with 288 Win tsiao.
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The drug ts'in ktao is unknown to me. I suppose tbe
above identifications are both wrong.

29.-8
ffi tiV hu. P., XIII, 17. T., CXLIX.

Pen Mng :—7VV hu, jjj || tf Afin. The root is officinal
Taste bitter. Nature uniform. Non-poisonous.

Ptehc—The fcV hu leaves are called :g pg« yiin hao.
J-hey are of a pungent taste, fragrant, and can be eaten.
ine plant grows in Hung nung [in Ho nan, App. 99],

The roo

the sun.

415]

[3rd cent.] calls it
tfj ^ shan ts'ai (

) and Jg ^ ju ts
<

ao (ediUe herb)

T'AO HUNG-KING : Mid China, resembles the.
4

.
7

_
J

s^^a in mm uina, resem Dies uw
t*m hulAyeli*. See 30]. The Po m, e/u [3rd cent.]
says

:

The leaves of the m hao resemble those of the

« to (an nmbelhferons plant). The young white shoots,
wtnch appear in spring and in antnmn, and are from four to
hve mehes long and fragrant, may he eaten. It is lonnd in
Ch ang an [present Si an fn in Shen si, App. 6] and Ho nei
Lm N. Ho nan, App. 77].

[7th cent.]:-.£
is the ancient form for %

(firewood), and the

mm O

and MiH

SX [llth

r'"-
]:-This

l'
ll"'tis «>m,non " »«•ana iuia China. The W* j

fin Rk- • .

best druS comes from Yin chou

^n is purplh^en?', , ^ " ™"^^ *
The leave/ £^?*£ 7* *" *"" (iS ^"^

resemble bamboo - leaves but are narrower and

14

tff i§j P., XXVI, 55.
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mailer. In the 7th month it bears yellow flowers. The
root is of a pale red colour, resembles that of the tfien hu
[see 30]. A peculiar sort of the clrai hu grows in Tan chou
r;„ cm— • a ftA-i

]

m
times was also used for 3g Us* "purple" mid refers toM //", 14-2. He states that the ch'ai hu plant when young
may be eaten, but the old plant is used for firewood, whence
,1)" "anie. He further proves that the ancient author
onfounded under the name of cfrai hu several nmbelliferons
ants. The northern cfcai hu is not the same as that

produced in the south.

Kh, huang, XLVI, 25, and Ch., VIII, 27 :—Ch'm hu.
Bade figures, probably intended for Bupleurum.

(Had.

Tatar., Cat., U:—Ch (ai hu, Eadix Bup

[41]
believes to belong to an umbelliferous plant.—P. Smith, 45.

In the Peking mountains the name c¥ai hu is applied
to Bupleurum falcatum, L., and B. oetoradiatum, Bge.
Roth have yellow flowers. The above Chinese descriptions
of the ch'at hu agree.

Ha

Cutt. Med,, p. 6G (1) :—Ch l

ai hu exported 188.') from

piculs.—
p. 22 (1)

—p. 120 (1), from Chin kiang 197

So moku, V, 41 :—^ $ Bupleurum falcatum. L.

Kwa

30-—m S9 ts'ien hu. P., XTII, 21. T., CXLIX.

Ite he—The root of the ts'ien hu is dug up in the
2«d and 8th months and dried in the sun. It is of a bitter

*»8te. Nature slightly cold. Non-poisonous.
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T'ao Hung-kwc :—It is a common plant in the marshes

of Mid China. The best drug comes from Wu Wag [in

('he kiang, App. 390]. The root resembles the ch'ai h

[v. 29] but is softer.

Si Sung [11th cent.]:— It is a common plant in Mid

and North China. The fragrant young sprouts are eaten.

White flowers. The root is of a greenish purple colour.

There are several sorts.

Li Shi-ctien :—The plant grows 2 feet high. The

young leaves are eaten. Flowers of a dirty white colour

resembling those of the she eh'uang [Cnidium. See 49].

The root is black outside, white internally, fragrant. The

best is produced in the northern provinces.

IVien hu.

^presentations of an umbelliferous plant, probably an

Angelica.

Tatar., Cat., 11 :_Tfien hu. Rad. Angelical
P. Smith, 17.

Hkxry, Chin, pi., 59:—men hu in Hu pei is

K

Angelica.

i ust. Med., p. 184 (8) -.-Wen hu exported 1885 from
Nm« po 1,084 pieuls,-p. 66 (5), from Han kow 277
p,c .-Sinall

'luantitie^ exported from Fu chow and Pak
hoi, p. 220, 11 1.

So moku, V, 33 :_^ gg Angelica refracta, Fr. Schm.

cxxx\
31--E5 A fang feng. P., XIII, 22. T.,
Pen king:-Fang feng, (ft^ ^ung^ The r00t is

othcmal. Taste sweet. Nature warm. Non-poisonous.
Loaves flowers and seeds also used in medicine.

P m
Pt

\
hl:~0iher Da™s of the plant:

fEJ ^ hui ts'ao,

h™/'"9/"*' ** Um **"> ^& po chi [hundred
branches. Comp. also 13] . Tfae «J

L

fa gha
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iian [in Slim si, App. 267], in marshes, also in Han tan

[in Chi li, App. 56], Lang ye [in Shan tung, App. 178]
md Shang ts'ai [in Ho nan, App. 276]. The root is dug
op in the 2nd and Kith months, and dried in the sun.

V ]:—Tlir plant i< :tl-o called

hui
;iiin and -gf

ffc po fei. The leave, are slender, round,

lark green and yellowish white. In the 5th month it hears

3 How flowers in the 6th black fruits.

T-ao Hung-king observes that a place Sho yuan does
not oxi^r [comp. App. 267]. The best drug comes from
I'vn. ch'eng [in Kiang .su, App. 217] and Lan ling [in

Shan tung-, App. 17i] which is net tar from Lang ye. Ir i

also exported from Yii chou [App. 412]. A drug of an

inferior quality is produced in Sian^ chou at the frontier of

I yang hien [in Ho nan, App. 305, 107].

Su Kung [7th cent.].—The drug produced in Ts'i chou

Shan tung, App. 34«] and Lung slum [in Chi li,

App. 213] is considered the best, hut that from 1 r chou
[in Shan tung, App. 367], Yen chou [in Shan tung,

App. 104] and Ts*ing chou [in Shan rung, App. 36a] is

also good. The leaves resemble those of the mou hao

[Artemitia, Hot.

>

.</
[

I]. Two HuNG-KHfG is wrong in stating that a place
si3fia yimi doe- not exist. Sha yuan lie- south of Tun
chou. But the drag which conies from that locality i

inferior to that from tin- eastern province-.

su Su.vg [11th cent.]:—It is a common plant in

«uu China. Ii leave- resemble the tiHng hao (Artemisia)

nit are shorter and smaller. When voung they are of a

purplish red colour. The people of Kiang tung, of Sung
and Po*« [in \n j,^ App. 124, 316, 259] eat the young

15 Or ;< Po " in the country of Sung. [See App. 259.]
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leaves us a vegetable. They have a pleasant taste. In the

5th month the plant opens its small white flowers. The

(

( Coriander}
larger. The root is large, of a dirty yellow colour, resembles

the root of the shu k'ui (Allium). The best comes from

Ts'i chon [v. lujtra]. The sort called S R5 Mi '** fang "."

-rows in Ho chnng fa [in 8.W. Shan si, App. 74].
Li Shi-chrn :—The drug which is produced in Kiang

and in Hnai [Kiang so and An hni, App. 124, 89] is the

'hi (stone) fang feng. h groWS on rocks, whence the name.
In the second month the people there gather the youn

.

leaves for food. They arc pnngent, sweet and fragrant

-

1
1

is called
(coral vegetable). The

root looks coarse and deformed. The plant can be raised

from seed.

CK VII, 23 i—Fang feng. Rude drawing. Umbel-
liferous plant.

Lorn., /y. <.0C/M
'

M>> 622 :~ Coreopsis leucorhiza, sinice

famfum (fang feng). Ibid., 452 -.—Origanum Bictaamus,
Bimce: Quam turn (Canton) fam fum. Notandum in

provineus borealibns Sinarum nasci aliam plantam eodem
»»'»»*' fam fum vocatam, radice carnosa alba, subfusefor.ni,
magni mm m medieina, sed prorsus alienam ab Origano.

I>Incakville, in his list of Peking plants, calls the

fang feng Persil des mont o
Tatar., Cat., Ux-Fang feng. Rud. Libanotidis ?

»AU«n[17] describes and figures the same drug, the root
of an umbelliferous plant.-P. Smith, 133.

Ib At Peking the name fang feng is applied to two
nmbelhferons plants, viz. StmocceUum diruneatum, Tares. (Siler

*"«*•«. Benth. & Hook.) and Peucedanum rigidum, Bge.

tcrebinSL
»fF.-A.°Henbi-

°f HU *** 'S the name given to P*"** ***
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Cast. Med., p. ±-l (21) i—Fang feng exported in 188

t'mm Ken tsin 2,319 piculs,—p. 44 (10), from Che too 1,0-

I'iculs,—p. 2 (11), from Now chwang 746 piculs.

Anum. e.rot., «S25 :— |#j ft, hoofa <) fo/u. Ligusticum

'•'ihran-.— 11,1,1., \\\ $j K, san bofu, vnlgo jamma bofu.

Apium littoralo folio Aqnilegisc pinguiore. According to

Ibbg. \Fl.jap.
i 117] this is Peucedanum japonicum. Comp.

dao inj i, 133.

So /no/^/, V, 10 :—1#; Jgj &'fer divaricatum.

32. y£ «« Atw. P., XIII, 25. 7'., CXXXIV.

/'m //«,/;

—

Tii Itno, ^§ »$£ ife'tano /w<>, fd f«i ftteaip

"^' IS ^| fif ^f All kHang shi die. The root is officinal.

lasfce bitter and sweet. Nature uniform. Non-poisonous.

Pie hi

:

—Other name $8 ^ 1§[ tu yao ts'ao (self-moving

plant). The tu huo grows in the river valleys of Yung chou

[Mid Shen si, App. 424], also in Lung si [in Kan su,

A
PP- 216] and Nan yao [unknown, App. 232]. The root U

dag Up in the 2nd and 8th months and dried in the sun.

"MS plant is not moved by wind, it moves only in still air,

whence the above names [tu huo means self-moving].

Wu P'u [3rd cent.] calls it #f £ f£ # hu wang shi eke.

Two Hung-king :— The localities mentioned in the

*« all belonged in former times to the country of the

K'iang [Tibetans, Kukonor, App. 131]. The drug Viang
h "° which is produced in those localities is smaller, full of

J0lnts, succulent, and of a strong nature. That which comes

[

[in Kan su, A pp. 296]
i, . l —> —II- J

is oi a whitish colour, larger. Both are used in the same
Way.
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Su Sung [11th cent.]:—The best sorts of the
and the Viang km are now produced in Shu Han [Sz eh'uan,

App. 293], The Pen king takes the tu huo and the hHan
/mo to be the same, but these names refer to two different

although allied plants. That drug (root) which is of a purpl

joints close together is the Viang htto,

that of a yellow colour and forming a large mass is the

the

in /< hi).

Li Shi-chkn :—The tu huo and the Viang huo are two
different species of the same genus. That whichgenus, mat winch arrows in

China is the tu huo, that produced in Si K*iang [I
Tibet, APl ,. 300] is the Viang huo. The tu huo is also

called£ £ ^ cA«a*<jr ,^ fc<<w (h _
£/<., VII, 24:—r« /«w . Representation of an umbel-

liferous plant.

DTncabviujs [Pe//,,? pfa,^] „ th( , plant N wiD
*e mountains three or four days' journey from Peking. He
thinks it was an AngeUm [probably A. grosseserrata, Max.].
Utah., a,/., 21 :-Tu /,„„. Bad. i^rffc* /-Tatak., (<//..

ii:-Av, (/ ,,, fa* Radix. -^Gauger r50l describes and
figures the same root, which he states has an unpleasant
balsamic smell. -I'. Smith [18] describes both these drugs
as ingelica.

17

475]

Ctirf. Jtf«f., No. 1,361:— 7V fc^ Angelica in*q»aU*>
JJJUl X ft

c«* jfe*., p. 70 (72) ._ ru ^ exi)orkd 1885 from
aan kow 1,327 piculs,_

p . » (63) from New ^ 203
piculs*

•omcea of the dru*a oc- ^ •

W/^ /''/ '' '" b,u t °*° not consider that the

r«« been made out 8ev«™i ,,iv^ commerce under these two uau.es have

A. Hanor.
uU umb«Uiferous plants are probably concerned.-
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Ibid., p. 66 (11) Sz ch'nan:

—

K'iang huo exported from
Hun kow 1,821 piculs,—p. 58 (1), from I chang 383 piculs.

Amcen. exot., 826 :—$} $g doku quats, vnlgo <fcw«n,

»</<». Frutex annuus, radice eduli, etc.

—

Sikb. ct Zua

.

II Jap., I, p. 57] identify this plant, described by

KasMPFEK, with .l/Wm ,•„/•,/«/,/, Thbg., or A. edulit, S. & Z.

K.kmitkk is mistaken with respect to the Chinese and the

first Japanese name, which do not belong to the plant he

describes and which is Aralia edulis and has another Chine
name. [See 46.]

So moku, V, 34, 35 :—
ffl fe

' hon zo, VII, 16 :—Same Chinese name, Archangelica

irmdmi, D.C. Japonice dokukwats [comp. jw/>m, KjempfebJ.
The nmbelliferons plant figured in the So moku [V, 37]

a»J the PAon 20 [VII, 16, 17] sub % y£ has not been
identified by Franchrt.

9<1
*>•—7T K sheng ma. P., XIII, 29. 5T, CXLIX.

"tfn A///y;—Sheng ma (ascending hemp). The root is

officinal. Taste sweet and bitter. Nature uniform, slightly

Old. Non-poisonous.

I te hi .-—Other names : J%) $5$ chou ma or thou sheng ma

(Kuaxg ya, "\Vu P«u)

]

he s/^/ ma grows jn tne molllltain valley- of I chon
[m Sz eh'uan, App. 102]. The root is dug up in the 2nd
;»od 8th months and dried in the sun.

T'ao Hcng-king :—In ancient times the best kind was
reckoned to be produced in Xing chou [Yiin nan, App. 234].

The drug is small, black and firm. Now that from 1 chou

(
s
* eh'uan) is f a good duality.

h

U

It is small, and after the

green colour. It is called
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hi hi (chicken -bones') slieng ma. Another

sort is produced in Pei pu [see App. 244]. It is juicele.-.

large and of a yellow colour. A third sort, which comes
from Kien p'ing [App. 139], is also large, of a feeble taste

and not much used. It is known by the name of ffi $f $f
lo sin fu aud reputed for neutralizing poison. A decoction

of the leaves is used in infantile diseases.

Ch'en Ts'ang-ki [8th cent.]:—The lo sin fu is now
more commonly called the /\> ft Jg siao (little) slieng ma.

Medical virtues the same as those of the slieng ma.

Ma Chi [10th cent.]:—The slieng ma which is brought
from Sung Kao [in Ho nan, App. 317] is of a green colour.

It has ] ss power than the drug from Shu [Sz ch'uan,

App. 292].

Su Song [11th cent.]:—The slieng ma is produced all

over Mid China. The best sort comes from Shu ch'uan
[Sz ch'uan, App. 292]. The plant grows three feet high.

It- leaves resemble hemp-leaves. In the 4th or 5th month
it produces white flowers arranged in a spike like that of

the su (Setaria). The fruit is black. The root is like the

"•oot of the hoc (Artemisia) of a purplish black colour,

covered with hair (radical fibres).

Li Shi-chen :—The name slieng ma is derived from the

resemblance of the leaves to hemp -leaves. Its common
name nowadays is

j|| ft fa c/iW sj v fr0I11

Sz ch'uan).
v J

( /'., Vll, 18 :—Sheng ma. Kude drawing.

The name sheng ma seems to be applied to various
ranuncnhicpnnc ar..i «..:£ ,

The sheng ma is noticed in Grosieh's
chine ma].

[in

Tata*., Cat., 53 -.-Sheng ma. Radix.
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Hanbury, Sc. pap., 2C1 :—SLing ma, rhizome of Tha-
Udntm rubellum. H. relics only upon Siebold's identification

of the Japanese drug with the above Chinese name. He is

wrong in referring to Cleyer's Med. simpi, 90, sien mao. ls

Clbybu's [1G] aim ma is intended for slteng ma.—¥. Smith,
•16 :— TkaUctrum.

In the Peking mountains the people apply the name
theng ma to Cimicifuga daurica, Max. (Manunculacete), also

fo Astilbe chinensis, Max. (Sa.rifmgew). The two plants,

indeed resemble each other in their outer appearance.

Henry, Chin, pi, 420 :—Sheng ma. In Hu pei this

name is applied to several species of Astilbe and also to

Cimieifi ga

Cust. Med., p. 348 (131):—Slung ma 1885 exported
from Canton 2,047 piculs,— p. 190 (81), from King po 145
icnls,—p. 6 (45), from New chwang 44 piculs.—Hank. Med.

[37]. The drug is also exported from Han kow.
So moku, X, 12-14, 16 :—ft jg various species of

Cimicifuga, and Hid. [Id] same Chinese name, Astilbe

japonua, Miq., ibid, [28] same Chinese name, Anemonopsis

'^"'ophjlla, S. & Z.—See also Phon zo [VII, 19-24] under
»e same Chinese name, Cimicifvga, Anemonopsis, Travtvet-

'fia, Astilbe.

Hoffm. & Schlt, 578 :— TkaUctrum rubellum, S. & Z.,

^nice (vide Siebold), a kind of ft

34-H£ % k*u s/ten. P., XIII, 32. T., CLXI.
Pen king:—K'u shen (bitter ginseng), g= -f$l *«w shi

l^K name is also applied to another plant. See 106,

y*cdiS
, an ,\ BqL wn> j^ 547j^ ^^ Avi hua; (water

Sophra). The root and the fruit are officinal. Taste of
e root bitter. Nature cold. Non-poisonous.

18 This is f|I|
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^ $& t> hiai (ground Sophora),

t<u h "«>\ &*§ I
hiao huai, Q |£ pod heng (white

stem), ^ ^ kUn heng, |^- jfj /^ «ai (green and white),

ii|$ ///*;/ ton^, j$g $| fa ma (tiger's hemp). The Vu then

grows in Ju nun [in Ho nun, App. 110] in the mountain'

and in fields. The root is dug up in the 3rd, 8th and 10th

months and dried in the sun.

T'ao Hi-ng-king :—It is a common plant in Mid China.

The leaves have a strong resemblance to those of the ka

{Sophom japonica). Yellow flowers. The fruit is a pod.

The root is very hitter.

Su Sung [11th cent.]:—The root is of a yellow colour,

from five to seven inches and more long. From three to five

Btems issue from it, three to four feet high. The leaves are

very like those of the hual and deciduous. Flowers yellowish

hite. Fruit (or seeds) small beans.
w

Li Shi-chen liken, the pods of the plant to the siliqua

f the radish. Other names $f ^ ye (wild) huai, g f
«*M kit (hitter hone).

/'., VI 1 1, r> :—/\-„ .,/„,„, ]| U( ]e (Jrawinif. Leffuminoos
,->- —

o

plant.

Lorn.. Fl. cochin., 556 :—Robinia amara, Cochinchina,

Z '•
8inice khu *"'• Radix subcarnosa, multiplex luteo-

fusca, amarissirm. .//,;,/., 555 S_A ^ Sa]ne Chinese
name. Both these species are known only from LoUBBIBO's
description.

Tatar., (
'<#., 33 :—K'n then. Radix Robinia amara

LIatamnov evidently relies upon Loureiro's identification;.
P. blllTH, 186.

I have seen the drug k'u shen, obtained from Wen chou
U

' ^sve«a% cut slices of an exceedingly bitter root,

one inch in diamAfAr
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Henry, Chin, pi., 190 :

—

Khi shen in Hu pei is Sophora

Kronei, Hance.

Cust. Med.) p. 344 (68) :—K'u slum root exported 1885

from Canton 5(> piculs,— p. 122 (33), from Chin kiang

4 piculs,—p. 294 (304), Ira shen >i>M* exported from Amoy
3 piculs.

^ H? Sophora anamtifolia, S. & Z.

According to the Ind. Ft. sin. [I, 202] this is identical

with S. jlavescens, Ait., a common plant in North and Mid

China. S. Ktonei has also been reduced to this specie-.

which at Peking is called ?|f $& ye (wild) fatal

35.-Q gf pai sien. P, XIII, 36. T., CLVII1.

Pen king

:

—Pai (white) sien (strong smell). The rind

of the root is officinal. Taste bitter. Nature cold. Non-

poisonous.

Pie to;— t)

&ang ku [in Chi li, App. 272] in river valleys, also in

i
T
wan ku [in Shan tung, App. 415]. It is gathered in the

-hh and 5th months and dried in the shade.

T'ao Hung-king :—It is also called Q ^ W- l'
ai Van

(goat) sien. Those names refer to the white colour of th«-

root and its strong smell, like the odor of goat-. It i-

dierefore also termed Q |g pai shen (the second character

odor of goats). It is a common plant in Mid China. The

[Sz ch'uan, App. 292].

[7th cent.]:—The plant grows more than a

foot high. Its leiaves r [

'"Scarpa. See 291]. The root has a white rind, is juicy.

Purplish white (violet) flowers. The root should be dug

up in the second month, for in the 4th or 5th it has already

tat its power.
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So Sung [11th cent].—It is also called $ ^ $
/>' /aok/ wn. It is common in Ho ch'un -• [S.W. Shan si,

App. 74], Kiang ning fu [present Nan king, App. 129],

< lint cliou [in An liui, App. 25], Jun chon [in Kiang so,

App. 111]. Flowers of a pale purple colour, resembli

small sin, fc'ttt (AUhaa) flowers. Root like a small turnip

with a yellowish white rind. The mountain people eat tin-

young leaves.

Li Shi-chi:x:—The fruit consists of several carpels like

that of the tsiao (Zantho.r
!flon). The plant is therefore

also called £ ^ ^ ^ Mn uio rh tsiao (goMen bird
'

s

Zantha.ri/lon).

Ch., VII, 40:—Pai sien. Rude figure. Plant with

pinnate leaves. Ibid., X, 6 :-Pai den ft. Tliis figure may
be intended for Dietamnus. The drug pai sien obtained
from an apothecary's shop in Peking, a white root cut in

>hces, seined to belong, according to Prof. FluckigeR,
to a Dietamnus. The above Chinese description agrees in a

nor.il ..,..,. 71* . ,.general way. ]> (D
w » plant which exhales a strong but not unpleasant odor.
Jt has a white root which in former times was used in

"*«• "» Europe. It is known from Manchuria, Coroa.
Japan. Und.Fl.tin.. r 104

1

..
' ''

UJ- P- 10 (78):—Pai sien p'i exported 1885
iron, *ew chwang 170 piculs,-p. 104 (86), from Wu hu

picul8.-//a„*. #«*., 31 :_Esported a]s0 from Han kov

Phon ;o, VII, 26 : Dietamnus Fi

S6'~~JL T^ ^., XIII, 39. T., CXXIX.
Comp. tor other ancient names Bot. sin., II, 75, 423.

f^
k

^9

:

7Pe
\

mU
(mother of cowry shell). In the

ijg yao shi ken.
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The root (bulbs) officinal. Taste pungent. Nature uniform.

Xon-poisonous.

Pie In .-—Other name? :
|j[j ^ Kin mu, §£- ^ l'u ts'ai,

ft-^ fc'u lnut,
2J?

Tp; Jfung Woo. The pel mu grows in the

ountry of Tain [Shan si, App. 353]. The root is dug op
m the 10th month and dried in the sun.

oil

T'ao Huxg-kixg :— The root resembles cowry shell-

ected together, whence the name pel mu.

8u King [7th cent.]:—Leaves like garlic-leaves. The
root ought to be gathered in the 4th month, when arlic is

ready. In later months it is not <rood. The best drusr is^— —„« — _,

brought from Jun chou [in Kiaug su, App. Ill], King chou
[»n Hu pei, App. 146] and Siang chou [in Hu pei, App.
w5j. It is also produced in Kiang nan [South of the

Y«ng tsz', App. 124].

Su Sung [11th cent.]:—Localities enumerated where
«e drug is produced, in present Kiang su, An hui, Ho nan,
lu pei, S. Shan si. Its leaves resemble those of buckwheat.
t bear-; greenish flowers resembling in shape the ku U
[Convolmdus. See 1691. The root is dug up in the 8th

month.
(small)

and n imbling cowry shells. There are many ^orts of

I mu.

C?ii VII, 42 -.—Pel mu. Representation of a tuberou

Plant with hastate leaves.

Lour., i7 ,.
4 cochin 493 :

—ThaUdmm sinense (a plant

nown only from Loureiro's description), sinice poi rmt.

medicin,
.

Root used in

P. Smith, 225 :

—

Pei mu, Utnddria grandijfora, and

J-
-J pei mu, Uermodactyle or conns of Colchicum. Both

Verifications are wrong.
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Interesting notices regarding the pel mu%
cultivated

neat Ning ]>o, are found in the Reports on Trade [Chin.

M. Customs] for l<S(;y, p. Gl, and for

there stated that these bulbs are much larger than the

pei ma produced in Sz ch'uan, but do not po--ess medicinal

properties to the same extent as the Sz ch'uan drug.—Se.

also the same Reports for 187i>, p. 32, Han kow, regarding

t ' lr /I! H f*£ or P# mu from Sz ch'uan, where it is much

cultivated and is in great repute for the treatment of several

diseases.

Father David states [Joitm. X Ch. Br, As. Soc,

VII, 212] that the j i mu which grows in the high

mountains of Mu pin [Tibet, on the border of Sz ch'uan] ami

the conns of which are much used in medicine, is a Fritillaria

with yellow Howers. This is, according to Fiiaschet

[Planta JhrUL, II, 130], Fritillaria Roylii, Hook.

Fortune [Res. am. the Chinese, 201] speaks of a Fritillaria

with grayish white flowers, cultivated near Xing po for its

bulbs, used in medicine. This is, it seems, the pet mu men-

tioned in the Reports on Trade.—Henry, Chin, pi, 366

:

The name pei mu in Hu pei is applied to a PUione (Orchid),

but thi< is not the Sz ch'uan drug of the same name.
Cost. Med., p. 76 (135):—;i| ^^ pei mu from

Sz ch'uan exported 1885 from Han kow 356 piculs,--p. 62

(51), fromlchang 281 jocnls.—Ibid., 190 (104), ± M #
native pei mu exported from King po 2,47-4 picnls.

So mohu, V, 81:—^-$ Fritillaria Thunbergih Miq«

(Uvtdaria cirrAwa, Thbg.). Yellow flowers.—See also K*a
ici, 10.

37.—Q ^ pai moo. P., XIII, 45. T., CIII.
romp, for other ancient names Bot. sin., II, 183, 451*.

Pen king:—Pai moo (white grass). The root is called

55 U j<* ken, ^ ^ moo ken, gg tt Ian ken. The root \»
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officinal. Taste sweet. Nature cold. Xon-poisonons. The
young sprouts and the flowers are also used in medicine.

Pie hi:—The mao hen grows in the country of Ch'u
[Ha kuang, App. 24], in mountain valleys and fields. The
root is dun; up in the 6th month.

T'aoHikg-king.—It is now called ft ^ ^ pat mao
Men. The root resembles the cha tin (a kind of celery),

ia of a sweet, pleasant taste.

^u Sing [11th cent.]:—It is a common plant It

sprouts, which shoot forth in spring and cover the ground,
are like needles. The people call them ^ £f mao chen (t ( man
needles). These sprouts are edible and good for children.

In summer the plant bears white, plushy flowers, and withers

»n autumn. The root is very white. It is due; up in the
6th month. The plant ^ kien is a kind of mao.

-Lil oHI-chex :—There are several sorts of mao. viz.

(white)

we fuang (fragrant) mao, the "^
[
pa man. The leaves iu

Jlu these plants are the same (for they are all grasses).

The pai mao plant is short and small. In the 3rd month
hears white flower- in panicles, followed by small fruit

(8eeds). The root is white, very long, flexible like a tendon,

provided with joints, of a sweet taste. The people call it

I 9Z man (floss silk mao). The plant can be used for

u cllln g- It is likewise employed for wrapping up things
offered in sacrifice. This is the drag mao ken, spoken of in

en tenff* The dry root, at night, give- out a light, and
er decaying changes into glow-worms.
*"« J'ai mao is a grass, Imperata, For further

Partic«lars see Bot ^ jj ^
The Curt. Med. [p. 278 (76)] notice* the mao hen as

^Ported in a small quantity from Amoy, and [p. 344 (89)] c.

" 90
Piculs imported from Hong kong into Canton. It is not

12
us
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38. $L Wj ti kin (earth tendon). P., XIII, 49.

r., CXXXVIII.

Pie lu .—Other names: 1» $g j&« ibn. ± f$ «'u ft
(earth tendon). The «* kin is produced in Han cbong

[S. Shen si, App. 54]. The root is covered with Lair

(radical fibres). It is dug- up n the 3rd day of the 3rd

month. It is used in the same way as the pai num.

pai

T'AO Hung-king :—It (the root) is smaller than the

nao.

Li Shi-chen states (sub pai mao) that the hen mao

resembles the pai mao but it is longer. It grows in the

mountains.
(th

Hen in seed it bears sharp pointed bristle which stick

to clothes. The root is short, hard, like a small bamboo-

' J°lntless- As a medicine it is 1, potent than the /*»'

man vf\r\4-
lmao root.

For further particulars see Bot. sin., J I, 460.

mm lung tan. p., XIII, 50. T., CLXLV.

nffi
' T

k
i
n9:~~Lun9 <«n (dragon's gall). The root is

ttcmal. Taste bitter and harsh. Nature very cold. Non-
poisonous. J

for hmg)ln
KVan9

** R * ** ** is Siven as » °M **"

Add till
-~"The *"* ton Sr°ws in Ts'i k'ii [unknown,

tnn. 2 ! ^irUntuin ValIe^' *• ^ *** k" P» SbaU

The dru. from^^T^ '
C°""non P1*** in MiJ ^f

best Th.
ng [in (,]ie k™g> App. 3ii0]isthe

See 1011 Tex! Tf" *"* rf the «* - [A**-**
J '

ls exceedingly
bitter.
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Su Sung [11th cent.] :— Its root is perennial, of a

yellowish white colour. It has about ten branches, resembles

the niu si [y. supra] hut is shorter The plant grows about

one foot high. Leaves like young garlic-leaves. The stem

is slender like a small bamboo-branch. The flowers, which

appear in the 7th month, are bell-shaped, of a blue colour,

resemble the k l
ten niu TPharbitis. See 168]. It is commonly

called ip[
[ [

ts'ao (herbaceous) lung tan. There is another

kind which is called |XI I I
shun (mountain) lung tan.

It is of a bitter harsh taste. It does not lose its leaves by

hoar frost. The mountain people employ it for the cure of

various diseases.

Kiu huang, XLVI, 27, and Ch., VIII, 6, and X, 40 :

Lung tan ts'ao. The figures represent Gentiana.

In Morrison's Engl. Chin. Dictionary (1822), lung t

ts'ao is given as the Chinese name for Dictamnus alln

See also P. Smith, 87. Probably a mistake.

Tatar., Cat., 36 :—Lung tan ts'ao. Rad. Gentiana;.

P. Smith [102] suggests that the lung tan ts'ao may probably

be the Gentiana asclepiadea, but this species (European)

has not been recorded from China.

It seems that in China the name lung tan is applied in

various provinces to different species of Gentiana. In the

Peking mountains lung tan is G. harhata, Froel., and

G. Olkieri, DC. The Ind. Fl. .

57 Chinese species of this genus.

138]

Cust. Med., No. 791 -.—Lung tan, Gentiana scabra, Bge.

(Hu peh).

Med., p. 6 (26) -.—Lung tan ts'ao exported 1885
' 1 XX *^

from New chwang 64 piculs,—p. 202 (277)

28 piculs,— p. 132 (178), from Chin kiang 32 piculs

P- 114 (210), from Wu hu 3 piculs,
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So moku, IV, 48, 49 :—f| flf Jp Genti&na Buergeri,

Wh\.—Phon zo [VIII, 5, 6] same Chinese name. Several

species of Gentiana.

40,-$] 3fe .9/ sin. P., XIII, 51. 7% CLXI.

P*h jfc/iigr:—5i sin (slender and pungent), /\% ^ *w<> «»•

The root is officiaaL Taste pungent. Nature warm. Is on-

poisonous.

In the Shan hai king it is called ^J? ^ shao sin.

Pie In .-—The si sin grows in the mountain valleys o!

Hua yin [in Shen si, App. 87]. Root dug op in the 2nd

and 8th months and dried in the shade.

T'ao Hung-kixu :—Now the drugs from Tung Yang

]

but they are inferior to the si sin from Hua yin.

Su Sung [11th cent.]:—The true si sin from Hua chou

[in Shen si, App. 85] is slender (fine rootlets) and of a very

pungent taste, whence the name. It is frequently substituted

for the tit heng [v. infra}.

Li Shi-chen :—The ancient Po wu ehi [3rd cent]

observes that the si sin is frequently confounded with tf*

tu heng. The difference between these two plants is that

the si sin bus tender leaves resembling those of a small

mallow. The stem is slender, the root is straight, of a pnrple

colour and very pungent in taste. The tu heng has leaves

resembling a horse's hoof, a coarser stem, a contorted root

of a yellowish white colour and a pungent taste.

For identification see the next.

41 —ft $J tu heng. P., XIII, 54. T., GXLVIII.
The Pen king gives this name as a synonym for tu ju

[v. infra, 55], but the Pie fa applies it to another plant,
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Comp. also Bat. sin., II, 156, 414.

Pie hi;—The tu heng is a mountain plant. The root is

dog up on the 3rd day of the 3rd month and dried in the sun.

T'ao Hung-king:— In its root and loaves it much

resembles the si sin, but it is less potent, It is not much

used in medicine. The Taoists employ it for scenting clothes.

The T'ang Pen ts'ao [7th cent.] calls it H Eft If
ma tH hieing (horseV-hoof fragrance).

^u Sung [11th cent.]:— It is a common plant in Mid

China. Perennial root. A small branchless plant, two to

three inches high. Leaves like a horse's hoof in shape.

Purple flowers. Fruit of the size of a pea, contains small

eds.

S

The si sin and the tu heng are both species of - -arum

Tatar., Cat., 44:—Si sin. Folia Heterotropce asarmden

(=Asarum Thunbergii, Al. Br.).—P. Smith, 112,

The drag n sin received from an apothecary's shop in

Peking consisted of the tender, fibrous roots with some

leaves of an Asarttm.

Cust. Med., p. 2 (11):—Si sin exported 1885 from

New chwang 2,044 piculs.—p. 44 (13), from Che foo 20

piculs,—p. 68 (37), ma sin (ma Vi Many) from Han kow

132 pieuls,— p. 302 (407), from Araoy the same exported in

* small quantity.

tt^BKtf. P., XIII, 55. r.,cxxxiv.

The Pie lu ha- only the name (Id ki), no details.

Su Kdng [7th cent.]:—The U hi grows in the moun-

toias, in shady valleys. The plant has only one stem, at the

top of which are four leaves. The flowers are white, issue
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between the leaves. The root resembles that of the « tin

[Asarum. See 40] but is of a black colour, bitter and

poisonous. It is dug up in the 2nd month and dried in

the sun.

Li Shi-chen adds that the plant is also called

$3 ^ ehang rh si sin. Chang rh (== deer's ear)

the shape of the leaves.

Ch., VIII, 29 :—Ki l-i. Representation of a plant with

leaves in accordance with the above description.

So mo/cu, II, 49 :—Jfr jf, Chloranthus serratns, Roem.

& Sch.—DC. Prodr. [XVI, I, 475]. Caule simplici ultra-

S
Ki

Sieb., Icon, ined., VII :—][& g, Tricereandra quadrifolia,

A. Gray. (Same as Chloranthus japonicus, Sieb.), known
also from China.

43.—^ -gp sn e]fang mngt p
f xnij 57# T) CLXXI.

Pen king :~Su ch'ang King, % flf
M bd tu yu. Tbe

root is officinal. Taste pungent and bitter. Nature uniform.

Non-poisonous.

As Li Shi-chen explains, Si} Ch'ang k'ing is properly

the name of a man, a physician in whose memory the plant

was named. In the Index of the Pen king we find besides

ch'ang ting, which name seems to refer to its growing
beneath (among) stones. Some ancient authors consider it

identical with the sii ch'ang ting, others say it is a distinct

plant.

Pie lu:~The sti ch'ang h'ing grows on the T'ai shan

mountain [in Shan tunc., App. 322], also in Lung si [in

Kan su, App. 216]. It is dug up in the 3rd month. The
iht ha ch'ang k'ing grows likewise in Lung si, in marshes.
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The description given of the sil ch'ang kHng by the

ancient authors is not characteristic. A rude drawing of

the plant is found in the Ch.

Chin. i>l, 154,

So mohu, IV, 30:

Bgc—See also Kwa wL 33.

21]. Coinp. Henry,

Pycnostelma chinensis,

THe Jj| kid ta yu, which name in the Pen lung

*s given as a synonym for the sii ck'ang ting and also for

the ckH tsien [vide 11], is considered by the authors who
commented upon the ancient Materia Medica, to be a

distinct plant which resembles the former only in its root.

See P., XIII, 56.

ku Kcng [7th cent.] describes the hii tit yu as a plant

w*th a single always moving stem, at the top of which the

leaves are inserted like an umbrella.—Another author says

that the flowers come out between the leaves and are of a

e> Vyellowish white colour. It is i

m accordance with the above description.

So moku, XVI, 2 :—% |ft fjfj
Macrodinulhnn vertinl-

">», Franchet, a Composita. The leaves arc arranged in

11 whorl at the top of the stem. White flowers.

lat

U. pai wei. P., XIII, 58. T., CLVII

L ch'un ts
lao (springPen kl,i,j :—Pai (white) wet, @ ^L cn'un woo (spring

herl
>)- The root is officinal. Taste bitter, saltish. Nature

uniform
. Xon-poisonous.

Li Shi-chkn refers this plant to ilk yd, 147. It has

• e 'i erroneously identified by the commentators of the Rh ya
W"h the many ts'ao [see 158].

be
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Pie lu

:

—Other names : 1$h j|f voei ts'ao, ft II pat mo,

u met. The pal tvei grows in the river valleys of

P'ing yuan [in Shan tung, App. 2o8]. The root is dug up

on the 3rd day of the 3rd month and dried in the shade.

T'ao Hung-king says it is a common plant in Mid

China.

Su Sung [11th cent.]:—It grows in Mid and North

China. Its leaves resemble willow -leaves. Red flowers

Root yellowish white.

Km huang, L1I, 26, and Ch., VII, 39, sub pat wei,

rude drawings showing large follicles. An Asclepladea seem-

to be intended.

Cust. Med., p. 31G (113) :—Pa, toei exported 1885 from

Canton 13 piculs,—p. 188 (71), from Ning po 1.75 picuL

So moku, IV, 26:— ft *S£ Vincetoxicum acuminatum,

Morr. & Den. (Maxim.),— [27] same Chinese name,!', atratum •

c

45 ~£ fl pal ts'ien. P., XIII, GO. 7'., CLVII.

This is mentioned in the Pie lu as a drug (root) useful

in cough. Taste sweet. Nature sli<rhtlv warm. Non-

poisonous.
o v

T'ao Hung-king :—The pal ts'ien grows in Mid China-

(Asannri)
of a white colour, not soft, breaks easily. It is much used

in curing eouoh.
to ^"5

Su Kung [7th cent.]:—The plant grows a foot and
more high. Leaves like willow-leaves, also like the leaves
of the yuan hua {Daphne. See 156]. The root is longer
than the ,v «„ root, white. It grows on islets and on sandy
ground It is commonly called © ^ shl la)i also
sou yao (cough medicine^.
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Ch., VIII, 26:—Pai tsHen. The plant represented

hows only leaves.

Cutt. Med., p. 34G (105):—Pai U'ien exported 1885

from Canton i) picnls.

So moku, IV, 62 :— £j $ Vhiceto.ncum purpuvascens,

Morr. & Den.

46--^ H tang kui. P., XlVa, 1.— T., CXXXII.

Pen king:—Tang kui, $£ if *a« *w*. The root i

officinal. Taste bitter. Nature warm. Non-poisonous.

For other ancient names see Bot. sin., II, 5, 49.

Pie lit .-—The tang kui grows in Lung si [in Kan su,

App. 216] in river valleys. The root is dug up in the

2nd and 8th months and dried in the shade.

In the Ku kin chu [4th cent.] the plant is called # *£

wen ii'u,

T'ao Hung-king:— The tang kui which comes from

I"mg si [in Kan su, App. 216], Si yang [in Hu pei,

A
P1>. 302], Hci shui [in Kan su and Sz ch'uan, App.

60] is very fleshy, not much branched, and fragrant.

h is called J|g. I I ma vcei (horse's-tail) tang km. Th.-

drug from 8i ch'uan [in Kan su, App. 296]

[in Sz ch'uan or Kan su, A pp. 244]

and is smaller. [

is of a white colour and has but little taste and smell

11 is called ^[ [ [
ts'ao (herbaceous) tang kui. It ia

sometimes substituted for the true tang kui.

Su Kung [7th cent.]:—The tang kui is produced in

Tung chou [in Sz ch'uan, App. 332], in Tang chou [in Kan

su or Sz ch'uan, App. 331], this is of a superior quality.

* I chou [in Sz ch'uan, App. 102], in Sang chou [m

Sz ch'uan, App. 318 ]. There are two kinds. I toe resembles

the large-leaved kung kHung [Angelioa. See 47] and is called

*« toei tang kui [v. supra]. This is now much used. The
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other resembles the small-leaved hung thing. It is called

I I
ts^an fon ( This i

the drug from Li yang spoken of by T'ao Hung-king. It is

not much used.

Su Sung [11th cent.]:—The tang kui grows in Ch'uan

Shu [Sz ch'uan, App. 26], Shen si [App. 284], also in

Kiang ning fu [Nan king, App. 129], Ch'u chou [in An kui,

App. 284]. The best drug comes from Shu (Sz ch'uan).

The leaf is divided into three segments. It flowers in the

7th or 8th months. The flowers resemble those of the slu lo

(Anethum ?), and are of a pale purple colour. The drug

which is thick and fleshy, of a dark yellow colour and not

rotten, is the best.

Li Shi-chen :—The drug is now much cultivated for

sale by the people of Sz ch'uan, Shen si, Ts'in chou [in

Kan su, App. 358] and Wen chou [in Sz ch'uan, App. 387].

The ma u-ei tang kui from Ts'in chou is the best.

Ch., XXV, 14 \—Tang kui. Rude drawing representing,

it seems, an umbelliferous plant.

The aromatic root tang kui brought from Sz ch'uan, ami

much valued by the Chinese, was sent to Paris, in 1723

by the Jesuit Father Parexnin. [S
Fl. Cti., p. 31]. D'Incarville [Peking Plants] savs it i^ a

kind of " Ache " (Celery).

Tatar., Cat., 19 :—Tang kui. Rad. Levidici ch'mensis
>

Gauger [13] describes and figures the root. He think-

that it belongs to an umbelliferous plant.—Hand., 8c. pap-,

260: -Tang kwei, described as a fleshy branchy root

approaching in odour that of Celery or Angelica. HaNBUB*
identifies it erroneously with Aralia ed'ulis, as dues also

P. Smith [20], but [p. 133] the latter refers the name tang

kui to Levisticum.

Cust. Med., p. 70 (63):— Tang kui exported 1885 from

Han kow 11,700 piculs,-p. 60 (23), from I chang 650
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(57), from Tien tsin 441 picnls,—p. 4<3 (31)

from Che too 80 picnls.

Med
root of an Umbellifer not yet determined.

So moku, V, 5 :—JH §§ japonice toki, Legusticum

acutilobum, S. & Z.

biKB., CEcon.) 24G :

—

Avium ternaium, japonice /o//,

-mice
j|| m Herba edulis ac medici nsns. Siebold's Apium

ternatum is Ligusticum acutilobum.—This identification is

not in contradiction with the Chinese description of the tang

*w. L. acutilobum is known from Japan, Coroa, Formosa.

According to Dr. Henry, Angelica polymorpha, var. sinensis,

uhv., is the source of the drug tang kui exported from

I chang and Han kow. See Hooker's Icones. Plant, tab.

1999.

There is a plant j; Jl? M t'u (native)

>« the P. [XIII, 28], but the plant is not described.

Drawings of it are given in the Kin huangt
XLIX, 27, and

CVi., XXV, 5. From these drawings and the descriptions

there it may be concluded that it is an umbelliferous plant.

^ is said to grow wild in the mountains of Kiang si and

nan.

So moku, V, 53 :—;£ ^§| M japonice ndo, Aralia

tordata, Thbg. This is the same as A. edulis, S. & Z., Flora

JaPon. [I, p . 57> tab# 25] and SlKB. [<Econ.t
242]. Accord-

dlng to Sierold the udo i* universallv cultivated in Japan,

m fiel(ls and gardens, and vain 1 chiefly on account of its

r°ot, which is eaten like Scorzonera. The young stalks are

als° a delicious vegetable. S. thinks that the plant has been

Produced into Japan from China. It is, however, not

mentioned in the Tnd. Fl. sin. Whether the Chinese Vu tang

*» is Amlia edulis is doubtful
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The udo is described by K^empfer, Amcen. e.vot. [82&]
but the Chinese characters there and the names doku quatz,

do sjen are erroneous, for they are applied to an Angelica

[see 32].

$ I
hi kHung, ^ $k

47-—^ If king k'iung. P., XlVa, 5. 7\, CXLV.
Pen king :—Kung k'iung. The root is officinal. Taste

pungent. Nature warm. Non-poisonous.

The plant hung JtHung is repeatedly mentioned in the

Shan hai king.

Pie hi

:

kuo. Name of the leaves fg 3£ mi wu. The k„>ig friung

grows in the river valleys of Wu kung, also in Sie ku and

Si ling [all in Shen si, App. 393, 309, 301]. The root is

dug up in the 3rd and 4th months and dried in the sun.

T'ao Hung-king :—The localities Wu kung, Sie ku
Si ling are all near Ch'ang an [in Shen si, A pp. 393, 309,

301, 3]. The drug is now produced in Li yang [in An bui,

App. 186]. The plant is also much cultivated. It has

fragrant leaves which resemble those of the she ch'uang

[Cnidium. See 49]. Large joints. The stem is slender,

IS if I I
maUea

(horse's-bit) hung friung. That found in Shu (Sz ch'uan)
is smaller.

Su Kung [7th

produced in Ts'in chou [in Kan su, App. 358]. That from
Li yang ls no longer iu uge> The h^ ki^ h algo

cultivated. This drug (the root) represents large fleshy
masses which contain much resin. That brought from the

mountains is smaller in size, poor, and of a bitter, pungent

months.
p
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Su Sung [11th cent.]:—The plant grows in Shen si

[App ch'uan. App. 20] and in the

mountains of Kiang tung [An hui, Kiang su, etc., App. 124],

the best is that from Shu Ch'uan (Sz ch'uan). Its leaves

resemble those of the shut tin [CEnantlie. See 250], the

hu sui (Coriandrum), the she ch'uang (Cnidium). They

grow iu a bushy manner, but the stem is slender. The leaves

are very fragrant. The people of Kiang tung and Shu

ather them for preparing a beverage. It flowers in tin

7th or 8th month. Small white flowers like those of the

she ck'vang. The root is hard and poor, of a yellowish

black colour. The drug which comes from Kuan cluing

[Shen si, App. 158] consists of compact masses resembling

if

the brain of a bird, whence the name ^g li ^ tsio nao

(bird's-brain) kung. This is very potent.

Li Shi-chen :—The best sort comes from Hu Jung

[N.E. Tibet, App. $2]. Ancient authors call it ma hien

kung tiung, from the resemblance of the root with its joint-

to a horse's bit. Another kind is called tsio nao kung. That

from Kuan chung [Shen si, App. 158] is called }j* I

king kung, also jftj [ si kang, that produced in Shu (Sz

jll [
ch'uan kung, that brought from T'ien t'ai

Chi Che kiang, App. 340] is called •& [ t'ai kung, that

from Kiang nan [App. 124] is j$E [ fu kung. In Shu

\£z ch'uan) the kung thing is much cultivated. The leaves

continue without withering till late in autumn. The root is

perennial.

The /| | I
ch'uan kung is figured in the Km hnang

[XLVI, 31], only leaves and the root, a nodular

roundish mass. Evidently an umbelliferous plant. See also

CL, XXV, 4.

Tatar., Cat., 18:—;*: /J| ^, the great kung from

Sz ch'uan, Rad. tuberosa Levistici?.—Gauuer [12]:—The same
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drug figured and described : the thick, globular, nodose

rhizome of an umbelliferous plant resembling in taste and

odour that of Parsley.

Tatar., Cat., 24 :—$ 3* fu hmg [I suspect the first

character is a mistake for |fe fu (v. supra)
1

], Had. tuberosa

Levistki.—Gauger [19]:—The drug fu hung figured and

described as resembling the c/ruan hmg, but smaller.

Hanb., Sc. pap., 260 :

—

Ch'uan hmg. Nodular masses

consisting apparently of the root stock of some umbelliferous

plant allied to Angelica, etc. The odour of the drug

resembles that of the tang kui [see 46].

Cnst. Med., No. 247 :—;|| ^ ch'uan hmg, Plevro-

spermum, sp., or Coniosellnum univittatum, Turcz. (Umbellif.)

Cust. Med., p. 66 (13) -.—Ch'uan hmg exported 1885

from Han kow 7,180 piculs,—p. 58 (6), from I chang 1,368

piculs.—Ibid., p. 66 (21), si hung exported from Han kow
77 piculs,—p. 342 (62), from Canton 50 piculs.

So moku, V, 2 :—i* gf r )\\ ^ umbelliferous plant

not identified by Franchbt. The Phon zo [IX, 4] ._,
the large nodose roots of the same plant. See also Ai

)\\ ^7» sen kiu.

So moku, V, 2, 3 :-* f£ j,| ^ (large-leaved), Angelica
refracta, Fr. Schm.

Smb., PL aeon., 254 -.—Selineat Sinice ^ », jap
*n kjo. Colitur in usum officinarum. Siebold's senkjo is,

according Fbaschbt, Angelica decursiva, Miq.

48—II«Jt<w. P., XlVa, 9. 7'., CXLIII.
P*n *% .-_J// ?OT/< Leave§ officinaL Tagte gent ,

Nature warm. Non-poisonous.

For other ancient names see Bot. sin., II, 89, 412.
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Pie lu:—Other names: ^ $j£ icei urn, $£ jf| kiang li.

J- he leaves of the kung kHung plant are the mi wu [r. 47 J.

The mi wu is brought from the marshes of Yung chou [Mid

Sheii si, App. 424] and Yuan kii [in Shan tang, App. 415].

The leaves are gathered in the 4th and 5th months and dried

hi the sun.

T'ao Hung-king :—The plant is produced in Li yang

[in An hui, App. 186] where it is much cultivated by the

people. The leaves are fragrant, resemble those of the

•"he ch'uang (Cnidium). The plant is frequently mentioned

by poets but seldom used in medicine.

Su Kung [7th cent.]:—There are two sorts, both fra-

grant. One has the leaves of the k'in (Celery), the other

resembles the the ch'uang {Cnidium).

Li Shi-chen quotes an ancient author who states that

the name kiang It is derived from the name of the provinces

situated on the (lower) Kiang (Yang tsz« kiang), where the

plant grows. The Pie lu gives kiang li as a synonym for

m > wu, but Sz' ma SlANG JU (the celebrated poet, who

lived in the 2nd cent. B.C.) in one of his poems keeps them

part. The tender young leaves of the plant are called

mi wit. The same plant, after the roots have developed, i>

called kung kHung. The mi wu has small leaves resembling

the the eh'uang. The kiang li is a variety of it. It has large

leaves resembling the tin (Celery).

a

4U-H& 1ft she ch'uang. P., XIVc*, 10. T., CLXVII.

Pen king:—She ch'uang (serpent's bed), $feM

0, *g * she mi (
The seeds

are officinal. Taste bitter. Nature uniform. Non-poisonous.

For other ancient names see Bot. sin.. II, 157.
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Pie hi .-—Other names : Jfj| f| ts'iana mi, M g as*

^ sAingf fw, jg j|fijj tsao ki. The sA<? clfuang grows in

Lin tsz' [in Slum tung, A pp. 1<)4] in river valleys and fields.

(

the shade.

T'ao Hung-king t—It is common in fields. Flowers

and leaves resemble those of the mi wu [see 48].

Han Pao-sheng [10th cent.] :—The leaves resemble

those of the small - leaved hung Kiting [see 47]. White
flowers. Seed like millet, yellowish white. The plant grows

in low, moist places. The best kinds are produced in Yang
chou [Kiang su and Che kiang, App. 400] and Siang cliou

[in Hu pei, App. 305].

Su Sung [11th cent.]:—The plant grows two or three

feet high. Fine leaves, like those of the hao (Artemisia).

Flowers white, arranged at the end of the stalks like an

umbrella, more than a hundred together, forming a nest [the

author means to describe an umbelliferous inflorescence]

like the ma Kin [see Bat. sin., 11, 38]. The seeds are light,

of a grayish yellow colour, like millet.

The she ch'uang is Cnidium Monnieri. For further

particulars see Dot. sin., II, 157.

Cust. Med., p. 372 (419):-Seeds of she eh'uang ex-

ported from Canton 7 piculs,-p. 2% (334), from Amoy 0.3

picul.

50—m # too pen. P., XlVa, 12. T., CXLIX.
Pen king:—Kao pen, %ffl km. tin,,, % ff hoi sin.

The root is officinal. Taste pungent. Nature warm. Non-
poisonous.
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Pie lu :—It is also called ffc ;g£ wet heng. The kao pen

grows in the mountain valleys of Sung shan [in Ho nan,

App. 317]. The root is dug up in the 1st and 2nd months

and dried in the sun. The fruit (seeds) are likewise used iu

medicine.

Su Kung [7th cent.]:—The kao pen in its stem, leaves

and root, and also in taste, is very much like the kung kHung.

The best is produced in Tang cliou [in Kan su, App. 331].

Su Sung [11th cent.]:—The plant grows in Si cli'uan

[in Kan su, App. 296], Ho tung [Shan si, App. 80], Yen

chou [in Shan tung, App. 401], Hang chou [in Che kiang,

App. 58]. The leaves resemble those of the pat chi Hang

[*ee 51] iind the kung kHung, but are smaller. In the

l:'th month it bears white flowers, in the 7th or 8th montl

it produces seed. The root is of a purple colour.

Li Shi-chbn :—The kao pen grows in the mountain

recesses of Kiang nan [Kiang su, An hui, App. 121]. The

root resembles that of the kung thing, but is lighter and

less juicy. It is unfit for making a beverage (decoction,

for which purpose the kung tinny is used). In ancient

tunes it was used as a perfume and called kao pen hiang.

Tatar., Cat., 26 :—Kao pen. Kad. Conii seu Cieuta

1

Erroneous identification.—P. Smith, 02.

In Japan the above Chinese name is applied to Sotho-

"ngmium japonicum, Miq. (Umbellifera). For further

Particulars see Dot. sin., II, 413.

Cutt. Med., p. 342 (02) :—Kao pen exported 1885 from

Canton 50 piculs,—p. 108 (417), from Shang hai 0.65,

p. 186 (46), from King po 0.53 picul.

In Ho peh the drug kae pen is derived from Ligustieum

*nense
% Oliv. See Dr."llENKv's note iu Hoosnfe Jeoms.

Pl«nt., tub. 1U58.
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51-—Q T Val ML P*> XIV«> 14 - 3P., CLVIL

Pen king

:

—Pai chi, [ [ fjf pai chi Mario, Q El )'ai

ch% ^ f[f /an# hiang (fragrance). The root is officinal.

Taste pungent. Nature warm. Non-poisonous.

Pie lu

:

—Other names : 31 ^ tse fen (marshes' fra-

grance),
:frf- iH fu li. The pai chi grows in Ho tung [S.W.

Shan si, App. 80], in river valleys and marshes. The root

is Jug up in the 2nd and 8th months. The leaves are

likewise used in medicine.

T'ao Hung-king :—It is a common plant in Eastern

China. The leaves are used as a perfume.

Su Sung [11th cent.]:—It is common in the country of

Wu [Kiang su, App. 389]. Hoot more than one foot long,

coarse or slender, of a white colour. Leaves opposite as

broad as three fingers. Yellowish white flowers. The best

is produced in Huang tse [unknown. App. 96].

Tatar., Cat, 4 i—Pai chi. ltadix Umbellifercc {Angelica).

Gauger, 4 :—Same drug figured and described. Um"

O "O
bellifera.—P. Smith [120]

fiorentina.

Loureiiio, Fl. cochin., lU-.— Dorstenia chhiensis (a

dubious plant unknown to botanists), sinice pe chi. Habitat

in provinciis borealibus imperii Sinensis. Radix aromatica

in usum medicum. It seems that Loureiro described the

plant partly from a Chinese drawing

Cust. Med., No. 940:—Pot chi. Root of Angelica

anomala, Pall.

Cust. Med., p. 68 (45) :—l\d chi exported 1885 from

Han kow 1,825 piculs,—p. 142 (7«), from Bhang hai 550

piculs,-p. 58 (16), from I chang 3^7 piculs.

For further particulars regarding the pai chi, an

umbelliferous
&'" ulun
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52.-/^ f)| shoo yo. P., XlVa, 18. P., CXV.

Pen king

;

—Shao yo. The root is officinal. Taste bitter.

Nature uniform. Non-poisonous.

Pie lu:—Other names: M^ U shi, §£&%$ yn yung,

yen. The shao yo grows on the Chung yo mountain

[in Ho nan, App. 33] in river valleys. The root is dug up

in the 2nd and 8th months and dried in the sun.

Other ancient names : JJ§ $fe tsiang V, g| ^ li ts'-ao.

T'ao Hung-king :—The best sorts are found on the

shan mountains [both unknown. App.—

238, 351] and on the Mao shan [in Kiang su, App. 218].

The root is white and about a foot long. The plant is also

found in other localities, but that is for the greater part the

red sort, which is of an inferior quality.

Ma Chi [10th cent.] :—There is a white and a red sort

(according to the colour of the root). The flowers are also

white or red.

Su Song [11th cent.]:—It is a common plant. The

best drug comes from Huai nan [An hui, Kiang su, App.

90]. The young sprouts are of a red colour. Leaves on

the top of the stem, three branches, five leaves (the author

means biternate leaves) resembling the leaves of the mou tan

[Po ma mou tan. See 53], but they are longer and

narrower. The plant is from one to two feet high. Its

flowers are white, red or purple. The fruit resembles that of

the mou tan, but is smaller. According to the A
[4th cent.] there are two kinds of shao yo, the 3|£ I

) thao yo and the 7JC I I
mn (tree)

V°- The latter has d)

is commonly called £fc ft mou tan [see 53]. According

P
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«hao yo, (the root of which) is poor and fibrous, whilst the

shao yo with a white, fat root is called ^ I I kin (gold)

shao yo

Oh'en Ch'eng [11th cent.] says, that the shao yo,

mentioned as a wild plant by the ancient authors, is now

much cultivated by the people.

Li Shi-chen :—In ancient times Lo yang [the ancient

capital of China, in Ho nan, App. 201] for the cultivation

of its mou tan flowers and Yang chou [in Kiang su, App.

400] for its shao yo. For medical use now the drag

obtained from the shao yo cultivated in Yang chou is

generally employed. There are more than thirty varieties

of the cultivated shao yo, single and double flowered. The

root of the single flowered is used in medicine. It is white

or red according to the colour of the flowers.

The shao yo is Pwoma albljlora, Pall. For further

particulars see Bot. sin., II, 403.

4
'flora]

Yarietates flore albo et rul)ro (radice rube—nte). Habitat

culta spontaneaque per totum iraperium Sinenses masime

in provinces borealibus. Virtus radicis, imprimis robne,

nervina, cephalica, emmenagoaa.

Tatar., Cat., 15 :—%; [ | eh <i (red) sna0 yo, Bad.

Promts rubra*.—?. Smith, 169.

Paonia albiffora, Pall., is common in the mountains of

North China and also much cultivated in gardens onder the

name of shao yo. It has the same Chinese name in Ha 1*
[see Henry, Chin, jd., 393] and in Japan.

Med., n 1 >•> r \w . '> - / rted

1885 from Chin kiang 7,388 piculs,~p. 68 (46), from Han
kow 2,134 piculs,

p. 24 (43)
(17)
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Ibid., p. 22 (10):

—

ChH (red) shao yo exported from

Tien tsin 2,075 piculs,—p. 2 (6), from New chwang 211

piculs,— p. 44 (7), from Che foo 2 piculs.

53.—ft ^ mou tan. P., XlVa, 22. 71, CCLXXXVI1
dCCXCIL

Pen king

;

—Mou tan (the male red) j|J #5 Mm />/,

H =fe Z« ///«. The bark of the root is officinal. Taste

pungent. Nature cold. Non-poisonous.

Pie In

:

—The mou tan grows in the mountain valley

of Pa [E. Sz ch'uan, App. 235] and in Han chung [S. Shen

si, App. 54]. Hoot duo- up in the 2nd and 8th months,

and dried in the shade.

T'ao Hunc-king :—Now this plant is also found in the

eastern provinces of China. The red sort is good.

Su Kung [7th cent.]:— It grows in Han chung and

Kien nan [W. Sz ch'uan, App. 136]. The plant has the

appearance of the yang t'ao [see Bot. sin., II, 493]. In

ummer it puts forth white flowers, followed in autumn by

roundish green fruit which becomes red in winter and doc

not fall off. The root resembles that of the shao yo [see 52].

It has white flesh and a red rind. The local name is

W M ^ 1'0 Hang kin (hundred taels gold). In Ch'ang an

[in Shen si, App. 6] it is known under the name ^ I

(

]

[in Sz ch'uan, App. 69, b.] is considered the best. Those

from Ho chou and Suan chou [both in An hui, App. 71.

315] are also of a good quality. The mm tan grow- in a

wild state in the mountains of Tan chou and Yen chou

[both in Shen si, App. 327, 403], in Ts'ing chou [iu Shan

tung, App. 363], Yue chou [in Che kiang, App. 418], in
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Ch'u chou and Ho chou [both in An hui, App. 25, 71].

Its flowers are of different colours—yellow, purple, red.

white—and appear in the 3rd month. The flowers and leaves

of the wild-growing plant are the same as in the cultivated

sorts, hut the wild mou tan produces only single flower-.

In the 5th month it produces fruit of a black colour,

resembling a cock's head, with large seeds. The root is of

a yellowish white colour, from five to seven inches long, of

the thickness of a pencil-holder.

K'ou Tsung-shi [Sung dynasty]:—The rind of the root

of the mountain mou tan is that which is used in medicine.

The cultivated plant produces also dark red and pale blue

flowers.

Li Shi-chen :—From ancient times the mou tan flower

IS

7££ On Yang-

cultivated

varieties of it. The Una pu (a treatise on flov„~, ...
.

dynasty) records that to the west of Tan chou and Yen chou

[in Shen si, v. supra] the mou tan is so common that the

country people use its wood for fuel like the king (
Vitex)

and kl (Zhyphis).

The mou tan is the China Tree Pseony, Pceonia Moutan,
Sims., a favorite garden-flower of the Chinese, which they

have cultivated from a remote period. In ancient times Lo
yang, the old capital of China, in Ho nan, was famed for its

[see sub 52]

18]

A good drawing of the plant is found in the Ch. [XXV,

Tatar., Cat., 3D : Mou tan pH (rind). Radix Paonn
mautan.-QAVQXB [28] figures and describes the dm*. In

169.
ft fe tan p'L—P. Smith,

Cust. Med., p. 104 (87):- Ton p% exported 1885 from
V> u lm 1,606 piculs.
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Amain, e.vot., 862 :—Jj£ jf ho tan. Pseonia major stirpe

ligneo surrecto, folio ramoso, laciniis insequuliter divisis.

Phon zo, IX, lo, 14 :—Same Chinese name, Paonia

Moutan.

o4--7[v 1? mu hieing. P., XIVo, 24. T., CXVII.

Pen king:—Mu hiang (wood perfume). The root is

officinal. Taste pungent. Nature warm. Non-poisonous.

Pie lu

:

—Other name W, flf an hiang (honey perfume).

Hie mu hiang grows in the mountain valleys of Yung ch'ang

[in W. Yiin nan, App. 426].

T'ao Hung-king :—This drug (spoken of in the Pie lu)

ls tne W /fc If ts'ing (green) mu hiang, which now how-

ever is not brought from Yung ch'ang. The mu hiang now
n ~~ —n

employed in China is all brought by foreign ships. People

^ that it is produced in Ta Ts'in [the Roman Empire in

Asia and Europe], It is not used as a medicine, but only

as a perfume.

Su Rung [7th cent.] :—There are two kinds of mu
h 'an9- The best comes from K'un lun [see App. 171].

Toat from Si hu [see App. 299] is of an inferior quality.

Tlle leaves of the mu hiang resemble those of the gang tti

[&umex. See 193] but are longer and larger. The flowers

resemble those of the ku hua {Chrysanthemum). The fruit

I

s yellowish black and likewise officinal. The mu hiang

ls much used in medicine. T'ao Hung-king is wrong in

s atmg that it is only employed as a perfume.

Chen Kian [7th cent]:—According to the Nan ehw i

"'" «*» [3rd cent.] the tsHng mu hiang comes from T'ien chu

$*&*). It is the root of an herbaceous plant and has the

aPpearance of the lean Uao (Liquorice).
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Su Sung [11th cent.]:—The drug mu kiang h bronght
in ships from Knang chou (Canton), but is not produced

there. Large wrinkled root like that of the tie tsz
{

(Solanum melougena). The leaves resemble those of the

gang ft [». supra] but are longer and larger. They are also

like those of the than yao (Dioscorea). Large root. Purple

flowers. The buds of the root used in medicine. The

witt Uang root looks like a rotten bone. That which is of a

bitter taste and sticks to the teeth is of a good quality.

There is a sort of mu kiang which grows in Kiang and Huai

[Kiang su and An hui, App. 124, 89], and is called ± f
) tfing mu kiang, which is not muchB

used in medicine. The Shu pen te'ao [10th cent.] states

that
w 1 •«•«•». v« VU "'« ""V ">" ••— p

was cultivated. It Mas a plant from three to five feet high,

leaves eight or nine inches long, wrinkled, soft, and covered

with hair. Yellow flowers. This was probably the t'u mu
hang, lu Buddhist books the mu hiana is called *g % M

App. 223].

)

cent.]:—The ts'ing mu hkwj i

[west of] Min chou [
^-PP. Z3WJ. Ihe plant has leaves like the mu p

(ang [Arctium
Lappa. See 91] but they are narrower and longer. The
stem u from two to three feet high and bears one yellow flower

and has a pungent taste.

«_, _ _ — j—
(Inula). The fresh root is fragrant

.hen Ch'eng [11th cent.]:-The mu kiang is brought
to Uuna from foreign countries, as has already been stated

>J 1AO lluNG-Ktxa and Su Sung. But the mu hiang

*Wi « |irouucea in Ch'u chou
Hai chou [in Kiuixr

IS

call d ffi rti A " ""' APP
'

4<^ is tlle TOot °f U Phint

e «a§& ma fou % (horse's bell), which is also used
m medicine.
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Li Shi-chen notices that the above name mi hiang is

also applied to the ch'en hiang [Aloewood. See 307] and

g? mu hiang to a kind of Rose [the fragrant Hosa

Banksia. Com p. 171].

Ch., XX, 21 :

—

Ma tou ling or t'u tsHng mu hiang, and

[XXI, 2] t'u ts'ing mu hiang, good drawings representing an

Aristolochia. See also Km huang, XLV1, 15 :—Ma tou ling.

The latter name (horse's bell) refers to the shape of the

frait.—CA., XXV, 11 :—Three miserable drawings of the

UKng nw hiang, produced in Ch'u chou and Hai chou, and

of the mu hiang from Canton.

Tatar., Cat., 40 :—Mu hiang, and [27] huang (Canton)

>nu hiang
t
Costus amarus.—GaUGEB, 23 :

—

Kuang mu hiang

described and figured. The root has a violet-like smell.

It seems to belong to a plant of the Composite order and

resembles the root of Inula Selenium.

Hanb., Sc. pap., 257 :—Root mu hiang received from

Sbang hai. It was the root of Aucklandia Costus, Falc.

{Aplotaxis Lappa, Dene. Composita). Costus root or

PutchuL—

.

Williams, Chin. Commerc. Guide, p. 100.

p
. Smith, 29.

of W. India [p

K

tins plant is called AplotaxU auriculata, DC., in Sanscrit

kushta, in Arabic and Persian hist, in Bengal patchal. The

root is collected in large quantities in the highlands of

tshmeer and exported to Punjab. It is much shipped to

China. P. Smith is wrong in stating that putchuk is a

Canton name for the drag.—Garcias ab Orto [middle of the

16th cent,] in his Indian Pharmacopoeia [Clusius, Exot. 204]

says :—Costus in Malacca, ubi ejus plurimns est usus pu cho

dictus et hide vehitur in Sinarum regionem.

As to the mu hiang or tsHng mu hiang produced in

China and called there also t'u ts'ing mu hiang or ma tou ling,

15
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this is, according to Tatar. [Cat., 12] Had. Aristoloehia:.

See also Hanb., Se. pap., 259.—Tatar., Cat., 38 :—Ma ton

ling. Fructus Aristoloehia contorts (a Peking species),

Hani?., I.e., 239 -.—Ma tou ling. Fruits of Aristoloehia

Ka>mpferi.~F. Smith, 22.

According to the Customs' Report on Trade for 1867

[p. 42] and 18G8 [p. 51], the native pucliuk grown in the

neighbourhood of Xing po is a common garden creeper, an

Aristoloehia. Some years later Dr. HaKCB examined this

plant. It proved to be a new species—A. recurvilabra. See

Journ. Bot., 1873, p. 72.

(

Henry, Chin, pi, 294 :—TSing mu hiang in Hu pei,

Aristoloehia, sp.

x muvhiui cut; to iitij inn wusiiy **- —

-

Cutt. Med. is the foreign or the native drug. It is stated

!° I!
bee
\e*portea 1883 from liiin kow Cp- G6 ^ t0

" ""'"
' "

~"
unj [-pt 338 ^20)] imported into™w« ** picms . Uldf 28

. .

from Tien tsin 27 piculs.

?
r

' Henby states [in Hookers ft**,. Pta., tab. 1975]

/I ?
raC""°5rt

'
Hook

- fil
>
is cultivate,! in the mountains

0* Hu peh as a substitute for putchuk.

[IX

to V , „,
m the & '""'" [XVII, 3, 4] sub ±7fcf.to Inua Selenium, h.-P,m , „ xxv/ ^ ,J5 «,

ft
lPfen\ Vs

^Pen^?
1 """' P,,XlVa

' 30' nCXLVlIl.

Taste Z^Zrl*" j°> tt& «« ^." The root is officinal
Pungent.O JNatnre slightly warm. Non-poisonous

Bearding thL .

yuonyill ,
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Pie hi :—Other names : %j* £g tu lien, =§ ^ jo chi,

Q ^ pat tin, £| $i pat lien. The tu jo grows in the

marshes of Wu ling [in I la nan, App. 394] and in Yuan kfi

Shan tang, App. 415]. The root is dug up in the

2nd and 8th months and dried iu the sun. In the Kuang
ya it is called *g $r ch lu hem/.

T'ao Hung-KING :—It is a common plant. Its leaves

resemble kiang (ginger) leaves and are veined. The root

resembles the hao Hang kiang (Galanga), but is smaller, of

a pungent taste and fragrant. It is also very much like the

root of the silanfu [Calyttegia, See 1G9] and is confounded

with it, but the leaves are different. The tu jo is mentioned

as a fragrant plant in the Elegies of Ts'u [4th cent. B.C.].

Su Kung [7th cent.]:—The plant is common in Kiang
" Hu [Mid China, App. 124, 83]. It grows in shady

places.
E

P; XlV«, 29], the root the kao Hang kiang.

Han Pao-Sheng [10th cent.]:—The plant resembles

the than Hang [Alpinia. See 50]. Yellow flowers, red

f™it, as large as small jujubes. Inside the fruit resembles

the tou k'ou [Cardamom. See 58]. That produced in Ling

nan [S. China, App. 11)7] and Hia chou [in Hu pei, App.

G4] is the best. The Fan tsz
1 hi jan says that the tu heng

and the tu jo are produced in the southern prefectures and

in Han chung [S. Shen si, App. 54].

Li Siii-chen:— There is in the mountains of Ch'u

[Hu kuang, App. 24] a plant which the people call H^
Kong kiang ken (root). It resembles ginger and is of a pun-

gent taste. This is the plant which Chen Kuan [7th cent.]

=?
20 Su Susg

[Hth cent.] calls it \[\ 3g shan kiang (mountain ginger)

and states that it is produced in Wei chou [in Ho nan,

20 Chao Uzl a barbarian tribo in the S.W. of China.
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App. 391], that it has purple flowers and no seeds. The

root used in medicine. All these names according to Li Shi-

chen refer to the tu jo. The larger sort is called ho
Hang kiang, the smaller tu jo. In the T'ang period the tu jo

was brought as tribute from Hia chou [v. supra],

Ch.y XXV, 9 :

—

Tu jo. Representation of a ZincjU

beracea, probably an Alpinia, % j| Hang Viang is given as

a synonym.

So moku, VII, 13 :—f£ ^ Pollia japonica, Hornst.

(Commelinacecv)

.

5C-—lU H shan Mang. P., XIV'«, 31. T., XLIII.

As we have seen, Li Shi-chen takes the than kiang or

mountain ginger to be the same as the tu jo, but in the next

.

article he describes it as a distinct plant, of which the root,

the flowers and the seed are officinal.

T'ao Hung-king :— The eastern people (East China)

call it shan kiang. In the south it is called

(beautiful plant)

L mei ts'ao

[7th cent.]:—The root and the whole plant

of the shan kiang much resemble ginger, but it (the root)

is larger, has the smell of camphor- wood. The southern

people eat it. There is one sort which is called ehao tsz
1

hang. It is of a yellow colour, very pungent, acrid and

strong [compare above, 55].

[11th cent.]:—The shan k :ang is produced in

Kiu

china, App. 133], but it is also found in Min [Fu kien,

App. 222] and Kuang [Kuang tung and Kuang si, App-

160]. The Ling piao lu i [T'ang dynasty] says, regard-

ing this plant:—The stem and the leaves all resemble

the ginger -plant, but the root is not much eaten. The

flowers resemble those of the tou Vou \ Cardamom. See 58],
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but are smaller. The flowers are arranged in spikes and
appear between the leaves. The flower-buds (?) are like

wheat-grains, small and of a red colour. In the south the

unopened flowers are called ^ JJg fa han t'ai hua. They
are prepared with salt water and mixed with sweet dregs.

h\ winter they then become like amber in colour and are of

a pleasant, fragrant and pungent taste.

Li Shi -chen:—The shan hang grows in the south

(or China). Its leaves resemble those of ginger. The
fa

-**©

flowers are red, very pungent. The fruit (or seeds) is like

Cardamom [ts'ao tou k'ou, see 58]. The root resembles the

to jo [see 55] and the kao Hang hang [see 57]. The seeds

are substituted for the ts'ao tou k'ou, but are very hot and

strong.

Ch.
t XXV, 53 :

—

Shan hang. Eude drawing, perhaps

Alpinia.

Louit., Fl. cochin.^ 13;

—

Canna indica, L., sinice san

Uam (shan hang).21

So moku, I, 11 ;— jjj jfc Alpinia japonica, Miq.

Oust. Med., p. 372 (416) :

—

Shan hang seeds exported

1885 from Canton 116 piculs.—The same exported also from

Han kow. See Bank. Med., p. 35.

57'~Hij S M kl° fanp &ang. P., XiVa, 32.

T., CLXXVIII.

Pie lu:~Kao Hang hang. The root and the fruit

officinal. Taste pungent. Nature very hot. Non-poisonous.

It
[

App. 117]. The root is dug up in the 2nd and 3rd months.

21 Canna Indira is cultivated at Peking under the name of §i A /v£
*w jen Mao, It does not seem that the shan Ittang in the P. refers to

tnu* jdant.
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[
the leaves are like those of the than kiang [see 56]

I

T'ao Hung-king :—This is a kind of ginger produced

in the district of Kao Hang, whence the name.

Li Sun [8th cent.]:—^ ]g ^ hung ton. k'ou (ml
nutmeg) is the name for the fruit of the kao Hang Hang.

It is a common plant in Nan hai [Kuang chou fa, App. 228].

It looks like a reed. The leaves resemble jrinoer- leaves.
ft> ~©

The flowers are veined with red and arranged in a spike

are prepared with salt.

the. The young flowers

Su Sung [11 th cent.]:— The kao Hang kiang is a

[»

(South China)

It is

also found in Central China, but this sort is not much used

in medicine. The plant grows from one to two feet high.

The leaves resemble ginger- leaves. Purplish red flowers

like those of the shan kiang.

Fan Ch'eng-ta [12th cent.] in his description of the

southern provinces of China, says that the hung ton k'ou is

a plant with leaves like a reed. It shoots forth one stem

bearing a large spathe which bursts and then a drooping
spike of beautiful pale red flowers appears. The flowers

resemble peach or apricot flowe

Lr Shi-chen states that the plant is also known under
the name of £ ^ man kiang (g

.

of ^ gouthem
Barbarians).

67*., XXV, 39 :—Kao Hang kiang. The drawing seems
to represent a Zingiheracea. The plant is said to grow in

I un nan. Yellow flowers.

Lour. [Fl. cochin., 7] gives cao learn ham as the

s.

Uunese name for Amomnm Galanga, I,, the Galanga major
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of Rumpliius, Galanga root, — Alplnla Galanga, S\v. Tale

yellow flowers. Root and seeds used in medicine by the

Chinese.

Iatar., Cat., 26, 34- :—Kao liang kiang or liang kiang,

Galanga. Williams [Chin. Commerc Guide 120] has

& jg hang kiang, Galangal, the root of Atpinia Galanga.

tlie seeds of the same plant are used as aromatic medicine

under the name of hung tou l-'ou. Ibid. [p. 84] the same
seeds are called kao Hang klang tsz'.—Hanb. [Sc. pap., 107,

*52] describes and figures the fruit capsules received from

Shanghai under the name of kao liang kiang ts:
1 or hung

ton k'ou. They proved to belong to Alpinia Galanga.

P. Sjiith, 9, 10.

Another kind of Galanga, the lesser or Chinese Galanga
oi commerce, the Galanga minor of Rumpliius, is referred

in the Flora Hongk. [349] to Alpinia chinensis, Rose, a

plant of smaller stature than the A. Galanga, known from

Canton more than one hundred years ago. But in 1873
D r. Hance described [in the Journ. Linn. Soc, XIII] a

lia

ut which had been presented to him by Taintor as growing

*Hd and cultivated in the island of Hai nan and called

«ng kiang by the Chinese. Hance named it Alpinia oft-

anarum, and believes that this yields the true Chinese

walanga. It has white flowers, veined with dull red.

It would seem from the ancient Chinese accounts above

translated regarding the tu jo and the kao liang kiang, that

the first is the Galanga minor, the second the Galanga major.

tmt probably the above names were applied to different

species of Alpinia in various parts of China. Marco Polo
[Yule's 2nd edition, II, 207, 208] mentions the galingale

produced in immense quantitii is in the kingdom of Fu ju

(province of Fu kien), and also in Java [II, 254]. Dr. Fr.

Hirth thinks [China Uevieic. II,
(J7] that the name Galanga
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bee
It seems

however more naturally to trace it in kulanjana, the Sanscrit

name for Galangal.

So mob* I, 10 :—$ g ^ Alpinia allied to A. chi-

nenm.—Phon zo, IX, 20, 21 :—Same Chinese name, same

identification.

58-~&M tou Vou. P., XlVa, 35. T., CXLVII.
P
228]. Seeds and flowers used in medicine.

[Southe

/
Su

r.[s

&n< k'ou.

Kung [7th cent.]:—The plant resembles the than

e 56]. The flowers are yellowish white. The root

uuu me seeds resemble the tu jo [see 55].
Su Sung [11th cent.]:—The ^ ^ «g ^<ao (herbaceous)

fou k'ou is a common plant in Ling nan [S. China, App.
197]. It grows like a reed. The leaves resemble those of

the shan hiang. The root is like the root of the kao Hang
hang [see 57]. The flowers 22 open in the 2nd month,
they are in spikes at the bottom of the stem. The young
leaves are rolled up. The flowers are of a reddish colour,

darker at the end of the spike. Gradually the leaves become
larger and the flowers paler. The flowers are sometimes
of a yellowish white colour. The southern people collect

the flowers and salt them. The fruit resembles the lung yen

(
) but is pointed, and the rind (

s not squamous. The seeds within the capsule resemble
those of the pomegranate. They ripen in summer and are
then gathered and dried in the sun. The root and all parts
of the plant exhale an odour which recalls camphor-wood and
are of a pungent taste.

**4ftR5^j^tE au "arIler Work
'
the Xanfanl mo *
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Li Shi-chen :—The ts'ao tou k'ou and the M #
tuo are not the same, as some believe. There are differences.

Now the tou k'ou produced in Kien ning [in Fu kien, App.

138] has a fruit as large as the lung yen, but a little longer.

It (the capsule) has a yellowish white thin rind with

prominent ridges. The seeds are as large as the su ska

(Amomum rulosum, Lour.), pungent and fragrant. But the

ts'ao kuo which grows in Tien [Yiin nan, App. 338] and

m Kuanjnr [Kuang tung and Kuang si, App. 1G0] has a

large oblong fruit resembling the ho tsz' (Termhialia chehula).

The rind (of the capsule) is black and thick, the ridges

are close together. The seed is coarse, pungent and of an

unpleasant odour recalling that of Cantharides. The people

use it as tea or in various other ways as a spice. The

people of Kuang take the fresh ts'ao kuo and steep it in the

juice of the met fruit (Prunus mume) mixed with salt. After

rt has become red it is dried in the sun and offered with

wine. This is called hung yen (red salt) ts'ao kuo. Th-

small unripe fruit is called f£ &$ f£ y'mg to she (parrot's

tongue). In the time of the Mongol dynasty the ts'ao kuo

was much valued as a spice.

Li Shi-chen quotes from Buddhist books the Sanscrit

name of the tou tou, being g£ & $% H ffl
sn-ki-mi-lo-si.

Sukmil is the Tibetan name for Cardamom [see further on].

Ch., XXV, 30:—Tou k'ou. Representation of an

Amomum with large leave* and small, wrinkled capsules.

Lour., Fl. cochin., G :—Amomum ylobosum. Sinice tsao

«« (ts'ao tou tou). Corolla supera, albo- rubra . . . .

"ericarpium globosum .... cortice tenui fragili.

Tatar., Cat, 5 :—Ts lao tou tou, Cardamomum.

This is the Large Round Chinese Cardamom figured and

described sub ts'ao {tou)
2±o.-p. Smtth

16

in Hanb., £>c. pap
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Lour., FL cochin., 5 :

—

Amomum medium, sinice tsao

quo (j|C jji). Pericarpium oblongum, striatum, crassum,

coriaceum.—Tatar., Cat., 5:— Ts'ao kuo. Fructus Amomi
medii.—This is the Ovoid China Cardamom figured and©
described in Hanb., Sc. pap., 105, 106, 250 :—P. Smith,

14.

Cust. Med., p. 372 (433):—2Vao (tou) /c'ou exported

1885 from Canton 0.2 pieul.

Ibid., p. 372 (434):

653 piculs,—p. 406 (164), from Kiu

p. 424 (132), from Pak hoi 402 piculs.

c

] sub 3£.a
- f.f-

represents, it seems, Loukeiho's Amomum globosum, of which

only the fruits are known to European botanists.

Q_&
)

name for the Cardamom imported from foreign countries.

P., XlVa, 37. T., CXLVII. The seeds are used in

medicine. It does not seem to be mentioned in Chinese

works before the 8th cent.

Ch'en Ts'ang-k'i [8th cent.]:—The pai tou ic'ou i

£
to hi. The plant resembles the pa tsiao {Musa, Ba
The leaves resemble those of the tu jo [Alpinia. See 55].

They are from eight to nine feet long, shining, evergreen.

Flowers of a pale yellow colour. The fruit is produced in

clusters, hanging down like grapes. They are at first green

but become white when ripe. They are gathered in the

7th month.

Su Sung [11th cent.]:—This plant is now grown in

103]

(Kuang chou fu) and in I chou
[

by foreign ships.

©
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Li Shi-chen :—The fruit (capsule) of the pai ton k'on

is globular, as large as that of the k'ien niu [Pharbitts.

See 168]. Its outer skin is thick and of a white colour.

The seeds are like the su sha [y. supra]. To prepare it for

medical use the skin is taken off and the seeds are roasted.

Ch., XXV, 64:—Pai tou tou. Rude drawing. The

Cardamom plant seems to be intended.

Lour., Fl. cochin., 4:— Amomum Cardamomum, L.

Sinice pe teu keu. Flores albo-lutei. Capsula 3 gona rotunda.

Semina cortice laevi, albicante.

The Amomum Cardamomum of Linuajus is the Round or

Cluster Cardamom, a native of Cambodja, Siam, Java. The

pai tou tou is still much imported into China from Cochin-

china, Siam and Malabar. It seems that the Malabar Carda-

mom, Elettaria Cardamomum, the seeds of which are very

similar in odour and taste to those of the Cluster Cardamom, go

also under the name of pai tou tou. The pai tou tou which

I obtained from a Tibetan apothecary's shop at Peking was

Malabar Cardamom. The Tibetans call it suhnil [comp.

above the Sanscrit name su-ki-mi-Io-si'].

Rheede [Malab., XI, p. 10], in describing the Elettaria,

^ays:— In aprico fructus exsiccatur solo, ubi cortex, qui

Primo crassus, viridisque, extenuatur et ex ruffo albescit.

The country Kakulo, mentioned in the above Chinese

account as producing the pai tou tou, is unknown to me.

1 may however observe, that kahda is the Arabic name for

Cardamom [Roxbg., Fl. ind., 1874, P . 24].

th

The Round or Cluster Cardamom is also known under

e name of ^ ij£
| [

Tung fo tou tou, probably after

the celebrated poet Su Tung-p'o, who, towards the end of

the 11th century, lived for some years in the island of Hainan
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and wrote notices of useful plants. Comp. Hanb., Sc. pap.,

253.— See also Williams, Commerc. Guide, p. 84.

P. Smith, 14.

^ J£ 3£ jou (Meshy)

Nutmegs, Mac
of the nutmeg, is called fa g ^ y<« * w tat (flower). It

seems improbable that nutmegs were known to the Chinese

before the 8th century. P., XlVb, 45. T., CXLVII.

Ch
the jou tou k'ou, states that it is brought by ships from

foreign countries, where it is called ka-kii-le (probably

intended for kakula, which, however, as we have seen, is

Cardamom).

Su Sung [11th cent.] reports that the jou tou k'ou is

also cultivated in South China.

Li Shi-chen .-—The jou tou kl<m in its flowers and fruit

resembles the ts'ao ton k'ou. The difference is that the

latter (is a capsule) in which the seeds are contained, whilst

the jou tou tou is solid (a solid nut), the outer skin of

which is covered with wrinkled lines, and the inner substance

is reticulated and mottled like the betelnut.
Ch., XXV, 63 :—Jou tou k'ou. Rude, incorrect drawing.

But the Phon zo [IX, 27
figure of Myrhtica moschata.

28] sub fa & %£
od

Williams [in his Commercial Guide, 98, 95] gi**

[erroneously, it seems] g ^ tou k <ou as the Chinese name
tor nutmegs. As we have seen above, tta original meaning
of tou k'ou is Cardamom.

Tatar., Cat., 64 :-P. Smith, 156, 141.

59.

58. T., CVII.

so ts'ao, ^ ft ^ hiang fu ts^ P^ Xm
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For other ancient names compare Rh ya, 97.

Pie hi;— The so ts'ao grows wild. It (evidently the

root) is gathered in the 2nd and 8th months. Taste sweet.

Nature slightly cold. Non-poisonous.

The leaves and the flowers are likewise officinal.

T'ao Hung -king:— This plant is mentioned in the

o/u king. It is no longer used as a medicine. There is a

medicinal plant Jg, \ shu so, but that is different.

Su Rung [7th cent.]:—The root of the so is called

hiang Jv ttz* [hiang «» fragrant, fu Uzi properly the small

tubers of Aconite. See 143] also ^ gj # tsio t'ou hiang

(sparrow-head fragrance). The stem and the leaves of the

plant resemble the san leng (triangular grass, Scirpus,

typerus). It (the root, tubers) is used as a perfume.

Su Sung [11th cent.]:—It is a common plant, which

"» its leaves resembles the hied [Allium. See 212] but is

weaker. The root resembles the head of a chopstick. In a

topographical work of the T'ang period the jfc ff ^g shui

hang leng (cornered fragrant water-plant) is spoken of a

growing in the ponds and marshes of Po p'ing [in Shan

aL

260]. Its root is called g£ g| so hie (

so ^ ffli ^ ts'ao fu ts:'. In Ho nan and Huai nan

[An hui, Kiang su, App. DO] it is known by the name of

* 1 © L

lt *& B Wk ti lai hen, in Sim (Sz ch'uan) it is gj( Jg su ken

(attached root tubers) also ^ Q $$ shui pa hi. The plant

now grows abundantly in Fou tu [in Sz ch'uan, App, 42]

and is called there — £5? !j£ san leng ts'ao (triangular

grass). It is used for making shoes. The whole plant,

and especially the root (tubers), is used in medicine.

K'ou Tsung-shi [12th cent.]:—Mang fu tsz' is the

name for the tubers which are frequently found attached to
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the root of the so plant. These tubers have a thin, chapped

skin of a purplish black colour and are very hairy. After the

skin has been removed the white flesh becomes apparent.

Li Shi -chen:—The leaves of the so plant are like

Allium leaves—hard, shining, sharp on the margins. The

stem is hollow, triquetrous. Green flowers in spikes. The

roots are fibrous. Beneath the radical fibres small tubers

are produced. These are of the size of a small jujube, pointed

at both ends, and covered with fine black hair. They are

much used in medicine. In Sanscrit books the plant is

called g ^ B| mu ts'ui eh'e (or ta).

Ch., XXV, 35 :—So ts'ao. Representation of a Cypera*

with oblong tubers.

As has been stated in Bot. sin., II, 97, the names

so ts'ao and hiang fu tsz\ given in the P. as synonyms, were

applied in ancient times to two distinct cyperaceous plants,

so to a Scirpus, the culms of which were used for making

shoes, umbrellas, rain-cloaks, hats, and hiang fu tsz' to the

fragrant tubers of a Cyperus.

Lour., Fl. cochin., 53 :— Cypems rotundus, L. Ubique

in Cochinchina et China. Radix tuberibus ovatis, parvis,

odoratis, pilosis. Sinice hiam phu cu.

Tatar., Cat., 45 :-Hiang fu tsz\ Radix Cyperi-

Gauger [39] describes and figures these tubers, which he

refers to C. rotundus.

P. Smith, 81 :—So ts'ao, hiang fu f«*, Cyperus escukntus,

and [51] so ts'ao, Carex hirta [arbitrary identification].

Comp. also Henry, Chin, pi, 144.

Cust. Med., p. 210 (15) i-Hiang fa tsz< exported 1885

from ^en chow 76 piculs,-p. 340 (41), from Canton 75

piculs,-p. 186 (31), from King p 58 piculs.- Smaller

quantities exported also from Shane hai. Amov. Swatow,
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I may observe, regarding the name mu ts
l

>ii ta, as given

in Chinese Buddhist books, that musta or mustuka is a

Sanscrit name for Cyperus rotundas, L.

Regarding the Japanese cyperaceous plants, to which

the above Chinese names are applied, see Bot. sin., II, 97.

There is another cyperaceous plant with officinal tubers

^hich is described in the P. [XYVb, 55] under the name

M ZL H san leng, from the country of King (Hu pei).

San leng (triquetrous) is a general name for several

oyperaceous plants. See the drawing Ch., XXV, 55.

T., CLXXVIL

Tatar., Cat., 4A:—San leng ts'ao. Rad. Cyperi seu

ScirpL—Gauger [37] describes and figures the san leng.

Tuber about one inch in diameter.—P. Smith, 82 -.—King

san leng, Cyperus rotundas.

Oust. Med., p. 70 (53) :—San leng exported 1885 from

Han kow 109 piculs,—p. 130 (147), from Chin kiang 60

piculs,—p. 188 (76), from Ning po 29 piculs,—p. 92 (70),

from Kiu kiang 5 piculs.

Comp. Phon zo, IX, 33 :—#l] H $1 Cyperacea

0—Ji^ lain ts'ao. P., XlVb, 72. T., CVIII.

Pie lu .-—The hiin ts'ao, which is also called ^ ^L hui

ts'ao, grows in low, marshy places. It is gathered in the

<M month and dried in the shade. That with the joints

taken off is good.—The same Pie lu says also :—The

(fruit) [

APP. 203]. The whole plant is officinal. Taste sweet.

•Mature uniform. Xon-poisonous.

T'ao Hung-king :—According to the Yao lu [attributed

to T'uxg Run, a minister of Emperor Huang ti], the /tun ts'ao

has leaves resembling those of the ma (hemp) and each two
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standing opposite. The Shan hai king states :—On the Fou

shan (mountain) there grows a plant with leaves like the ma.

It has a square stem, red flowers, black fruit. It smells like

the mi wu [see Rh ya, 89] and is called hun ts'ao. It i

good for curing ulcers. Now it is commonly called $t ^
yen. ts'ao. Some say it has the appearance of the

(Imperata) and is fragrant, but that is not the hiin tfao

which the people cultivate. The plant hui [Bot. sin., II,

406], frequently mentioned by poets in ancient times, is

mao

unknown to T'ao Hung-king, as he says.

Ch'en Ts'ang-k'i [8th cent.]:—The htin ts'ao is the

same as the ^ ^ ^ ling ling hiang (fragrance). //

the name for the root of the hui plant.

Ma Chi [10th cent.]:—The ling ling hiang grows in the

mountain valleys of Ling ling [in Hu nan, App. 196]. Its

leaves resemble those of the lo le (Ocimum basilicum). The

Nan yiie chi [oth cent.] says that the local name of the

plant is yen ts'ao [<©. supra]. It is also called hun ts'ao or

hiang ts'ao (fragrant herb). This is the hiin ts'ao of the

Shan hai king.

[11th cent.] .-—The ling ling hiang is now a

83]
marshy places. Its leaves resemble those of hemp, each two

standing opposite. Square stem. In the 7th month it produces

very fragrant flowers. In ancient times it was called Mn ts'ao.

The people of Southern China dry it by artificial heat till

it assumes a yellow colour. It is also found in Kiang and

Huai [An hui and Che kiang, App. 121, Si)] and vsea

as a perfume. But this is less valued than that from Hu
kuaug and Ling nan. The fragrance increases when the

plant decays. In ancient times the to ts'ao was used in

medicine, and the name ling ling hiang was unknown. But

now the people use it only as a n«rfnm« »AA»A *n emetics.
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Fan Ch'eng-ta, in his account of the southern provinces

[end of the 12th century], states that the ling ling hiang is a

common plant in I chou and in Yung chou [both in Kuang

si, App. 103, 430] and other places. The plant is used for

making mats, pillows and matresses. The locality Ling ling

[spoken of by earlier authors as producing this plant] is now

called Yung chou [in Hu nan, App. 425], but this plant

does not grow there.

Li Shi-chen :—In ancient times this plant was burned

to make the spirits descend. Now the people of Wu [Kiang

su, App. 389] cultivate it for sale. It is also termed

I
kuang ling Hag hiang and 1£WW- ^uanff U,l9

ts'ao.

Regarding the identification of the hiln ts'ao or ling ling

Woo, which seems to be Ocimum basilicum, see Bot. sin., II,

406, 407.

W-Hi Hi lan ts'ao. P., XIVJ, 75. T., LXXXI and

LXXXII.

Pen king:—Lan ts'ao, ft^? shui hiang (water perfume).

The leaves are officinal. Taste pungent. Nature uniform.

Xou-poisonous.

Pie lu .-—The lan ts'ao grows in the ponds and marshes

of T'ai Wu. It (the leaves) is gathered in the 4th and 5th

months.

T'ao Hi-xg-king :— It is not used now in prescriptions.

T'ai Wu is the kingdom of Wu [Kiang su, App. 389] where

T'ai Po 23 HVed. There is now in Tung men [Eastern Gate.

Unknown to me] a plant used for making fragrant oil
24

and which is called ij ff lan hiang. This is the lan t/ao.

23
The founder of the state of Wu. See Mayers' Chin. Read Man., 213.

17 * *
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Li Tang-chi [3rd ceut.]:-The Ian ts'ao is the same
plant as that which the people now cultivate under the name of

I W< f? tu Hang hiang [Fragrance from Tu Iiang, in Hu
nan, App. 370]. The tse Ian [see the next] is also called

tu Hang hiang.

Su Kung [7th cent.]:—The Ian, a fragrant plant, is the

same as the tse Ian. It has a round stem, a purple receptacle

of flowers. In the 8th month the flowers are white. It

is commonly called Ian hiang (fragrance) and grows by the

sides of rivulets. It is also much cultivated as an ornamental
plant.

Han Pao-sheng :—The Ian ts'ao grows in low, damp
places. Its leaves resemble those of the tse km, but are

longer, pointed and coarsely toothed. Flowers red and white,

fragrant.

Ch'en Ts'axg-k'i :—The Ian ts'ao and the tse Ian are

two distinct plants. The Ian ts'ao grows by the sides of

marshes, its leaves are glabrous, succulent. The root is

small and of a purple colour> It ig gathered
.

n the 5tfl and
bth months and dried in the shade. This is the tu Uang
fuang. Women mix it (it seems the leaves) with oil to dress

their hair.—The tse Ian has pointed, slightly hairy leaves,

not glabrous, and is succulent. Square stem, purple joints.

inis is the plant regarding which Su Kung states that it

bears white flowers in the 8th month.

hi Shi-chen : —v, „„,„ Way UnU Xne lSe ian arB L ,.~

species of the same genus. Both grow on the borders of

water- courses or in swamps. They have perennial roots,

Purple, branched stems with red joints, opposite leaves

lining from the joints, slightly serrated. But the Ian ts'ao

lias a round stem, long joints (internodes), glabrous leaves.

1

tbe tse lan **» a nearly square stem, short joints and
leaves covered with hair. The young leaves of both are
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gathered and worn (in satchels) on girdles. In the 8th or

9th month the plants are from three to four feet high. The

flowers are in spikes like those of the ki su (a Labiata).

The flowers are red and white (or perhaps reddish white).

Small seeds. The plant which in the P'ao chi lun is called

ta (great) tse Jan is the same as the Ian ts
l

ao, and the s'ao

(small) tse Ian, there is what we call tse Ian.

For the identification of the Ian ts'ao see the next.

62-~?f Fi ^ tse Ian t»
f
ao. P., XIV/», 78. T., LXXXII.

Pen king:— Tse Ian ts'ao (marsh Ian), ]& [
hu (tiger)

lan
> I! M lung ttao (dragon jujube). The leaves are

officinal. Taste bitter. Nature slightly warm. Non-

poisonous.

Pie la :—The tse Ian grows on the margins of all the

great lakes or swamps in Ju nan [in Ho nan, App. 110].

It (the leaves) is gathered on the 3rd day of the 3rd month,

and dried in the shade.

The descriptions of the tse Ian as given by the authors

quoted in the P. are not characteristic and much confused.

Some compare it to plants of the Labiate order, from other

riptions it would seem that it is a Composita. According

to Li Shi-chen the roots are eaten and called

Ihe seeds are also used in medicine.

JjliP

[Bot

fragrant plant f|j Ian mentioned in the Classics, and by earlv

Chinese poets, was most probably a fragrant orchid. The

fio-llrp ir» U^ m n - 1 1„_. 0.1 «««« rvf htn 1« WltllOllfc (loilbt
u .

intended for a plant of this order. Li Shi-chen observes

that this Ian of the Classics and poet- is probably called

k» n I (Ian flower). It has leaves like the mat m i twig

(Ophiopoffon) and is not to be confounded with the Ian ts'ao,

which i quite
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China is very rich in orchids. In our (lavs one of the

most favorite of them among the Chinese in the south is the

ft tiao (suspended) Ian hua, called also E I feng

(air) Ian, the Aerides odorata of Loireiro, Fl. cochin.,

642.—Bridgm., Chin, direst., p. 452 (5).—Amosn. exot.,

864 :~Fu ran, cum icone. [V. infra, sub 202].

The Cust. Med. [p. 160 (319)] notices 30 piculs of

ft*
Shang hai.

» as imported to

Ibid., p. 152 (201): m
worn on the girdle) exported from Shang hai 1.15 picul.

Said to come from Sz ch'uan. Ibid., p. 194 (163) :—The

same imported to Xing po 1.10 picul.

Ibid., 360 (283) :— Tse Ian exported 1885 from Canton

22 piculs,— p. 288 (222), from Amoy 5 piculs.

The figures of the Ian ts'ao and the tse Ian ts'ao, in the

Ch. [XV, i and 13], seem both to be intended for species of

Eupatorium, order of Composite. Dr. Hance states that

in S. China Eupatorium st^chadosmum is cultivated on

account of the fragrance of its flowers. See Ind. Fl sin.,

I, 405.

In Japan the Chinese names jg ^ and }f jf W are

E\

II, 405.

For particulars see Bot. snh

6d.~m m hi'uancfju. P., XlYb, 81. T., CL.

Pie lu .-—Only the name hiang (fragrant) ju and medical

properties noticed. It seems the leaves are officinal.

T'ao Hung-king:—It i3 commonly eaten raw as a

vegetable. It is also gathered in the 10th month and dried.

The Shi liao Pen ts'ao [7th cent.] calls it ^ ^ hianrj j^
and f| ^ hiang Jung,
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Su Sung [11th cent.]:—The plant is cultivated but

rarely in the north. It resembles the pai su [Perilla. See

o7] but the leaves are smaller. It is produced in Shou
ch'un and Sin an [both in Che kiaog, App. 291, 310].

There is one kind which is called 7& \ \ shi hiang ju.

" grows on rocks, is slender, of a yellow colour, pungent

and fragrant and much valued.

K'ou Tsung-shi [12th cent.]:—The hiang ju grows

wild in the mountains of North and South King Hu [Hu
"'"J, App. 147]. In Pien and Lo [both in Ho nan, App.

-18, 201] the people cultivate it in gardens and eat it as a

vegetable during the hot season.

Li Shi-chen :—There are the wild -growing hiang ju

and the cultivated one. The latter is called # 35 hiang ts'ai

(Migrant vegetable). There is a large-leaved and a small-

leaved sort, the first is the best. The plant has a square

stem, incised leaves like the huang king (Vitex) but smaller.

«* the 9th month purple flowers in spikes, followed by small

seeds. There is one sort with more slender leaves like those

of the lo eltou (Kochia) and which grows only a few inches

}lIgh. This is the shi hiang ju. Another name for the hiang

J" is W feng ts'ao (b

Ch.
t XXV, 32:— Hiang ju. Representation of a

Labiata, probably Elsholtzia.

Tatar., Cat., 46 -.—Hiang ju, Elsholtzia cristate. Thi

ls a common plant in the Peking mountains. Debeaux
[Flor. Shang hai, 48, Tien tsin, 30] saw it cultivated in

Chinese gardens.—P. Smith, 94.

Cust. Med., p. 80 (202) -.—Hiang ju exported 1885 from

Han kow 173 piculs,— p. 374 (404), from Canton 31

]»iculs,—p. 92 (84), from Kiu kiang 31 piculs,—p. 300

(390), from Amoy 8 piculs.

So mohu. XI, 10 :--# 31 Elsholtzia cmtata, \Villd.
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6i-—W %fc t'io chuang. P., XlVb, 81. T., CLXYIII.

Pen king:— Ts'o chudng. Leaves and stem officinal.

Taste saltish. Nature cold. Non-poisonous.

Pie he—Other name: ff g| hiang su (fragrant m).

The ttio chum, t grows in Han chung [S. Shen si, App. 54],

in river-valleys and fields.

Wo P'u [3rd cent.] calls it g£ Jg too ma.

Su Rung [7th cent.]:—This plant grows in marshes

and corn-fields and by way sides. It resembles the hiang j

[Elsholtzia. See 63], but the leaves are longer and larger.

They resemble the jen [Perilla. See 67] but are smaller.

Its vulgar name is ^ [jg =j* ^ ^ <.#*' y*n too wtt tt'ao

b)

Li Shi-chex :— It is a common plant in the plain and

in waste places. Square stem with joints. It resembles th

large-leaved hiang ju [see 63]. But when rubbed [the

]

too chiang exhales a somewhat unpleasant odour.

Ch.
y XXV, 23 -.— Tsio chiang. The drawing represei

a labiate plant.

So moku, XI, 17:—ff & Mosla punctata, Maxim.

Same as Oeymum punctatum, Thbg., Fl. Japan., 249.—Order
Labiates.

Go. kia su. P., XIVo, 85. T., LVIIL
P<?n fc'^ t—Ea su (Pseudo-Perilla), % % shi nut

The whole plant, especially the flower -spikes, used in

medicine. Taste pungent. Nature warm. Non-poisonous.

Pie In .-—Other name : J£ ^ hiang hie (hat) or ginger-

mustard.
hes of H

*]
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Wu P'u [3rd cent.] calls the plant also #1] # king tee

(kiat) and states that it has leaves like those of the lo U
(Ckenopodium) but smaller. The plant is eaten in Shu
[Sz ch'uan, App. 292].

T'ao Hung -king :—The tea su is not used now in

medical prescriptions.

So Kung [7th cent.] classes it among the vegetables.o ~©
Li Shi-chen:—The king kie grows wild and is also

much cultivated. The young plants are fried and eaten.

-I he taste is pungent and fragrant. The plant has a square

stem, small leaves resembling those of the tu ehou \Kochia.

ee 111] but narrower and smaller, of a pale yellowish

green colour. In the 8th month it opens its small flowers,

"ranged in spikes like those of the mi [Perilla. See 67].
The seeds are small like those of the tHng li [see 114].

Ch-, XXV, 22 :

—

Kia su or king hie. It seems Salvia

Ptef*, R. Br., is intended by the drawing. This plant at

eking is called king kie, but the same name is also applied
to %«*« tenuifolia, Bth.

Tatar., Cat., 58 -.—King kie, Salvia pleheja.—Y. Smith,
aJJ,

Parker, Canton pi, king tee— Salvia jdebeja, also

Moslea lanceolata, Maxim. But Loureiro [FL cochin., 453]
give>

(king kie of Canton)

H

llan,e f°r Origanum creticum, L. [0. vulgar*. See Ind. Fl.

9ln
-> II, 282].

Henry, Chin, pi, 70 :—The name king kie applied in

_

l Pe i to various plants : Phtheirospermum, Mosla, Flsholt-

*"'' Melampyrum.

Cust. Med.
f p. 132 (172):—King kie exported 1885

r°m Chi» kiang 4G3 piculs,-p. 202 (264), from Xing po
•

picnls,—
p . 92 (80), from Kia kiang 123 picuk—The-

l
a^. Med.

[p . 6] mentions it also as exported from

Uan kow.
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So mohu, XI, 31 :—fg $£ or jKf ft ?

iV". teniaj\

^.—^S ^. *« ™* ts'ao. P., X1V£, 92. T., CXXXVI.

Pen hing:—Tsi sue ts'ao (snow plant). Stem and

leaves officinal. Taste bitter. Nature cold. Non-poisonous.

Pie hi

:

—The til sue ts'ao grows in the river-valleys of

King chou [Hu kuang, App. 146].

T'ao Hung-king explains the name (snow plant) by

the cooling properties of the plant. But it was then not

used in medical prescriptions.

Su Kuxg [7th cent.]:—This plant has leaves resembling

the round Chinese copper coins, and therefore the people

] caii it ^ m %L
;•

ts'ao (ground coin herb). It has a slender but strong stem,

creeps on the ground. It grows near rivulets.

Su Sung [11th cent.]:—It is a common plant, which

is also called $l £| ^ \{en tsHen (coimected coins)

According to the collection of prescriptions of the T'ien pao

period [9th cent.] it grows in Hien yang [Shen si, App-

65] in low, marshy places, also in Lin tsz' [in Shan tung,

App. 194] and Tsi yang [in Shan tung, App. 346] in ponds

and marshes. It is very fragrant, has round leaves, resembles

the po ho {Mentha) and is also called
ffl fj| ffi

hu po ho.

It is very common in Kiang tung, Wu Yiie and Tan yan
[all in An hui and Kiang su, App. 124, 389, 328], where
the people eat it. In Liu ch'eng situated in the province
of Ho pei [Chi li, App. 198] it is called j§ & hal su.

Li SHi-cHEN:-In An hui ami Che kiang, where the

7, "Sed t0 driuk aQ iuf™ of the leaves, the plant i-

caljed WtM \ [ tin h po ho [Sin lo- S. Corea, App-

°HJ. It is also found in Hu kuang and in Min (Fu kien).
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Ch., XXV, 24:— Tsi sue tsao. The figure shows only

leaves. Probably Nepeta Gkchoma, Benth. (Glechoma he-

Jeracea, L.), our Ground Ivy, which is a common plant in

China, is intended. The above descriptions in the P. agree

in a general way.

Athcen. e.vot., 887 :—f§ § sahtsetz, kakidoro, tsubogusa.

Herba repens Hedera terrestris facie ac folio, flosculis

hexapetalis, purpureis, etc. According to Thbg. [FL japon.t

116] this is Hydrocotyle asiatica, L. But in the So moku

is Nepeta Glechoma.

67--I£ su. P., Xm, 94. T.
}
LVIII.

Pie lu :~Su. Stem, leaves and seeds used in medicine.

Taste pungent. Nature warm. Non-poisonous.

The su is mentioned in the Rh ya [64].

T'ao Hung-king :—The su has its leaves purple under-

neath. They are very fragrant. Another sort, the leaves

of which are not purple coloured, and which resembles the

>«, is called
JgJ g£ ye (wild) su. It is not much used. The

"me author says, in another work quoted in the Ry ya i

:

The ^ jen resembles the su, but it grows higher, is whiie

(downy, not purple -coloured leaves), and not very fragrant.

The seeds are oily, and by pressure oil is obtained from

them. 124]

Su Sung [11th cent.]:—The su is the % H U* (purple)

su. The best sort has the leaves purple coloured on both

sides. The stem and the leaves are gathered in summer,

the seeds in autumn. There are several kinds of su, the

*hui (water) su [see 081, the yu (fish) su, etc. All these are

18

[r. supra']
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Li Shi-chen :—There is the ^ I tsz
i (purple)

the Q [
pal (white) su. The seeds of both are sown in

the 2nd and 3rd months. They grow also spontaneously

from seeds left on the ground. Square stem, roundish,

pointed, toothed and serrated leaves. In a rich soil it (the

tsz' su) has leaves of a purple colour on both sides, but

in a poor soil they are green on the upper side, purple only

underneath. The pai or white su has its leaves white

(downy) on both sides. This is the & jen. The young

i

leaves of the purple su are eaten as vegetable food salted

or pickled together with the mei fruit [Prunus Mum
See 272]. In summer they make a beverage of the leaves

which are very fragrant. The root is also used. In tne

8th month it opens its small purple flowers, arranged in

spikes, and afterwards capsules are formed like those of the

king hie [Salvia. See 65]. In the 9th month, when the

plant is half withered, the seeds are gathered. These are

small, like mustard seeds, of a yellowish red colour. They

yield an oil like the oil obtained from the jen.

The su and the jen are species of Perilla. For further

particulars, see Bot. sin., II, 64.

Oust. Med., p. 373 (422):—Su tsz* (seeds) exported

1885 from Canton 24 piculs,—p. 164 (360), from Shang hai

3 piculs—p. 200 (241), from Ning po 2 piculs.

Ibid., p. 298 (360):— Tsz' su from Amoy 2.5 piculs.

Ibid., p. 130 (142):—Pai su tsz' from Chin kiang

9.7 piculs,—p. 110 (164), from Wu hu 6 piculs.

(275, 276) :—Su stalks and leaves, from

Canton 24 piculs.

68—* g$ shut su. P., XlYb, 97. T., LVIII.
Pen king

: -Shut (water) su. The stem and the leaves

are officinal. Taste pungent. Nature slightly warm. Non-

poisonous.
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Pie lu

:

—Other names : ^ M. ^ie tsu
i ^F Hi hie tsi/.

The shui su grows in Kiu chen [App. 154], in ponds and

marshes. It is gathered in the 7th month.

Wu P'd [3rd cent.] calls it M gj£ U su (cliicken su).

T'ao Hung-king :—It is not used in medical prescrip-

tions. Kiu chen is a distant place which has not been

identified.

Su Rung [7th cent.]:—This kind of su grows in

marshes and by the sides of water-courses. It resembles the

aQan fu [Inula. See 81]. The leaves stand in twos opposite

and are very fragrant. In Ts'ing, Ts'i [both in Shan tung,

App. 363, 348], and in Ho kien [in Chi li, App. 75] the

people call this plant shut su [as above], in Kiang tso

name W HI tsi[S

rung, in Wu Hui [in Kiang su, Che kiang, App. 391] it is

called ki su [as above].

Han Pao Sheng [10th cent.] :—Leaves like those of

fte^ai wei [ Vincetoxicum. See 44], in twos opposite. Violet

flowers coming out between the joints. Taste pungent,

aromatic.

Su Sung [11th cent.]:—The shut su is a common plant

the sides of water -courses. It is much eaten in the

south us a vegetable. It is also frequent north of the Kiang,

but the people there do not eat it. In Kiang tso [v. supra']

tQe U su is not the same as the shut su. The tsi ning

[». supra'] is also a different plant. The leaves of the shui su

are toothed, fragrant, of a pungent taste, those of the tsi ning

are narrow and longer, covered with hair, and exhale an

unpleasant odour.

"Wu Shui [Mongol period] says that the shui su is also

called f| Jjg ^ ffi iung nao p0 ho (Camphor mint), but

from an earlier account, quoted by Su Sung, it would seem

that this plant resembles an Artemisia,
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XXV, 20 :—Shui su. Figure of a Labiata, a

the same Chinese name in the PAon so, XII, 14.

The [XlVi
as a distinct plant, called also ^ g£ CAW (stinking) «u.

Chinese

he drawings in the Ch. [XXV, 51] and in the

15] it is a Labiata. The drawing under the

lame in Sieb., /con. ined.. VI. is Calaminthat

69.-3B**. P.,XV,i. T., LXXXVII-IX.
P^ king:~Kil, in the Index 2§^ /•« /ma, also _ .

feu /ma. Flowers and other parts of the plant officinal.

Taste bitter. Nature uniform. Non-poisonous.

For other ancient names see Bot. sin., II, 130, 401.

Pie lu .-—Other names : # gfi nil tsie, # ~0 nil hua,

keng sheng, ^ jjjj§ *r
/w y*« mm, ^ $ y/n CA^, /^fgfc ,/w„ y/n^. The *fl hua

grows in river-valleys and fields in Yung chou [in Shen si,

App. 424]. The root is dug up in the 1st month, the

leaves are gathered in the 3rd, the stem in the 5th, the

flowers in the 9th, the seeds in the 11th month, and dried

j£ H nil heng, Q

in the shade.

[Han period] sie
i

nil hua refer to the flowers. In the Poo tfo tsz< [3rd and 1th

] i

and chou tjing in Taoist prescriptions to promote longevity, are

applied to the root, stem, flower and seeds of the kil plant.

Hung There are two kinds of kil. One
has a purple stem, is fragrant and of a sweet taste. The

leaves are used in soups. This is the genuine **. The other,

with a green stem, is larger and has the smell of the hao

and at (both Artemisia). It is f a bitter taste and not
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much eaten. This is the pseudo kii called also ^ ^f k'u

(bitter) 1. The leaves in both are about the same. The kii

grows plentifully in Li hien, in the prefecture of Nan yang
[in Ho nan, App. 183, 231] and is also common in other

places. It is much cultivated. There is also a variety called

pai kit with white flowers.

Su Sung [11th cent.]:—The ha is a common plant.

That produced in Nan yang [v. supra] is the best. It flowers

1U Wtnmn and bears seed in winter. There are many varie-

ties, with large and small flowers. Some have flowors with

a yellow disk and white ray flowers, others are entirely

yellow.

Wu Shui [Mongol period]:—That with large, fragrant

flowers is the JJ $j kan (sweet) kii, that with small yellow

flowers is the H [
huang kit, that with small flowers of

a 'i "npleasant odour is the m [ ye (wild) kii.

Th

ho.

Lr Shi-chen :—There are a hundred varieties of the hi.

flowers are of various colours, single or double. The

« (sweet) kii is used in medicine. It is much cultivated,

Wd grows also wild in the mountains. Its leaves are eaten.

Kii is a general name for many plants of the order

Compositce: Chrysanthemum, Aster, etc.—but the kii par

excellence, and which the ancient Chinese authors above quoted

call the true or sweet kii, is the Chrysanthemum s'uwnse, Sab.,

the favourite winter-flower of the Chinese, who have cultivated

lfc from time immemorial, it seems, in numerous varieties.

I* is also common in a wild state in the mountains of North

China and also in other parts of the empire. The wild

Plant is about one foot high, and blossoms lato in autumn.

Small flower-heads. Florets of the disk yellow, those of the

Circumference rose coloured. I suspect that the huang

(yellow) ha of the ancient authors is the Chrysantlwmum

'idkum, L., likewise a common wild plant all over China,
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»

It has small flower-heads, yellow florets in the disk as well

as in the circumference. At Peking it is called siao ye kii

hua (small, wild Chrysanthemum).

Kiu huang, LIU, 20:—Kii. Rude drawing. Small

flower-heads.

Ch., XI, i :

—

Kit hua. Two figures. One represents a

Chrysanthemum with large double flowers, the other a plant

with small flower-heads
; probably the wild form is intended.

Lour., Fl. cochin., 610 :

—

Chrysanthemum indicum, L.

Late cultum ob pulchritudinem floris in Cochinchina et

China. Sinice ta kio hua (large kii hua). Loureiro's Chv.

indicum is the Chr. sinense.

Ibid.:— Chr. procumbens [Lour, describes under this

Matri

name Chr. indicum']. Spontaneum, cultumque in Cochin-

china et China. Inveniuntur multa? varietates :—(1) flore

pleno, integre ligulato, flavo,—(2) flore radiato, disco et

radio flavis,— (3) disco flavo, radio albo,—(4) flosculi

omnibus albis. [Comp. above the varieties according to the

Chinese authors.]

P. Smith [62] erroneously identifies the pai H hua

with Chrysanthemum album, and [145] ye kii hua with

'aria Chamomilla. Both these plants have not been

recorded from China. Ibid., 19 -.—Huang kii, Anthemis.

Cust. Med., p. 74 (113) :—Kii hua exported 1885 from

Han kow 315 piculs,—p. 30 (108), from Tien tsin 270

piculs,—p. 196 (173), from Ning po 210 piculs.

Ibid., p. 362 (293):—Kan kii exported from Canton

45 piculs.

Ibid., p. 128 (102):—Huang kn hua exported from

Chin kiang 20 piculs,-p. 324 (150), from Swatow 2.3 piculs-

Ibid., p. 324 (155) -.—Pai ku hua exported from Swatow
147 piculs,-p. 128 (107), from Chin kiang 42 piculs,
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Amcen. exot., 875 :—^ kik, kikf vel ktkku, i.e. Matri-

caria. Cujus cum S}-lvestris turn pracipue hortensis, plurim:i>

sunt varietates.

So moku, XVII, 18 :—$j ^fg Pyrethrum (Chrysan-

themum) sinense.

/bid., 21:—^^pj (Winter Chrysanthemum) Pyr. (Chrys.)

hullcum.

Ibid., 22 :—gj^ $: Pyretrum seticuspe, Maxim. Small,

yellow flower-heads.

70. an lit. P., XV, 5. P., OXLVI.

bitt

•Pen £m<?:

—

An lit. Seeds used in medicine. Taste

er. Nature slightly cold. Non-poisonous.

Pie lii:—The an lit seed is produced in Yung chou

[in Shen si, App. 424] in river-valleys, also in Shang tang

[S.E. Shan si, App. 275] by waysides. The seeds are

gathered in the 10th month and dried in the shade.

T'ao Hung-king :—It has the appearance of the hao and

the ai (both Artemisia), and is a common plant in Middle

China. The Taoists use it. People cultivate it. Snakes

dislike it.

Su Sung:—It grows in Kiang and Huai [Kiang su,

An hui, App. 121, 89], from two to three feet high, resembles

Artemisia in its leaves, flowers in the 7th and bears seed in

the 8th month.

Li Shi-chen :—The leaves of the an lii do not resemble

the ai (Artemisia vulgaris) but rather the ku (Chrysanthe-

mum), and are thinner and much divided into narrow

segments. Leaves green on both sides. The stem grows

from four to five feet high, is white, like that of the ai, and

rough. In the 8th or 9th month it opens its small, pale
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yellow flowers. Fruit (seed) like that of the at, small.

The old plant is used for thatching roofs, whence it is also

called |g (gj fou la.

Ch., XI, 3 :

—

An In. Representation of an Artemisia.

So moku, XVI, 21 :—3j§ M Artemisia Keiskiana, Miq.

(known only from Japan, E. Manchuria and Corea).

Hoffm. & Schlt. [548] identify the same Chinese name

with Siphonosteyia chinensis, Benth., but this seems to be a

mistake. Comp. infra, 86.

Bot

n.—m shi p., xv, 5. t., c.

Pen king:—Shi. Fruit receptacles with the achenes

used in medicine. Taste bitter and acid. Nature uniform.

Non-poisonous.

This is the Chinese divining plant, about which see

sin., II, 428, Achillea sibirica. Comp. Legge's Yi king,

Appendix, V, p. 422 :—" Anciently when the sages made the

" Yi in order to give mysterious assistance to the spiritual

" intelligences, they produced the rules for the use of the

" divining plant shi."

Pie hi:—The shi fruit is produced in the mountain

valleys of Shao shi [in Ho nan, App. 281]. It is gathered

in the 8th and 9th months, and is dried in the sun.

Su Kung [7th cent.]:—The stem of this plant is used

in divination
(ffir).

Su Sung [11th cent.]:—The shi is found growing near

the sacrificial hall of the white tortoise at Shang ts'ai hiea

L

It has the appearance of the hao (Artemisia), grows from

five to six feet high. From thirty to fifty stems spring up

from one root. Late in autumn purple flowers appear a

the end of the branches. They resemble the kit hua (Ch>T

santhemum, Aster). Fruit like those of the at (Artemisia).
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Li Shi-chen says that the shi is a kind of luio

(Artemisia), a divine plant.

For further particulars see Bot. sin., II, 428.

Cust. Med., p. 8 (54, 55):—Shi exported 1885 from

New chwang 760 pionls.8*

72.-£«. P., XV, 8. T., CI.

Comp. also Bot. sin., II, 77, 429.

Pie lu

:

—The ai is also called ff 1£ / ta'ao (vulnerary

nerb). The plant which yields the ae leaves [used for

cauterizing] grows in the fields. The leaves are gathered

on the 3rd day of the 3rd month, and dried in the sun.

iaste bitter. Nature slightly warm. Non-poisonous.

Su Sung [11th cent.]:—The ai is a common plant. The
best sorts are produced in |Jf ^ Fa too (elevated road) and

BJ Hfj Sz' ming (name of a monastery in Che kiang). The ai

leaves are used for cauterizing, and therefore the plant is

also called ^ ^ Un ts'ao (moxa). It is a kind of Itao

(Artemisia), The leaves are white (downy) underneath. The

kaves must be gathered on the 3rd day of the 3rd month
or on the 5th of the 5th month.

Li Shi-chen :—In the Sung period that from Fu tao

in T'ang yin [in Ho nan, App. 335] and Sz' ming was

considered the best. The first was called %j^ pa (northern)

< the other f£ [ hai (sea) ai. Since the Ch'eng hua

Period (14G5-1488) the drug from K'i chou [

App. 121] is much valued and known under the name of

k'i ai. This plant is common on mountain plateaux.

Perennial root, straight, white stem, four or five feet high.

•Tiie leaves resemble those of the hao, are five-lobed with

M A mistake : the drug exported from New chwang is a kind of huang-
c^l-ihih; in the Customs List ^ is a misprint for ^
tte HOth radical).—A. Henry.

13
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small points, green on the upper side, white and downy
underneath, soft and thick. In the 7th or 8th month
flower-spikes like those of the ch'e tsHen [Plantago. See

115]

seeds.

Small

The

N
L., very common in

Good
•

^e£MX ' 81] also in the Kiu huang [XLVI1I, 25] sub

ye (wild) ai hao.

Ch., XIV, 65:—^f-i^^ tsHen men ai (a thousand

or Hf 3t Vi ai. It is said there that this plant

wild Thi

is Tanacetum chinense, A. Gray. It is cultivated under the

name of tti ai at Peking and its downy leaves are used for

moxa

.

^

Lour., Fl. cochin,, 600 -.—Artemisia vulgaris. Sinice

ngai ye (ai leaves). Ibidem Artemisia chinensis. Sinice

khi ngai. Ex plantse hnjos foliis exsiccatis et contusis fit

moxa seu cauterium actuale. It seems that the plant Loub.

describes as A. chinensis is Tanacetum chinense.

Tatar., Cat., 1 :—Ai tsz\ Artemisia indica—P. Smith,

25.

Henry, Chin, pi., 7 :_^2
'

jiao in Hu pei is a. indica
I M^ 4~* J- _— _ I 1 * V(a variety of A
Cust. Med., p. 360 (278) :-Ai (large-leaved)

punk)

Canton 3 piculs,—p. 378 (511)

Ibid., p. 356 (224).—^' ai exported from Canton

22 piculs,-p. 286 (181) from Amoy 3 piculs.

The Chinese mode of cauterizing by burning the down
of Artemisia vulgaris or Tanacetum chinense upon the skin,

seems to be of very ancient date. Its invention is ascribed
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to the Emperor Huang ti. In the History of the Sui

dynasty, in the section on Literature, there is the title of a

work H; fft $g£ ffe jjgj Huang ti chen kiu king or Emperor

Huang it's work on Acupuncture and Cauterizing. The

Rh ya [77] gives J^ |f| ping tf-ai (ice turret) as a synonym

ior at. The Po icu chi [3rd cent.] explains the character

ping (ice) in the name by the fact that the ai leaves (or

nioxa) were ignited by means of a piece of ice cut into a

roundish form which collected the sun-beams.

Amcen. exot., 897 :—3£ gai, vulgo jamogi. Artemisia

vulgaris major
; quae junior vocatur futz, ex qua fit Moxa,

Celebris stupa pro cauterio actuali.

Sieb., CEcon., 213 :

—

Artemisia chinensis, Moksa japon.

X- Ex herba prseparantur moksa celebrata.

—

Ibid., 376 :

Artemisia ibuki jomogi (A. vulgaris). Ad praparandam

moksam.

So moku, XVI, 16 :—3t Artemisia vulgaris. Japonice

yomogi, ibuki yamogi.—GuiBOURT, in his Hist

him

[III, 52], says, as many other authors did before

But this

is an error which has already been refuted, 200 years ago,

by RUMPHIUS, who, in his Herbarium Amboinense [V, 261,

W2, sub Artemisia latifolia, baru tschina], writes :— H.e

sinensis fomes igniarius. Hie fomes vulgo mom vocatur,

per longum autem tempus detegere non potui qusenam vox

moxa esset, quumque animadvertebam a Sinensibus hie

habitantibus non intelligi, hinc concludi, Portugallicam esse

corrnptam vocem, derivatam a mocho h.e. muco, cum quo

forte Portugalli siccatam hujus herba) fomitem comparant.

Bailliere [Did. de Medecine, etc., 1873] suggests that

moxa may be derived from the Greek Mfowc, a fungus

*Hch in a dried state was used by the ancient Greeks to

burn the skin, and which is mentioned by Hippocrates.
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73-—Sf W. W 2/in ch
len hao. P., XV, 14. T.

t
CXL1V.

Pen king:— Yin ch'en hao. Leaves and stem used in

medicine. Taste bitter. Nature uniform, slightly cold.

Non-poisonous.

Pie lu:—The yin ch'en grows in T'ai shan [in Shan

tung, App. 322] on mountain slopes. It is gathered from

the 5th month to the beginning of autumn, and dried in the

shade.

.

o—~

—

In the Kuang ya [3rd cent.] it is called gj

T'AO Hung-king :—It is a common plant and resembles

the p'eng hao [see Bot. sin., II, 436] but the leaves are

smaller and denser. The stem does not die in winter and

in spring thrives again.

Han Pao-sheng [10th cent.]:—Its leaves resemble those

of the ts'ing hao [see 74] but are white (downy) underneath.

Su Sung [11th cent.]:—It is a common plant in Mid

China.
[

?

322]. It resembles the p
leng hao, but the leaves are

it (finer). It has neither flowers nor seed. One kind,

the shan (mountain) yin ch'en is used like the at hao. It >

different from the cultivated yin ch'en.

Li Shi-chen :—The yin ch'en hao was much cultivated

in ancient times as a vegetable. The shan (mountain) yin

ch'en, which is used in medicine, is different. Now the

people of Huai and Yang [An hui and Kiang su, App. ^
400] on the 2nd day of the 2nd month gather the leaves of

the wild yin ch (
en, mix them with flour, and prepare cake

which they call [ [ $f yia cfren r;ln[U

Artemisia.

Ch., XI, 22:— Yin ch'en hao. Representation of a°

Lour., Fl. cochin., 598

:

[th

Loubeiro describes is not this species. See DC, 1
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VI, 108 : certe divers*]. Sinice yin chin hao. Habitat

incultum, cultumque in Cochinchina, China.

Iatar., Cat., 30 :

—

Yin ch'en hao. Flores Artemisia.
P. Smith, 25 :~Art. abrotanum.

Cust. Med., p. 74 (112):— Yin ch'en exported 1885 from
Han kow 135 piculs,—p. 90 (52), from Kiu kiang 103
piculs,—p. 126 (99), from Chin kiang 1.7 picul—p. 321

(145), from Swatow 3 piculs,—p. 30 (107), from Tien tsin

a small quantity.

Amocen. exot., 897 :—]|f jj^ intsjin, vulgo fki jamogi $
kauura jamogi. Abrotanum campestre. Thbg. [Fl.jap., 309]
reters this to his Artemisia capillaris (with capillary leaves).

So moku, XVI, 28.—Same Chinese name A. capillaris.

74>~W ^ ts'ing hao. P., XV, 16. T., LXI1.

Pen king:— TsHng hao (green Artemisia), j|l 1 t&'ao

(herbaceous) hao, ~fj ^ fang hid. Leaves, stem, root and

a

seed used in medicine. Taste bitter. Nature cold. Non-

poisonous.

For other ancient names see Bot. sin., II, 13.

Pie ^:— The ts'ao hao grows in the marshes of Hua yin

[in Shen si, App. 87].

T'ao Hung-king :—This is a common plant, now

generally called ts'ing hao. The people eat it mixed with

fragrant vegetables.

Han Pao-sheng [10th cent.]:—The ts
lao hao in Kiang

tung [App. 194] is ca ]ie(} ^ |
s;n jmo, for it smell

resembles that of the beast called tin. In the north it is

called ts'ing hao. The young leave- are pickled in vinegar.

The leaves resemble those of the yin ch'en [see 73] but are

not white underneath [whence the name ts'ing or green hao].

The plant grows more than four feet high. The leaves are
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used in medicine. This plant is mentioned in the Shi king

[the author refers to Shi king, 246, hao. See Bot. sin., II,

431].

Su Sung [11th cent.]:—The tsHng hao has very fine

(small) leaves, which are eaten. Late in autumn it bear-

pale, yellow flowers. The seeds are like millet and are

gathered in the 9th month. Root, stem, leaves and seeds are

all used in medicine.

K'ou Tsung-shi [12th cent.]:—The tsHng hao is also

called ^ J
hiang hao (fragrant Artemisia). It has a red

root and fragrant leaves.

Li Shi-chen :—The tsHng hao has a coarse, succulent

stem of the thickness of a finger. The stem and the leaves

are of a dark green colour. The leaves resemble those of

the gin ch
(en but are dark green on both sides. The root

is white and firm. The flowers appear in the 7th or

8th month. They are small, yellow and slightly fragrant.

The fruit resembles that of hemp and contains small seeds.

Ch., XI, 93, sub tsHng hao or ts'ao hao, representation

of an Artemisia with capillary leaves.

Tatar., Cat., 12 :—TsHng hao, Artemisia.--P'. Smith,

25 :

—

TsHng hao, Artemisia Dracunculus. He says it is

abundant in Hu peh, and sometimes eaten as a vegetable.

Debeaux, Fl. de Shang hai, 38, Fl. de Tien tsin, 28 :

Artemisia Dracunculus, sinice tsin kao, cultivated as

vegetable.

Cust. Med., p. 356 (231):—Tt'ing hao exported 1885

from Canton 18 piculs.

Med tried

from Han kow.

X\
{A. abrotanum, Thbg.)

25:—W 3£ Artemisia apiacea, Hance
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75-~& ^ pai hao. P., XV, 20. T., LXII.

Pen king

:

—Pai hao (white Artemisia). Leaves, root

and seeds used in medicine. Taste sweet. Nature uniform.

Non-poisonous.

Pie lu

:

—The pai hao grows in the marshes of Chung
shan [in Chi li, App. 31]. It is gathered in the 2nd month.

T'ao Hung-king states that the pai hao is not used in

medicine.

Sir Kung [7th cent.]:—The £g fan or fiff {f£ pai hao
of the Rli ya [12] is the Q I

pai hao. The leaves are

covered with a white down, whence the name.

ou Sung [11th cent.]:—In ancient times the people

used the leaves of the pai hao for food. Now they employ
for this purpose the ^ ^ lou hao, which some authors have

erroneously identified with the pai hao.

Li Shi-chen :—The pai hao is a common plant. There
are two kinds of it, one growing in water, the other in dry
land. The first is the pai hao of the Pie lu. It is fragrant

an<l pleasant, whilst the dry land plant is pungent and

unpleasant. The pai hao of the Pie lu is without doubt the

same as the lou hao.

The pai hao as well as the lou hao are species of

Artemisia. For further particulars see Bot. sin., II, 433,

430.

1Q'—Mi$C^masienhao. P., XV, 22. T., LXII.

Pen king :—Ma men hao, J§ ft W ma sni hao ' Taste

bitter. Nature uniform. Non-poisonous.

Pie lu .-—Other names : ^ £| ^ lien shi ts'ao, jg £ ^
fon shi ts'ao.^ App. 231]

[W
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Su Kung [7th cent.]:—Leaves as large as those of the

ctiung wei [Leonurus. See 78]. The flowers are red and

white. Stem and leaves gathered in the 2nd and 8th months,

the seed ripens in the 8th and 9th months. This plant is

also called $g Kg hu ma or K $f iff ma sin hao.

This is the Incarvillea sinensis, Jnss. For further

particulars see Bot. sin., II, 432.

77.—& gg mou hao. P., XV, 23. T., LXI1.

Comp. Bot. sin., II, 14, 432. Lu ki confounds it with

the ma sien hao [76].

Pie lu:—Mou hao (male Artemisia). Leaves used in

medicine. Taste bitter, slightly sweet. Nature warm. Non-

poisonous. This plant grows in the fields. It is gathered

in the 5th and 8th months.

T'ao Hung-king :—It is not used in medicine.
a

Su Kung [7th cent.]:—It is also called ^fi§£ tsh

t
lou hao. It has leaves resembling those of the fang feng

[Stenocalium. See 31] but finer and thinner, not glaucous.

Li Shi-chen :—Its leaves are flat, narrow at the base,

broad and lobed at the end. The young leaves can be eaten.

Deer are fond of the plant. In autumn it bears small,

yellow flowers. The fruit is as large as that of the

ch'e tsHen [Plantago. See 115] and contains minute seeds,

hardly distinguishable, wherefore the ancients asserted that

the plant has no seeds, and called it the male southernwood.

The mou hao is an Artemisia. In Japan this Chinese

name is applied to Art. japonica. See Bot. sin., II, 432.

78-~% B ch'ung wei. P., XV, 24. T., CXXIX.

Pen 1dng:—Chiung wei, ^ ffi / mu, ££ $J » »"'"."' ^ ^
huo Men. The seeds are officinal. Taste sweet. ^atlire

slightly warm. Non-poisonous.
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For other ancient names see Bot. sin., II, 25, 444.

Pie lu:—Other name: J§ jfvf chert icei. The >]fnngwei

grows near the seashore and on the margins of pools and

marshes. It (the seeds) is gathered in the 5th month.

T'ao Hung -king:—This plant is found everywhere.

Its leaves resemble those of the jen [Perilla. See 67]. The

stem is square. Small, oblong triangular seeds. Seldom

used in medicine.

Ch'en Ts'ang-k'i [8th cent.]:—The popular name of

the ctiung voei is 4| IS ch'ou ts^ao (stinking plant)

used in medicine.

]:—Stem, leaves and root likewise

[11th cent.]:—The plant is common in gardens

and in waste places. [25]

The seeds are black and resemble those of the ki kuan { Celosia

cristata). Square stem.

[12th cent.]:—The young plant can be

used for food.

Li Shi-chen :—The ch'ung wei grows abundantly near

water-courses, in damp places. The young plant in spring

resembles a young hao {Artemisia). In summer it is from

three to four feet high. It has as quare stem. The leaves

resemble ai leaves {Artemisia vulgaris) but are green (not

downy) underneath. They are trilobed with long points.

The small flowers are arranged (in a whorl) around the

joints, and are of a red colour tinged with white. Each

calyx contains four seeds as large as those of the t'ung hao

( Chrysanthemum Roxburghii), triangular and of a gray colour.

The living plant has an unpleasant odour. The root is white.

descriptions given by ancient authors—as, for instance

that the leaves resemble Perilla leaves, that the seeds are

black, etc.—are incorrect. There are two kinds of ch'ung

The

20
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toei, one with purple and the other with white flowers. The
last is the i mu, the purple-flowered is called m ^ B ye tHt

ma. Other authors say that the purple-flowered is the true

* mu. The name i mu (mother's help) is explained by its

seeds being useful in women's diseases.

Ch., XI, 25 :

—

Cttung wei or i mu ts'ao. Good drawii

representing Leonurus sibirieus, L. This plant has red

flowers and a disagreeable odour.

1ATAR., Cat., 29

:

—I mu ts'ao, Leonurus sibirieus.

According to Parker, the same Chinese name is applied to

the same plant in Sz ch'uan [China Review, X, 169] aud at

Canton Leonurus sibirieus is i mu ai.—~P. Smith, 132:

[th

part]

Cust. Med., p. 376 (470) :—I mu ts'ao exported 1885

Canton

(231)

(398)

So moku, XI, 41 :—g£ jg and % jgf

79-~IS if ™i Men. P., XV, 30. T., CLI.

P, Wei hien, Jg ^ mi Men. Stem and leaves

officinal. Taste bitter. Nature uniform. Non-poisonous

Pie he .-—Other names ^ ^ ch'eng kao. The wei hien

grows in Han chung [S. Shen si, App. 54], in marshes,

also in Yuan kii [in Shan tung, App. 415] and Han tan

[in Chi \i, App. 56]. In the 7th month the stem and the

leaves are gathered and dried in the shade.

Other names noticed by Wu F'u [3rd cent.].—M M
wu sin ts'ao (plant without a heart), M ffi wu tien,

clveng h.

Su Kung [7th cent.]:—The southern people call the

plant ^Mi^ wu feng ts'ao. In Ch'u [H
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they distinguish two sorts, the greater and the smaller

m feng. Another name is fig §f IS lu (deer) Men ts'ao.

IVople say that deer, when sick, have recourse to this plant

and then recover. This plant grows in a bushy manner,

resembles the clfung wet [Leonurus. See 78] and also the

pai t
l

ou iveng [see 24]. Its leaves are covered with hair.

The stem is red.

Han Pao-sheng [10th cent.] adds that it has yellow

flowers and a reddish black root.

Li Shi-chen :—The Shui king chu [5th cent.] states

that the wet hien plant grows plentifully in the Si shan

mountains in Wei hing [in Shon si, App. 384]. The plant

is said not to move by wind. It moves only when the air

is still.

In the Phon zo [XIV, 12, 18] H fr is given as the

Chinese name for various species of Senecio, viz. : S. nikoensis,

Ailch S. palmatus, Pall., S. nemorensis, L.

m—M *S W hia ku ts'ao. P., XV, 31. T., CXXXVI.

Pen ling :—Hia ku ts'ao (plant withering in summer)

9 ft si kit, ~pj ^ nai tung. Stem and leaves officinal.

Taste bitter and pungent. Nature cold. Non-poisonous.

Pie lu :—Other names : =^ Hf yen mien. The hia ku

trao grows in the river-valleys of Shu [Sz ch'uan, App.
- ; '-]- It is gathered in the 4th month.

Su Kung [7th cent.]:— It is found everywhere in

marshes, and grows till late in winter. Its leaves resemble

t]iose of the silan fu [Inula. See 81] . In the 3rd or 4th month
11 bears purplish white flowers, in spikes, resembling those

of
_

the tan slien [Salvia. See 20], then produces seed, and

Withers in the 5th month.

Li Shi-chen :—It is a common wild plant, grows from

0116 to two feet and higher. Its stem is nearly square.
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Leaves opposite on the joints, resembling those of the suan

/ ger, serrated on the margin, downy underneath,

and finely veined. Small pale purple flowers in spikes which
issue from the top of the stem. Small seeds, four together.

It is also called

of iron)

(plant

Ch.
9 XI, 66 :—Ilia ku ts'ao. The figure seems to

Pr The

drawing under the same name in the Kiu huang [XLVII,

23] is indistinct. It is said there that the hia ku ts'ao grows

in Ho nan, Che Idang, An hni, especially in Ch'u chou

[App. 25].

d'Incarville, Peking plants (MS.):— Hia kou tsao,

Brunelle. On en voifc chez les droguistes a Pekin. Elle

vient des provinces meridionales.

Lour., Fl

hia khu ts'ao.

Celosia margaritacea. Sinice

:

Tatar., Cat., 45 :—Hia ku ts'ao, Lophanthus.—V. Smith

[138]

Parker [China Rev., X, 162] :—Prunella vulgaris, hia

ku ts
(
ao, a common roadside plant in Sz ch'uan.

Benry, Chin, pi., 161 :—The name hia ku ts'ao in

Hu pei is applied to Prunella vulgaris, also to Ajuga

decumbens, Thbsr.7 I")

The drug (dried leaves and flowers) hia ku ts'ao which

I received from Wen chou seemed to belcng to Prunella.

The Chinese name " iron coloured plant " refers probably to

the brown coloured bracts and calyces of Prunella.

Cust. Med., p. 202(206):
from Ning po 157 piculs,— p. 374 (463), from Canton

85 piculs.

Amcen. exot., 897 :—I[#i^ vulgo utsu bogusa et urukki.

Brunella major, folio non dissect
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So moku, XI, 4:—Same Chinese name, Ajuga genennsis,

L.—Ibid., 8 :—)fa j\] m$ Ig [i.e. hia ku ts'ao from Ch'u
chou, i\ supra], Prunella vulgaris.

81'—MW^suanfuhua. P., XV, 35. T., CXX.
Pen king :—Suan fu hua, 4&ffi^L kin fu ts'ao. Flower

officinal. Taste saltish. Nature warm. Slightly poisonous.

For other ancient names see Bot. sin., II, 139.

Pie hi

:

—Other name : W, fS tat shen. The siian fu
grows in low marshes and valleys. The flowers are gathered

m the 5th month and dried 20 days. The root is also used

in medicine.

T'ao Hung-king :—It grows in Mid China in low, damp
places, and resembles the kit hua {Chrysanthemum) but is

larger. It must not be confounded with the $£ ff titan fu,
the root of which plant is used in medicine. [Eabjstegia.

See 169.]

Su Sung [11th cent.]:—This plant grows along the

edge of the water. It resembles the hung Ian (Carthamus

tmctorius), but is not prickly. It grows from one to two feet

mgh. Leaves like willow -leaves. Stem slender. In the

oth month it opens its flowers, which resemble the Chrysan-

themum. They are as large as a small copper coin, and of a

deep yellow colour. The people of Shang tang [S.E. Shan
si

>
App. 275], where it grows in fields, call it £ ^ ft

hn '*'*"» hua (gold coin flower). In Mid China it is much
cultivated in gardens.

Li Shi-cheN:—The wild plant, which grows on the

Margins of water-courses, has small single flowers resembling

tue ha. But when cultivated the flowers become large.

The root is small and white. It is also called M 35 *«* ***

(summer Chrysanthemum) and g jgj £ ti ti kin (dripping

gold).
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Ch., XI, 68 t—Saanfu hua. Good drawing of an Inula.

See also Kiu huang, XLVI, 16.

Tatar., Cat., 48 -.—Suanfu hua. Flores Inula chinensis.

P. Smith [119] states that Inula chinensis was introduced
into China in the 6th century. His assertion is evidently

based upon a statement in the Yu yang tsa tsu, reproduced
m the P., that a plant kin Wien hua (gold coin flower)

was introduced into China during the Liang dynasty, from
a foreign country where its original name was pH-sld-sha.

But this plant was certainly not Inula chinensis, which is a

common indigenous plant in N. China. It has beautiful

yellow flowers.

Cust. Me, (301):—£tfan /»

from Canton 11 piculs,—p. 154 (218), from Shang hai

1.3 picul,-p. 290 (234), from Amoy 1.3 picul-p. 214

(64)

Amcen. e.vot., 877 :—$g |g sen fuki, vulgo oguruma
Aster luteus. Figured in K^mpf., Icon, sel., 30. This is

Inula japonica, Thbg.

So moku, XVII, 5 .-—Same Chinese name, Inula japonica.

82.—^ |g tsHng siang. P., XV, 37. T., CLVI.

Pen king.— Ts'ing siang, ^^ ts'ao hao™ ^ 1 tsH

hao. Name of the seeds : ^ ^ gg ts'ao Me ming.27 The

leaves, the stem and the seeds officinal. Taste bitter. Nature

slightly cold. Non-poisonous.

„„ „ ty ««/«/ gruws in me piams, uy

sides. Stem and leaves gathered in the 3rd month
seeds in the 5th and 6th months.

36 Comp. also U Artemisia. v Comp. 110 Cassia.
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T'ao Hung-king :—It is a common plant. It resemble

a flowering wheat-oar. The seeds are very small.

Su RUNG [7th cent.]:—This plant is about one foot

high. It has small, soft leaves. Flowers whitish purple.

The fruit forms a horn. The seeds are black, flat, shining, and

look like the seeds of the him [Amarantus Blitum. See 256]

but are larger. The plant grows in low, damp places. The

people of King and Siang [both in Hu pei, A pp. 14(1, 305]
cal1 ifc |£ ^f ^ k'un lun ts'ao.

Su Sung [11th cent.]:—The plant is common in Kiang

and Huai [Kiang su and An hui, App. 124, 89] and in

Mid China. It grows from three to four feet high. Th<

loaves are broad, resemble willow -leaves, but are softer.

The stem is like that of the hao (Artemisia), greenish red.

Its flowers appear in the 6th or 7th month, they are red in

the upper part (of the ear), white in the lower part. Seeds

black, shining and flat, resembling those of the lang tang

[Scopolia. See 139]. The root is like Artemisia root.

Li Shi - cheN :— The UHng siang grow- wild. The

young plant resembles the Men [v. mpra], and can be eaten.

*B its leaves, flowers and seeds the tsHng siang resembles

the ki Jcuan (Celosia cristata, cockscomb), only the flower-

spikes of the latter are larger and flat. The t$Hng siann is

therefore also called
fgfg ££ % hi kuan Men or ye (wild) ki

hum. Su Kuxg is wrong in saying that the fruit has the

tape of a horn.

Klu huang [XLVII, 18] and Ch. [XI, 46] sub t lag

siang, representations of Celosia argentea, L. The description

in the P. agrees.

Lour., Fl. cochin., 203 :— C losia argeniea. Sinice turn

Sia»i tsu.

Tatar., Cat., 13:— Ts'ing siang ts:
1
. Semina Celosh

argentete.—P. Smith, 57.—I have also seen seeds received
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under the above Chinese name from Wen chou. They
were small, black, shining and undoubtedly belonged to the

above-mentioned plant.

CusL Med., p, 366 (343):— TsHng siang exported 1885
from Canton 5.68 piculs—p. 21)2 (272), from Amoy 0.85

picul.

So moku, III, 61 :—^ £g, japonice nokeito, Celom
argentea.

Sieb., CEcon., 127 :—Same Chinese and Japanese names,

Celosia argentea. Herba tene ra edulis.

83«—3C fj ta ki and
/J>

|jf slao ki. P., XV, 43.

T., OVIII.

Pie lu .-—The ta ki and the siao ki (the great and little

ki or thistle) are gathered in the 5th month. Of both the

leaves and the root are officinal. Taste sweet. Nature

warm. Non-poisonous.

Fan Wang [4th cent.] uses the name |§ I
ma H

(horse thistle).

T'ao Hung
(tiger) ki, th (cat) ki. These plants

resemble each other in their leaves, which are very spiny.

They grow abundantly in a wild state. Not much used iu

medicine.

Su Kung [7th cent.]:—The great and the little U
resemble each other, but the medical virtues of the drugs are

different. The great ki grows in the mountains, the root is

beneficial in ulcers and abscesses,—the little U grows in

low marshes, it does not accelerate the bursting of abscesses,

but it breaks the blood.

In the Ji Ina Pen ts'ao [10th cent.] we met with the

names jJLf ^M «&»» niu fang (mountain burdock) and

M ffl ts'z
1
ki (spiny thistle) applied to these plants.
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Su Sung [11th cent.]:—The siao hi is a common plant

Its vulgar name is flf %\\ flj ts'hig ts'z' ki (green spiny

thistle). The young leaves together with the roots, in spring,

when the plant is from two to three inches high, are used for

food and considered very palatable. In the 4th month the

plant is about one foot high and very spiny. The flower-

heads issue from the heart of the plant and resemble those of

the hung Ian {Carthamus tinct.). They are of a greenish

purple colour. The people in the north call it ^p £f 3j£

ts'ien chert ts'ao (thousand needles plant). For medical use

the stem and the leaves are gathered in the 4th month, tho

root in the 9th, and dried in the shade.—The greater ki

m its leaves and root resembles the lesser, but the plant is

fatter and larger.O

K'ou Tsung-shi [12th cent.]:—The greater and the

lesser ki resemble each other. Flowers like tufts of hi

The greater grows from four to five feet high, has wrinkled

leaves, the lesser is only one foot high. Leaves not wrinkled.

It is used as a vegetable.

Li Shi-chen gives as synonyms the names

£ ting ts'ao (cockscrown), §?J $J ^ ye hung liua (wild

Carthamus). Some authors refer the ta ki to Eh >/a, 137,

*» or kou tu.

Ch., XI, 8G :— Ta ki. Two drawings, apparently Cnicus

is intended. One of the plants figured shows a tuberous

root. It is said there that the root of the ta ki in Kiang si

is known to the native physicians under the name of fu jen

slwn (native ginseng).—Comp. also Kiu huang, XLVI, 3,

ta fe'. Leaves eaten. Root said to be poisonous.

Lour., 589:— Carduus tuberosus, Canton. Sinice tit

9

gin sen. The tuberous root is officinal.

Tatar., Cat., 19 :— Ta ki. Radix Cardui seu Dipsaci.

la the Peking mountains the people apply the name ta ki to
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Cnicus pendulus, a thistle-like Composita, from five to six feet

high, very spiny, with enormous purple flower-heads.

Henri,

japonicus, DC. var.

Ta ki in Hu pei, Cnicus

XT
XV, 37 :-* m

Siao ki. The drawing represents a Cnicus
with small spiny leaves, small flower-heads. See also Ki,

huang, XLVI, 2.

Lour., Fl. cochin., 588 -.—Carduus lanceolatus, L. [

ts'ao.

DC. Prodr., VI, 629]

Comp
Iatar., Cat., 47 :

—

Siao ki, Carduus sen Dipsacus

Henry Cnicus segetum, Bge.

Amarn. exot., 897 :—j§0 kei, vulgo asami. Carduus pra-

latifolius

Maxim.)

XV, 36 :-/J> m S (

Phon zo
t XV, 13 :—Same Chinese name. G

[XV
Hilgendorjii, Franeh. But in tlie

[v. supra, Li Shi-chen]

Sieb., CEcon., 210: —Carduus acaulis, sinice 1

JaP™ice wa 5a™*- Radix atquo herba edules. According

! this is Cnicus japonicus.

., p. 350 (139):— Ta ki exported 1885 from

Maximowic

(30)

(44)

84--$0 U? *" twn. P., XV, 45. 7'., ( 1XXXIH.
Pen king .—Su tuan, ^ ft Sn che. (Both these names

mean
: to join together what is broken). The root is officinal.

Taste bitter. Nature slightly warm. Non-poisonous.
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Pie lit

:

—Other names : W # tsie kit (join together

broken bones), f| J2. lung tou. The su titan grows in the

mountain-valleys of Ch'ang shan [in Chi li, App. 8]. It is

gathered in the 7th and 8th months and dried in the shade.

Wu P'u [3rd cent.]:— It is produced in Liang chou

[in Ho nan, App. 187],

The descriptions of the su tuan given by authors of

various times are confused and contradictory, and no conclu-

sion can be drawn from them ; some compare it to the

ch'u ma (Boehmeria), others to a thistle.

The drawing in the Ch. [XI, 33] sub su tuan may be

intended for Dipsacus.

Tatar., Cat., 49 :—Su tuan. Rad. Cardui seu Dipaad.

In the Peking mountains su tuan is Dipsacus japonicus, Miq.

P. Smith, 64 :—Su tuan or I|| gg Ch'uan tuan, Cirsium

lanceolatuniy an imaginary identification.

Henry, Chin, pi., 164 :—In Hu pei su titan= Dipsacus

asper, Wall.

Cust. Med., p. 340 (46) :—Su tuan exported 1885 from

Canton 240 piculs.—The Cust. Med. mentions the Ch'uan

]

11.

In Japan $a ||f is Lamium album, L. So moku, XI,

Comp. also Dot. sin., II, 118.

M The Hankow list of medicine*.-duttmt Med., p. 66 (14) mentions

U d,610 piculs) as Ch'uan tan )\\M- See Alphabetical Index of Customs

fed., No. 474, for the various popular names given to Hsii-tuan.-

A. Hexry.

It is stated there that it comes from Han kow and Shang hai, but

neither the Ch'uan m tuan or the m tuan are mentioned as articles of

^Port in the Han kow list, and in the Shang hai list we find, p. 138 (21),

th*t 1,310 piculs of Ch'uan su tuan were imported to Shang hai from Han

kow and other ports.
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85.-HSSf £ *«« yao. P., XV, 47. T., CLXI.
P«e Zw;

—

K'-u (bitter) yao. Leaves used in medicine.

Taste bitter. Nature slightly cold. Non-poisonous. It can

also be eaten.

T'ao Hung-king:—The fcu yao is a common plant.

The people of Ch'eng [Ho nan, App. 17] eat the stem raw.

Han Pao-sheng:— It grows in low, damp places.

The stem is round, not spiny, and can be eaten raw. Seeds

like those of the mao hi [cat's thistle. See sub 83].

Li Shi-chen :—This is the plant kou or yao of the

Rh ya 162]. It (the stem) is of the thickness of a finger, and

hollow inside. At the top of the stem is a flower-head like

that of the ki (thistle). The young plant can be eaten.

[Ch c

ming feast (in spring) gather the young plants and eat

them. It is believed that then they will not be afflicted

with sores for a year. The juice of the plant is mixed with

rice for food.
(

the plant is called gf |g k'u pan, the larger kind

¥u tsie. Its leaves resemble those of the ti huang [Behr

mannia. See 100], and are of a bitter taste. When young

they are downy. In summer the stem dcvelopes. It is covered

with hair. The flowers are white and numerous, the fruit is

small. That kind which bears neither flowers nor fruit is

m t). Its juice

is bitter, like gall. This plant is common in damp places.

Ch., XIV, 6:— K'u yao. The drawing represents

leaves of a spiny plant.

So moku, XV, 41 :—^ ^ Cnicus nipponicus, Maxim.

86.—3S m lou lu. P., XV, 47. 7'., CXXXIII.
Pen king

:

—Lou lu, gf gfj ye Ian. Root and leaves

officinal. Taste saltish. Nature cold. Non-poisonous
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Pie lu:—The lou lu grows in the valleys of the K'iao

shan mountain [in Shen si, App. 134]. The root is du<;

up in the 8th month and dried in the shade.

T'ao Hung-king :—The K'iao shan is Emperor Huang
ti's burial-place. It lies in Shang kun [in Shen si, App.

2731. The leaves and the root are used in medicine. The

latter is commonly called Jfg» §£§ |g lu li ken. Ground with

bitter wine it is useful in curing itch-sores.

Su Kung [7th cent.]:—The popular name of this drug

kia hao {Artemisia with pods). The stem and the

leaves resemble those of the pai hao [Artemisia. See 75].

Yellow flowers. The pod is as long as that of the si ma
(small hemp, unknown to me, perhaps Sesam) and as thick

as a quill. (cells)

black in the 7th or 8th month. By this (i.e. by producing

a pod) it is distinguished from all the hao (Artemisia) plants.

The stem and the leaves, also the seeds, are used in medicine,

but not the root. The name lou lu is also applied to several

other plants.

Ma Chi [10th cent.]:—The lou lu has a stem like a

quill, from four to five feet high. The fruit is a capsule, like

that of the yu ma (oil -hemp or Sesamum) but smaller.

Th uuug L i».i«,u
124]

the leaves in preference to the root. The drug from Kiang

ning [Nan king, App. 129] and Shang tang [S.E. Shan si,

App. 275] is considered the best.

Ch'en Ts'ang-k'i [8th cent.]:—The people in the south

use the leaves, the people in the north the root.

Han Pao-sheng [10th cent.]:—Its leaves resemble

ose of the hue hao (Incarvillea). It is a common plant in

e marshes of Ts'ao chou and Yen chou [both in Shan tang,

APP. 344, 404], In the 6th and 7th months the stem is

gathered and dried in the sun. It then becomes blacker

than any other dried plant.

th
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The Ji hua Pen ts'ao [10th cent.] calls this plant

5fL Yfi I5S k** Vu ma (devil's Sesam).

There are descriptions of the plant by several other

Chinese authors, but they are confused and contradictory.

Evidently they confound several plants.

Li Shi-chen observes, that there is in Min [Fu kicn,

App. 222] a plant called lou hi. It has a stem six or

seven feet high resembling that of the Sesam plant. In

autumn, when it withers, it becomes black, like varnish.

This is the true lou hi. This latter name means " black."

Ch., XI, 36 :

—

Lou hi. Rude drawing. Comp. also

Kiu

Cust. Med., No. 756 :—Lou lu, root of an herb (Serra-

tula sp. ?)

Cust. Med., p. 122 (34) :—Lou lu exported 1885 from

Chin kiang 1.38 picul,—p. 344 (82), from Canton 0.1 picul.

Phon so, XV, 16 :—$| IS Siphonostegia chinensis, Benth.

(Scrophularinece).—The So moku [XI, 62]

plant under the Chinese name % y$ Jgjg.
This plant, which

is common in China, becomes indeed black in autumn or

when dried, but it is certainly not the plant figured in

Chinese works sub lou lu. Siphonostegia chinensis seems to

be intended by the ^ fj ^ yin King ts'ao figured m
Ch., X, 21.

Tatar. [Cat., 35] gives gl] ff $ liu hi nu as the

Chinese name for Siphonostegia chinensis. See also P. Smith,

198. But judging by the description of the liu ki nu

in the P. [XV, 32] and T. [CLXXI] this is a plant of the

order Composite. It is first spoken of by Su
[8th cent.], and vaguely described. Li Shi-chen says

it has yellow flowers resembling those of a small kii (Chrys-

that
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anthemnm). The Ch. [XIV, 20, 21] has sub liu id a

two rude figures, one of them seems to refer to a ( mporita.

According to the Cust. Med., p. 374 (V>2), 202(275), J6

(183), this drug is exported from Canton, Ning po, Amoy,

resp. 7, 2, 1 picols.

So moku, XVII, 40 :—|*lj ^f #£ SoUdago n, > anna, L.

(our common Golden Rod) and ibid., 43, same Chine*

name, Senecio palmatus, Pall.

87-—M M fa Hen. P., XV, 50. 7'., CXXXIV.

Pen king:—Fei lien. Hoot and flowers officinal. Taste

bitter. Nature uniform. Non-poisonous.

Pie lu

:

—Other names : lou lu [see 86], 7JC ^ »» ? k»

fei ki (flying cock),
I fg /« kHng (to fly and no

lleavy)> tIA t'u, ^ $f > chu, % % Viea UL Th<

i lien grows in Ho nei [in Ho nan, App. 77]. In the

1st month the root is dug up, aud in the 7th and 8th months

the flowers are gathered and dried in the shade.

T'ao Hung -king:—It is a common plant and much

resembles the hhi yao [Cnieus. See 85], but its lea\

are much incised (or sinuated or laciniatcd). The stem

has skins (raised lines) which issue from the base of the

1 lvcs and continue down the stem, resembling the wings of

an arrow. Purple flowers. This drug is not used now in

medicine, only Taoists consider the stem and the branch* - as

securing longevity.

Su Kung [7th cent.]:—There are two kinds of tin-

plant. One grows in low marshes and is the plant described

D
)
r T'ao Hi -xci-KiNO. The other grows on the summits of

mountains. Its leaves resemble those of the first but are

not sinuated, and very downy. Its stem is red, not winged.

The root goes straight down, has no lateral branches, the
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(of the root) k

When dried in the sun it becomes black, like the root of tli

yuan slten [see 18].

Ch., XI, 37 :

—

Fez lien. The drawing is probably

intended for Carduus crispus, L., with which the abow

Chinese description of the fei lien agrees. Carduus crispus

is a common plant in the Peking mountains.

So moku, XV, 40 :—Jj$ Jfjg Carduus crispus. See also

Kwa wi) p. 9.

88.—^ U ch'u ma. P., XV, 51. 71, XXXIX.

This is the grass-cloth plant, Boehmeria nivea. See

Bot. sin., II, 391.

The P«V lu gives only the name ch'u ma, and specifies

its medical virtues. Root and leaves used in medicine.

Taste sweet. Nature cold. Non-poisonous.

T'ao Hung-king says, the chhi is a kind of hemp, used

for spinning thread.

Su Sung [11th cent.]:—The ancient authors do not

record where the ch'u ma is produced. Now it grows

plentifully in Min [Fa kien, App. 222], Shu [Sz ch'uan,

App. 292], Kiang [Kiang su, etc., App. 124] and Che

[Che kiang, App. 10]. From its fibres cloth is woven.

The plant grows from seven to eight feet high. Its leaves

resemble the leaves of the ch'u [Broussonetia papyri/'*'*-

See 333], but are not lobed. They are green on the upper

side, white underneath, covered with short hairs. In summer

and autumn the plant bears spikes of small green flowers.

Root yellowish white, not heavy.

Li Shi-chen :—The chHt occurs wild and is also much

cultivated. The people distinguish the £> [ Uz< (purple)

'h
l

u, with purple leaves, and the Q I pai (white) ctf*
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with its leaves green on the upper side and white underneath.

The leaves can be prepared for food. The seeds are of a

brownish gray colour. Perennial root.

The plant has the same Chinese name in Japan. For

further particulars see Bot. sin., II, 391.

89--;A: W ta ts'ing. P., XV, 54. T., CV.

Pie lu:—Ta tsHng (great green). Its stem is gathered

in the 3rd or 4th month and dried in the shade.

T'ao Hung-king :—This plant is found in East China

and in the border provinces. It has a purple stem about

one foot high. Stem and leaves officinal.

Su Sung [11th cent.]:—It is produced in all the pre-

fectures of Kiang tung [E. of the Kiang, App 124], in

King nan [Hu nan, App. 148], in Mei, Shu [Sz ch'uan,

APP- 219, 292] and in Hao [in An hui, App. 59]. Stem

purplish green, resembling the shi chu (Dianthus). Flowers

[Daphne. See 156]. The root 'is yellow.

)

Li Shi-chen :—It is a common plant, and grows from

two to three feet high. Stem round. Leaves from three to

f°ur inches long, green on the upper side, paler underneath,

placed in pairs at the joints. In the 8th month small red

flowers in corymbs. Fruit at first green, of the size of the

nthoxylcm) fruit. In the 9th month it become- red.

la Shi- green)

green colour of the stem.

Ch., XI, 88:— Ta tsHng. A plant figured which is

unknown to me.

Unci

Tatar., Cat., 18:— Ta Wino. Caules et folia Pohjgoni

o«i.—P. SMITH , 175.
22
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from Car

0.1 picul.

Med., 360 (277):— Ta tiHng leaves exported 1885

ton 1.15 picul,— p. 350 (140), ta tsHng roo

tinctoria, whether correctly, I am not prepared to say.

Hoffm. & Schlt., 312 :—^ ^ Justicia crinata, Thbg.

(Acanthacece) DC.
Peristrophe tinctoria, Nees. = Justicia purpurea, Lour., i7.

cochin., 31. Z>C.

.Z?/a

Thunberg's Jwrf. rrmota is identified with another acantha-

lant, the Dicliptera crinita. This latter is the same

tthera japonica, Thbg. [/7. jap., 21, tab. 4]. I may

observe that Lourbiro describes also a Justicia tinctoria:

Folia viridi colore saturate, eodem tolas pulchre imbmrat.

The ta ts'ing in Chinese works does not seem to refer to om

of these acanthaceous plants.

The P. [XV, 55] rU ^ siao

tsHng (little green). The T'u king Pen ts'ao [11th cent.]

says only a few words regarding this plant. It is said I

[ It flowers iu the

3rd month. The people there employ the leaves.

Ck, IX, 16 :—Siao ts'ing. Figure of a plant with

pinnate leaves and a large root. Unknown to me. WuU
XIV, 48 :—Siao tsHng. This figure seems to represent

Ardisia japonica, Bl. Comp. Henry, Chin, pi, 13.

90.HB K *« *&• P., XV, 57. T., CLXV.

Pen king :—Li shi,
||J ^ £«,' u'ao, fc It **• ^

(pig's head). The fruit is officinal. Tast sweet, Nature

uniform. Non-poisonous.

For other ancient names see Dot. sin., II, 36, 467.
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Pie lu /—Other name : ffi || li ski. The li ski grows
in Ho tung [in Shan si, App. 80] in river-valleys. The
fruit is gathered in the 5th month and dried in the shade.

] SI?
ma lin Uz\ and mentioned in the Vice ling {Li ki) under the

name of 3% li.

Su Sung [11th cent.]:—The plant is common in Shen si

[App. 281]. It is found also in Ting chou and Li chou
[both in Hu nan, App. 341, 185] and frequent near Pien
[in Ho nan, App. 248]. Its leaves resemble those of the

Mai [Allium. See 242] but are longer and thicker. In
the 3rd month it opens its blue flowers. The fruit is formed
m the 5th month. It is a horn (capsule). The seeds
;U'e as large as hemp seed, red and angulous. The root is

nbrous and long, of a yellow colour. The people use it for

brushes. Kao Yu, of the Han dynasty, says that it grows
in the marshes of Ho pei [in Shan si, App. 78]. The people

°f Kiang tung used to cultivate it in front of their houses

and called it ^. ffi han p
l

u.

Li Siii-chen refers to the Eh ya [36] and states that the

People south and north of the Yellow River call the plant

H TOf W I** sao chou (iron besom). Another name for it i

!ii san kien.

C/i., XI, 42 :

—

Li shi. The drawing represents an bit.

At Peking ma lin is a common name for Iris oxypetala,

-"ge. The name is sometimes erroneously written

ma lanP Tatar., Cat., 38, has ma Ian hua. Flores Iridis

oxypetala>.

imoen. < ot.. 872 :—M Ifl farin. vulgo huran. Iris

hortensis, alba, germanica.—According to Thbg. [Fl. jap.,

M] this is Iris sibirica.

-Va Urn is an Alter. See P.. XIV*, 80, and Ch., XXV, 50,w «W*», XVI, 44 i—Aster trinervius, Uoxb.
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So moku, II, 8 :—Same Chinese name, Iris ensata, Thb*
Fhon zo, XVI, 2 :—1| JJ, japonice haran, Iris ensat

The same Chinese name is applied there to /. sibirica.

the sao chou, which in the P. is given as a

synonym for li shi or Iris, appears in the So moku [XIV, 22]
as the Chinese name for Lespedeza juncea, a leguminou
plant, and the drawings under the same name, in the Km
huang [L, 20] and Ck [XII, 45], although rude figures,

seem to refer to the same plant.

91---5S W «w *!*> P-, XV, 60. 7
1

., CLXVI.

P Wu shi (evil fruit), Jg, fft shu nien, $ 3
[

niu p'ang. Th

203], in marshes. The seeds, the stem and the root are

officinal. Taste of the seeds pungent. Nature uniform.

Non-poisonous.— Taste of the root and the stem bitter.

Nature cold. Non-poisonous.

Su Kung [7th cent.]:—Lu shan [also the name of a

mountain] lies to the north-east of Teno- chou fin Ho nan,

App. 337]. The leaves of the vm shi plant are as large as

those of the yu [Colocasia. See 261]. The involucrum of

the fruit has the appearance of the [spiny husk] of the

chestnut. The seeds are small and loner like those of the

ch'ung wei [Leonurus. See 78].

Su Sung [11th cent.]:—The wu shi, also called niu

fang, is a common plant. It has large leaves like the yd

[v. supra], but longer. The eds resemble the seeds of the

grape, and are of a gray colour. The involucrum of the fruit

is like the husk of the chestnut, but smaller, of the siae of

the end of a finger. It is covered with spines. The root,

which is sometimes very large, is used for food. The seeds
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are officinal The spines of the involucrum of the fruit

% hold of the rats who pass near it and stick to them,

whence the name shu nien (rat and to stick).

Li Shi-chen :—In ancient times the people cultivated

niu p'ang plant in a rich soil, and the leaves were eatenthe

as a vegetable. The root was likewise prepared for food.

It is very nourishing, but is now seldom eaten. The plant

grows from three to four feet high. In the 4th month it

opens its pale purple flowers, which are crowded together.

ihe fruit resembles that of the feng tree (Liquidambar

formosana) but is smaller. The calyces of the flowers have

small spines. More than a hundred flowers form a globular

head. The root is of the thickness of an arm, nearly a foot

long and of a gray colour. The seeds are gathered in the

7th month, the root is taken up in the 10th. The plant

(flower-head) is provided with hooked spines, whence the

name wu shi (evil fruit). Other vulgar names are -^j^

niu ts'ai (ox-vegetable), JtJj^ta U tsz\ $* ^ ^f pen
frien niu, fe ^ gf ye €fca t'ou, $g £jg M pien fit fcV (bat

spme), ^ gl ^ p'ang weng ts'ai.

Kiu huang [LIII, 4] and Ch. [XI, 84], sub niu p'ang tsz\

good drawings of Arctium Lappa, L., which is a common
plant in North and Central China. In Peking it is called

%w p'ang tsz. It is known under the same name or as

to U tsz\ in Sz ch'uan and Hu pei [Parker in China Rev.,

XI, " Names of Sz ch'uan Plants," and Henry, I.e., 312].

Tatar., Cat., 41 :—Niu p'ang tsz
1
. Semina Lappa.

Cust. Med., p. 78 (182):— Ta li tsz' exported 1885

from Han kow 636 piculs,— p. 16 (129), from New chwan or
o

•»-° piculs,— p. 3-1 (174), from Tien tsin 5.50 piculs.

tyM-, p. 34 (160), m'ai p'ang tsz' from Tien tsin 1.89 picul.

4m n. e.vot., 828 :—
^f- 5^ !f°b°> umma bufo**- Bardana

major : qua3 hie in terra pulia colitur, ob radicem, ante

caulium eruptionem, culinis destinandam.
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So moku, XV, 34 :—Same Chinese name, Lappa major
Ga?rt. Japonice goho.

Siec, (Econ., 211 '.-.Arctium Lappa, sin. ^ m, japon
£0600. Radices obsonium vulgatum.

92-—M % si rh. P., XV, 64. T., GLYl.
Pen king:-Si rh, $ ^ /„, ,/, jg £g tf *.,„

(
„round

mallow). The fruit, the ^tem and the leaves are officinal.

Taste of the fruit bitter. Nature warm. Slightly poisonous
The stem and the leaves are bitter and pungent. Nature
slightly cold. Slightly poisonous.

For other ancient names of the plant in the Classics

see Bot. sin., II, 184, 438.

Pie lu .-—The si rh grows in the river-valleys of An lu

[in Hu pei, App. 1] and in Ta an [in Shan si, App. 820] in

neglected places. The ripe fruit is gathered.

T'ao Hung-king :—The people of Ch'eng [Ho nan,

App. 17] eat it and call it ffi
*§» ^ dt'anp sz< ts'ai. The

leaves^ are used for dj^eing clothes a yell^v colour. The

plant is seldom employed in medicine.

Su Sung [llth cent.]:—In the Shi king it is called

% kiian rh, in the Rh ya the name reads W %
9 m /£--•

[This is an error. The character ts'ang was not used in the

classical period to designate this plant.] The Po im eld

[3rd cent.] 201]
was a man who drove sheep to Shu (Sz ch'uan). The

fruit of the j$ ^ hu si plant, being covered with pricKles,

adhered to the fleeces of the sheep, and when they returned

they brought the seeds of the plant to China, whence it i

^ it $H 1janp jv lai (it came carried on th«

(T:

Jbeep) m A M Tao J
en
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Kiu huang, LII, 22 :—^ If ts'ang rh (green ear).

Rode drawing repr< renting Xanthium strumarium, L. It i

Baid there that the fruit resembles a mulberry and is covered

with prickles. The leaves are eaten.

Ch., XI, 50 :—Si rh. Good drawing of Xanthiu

strumarinm. This is a very common weed all over China,

called ts'ang rh at Peking.

Tatar., Cat., 5:

—

Ts'ang rh. Fructus Xanthii stru-

marii.—Hanb., Sc. pap., 233.—P. Smith, 233.

According to Parker [Canton Plants'] ts'ang rh is also

the Chinese name for this plant at Canton.

Cast. Med., p. 372 (427):—Ts'ang rh exported 1885

from Canton 9.7 piculs,—p. 298 (353), from Amoy 1.23

picul, -p. 350 (156), from Canton 0.25 picul of the root,

Amccn. exot., 892 :—^ 3J sooni, namome. Xanthium.

Lappa minor.

So moku, XX, 25 :—Same Chinese name, Xanthium

strumarium.

But ^ If [So moku, VIII, 71] is Cerastium glutinosum,

Friles.

93-~% & W Me* ming ^ing. P., XV, 68. T., CLXXIV.

Pen king :— THen ming tsing, §£ ft] ££ mai I Mang,

§£ 5£ H hia ma Ian (frog blue), ^ ^f shi shou [pig's head.

Comp. 90]. Leaves and root officinal. Taste sweet. Nature

cold. Non-poisonous.

Comp. also Bot. sin., II, 35.

Pie In:—Other names: 9c ^ it: t'ien man t$Hm

Ji P3 f^ tHen men tsing, ^ f£ ti sung, 3; P*J ffi
yil men

^k 4£ W shan cha Ian (toad km), $& f| chi In (pig's

head). The t'ien ming tsing grows in marshes in the plain.

It
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The accounts given by the ancient authors of this plant,

which has so many names, are confused and not charac-

teristic. Probably several plants are confounded. 8u KtJNG

[7th cent.] says, that the tHen ming tsing is also called

huo lu ts'ao. The people in the south call it

$& |§ ti sung (ground cabbage), also tHen man tslng (heavenly

rape-leaves, andrape), for the leaves resemble cabbage or r

are of a sweet, pungent taste.

Li Shi-chen :—The young leaves of the tHen men tsing

are wrinkled like cabbage-leaves or leaves of the mustard

plant. They smell somewhat of foxes, but can be eaten when

cooked. The plant has small yellow flowers like small

Astei\s. (Ch

themum Roxburghii). The seeds stick to people's clothes.

They have at first an unpleasant, fox-like smell, but after

heating become fragrant. The root is white. Other names

of the plant: $$ ]gj ^ tsou mien ts'ao (

^ mu chu hie (sow mustard). The fruit (seed) is

called H g^ ho shi (crane's louse), the root ± Q ]$$>
*'«

niu si.

(crane's louse)

according to the authors of the T'ang and Sung periods, i

an important medicine. It is of a bitter and pungent taste,

slightly poisonous, and reputed to destroy insects.

Cust. Med., p. 366 (358):— //o shi exported 1885

from Canton 12 piculs,— p. 15b' (29 u), from Shang bai

5.49 piculs,—p. 198 (204), from Ning po 1.15 picul.

Ch., XI, 16 :—THen ming tsing. The drawing may

perhaps be intended for Carpesium [n. infra'].

Tatar., Cat., 56 :—THen ming tsing. Semen Amaran-

thacece.—P. Smith, 12.

In Japan the name ^ # M »» applied to Carpesium

abrotanoides, L. See So moku, XV, 62. This plant, of the
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order Composites, yellow flowers, is common in South and
Mid China. Three other species of Carpetixtm are known
from China.

94.—21 '«. i\ XV, 76. T., CIX.

This is the common reed, Arundo phragmites, L.

{Phragmites communis), also called 3g wd and j|£ kia.

Comp. Bot. sin., II, 210, 211, 213, 455.

Pie lu:—Lu. The root, the young sprouts, the stein

and the leaves are officinal. Taste of the root, the stem ami
the leaves, sweet. Nature cold. Non- poisonous. The

;prouts are slightly bitter.

Su Kung [7th cent.]:—The lu root is produced in low

marshes. The stem and the leaves of the lu resemble the

bamboo, the flowers are like those of the ti [a smaller reed.

See Bot. sin., II, 455] and are called ^ J| p'tng nung. The
root is dug up in the 2nd and 8th months and dried in the

sun.

Su Sung [11th cent.]:—The lu resembles the bamboo,
it* leaves clasp the stem, which is not branched. White

nowers in panicles resembling those of the mao [Imperata.

kee 37]. The root is also like that of the bamboo, but the

joints are at a greater distance apart. That part of the

root which is below the water (in the mud) is sweet and

pungent, that which is in the water is not good for use.

J-he tender sprouts of the lu are much used for food, like

bamboo-sprouts.

Kiu huang, LIII, 13:—Lu sun (lu sprouts), and
Lh., XIV, 10 :

—

Lu or icei, figures of Arundo phragmites.

P. Smith, 171.

Henry, Chin, pi, 253 :—H ^ lu ch'ai (fuel)

Phragmites Roxburghii, Kth.
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Cust. Med., p. 344 (83) :~Lu ken (root) exported 1885
from Canton 3.43 piculs.

Amcen. exot. :—^ /, vulgo assi, jussi Arundo palnstris

vulgaris, foliis latioribus, calamis firmis, ex quibus puto
penicilla scriptoria confici.

According to Miquel [Prol. Fl. jap., 166] josi is the

Japanese name for Phvagmites Roxhurghii, Nees. The
common reed Phr. communis is also found in Japan. MiQUBL
does not mention its Japanese name. One of those two
species is figured in the Phon zo, XVI, 9, 10, sub

95. lean tsiao. P., XV, 59. T., CLXXXV.
Pie lu:— Only the name is given and the medical

properties of the root are noticed.

Kan tsiao is the plantain or Banana {Musa), of which

detailed and good descriptions by ancient authors are given

P. 1 defer the translation of these accounts to another

part of the Botanicon sinicum.

the

96. Jang ho. P., XV, 81. T., CXLIIL
Pie lu :—Jang ho, fg ^jf fu tsii,

[ ^ Jang ts'ao. It

grows in the mountain valleys of Huai nan [

Kiang su, App. 90]. The root is officinal. Taste pungent.

Nature warm, slightly poisonous. It is used as a vermifuge

The leaves also are employed.

The Sliuo wen [beginning of 2nd cent.] says that the

jang ho is also called |f |g fu tsu. According to the Sou

slien H [4th cent.], quoted in the TsH min yao shit, the

jang ho is the plant mentioned under the name of H
kia ts'ao (excellent herb) in the Chou li. Comp. Biot'

translation, II, 386 :—« Le cui ur d'herbes charge d'espulser
1 m

d

excellent •>!
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the poems of Sz' Ma Siang jd ft B.C. 1201 this

mil

]

the fu tsu [v. supra. Other reading pa tsiao, Banana] but
is white. The flowers issue from the root. Its unopened
flowers are eaten. The leaves and the root are like finger.

T'ao Hung-king :—There are two sorts. The red sort

(I suppose red root) is now called jang ho, whilst the white
is fu tsu. The first is good to oat, the white is used in

medicine. The leaves in both sorts are the same.

Su Sung [11th cent.]:—The jang ho i much cultivated

in King and Siang [both in Hu j i, App. 145, 305] and in

Kiang and Hu [Mid China, App. 124, 83]. It is also

found in the northern province-. The leaves resemble those

of the banana. The root is like ginger-shoots but more
succulent. The leaves wither in winter. The root is much
pickled. The best is that grown in the shade of trees.

Ch., Ill, 6$ :
—Jang ho. Henry [Clan, pi., 359] refers

this drawing to Lilium giganteum, Wall But the descriptions

of the ^att^r ho in the P. seem rather to point to Zingiber.

Uncen. e.rot., 82G:—%gffi Dsjooha vulgo Mjoga.

Zingiber edule, sapore molli bulbo florigero ex

radice circa caulem in terra) superficie nascento

This is the Amomum mioga, Thbg. [Fl. jap., 14] figured

m Banks' icon. sel. K. mtf., tab. 1.—Same Chinese name
[So moku, I, 9] Zingiber Mioga, Rose.

Sieb., CEcon., 101:

—

Zingiber Mioga, same Chinese

name. Soboles juniores qunesitum obsonium.

The above Chinese descriptions of the jang ho seem to

agree with Zingiber Mioga. This plant however has not

been recorded from China. Hance [in Journ. Bot., 1882,

P- 80] described Z. integriloba, a new species from Hong
kong, which is allied to Z. Mioga.
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97'—B ^ «*« Attan^r. P., XV, 83. T., CLIV.

Pw *% :~Ma h»a"9 (hemp yellow), f| $£ fo^ «Jk
The stem is officinal. Taste bitter. Nature warm. Non-
poisonous.

Pie lu .-—Other names : Q fg pel slang, Q gg pj y<?«

The ma Auan? grows in Tsin [Shan si, App. 353] and
Ho tung [S.W. Shan si, App. 80]. The stem is gathered
in the beginning of spring and dried in the shade until it

assumes a green colour.

T'ao Hung-king :—This plant now grows in Ts'ing chon

[E. Shan tung, App. 363], in P'eng ch'eng [in Fiona sn.

App. 247]. In Yung yang and Chun a mou

of a dark a

30] the best sorts are produced. It is

(?).
30 The drug

from Shu (Sz ch'uan) is of an inferior quality

Su Kung [7th cent.]:—It grows plentifully in Chen£
chou [in Ho nan, App. 15], Lu t'ai [unknown, App. 205],

in Kuan chung [Shen si, App. 158], in Sha yuan [in

Shen si, App. 267], on the banks of the Yellow River and

on sandy islets.

The Yu yang tsa tsu [8th cent.] states that the small

yellow flowers of the ma Imang appear in cymes at the top

of the stem.

See 166]
fu p'en tsz [

Su Sung [11th cent.]:—The ma huang is common near

Pien king [K'ai feng fu, App. 248]. The best drug comes

from Yung yang and Chung mou [v. svpra']. The plant grows

about one foot high. Yellow flowers at the top. The fruit

is small, resembles the scaly bulb of a lily, and is of a sweet

taste. Its smell recalls the ma hua»g (hemp yellow, polk"'

*&Tffl5
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of hemp ?). The outer skin of the fruit is red. It contains
black seeds. The root is purplish red. The people dis-

tinguish the female and the male ma huang plant. Tlio

male produces neither flowers nor fruit.

Li Shi-chen :— Its root, which is about one foot lono\

has a yellowish red skin.

Ch.
y
XI, 51 :

—

Ma huang. The drawing seems to he
intended for Equisetum.

Lour., Fl. cochin., 823 :

—

Equisetum arvense. Sin, ma
huam.

Tatar., Cat., 37 :—Ma huang, Ephedra.—P. Surm,
Ephedra flam.—The drug which I received under the

name of ma huang from an apothecary's shop in Peking
slender yellow or green stems or hranches of a plant,

cut into small pieces—proved to helong, on microscopical

examination, to Ephedra. E. vulgaris is a common plant

m X China and Mongolia. The description of the ma huang

m the 1\ agrees with Ephedra.

XV I, 18 :

—

M H; Equisetum

Ephedra (order Gnetacece), with its leafless hranches, has

a slight resemblance to Equisetum, which is a cryptogamons

plant. Ephedra has yellow flowers, male and female flower-

on different plants, and produces red, edible berries.

Cust. Med., p. 12 (91) :—Ma huang exported 1885 from

New chwang 966 piculs,— p. 36 (199), from Tien tsin

213 piculs,—p. 74 (107), from Han kow 66 piculs —p. 194

(161), from Nincr no 31 nirmls.

Rich

Cust. Med., No. 801 :—Ma huang, Ephed

98—5 H U shi lung ch'u, P., XV, 90. T., CLXXVI.

Pen king :—Shi lung ch'u (stone dragon grass), f| ff
hng sti (dragon's moustaches), f| ^ lung chu, ^ if Wi ts

'ao
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su tuan. Stem and root officinal. Taste sweet: Nature

uniform. Non-poisonous.

The Shan hai king mentions a plant f| f|j£

Kuo P'o comments that this is the plant f| ^ lung sic

which grows in rock-holes, and the stem of which is used for

making mats.

The Ku kin chu [4th cent.] relates that when Emperor

Huang ti soared up to Heaven on a dragon, his ministers

seized the dragon's moustaches, which dropped to the earth

and produced the plant so called.

Other legends are found in the Shu i ki [6th cent.] in

which this plant is mentioned in connection with Mu wang'

eight famous horses and the fabulous Si wan£ mu or western

royal mother. The plant is also called ^ 3* ^ ff Si wan

mu's hair-pin. In Kiang tung the mats woven of this plant

were known under the name of mats of Si wang mu.

16.

Some ancient authors refer the lung sil grass to Rh ya,

Pie lu .-—Other names : ftg M lung hua,
jjjj§ j%

hvan, -)$ H fang pin. The shi lung ch'u grows in Liang

chou [in Ho nan, App. 187] in mountain valleys and

marshes. The stem is gathered in the 5th and 7th month

and dried in the sun. That with nine joints, and which has

a strong taste, is the best.

T'ao Htjng-kixg :—It has a slender green stem with

joints, red fruits. It is found in Mid China, growing in

water between stones, and is employed for making mats.

Ch'en Ts'ang-k'i :—It grows in Fen chou, Ts'in chou,

Shi chou [all in Shan si, App. 38, 362, 286].

Li Shi-chbn :—The lung sil grass grows in tufts. I*

[Eleocharis. See Rh ya, 59]. The

[see the next] and the ft
ts'i

(
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neither branches nor leaves. In summer there appear on the

top of the stem small flowers in spikes, followed by small

fruits (seeds). The people of Wu [Kiang su, App. 389]
cultivate it much and use it for matting. It is rarely met
with there in a wild state. It is also known under the nam

«f

h § W Tsin yan ts'ao. Li Shi-chen observes that Tsin
)un is the name of a district in the prefecture of Ch'u chou
M Che kiang, where this grass is produced on the Sien tu

han mountain. [See Bot. sin., I, p. 226 (42).]
I have already noticed [Bot. sin., Ii, 455] that the

ne mats made of the lung sit grass are still known in China
and nmch Prized. But the grass which furnishes the material
is unknown to botanists.

'•> XI, 39 :

—

Shi lung ch'u or lung sit ts
l

ao, and Prion

to

'
A vl, 22 :—;g || ^ representations of fine-leaved

grasses.

° 9—Mffi^ lung chang ts'ao. P., XV, 91. T., CLXIV.
tie lu

:

—It grows by the sides of rivers in summer a

as in winter, and resembles the lung ch'u [see 98].

v
he stem is used in medicine. Taste saltish. Nature warm,

^on-poisonous.

"Li Shi-chen thinks that this is the plant mentioned in

eM ya [16]. It is also called ^ Jft ^ tsung sin ts'ao.

well

Th

C/i., XIV, IZi—Lunq sluing ts'ao.— Phon zo, XVI,

m m •¥• "gure of a Graminea.

10°—m 1 ti huang. P., XVI, i. T., CXXXVII.
Pen ting :—Ti huang (earth yellow), M H ti sui (earth

;irrow). The root is officinal. Taste sweet. Nature cold.
~Non

-poisonous.

180.

or other ancient names of the plant see Bot. sin., II,
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Pie
Hien

yang [in Shen si, App. 65]. That, which is produced in a
loamy soil is the best. The root is dug up in the 2nd and
9th months and dried in the shade. The drujr is used in

this dried state, f£ jfe ^ kan (dry) ti huan, or the fresh

root is used, £ ^ ^ sheng (fresh)

T'ao Hung-king :—Hien yang is the same as Ch'ang
an [the ancient capital of China, in Shen si, App. 6]. The
ti huang grows in Wei ch'eng [same as Hien yang, App.

382]. The fruit looks like a wheat-grain. Now the dried

ti huang from P'eng ch'eng [in Kiang su, App. 247] is the

best. That from Li yang [in An hui, App. 18G] is of

second quality. The drug from Pan k'iao in Kiang ning

[Nan king, App. 240] is also prized. The juice, pressed

from the root, is likewise used in medicine.

Su Sung [11th cent.]:—It is a common plant. The

best drug comes from T'ung chou [in Shen si, App. 378].

The leaves of the ti huang appear in the 2nd month. They

resemble the leaves of the eh'e tsHen [Plantago. See 115]

and are all on the ground (radical leaves). They are

wrinkled, rough, and veined. The scapes are from three or four

inches to one foot high. They bear flowers resembling those

of the yu ma (Sesamum), of a purple colour. Sometimes
the flowers are yellow. The fruit is a capsule, like that of

the lien tiao [Hypericum. See 120]. Small grayish brown

seeds. The root is like a man's hand with fingers, varies

as to size, and is yellow throughout. The plant is not always

raised from seed, frequently it is propagated from the root.

In a fat soil the root attains considerable dimensions and

becomes very juicy. The extract obtained by pressing and

steaming the root is called £$ jfr g ,/,„ // huang.

Li Shi-chen gives a similar description of the plant.

Leaves and scapes covered with hair. Flowers red and
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yellow. The young leaves can be eaten. The drag from

Ilimi k'ing fu (in Ho nan) is considered the best.

The P. [XVI, 10] notices after the ti huang a plant

c uO ifil 8^ ^u miei' niang, regarding which the Pen tt
(ao

slu i [8th cent.] says, that it grows in Ling nan [S. China,

App. 197]. Leaves like those of the ti huang. It (the root)

is of a sweet taste and used in medicine.

The above descriptions of the ti huang agr< well with

Rehmannia glutinosa, Libosch., a common plant in N. China.

At Peking, where it is not cultivated, it is called ti huang.

I1 our more species of Rehmannia are known from other part

of China.

Ch., X, 8 :

—

Ti huang, two good drawings of Rehmannia,

one of them represents a plant with a very large fleshy

root. See also Kiv huang, LIII, 3.

According to Father Cibot [Mem. cone. Chin., V, 498]
tue root of the ti huang furnishes a yellow dye. The P. says

nothing about its being employed for tinctorial purposes.

Tatar., Cat., 20:— Ti huang. Radix Rehmannke
nensis.—Gauger [15, 10] figures and describes the root

of the ti huang.—?. Smith, 184, 69, 99.

chi

Cust. Med., p. 26 (52) :—Sheng (fresh) ti huang export

1885 from Tien tsin 22,549 piculs,—p. 70 (58), from H
kow 8,365 piculs,—p. 46 (28), from Chefoo 638 piculs,

P- 124 (52), from Chin kiang 96 piculs.

Ibid., p. 280, 318, 348 :—Shu ti huang (extract) export

lr
* small quantities from Amoy, Swatow and Canton.

So moku, XI, 64, and Phon zo, XVII, 2 :—Jfe

Rehmannia lutea, Maxim., a Japanese species.

—

Rehmannia

glutinosa is depicted in the So moku [XI, 63] and Phon
LXVII, 3] under the Chinese names j& |£ and

jjjQ lj
Lv« supra, //// mien mang]. See also Kwa wi

t
">0.

Butli species arc depicted in Sieb., Icon. ined. [VI],

** glutmosa with purple flowers and brownish root,

—

R. lutea

m& yellow flowers and yellow root.
24
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101-—^ H niu si. P., XVI, 10. T„ CLXVI.

Pen king:—Nht si (ox knee), S ffi po pet. The root

is officinal. Taste bitter and acid. Nature uniform. Non-
poisonous.

Pie lu:—The niu si grows in Ho nei [S.E. Shan si,

App. 77] in river-valleys, also in Lin k'ii [in Shan tang,

App. 193]. The root is dug up in the 2nd and 8th months
and dried in the shade.

] it is called 4^ J| niu heng.

Wu P'u [3rd cent.] :—Its leaves resemble those of the

hia Ian (summei

beginning is red.

). The stem at it

T'ao HuNG-KiNG:-It is produced in Mid China. The

drug from Ts'ai chou [in Ho nan, App. 342] is the best,

it is large, long and succulent. The stem has joints like the

knee of an ox, whence the name. That with large purple

joints is the male, that with small green joints is the female

plant. The male is the best.

Su Sung [11th cent.]:—It is found in Kiang and in

Huai (Kiang su and An hui), in Min [Fa kien, App. 222]

and Yue [S. China, App. 419], also in Kuan chung [in

Shen si, App. 158]. The genuine drug comes from Huai

k'ing [in Ho nan, App. 94] and is considered the best.

The stem grows from two to three feet high, is of a greenish

purple colour, and has joints like the knee of a crane or an ox.

The leaves are pointed, round, resemble a spoon in shape,

and come out from the joints in pairs opposite. Flowers in

spikes. In autumn it produces very small fruits (or seeds).

The root attains a length of three feet and is succulent.

Stem and leaves also used in medicine.

Li Shi-chen :—The niu si is a common plant. The

wild-growing is not so much used for food as that cultivated
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in -N. China and in Sz ch'uan, which is of a superior

quality. It has a square stem with large joints. Leaves

opposite, resembling those of the Men [Amarantus Hit urn. See

256], whence the plant is also called [1| W ^ shan Men ts'ai.

The seeds resemble the small vermin found on rats, and
are hirsute. They are attached along the stem and hang
down. Root, leaves and stem used in medicine, the leaves

are eaten.

Ch.
y
XI, 20 :

—

Niu si. Two drawing Achyranthes

probably intended.—Kin huang, XLVI, 4 :—Shan Men ts'ai

or nkc si.

Lour., Fl. cochin., 124 :

—

Cyathda geniculata. Caulis

nerbaeeus
. . . geniculates. Cochinchina. Sinice : nieu si.

in Sinis inveniuntur duse plantse, quoe eodem nomine dignos-

cuntur. Has ego non vidi, nisi pictas in herbario sinensi.

-

na iUarnm similem habitum portat, videturque tarn genere,

quam specie cum cochinchinensi convenire.

Grauger [30] describes and figures the root of the niu si.

He means that it belongs to Achyranthes aspera, L. (allied

to Cyathda. Order Amarantaced).

Tatar., Cat., 41 :—Niu si. Radix Pupalicc {Cyathda)

ffenicidatce ?—P. Smith, 180.

Henry, Chin, pi, 314, 315 :—Niu si in Hu pei,

Achyranthes bidentata, Bl. The same name also applied to

Pol!jgonumjiliforme, Thbg.

The description of the niu si in the P. agrees in a

general way with Achyranthes.

Cast. Med., p. 24 (39) :—Niu si exported 1885 from

Ti*n tsin 1,954 piculs,—p. 68 (41), 66 (12), from Han kow
6
|2 piculs, besides this 1,030 piculs of Ch'uan (Sz ch'uan)

niu si,—
v . 46 (23), from Che foo 42 piculs—p. 58 (14),

fr°m I chang 12 piculs.
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Amcen. exot., 863 :-^ J£ goositz, vulg0 ino j^^
Amarantus siculus spicatus Bocconi, flosculis pentapetaloidibni
albis

;
semine fusco.-The Amar. sicnl. spic. Bocconi is

Achjranthes argentea, Lam., not Celosia argentea, to which
Thunbekg \_Fl. jap., 106] refers the plant noticed by
K^mpper. But [Amwn. exot., 1)11] the same Chinese name
is [probably erroneously] referred to a Thlaspi.

So mohu, IV, 2 :-^ J^ Achjranthes bidentata, Bl.

A. aspera, Thbg., non L.).

Phon zo, XVII, 4 :—^ ^ Achjranthes bidentata and

t3] ill 4*H [from Sz ch'uan] A. lactea.—Sce also Kica
m

t 43.

102. ^ *«« yzto. P., XVI, 13. T.
y
CLIX.

(purple) yuan. The root is officinal.

Taste bitter. Nature warm. Non-poisonous.

Pie lu:—Other names: ^ [ tsHng yuan, ^ <| te*
&•«?». The te< yaa„ grows in Han chnng (Q# Sll

"

en ?i) ana
m Fang ling [in Hu pei, App. 36], in mountain -valleys,
also in Chen ting [in Chi li, App. 11] and Han tan

[S. Chi li, App. 56]. The root is dng up on the 3rd day of
the 2nd month and dried in the shade.

T'AO Hung-King :-It is a common plant in Mid China,
ft covers the ground. Purple flowers. Lower part covered
with whlte hair. Fibrous, pliable root. The white sort is

called Q I pai yuan [see the next].

Su Sung [11th cent.]:-This plant is found in Yao
chou [m Shen si, App. 401], in Ch'eng chou [in Kan su,
App. 18], m Sz' chou and Shou chou [both in An hui.

App. 319, 200], in T'ai chou [in Che kiang, App. 326
in Meng chou [in Ho nan, App. 220], in lling kuo L

„
u pei, App. 67]. Leaves two or four together. Flowei
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yellow, white and purple [probably the author has in view
an Aster with a yellow disk and purple or white radiate

florets]. The seed is black.

' Ch'en Tsz'-ming [13th cent.]:—The best tsz' yiian

comes from Lao shan [App. 179]. The root resembles

that of the northern si sin [Asarum. See 40]. It is also

met with in I chou and Yen chou [both in Shan tang,
App. 106, 404] and eastward.

Li Shi-chen :—The Shun wen writes the name of the

it£ '$% ts'z
1, yuan. Another ancient name [Taoist ?]

sj| 3|l fan hun ts'ao. It is also called

k'ien niu [comp. 168].

Cust. Med., p. 124 (66):— Tsz' yuan exported 18*5
from Chin kiang 347 piculs—p. 282 (140), from Amov
0.24 picul.

In the So moku [XVI, 59] ^ ^ is Aster trinervius,

lioxbg.— C/i., XI, 53:

—

Tsz yuan. Only leaves represented.

It does not seem that an Aster is intended.

". Smith [71] identifies the tsz
1 yuan arbitrarily with

Convolvulus.

103.—;£ H mi yUan, ptf XVI, 14. T., CXXX.
Pen king:—Nil yuan. Eoot officinal. Taste pungent.

Nature warm. Non-poisonous.

Pie In .-—Other names : Q [
pai (white) yuan, £$# [

rlu nil yuan. The nil yuan grows in Han chung [S. Slim si,

-M>p. 54], in mountain-valleys, also in Shan yang [in Shan
tang, App. 270]. It (the root) is gathered in the 1st and
2nd months and dried in the shade.

In the Kuang ya [3rd cent.] it is called # |g unfit.

Ihe Chinese authors do not describe the nil ifuan^ but

hi-chen says that it is allied to the tsz' yuan [102].
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The Ch. [XI. 54] fi area sub n§ wan a Ltd i. In to

Peking mountains this name is appli 1 to PI tr m
'/"" '//.*•, Maxim. (Labiata ).

-So mo**, XVI, (;i;_^r^
| i<;/ ,r ^ ,,„ Fish A

M »y

,n,--^P^/H</ men tun,,. /'., XV I. 1 »;. */'.,Cl.XXIY

P«i king:—Mai men tung. The root (tabors) is officinal

fates* >t Nature uniform. Non-poisonous.

For other ancient names see Hot. sin., II. 108.

7V< fa .—Other nam. a : ^ g|
Kl gu luuio [Emperor Yi See also

179], The leav of the mot men tung res mble those of

the klu [Allium odorum. See 240] and are gn n the whofc

year round. The plant grows in Han ku [,-. infra] in

river-valleys, on declivities, in a fat -oil, 1 m n >nes

The root is du<r up in the 2nd. 8th and 10th months and

Iried in th«- sliade.

Wu P'u 3rd < at.]:— It is known also under tfa

3^i^ >
'"' ( Emperor Vi Allium), Jg & i

''

H* Tfc X /"« * ts'ao (undying plant)

II

stun

Han ku [mention I in th Piil

bum [the h Tier of 1 in. In N.T*

Ho nan. App. 55, 35 |. The mai men tung is a mmon
plant. It bears gr (or bin ) lobular fruits in winter.

(tubers) resembles the turn

nu tung (ma = wheat)

(barley)

Civf.s 'IV s-g-k-i [8th cent.]:—The drug produced in

Kiang ning [Nan kin- App. 129] is small >ut sir ulen

hat from Sin an [in Che kian., App. 310] b lar • and
white. The larger ,rt has lea i like the lit t u,

onion), the smaller like the / [ . mpm, All »]. There
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are three or four specie All theae have nearly the sum-

fclical proj ties. The fru

Bo ig [11th oentls

globular and

hn ?>/ f // men rr%

en* leaves anMing those of the so [
( f

i 59] root

>u~. with roundish tubers. In '
: h month the plan

!«H8 pale red flowers, resembling those of the 4s /

«m). The froita are lobular, blue. '1 -'

OWS in Kianft nan [South of th 5Taog t p.

124] has large leaves. The best <lru is produced in »u
hlch or

[Kiang mi, App, 3€ ].

in

U iii-ciiEs :—Iu ancient times jwople used 'he

Qbers of] the wild-growin plant. >uljse. lentk th.

began to cultivate it for medical use. The tnbers

** i n, whence the name Vu vfl Ua J. D is popularly

called p^ #. men tw . Other names f£ ft /"' k I*
«u cA .

At Peking tytap i sj mk #, K -
:lh ltc

under the nam m • tin Under ; he sam. wese

name tins ph is repres id in the C vl. I Th

description in the P. I ree & »l*o A7» mm 11

I-oi n.. /V. ,,/,/„.. :— Cowiiik na me<l,ra I

me Wi -' ""'•
'«*i/ ., ] Br., n ol ure plant).

Tubera in frequent i medico, Sapor subdul. I, odo

grat

Tatail, ( it., 38:—Mai nun t* . K* « *«flrs»d««

( vu br
; _'7] describes and J res the oblong bers of

*k
the mat „,«>„ h«w.—Hahb. [6 pap-, ar*
lu '

• and identifi i the n « '
itn *

/«/» '*, Ker.—P. Smith, H -. 17, 1

In tl / . . ui ' U **• for 3- »L
there are inters >g le regarding tb ultivation of the

met tumj near Ning po and other places.
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Cast. Med., p. 186, 188 (49-53) :—Mai mm tun

sported 1885 from Ning po 2,431 piculs,— p. 58 (12),

from I chang 482 piculs,—p. 78 (161), from Han kow 454

piculs.

Amarn. e.vot., 823 :—pj ^ mondo, hiakf mondo, vulgo

rjuno fige. Gramen flore hexapetaloide spicato, radico fibrosa

et tuberosa. Cum icoue, p. 824. Detailed description of

the plant, which is Ophiopogon japonicus, Ker. K^empfer

adds : Usus radicum in medicina familiaris est ; tubera

saccharo condita Sinensis sogrotis commendant.—Altera datur

species, literatis temondo dicta, in prov. Satzuma frequens,

quae quod radicem et tubera habeat pinguiora, priori antiferri

solet.

-So moku, VI, 46 :—/|> |g §f£
ptj ^ (small - leaved),

Ophiopogon japonicus. Ibid., 44, 45 :—^ ^ ^ P9 ^
(large-leaved), Oph. spicatus.

Both these species—the larger, 0. spicatus, and the

smaller, 0. japonicus—are recorded from China by our

botanists, and, as we have seen, they are correctly dis-

tinguished by the ancient Chinese authors.

105.-H fcui. P., XVI, 22. T., LXXXV.

Pen king

:

—JT'ttt, ^ ^£ 31
• •

the Index of the Pen king]. Leaves, root and seeds officinal.

Taste of the leaves sweet. Nature cold and mucilaginous

Non-poisonous. The root is sweet and cold. The seeds are

sweet, cold and mucilaginous.

Regarding the hhd, or Mallow of the Classics, see Bot.

sin., II, 368.

Pie lu .-—The tung fcui tsz* grows on the Shao shi shan

mountain [in Ho nan, App. 281].
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l ao Hung -king:—The km which is sown in autumn
rows during the winter and hears seed in spring. It is

therefore called tung ttui (winter ¥ui). It is used in

medicine and is very mucilaginous. The sg I ch'un (

«*«* is likewise mucilaginous, but not much used.

Su Rung [7th cent.]:—This is the k'ui which is com-
monly used for food. There are many sorts of it. They ar

not employed as medicines.

Su Sung [11th cent.]:—The fcui is a common plant.

Ihe young plants and the leaves are used as a vegetable,

which is sweet and palatable. In ancient times the seeds

°r the tung k'ui were commonly used in medicine. There

are many sorts of fcui : the 80 l
Shu k'ui (Althcea rosea),

tne IS [ kin k*ui (Alalva sylvestris), the f| [
huang (yellow)

k<ui {Hibiscus Manihot, also //. Abelmoschus), the $£ [

c/i '»ig k'ui [Basella. See Rh ya, 148], the % [ t'u tui

[Anemone. See Rh ya, 115]. All these plants are useful.

Li Shi-chen :—The k'ui was a common food in ancient

tll"es and was considered the first of the five vegetables,

mt nowadays it is not much eaten. It was also called

lu (dew) k'ui. Now the people call it also jf- |g hua
fr'« (mucilaginous vegetable), but it is rarely cultivated.

Wo Sorts are distinguished, according to the colour of the

stem, which is purple or white. The latter is preferred. It

nas large leaves, small purple and yellow flowers. That sort

with very smau flowers is called Ifig $J I
ya kio k'ui

(dack's-foot mallow). The fruit (of the k'ui) is of the size

of the end of a finger and flattened. Its skin is thin. The
eeds within are light and resemble the seed-vi ieh of the

elm. From tnat sown in the 4til or 5th month seed may
be left. That sown in the 6th or 7th month is called

$v H ts'iu (autumn) k'ui, that sown in the 8th and yth

Months is ^ [ tung (winter) k'u>, that sown in the 1st
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month is %$ [ cfrun (spring) k'ui. Thus the plant can be

utilized all the year.

Ch., Ill, 1 :

—

Tung k'ui. The figure represents Malva

(M. Kiu

LVIII, 32.

Lour., Fl. cochin., 514 :

—

Malva verticillata. Sinice

:

tung quel tsu. Habitat culta Cantone Sinarum.

Tatar., Cat., 22 -.—Tung k'ui tnK Semina Hi

P. Smith, 112 :—Tung k'ui tsz', Hibiscus Abelmoschus.

According to Ford & Crow [

China Rev., XVI, p. 8] tung k'ui tsz' at Hong kong is

Abutilon indicum, G. Don. But what I obtained under this

Chinese name in an apothecary's shop in Peking were the

Malva Comp. also Henry, Chin, pi, 156.

Cust. Med., p. 80 (192) :—Tung k'ui Uz* exported 1885

from Han kow 6.40 piculs,— p. 298 (359), from Amoy
0.1 picul.

Amcen. exot., 858 :—sj| hi vulgo aiooi, in specie Kara

aivoi (Kara= China) Malva hortensis sive rosea, Malva

arborescens. Thbg. \_Fl. jap., 271] identifies this with Malta
• - 9

mauritiana.

So moku, XII, 56 :—^ 2£ Malva pidchella.

106.—gg ^ suan tsiang. P., XVI, 33. T., CLX.

Pen king:—Suan tsiang (sweet juice), g| 2£ ts<u

(vinegar) tsiang. The leaves, the stem and the root are

officinal. Taste bitter. Nature uniform. Non-poisonous. The

fruit is also used in medicine. Taste acid. Non-poisonous.

Comp. also Eh ya, 55.

P The suan tsiang grows in King Ch'u [Ha

kuang, App. 145] in marshes, also in fields and gardens.

in
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T'AO Hung-KING :—The suan tsiang is a common plant.

It resembles the shut (water) k'ie (Solatium nigrum) but is

smaller. The leaves are edible* The fruit is of the size

of a plum, of a yellowish red colour, and is enclosed within

a capsule (bladder, inflated calyx). Children eat it.

Su rung [7th cent.]:—This plant is also called

teng lung ts'ao (lantern plant). The stem is branchy and from

three to four feet high. The red fruit is contained within a

red flower (bag) which has the appearance of a lantern;

It is very handsome. All parts of the plant are used in

medicine.

Han Pao-sheng [10th cent.]:—The suan tsiang is the

same as the 3y ]jS k'u chen [see Eh ya, 55]. The root

resembles the tsil k'in (pickled celery), is of a white colour

and very bitter.

Chang Yu-hi [11th cent.]:—The g= #fc k'u tan grows

in neglected places from two to three feet high. The fruit

!s globular, red when ripe, and enclosed within a kind of

bag. The [in Shen si, App. 158]

ffi ff l& 1° *fon chu. Other names are 3£ f$ J$

]$£ ^ Ip! p'i pien ts'ao (

There is a small variety which is called ^ $§ k'u chi. The

author refers to Rh ya, 144. Comp. also supra, 34.

K'o Tsung-shi [12th cent.]:—The suan tsiang or k'u tan

resembles the t'ien k'ie tsz' (Solanum nigrum). Small white

flowers. Fruit like a cherry, red, and enclosed in a bladder.

It contains small seeds like those of the lo su (Solanum

tnelongena). Its taste is like green grass.

Li Shi-chen gives a similar description of the plant

:

White flowers, five cleft corolla, fruit a pentagone pendent

bladder like a lantern. Other name Jzffi^L t'ien p
lao ts'ao

(Heaven bladder).
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The plant thus described by the Chinese authors is the

Physalis Alkekengi, L., our common winter cherry, which

is also very common in China. The Chinese descriptions are

quite correct.

Ch., XI, 48 :—Suan tsiang. A rude drawing, but

recognizable
; Physalis. The same plant is figured in th

Kiu huang [LII, 23] s.n. %£ #f #| hung ku niang (red girl),

which is also the vulgar name for Ph. Alkekengi at Peking.

Also .g. I I
ton ku niang.

Lour., Fl. cochin., 164 -.—Physalis Alkekengi Sin.:

soan tsiam.

Henry, Chin, pi, 465, 4G6 : -The name t'ien fao ts'ao

is applied in Hu pei to two of species of Physalis—Ph.

minima, L. ? and Ph. aff. P//. angulata—but also to several

species of Solanum.

Amcen. e.rot., 785 :—g£ $f *«» #0 vulgo /oo J*u&&

Solanum vesicarium, vulgo Alkekensi.

So tooX-m, III, 43 :—^ #f£ Physalis Alkekengi. The

| in the So moku [III, 45] and I'hm zo [XVII, 25]

is Physalis angulata, L.

Sibb., CEcon., 196 -.— Physalis Alkekengi. Japonice

hoosuki, sinice gf$ £jf. Fructus edulis ac pro nugis habetur

venalis.

J^Sft «"V
^>u bu /<% agrees exactly with that of Physalis angulata

in the Japanese works. The Chinese name xoang pu I'm king

here is, I suspect, a mistake for fru chi, for xoang pu liu hin

is a Silene, and such a plant is figured in the Ch. [XI, 76]

sub xoang pu liu king. The confusion arose probably from

Silene having likewise a persistent, inflated calyx which

encloses the fruit.
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107.—-H} *£ ^ Shu yang ts'iian. P., XVI, 36.

T., CLXXVI.

Pen king:—Shu (Sz ch'uan) yang ts'iian. The leaves

are officinal. Taste bitter. Nature slightly cold. Non-
poisonous.

Pie lu .-—Other names : ^ j§| yang ts'iian, ^ f£ yang i.

This plant grows in Shu (Sz ch'uan) in mountain-valleys.

T'ao Hung-king :—It is not employed in medicine now.

Su Kung [7th cent.] :—The vulgar name of this plant

ls t$ m hH ku. Its leaves resemble those of the hil (Chry-

santhemum, Aster). Purple flowers. The fruit resembles

that of the hou Vi [Lycium. See 345]. The root is like

that of the yuan chi [Polygala. See 16J. It grows in shady

moist places. The leaves are gathered in the 3rd and 4th

months and dried in the shade.

Li Shi-chen states that the name UH ku is also applied

to another plant.

Ch.
y XI, 26 :— Shu yang ts'iian. Rude drawing.

-l erhaps a Solanum is intended. The drawing is taken from

the Kiu Jmang [XLVII, 2], where this plant is figured

under the names of^ ff} tsHng kH or Shu yang ts'iian.

P. Smith, 200 :

—

Shu yang ts'iian, Solanum dulcamara

[arbitrary identification].

So moku, III, 51 :—§g 3£ & Solanum lyratum. Thbg.

Ibid., VIII, 32:—^ #g *§£ Sagina maxima, A. Gray

{Caryophyllacece).

bitt

108.—gt ft: pai tsiang. P., XVI, 37. T., CLXI.

Pen king:—Pai tsiang. The root i^ officinal. Taste

er. Nature uniform. Non-poisonous. It is also called

lu ch ang,
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Pie In .-—Other names : M ffc tse pai, m If lu shou,

ma ts'ao. The pai tsiang grows in the river-valleys

of Kiang hia [in Hu pei, App. 126]. The root is gathered

in the 8th month and dried in the shade.

T'ao Hung-king :— The root has the smell of old,

spoiled tou tsiang (soy), whence the name pai tsiang (spoiled

soy). It is a common plant in Mid China. Its leaves

resemble those of the hi lien (SiegesbecMa orientalis). The

root resembles the ch'ai hu [Bupleurum. See 29].

Su Kung [7th cent.]:—It is a mountain plant. Yellow

flowers, purplish (brown) root, having the colour of old soy.

The leaves do not resemble those of the hi lien.

Li Shi-chen :—It is a common wild plant. Its vulgar

name is g ^ fcu ts
l
ai (bitter vegetable). The savages

eat it. [Kiang
App. 124] gather it. In spring, when the plant begins to

grow, the leaves cover the ground. They resemble cabbage-

leaves but are narrower and longer, serrated and toothed.

The leaves are dark green on the upper side, paler underneath.

The stem attains a height of from two to three feet, and

has joints. The leaves are four in a whorl like an umbrella.

The flowers are white, and appear on the top in umbels like

those of the tin (Celery) or the she ch'uang [Cnidiwn.

See 49]. Small fruits. The root is purplish white, re-

sembling that of the ch'ai hu [v. supra]. The plant is

sometimes also called k lu ehi
y which is properly a name for

the suan tsiang [see 106]. The people in the south eat the

young plants steamed, as a vegetable. It has a slightly

bitter taste and the smell of spoiled soy.

From the above description it would seem that the pai

tsiang is an umbelliferous plant. The drawing of it in the

Ch. [XI, 47] shows only leaves.
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So moku, II, 21, 22 :—]{£ |§ Patrinia villosa, Juss., and

56.

"folia. Link. Order Valerianece.—See also K\

109.~$fc Q fe k'uan tung hua. P., XVI, 38. T., CXIX.

Pen king

:

—K'uan tung hua (flowers which like the

winter), ^ 3£ ^ w,Mj j& |g /m 5# (tiger's moustaches).

The flowers are officinal. Taste pungent. Nature warm.

Non-poisonous.

Comp. Rh ya, 160.

Pie lu

:

—Other name : |£ ^ *# *wn#- The &'wan £«h#

grows in Ch'ang shan [in Chi li, App. 8], in mountain-

valleys, also in Shang tan [in S.E. Shan si, App. 275] by

river-sides. The flowers are gathered in the 11th month and

dried in the shade.

T'ao Hung-king :—The best is produced in Ho pei

[in Shan si, App. 78] IB

199]. The best is that with its flowers not yet opened.

n quality comes from Kao li [Corea, App. 116]

[S. Corea, App. 261]. Its flowers resemble the

great kit {Chrysanthemum). A third sort is produced in

Pei 244]

[in Kan su, App. 330]. The author says it is unknown

to him that this plant grows in winter under the ice.

[He seems to refer to a statement found in the Shu cheng ki

[5th cent.] that the k'uan tung blossoms in the depth of

winter in the ice of the Lo river [in Ho nan] whence the

name k'uan tung]. It is gathered in the 12th and 1st

months.

Su Kong [7th cent.]:—It is found in Yung chou

[in Shen si, App. 424], in the Nan shan mountains [S. Shen

si, App. 230], also in the mountain-valleys of Hua chou
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S.E. Shen si, App. 85]. Leaves like those of the k'ui

(Mallow) but larger. The flowers issue directly from the

root.

Su Sung [11th cent.]:—Now it is also found in Kuan
chung [in Shen si, App. 158]. The root is of a purple

colour. [R
See 178]. It blossoms in the 12th month. Yellow flowers.

Greenish purple receptacle (involucrum ?). These flowers are

from one to two inches above the ground. There is one kind

with red flowers and large leaves like those of Nelumhium
speciosum.

K ou Tsung-shi [12th cent.]:—The k'uan tung is the

only plant that is independent of frost and snow, for it

m
id)

Ch., XI, 44 :

—

K'uan tung hua. Flowers and leaves

figured. Perhaps Tussilago. See also Kiu huang [XLVI, 5].

Only leaves figured.

The above Chinese descriptions of the k'uan tung hua

agree in a general way with Tussilago Farfara, L.,—Colt's

foot, which sets forth, early in spring, its short flower-stalks

;

each bearing at its summit a single large yellow radiated

flower-head.

Lour., Fl. cochin., G14 :— Tussilago Farfara, L. Habitat

inculta in China boreali. Sinice koan turn hoa. Ibidem

Tuss. anandria, sin. : Lit chau koan turn hoa. China borealis

[perhaps ancient Lu chou in Shan si. See App. 204].

Tatau., Cat., 27 '.—K'uan tung hua. Flores Farfane.
P. Smth, 68, sub Colt's foot.

In Williams' Chin. Diet. [477] we read that k'uan

tung hua are the flowers of Kriohotrya japonica. Henry
[Chin, pi., 124] states that at I chang the dried flowers of

Erioh are called k'uan tung hua.
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About ten years ago I sent to my late friend Maxmowicz
the drug k'uan tnng him obtained from a Peking drug-shop.
He found that it was the flower-buds of a Tussilago, and
observed that no species of this genus lias hitherto been

gathered in China, but an allied genus

—

Petasites—is repre-

sented in Japan and China by P. japonicus, Miq. ( Tussilago

petasites, Thbg.).31

Oust. Med., 74 (122) :—K'uan twig hua exported 1885
from Han kow 540 piculs,—p. 30 (115), from Tien tsin

99 piculs,—p. 62 (48), from I chang 37 piculs.

Amoen. exot., 831 :—1£^ ro vulgo Juki tabula. Petasites

vulgaris. Caules hie inter olera recipiuntur.

So moku, XVII, 25, 26 :—Same Chinese name, Petasites

japonicus, Miq.

pf T'o icu, given in the P. as a synonym for k luan
un9 hua, is in Japan applied to another Composita.

Anioua. exot., 827:— Tsica [no Chinese characters].

Doronicum radice tuberoso, folia Petasitidis, floribus luteis

^nrysanthemi. Caules et pediculi inter olera recipiuntur.

Thi
K/vrnpf.

Tussilago japonica, L., and Thbg., Fl. jap., 313, = Senecio

Kvmpferi, DC. Prod., VI, 363, = Ligulana K npfcri,

fe
- & Z. PI. jap^ i

? p_ 77
}

tab. 35. Nomen japonicum
Sl°a, nomen sinicum takgo. In Sieb., Icon, ined., the Chinese

characters
|§; ^ are given. It flowers late in autumn and

ln winter. It is the Farfugium Kcempferi, Benth., Fl. hongL,

31 T

Hu h
obtained specimens of tung-hua growing wild in Tang district.

tifi

P
f

wl)ence the drug is sent to Hankow for sale, and these were iden-

acci
at Ils Tu *sila!J° Farfara, L. Thi is an excellent example of the

fa *

Ur^7 an<* extent of' knowledge of LotJREiRO, who found out the correct
x*cts 100 •**-

* " •years ago.—A. Henry.
26
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[Fl
sinice ^ ^ m ^ (the large _ leayed^ ig the
£«m<fe, Lindl., introduced from China into Europe by
K. Fortune. This is probably only a v Kcempfe

XVII

110.—^ gg fafe ?n/^, p#> XVI, 41. T., CXXXI.
P*rc *% .•—iffc? TO/W^ The seeds are officinal and are

employed in diseases of the eye. Taste saltish. Nature
uniform. Non-poisonous.

Comp. Eh ya, 56.

Pie lu:
[v. infi

in marshes. The seeds are gathered on the 10th day of the

10th month and dried in the shade for a hundred days.

T'ao Hung-king :—Lung men lies north of Ch'ang an

i ancient capital of China, in Shen si. Ann. 2111. The[th

hue rmng is a common plant. Its leaves resemble those of

[ Cassia ? See further on]
a horse's hoof, hence the name J§ jg£ & g/J

f) hue ming. A different plant is the ts'ao hue min
wmch is the UH hao [Celosia. See 82].

Su Sung [11th cent.]:— This plant is now much
cultivated in gardens. It grows from three to four feet high.

The root is tinged with a purple colour. The leaves resemble
those of the mu su [Medicago. See 255] but are larger.

It blossoms in the 7th month. Yellow flowers. The fruit

is a pod resembling that of the lit ton (green bean, Phaseolus

) but pointed. The seeds are gathered in the

10th month.
[56]

There is another kind which is called ma fi hiie ming. Its

leaves resemble those of the Uang ton [v. in/ml the seeds

resemble a horse's hoof.
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Li Shi-chen :—There are two sorts of kile ming. One

is the ma t'i kite ming. It grows from three to four feet

high. The leaves (leaflets) are larger than those of the

mu su [v. supra], narrow at the base, broader at the top.

They stand in pairs opposite (pinnate leaves). In daytime

they arc open, at night (the leaflets) all fold together. It

blossoms in autumn. Flowers of a pale yellow colour with

five petals. The fruit looks like a young pod of the kiang

tou (Dolichos sinensis), is from five to six inches long, and

contains a number of irregularly shaped, dark green seeds

resembling a horse's hoof. They are very useful in diseases

of the eye.—The other sort is called |£ ^ ^ 59 kiang

mang hue ming. In the Kiu huang Pen ts'ao [LVII, 3]

it is called [1| ^ _g. s?ian Vien tou - ^ resembles the ma t'i

hie ming, only the leaves (leaflets) are pointed at the top.

These leaves resemble very much the leaves of the huai

[Sophora japonica. See 322]. They do not fold together

at night. It blossoms in autumn. Dark yellow flowers

with five petals. The pod is of the size of a little finger, two

inches or more in length. The seeds within are in rows,

and resemble the seeds of the huang k'ui [Hibiscus. See sub

105], but flattened, of a gray colour, sweet taste and

mucilaginous. From the leaves of both kinds yeast can be

prepared. The leaves of the kiang mang as well as its

flowers and seeds can be eaten boiled, but the ma t'i kite ming

is bitter and not edible. There is also one sort which is

called £| [ [ shi (stone) Me ming.

P., XVI, 43 :—The kiang mang is again spoken of in a

special article, where a short account of the plant by Ch'en

Ts'ang-k'i [8th cent.] is given. A fragrant beverage is

prepared from the leaves.

Ch., XI, 30 :—Kile ming, also H ft nan

The drawing represents a Cassia, as also the figure sub

wang kiang nan in the Kiu huang [LIII, 22]. The above
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P awa

•ks]

[I

Lour., Fl. cochin., 324:— Cassia sop/tern. Sinice ay ti

tau, kiue mim tsu.

IATAR., Cat., 5:— Ts lao kue ming. Semina Cassi

Tores. [As we have seen, the P. admits ts
lao kile ming only

as a name for C*Zo«a] .—Hanb., Sc. pap., 231 :—Kue ming

tsz". Received from Shang hai. Seeds of Cassia Torn.

They are of a cylindrical form, from two to three lines long,

pointed at one extremity, rounded at the other, of a dark

brown colour, etc.—P. Smith, 54.

Parker, Chinese Names of Canton Plants, 54 '.—Cassia

occidentalis, £j [ [ shi kue ming, also ye (wild) pien tou.

The shan pien tou given by Li Shi-chen as a synonym

for the Mang mang hue ming is figured in the Kin huang

[LVII, 3]. A rude drawing. It seems Cassia mimosoides, L.,

is intended. Comp. also Ch., II, 10.

CusL Med., p. 372 (429) :— Ts'ao hue ming exported

1885 from Canton 17 piculs,—p. 164 (370), from Shang hai

7.72 piculs,—p. 302 (433), from Amoy 0.3a picul.

So moku, VIII, 2 :—}£ gj§ Cassia Tom, L. Leaflets

broadest at the top. According to Miquel [resp. Siebold]

introduced into Japan from China.

Ibid., 3 :—H fX. f& Cassia occidentalis, L. Leaflet

pointed at the top.

Ibid., II, 39 :—\l} JIC ;g Cassia mimosoides, L. Japonic©

kawara kets mei.—Sier., (Eeon., 297 -.—Sooja nomame, or

jarcara kets mai. Sink ft jjf g Plantse sponte crescent!

folia adhuc tenera pro potu The® colligantur. The first

Japanese name seems to be a mistake, for it m ins the

mimosoides.
Jap
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I1<1—M J£ ti fu. P., XVI, 44. T.y CXXXVIII.^ fe«P •
— 7>' A, MH to" *W. The seeds are officinal.

Taste Litter. Nature cold. Non-poisonons.

Comp. Rh ya, 9.

P*V la .-—Other name : ^ jj£ ft' ma/. The ft' /u grows
in King chou [Hu pei, App. 140] in marshes and fields

The seeds are gathered in the 8th and 10th months and
dried in the shade. The leaves are also used in medicine.

T'ao Hung-kkvg :—It is a common plant in fields and
is employed for making besoms. Seeds very small and used
in medicine.

Su Kung [7th cent.]:—The peasants call it ft* mat tt'ao

[». supra]. In the north it is known under the name of

$1 IfiL Wien i ts'ao (plant which spits on clothes). Small
leaves, red stem, very pliable and prostrate. The plant is

used for besoms.

The Yao sing Pen fs'ao [7th cent,] calls it ^ |J/§
i ming.

Seeds useful in the treatment of diseases of the eye.

Ta Ming [10th cent.]:—The ft' fu is also called m m£ ^
o chou L<:\ The seeds are green and very small.

Su Sung [11th cent.]:—It is common in Shu ch'uan
[Sz ch'uan, App. 292] and Kuan chung [in Shen si, App.
158] and the adjoining provinces. It is also call 1

tu chou and fjj ^ ^ ya she ts'ao (duck'-tongue we I, from
the form of the leaves).

Li Shi-chen-

:—The young tender leaves of the ti fu ar

eaten. It grows in a bushy manner, and is much cultivated

m gardens. The old plant is good for besoms. Other nam* - :

9 J& ^t pea ti ts'ao, =f- )ft» #£ £ UHen si hi nil (thousand

hearts' conrtesan).

t/«., XI, 31 :

—

Ti fu. The figure represents Kochia
scoparia, Schr. (C/ienopodium scoparia, L.). See also Kiu
faang [XLVII, 7] sub m W tu chou. Rude drawing.
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The common Chinese name at Peking for Kochia

scoparia is J§ ^ ^| sao chou ts'ai (besom vegetable).

Tatar., Cat., 20:— Ti fu tsz', Semina KocMce?

P. Smith, 128.

Cust. Med., p. 298 (348):— Ti fu seeds exported 18!

from Amoy 3.84 piculs,—p. 372 (425), from Canton 3 picu

Amain, exot., 885 :—Jflj Jjf ts/'su, fawa kingi, fool

etc. Scoparia sive Belvedere Italorum. Insigne Japonilms

medicamentum prsestat.

So moku, IV, 41 :

—

Kochia scoparia, same Chinese name.

SlEB., (Econ., 117 :— Kochia scoparia. Hookigusa,

M Jm Pf0 scopis caules adhibentur. Herba tenera edulis

ac adulta medico agricolis usui.

112.—H ^ til mai. P., XVI, 46. T., OXX.

Pen king :-~K in mai, g ^ ^ Idi kit mai. It seems

the whole plant is officinal. Taste bitter. Nature cold.

Non-poisonous.

Comp. Rh ya, 125.

Pie lu:—Other name: -fr fif ta Ian. The kHl mai

grows in the mountain-valleys of T'ai slum [in Shan tung,

App. 322]. It is gathered in the beginning of autumn.

T'ao Hung-king : Mid
Small leaves, handsome purplish red flowers. The plant is

cut [for medical use] together with leaves and fruit

(capsules). The seed resembles wheat (mai), whence the

name. There are two sorts. One has rather large flower

and the margin of the petals incised. The other, with smaller

flowers, is more generally used. The leaves are covered with

hair, the flowers are late and of a reddish carnation colour.

(stone bamboo) as a synony
] gives £i ft
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Su Sung [11th cent.]:—It is a common plant, mid grows
about one foot high. Leaves mall, narrow and pointed. Root
of a purplish black colour, and resembles a mall rape. The
flower is purplish red and resembles the ying shan h „g

[Rhododendron, See 155]. It blossoms from the 2nd to

the 5th month, and in the 7th it produces fruit in racemes (or

fascicles). The seed has a slight resemblance to wheat.
The plant produced in Ho yang [in Ho nan, App. 81] and
Ho chung fu [S.W. Shan si, App. 74] is good for [medical]
use. There is one kind grown in Huai [An hoi, App. 89]
with a slender (fibrous) root. The country people use it

(th
&

[125]

The k€& mai is mentioned

Li Shi-chen :—The £J ft shi chu (stone bamboo)
leaves resembling those of the ti fu [Kochia. See 111].
Ihey are small and narrow like young bamboo-leaves, whence
the name. The stem is one foot and more in height and
nas

JCl&ts. That which grows wild in the fields has purplish
red flowers as large as a copper coin. That sort which tin

people cultivate in gardens has smaller flowers of a red or

pink colour, sometimes striped, and very handsome. It is

commonly called ^f#^ Lo yang hua [Lo yang, the ancient

]. The fruit (capsule)

(

small black seeds. The young plant is eaten cooked.

?). It contains

Kiu huang, XLVI,
mai, representations of D

Shi chu and Ch. XL 55 :

—

K*t

S/u chu in N. China is a vulgar name for Diardhxu
chinensis, L., and D. superbus, L., both common plants.

Iatar., Cat., 13 :

—

K'ii mai, Dianthus Fischeri (same
as D. chinensis). Ibid., 54 : —Shi chu, Dianthus et Commelyna

I Commelyna is chu ye ts'ai, or vegetable with bamboo-
leaves].—P. Smith, 86.
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The Oust. Med. mentions the h'H mai as imported into

several ports, but it is not stated there from what place

it is exported. In the Hank. Med. [12] it is noticed as a

drug exported from Han kow.

Amcen. exot., 910 :—£ *ft sehi tsiku, vulgo nadesko et

tokunatz. Caryophyllus hortensis simplex, nore majore.

So moku, VIII, 20 :—H ^ Bianthus superbus.—lbid.,

21 :—
ffi. |g| ^ [comp. same name in P.], a large double

Dianthus.—Ibid., 22 :—£j fjf Dianthus Seguieri (same as

D. chinensis).

113.—£ Pft gj fj toang pu liu hing. P., XVI, 48.

t., clxxx.

Pen king, Index :— Wang pu liu hing.

Pie lu

:

—The wang pu liu king grows in the mountain-

valleys of T'ai shan [in Shan tung App. 322]. It is gathered

in the 2nd and 8th months. The leaves and the seed

officinal. Taste bitter. Nature uniform. Non-poisonous.

Wu P'u [3rd cent.] writes the name Jfc ^ ff pu &'«

hing.

In the Ji hua Pen ts'ao [10th cent.] it is called |£ £ ft
tsien kin hua and ^ ^ ^ kin kung hua. The meaning of

the latter name is " forbidden in the palace," and the

original name icang pu Uu hing means, as Li Shi-cheN

explains, about the same. The descriptions of the plant

given by the ancient authors are confused and incorrect, for

they confound it with Physalis [see 106].

Li Shi-chen says :—The wang pu liu king is frequently

met with in corn-fields, it grows from one to two feet high.

In the 3rd or 4th month it opens its small dowers resembling
little bells, of a reddish white colour. The fruit (capsule),
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of the size of a bean, and is within a bladder like a lantern

with five angles. Small globular seeds like cabbage-seeds,

at first white, when ripe black.

Kiu huang [LI1, 25] and Ch. [XI, 76], sub wang pu liu

hing, rude drawings, but it seems Silene is intended.

The description given by Li Shi-chen agrees with

Silene, which genus is characterized by a persistent inflated

calyx which encloses the capsule. But Saponaria, another

genus of Caryophyllacece, has also an inflated calyx.

Tatar., Cat., 62:— Wang pu liu king, Silene.

P. Smith, 197.

At Peking Silene aprica, Turcz., is called wang pu

king. Four species of Silene are known from China. See

Ind. Fl. sin., I, 64.

Cust. Med., p. 282 (141):— Wang pu liu king exported

1885 from Amoy 2.33 piculs,—p. 368 (387), from Canton

4 piculs.

liu

So moku, VIII, 27 :—5£ >f»® fj Saponaria vaecaria, L.

Phon 20, XVIII, 19 :—The same Chinese name applied to

* —
7 L

Polemonium cceruleum, L.

21] to Melamlnum fi

114.—2p jg t'ing IL P., XVI, 51. T., CXLL

Pen king:— T'ing U, J£ Jg ta shi, ^ if ta shi. Seeds

used in medicine. Taste pungent. Nature cold. Non-

poisonous.

Comp. Rh ya, 78.

Pie lu .-—Other names : T M tin9 ^ $J If

(dog shepherd's purse), grows in Kao ch'eng [in Chi

App, 115],

in summer.

27

The seeds are gathered
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T'ao Hung-king:—The best is produced in P'eng

ch'eng [in Kiang su, App. 247]. This is the £ f£ hung

(male) tsi. The mu (female) tsi grows in Mid China.

Small yellow seeds and very bitter. They are boiled for

use.

Su Sung [11th cent.]:—It is common in all the pre-

fectures of Pien tung [Ho nan, App. 250], Shen si [App.

284] and Ho pei [S. Chi li and W. Shan tung, App. 78].

The drug from Ts'ao chou [in Shan tung, App. 344] is

the best. The plant grows from six to seven inches high and

resembles the tsi [Capsella. See 251]. The root is white.

It flowers in the 3rd month. Yellowish flowers. The fruit

is a horn (capsule, silique). The seeds are small, slightly

oblong, flattened, yellow, and resemble millet. The plant is

mentioned in the Yiie ling of the Li hi under the name of

mei ts'ao. [Legge, Li ki, I, 271, translates "delicate

herbs." The Chinese commentator Cheng Hi)AN says that

it is a kind of tsi (Capsella) or tHng li.]

Li Shi-chen :—There are two sorts of t'ing //—the sweet

and the bitter. The first is also called $J ^ kou kiai (dog

mustard).

Cust. Med., p. 164 (367) :—THng li tsz
1 exported 1885

from Shang hai 0.78 picul,—p. 130 (156), from Chin kiang

0.69 picul.—Hank. Med., 45 :—Exported also from Han kow.

Ch., XI, 63:— THng li. The figure represents a cru-

ciferous plant.

For the identification of the tHng li, see Bot. sin., 78,

Sisymbrium, Draba, etc.

115.—$ m ch'e tsHen. P., XVI, 54. T., CLXII.

Pen king: —Ch'e tsHen (cart-track plant), % M tan9

tao. The seeds are officinal. Taste sweet. Nature cold.

Non-poisonous.
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For other ancient names comp. Rh ya
9 200, Classics, 439.

Pie lu :—Other names : ^ iH Ulu l (ox track), Jg j|$| ^
ha ma i (frog's cloak). The ch'e ts'ien grows in Chen ting

[in Chi li, App. 11] in marshes, also in the mountains and on

roads. It is gathered on the 5th day of the 5th month and

dried in the shade.

T'ao Hung-king :— It is a common plant about houses

and by waysides.

Su Kung [7th cent.]:—Now the best comes from K'ai

chou [in Sz ch'uan, App. 113].

Su Sung [11th cent.]—It is a common plant in Kiang,

Hu and Huai [Mid China, App. 124, 83, 89] near cultivated

land, also in Pien [in Ho nan, App. 248] and in North

China. The leaves are all on the surface of the ground

(radical leaves), grow the whole year, attain the length of

one foot and more and are ladle-shaped. Several stems rise

from the centre of the leaves, each bearing at the top a

spike of small green flowers tinged with red, like a rat's

Brown seeds resembling those of the Vina li [see 114].tail.

It is also cultivated in gardens for its seeds. That from

Shu (Sz ch'uan) is much valued. The leaves are gathered

in the 5th month, the seeds in the 7th and 8th. In North

China the people sell the root as a substitute for the tsz' yuan

[Aster. See 102].

The Kiu huang [XLVI, 11] figures the plant under

lK §m ^ c^e lun fei« (cart-wheel vegetable).

This figure and that in the Ch. [XI, 28] sub ch'e ts'iea

represent Plantago.

Ch'e ts ;en ig the common name of Plantago major. L.,

at Peking.

Lour., Fl. cochin., 90 -.—Plantago major. Sinice : die

tsien tcao. Decocto seminum maxime atuntur indigence at

diuresim promovendam. Succo foliorum expresso, melle

apum condito medentur tenesmo et fluxui sanguineo.
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TATAR., Cat., 14 :— Ch'e tsHen Uz\ Semina Plantaginis.

P. Smith, 14.

Henry, Chin, pi., 20 -.—Ch'e ts'ien ts'ao, in Hu pei

Plantago major. The seeds enter into the composition of

Hang fen, a jelly used in summer.

Cust. Med., p. 12 (98):— Ch'e tsHen seeds exported 1885

from New chwang 366 piculs,—p. 74 (125), from Han kow

254 piculs,—p. 90 (58), from Kiu kiang 98 piculs —p. 30

(118), from Tien tsin 57 piculs,—p. 198 (193), from Ning po

3.34 piculs,—p. 374 (450), from Canton 1.7 picul.

Amcen. exot., 912 :—^ fft sjaden, vulgo obacko. Plan-

tago major vulgaris, latifolia.

So mohi, II, 27:— Same Chinese name, Plantago

asiatica, L.

116.—J§ ^fm pien ts'ao. P., XVI, 57. T.
r
CLXV.

Pie lu:—Ma pien ts'ao (whip herb). Only the name

given and the medical virtues explained. The leaves are

officinal. Taste bitter. Nature cold. Non-poisonous. Also

the root, which is said to be pungent and harsh.

T'ao Hung-king :—It is a common plant near villages,

on burial wastes and on pathways. The stem is like the

[Asarum. See 401

r* *s L.CJ •

a synonym for t'ung hao which is Chrysanthemum Roxburghii.

Comp. also Bot. sin., II, 436].

Su Kung [7th cent.]:—The leaves of this plant resemble

those of the lang ya [Potentilia ? See 134] and also those

of the cfcung wei [Leonurus. See 78]. It sends up three

or four spikes of small flowers like those of the ch'e ts'ien

[Plantago. See 115]. This spike resembles a whip, whence

the name. It does not resemble the feng hao. Another

Iiame is /y| jgf jp feng
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Han Pao-sheng [10th cent.] says that the flowers are

white.

Su Sung [11th cent.]:—It is common in Heng shan

[in Hu nan, App. 209]

and in Kiang and Huai [Kiang su and An hui, App. 124,

89]. It resembles the i mu [Leonnrus. See 78], but

the stem is round, from two to three feet high.—Regarding

the f| 5F Jp lung ya ts'ao (dragon's tooth, which some

believe to be the same as the ma pien ts'ao), Su Sung says

that it grows in Shi chou [in Hu pei, App. 288] and that

the root is used in medicine.

Li Shi-chen :—The ma pien is a common plant in low

places. It has a square stem, leaves resembling those of

the i mu (Leonurus) and standing opposite. In autumn

small purple flowers in spikes like those of Plantago. The

seeds resemble those of the p'eng hao [v. supra'] and are small.

The root is small and white. T'ao Hung-king and Su Sung

describe the plant incorrectly.

Ch., XIV, 8 :

—

Ma pien ts'ao. By the plant figured

Verbena may be intended. The description in the P. agrees

in a general way.

Lour., FL cochin., 33 :

—

Verbena officinalis, L. Sinice :

ma pien tsao.

Parker, Canton pi., 266 :— Verbena officinalis, ma pien

ts'ao. In Sz eh'uan the same plant is called Vie ma pien

[Parker in littj. See also Henry, Chin, pi, 457.

P. Smith, 226.

Cust. Med., p. 376 (481):—Ma pien ts'ao exported

1885, from Canton 481 piculs —p. 424 (141), from Pakhoi

0.5 b picul,—p. 288 (218), t'ie ma pien from Amoy 1.3 picul

In the Hank. Med. the ma pien ts'ao is mentioned as exported

from Hankow.
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So molcu, XI, 42:—JH fgi ^L Verbena officinalis.

Ibid., IX, 9 :—f| ^ fj£ Agrimonia viseidula, Bge. This

drawing agrees with that sub lung ya ts'ao in Ch.
y
XII, 29.

See also Kiu huang, LII, 17.

117.—|g ^ £/* 7iaw. P., XVI, 59. T., CLXVII.

Pen king

:

—She han, jjg ff s/** Men (snake's bridle). The

leaves are officinal. Taste bitter. Nature slightly cold. Non-

poisonous.

Pie lu :—The she han grows in I chou [Yiin nan, App.

102] in mountain-valleys. It is gathered in the 8th month

and dried in the shade.

T'ao Hung-king :—The she Men is a common plant.

There are two kinds, both grow on stony ground also in

loamy soil. That generally used has small leaves and yellow

flowers.

Su Sung [11th cent.]:—It grows in Hing chou

Shen si, App. 66] and in other places. It grows on stony

ground, also in damp places. In Shu (Sz ch'uan) the people

cultivate this plant. Snakes dislike it. There are two kinds

of this plant, one with 5 leaves, the other with 7, on the satne

footstalk. The root is gathered in the 8th month and dried

in the shade.

Ch'en Ji-hua [author of the Sung dynasty] and Su Sung

[11th cent.]:—The stem and the leaves used in medicine.

There is one kind in Shu (Sz ch'uan) which is called %
3P tsz

1 pei lung ya [leaves purple underneath].

Li Shi-chen :—There are two kinds of this plant. That

with small leaves is the she Men, that with large leaves is

II ij lung Men (dragon's bridle). It is used for plasters. The

purple she Men, which is smaller and has the back (of the leaf)

of a purple colour is called the /J» f| ^p siao (small) lung y<*>
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This is the tsz' pei lung ya of Su Sung. [Regarding lung ya

see 116.]

67*., XI, 65 :

—

She han. Rude drawing, only leaves.

Perhaps Potentilla is intended.

So moku
9
IX, 35 :— jfjj- ^ Potentilla inclinata, Vill.

PAow so, XIX, 7 :—3?£ t?T few dryadoides, S. & Z.

-ZW&, 7, 8 :—^ 1r$ fi 3f ^ Geum strictum, Ait.

118.—& ^ wfl e«%. P., XVI, 60. P., CXXX.

P*?n king:—Nil ts'ing, ^ || te/o ^Vao (sparrow'

calabash). The root is officinal. Taste pungent. Poisonous.

Pie lu

:

—The nil ts'ing is the root of the she Men [see

117]. It grows in Chu yai [App. 22], is gathered in the 8th

month and dried in the shade.

T'ao Hung-king objects to the statement of the Pei lu

that the nu ts'ing is the root of the she hien. He considers it

to be a distinct plant which has a root like the su tuan [see

8-4] and very bitter leaves. The nu ts'ing root is produced in

King chou [Hu pei, App. 146].

in marshes.

NG [7th cent.]:—The nu ts'ing or tsio p'iao grows

Its leaves resemble those of the lo mo (Metaplexis

Stauntoni) and are opposite. The fruit has the appearance of a

calabash, whence the name. It is about the size of a jujube.

The root resembles the pai wet [ Vincetoxicum. See 44]. The

stem and the leaves have an offensive odour. The site hien is

a different plant.

The name nil ts'ing is not found in the Ch., but [Ch.9
V,

7] tsio p'iao is given as another name for ti shao kua, which is

Vincetoxicum sibiricum, a small plant with linear lanceolate

leaves and a large edible fruit.

So moku, IV, 39 .—in ff Pcederia fcetida, L. This may

be the nil ts'ing described by Su Kung.
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the name ^|^ |]g Id shi t'eng (chicken

fasti

Fl. cochin.. 213, sub G>

Canton plants, 189. It has, according to Parker, the same

name in Sz ch'uan. The drawing of the ki shi t'eng [CL,

XIX, 55] is very rude.

119. XVI

Comp. Rh ya, 17.

Pie lu :—The shu wei ts'ao ( rat's-tail herb ) grows in

marshes. In the 4th month the leaves are gathered, and in

the 7th the flowers. Taste bitter. Nature slightly cold. Non-

poisonous.

Wd P'u [3rd cent.] calls this plant |U ^ §g shan ling

kHao.

T'AO Hung-king :—It is a common wild-growing plant

The people use its juice for dyeing a black colour.

In the Pen ts'ao shi i [8th cent.] the synonyms

wu ts'ao (black herb) and ^ ^ shui tsHng. The plant has

purple flowers. The stem and the leaves are used for dyeing

black.

Han Pao-sheng [10th cent.]:—It grows in damp

places. In K'ien chung [Kui chow, App. 142] the people

collect the plant for medical use. The leaves resemble those

of the hao (Artemisia). In the summer four or five flower-

spikes, like those of the ch'e ts'ien [Plantago. See 115], spring

from the top of the stem. The flowers are red or white.

This is probably a Salvia. For further particulars see

Pot. sin., II, 17.

Cust. Med., p. 288 (215):—Shu wei exported 1885 from

Amoy 0.1 picul.
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1^0.—jl H lien kHao. P., XVI, 65. T., CXXXI.
Comp. 7t!A ya, 120.

P£ft fc/ngr:

—

Lien kHao. The Index of the Pen king has

fc'/ao ken (k'iao root). Taste of the root sweet. Nature

cold and uniform. Slightly poisonous.

Chang Chung-king [2nd cent.] calls the root of this

plant 3g fg lien yao.

Pie lu:—Other names : ]£ ^ san lien,
ffi ffi chu ken

(bamboo-root). The lien kHao grows in the mountain-valleys

of T'ai shan [in Shan tung, App. 322]. It is gathered in

the 8th month and dried in the shade.

Wcj P'rj [3rd cent.] calls it jgj ^ Ian hua
[

properly a name applied to several orchideous plants, see 62].

T'ao Hung-kiNg :—It is a common plant. Now the

stem, together with the flowers and fruit, is used in medicine.

The Yao sing Pen ts'ao [7th cent] calls it JjL ^| ^ han

lien tsz\ Z2

Su King [7th cent.]:---There are two kinds of this

plant, the large k'iao and the small kHao. The larger grows

in low, damp places. Leaves narrow and long. Handsome
yellow flowers. The fruit is a peculiarly opening capsule

resembling that of the ch'un tree (Cedrela).

The small kHao grows on elevated plains. It resembles

the first in its leaves, flowers and capsules, but is smaller. In

Shan nan [S. Shen si, App. 2G8] both drugs are used, but in

Ch'ang an [ancient capital of China, App. 6] they use only

the fruit of the larger sort and do not employ the stem and

the flowers.

In the P. [XVI, 63] JfL ^ft ^ han Item ts'ao is given as a nonyrn
for %sl Wa & ch'ang, which in Japan is Eclipta. CwL Med., 374 (4GI), han

lien ts'ao exported 1885 from Canton 3.89 piculft, BttAU* [Uank. Mt&., 14]

identifies luin, lien Uao with dried lilies.

28
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Su Sung [11th cent.]:—It is now common in Pien king

Ho App. 248], in Ho chung [S.W. Shan si, App.

74], in Kiang ning [Nan king, App. 129] and many other

places in North and Mid China. After this follows a descrip-

tion of the plant similar to that given by Su Kung.

The name lien k'iao, in China as well as in Japan, is

tythia and Hypericum. For further particularsFoi

Bot

Tatar., Cat., 34:

—

Lien k'iao, Fructus Forsythw

P. Smith, 98.

Cust. Med., p. 72 (95):—Lien k'iao exported from

Hankow 2,8G4 piculs,—p. 32 (150), from Tien fain 789

piculs,—p. 48 (44), from Chefoo 35 piculs.

121.—M 3£ *« ying. P., XVI, 67. T., CXLVII.

Pie lu:~ The lu ying grows in Hiung rh [in N.W. Ho

nan, App. 69], in river-valleys, also in Yuan kii [in Shan

tung, App. 415]. It is gathered in the beginning of autumn.

Taste bitter. Nature cold. Non-poisonous.

Su Kung [ 7th cent. ] states that the lu ying is the

same as the so t'iao [see the next]. But later authors [Ma

Chi, Su Sung, Li Shi-chen] keep them apart, proving that

the so t'iao is a different plant, and is poisonous. The

description of the lu yiny is \ ague. Su Sung refers to Bh ya

'222. The flowers are officinal.

For identification see the next.

'

122.—Hi M so t'iao. P., XVI, 68. T., CXLVII.

Pie lu :—So t'iao, M M kin ts'ao, 3£ ki. The so t'iao
i:.

-
-

*
Agrows in fields. The leaves are gathered in spring aa<*

summer, the stem and the root in autumn and winter. Taste

sour. Nature warm. Poisonous.
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T'ao Hung-king :—It is a common plant near fields, in

burial wastes and near villages.

Su Kung [7th cent.] sa} ,
the so tHao is the same :i

tlie lu ytng, and rotors to Rh ya, 134.

K'ou Tsung-shi [12th cent]:—The so t'iao has white

flowers. The fruit is at first green, like the lit ton (green

bean, Phaseolus Mungo)^ arranged in clusters, several hundreds

together, like a shallow cup. In the 10th month these berries

become red.

Li Shi-chen adds :—Every leaf consists of 5 leaflets. It

is also known by the name of ^ ^ jipL tsie ku ts'ao (plant

which joins together [broken] bone-).

Ch., XI, 75 :

—

Lu ifing or so t'iao. Representation of a

plant with pinnate leaves, berry-like fruits. Henry [Chin.

pL, 80] means that it is Sambucus Chinensis, Lindl.

There is in the P. [XXXVI, 74] a short account, from

the T'ang Pen ts'ao [7th cent.], of the £g # 7fv

or $K # 7fc su ku mu [both these names mean wood (tree)

which joins broken bones] also called fc £$ || mu (tree) so

tHao. Su Kung says, the leaves and the flowers of the tsie

ku mu resemble those of the lu ying, but the tsie ku mu is a

tree from 10 to 20 feet high [the lu ying is herbaceous]. Its

wood is very light and empty, it has no heart. It is much

cultivated. The tsie ku mu has the property of healing broken

bones, whence the name. [It seems a decoction of the leaves

is administered internally to that effect.] The skin of tho

root is also employed in medicine.—Ch'en Ts'aNG-k'i [8th

cent.] says that the tsie ku mu is slightly poisonous.

The tsie ku mu is figured in the Ch. [XXXVIII, 35],

onlv leave-, rude drawing and again XXXV, 15. Henry

[

(s

Cust. Med., p. 298 (374):— Tsie ku ts'ao exported 1885

from Amoy 1.45 picul.
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So moku, V, 45 :— f3f l|| Sambucus Thunbergiana, Bl

(shrub).

Plwn zo, XCII, 23, 24 :—^ ^ 7fc Sambucus racemosa, L.

(tree), .TCwa W, 93, tiafcu noki.

Sieb., CEcon., 239 :

—

Sambucus puhescens (a variety of

£. racemosa), japonice : tadsu ; sinice : 3^ ^ /jv Folia

adhibentur in vulneribus.

123.—f| lan. P., XVI, 70. T., CV.

Comp. Rh ya, 178, Classics, 392.

P<?r* fow^r :

—

Lan. The Index of the Pen king has ^
Zar? shi (fruit). The fruit (seed) used in medicine. Taste

bitter. Nature cold. Non-poisonous.

Pielu:—The lan shi grows in Ho nei (S.E. Shan si,

App. 77] in marshes. Stem and leaves used for dyeing blue.

T'ao Hung-king :—This is the plant now employed for

dyeing a dark blue (|tf ||) colour. That with pointed leaves

is the best.

Su Kung [7th cent.]:—There are two kinds of lan. One

has round leaves, 2 inches in diameter and 2 to 4 fen thick-

yields a dark blue colour. It grows in Ling nan [S. China,

App. 197] and in the Court of Sacrifices
33

it is called 7fv|l

mu (tree) lan tsz*. The plant of which T'ao Hung-king

speaks is the ^ [ sung (Cabbage) lan. From the juice [
ot

its leaves] the $ tien (Indigo) is prepared. The lan referred

to in the Pen king are the seeds of the ft I
liao {Polygonum)

lan. From this plant also Indigo is prepared.

Su Sung [11th cent.] :—The lan is a common plant which

is much cultivated in gardens. It grows from 2 to 3 fee* iuo »

and has leaves like the shui liao [Water Polygonum. See #

M*^
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[S. China]

lowers. Seeds also like those of the

arger and black. It is used for dyeinj

not fit preparing tien (Indigo). It i

]. This is the plant used in medicine.

mu Ian (v.s). It grows in Ling nan

from the sung Ian (v. s). The
#|§ | ma Ian is mentioned in

tho lihya [178]. In Yang chou [in Kiang sn, App. 400]

there is one kind of ma Ian the leaves of which resemble those

of the k'u (bitter) max [Lactuca or Sonchui. See 257]. The

people there use the root in medicine. The ^ [ Wu Ian

which is produced in Kiang ning [Nan king, App. 129]

resembles the hao (Artemisia) and has white flower-.

For further particulars and the identification of the Chine j

Indigo plants see Bot. sin., II, 392. The mil Ian is Indigo/era

ttnctoria, L., and other species yielding the true Indigo.

—

The sang Ian is Isatis tinctoria, L.—The liao Ian is Polygonum

tinctorium.

124.—^ Uao. P., XVI, 76. T., LVIII.

Pen king :— Liao. The Index of the Pen king has :§|

Hao ski (fruit, seeds). The seeds are officinal. Taste pungent.

Nature warm. Non-poisonous.

Pie lu:—The liao shi is produced in Lei tse [App. 182],

in marshes. The leaves also used in medicine.

T'ao Huxg-kixg :—There are many kind- of liao. Thre

of them are used for food. The first is the ^ [
t$Hng

(green) liao, which is much employed by the people. It-

leaves are round or pointed. The round-leaved is the besl

The second is the ^ [ tsz* (purple) Uao. It resembles the

first but is of a purple colour. The third is the ^ [ h g

(fragrant) liao. All these sorts are not very pungent in taste

and are good to eat.
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liao, viz. :

]

1. ts'ing liao

a 7 . 7 . )- these two have thin leaves.
I. lacing Liao

2. y$C I
sfow (water) Z/ao.

f Both have large, broad leaves

covered with black spots.

The flowers of the ta liao are
ma (horse) liao,

1
. , .. ml ,

„ , . , *{ red and white. The seeds
also called ^ [ ta

(large) liao.
resemble Sesam-seeds, are of

a brown colour, flattened and

pointed. [Comp. 125.]

5. t$z
i (purple) liao )

„ ^ %
, , . , lv7 . > both have small, narrow leaves.

"• 5j> I
C'L l (r°d) liao )

7. 7[C I
mu (tree) liao, also called ^ [ tHen liao. A

creeper or twiner. Its leaves resemble the leaves of the che

(Cudrania triloba). Flowers yellowish white.

The above names refer to various species of Polygonum.

For further particulars see Bot. sin., II, 366.

The ||l liao seems to be Polygonum hydropiper. Ch.
}

XI, 57.—Amcen. exot., 891.—So moku, VII, 57. But accord-

ing to Lour. [Fl. cochin., 296], leao mi (shi) at Canton is

Pol. barbatum, L.— Sieb., (Econ., 104:—Polygonum barbatum,

sinice ^ Ilerba edulis.

The yfc I
shut liao is represented Ch.> XIV, 19. So

moku, VII, 62 :
—Polygonum, not determined. HoffM. &

Schlt., 451 (resp. Siebold), refer the above Chinese name

to Polygonum perfoliatum, L.— Lour., Fl. cochin., 295:

Polygonum hydropiper. Sinice : xuei leao (shui liao). Virtus

acris, stimulans, urens. Habitat in paludibus et infra npas

fluminum in Cochinchina et China, ubi ex illo formantur

sepes ad olera aquatica continenda.

[ ma liao, Ch., XI, 59. So moku, VII, 63, under

this Chinese name, Polygonum persicaria^ L.
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The ^ [ hiang liao (fragrant Polygonum) is perhaps

the Polygonum odoratnm. Lour., Fl. cochin., 299. The

Polygonum figured under the above Chinese name in the

Phon zo [XX, 3] has not been determined.

The ^ |
mao (hairy) liao is noticed by Ch'en Ts'ANG-

ki [8th cent.], P., XVI, 80, and figured CL, XIV, 30,

Phon zo, XX, 6 [not identified].

—

Phon zo, XX, 2 :

and S£* [ Polygonum [not identified].

Comp. also Tatar., Cat., 34, liao
y
— P. Smith, 175,

Henry, Chin., pi, 239.

125-—ll ^ hung ts'ao. P., XVI, 79. T., LVIIL

Comp. llh ya, 102, Classics, 426.

i% fei
;—Other names : ^ fl s^ hmg

% 5^ H *****

(heavenly) Z/ao, ^ [ ta (great) liao [for the last two names

comp, 124]. The hung grows on the banks of water-courses,

and resembles the ma liao [see 124] but is larger. In the 5th

month the seeds are gathered. Taste salty. Xature slightly

cold. Non-poisonous.

T'ao Hung-king :—It grows abundantly in damp places,

and much resembles the ma liao, but grows very high. It is

mentioned in the Shi king and in the Rh ya.

Su Sung [11th cent.]:—The hung is also called jfc [

shui (water) hung. It resembles the liao [Polygonum. See

124]. Large leaves, red and white [flowers]. It attains a

height of 10 feet and more.

Li Shi-chen :—It has a coarse stem as thick as a finger,

covered with hair. Its leaves are as large as those of the shang

hi (Phytolacca. See 131). Pale red flowers in spikes. Seed-

flat, brown, and resemble the kernels of the man tsao (small

Jujube. See 336J but are smaller. The flesh within is white,

not very pungent in taste. The seeds are cooked for food.
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The seeds and the flowers used in medicine. The plant is

riilB Olml

The hung is the Polygonum orientale, L. See Bot. sin.,

II, 426. C%., XI, 90.—Henry, Chin., pi., 239.—So moku,

VII, 76.

SlEB., CEcon., 105:

—

Polygonum orientale. Japon.

:

ohetade ; sinice : |e , //^ria «fw#*.

126-—^ #£ ^ c/*an^. P., XVI, 83. T., CLXIV

Comp. 1th ya, 19.

The P/<? hi gives only the name, hu chang (tiger's

and notices the medical virtues of the drug. The root is

used.

T'ao Hung-king :—It grows abundantly in fields. It

resembles the ta ma Mao [Polygonum. See 124]. The stem

is variegated, the leaves are round.

o

In the Yao sing Pen ts'ao [6th and 7th cent.] it is called

^C il $£ ta ch'ung chang,—in the Pen ts'ao shi i [8th cent.]

it is ^ ^ k'u chang

Han Pao-sheng [10th cent.]:—It grows in low, damp

places, like a tree, ten feet and more high. Red stem.

Yellow root. The root is gathered in the 2nd and 3rd month

and dried in the sun.

In the Ji hua Pen ts'ao [10th cent.] it is called i$£ #t

pan chang (variegated staff).

Su Sung [11th cent.]:—It now grows in Fen chou

[in Shan
[

418], in Ch'u chou [in An hui, A pp. 25], where it is a

common plant. The young plants resemble bamboo-sprouts.

It is covered with red spots. Leaves like small apricot-leaven

It flowers in the 7th month, and bears seed in the 9th.
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The skin of the root is black, but the root is yellow within

like the root of the willow. The plant is more than ten

feet high.

According to Li Shi-CHEN the plant is also called f$ |£
suan chang.

C/t., XI, i)l :

—

ILi chang. Rude drawing. Perhaps a

Polygonum is intended.

So moku, VII, 78 :

—

j}£ $£ Polygonum cuspidatum,

S. &Z.

127-—H % JwVn cto. P., XVI, 85. T., CX LIV.

Comp. Rk ya, 54.

P^n king

:

—Pien ch'u. It seems the whole plant i

used in medicine. Taste bitter. Nature uniform. Non-

poisonous.

Pie hi

:

—The pien ch'u grows in Tung lai [in Shan

tung, App. 373] in mountain-valley-. It is gathered in

the 5th month and dried in the shade.

Wu P'u [3rd cent.] calls it ^ ^ pien pien and ]|f |£
pien man.

T'ao Hubg-king:—It is a common plant which covers

the ground. White flowers between (around) the joints.

Small green leave-. It- vulgar name is ]|j *ft
pien dm.

Su Sung [11th cent.]:—It grows by roadsides, cover-

ing the ground. The young plant resemble the t mai

[-Dianthus. See 112]. Leaves small, green, like bamboo-

leaves, lied stem. Very small greenish yellow flowers.

The root looks like Artemisia root. The leaves and the

steins are gathered in the 4th or 5th month, according to

others in the 2nd month. Mentioned in the Rh ya.

Li Shi-chen :—The plant has small leaves like those of

the lo chou [Koehia. See 111], but they are not pointed.

Blender stem which lies on the ground with the joints near

29
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each other. It flowers in the 3rd month. Small red flowers

like those of the liao Ian [Polygonum tinctorium. See 123].

The plant is also called *» ftfi jg f,

plant), for the stem is covered with a [white] powder. As
the plant grows by waysides it is also called il ^fe ^ too

sheng ts'ao (way plant).

This is probably a small Polygonum. According to

Tatar. [Cat, 3], pien cttu is Polygonum hydropiper, L.

P. Smith [175] means that it is P. aviculare, L. For

Chinese and Japanese drawings see Bot. gin., II, 54.

Cuti. Med., p. 332 (253):—Pien eh'u exported 1885

from Swatow 1.72 picul.

128.—^ ^ tsin ts'ao. P., XVI, 86. P., CVIL

Comp. Eh ya, 10, Classics, 461.

Pen king:— Tsin ts'ao. It seems the whole plant is

officinal. Taste bitter. Nature uniform. Non-poisonous.

Pie lu

:

—The tsin ts'ao grows in Ts'ing i [in Sz ch'uan,

App. 361] in river-valleys. It is gathered in the 9th and

10th months. The plant is fit for dyeing a gold-yellow

colour.

Wu P'u [3rd cent.] calls it ^ ^ huang ts'ao (yellow

herb) and states that it grows in the mountain-valleys of

T'ai shan [Shan tung, App. 322].

Su Kung [7th cent.]:—The locality Ts'ing i [mentioned

in the Pie lu] lies west of I chou [See App. 102]. The

tsin ts'ao is a common plant in marshes and on the banks

of rivulets. The leaves resemble bamboo -leaves but are

mall and tender. Stem slender and round. The people of

King and Siang [both in I In pei, App. 116, 30.")], by boiling

the plant, prepare an excellent yellow dye. The vulgar name

H Z|| lii ju or [ jf
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Li Shi-chex :—This plant is green, but it can be used

for dyeing a yellow colour. The ancient dictionary S/wo

wen notices a plant ^ li (lei) which dyes a sort of yellow.

This is the plant under review. In the History of th<

Earlier Han it is stated that the feudal princes had a golden

seal with a green ribbon (H$|). A commentator of tin

4th century says that the plant which yielded this colour is

called ffc j|l li ts'ao and grows in Lang ye and P'ing ch'ang

[both iu Shan tung, App. 178]. It resembles the at

[Artemisia. See 72] and is used for dyeing. This is also

the tsin ts'ao.

For the identification of this plant see Bot. sin., 11, 4(11

(Phalaris). The Plum zo [XX, 15] figures sub |g ^ a

Graminea. But two other figures with the same Chinese

name, on the same plate, seem to be intended for Polygonum.

129.—^ |g tsi li. P., XVI, 86. T., OXLL

Comp. Rh ya, 90, Classics, 427.

Pen king

:

— Tsi li, *£* j|5 p'ang t'ung, J#{ \ k'tl jen,

lh ft chi king, ffi %% hiu yii. The fruit (seed) is officinal.

Taste bitter. Xature warm. Non-poisonous.

Pie In:—The tsi li grows in Feng i [in Shen si, App.

40] in marshes and by roadsides The fruit is gathered in

the 7th and 8th months and dried in the sun.

T ;ao Huxg-king :— The plant grows abundantly on

roads and walls. The leave over the ground. The fruit^
resembles the lh [Traj . See 296], but is smaller. It i^

provided with spines. The plant is x<*vy common in Ch'ang

an [the ancient capital of China in Shen si]. When the

people walk it sticks to their wooden shoe-. In war tsi li

made of iron are used to defend a pa—age. [It -eems a

kind of chevaux de /rise is meant] . The tsi li is mentioned
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in the I king [Legge's Yi king, p. 162 (3). He translates

tsi li by thorns] and in the Shi king.

Su Sung [11th cent.]:—It (the fruit) is gathered in

winter. It is of a yellowish white colour. The plant is

mentioned in the Rh ya. There is a peculiar kind which

is called Q [ [
pai (white) tsi li and which is produced

in the district of ]§* jfc Sha yuan in the prefecture of T'ung

chou [in Shen si, App. 267, 378] on pasture grounds.

It is also found in Mid China. It creeps over the sand, and

flowers in the 7th month. The flowers are yellow and purple,

and resemble pea-flowers but are smaller. In the 9th month

it is in fruit. The fruit is a pod. The seeds are grayish

green, of a sweet taste and a somewhat strong smell.

K'ou Tsung-shi [12th cent.]:—There are two kinds of

tsi li. One is called $fc ] [ tu tsi li. This is the common
plant which covers the ground by waysides. It has small

yellow flowers and a spiny fruit. The other is the pai tsi li,

which grows in Sha yuan [v. supra]. It has reniform

seeds of the size of millet, and is used in complaints of the

kidneys.

The common tsi li is the Tribulus terrestris, L. For

ancient Chinese names and further particulars see Bot. sin.,

II, 427.

Lour., Fl. cochin., 331 :— Tribulus terrestris. Sinice

Cie li tsjt.

Tatar., Cat., 57 :—Tsi li, Tribulus terrestris.—P. Smith

[221] is wrong in identifying the pai tsi li with Tribulus,

for this Chinese name seems to refer to a leo-umincus plant.

Cust. Med., p. 80 (190):— Tsi li exported 1885 from

Han kow 20 piculs,—p. 34 (45), sha yuan tsi li, from Tien

tsin 45 piculs.

The Phtm zo [XX, 16] represents sub ^^£^11 %

leguminous plant. Vicia ?
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130.—;*; M ta huang. P., XVIIIa, 1. T., CLV.

Pen king:— Ta huang (great yellow), ^ j£ huang liam

(yellow excellent), ^ j|l tsiang kiln (captain general)- The

root is officinal. Taste hitter. Nature cold. Non-poisonous.

Pie hi:—The ta huang growa in Ho si [west of th

Yellow River. See App. 79] in mountain- valleys, also in

Lung si [in Kan so, App. 210]. The root is taken up in

the 2nd and 8th months and dried by fire.

Wu PcO [3rd cent,]:—Other name-: fc §£ huo $hen

(fire Ginseng) and J^ $|J fu ju. The ta huang grows in

Shu [Western Sz ch'uan, App. 292], in Pei pu [in Sz

ch'aan, App. 244], also in Lung si. In the 2nd month the

young leaves are rolled up and are of a yellowish red colour.

The plant grows three feet and more high. The leaves

are arranged four together opposite around the stem. In

the 3rd month it opens its yellow flowers, in the 5th it bears

black fruits (seeds). In the 8th month the root, which

contains a yellow juice, is dug up, cut up in slices and dried

in the shade. Emperor Shen nuno and Lei King [the

latter is said to have lived in the days of Emperor HUANG
ti] considered the ta huang to have poisonous properties.

Other ancient authors say it is not poisonous. [The P.

classes it among the poisonous drugs.]

T'ao Hung-king :—The name ta huang refers to th<

yellow colour of the root, the name tsiang kan to the excellent

and prompt effect of the drug. The drug which is now

brought from I ehou [Sz ch'uan, App. 102], namely from

Pei pu [r. supra] and Wen slum [in Sz ch'uan, App. 388]

and the western mountains, is not equal in quality to that

from Ho si and Lung -i [v. $upra], it is darker in colour

and of a very bitter and harsh taste. That from Si ch'uan

[in Kan su, App. 296], which is dried in the shade, is of a
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good quality. In Pei pu they dry it in the sun. That

dried by fire appears slightly charred and is not eaten by

worms.

Su Kung [7th cent.]:—This plant in its stem, leav

and seeds resembles the yang ti \Rumex. See 193], but

its stem grows from six to seven feet hish. It is easily

broken and of a sour taste. The stalks are much eaten in

a raw state. The knives are coarse, long and thick. The

root is red and resembles that of an old yang ti {Rume.r)

root. In shape it is like a bowl, two feet long. Its nature

is soft and moist, and it is easily destroyed by worms. That

dried by artificial heat is durable. It is dried by means

of heated stones on which are placed the roots cut in slices.

Being thus heated for a day, a hole is made in each piece,

through which they are strung together. Now the best

drug comes from Tang chou [in Sz ch'uan or Kan su,

App. 331], Liang chou [in Kan su, App. 189], Si Kiang

[Kukonor, App. 300], Shu [Sz ch'uan, 292]. It is also

found north of Yu [present Peking, App. 411], but this is

smaller in size, and in point of strength inferior to that

from Shu. What T'ao Huxg-king says about the ta hian.

from Shu being inferior to that of Lung si is incorrect.

Su Sung [11th cent.]:—The ta huang is now produced

in all the prefectures of Shu ch'uan [Sz ch'uan, App. 292],

Ho tung [Shan si, App. 80] and Shen si [present Shen si

and Kan su, App. 284]. But the drug from Shu, with

fine veins, is the best, Next comes that from Ts'in [in

Kan su, App. 358] and Lung [in Shen si, App. 215], but

perhaps Lung si [in Kan su, App. 21(5] is meant. This

is called ± $= ^ f£ T-n m (Tibetan) ta huati .
The ta

huang plant begins to grow in the 1st month. Its leaves

resemble those of the pi ma (Rieinui) and are as large i
»

fan. The root resembles that of the yil [Colocasia. See

261], the largest is of the size of a bowl and one or two feet
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lonjr. It flowers in the 4th month. The flowers arc yellow,

green and red, n embling those of bock-wheat. The stem

is like a bamboo, of a gr m and purple colour. The root

is taken up in the 2nd and 8th months and, the black kin

which covers it bein<j taken off, it is cut in slices and dried

hv fire. The ta huang from Shu is flattened like the

tongue of an ox and is therefore called ^ 15* K ^4 atu *&

(ox tongue) ta huang. There is a sort of ta huang produced

in Kiang and Huai [Kiang su and An hui, A}>]>. 124, 89]

which is called i ^ |gr ^u (native) ta In/any. It flowers

in the 2nd month and produces small fruits.

SUNG K'i [11th cent.], in his description of I chou

[Sz ch'uan, App. 102], states that the ta huang grows

abundantly in the high mountains of Shu. It has a red

stem and large leaves. The root is so large that in the drug

markets they use it as a pillow. The interior is beautifully

veined with purple or brown.

In the days of Li Shi-CHen the best ta huang was

brought from Chuang lang [in Kan sn, App. 27], and the

author observes that this agrees with the localities noticed

in the Pie he as producing this drug.

Ta huang is still the common name in China for

Rhubarb. The drawing of the plant iu the CL [XXIV, i]

is rude and incorrect. Of the species of Rh >>n which

furnish this Chinese drug two are known to our botanist-.
»

Seeds of the true Rhubarb plant, procured from China by

way of Kiakhta, were first received in St. Petersburg, iu

1750, and distributed by the Russian government to the

Horticular Societies of England, Scotland and Germany,

and from that time the plant was much cultivated in Europe.

Linn.els named it Rheum pdmatum. It was for a long

time doubted whether this was really the genuine Rhubarb,

till the late General [then Captain] Przewalsky, in 1872,
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visited the province of Kan su, where he observed the plant

which yields the much-valued Kiakhta Rhubarb, so culled

because it was imported through Kiakhta. The plants raised

in the Botanic Gardens, St. Petersburg, from the seeds he

had brought home, proved to be the well-known Rheum
palmatum. Another species from Sz ch'uan and S.E. Tibet,

from which a great part of the best Chinese Rhubarb is

derived, was obtained in 1867 by the French missionaries,

and sent to Paris, where it was cultivated and described by

Baillon as Rheum officinale.

That which the natives in North China call t'u ta liuang

(native Rhubarb) is the root of Rheum rhaponticum, L.,

and the variety compaetum, frequently seen in the Peking

mountains.

P. Smith, 185.—Henry, Chin, pi, 438.

Cust. Med., p. 70 (61):— Ta huang exported 1885 from

Han kow [probably Sz ch'uan Rhubarb] 5,(550 piculs,

p. 58 (22), from I chang 2,123 piculs —p. 26 (53), from

Tien tsin 1,093 piculs [probably Kan su Rhubarb].

So moku, VII, 91, 92 :—^ f§ ft g (Chinese Rhubarb,

cultivated), Rheum undukdum, L.

—

Ibid., 2$:—^ ft

Rumex aquatints.

Sieb., CEeon., Ill :

—

Rheum tataricum. Japonice : Too

dai ivoo. Colitur in usum modicum, Chinensi vero longe

inferior radice.

Ibid., 112:

—

Rheum palmatum. Rarius cultum.

131.—J® m *tong la. P., XVIIa, 8. T.
9
CXXXL

Comp. Rh ya, 112.

Pen king :Shang lu, g? $f ye hi. The root is officinal

Taste pungent. Nature uniform. Poisonous.
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In the Kuang ya [3rd cent.] it is called J§ ]% ma u*

(horse's tail).

Pie In :—The tihang lu grows in Hien yang [in Shen si,

App. 65] in mountain-valleys. It (the root) has the shape

of n man and has spiritual (divine) power (f$).

Lei HlAO [5th cent.]:—There are two kinds of this

plant winch resemble each other in their leave-. One is

called ffi H chH (red) ch'ang. It is not edible, but i

injurious to man. The other has white flowers [and is called

the white ch'ang. See further on]. It is cultivated, and

the slenjen (immortals, Taoists) use it for food.

Su King [7th cent]:—There arc two sorts—the red

and the white. The white is used in medicine, the red i

possessed of evil power and is very poisonous.

Han Pao-sheng [10th cent.]:—The plant has large,

thick, succulent leaves resembling in shape the tongue of an

ox. That with red flowers has also a red root. The root

of the white flowered is white. The root is dug up in the

2nd aud 8th months and dried in the <un.

Su Sung [11th cent.]:—The popular name of the plant

is ^ #P #t chcatff I'm ken. It is much cultivated in gardens.

It grows from three to four feet high. The leaves resemble

the tongue of an ox, but are longer. Stem green and red and

soft. It flowers in summer and in autumn. Purplish red

flowers in clusters. The root resembles a radish, but is

longer. It is mentioned in the lih ya. The flowers are also

used in medicine.

In the K'ai Pao Pen ts'ao [10th cent.] the plant i-

also called ^ pj| tang lu and Q || pai (white) ch'ang

[v. supra").

Li Shi-chkn :— In ancient times the sfiang lu was

cultivated as a vegetable. The sort with a white root as

well as the purple sort are propagated by planting the root

cut in pieces. It can also he raised from seeds. The root, as

30
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well as the leaves and the stem [of the white sort] can be

eaten when cooked. But that of a red and yellow colour is

not edible, for it is poisonous.

Ch., XXIV, 3 :

—

Shang In. Phytolacca. Good drawing.

See also Kin huang, LI, 5, sub chang liu ken.

Tatar., Cat., 51 :

—

Shang lu. Had. Phytolacca octandrce.

—Gauger [33] describes and figures the root of the slicing

lu.—P. Smith, 171.

Cust. Med., p. 348 (130):—Shang lu exported 1885

from Canton 1 picul,—p. 280 (103), from Amoy 1.25 picul

According to Plank. Med., p. 36, exported also from Hankow.

The plant cultivated in Peking- under the name of shang

lu
9
and which is found also wild in the mountains, is Phytolacca

acinosa, Roxbg.

It has the same Chinese name in Japan. See Bot. sin.,

112.

SlEB., CEcon., 128 :

—

Phytolacca octandra {Ph. acinosa).

Japonice : jama goboo; sinice : ^J^, Radix habetur venenata.

Herba agricolis remedium diureticum, ac adhuc tenera inter

obsonia posita.

132.—^ ^ lang tu. P., XVIIa, 11. 7
7

., CLXV.

Pen king :—Lang tu (wolf poison). The root is officinal
___ __ *i

Taste pungent. Nature uniform. It is very poisonous.

34 The Po wu chi [3rd cent.J quotes a pa Age from the 8hen mng

Pen ts'ao in which it is stated that among medicines there are live poisonous

drugs, vis* :

1. The 5(§ ^ lang tit. Counter poison the chart sz
l [see 356].

2. The Cl^ ton [Crctm TiffHum. See 331]. Counter poison

the ij| ft huochi [the juice expressed from the leaves of the soy-

bean].

3. W: JlM U I* [Veratrum. See 142]. Counter poison 1/0 fang

(broth).

4. The^ t$. Vien Ithuuj and the JH ${ wu ton [Aronite. See 144,

146]. Counter poison the soy-bean.

5 - St ?Fl>(M mao [Cantha rules]. Counter poison stone salt.
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Pie hi:—The lang tu grows in Tscin t'ing [in Kan su,

App. 361] in mountain-valleys, also in Peng kao [in Shan
tun-, App. 41]. The root is gathered in the 2nd and 8th

months and dried in the shade. That which is old and heavy
and sinks in water is good.

T'ao Hung-kinO:—This drag is also produced in Twig
eh'ang [in Kan su, App. 330], hut it is rare there, for certain

vipers are said to eat the root. That from T'ai shan [in Shan
tung, App. 322] is more generally used. The drag from
Han cliung [S. Shen si, App. 54] and Kien p'ing [in W.
Hu pei, App. 139] resembles very much the root of the

does not sink in water.

See 133], but the latter

Su Kung [7th cent.]:—This drug is now produced in

Ts'in chou and Ch'eng chou [both in Kan su, App. 358, 18].

The plateau of Ts'in t'ing [mentioned in the Pie lit] lies on
the border of these two prefecture-. Su Kung refutes T'AO

Hun<;-king's statements regarding the lang tu.

Ma Chi [10th cent.]:—The leaves of the lang tu resemble

those of the shang hi and the ta huang [Phytolacca and

Rhubarb. See 131, 130]. Leaves and stem covered with

hair. The skin of the root is yellow, the flesh is white. The
drug of a good quality must be succulent and heavy. Ts'in

'ing [r. supra] lie- in Lung si [in Kan su, App. 216] ; Feng
kao [likewise mentioned in the Pie hi] is a district at the

foot of the T'ai shan mountain [in Shan tang]. There are

six drugs which are called the s^fifc Uu ch'en or six old drugs,

viz. the lang tu, the ma huang [Ephedra. See 97], the hii

]»' [orange-peel. See 281], the pan Ma [Piaellia tuberifera.

See 150], the chi shi [fruit of Citrus trifoUata. See 331]

and the Wu chu yu [Boi/mia. See 291].

Su Sung [11th cent.]:—The lang tu is now found in all

prefectures of Shen si [modern Shen si and Eastern Kan su],
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also in Liao chou and Shi chou [both in Shan si, App. 190,

286]. Ma Ohi's description is correct.

Li Shi-chex :—The lang tu is produced in [ancient]

Ts'in and Tsin [Kan su, Shen si and Shan si, App. 358, 353].

The people frequently confound this drug with the lit ju

[Euphorbia. See 135].

Ch., XXIV, 6 -.—Lang tu. Figure of a plant with a large

root. Solanea ? P. Smith, 232 -.—Lang tv, Wolfs bane.

Oust. Med., p. 344 (74):—Lang tu t'ou exported 1885

from Canton 2.29 piculs.

Plton zo, XXI, 7, 8 :—
/j|| ^. The drawing is perhaps

intended for Mandragora.

133. fang k'ui. P., XVIIa, 13. 7'., LXXXV.
Pen king -.—Fang k'ui, ^ g* U hai. The root is officinal.

Taste pungent. Nature cold. Xon-poisonous.

Pie lu :—Other name f§ 3£ fang i/nan. The fanq ha

[in Shan tung, App. 194] -.

It is likewise found in Sung kao [in Ho nan, App. 317],

in T'ai shan [in Shan tung, App. 322] and in Shao shi [see

App. 281]. The root is dug up on the 3rd day [probably of

the 3rd month] and dried in the sun.

Wu P'u [3rd cent.]:—Other names $Jj Jff
liju, ffiM

~)j H fai"J km,
jj!| jfe nung kuo. The stem and the

leaves resemble the k'ui [Malva. See 105]. It is dark

yellow in its upper part. The root is of the size of the

he heng root [Platyeodon. Sec 6]. The flesh is of a reddish

white colour. It flowers in the 6th month, white flowers, and

bears a white fruit in the 8th month. The root is dug up in

the 3rd month.

Chen Kuan [6th cent.J says that the root is slightly

poisonous. On account of this statement, probably, Li Shi-
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chen classes the fang k'ui with the poisonous dru<_ The
other ancient authors consider it non-poisonous.

Su Eunq [7th cent.]:—The root and the leave- r< Millie

those of the k'ui (Malva). Flowers, seeds and r0ot are

fragrant. The odour [or taste] resembles that of thefangfeng
[Siler or Peucedanum. See 31], hence the nam.' fang k°n'>.

The plant is found east of the Wang eh'u shan mountain,

which lies in the prefecture of Siang yang [in 1 1 u pei. App.

380, 306], hut sparsely. It ^ [

Shen si, App. 66 ] and westward and southward in the

country of Shu [Sz eh'uan]. The drug from Hing chou is

the best.

Su Sung [11th cent.]:—Now this plant is found in

Siang yang. The author knows nothing about its growing

in the other localities [mentioned by Si; Kuno]. The leaves

of thefang k'ui resemble mallow-leave-. Three leaves are on

the same stalk (petiole). A number of branches spring from

the same point. Between them a stalk pushes upward which

at the top bears flowers in the mode of the onion and th<

hng tr/en [Sedum. See 205]. These flowers are white and

open in the 6th month. Afterwards the fruit is produced.

The root resembles that of the fang feng [r. sujo*a\ in its

fragrance and taste. "When it is dug up in the proper season

it sinks in water. Only the rotten root floats on the surface.

T 4ao Hung-king's statement regarding the resemblance of

thefang klui root to the law/ tu [see 132] i wrong.

Li Shi-chen agrees with Su Sung. En the time of the

T'ang dynasty the fang Ifui was an article of tribute brought

from Lung si and Ch'eng chou [both in Kan su, App. 216,

18].

Ch.y VII, 34 :

—

Fang k'ui. Rude drawing. Perhaps

an umbelliferous plant is intended. The d scription of the

plant there seems to refer to an umbelliferous plant.
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bo mohu, V, 13 :—|$f^|, Pencedanum japonicum, Thbg.
Comp. also supra, 31, subfangfeng.

oieb., (Econ., 2,50 :— Peueedanum japonieum. Thbg.

Japonice : booM; sinice : $f 3g. Herba tenera edulis.

134.—
2fg ^p fan? ya . pi? XVIIa, 15. 71, CLXV.

i>*n £;„„ ;_£«»<, ya (wolfs tooth), 5j: ^ ya ,,;'. The
root is officinal. Taste bitter. Nature cold. Poisonous.
[Other ancient authors say non-poisonous.]

Pie lu /—Other names: fa ® /^ ,/,'/
(wolfs tooth).

ly-langttz'. The fan^ //a grows in Huai nan [An hui,

Kiang su, App. 90] in river-valleys, also in Yuan kii [in

Shan tung, App. 415]. The root is dug up in the 8th month
and dried in the sun. When moist and rotten internally and
mouldy it is a deadly poison.

Wu P'u [3rd cent.]:—Other names : ^ ^ ta ya (
tooth),

ffo 5p poo ya. The root is yellowish red. The plant

flowers in the Gth or 7th month, in the 8th it produces black-

fruit [or seed]. Hoot dug Up in the 1st and 8th months.

Li Tang-CHI [3rd cent.] calls it ^ M chi Ian.

T'ao Hung-kjxg:—It (the root) resembles the tooth of

an animal, hence the above names.

HanPao-sheng [10th cent.]:—The leaves of this plant

resemble those of the she met [Fragaria. See 167] but arc

thicker, larger, and dark green. The root is black and has

the shape of an animal's tooth.

Su Sung [11th cent.]:—This plant is common in all the

prefectures of Kiang tung [Kiang su, etc. App. 121] and

Pien tung [in Ho nan, App. 250].

Ch., XXIV, 7 :—Lang ya. Rude drawing representing

a plant with a large root.
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So mokuy IX, 3(1 :—|g 3^5 Potentilla cryptotcBnia
}

Maxim.

135.—
jgj fj luju. P., XVIIo, 16. r., CXLV.

Pen king:—Luju. The root is officinal Ta \ pungent

Nature cold. Slightly poisonous.

Pie hi:—Other name
J?#£ 3£ ft lou. The fa n* grows in

Tai [in Shan si, App. 321] in river-valleys. Tho root is dn<

up in the 5th month and dried in the shade. That with a

black head is the best.

Wu P'u [3rd cent.]:—It is an herbaceous plant from i to

5 feet high. Hound, yellow leave standing four together and

opposite. It flowers in the 4th month and hear- black fruit in

the 5th month. Root yellow and contains a yellow sap. Th

leaves and the stem are gathered in the 3rd month, the root is

dug up in the 5th.

T'ao IIuxg-kixg :—Xow the 1 st sort comes from Kao li

[Corea, App. 116]. It is of a yellow colour. When broken

it discharges a yellow sap which after hardening becomes

black like varnish, whence it is called $g aft tsH t'ou (varnish

head). An inferior sort is prodiu I in Mid < liina. This i-

tilled 3£ [ I
ts'ao (herbaceous) luju. [t is whit but by

heating it on iron the head become- "lack.

So SONG [11th cent.]:—Now this plant grow also in

Ho yang [in Ho nan, App. 81], in Tsz' chou and Ts'i chou

[both in Shan tung, App. 367, 348]. Leav» - like those of

the ta hi [Euphorbia. See 136]. Yellow flowers. The root

resembles a radish, its skin is reddish yellow, the flesh white.

When broken it discharge-, a sap which in hardening becomes

black like varnish. Flowers, pale red or yellow, appear in

the 3rd month. It does not bear fruit.
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Li Shi-chen :—-The name was originally written j|
l/iju. Another name is

An ancient work says that the lit ju is produced in Wu to [in

Kan su, App. 395J. The yellow is the best. The ts'ao lii ju

grows in Kien k'ang [Nan king, App. 137]. It is white. Lr

Shi-chen says it is a common mountain plant, it grows from 2

to 3 feet high and has a large long root like a radish or a rape,

sometimes forked, with a yellowish red skin and white flesh,

containing a yellow sap. Stem and leaves resemble those of

the ta ki [r. supra], but the leaves are longer and broader and

not very pointed. When broken they discharge a white sap.

There are shorter steins clasping leaves (floral leaves) standing

opposite. From the midst of the leaves spring dichotomous or

trichotomous small branches (umbels) which in the 3rd month

bear small purple flowers. The fruit is of the size of a pea.

It consists of three parts united into one body, is at first green

and becomes black when ripe. The kernels within are white

like the seeds of the su sui tsz
1

[Euphorbia lathjris. So mohi,

IX, 23]. The root of the lilju is frequently confounded with

that of the lang tu [sec 132]. But the latter has leaves

and the root is not replete with sap.

laced)

Ch., XXIV, 12 :—Lit ju. The drawing undoubtedly

represents an Euphorbia with a large root. The description

in the P. agrees.

So moku, IX, 11 :—?£ jgj jjfj^ Euphorbia palustris,'h.

Ibid, 12 :—$g g| fTj |g, Euphorbia adenochlora, Morr. &

Den.

[XXI, 11, 12] we have jgj^fi

Sieboldiana, Morr. & Den.,—12, 13 :—^ jf| ffi , the same

species [this is also depicted in Sieb.. Icon. ined.. VII, with a

t],—13 :—g jgj ffi . Not identified by FuANCHET.
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136.—* ^ fa fe
.

Pt XVIla? n r 0LXj[I

Pen king:—Ta U (great lance). The root is officinal

Taste bitter. Nature cold. Slightly poisonous. [Other
ancient authors say " very poisonous."]

Comp. Rh ya, 186.

Pie lu:~The ta ki grows in Ch«ang shan [in Chi li,

App. 8], The root is dug up in the 12th month and dried

in the shade.

LE<

i cent.] :—The plant in its leaves

phorbia or Passerina. See 138],
hut it grows higher. The leaves contain a white juice.

Yellow flowers. The root resembles a small k'u shen root

[Sophora angustifolia. See 34]. Its skin is yellow, the flesh

yellowish white. The leaves and the stem are gathered in

the 2nd month, the root is dug up in the 8th month.

Su Sung [11th cent.]:—It is a common plant in Mid
China. The sprouts which appear in spring are of a red

colour. The plant grows to the height of one foot. Leaves
like young willow-leaves but smaller and crowded. Yellowish

purple flowers in the 3rd or 4th month, agglomerated,

resembling apricot flowers or the wu i [see Rh ya, 57].

There are several sorts.

Li Siii-chen :—The ta ki is a common plant in marshes.

It has an upright stem, from two to three feet high, hollow

uiside. When broken it discharges a white juice. Leaves

long and narrow like willow-leaves, the upper leaves in

a whorl. The purple ta ki of Hang chou [in Che kiang,

App. 58] is the best The ;fc [ [ fu (native) ta ki of

Aiang nan is interior in quality. There is in the northern

regions a sort called $g J$ fjfi
mien (floss-like) ta ki, which

is of a white colour. The skin of the root is soft like floss.

31
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It is very dangerous, and injurious to life. The root of the

ta ki is of a bitter, acrid taste, causes scratching in the

throat. A popular name for it is ~f M f[I| hia ma men.

Ch., XXIV, 13 :

—

Ta ki. An Euphorbia figured.

In the Oust. Med. the drug ta ki is noticed as imported

into several ports,—p. 342 (55), hung ya ta ki (ta ki with

red sprouts) exported 1 885 from Canton 6 piculs.

So moku, IX, 17-20:—^ |g Euphorbia lasiocaula,

Boiss.

—

Kwa wi. 40.

137.—}f ^ tse UH. P., XVIIa, 20. TV, GXL.

Pen king:— Tse ts'i (marsh varnish), $2 H tsH heng

(varnish stalk). The stem ;md the leaves are officinal.

Taste bitter. Nature cold. Non-poisonous. [Later authors

say " slightly poisonous."]

Pie hi:— Tse tsH is a name applied to the stem and the

leaves of the ta ki [see 136]. The plant grows in Tai shan

[in Shan tung, App. 322]. in marshes. Its stem and leaves

are gathered on the 3rd day of the 3rd month or on the

7th day of the 7th month and dried in the shade.

T'ao Hung-king -.— Tse ts'i is a name for the leaves and

the stem of the plant ta ki. The fresh plant is of a purple

colour and replete with a white, acrid juice.

Ta Ming [10th cent.]:— Tse tsH consists of the flowers of

the ta ki. It grows in marshes. Small yellow flowers. The

young leaves eaten as a vegetable.

Su Sung [11th cent.]:—This plant grows in Ki chou

[in Chi li, App. 119], in Ting chou [in Hu nan, App. 341],

in Ming chou [in Che kiang, App. 224] and other localities

in Mid China.

Li Shi-chen :—All the above-quoted authors are wrong

in stating that the names tse tsH and ta ki refer to the

same plant. The leaves of the ta ki are not edible. In the
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yHi su Pen ts'ao [a Taoist Materia Medical and in other

I the tse ts'i is called
<fn ]n£ Pll Qj| lf£ wao rh yen tiing

(cat's pupil [iris] herb), also %fc ^ %£ ft ip! la ye In

hua ts'ao (herb with green leaves and green flowers) and

3£ Mi ^ wu fen9 ts
l
ao. It is a common plant in the plains

and marshes of Kiang and Hu [Mid China, App. 124, 83].

The leaves (floral leaves) are round and yellow, resembling

the pupil of a cat's eye. Flower -stalks five -branched.

Small green flowers. The whole plant contains a white viscid

juice. The root is of a white colour and hard like a bono.

The ta hi root is not the same as some have asserted. In

the 5th month the juice is collected and prepared for medical

use. This preparation is called tse UH (marsh varnish).

Ch., XXIV, 15:

—

Tse ts'i. The plant figured seems

to be Euphorbia helioscopia, L. But the tse ts'i figured in

the Kiu huang [XLVI, 19] is another plant, which is stated

there to be used as a vegetable.

Tatar., Cat., 38 :—$g 0J| ip[ mao yen ts'ao. Caules et

tolia Euphorbia Innulatce, Bge., and [57] tse ts'i, Leguminosa?

P. Smith, 95.

Ama>n. exot., 896:

—

^^fetakusitzu, vulgo totaigusa. E>ula

vulgaris minor. Tithvmalus arvensis latifolius Germanicus C.

Bauh. P.

—

K.empfer means Euphorbia platyphyllos, L.

So moku, IX, 1C :—}jp $S Euphorbia helioscoj i, L.

138.—# ^ Jean sui. P., XVIIa, 22. T., CLX.

Pen king :—Kan sui. The root is officinal. Taste bitter

Nature cold. Poisonous.

Pie lu

:

—Other names : "|j* $H kan kao, {§| jjp ling tse,

i }Jp chung tse, J£ gj chu Vien. The kan sui grows in the

river-valleys of Chung shan [in Chi li, App. 31]. The root

is gathered in the 2nd month and dried in the shade,
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Wu P'u [3rd cent,] says it is gathered in the 8th month,
and gives the following synonyms : gg ^ ling kao, # $
*an tse, Q ft pa* to, £ Q| kui ch'ou, ^ }f *«« to.

T^ao Hung-king explains that Cluing shan lies in Tai
kiln [in Shan si. Comp. App. 321]. The best drug is

brought from T'ai shan [in Shan tang, App. 322] and Kiang
tung [Kiang su, etc., App. 124]. That with a red skin

is of a good quality. The white-skinned is inferior in quality.

It is also called ^ | [ ts'ao (herbaceous) kan sui.

Su Kung [7th cent.]:—The kan sui in its stem and

leaves resembles the to tsH [137]. The root has a red

skin and white flesh. It forms tubers. The ts'ao kan sui

v. supra] is a quite different plant and the same as the

tsao hiu [Paris. See 151], which is commonly called ch'ung

t'ai and which has leaves resembling those of the kui kiu

[see 152] and the pH ma (Ricinus) and its root has a white

skin.

Su Sung [11th cent.]:—This plant (the kan sui) now
grows in Shen si [App. 284] and Kiang tung [Kiang su,

etc., App. 124] and resembles the to tsH [137], but the

stem is shorter, more slender, the leaves contain a juice, the

root has a red skin and a white flesh forms tubers of the

size of the end of a finger.

Ch., XXIV, 31:—Kan sui. Henry [Chin, pi, 282]

Wi
Thymelaeew).

Tatar., Cat., 25 :—Kan sui. Radix Passerine* ? (Thyme-

Wee).— Gauger [22] describes and figures the kan sui

root. Cylindrical or elliptical tubers which smell like ginger.

•P. Smith, 168.

Cust. Med., p. 68 (33):—Kan sui exported 1885 from

Han kow 3.30 piculs,—p. 278 (54), from Amoy 0.07 picul.

So moku, IX, 13:—-y-jH Euphorbia Sieboldii, Morr,

& Den. [E. corraloides, Thbg., FLjap., 197].
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139._j| *& lan9 tang. P., XVIIa, 26. T., CXLVI.

Pen king:—Lang tariff, $5 $* heng Vang. The seeds

and the root are officinal. Taste of the seeds bitter. Nature

cold. Non-poisonous. Taste of the root bitter and acrid.

Poisonous.

Pie lu:—The lang tang grows in the river-valleys of

Hai pin [in Chi li, App. 49], also in Yung chou [in Shen si,

App. 424]. The seeds are gathered in the 5th month.

T'ao Hung-king :— It is a common plant. The seeds

somewhat resemble the kernels of the tffu wei [Sohizandra.

See 164], but are very small.

Han Pao-sheng [10th cent.]:— Its leaves resemble

those of the sung Ian [Isatis. See 123]. The whole plant

is covered with fine hairs. White flowers. The covering

of the seed (fruit) looks like a jar [perhaps a persisteut

calyx]. The seeds are small, flattened, as large as a millet-

grain, of a greenish yellow colour. The seeds are gathered

in the Gth and 7th months and dried in the sun.

Su Sung [11th cent.]:

tHen sien tsz\ It is common and grows from two to three feet

hiffh. Leaves like those i

^fiii^

[S.

[Rehnannia. See

hytalis. See 1 13]

etc., as broad as three fingers. Its purple flowers open in

the 4th month, in the 5th the fruit is formed. The eovering

of the fruit is like a jar, the fruit is like a small pomegranate,

it is a capsule and contains very small greenish white seeds,

like millet. The plant is covered with white hairs.

Li Shi-chen :—The name of the plant is also written

$g lang tang. It is also called fj Jff hing fang. The

seeds when eaten cause one to become mad.

CL, XXIV, 49:—Lang tang. Kude drawing which

does not permit of identification.
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bo moku, III, 18 :—j| s*s Scopolia japonica, Maxim.
Order Solanacece. Fruit unknown. This plant hitherto not

observed in China. The lang tang of the Chinese authors

may perhaps be Hyoscyamus niger 35 or H. physaloides, both

common plants in North China. The calyx enlarges as the

fruit ripens.

140.—m g yun sM. p., XVIIa, 30. T., CXXXVI.

Pen king:— Yun shi (cloud fruit). The fruit (seeds)

and the flowers are officinal. Taste of the fruit pungent.

Nature warm. Non-poisonous. [In the P., however, this

plant is classed with the poisonous plants.]

Pie lu .-—Other names : j| ^ yuan shi, § 2fe yun ying.

The yixn shi grows in Ho kien [in Chi li, App. 75J in river-

valleys. It is gathered in the 10th month and dried in the

sun.

Wu P'u [3rd cent.]:— Other name: J$g. t
l
ien tou

(heavenly bean). The plant grows from four to five feet

high, stem hollow inside, large leaves like hemp -leaves

standing in pairs opposite. It flowers in the 6th month, and

bears fruit in the 9th. Fruit gathered in the 10th month.

T'ao Hung-king :— It is a common plant. The seeds are

t'ing li [Sisymbrium. See

f the lang tang [see 139].114].

(Panicum)

[7th cent.]:—The

(h

bean). It grows on the borders of marshes, from five to six

feet high.
)

or like those of the mu su [Medicago. See 255]. Spines

in the axils of the twigs. Popular name ^ §| ^ ts'ao yiin

35 Lang-tang cultivated in a mountain garden in Hupeh proved to be
nwiJ/l.ntUJt n.in/>v f. A TTntTntr •Hyoscyamus niger, L,—4.. He#by.
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mu. T'ao Hung-king is wrong in saying that it resembles

the tHnff li [So Kung is himself wrong in likening the e

to millet or hemp seed].

Han Pao-hieng [10th cent.]:—Similar description of the

plant as above ujiven. He adds : Yellowish white flowers. The

fruit is a pod. Seed greenish yellow, and resembles hemp- »d.

Su Sung [11th cent.]:

—

It- leaves are like those of th<

huai (Sophora) but narrower and longer. The branches

are spiny -5£

(stinking plant), also ^ ;£i -jp Jp

[probably Che fruit [or

»€§ JsL ma t°u (horse bean)

Li Shi-cheN :—This plant is common in the mountain-.

Popular name ffi $jlj men ts
i

z
i

(viscid spines). The stem is

red, hollow inside, scandent and prickly. Leaves like Sophora

leaves. Its flowers are yellow, in racemes, and open in the

3rd month. The pod is three inches long, and resembles that

of the fei tsao [Ccesalpinia. See 325]. It contains five or

six seeds of the size of the tsHo tou (magpie bean), slightly

pointed at both ends, very hard, with a thick, dark coloured,

variegated skin, white flesh and of an unpleasant odour. The

root is also used in medicine.

C/*., XXIV, 17:

—

Yun shi. The figure seems to repre-

sent a Ccesalpinia. Accoi

Ccesalpinia sepiaria, Roxb.

[Ch

Phon zo^ XXI, 22, 23 :— 1|| |J Ccesalpinia sepiaria

Roxb. (C. japonica, S. & Z.). This climbing shrub is found

in Japan as well as in Central China. Li Shi-chen's

description of the yun shi agrees well.

141.—^
]\X ch'ang shan. P., XVlIa, 36. T. %

CXXXVIII.

Pen king:— Ch'ang shan, §g ^ Shu tsH (Sz ch'uan

7£ j|l hu ts'ao. The root is officinal Taste bitter.

Nature cold. Poisonou
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Pie lu :—The ch'ang shan grows in the river-valleys of
I chou [Yiin nan or Sz ch'uan, App. 102], also in Han
chnng [S. Shea si, App. 54]. The root is gathered in the
2nd and 8th months and dried in the shade. The Sim tsH

fc> [AP
The above name in Shu Han [Sz ch'uan, App. 2D3] isL — — — 7 "*-*— I r-* •

applied to the stem and the leaves of the ch'ang slum.

T'ao Hung-king :—The ch'ang shan is produced in I fa

and in Kien p'ing [both in Hu pei, App. 104, 139]. That
with a small fruit and yellow is the best. It is called

# r^ Ul H hu (chicken's bones) ch'ang shan. Shu ts'i i<

the name for the stem and the leaves of the etiang shan

[according to the Pie lu]. The Kiang lin mountains
[v. supra] are the same as the Kiang yang mountains in

I chou [Sz ch'uan, App. 130].

Sit Kung [7th cent.]:— The ch'ang shan grows in

mountain-valleys. It has a round stem with joints, not

higher than three or four feet. Leaves like ming (tea) leaves,

but longer, narrower, standing opposite, and in pairs. It

flowers in the 2nd month. White flowers, green in the centre.

In the 5th month it bears fruit, green, round capsules with

three seeds. This plant when dried in the sun keeps a pale

green colour. It is much used. When dried in the shade

it becomes black and is easily spoiled.

SuSung [11th cent.]:—It is a common plant in Mid

China and has been correctly described by [the above men-

tioned] previous authors. There is one sort produced in

Hai chou [in Kiang su, App. 48] which has leaves like those

of the tslao [Zanthoasylon. See 280], reddish white flowers

in the 8th month, green [or blue] fruits resembling the

than lien /.>•;' [Melia. See 321], but smaller. Another kind,

which grows on the T'ien t'ai shan mountain [in Che kiang,

App. 340], is called ± *% jlj ?u (native) ch'ang shan. The
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leaves, which are very sweet, are used for preparing a sweet

beverage.

Li Shi-chen observ that eh 1 shan is properly the

name of a mountain which is also call I Heng slum, ch'ang

and heng having the same meaning (] rpettial). It was

also the name of a prefecture in Chi li [see App. 8] where

this drug is produced.

Ch.) XXIV, 10:— Ch'ang shan. Rude drawing.

Ch., X, 7, 8, i>, sub t'u elfana shan, three drawing-, one of

them [8] seems to represent a Hydrangea.

Lour., Fl. cochin., 369 :

—

Dichroa febrifuga (order

Hydrangeas). Sinice : eham chart (clfang shaii). Frutex

arboreus. Corolla exterius alba, intus coerulea, sicut etiarn

stamina. Virtus foliorum et radicis febrifuffa.
r>

Tatar., Cat., 14:

—

Ch'ang shan. Radix Lysiniacldce.—
P. Smith [141] says that Tatarinov's identification i-

doubtful. The drug, shoots and coarse roots are used in

the treatment of ague.

Cnsl. Med., p. G6 (2):

—

Cttang shan [root] exported

1885 from Han kow 450^01113,— p. 1^4 (3), from Ning po

17 piculs,—p. 210 (1), from Wen chow 2 piculs,—p. 356

(223), from Canton clfang shan leaves 8.67 piculs.

Hoffm. & Schlt., 126:

—

Celastrus oriva> S. A Z. (Ori.m

japonica, Thbg.). Norn chinois de la racine ^ |i|, nom des

feuilles

Comp. the drawing under the same Chinese names,

Phm zo, XXII, 2. Not identified by Fbaxchet. Ibid.,

3 :~± rfiT U], a Hydrangea.

142 '—M M ^ lu. P., XVIIa, 41. T., CXLVI.

Pen king:—Li lu. The root is officinal. Taste acrid

Nature cold. Poisonous*

32
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Pie Other names : fjj M s^an ts'ung (mounted

)» M ?| ts'ung jan, ^ ^ ts'ung t
lan. The li lu grows

in T'ai shan [in Shan tung, App. 322] in mountain-valleys

The root is dug up in the 3rd month.

Wu P'u [3rd cent.]:—The plant has large leaves and

a small root. Li Tang-CHI [3rd cent.] says it is very

poisonous. It is also called $£ ^ ts'ung k'ui, g |f li lu.

T'ao Hing-king :—It is a common plant in Mid China.

The root in its lower part resembles very much the root

of the ts'ung {Allium fistulosum). It is covered with hairs

(radical fibres) which are scraped off before use, and then the

root is slightly roasted.

Su Sung [11th cent.]:— It is common in Shen si

[App. 284] The best sort is

produced in Liao chou, Kie chou [both in Shan si, App.

190,135] and in Kiln chou [in Hu pei, App. J 721. The

plant first begins to grow in the 3rd month and the leave-

then resemble the opening heart of the tsung [Chamcerops.

The author seems to have in view the spathe which inclo -

the flowers as a sheath]. The [developed] leaf resemble

that of the ch'e tsHen [Plantago. See 115], the - >m that

of the onion. The stem is of a pale green colour tinged

with purple, from five to six inches high. There is a black

skin (sheath) like a palm spathe which envelops the stem.

.Flesh-coloured flowers. The root resembles the ma ch'ang

ken [horse's bowels root. P., XVIIa, 43. Unknown to me].

It is from four to five inch- and more long, of a yellowish

white colour. It is dug up in the 2nd and 3rd months

and dried in the shade. There arc two kinds of li lu. One

is called 7jc [ I
shut (water) li lu. It grows on stones

near water-courses. The root has many rootlets. More

than a hundred stems (?) It is noi used in medicine. The

other sort, which is officinal, is called Ig | I
ts'ung

pai li lu [Onion li lu. Oomp. regarding ts'ung pat, 211]-
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The root has but few rootlets From twenty to thirty

terns (?) That growing n elevated mountains is the be>t.

In Ki'ui chou [v. supra} it is called Jjg }jg /// ts'ung

(<1 )r onion).

Li Shi-chen says that the name li hi means " black

stem" and refers to the black she li which envelops the

kan ts'ung-tern. In North Bfc

(silly onion, i.e. which causes insanity), in the south they

call it hi ts'ung [r. supra]*

In the Cttst. Med. the U hi is mentioned as a drujj;

imported to Shanghai and Canton [p. 142, 314], and exported

[p. 294 (313)] only from Amoy in a small quantity. Accord-

ing to the Hank. Med. [24] the li hi is an article of export

in Hankow.

C/*., XXIV, 8:— Li hi. The drawing seems to be

intended for Veratrum (order Liliacece).

Tatar., Cat, 35:— Li hi. Folia et Radix Veratri

nigri.—Y. Smith 226.

1 eratrum nigrum, L., is common in the Peking moun-
tain- and known there under the name of li lu. The descrip-

tions in the P. agree in a general way.

In Loudon's EncycL of plants it is stated :

—

Veratrum is

said by Lemery to be so called because it root is vere-atrum

(truly black).

That which Kaempfer [Am n, exot.
}
785] describes under

the Chinese name ^ jg||, japonice : kiro
3

rirjo, vnlgo omotto,

comp. also Kaempf., Icon. sd., 12,— is Rhodea japonica, Roth.,

{Liliacece). In the So moku [VII, 17], however, this plant is

figured under the Chinese name M f£ ^f, and the figure

&gr<
3 with that under the same Chinese name in the Ch.

[XV, 24].

The drawings sub igM in the So moku [XX, 61] and

Phon zo [XXII, 6-8] and Kwa wi [21] represent Veratrum

nigrum and album.
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143.-H ^fu tsz*. P., XVIIa, 44. 71, CXXVII.
Pen king :—Fu tsz'. The root is officinal. Taste acrid.

Nature warm. Very poisonous.

Pie lu

:

—The fu tsz' is produced in Kien wei [in Sz

ch'uan, App. 140] in mountain-valleys, also in Kuang Han
[in Sz ch'uan, App. 161]. That root which is dug up in

the winter months is called fu tsz', that taken up in the

spring is fe $j wu t'ou (crow's head). It is of a sweetish

taste.

T'AO Hung-king explains that fu tsz
1 and iou t'ou are

names applied to the root of the same plant. That taken up

in the 8th month is called fu tsz', and that with eight horns is

the best. The root dug up in spring, when the stem begins to

rise up, is called ton t'ou, from its resembling a crow's head in

shape. It shows two protuberance^It shows two protuberances (or branches). That with

a pedicle like an ox-horn [perhaps he means the tail into

which the root tapers] is called ^ |lj£ wu hut (crow's beak).

The inspissated juice is called M jgf she xoang. The ^ $|
hiung [comp. 144] resembles the fu tsz' but is more slender,

from three to four inches long. The fBlJ ^ tse tsz' [comp.

145] is a large lateral horn of the fu tsz'. All these names

refer to the root of the same plant. The Pen king [he means

the Pie lu], however, considers them to be applied to different

plants, each of them growing in a different locality [see

-146]

[7th ( /'

wu t'ou all come from the province of Shu [Sz ch'uan], the

best sorts from Mien chou and Lung chou [both in Sz ch'uan,

App. 221, 210]. The drugs produced in Kiang nan [Fu

kien, Kiang su, Ch< kiang, App. 124] are not much used.

Ta Ming [10th cent.]:—The Men hiung is of a large size

and long. It has but few pointed horns, and is of a solid

structure,—the fu tsz' is large and short, solid, its horns are
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rounded.—The wu km resembles the tHen hiuna.—The wu t'ou

stands near to the fu ts:'.—The tse tsz' is smaller than th

wu t'ou. That druir which consist- of agglomerated masses is

^ ^ An eAan^r [tiger's paw. This name is properly

applied to an Artseema. See 148]. All these drugs are

various forms of the root produced by the same plant.

Li Shi-chen explains that wu t'ou is the mother of the

fu t&z* [fu properly means an appendix.properly means an appendix. Hen 4 we have to

understand " younger tubers appended to the old root "]. Tber

are two kinds of wu t'ou. That which grows in Chang ming

[in Sz ch'uan, Lung an fu, Chang ming hien] is commonly

called )\ |
B, gjf Ch'uan (Sz ch'uan) urn t'ou. The root which

is dug up in the spring, and which then has not yet produced

the small lateral tuber (^p), is called wu t'ou : that taken up in

the winter, with a small lateral tuber, is fu tsz\ The names

t'ien hiung, wu km, tse tsz\ all refer to the variously shaped

root with small tubers. The drug produced in Kiang tso

[An hui and Kiang su], Shan nan [in Shen si and Ho nan,

App. 2681 is the wu t'ou of the Pen king [see 146]. It i

TSf % WS ts'ao (herbaceous) wu t'ou.

All the above Chinese names refer to Aconite. For

further particulars, see 146.

UL—Jt £$ t'ien Hung. P., XVM>
y
L T., CXXVI1I.

Comp. 143.

Pen king:— T'ien hiring, Q || pai mo (mu). Root.

Taste acrid. Nature warm. Very poisonous.

Pie Iu : ]

in mountain-valleys. The root is dug up in the 2nd month

and dried in the shade.

T'ao Hung-king :—Now the drug for medical use is dug

up in the 8th month. The t'ien hvmg resembles the/w tss
1 but

is more slender, from three to four inches and more long. As
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fi

the same drug, which is produced in Kien p'ing [in Sz ch'uan

and Hu pei, App. 139], they are also known under the num.
~ san kien (the three hen). Now the drug from Lang
shan in I tu [in Hu pei, App. 177, 104] is much valued and

called gEj jjg si (western) kien. That from Ts'ien fang [in

Che kiang, App. 352] is called % ^ tung (eastern) him.

This is less potent.

Li Shi-chen :—There are two kinds of Vien hiung. One

is produced by thefu tsz
1

fcobers planted by the people of Shu

(Sz ch'uan). It (the root) grows very long and sometimes

assumes the shape of the cultivated yQ [Colocasia. See 261].

The other kind grows wild in the same country and is a kind

of ts'ao vm ton [see 14G].

The t'ien hiung is likewise Aconite. See 14G.

145. -f|J ^ tse tsz'. P., XVUh, 3. T., CXXVIL
Com p. above 143.

Pielu:— Tse tsz
1

[this name means "lateral tuber"].

Taste acrid. Nature very hot. Yery poisonous.

The Shuo u-en [1st cent.] writes M ^f tse tsz\ and

gives as synonym J§ ^ wu hid [v. supra].

T'ao Hung-king :

—

Tse tsz' are large lateral horns com-

ing out from the fu tsz'. They are cut off and used in th

treatment of rheumatism of the le°*s.

Su Kung [7th cent.]:—From the principal root of the

icu t'ou spring lateral tubers. The smaller ones are called

tse tsz
(
, the larger are /« tsz

1
.

Li Shi-chen adds that the smalli t lateral tubers are

called $H f§ -jp lou Ian tsz*.

146.— J* H ivu t'ou. P., XVIIA, 4, r., cxxvm.
Comp. above 143.
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Pen king:—Wu t'ou (crow's head),
Jjj| D^ wu hui (

^)» WH sfe

^"
ai1^

*

cw toilpii [moans "pointed at both ends"],

lij hi tft. Taste acrid. Nature warm. Very poisonous.

]

/«

P^ ///.-—The m>u f
cow or wu hid grows in Lang ling fin

6] The root is dug \\\ )

in the first and second months and dried in the shade. It is

three inches long. The best is the Men hiung [see 144].

W v P'u [3rd cent.] gives the following synonyms :

Ht ^p fcen^p to', ^ ^ fti fa*^ (respectable poison), ^ ^
t# fa'ni (Emperor's autumn).

Ta Ming [10th cent.] notices the ± pfj" ^ t'a [native]

Ju tsz% the inspi ifed juice of which, called %^ fg| sfo tooiijjr,

is used by archers to poison their arrows.

Li Shi-chen :—This wu Voir [mentioned in the Pen king.

Corn]), also above 143] is a wild-growing species and is

commonly called ]|f ^ ]Jj ts'ao (herbaceous) wu t'ou, also

n fui >i| B3 e?Au to/* (bamboo-joint) um J'ow. That which

grows in Kiang pei (north of the Yang t>/S) is called $$ [ [

HuaiwuVou. This is the i'u/u /.s:
4 mention I by Jl IIua

(1a Ming). The J^ Pj£ w?ti Aui is that with two protuberances.

It is now commonly called ^ g£| ^ Z/aw# f'ow tai#i (pointed

«'it both ends). The ts'ao wu t'ou is a common plant It

root, leaves, fruit, all resemble those of the (loan wu t'ou

[see 143]. It grows wild [the other is cultivated]. The
root has a black skin, is white within, shrivelled. It is very

poisonous.

The Chinese drugs noticed from 148 to 146 are the root

of several sp lies of Aconitum, and the above descriptions by
the ancient authors are quite correct. The root of the

European Aconitum najtellus, as described in FlucKIGKB and
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Hanbury's Pharmacographia, is more or less conical or

tapering, enlarged and knotting at the summit, which is

crowned with the base of the stem. Numerous branched root-

lets spring from its sides. If dug up in the summer it will be

found that a second or younger root [occasionally a third] is

attached to it near its summit by a very short branch, and

is growing out of it on one side. This second root (fu tsz* of

the Chinese) has a bud at the top which is destined to

produce the stem of the next season.

Ch., XXIV, 21:

—

Fu tsz\ Good drawing of an Aconite.

Tatar., Cat, 24:—Fu tsz\ Radix Aconiti chinensis.

Ibid., 52 :

—

Slteng fu tsz
i

t
Radix Aconiti chinensis cruda.

Ibid., 63:— Wu t'ou, Radix Aconiti.—Ibid., 5:—7Yao W
t'ou, Radix Aconiti.

Hanbury, Sc. pap., 258:— Jj| J| CFuan iou {t'ou),

described and figured. Root of Aconitum. This figure may

serve to explain the Chinese name "crow's head" for the

root of Aconite and the "horns" in the ancient Chinese

descriptions of the druo-.

Ibid.

:

—j|l J| ts'ao wu (t'ou), figured and described.

Tubers of Aconitum japomcum, Thbg. (=A. Lycoctonum, L.,

floribus ochroleucis).

P. Smith, 2, 3.

The Index FL sin. [I, 20] enumerates eight species of

Aconitum recorded from China.

Father David [Joum. Trois. voy., I, 367] mentions an

Aconitum (Napellus?) cultivated for medical use in Southern

Shen si and Sz ch'uan.

Henry, Chin, pi, 534 :—&m wu tu. Aconitum Fischeri

Rich, ?

pei) ai
to

ild in the mountains (of Hti

Henry's native collector ex-

plained that the tuberous root of the first year's growth is

known as urn tu ; a secondary tuber, which comes in the

»*/
%
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Vten hiring.—Largo quantities of Aconite are exported from

Sseh'uan under the nam \ J|||ift Ch'uanfu and Jfft ftfu p'ien

(slices).

Cust. Med.,p. 58 (5, ly.—Cfcuanfu and/n p'ien exported

1885 from Ichang 0,84:1 piculs.—According to the Hank
Med. [y] the same drug also exported from Hankow. Comp.
also Rep. on Trade, Oh. Mar. Customs, for 1879, p. 3,

Hankow.

The t'ien hiung, according to the Cust. Me<L
y
imported to

many ports, but it is not clear from which port the drug is

brought.

Cust. Med., p. 8 (60):

—

Ts'ao urn exported 1885 from

New chwang 7G piculs,—p. 70 (70), from Hankow 62 piculs.

So mokiiy X, 24 :—^ J§. jjjf,
Aconitum uncinatum, L.

I>lue flowers. Known also from the Peking mountain-.

Phon zo, XXIT, 10:

—

Wt Hp, Aconitum Fischeri. '.

Blue flowers. [Japan, North and Mid China].—lUd., 11, 12 :

)W By M> Aconitum [not identified by Franchet]. Blue

flower-. Hoot with lateral tubers as described by the Chinese

authors.

—

Ibidn 12:—H gj|, Aconitum, violet flowers and [13],

same Chinese name, A. with rose-coloured flowers and [13], A.

with green flowers, A. Lycoctonum (Franchet). Ibid., 14,

1^ :—Same Chinese name, various species of Aconitum with

blue or yellow flowers.

Sieb., Icon, trued.. I :—J§[ Jf§ M >
Aconitum chinense.

biEB. Q=Aconitum FiscJuri, Reich.).

147-—Q V&^paifu Uz\ P., XVIW, 11. T., CXXV1L
P' hi:—Pat (white) fu t$z'* It grows in Shu ( Sz

ch'uan). Root officinal, dug up in the third month. Taste

acrid and sweet. Nature very warm. Slightly poisonous.

33
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Su Kung [7th cent.]:—This drug came originally from

Kao li [Coreu, App. 116]. Now it i< produced west of

Liang chou [in Kan su, App. 189]. It is not met with in Shu.

It grows on sand-hills and in low damp places. A solitary

stem resembling that of the situ ivei ts'ao [Salvia. See 119].

Small leaves in a whorl between the flower spikes. The root

resembles the fieri hiung [Aconite. See 144].

Li Sun [8th cent.]:—The Nan chou i wu chi [earlier

than the 6th cent] says that the pai fu tsz' grows in the

^>
[s

and Liao tung [S. Manchuria, App. 191].

Li Shi-cheN:—Its root looks exactly like that of the

ts'ao wu t'ou [Aconite. See 146] but is smaller, about one

inch long. The dried drug is shrivelled and knobby.

Lour., Fl., cochin, 718 : [Mt

Loureiri, DC. Prodr., XV, 2, 1073]. Sinice : pe fu tsu.

Planta froticosa, caule recto simplicissimo. Folia palmate.

Radix tuberosa, fasciculata, tuberibus ovato-oblongis, carnosi

intus et extra albis, sapore subdulci, subardente.

Tatar., Cat., 2 :—Paifu tsz', Radix Aroidea\—GAVGVB,

[1] describes and figures these tubers.—P. Smith, 23.

Cust. Med., No. 944 :

—

Pai fa, Ariscema, sp.

Cust. Med., p. 6 (36):—Pai fu tsz' exported 1885 from

Newchwang 130 piculs,— p. 280 (87), from Amoy 0.03

picul.—According to Hank. Med. [31] the paifu tsz' is also

exported from Hankow.

—

Loureiro's paifa tsz' is hardly the

same drug as that exported under this name from Manchuria.

148.—J^g ^ hu chang. P., XVlI/>, 13. T., CLXXIIL

Pen king

:

—Hu chang (tiger's paw). The root is officinal

Taste bitter. Nature warm. Very poisonous.
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Pie lu

:

—The hu cliang grows in Han chung [S. Shcn si,

App. 54] in mountain-valleys, and in Yuan kii [in Shan

tung, App. 415]. It is dug up in the 2nd and 8th months

and dried in the shade.

T'ao Hung-king :—It is also found in Mid China. It

(the root) re mbles the pan hia [Pinellia. See 150] but is

larger and has four lateral tubers which make it resemble a

tiger's paw.

Su Kung [7th cent]:—This is the old root of the £)

yu po [see 149]. The plant has one stem (stalk) with a

forked leaf at the end. The root varies in size from that of a

fist to that of a hen's egg. In shape it resembles a flattened

persimmon. On the four sides are round protuberances which

give the root the appearance of a tiger's paw. The young

root is called yu po. It is twice or thrice as large as the

pan hia and has no lateral protuberances.

Han Pao-sheng [10th cent.]:— At the top of the

(common) stalk are from 8 to 9 leaves (pedate leaves). The

flowers come out between the stalks.

In the Ji hua Pen ts'ao [10th cent.] this plant is called

^ ErJ iPl kui kit jo.

Ch'en Ts'axg-k'i [8th cent.] notices a plant ^
tti nan sing (southern cross of heaven) which grows in the

mountain-valleys of An tung [in Kiang su, App. 2]. It

leave- resemble those of the ho [Nehnnbinm speciosum. See

29->]. Solitary stem. Root used [in medicine].

Su Sung [11th cent.]:—The tHen nan sing is the ime as

the hu chang of the ancient author-. The -mailer kind i

called yu po [r. supra]. The hu cfu g is now found in Ho pei

[S. Chi li and W. Shan tung, App. 78]. The root when it

first begins to grow is not larger than a bean ; afterwards,

when developing itself, it resembles the pan hia [see 150], but
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[th« After a

roar the root becomes spherical and is then as large as a hen's

egg and shows from 3 to C protuberances. The leaves shoot

forth in the 3rd or 4th month. The plant grows about one

foot high. The leaf is at the top of the stalk from 5 to 6

cleft. The stalk which bears the flower-spike is like a rat's

tail and is enclosed in a spathe which resembles a ladle. The

flowers are of a greenish gray colour, the seeds as large as

hemp-seed. The people in Ki chou [in Chi li, App. 119]

cultivate it in gardens under the name of tHen nan shin.

Another account says :—The t'ien nan sing is also a common
wild plant in marshes, it grows about one foot high. Tin-

leaves resemble those of the fcii jo. 3G They stand opposite and

clasp the stem. It flowers in the 5th month. The flower-

are yellow and resemble [the spadix] the head of a snake.

The seeds are produced in the 7th month, they are of a red

colour, resemble pomegranate seeds, and are arranged in a

spike (spadix). The root which is gathered in the 2nd and

8th months resembles the yil [Colocasia. See 261], is

spherical, flattened, and resembles the root of the kil jo

[v. supra] with, which it is frequently confounded. But the

Ml jo plant is distinguished by having a spotted stem and

purple flowers. The root of the t'ien nan sing is small, soft and

succulent. AVhen roasted it bursts and splits. The nan sing

(or southern cross) is the liu ch
iang of the Pen ling. The

larger roots have on the margin protuberances (secondary

tubers) which are generally cut off from the fresh root.

Li Shi-chen :—The larger root is called hu rh'aiig or

nan sing, the smaller is yu po. Both belong to the same

species. The larger kind is sometimes erroneously called

£3 kui kiu. But this is a different plant [see 152].

)ther name for the hit ch'ang is jfe ^|> hu kao.

In Japan this Chinese name is applied to Connphallus konjak

Schott, Order Aroidece. Comp. P., XVII&, 17.

M
J
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The Ch. [XXIV, 23-26] figures rab t'ien nan sing tour

aroidaceous plant- with variously shaped leaves : palmal

pedatisect, peltatos t.

Lour., FL cochin^ 652 :— Arum p iphyllum^ L.

Sinice : tien nan sin.

Tatar., Cat., 40, 56:

—

Nan sin or t
k
ien nan sing, Radix

Iri pentaphylli.—Gauger [29] describes and 1 jures this root.

It has indeed a resemblance to a star or a ti r's paw,— II an ..

Sc. ]><ip., 263.—P. Smith, 26.

In the Peking mountains the name tfien nan sing \<

applied to Ariscema Tatarinawii, Schott. Peltatos- t Leaves.

Amcm. e.rof., 786:— r& lj| nan soo, vnlgo jamn

kanjak/j item osonv\ Medicis ten nan sio dicta.-, Dracunctdns

minor trifolius, etc.—This is Arum triphyllum, Thbg. [Fl.

jap., 233] and Ariscema ringens, Schott.

So moku, XIX, 16, and Phon zo, XXII, 18, 19 :—% fft

Jj|, Aris majaponicum, Bl. Comp. also Kwa km, 58.

Cust. Med., p. 78 (165):

—

T l
ien nan sing export 1 1885

from Han kow 220 piculs,—p. 34 (159), from Tien bin

10 piculs,—p. 130 (151), from Chin kiang 6.8 piculs.

11 '•».—© m y« po. P-i x\r
ii/s 14. y., cxxxn.

Pen king:—Yu po. The root is officinal. Taste acrid

and bitter. Xature warm. Poisonous.

Su King [7th cent.]:—The yu po is the young root of

the hv eh ng [see 148]. It is double the size of the pan hia

tuber [see 150]. There are no secondary lateral tuber-. The

old root is the hu ehang. The plant mention I by Two

Hung-king under the name of yu po as cultivated in Shi

See 1541.

289] is not this plant but the yuan wei
[

j
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Ch'eng Ts'ang-k'i [8th cent.]:—The yu po grows in

forests. It is from one to two feet high and resembles the

ha jo [see sub 148]. Root of the size of a hen's egg.
Han Pao-sheng [10th cent.]:—It sends up in spring

one stem (petiole) at the top of which are eight or nine

leaves (pedatisect leaf). The root is round and flattened, anil

its flesh is white.

Li kShi-chen :—The yu po is a small tHen nan sing. It

is seldom used in medicine.

Ch., XXIV, 27:— Yu po. The drawing represents a

plant with peltatosect leaves, Arisesma.

150.—32 g pan hia. P., XVllh, 20. 7
1

., CXXXVI.
Comp. Classics, 422.

P, n king:—Pan hia (midsummer plant), ^ shou

tHen (guardian of the field), ft ^ shut y% fQ $# ho hi.

The root (tubers) is officinal. Taste; acrid. Nature uniform.

Poisonous.

Pie lu .-—Other name :
Jflj £ ti teen. The pan hia

"rows inri Huai li [in Shen si, App. 95]
The root is dug up in the 5th and 8th months and dried in

the sun.

T'ao Hung-king :—The place Huai li lies in Fu feng

[in Shen si, App. 44]. Now the best sort is brought from

Ts'ing chou [in Shan tung, App. 363]. It is also found

in Wu [Kiang su, etc., App. 389]. That of a good quality

has a white flesh. The old drug is rejected.

Su Kung [7th cent.]:—It grows still in the above-

mentioned localities. That sort which grows in marshes i

called ^ flg ^2 g yang yen (sheep's eye) pan hia. The

best sort is globular and white. That from Kiang nan

[Kiang si, etc., App. 124] is large [the tuber], one inch in

diameter.
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Su Sung [11th cent.]:—The best sort comes from Ts*i

chou [in Shan tang, App. 348]. The leaves are trifoliate

of a light green colour, somewhat resembling bamboo-leaves.

The sort produced in Kiang nan has have- resembling

those of the th /( > [Paeonia albifora. See 52]. The tuber

has a yellow skin and white flesh. The small tubei an
called ijamj yen pan hia [r. supra],

Ch., XXIV, 28, 30 :

—

Pan hia. The drawing in

to represent Pinellia tuberifera. Ten. Ternate leaves.

f

Loir., Fl. cochin., G~r2 :—Arum triphyllum, L. [tin- is

Arisatma Loureiri, according to Blumb, Species dubia].

Sinice : puon Ida. Bulbus subrotundua albus.—lbi<L, 051

:

Arum draco ntiurn, L. [Blume calls it Arisama cochinchii ].

Sinice : puon hia. Folia pedata. Bulbus subrotundua albus.

Tatar., Cat., i :

—

Pan hia. Radix An macrouri, Bge.

[same as Pinellia tuberifera] .

—

Gauger, 2:— Pan hia

described and figured. Small spherical, white tubers.

Ha.nbury, Sc. pap., 202 :—£ *£ g theng (fresh) pa
hta. Tubers of Pinellia tuberifera described and figured.

P. Smith, 22, 26, 149.

At Peking the name pan hia is applied to Pinellia

tubifera as well as to P. pedalisecta, Schott.

China Review, X, 380 [Parkej a "Travels in Sz
ch'uan"]:—A root drug called pan hia, looking like round
pellets of bone, was drying in the sun.

Cust. Med., p. 78 (171):—Pan hia exported 1885 from
Han kow 1,200 piculs,—p. 130 (144), from Chin kiang

58 piculs,—p. 188 (72), from Xing po 55 piculs —p. 58 (19),
from I chang 39 piculs.

So tnoku, XIX, 2, and Phon zo, XXII, 23, 24 :—*£
Pinellia tuberifera.—So moku, XIX, 4:-^; fig (large

pan hia), P. tripartita, Schott.
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151.—g| % tsao Idu. P., XVlI/>, 28. T., CXXX.

Pen king:— Tsao hiu. The root is officinal. Taste bitter.

Nature slightly cold. Poisonous.

Pie lu:—Other name: & ik diH hiu. The tsao hiu

grows in Shan yang [in Shan tung, App. 270] in river-

valleys, and in Yuan kii [in Shan tung, App. 415].

Su Kung [7th cent.]:—It is now called |

chung lou kin sien, also ]g ||| cluing t'ai. In the south it is

known by the name ^ j|£ /can sui [comp. 138]. The plant

has a solitary stem bearing at the top from six to >(}\di

leaves [arranged in a whorl] in two or three rows, like thos

of the wang sun [Paris. See 22], the kui hiu [see 152]

or the pi ma (Ricinus). The root is white and delicate with

fine fibres. It resembles a large, succulent ch'ang p'u root

[Acorus. See 194].

Han Pao-sheng [10th cent.]:—Its leaves resemble those

of the kui kin [see 152] and mou meng [Paris. See 22J.

The root resembles that of the tsz' slien [Polygonum bistorts

See 21]. It has a yellow skin and white flesh. It is dug

up in the 5th month and dried in the sun.

Su Sung [11th cent.]:—The tsao hiu is also called

| M M tsz ' ho eh
'

e - This plant is now found in Ho chung

[in Shan si, App. 74], in Ho yang [in Ho nan, App. 81

J

in Hua chou and Feng chou [both in Shen si, App. 85, oJjj

Wen chou [in Kan su, App. 386] and in Kiang and Hua1

[Kiang su and An hui, App. 124, 89]. The leaves resemble

those of the wang sun, kui Jciu, etc. They form two or three

rows. It flowers in the 6th month. The flowers are yellow*

and purple, the stamens [or anthers] are of a reddish yellow

colour and run out into gold-coloured drooping filaments.

The fruit, which appears in autumn, is red. The root is like

a succulent ginger-root and has a red skin and white flesh.©—

©
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Li Shi-0HEN :—The ehung Ion kin sien us also called

L san ts'ang ts'ao and £l ^* i|£ pai kan sui [in these

names chung lou means "many storied," san ts*ang— three-

Btoried, both terms referring to the rows of the leaves. Kin
si^i = gold thread]. It is a common plant which grows in

mountain recesses in moist, shady places. It has a solitary

stem on which the leaves, which resemble peony leaves, an

arranged in two or three 4 rows (whorls), each row consisting

ol seven leaves. The flowers appear in the summer at

the top of the stem, each flower has seven petals. The

flowers are provided with ^old-coloured filaments, from thre<

to four inches lon£. On the Wang wu shan mountain Tin

Ho nan. Bot. sin., I, p. 22S (65)] there ^rows one specie-

which has its leaves in from five to six rows. The root

resembles the root of the kid kin or that of the ts'ang sku

[Atraetylis. See 12]. It has a purple skin and white

flesh.

(?A., XXLV, 34:

—

Tsao hia. Good drawing represent-

ing a Pari*. From seven to eight leaves in a whorl. The

descriptions in the P. seem also to refer to one or several

species of Paris or the allied genera Trillium and Trillidium.

Order Liliacece.

Phon zo, XXIII, 1, 2 :— §j ^ TriUidium japonicum

Franchet. Represented with a large root

—

JUd^ 3:—Sam.'

Chinese name, Trillium erectum, L.

Aica u?f, 26:—Same Chinese name, Paris hexapkyUa^

Cham.

152.—£ Q kui kiu. P., XV1B, 30. 21, CXXVL
Pen king:—Kui kiu (devil's mortar), % Q kiu tin,

ts/0 **$ Mi B lH S ma mu tu k*ng. The root lfl

officinal. Taste acrid. Nature warm. Poisonous.

81
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Pie lu :—Other names : ^ ^ t^ien Mu (heaven mortar),

5|; Me tu (counter poison). The kui kin grows in Kiu

kii [App. 156], in mountain-valleys, also in Yiian kfi [in

Shan tung, App. 415]. The root is dug up in the 2nd and

8th months.

T'ao Hung-king :—The root resembles the roots of tli<

she kan [Pardanthus. See 153], the shu [Atraetylis. See

12] and the kou wen [see 162], There are two sorts. One is

produced in Ts'ien fang [in Che kiang, App. 352] and in

Mid China. It is of a sweet taste and covered with dena

hair (radical fibres). This is the best. The other, which

comes from Hui ki and Wu hing [both in Che kiang, App.

98, 890], is larger, of a hitter taste, not covered with hair, ami

less potent. The ma mu tu hung has a root which resembles

the huang tsing [Polygonatum* See 7]. It has excavations

(£3 hi", properly mortar) resembling horse's eyes, is tender

and succulent. It is less frequently used in medicine than the

genuine kui kiu.

Su Kung [7th cent.]:—The kui Mu grows in the depths

of the mountains, in shady places. The leaves resemble

those of the pi ma (Ric'nms), are hi-lobed, arranged in

rows at the top of a solitary stem. The root sends up one

stem every year, and when the stem decays it leaves an

excavation on the root. Thus after 20 years the root shov>

20 excavations. The name kiu Ida (nine excavations) i
w

also derived from this peculiarity of the root. In its skin,

flesh and hairs (radical fibres) the rcot resembles the she kan

[r. supra], which is frequently substituted for it. The

kui Mu is now an article presented a- tribute in the district

Tang yang in the prefecture of King chou, in the district

of Yuan an in the prefecture of Ilia chou, and in the dis-

trict of King shan in the prefecture of Siang chou [all

these localities are in Ha pei, App. 333, 14(J, 417, G4. 149,

305]. It grows there in the mountains, but is very rare.
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So Sung [11th cent,]:—The drug i> now produced in

Kiang ning fa, Ch'u chou, Shu chou [all in An Inn, App.

129, 25, 294], Slum- choa [in Shen si, App. 27*1, Ts*i choo

[in Slum tung, App. 348], Hang chou [in Che kiang, App.

58] am] in the localities mentioned by So Kum . Rod
flowers which appear in the 3rd month in the stem (spathe ?),

afterwards fruits. The leaves are iobed and arranged like an

ambrella at the top of the stem.

Li Shi-chbn enumerates the following synonym* applied

to this plant, viz. • Jg |g ffi t'ang p*o king, ^ J$ ?£

AAfi ight-horned dish. This

), 7|C fB 2£ iku la ts'ao,

iV fi£ ^ hai mu ts
lao

f fy ^ kui yao, If| JIJ ]p[ i'/un
i:

ll\ ^ 5^ sAaw Ao tj(\ JfL ^ Aa>/ fo. It is also called

//£ ho is' > and $Ei Hffl :;3i £m /'/<> //< . Som authors

say that its leaf n >mbles the L f of Nelumbinm tpeciomm

and is palmately lobed, to which some of the above names

allude. Li Shi-CHEN states that the plant is common in

South China. In North China it is found only on the Lung
men shan and Wang wu shan mountains [App. 212, and

upra sub 151]. It has only one stem, which is hollow and

prod uc s at the top seven round leaves resembling those

of Nelumbium^ but smaller and palmately divided, purple

underneath. The flowers appear beneath the leaves.

The ancient Chinese author- probably confound under

the above enumerated names several different plant-.

Hknry [Chin. />/., M: states:—AMM ra l eVm
ftiphylleia ? sp. 37 nova. This curious plant appears in -haded

places in the mountains. It is the fy Q kui ten of books,

and is figured in the Ch. [XXIV, 35] where the name used

at I chang is given as a synonym. P. Smith [46] wrongly

37 1-
This plant so first identified from imperfect specimens, is now found

from better specimens to be Podophyllum vcrsipeUe, Hanee.—A. He^Y,
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says it is Ccdadium. This error probably arose from the

tact that ^ D|[] ^t tu kio lien, which is given also as a-.-» ^r ^xr. — , ~, to-'-
synonym of hit kiu, in Hu peh signifies Aristcma.

D
B, rberiihix. Some of the above descriptions of the /fcttf ft«

by the Chinese authors agree. In Northern America Di-

phyUeia cymosa is called " the umbrella plant " [comp. mpra

Su Sung's description].

CL, VIII, 61 :—m m m tu hie lien. Rude drawing

Perhaps an Aroidea is intended. The plant is said to grow-

in Fu chou.

Tata h., Cat., 22 .— Tu hne lien. Radix Caladii zantltoriti?

P. Smith, 46.—The plant tu hie lien, wild and cultivated

at Peking, and which was raised in the Botanic Gardens,

St. Petersburg, from seeds I had procured in Peking, proved

to be Typhonium giyanteum, Engl, (order Aracete).

Henry, I.e., 476:—Tu hie lien in Hu pei= Arisama

heterophylla, 131.— But according to Ford and Crow ["Notes

P.

Med.," in China Reciew, XVI, 7]

Comp. Hooker's Icon. Plant., tab. 1996, Podophyllum

versipelle, Dr. Henry's note.

Phon zo, XXIII, 5, 6 :—5| Q, fJiphylleia.—So moh,
VII, 25 :— IU ffi ^, Diphjlleia Grayi, Fr. Schm.

[t

153.—U =p she lean. P., XVItt, 32. T., CLXII.

This plant is mentioned in Sz' Ma siaNg ju's poem

Pen king :—She Jean, J| ^ urn than, m 3g int p*u. The

root is officinal. Taste bitter. Nature uniform. Poisonous

Pie /«:— Other name-:

>% 8fc w ch'ui, ^ ^ *s<ao Hang. The
fc>
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Nan yang [in Ho nan, App. 231] in mountain-valleys and

in fields. The root is dug up on the 3rd day of the 3rd

month and dried in the shade 4
.

Wu P'u [3rd cent.] calls it ^ ig huaug yuan

T'ao Hukg-KING :—It has a yellow root, and i- frequently

cultivated. There is one sort with white flowers. It has a

long stem. This accounts for the name she kan (lance).

Su Kong [7th cent.]:—The she kan resembles in it-

leaves the yUan wet [Iris. See I .")!].

Han Pao-SHBNQ [10th cent.]:—The she kan grows from

2 to 3 feet high, has yellow flowers and black fruits. The root

shows many radical fibre?, has a yellowish block skin and

yellowish red flesh.

Ch'en Ts'ang-ki [8th cent.]:—The she kan resembles

the yuan wet. It is also called M H feng i (phoenix' wing),

from the shape of the leaves. It blossoms in autumn. Flowers

red and dotted. The yilan wei has bine flowers.

Sung Sung [11th cent.]:—The she kan is much cultivated.

It grows from one to two feet high and has long narrow-

leaves which spread out like the wings of a bird. Hie stem

rises from the midst of the leaves like that of the man ts'ao

(Hemerocatlis). The flowers, which appear in the 6th month,

are orange coloured and with small spot- on the corolla.

The fruit is a capsule which contains black seeds.

Li Shi-chen :—The she kan is also called j|f ff pien eku

(flat bamboo) and is much cultivated.

Ch.% XXIV, 37:

—

She kan. The drawing represent-

Pardanthus chinensis, Ait. The genus name Pardanthus

(leopard flower) refers to the spotted flowers. The pai (white)

she kan [CA., XXIV, 40] is Pardanthus dichotomus, Ledeb.

(Iris dichotomus, Pall). The first is much cultivated at

Peking, the second grows wild there in the mountains. The

above Chinese descriptions agree in a general way.
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Lour., Fl. cochin., 4b* :—L-ia chinensis (same as Par-
danthm chinensis). Sinice : xe can [she kdn\. Radix bulbis

teretibus croceis. Flos magnus, terminalis, aureus, rubro

punctatus.

Iatar., Cat., 52 :

—

She kan. Radix PardantM chinensis.

-Ganger [35] describes and figures the root she kan, which,

lie thinks, belongs to an Iridacea.—P. Smith, 167.

Out. Med., p. 280 (108):—She kan exported 1885 from

Amoy 3.14 piculs.—According to the Hank. Med. [p. 36],

exported also from Hankow.
Am«>n. eatoL, 872 :— J|;J" ^p jakan, vulgo karasu oogi et

jioogi. Iris fiore liliaceo parvo, puniceo, pnnctis sanguine
intus asperso. This, as well as the figure in the So moku [II,

12] sub iff =p, is Pardanthus chinensis.

1 54-~~M M yto*n wei. P., X VI I/,, 35. 7'., I ' LXVIII.
J'cn king :—Yaan wei ( kite's tail ), a m tea nilan. Th

root is officinal. Taste bitter. Nature uniform. Poisonous.

P/* Zw:—The urn yuan grows in Kiu i [in Kiang si,

App. 155] in mountain-valleys. It is gathered [dug up] In

the 5th month.

T'ao Hqng-king :—The root of this plant is called J
yuan Von (kite's head).

Su Rung [7th cent.]:—This plant is cultivated. H
leaves resemble those of the she kan [see 153] but are

broader and shorter. The stem is also not long. The flower-

are of a violet colour. The root resembles that of the

kao Hang kiang [Alrinia. See 57], it has a yellow skin and

white flesh. When chewed it causes scratching in the throat.

XXIV, 40:

—

Yuan wei. The figure represents a

large Iris.

Anurn. exot., 873 :

11a fiore magno plen
o fatz. Ins
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1

So mokuj II, 3:—Same Chinese name, Iris tectarum.

Maxim.

This plant is much cultivated at Peking as an ornamental

plant Its popular name there is Jp! 3r ^

VA.-^^ffiyungchichu. R, XVI16, 40. 7%CLXXIX.
Pen king:— Yang eld chu The flowers are officinal.

Taste acrid. Nature warm. Very poisonous.

Pielu:— Other name: 3?i $fc !I 1L c?*** The t/ang chi chn

grows in the valleys of the T'ai hing shan mountains [in

N. China, App. 323], also in the mountains of Huai nan

[An hui, Riang su, App. 1)0]. The flowers are gathered and

dried in the shade.

T'ao HuNG-KING explains the above name [yang= sheep,

chichu =to reel] by the fact that sheep when eating the leaves

of this plant be^in to reel and die. It grows in Mid China

on mountain-slopes and has yellow flowers resembling those of

the lu ts'ung (HemerocaUis fulca). It cannot be approached

to the eye. 38

Su Kung [7th cent.] observes that the flowers of thi

plant do not resemble the hi ts'ung flowers but rather the

siian hna [Calystegia. See 169].

Han Pao-sheng [10th cent.]:— It is a shrub, 2 feet

high. Leaves like peach-leaves. Yellow flowers r< ambling

melon-flowers. There are urathered in the 3rd and 4th month

and dried in the sun.

Su Sung [11th cent.] compares its flowers to those of

ig siao [Tecoma, Bignoma. See 170] and the $han shi Uu

mountain pomegranate. See further on]. The flowers are[mounts

yellow. The plant grows from 3 to ± feet high. It is

poisonous to sheep. [

Uhina, App, 197] and Shu (Sz clruan) grows a sort with

Jeep red flowers. This is not used in medicine.
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Li Shi-chen :—The corolla of the flower is five-lobed and

of a yellow colour, as also the stamina. It has an unpleasant

taste and smell. The red flowered species mentioned by

U [ I
hung (red) chi chu, which is also called

\U I I
slum (mountain) chi chu and {J.| ft flft

shan shi Uu

(mountain pomegranate). It is not poisonous. Other names

tor the shan chi chu, which is common in the mountains, arc

ft. || $; tu kixan hua (cuckoo flower) and ^ |Jj $J yity

shan hung.

Other names for the common (yellow) yang chi chu are :

?£ nao yang hua (flower which makes sheep giddy),

7£ king yang hua [similar meaning], Hfjfc || ft huang

(yellow) tu kilan hua.

Ch., XXIV, 19 :— Yang chi chu, a Rhododendron figured.

Iatar., Cat., 29:— Yang chi chu, Ilyoscyamus niger.

Ibidem, 41 :

—

Nao yang hua, Ilyoscyamus.

Hanbury, Sc. pap., 266 :—Nao yang hua. Flowers of

Rhododendron?— P. Smith, 29, 84, 115.—Parker, Canton

pL, 85 :

—

Nao yang hua, Datura alba, L.

Henry, Chin, pi., 218 :—^ ^ ^ lao hu hua (

), Rhododendron {Azalea) sinense, Sw. An Azalea with

yellow flowers, reputed dangerous to cattle that browse on it

This is the yang chih chu of Ch., XXIV, 19, where the local

name is given as a synonym.

Henry, I.e., 558 :— f^ll\M.ying shan hung, Rhododendron

(Azalea) indicum., Sw., var. This red flowering species is also

known as hung chi chu and %£ f± H& hung tu kilan.—Ifmui;

(yellow) tu kilan is a name for the [yellow] Azalea sinensis

[v. supra].

At Peking <££ §{| ^g tu kilan hua is a jieueral name for

Rhododendron (Azalea). The same at Canton. See BkidgM.,

Chin. Chrest., 472. At Peking hung (red) tu kuan hua is

Azalea indica, L., var. macrantha. ge crimson
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Cultivat I.

—

Pat (white) tu kiianhua is Rhod. Uueanthum,

Bge. Cultivated. White flowers.— } V (wild) tu kBan lata i

Rlwd. Jaurlcum, L. Wild-growing, rose-coloured (lowers.

China is very rich in Rhododendrons. Tin* Iml. Fl. •- u

[II, 19-32] enumerat 65 Chinese speci >. including the sub

genus Azalea. The flowers are for the greater part red,

crimson, rose- tloured and white. Only a few Chines d
have yellow flowers, viz. Rhod. [J:^/< ] a* u#, Sw« [-1.

pontica, L. var. sinensis, Lindl., JJot. reg. /. 1253],

—

Rhod.

'/> Rh /. lutes -. Franch.,

Father Da Yin, from Mupin.

—

Rhod. sinense is common in

the mountains of Mid China, it is also much cultivat I in

1 Chinese gardens. European observers do not mention its

poisonous properties. We know that the nearly allied yellow

flowered Azalea pontica, L., posa >ses dangerous narcotic

qualities.

According to Abbe DfiSGODINS, in E. Tibet sheep and

goats are poisoned by Rliododendron leaves [Bull. Soc. Ge'ogr.,

1873, 1, 333]. ArrcHisoN. in his " Flora of the Kuram Valley"

fyh

[

Amup.n. exot., 845:— jj|f,]f

icone, p. 846. This is, ar ling to Maximowicz [Rhodod.

-1 <>i nt, p. 37], Rhodod 'Iron [J:ah urn, S*

Ameen. exot., 849 :— fct [\% to ken, vulgo satsuki. Cytisu-

Liliifer autunmalis, etc. According to Maximowicz Rhod.

Atitt orient, p. 39], this is probably Rhododeiid [Azah ]

tndicum, var. macranthum.

Plum zo, XXIII. 21-24 :—t£ gf j^. Various species of

Rhododendron arc figured under this Chinese nam ,v .21,

A

22, /,'//. Sehlippenltachii, Maxim., rose-coloured,—23, Rhod.

Albrechti, Max., rose-coloured,— 23, Rtiod. rltomhicum, Miq.,

violet,—24, undetermined, whitt

35
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Ibid., 24-20:— Jll IHIf, viz. 24, Rhod. sublaneeolatum,

Miq., rose-coloured,—2 ;'), Rhod., undetermined, violet, white,

rose-coloured,—26, Rhod. linearifoUum, S. & Z., and Rhod.

macrosepalum, Max.

Ibid., 27, r. :—
=ftfc h& 7E- Two species of Rhododendron,

undetermined.

^

Sieb., /con. m«*., V :—$± ||^ . Mod. satsuh \==Rhod.

indicum var. macranthum [v. supra].

Jbid. :—i£ g j^. JeaZm pontica ? Azalea chinensis,

K.IEB.—|J ^ jjg^ . Rhod. juponicum, Sieb.

156-—^ 7£ yuan hua. P., XVIl/>, 4± T., CX.

Comp. Bot. sin., II, 258, 465.

Pen king :— YUan hua, ^ jfc kil shui. The flowers arc

officinal. Taste bitter and acrid. Nature warm. Poisonous.

Pie lu:—Other names
-£fc

:*£ tu yuan, ^ ^ <« yu

(poisoning fish), §§ || Shu sang [Sz ch'uan mulberry]. The

yuan hua grows in Huai yuan [in Ho nan, App. 92] in

river-valleys. The flowers are gathered on the 3rd day of

the 3rd month and dried in the shade.

Wu P'O [3rd cent.]:—Other names: %; ^ ch:i (red)

J^ |£ rfl fs'ao,
j|fc 5p ;>«/ /ma (injurious flower). The

W. Jt 1^ /'««'y (yellow) ia £t [comp. 136].

The j^ /j$J
*/rta/t £in [ « [

App. 56]. Its leaves appear in the 2nd month, are green at

first, but when growing thicker they become black. The

flowers are purple, red or white. Flowers, leaves and root are

officinal. The flowers are gathered in the 3rd month, the

leaves in the 5th, and the root is taken op in the <
s th or 9th

month.

T'AO Hung-kixg :— It (the flowers?) is boiled for medical

use, and cannot be approached to the eyes.
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Han Pao-shexg [10th cent.]:— It is a common plant in

^li<l China, and grows from 2 to 3 feet high. The leaves-~ — _ . „ w .— ...e

resemble those of the pai ts'ien [Vincetoxicum. See 45] or

willow-leaves. The root lias a yellow skin resembling th

root of the mulberry tree. The flowers are violet; they

appear in the first or second month and fall off when the

leaves begin to expand,

Su Sung filth cent.]:—The plant has a perennial root.

The old branches and the stem are of a purple colour It

grows from 2 to 3 feet high. The root penetrates from 3 to 5

inches into the ground, is of a white colour and resembles th.

root of the elm. The leaves arc small and narrow like willow-

leaves. It blossom- in the second month. Purple flowers in

spikes resembling those of the tsz' king [Cercis]. There i-

one sort in Kiang chou [in Shan si, App. 123], with yellow

flowers, which is called ;§£ ^ fc haang (yellow) yuan hua.

Li Shi -CHEN:—The name is also written fa yuan.

Thrown into the water it [flowers or leaves] poisons fish. It;

smell cause- head-ache, whence it is popularly called Efi2$7£
t
lou t'eng hua (head-ache flower) The dictionary Ytie pien

[6th cent.] states that the y&an tree grows in Yii chang

[Kiang si. See But. sin., II, sub 513]. Its juice when

boiled preserves fruit and eggs from spoiling. The Yung

hoi sui pi [12th cent.] says that it is common in Jao

hou [in Kiang si, App. 109]. From the stem it cannot be

decided whether it is a tree. People sometimes rub the skin

with this drug [it is not said what part of the plant, probably

the hark] to produce an inflammatory swelling, in order to

imulate wounds. E^s when rubbed with a mixture of this
bn

drug with salt assume an ochre colour.

Tata it., Cat., 31:— Yikm lata, Passerina Cham*rdaphne,

Bunge [Wickstrcemia Chamu daphne, Metal.]. This plant,

common near Peking, has small, yellow, fragrant flower-. It

*3 poisonous, and belongs to the order Thymelacece,
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P. Smith, 168.

Henry, Chin pi., 281 :—E| M fe men t
lou hua (plant

which stupefles the head). Daphne genkwa, S & Z. This is

tbe ^ fe yuan hua in CA., XXIV, 44. The figure on p. 46

probably represents the same, and the name given there,

1^ km ijao tai, is also used at I chang.

Cust. Med, p. 128 (110):— Yiian hua flowers exported

1885 from Chin kiang 3.25 piculs.—According to Hank.

Med., 53, exported also from Hankow.

Sieb. & Zucc, Fl.jap., I, 137, tab., 75 -.—Daphne genkw

(order T/u/melacece), sinice ^7£, said to have been introduced

from China into Japan. Lilac flowers. The flowers and the

bark are officinal in Japan, and the latter is used as a

vesicatory.

Phon zo, XXIV, 2 :—Same Chinese name, Daphne genhca.

157.-^ 1£jao hua. P., XV117>, 45. 7., CX.

Pen king :—Jao hua. The flowers are officinal. Taste

bitter. Nature cold. Poisonous.

Pie lu:—The jao hua grows in Hien yang [in Shen si,

App. 65] in river-valleys, also in Ho nei [ S.E. Shan si.

App. 77] and Chung raou [in Ho nan, App. 30]. The

flowers are gathered in the 6th month and dried in the shade.

T'ao Hung-king:—The Chung mou drug now comes

from the Yellow Kiver. It (the flowers ?) resembles the yM n

hua [see 156] but is very small and white.

Su Kung [7th cent.] :—The plant resembles the hu mi

(Conundrum), has no spines, small yellow flowers. It baa no

resemblance to the yuan hua.

Han Pao-BHENG [10th cent.]:—The best sort come

from Yung chou [in Shen si, App. 424]. The plant groirs

in the mountains, and is about 2 feet high.
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Li Shi-chen suggests that this plant (jaohua) is the

ytian hta with yellow flowers noticed l>v Si Sung :i> crowing

in Kiang chon [com]). 156]. The Fresh flowers of the;Vi >hna

are yellow, hut when dried they become white, wherefore

T-ao Hi xu-kixg states that the plant has white flowers.

Ch., XXIV, 48:— Jao fiua. Rude drawing. Only
lea\res.

PJwn zo, XXIV, 2, 3 :—^7£. Two plants represented,

one with yellow, the other with white flowers. Not identified

by Franchet.

Sikh., Icon, ined., VI:— Pasterina japonica, S. & Z.

[ Wuistrcemla japomca, Miq.]. Sinice ^ Tfc-

Sieb., CEcon., 132:—Same Chinese name, Stellera aanj>i.

E cortice conficitur charta oh firmitatem laudata. Ibidem,

131, Siebold says the same with respect to Stellera japemea*

-This latter is the same as Wickstrcemia japonica. Siebold's

otellera (Passerina) ganpi is Wiehsti mia canescens, Meisn.

In Hoffm. & Sch., 415, fig £g ?£ [Chinese pronuncia-

tion yen p'i] is given as the Chinese name for Passerina

9*npim This name is not found in the P.

158.—|JS ^: ma^ fc'ao. P., XVII&, 47. 7'., CX.

Comp. ////ya, 147, Classics, 4G4.
I

-FWi king:— Mang ts
l
ao. Leaves used in medicine

Taste pungent. Nature warm. Poisonous.

Pie In :—Other names :— jjij: mi, ?S ^ rlrun ts'ao. The
mang u'ao grows in Shang kn [in N. Chi li, A pp. 272] in

»iountain-vall
(.v>, and in Yuan kii [in Shan tang, App. 415J.

The leaves are gathered in the 5th mouth and dried in the

-bade.
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T'ao Hung -king: —The name mang was originally

K.D
n

identical.] This is now a common plant in the eastern

provinces. The people bruise the leaves, mix the powder
with old millet-flour and throw it into the water to stupefy

hsh, which are then easily caught and can be eaten without
UI1V (iMnfrnrany danger.

]:— It is a common plant in the

southern provinces and in Shu [Sz ch'uan]. It is a tree

which resembles the «U »a« [see 347], but the leaves are

Rarely produced. It bears neither flowers nor fruit. The
eaves are gathered in the 5th and 7th months. Others say

«iat it is an herbaceous plant which climbs on trees.
iv'GU Tsung-shi [12th cent.]:—It i- a tree with leave

like the slu nan [v. supra] which have the smell of the t*>
Itanttoxylon. See 288].

Li Shi-chen :-This plant is poisonous. When eaten it

causes man to lose his senses. The mountain people use it

tor kUImg rats, whence the name & ^ ,*« (rat) *«* The
name eh un ts'ao given in the Pie \u as a synonym of mang

IZu]
applied t0 the plant Pai wd in™*°*ieum-

** J?
fUrtllei

' particu,ars regarding this poisonous plant
^ee Bot. sin., II ai\\ t t

,*> *
, •

annHa 1 + i». •

n JaPan tne nam e mang ts'ao K

159.

P«T*^ ** P"XVIW,49. r.,CXLY.

bitter K?'
,:~~ } " 1 yiL The ,eaves a™ officinal. Taste

bitter Nature warm. Poisonous.

The 1* »'
'~

7
°ther nameS : ^ ^ *««* *«* ft & f»'

hung.

If" y« grows in T'ui shan [in Shan tung, App
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322] in mountain-valleys. The leaves are gathered on the

3rd day of the 3rd month.

T'ao Hun<;-kixg :—The best conies from P'eng ch'eng

[in Kiang sn, App. 247]. The plant grows in Mid China.

h\ its stem and leaves it resembles the mang ts'ao [see 158]

hut is more slender and weak. It is seldom used in medical

prescriptions.

Ta Ming [10th cent.]:—This drug com i from Hai yen

[in Che kiang, App. 51]. The plant resembles the $M nan

tree [see 347], Its leaves are thick. They are gathered

from the 5th to the 7th month.

Su Sung [11th cent.]:—The plant is now produced in

Yung chou [in Shen si, App. 424], Kiang chou [in Shan si,

App. 123], Hua chou [in Shen si, App. 85] and in Hang
chou [in Che kiang, App. 58]. It grows from 3 to 4 feet high

and has a red stem. Leaves like those of the pomegranate tree

but shorter and thicker ; they resemble also the leaves of the

«/« nan [r. supra]. In the 4th month it produces small white

flowers, and in the 5th month fruit. Stem and leaves are

officinal.

Li Shi-chen observes that the name kuan ts'ao, given in

the Pie hi as a synonym of yin yfl, is properly applied to

another plant, a kind of sedge. [Comp. Bot. .<///., II, 455.]

Ch., XXIV, 42 :

—

Yiuyti. liude drawing, too indistinct

to permit of identification.

Sieb. & Zucc, Fl. jap., I, 127, tab. 08 i—Skimmia

japonira, Thbg. Order of Rutarea . Siniee]£j^. See also

Sieb., Icon, ined., II. This is an evergreen shrub, from 3 to 4

feet high. Flower- fragrant, white, with a tinge of red. The

Japanese and the Chinese consider it to be poisonous as the

Japanese name mijama sikimi, or mountains sitimi, indicates.

Stkoni, a name applied to Illkium rel></iosum, means

" malignant fruit."
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o

Phon Z0j XXIV, 5:— Same Chinese name. Skimmia

japonica.—Kwa wi^ 113.

—

The Skimmia japonica was first described by KJEMFFER

in his Amwn. ezot., 779 [Sin san
y
vulgo mijama &kimmi]> but

the Chinese name affixed there is wronsr. One of the characters

indecipherable.

The descriptive details regarding the yin yil as given in

the P. are too vague to permit of deciding whether Skimmia

is meant. R. Fortune [Tea Countries, 329] notices Sk.

Reevesiana as cultivated in Shanghai gardens. No Skimmia

is mentioned in the Ind. Fl. tin.

160.-S fI P^f da lung jui. P., XVllb, 50. T., L1X.

Pen king:— Shi lung jui,
Jjjj ^ ti shot (ground

mulberry). The seeds and the skin of the root are officinal

Taste bitter. Nature uniform. Non-poisonous.

Some of the ancient authors identify the shi lung jui

with Rh ya, 128, others with 134.

Pie Ia

:

5^ _SL
^'ten i° u

i S
^ ^ Z« fow neng, % fJJ «V«// /vm. The */« /w»0 ;«

grows in T'ai shan [in Slum tung, App. 822] among stone-

in rivers and marshes On the 5th day of the 5th month

fl

[of

Wu P'u [3rd cent.] calls it 7^ |f stun tin [a name

properly applied to OSnanthe, an umbelliferous plant See

250],

T'ao Hung-kikg : -The shi lung jui which is found in

Mid China has seeds resembling those of the die ch'van

[Cnidium. See 49], but they are flat. Thi which is not

the true thi lung jui, is called fg ^ ^ t$z< t&'ai tsz'.
The

genuine plant grows in the eastern mountains on rocks. I fc
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has soft, small and short leaves. Its seeds resemble those of

the t'ing li [Sisymbrium. See 114], are of a yellow colour

and somewhat pungent taste.

Su Kung [7th cent.]:—The plant which is now generally

used is popularly called shut kHn [r. supra]. Its leaves

resemble those of the fu tsz' [Aconitum. See 143]. Its fruit

resembles a mulberry, whence the name ti shen [v. sitpro].

It grows in low marshes. The leaves and the seeds are of a

pungent taste. The plant produced in Shan nan [S. Shen si,

App. 2G8] has seeds as large as mallow-seeds, but that from

Kuan chung [Mid Shen si, App. 158] and Ho pei [S. Chi li,

App. 78] has small seeds like the tHng li [v. supra], and they

are less potent than those from Shan nan. It is not clear

why T'ao Hung king asserts that the small-seeded is the true

shi lung jui.

Su Sung [11th cent.]:—This plant now grows in Yen

chou [in Shan tung, App. 404]. It grows in a bushy manner,

producing many stems of a greenish purple colour. Three

leaves at the top of one stalk. These leaves are small, short,

and incised. ]

yellow. Su Kung states that this plant is also called shut k
l

in.

But this latter is a quite different plant. The plant from

Yen chou is that spoken of in the Pen ts'ao king, and which

T'ao Hung-king calls the true shi lung jui.

K'ou Tsung-shi [12th cent.]:—There are two kiuds of

the shi lung jui. That which grows in water has glabrous

leaves and round seeds, that growing on dry land has its

leaves covered with hair, and pointed seeds. Only the first is

used in medicine.

Li Shi-chen :—The ancient authors have erroneously

identified the shi lungjui with the thui k*in, which is a different

plant and is used as a vegetable. The hairy shi lung jui,

growing on dry land, spoken of by K'OU TSUNG-SHI, is very

36
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poisonous. But that growing in water, when boiled can be

used for food. It is also called #J ffl^ hu tsiao ts
(
ai (pepp

). It is a plant about one foot high. The root

resembles that of the tsi [Capsella. See 251]. Ternate,

dissected, glabrous leaves, small yellow flowers. The fruit i

green, as large as a bean, and looks like an unripe mulberry.

When rubbed between the fingers tbe small seeds, like tHng U

seeds, fall out. This is the shi lung jm. The people in

Kiang and Huai [Kiang su and An hui] gather the leaves of

this plant in the 3rd and 4th month andCat them boiled.

C7i., XXIV, 41 :—Shi lung Jul. The drawing represents

a Ranunculus, probably R. scderatus, L. Li Shi-cuen's

description agree-.

Phon zo, XXIV, 6 .—£ ffe f£ Ranuneuliu seeleratus.

So moku, X, 55 :—Same Chinese name, R. sceleratut, and

[52] R. ternatm, TmV.

Sieb., Icon, ined., I :—Same Chinese name, R. seeleratus.

161.—^ £3 mu pieHm p>? XVIlb, 53. T., CLXVI.

Pen king:—mu pien. The root is officinal. Taste

hitter. Nature slightly cold. Non-poisonous. It is used to

cure ulcers. A decoction of it is good for killing the lice of

cattle and other parasites. It is used in the treatment of

leases of cattle, whence the name (mu« cattle).

Pie for—The niu pien grow, in Km rang [S.E. Hu nan,

App. 167] in river-valleys.

T-ao HuNG-KiNG :~This drug is little known now.

Su Kong [7th cent.]:-This drug resembles the
**

ton? jui. The root is like the t$Hn kiao [see 28] but is **
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slender. It grows in low marshy places. Its common name

is n'ni pien, but in tho Court of Sacrifices^ it is called

Wi ^f P*m te or M H pie™ hl (poison). It is very effica-

cious in destroying lice of cattle.

Han Pao-sheng [10th cent.] :—This plant is now pro-

duced in Ning cliou [in Kan su, App. 234]. Its leaves

resemble those of the shi lung Jul [Ranunculus. See 1(50]

and the fu tsz' [Acomtum, App. 143]. The root is gathered

in the 2nd and 8th months.

Su Sung [11th cent.]:—There is a peculiar sort of pen

te in Ln chou [in Shan si, App. 204]. It flowers in the

6th month and bears fruit in the 8th. The leaves and the

•oot are useful in destroying lice.

Ck, XXIV, 47 :—Niu pieru Rude drawing of a plant

with palmate leaves.

So moku, X, 26:—

4

s*H Aconitnm Lycoctonum, L.

See also Phon zo, XXIV, 11, 12 :—Kwa tri, 17.
40

i

162.—$jj p|j kou wen. P., XVII6, 55. Tn CXXXV.
Pen king

:

—Kou wen, gf || ye ho. The root is officinal.

Taste acrid. Nature cold. Very poisonous.

Pie hi .-—The kou teen grows in Fu kao [App. 15] in

mountain-valleys, also in Hui ki [in Che kiaug, App. 98]

and Tmig ye 41 [App. 377]. One sort is called JgJ ft§ ku

Into. When broken it emits a blue vapor.42 It is taken

up in the 2nd and 8th months.

*°Hoffm. k Schlt. give the above Chinese characters as the Chinese

name for Geranium Thnnberqii. But this seems to be a mistake. Ar*cord-

ing to the So mokn [XII, 40] the Chinese name of this plant is £i T" 7_

and in the Ch. [XII, 41], under the same Chinese name, many nhi rk,m

Geranium is figured. See also Kin huang, L, 19,

41 Or perhaps Tung ye in the prefecture of Hui ki.

rr z n m ffi
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Wu P'u [3rd cent.]:—Other names: |S£ ^
^ $& hi hen (poisonous root). The hou wen grows in the

mountains of Nan Yiie [S. China, App. 233], also in Han
shi shan [App. 57] and in I chou [Sz ch'uan, App. 102].
Its leaves resemble those of the ho [Pachyrhizm. See 104].
lied, square stem, resembling an arrow. Yellow root, which
is dug up in the 1st month.

T'ao Hung-king :-This drug when introduced into the
mouth causes pain in the throat. There is one kind of the
hm wen which in its leaves resembles the huang tsing

IPolygonatum. See 7]. It has a purple stem and yellow
flowers. The young plant has a strong resemblance to the
hwnp tsmg, and the plants are frequently confounded. As
the first-mentioned plant is poisonous it causes death when
taken.—[Comp. Sub 7 the legend regarding these two plants.]

Su Kung [7th cent.]:-The ye ho grows in Kui chou
Lin Kuang si, App. 164]. In the south it is a common
plant near villages, on burial wastes and on roads. The
people there call it hou wen, but properly hou wen is the
name for the herbaceous part of the plant, whilst the root
is called ye ho. It is a climber. Leaves like those of the

See 279]. The fresh root, when just taken

bone (centre). The old

[D

]

root resembles the ti hu [Lydum. See 34;
root the Han fang hi [Coeeulu*. See 183]. It resemble
also the ;>a* hua t'eng [white-flowered Liana. Unknown to—

.
When the fresh root is broken it does not exhale

any vapor (odour), but when one year old a vapor is emitted
°m the sma11

I'
ores of the substance of the root. The

root of the hou h^i [Lycium. See 345] shows the san,
peculiarity. That which the Pie lu states regarding the blue
vapors [v. supra] is not intelligible. When people by mistake
happen to eat the leaf of this plant they die, whilst sheep
browse on it without being injured and even grow fat.
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Ll Shi-chen :—The Nau fang ts'ao mu clxuang [ see

J>ot. sin., I, 38] says :—The ye ko is a climber. Its loaves

resemble those of the lo le (Ocimnm basilicum), are glabrous

and thick. It is also called }$\ ^ V£ hu man ts'ao. "When

people happen by mistake to eat the leaves mixed with

vegetables, they die in the course of half-a-day. The Yuyang

tso tsu [8th cent.] states :—The hu man ts'ao grows in Yung

chou and Yung chou [differently written in Chinese. Both in

Knang si, App. 429, 428]. Flowers flat (?), resembling the

flowers of the chi tsz' (Gardenia). [See 335] but are slightly

larger and of a yellowish white colour. Leaves of a blackish

colour. When eaten by mistake they cause death in a few

days. Counter-poison : the blood of white goose and duck.

The Ling nan wei sherifffang (Prescriptions for Preserving Life

in Southern China) says :—The leaves of the hu man ts'ao

resemble tea-leaves. Small yellow flowers. One leaf when

introduced into the mouth causes hemorrhagies from all

orifices (pores), followed by death. Li Shi-chen adds that

this plant is also called M flf^
jS tuan ch'ang ts'ao (herb

which cuts the bowels) and ||] )}J^ ]p Ian ch'ang ts'ao. When
it comes in contact with the bowels of man or beast they

become black and gangrenous in half-a-day. The leaves

are round and glabrous. The younger leaves in spring and

summer are especially dangerous, the old leaves in autumn

and winter are less injurious. The plant flowers in the 5th

or 6th month. The flowers resemble those of the kit liu

[see Bot. sin., II, 238] and appear in dense clusters forming

a spike. The kind which grows in Ling nan [South China]

has yellow flowers, that of Tien nan [Yiin nan, App. 338]

has red flowers, and is also called >K :

]l!l 7b hu0 Pa fma -

Ch., XXIV, 54, 55 i—Kou wen. The drawing repre-

sents only leaves. It cannot be decided what plant is meant.

Ibid^ 55 :—Verso sub $| ] [ Tien (Yiin nan) kou wen,

a plant is figured which resembles a Polygonatum.
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In an interesting article on Chinese drugs published

by Ford, Crow, etc., in the China Renew [XV, 214], it is

proved that the plant kou wen of the Chinese herbal is a

poisonous twining plant, Gehemium elegant, Benth., Order

Loganiaceu, yellow flowers, the root used in medicine. It

hang, also gj JJg ^ tuan elSang ts'ao and ~X ^ M
ta clta ye t'eng.

Cuit. Med., p. 152 (197):—Kmt wen imported 1885 to

Shang hai QS piculs. It is stated to come from Han kow,

but is not mentioned as exported from Hankow.

Plum zo, XXIV, 24 :— #6j pjj or pf |£, Rims toxicoden-

dron, L., var. radieans.—Ibid., 24, 25:—* ffi m £5j tifi

[kou wen with Polygonatum leaves]. This drawing seems
also to represent a Rhus.

_

But the So moku [II, 42] figures under the latter

Chinese name Croomia japonica, Miq., Order Stemonaeea:

Sieb., 7am. fcd, VIII :—Same Chinese name [/V</-
gonatum-kwed lou wen], Croomia pawlflora. Torr.

163.-31$^ ^ ,s< t&gt « p

}

XyIIIa> L 7 ;
5
CLXIX.

Comp. ifo ya , 131, CWm, 450, 451.

P*n hingt—T'u sz< tsz< (hare's silk), » Jg «<u to. The
seeds are officinal. Taste pungent sweet. Nature uniform.
Non-poisonous. The whole plant is also used in medicine.

Pie lu:—The t'u «« *«« grows in Cha0 sien [Corea,
App. 9] in marshes and fields. It is a twining plant which
fastens itself to herbaceous plants and trees (shrubs). The
fruit is gathered in the 9th month and dried in the sun.

1

43 The first character is more generally written M «**">.

ft
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chH hang (red string). The larger (coarser) kind, which

is of a light colour, is called ^ Jf| t'u lei. The medical

virtues in both are the same.

In the Kuang ya [3rd cent.] this plant is termed ^ f£

Vu kHu.

T'ao HuNG-KING: — This iplant grows abundantly in

ihe fields. It twines about herbaceous plants as the Ian

[Polygonum. See 1231, the ch'u ma [Bcehmeria. See 88]

and the hao (Artemisia). Seeds used in medicine.

Ta Ming [10th cent,]:—The plant looks like yellow

floss-silk. It has neither leaves nor stem, twines about

herbaceous plants of the fields, and continues growing even

when these plants die. It flowers and bears fruit at the

same time. The seeds are small like millet.

Chang Yu-hi [11th cent.] quotes the La shi ch'un tsiu

[3rd cent. B.C.], which states that the t'u sz' has no root.

The Pao p'o tsz' [13th cent.] states that where the thi sz'

fu V*u [or fi 350]

found in the ground, but it is not attached to the former.

8u Sung [11th cent.] says that the statement of the

Pao p
l
o tsz* has not been confirmed, and that the t'u sz

( ha>

nothing to do with the fu ling. The t'u sz' grows in Mid

China. The best is found in Yuan kii [in Shan tang, App.

415]. The plant consists of fine filaments which twine

about other plants. Its root soon abandons the ground and

attaches itself to the pores of the foster plant. Some say

that it has no root at all and lives upon the air.

Li Shi-ciien :—The t'u sr is a common plant in neglected

places, gardens, and on old roads. Its seeds germinate in the

ground, but the plant thus sent up [after having reached

the foster plant] becomes detached from the root. It ha

no leaves. Flowers white or of a delicate red colour and

fragrant. The fruit, like a small bean and of a yellow
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colour, is produced on the stem of the plant. The plant is

common in the forests of Meng chou in the prefecture of

c

valued medicine. Ai^
tsuo (blaze plant), gf $£ |£ ye hu sz' (wild

kin s/'en ts'ao (gold thread plant).

CuM. Med., p. 16 (137):— T'u sz' tsz* seeds exported

1885 from New chwang 84 piculs —p. 36 (181), from Tien

tsin 111 piculs,— p. 200 (249), from Ning po 21) piculs,

p. 80 (189), from Han kow 26 piculs.

Ch.
t
XXII, 1:

—

T'u sz* tsz'. The drawing represents

Cuseuta, Dodder.

Tatar., Cat., 61: — T'w sz' tsz'. Semina Cuscutce

europece.

Hanb., Sc. pap., 240 :— T'u sz' tsz'. Cuseuta chinensis,

Lam.—P. Smith, 87.

Phon zo, XXV, 2 :

—

Cuseuta japonica, Chois.

,

For further particulars see Bot. sin.
}
II, 450.

164.—£ ft|c ^ wu wei tsz'. P., XVIIIa, 4. T., CLXX
Oomp. also Rh ya, 149, 240.

Pen tingi—Wu wei tsz' (five tasted). The fruit is

officinal. Taste sour. Nature warm. Non-poisonous

Pie lu .-—Other name : j£ Tfr Man hi. The wu icei tsz'

grows in Ts'i shan [in An hui, App. 350] in mountain-

valleys, also in ft Tai [in N. Shan si, App. 321].
is gathered in the 8th month and dried in the shade.

The fruit

T'AO Hung-king :—Now the best comes from Kao H

[N. Corea, App. 116].
(P

sour and sweet. The next in quality is brought from Ts'in

chou [in Shan tung, App. 303] and Ki chou [in Chi 1

cr
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App. 119]. This is very sour. Its seeds are kidney-shaped.

There is also the drug from Kien pHng [in Hu pel, App. 139].

It has but little flesh, and the seeds are different. It is of a

bitter taste.

Su KuNG [7th cent.] in explaining the name wu wei

(five tasted) says :—The skin and the pulp [of the fruit] are

sweet and sour, the kernels are pun nt and bitter, and the

whole drug has a salty taste. The vm wei ts:\ which is also

called ^ $r hut ki
9
is a plant which climbs on trees. Leaves

like apricot-leaves but larger. The fruit is a berry like the /o

k'ui [Basella, J>ec 258] or the ying t$z
i (wild grape). It is

produced in P'u chou [in Shan si, App. 264] and Lan t'ien

[in Shen si, App. 175]. It is sent as an annual tribute from

Ho chung fu [in Shan si, App. 74].

Han Pao-sheng [10th cent.]:—It is a climber. Yellowish

white flowers. Fruit purple when ripe and of a sweet taste.

Su Sung [11th cent.]:—It is very common in Ho tung

and Shen si [i.e. in North China, See App. 80, 284] and is

also found in Hang and Yiie [both in Che kiang, App. 58,

418]. The young plant is of a red colour. It climbs on

high trees and is 5 or 6 feet long. The leaves are round and

pointed, resembling apricot-leaves. It blossoms in the 3rd or

4th month. Flowers yellowish white, resembling in shape

a Adumhium flower. The fruit ripens in the 7th month.

Many of these berries are collected together at the end of a

common stalk. They tiro of a reddish purple colour and ara

used in medicine, for which purpose they are dried in tht

ran with the seeds.

Li Shi-chen :—There are two sorts of icu wei tsz'—the

northern and the southern. The southern is red and the

northern black. The plant is also cultivated. The people

plant the root or raise it from seed.

Ch., XXII, 5 :— Wu wei tsz\ Kude drawing. It seems
37
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that Schizandra chinensis, Bail!., is intended, for this plant,

very common in the Peking mountains, is known there

under the above Chinese name. It produces red berries, each

containing two kidney-shaped seeds.

Tatar., Cat., 64 :— Wu wei tsz\ Bacese Kadsurce chinensis,

c P. Smith, 126.

The Kadsura chinensis, Hance, is a different plant, from

Southern China. See Bexth., Fl. hongk., 8. The genus

Kadsura is nearly allied to Schizandra, and in Japan the

5E Vfc -f- is applied to Ki
Schizandra chinensis.

J
The berries

of both these species are red. Schizandra nigra, Max., from

Japan, has black berries.

Cust. Med., p. 16 (138):— Wu wei tsz< exported 1885
from New chwang 806 piculs —p. 202 (255), from Ningpo
199 piculs— p. 36 (183), from Tien tsin, 2.3 piculs

IL

165.-?i M P'eng &. P., XVIlIa, 7. T., CXLIII.
Comp., Classics, 436.

Pen king :-P'eng lei. The fruit is officinal. Taste sour

and pungent. Non-poisonous.

Pus h, .-—Other names : |g ^ fu y/en>
m

I ling lei,

I
yin lei The p'eng lei grows in King shan [in Hu pei,

App. 149], iu marshes, also in Yuan ku Ho. Shan tung,
App. 415].

L

T'ao Hung-king :-P'eng lei is the name of the root.

It is not used in medicine. Fu fen is the name of the fruit.

M ?
>nei tsz\ the juice of which has a pleasant taste, and which
contains small kernels. But it seems to T'ao Hung-kisg

the/i
as somewhat different
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Ma Chi and Su Sung [10th and 11th cent.] say that the

name p'eng lei refers to the whole plant, whilst fu p*en is thr

trait of it. Su Sung says it is a common plant, abounding in

Ts-in [Shen si, App. 358
J
and Wu [Kiang su, App. 389]. It is

only one foot high, and the whole plant is covered with spines.

White flowers, reddish yellow fruit, like one half of a small

ball with a pedicle below. Children like to eat it. The fruit

is gathered in the 5th month, the leaves and the stem at all

times of the year. In Kiang nan [Kiang su, An hui, etc.,

App. 12i] it is called H mei. But it is tardy in that soil,

for it does not flower before the 8th or 9th month, and th<

fruit is gathered in the 10th.

Ta Ming [10th cent.] says mei tsz' is the fruit of the

p'eng lei. The/« j>
(en tsz' [which is a different plant] is also

called
ff} I sku (tree) mei [see 166].

Wang Ki [ 16th cent. ] states that in Hui chou [ in

An hui, App. 97] the p
leng lei is called H* [ han (cool) mei.

Li Shi-chen :—There are five distinct species of the

same genus [jRubus, v. infra.']. One is a climbing plant,

ihe stem is covered with spines which are bent downward,
i he leaves which spring from the joints are as large as the

palm of the hand, resemble mallow-leaves, are white under-

neath, thick, and covered with hair. It blossoms in the Gth or

7th month. Small white flowers. The fruit is on a pedicle,

from 30 to 40 berries together in a cyme, at first greenish

yellow, but dark red when ripe and covered with sparse black

hair. The berry resembles a mulberry but is flat. The

leaves do not fall off in winter. The common name of the

fruit is £i] ^ |g ko t'ien pao. 44 This is the p'eng lei of the

Pen king.

Another species, likewise a climber and smaller than the

P
leng lei, has hooked spines. Small five foliolate leaves. They

44 Ll Shi-chen pronounces pao, but W.D. [682] piao.
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are not white underneath, but glabrous, thin and without hairs.

It blossoms in the 4th or 5th month. White flowers. The
berries are smaller than those of the tfeng Id, less numerous,
at flrst greenish yellow, and when ripe they are of a dark red
colour. The leaves are deeiduous. The popular name of this

ls U ffl M ch '<* t-ien poo. This is the fu fen ttz* of fchi

books [see 166] and the kui or kue fen of the Rh ya [133].
This, as well as the feng lei, is officinal.

There is one species, also climbing, smaller than the

feng lei. It has trifoliolate leaves which are white under-
neath and covered with sparse hair. Small white flowers.
lied fruit like a cherry, appearing in the 4th month. This is

%% Dl M "<>'< t'ieu poo. It is the pao of the

^.ya[190]. This is not officinal.

One kind is like a tree, from 1 to 5 feet high. Leaves
like cherry-leaves but narrower and longer. It bio oms in

111
4* ™°!lth

:

Smal1
'
White flowers

- The fruit resembles

This is the
the/

f&iP
.-'

described by Ch«.n TVaxg-ki [8th cent]. The P. [XVIIL,
11 J

devotes a special article to this plant. The name means
nook hanging upside down," and refers to the recurved

spmes. It is also called g} |ft ^ ^n /ow^ ^ j wu ,„,/,

"
1 8hu (tree) w«.

One kind creeps on the ground. It is a small plant with
yellow flowers and fruit of a bright red colour resembling
hose of the fu fen. Not edible. This is the she met
ISragana tndica. See 167].

For the botanical identification of the names feng hi,fupent^dhiian ,onts^ b Ch
.

na ^ *
Ra

Hexry, Chin, pi, 344-341).

According to Parker [in Utteris] ^ $. g /iao^ ^ao
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in Sz ch'uan is Rubus trifidus, Thbg.— Henry, 345, has

$i | 1 ts'ai yang pao ts:\ Rubus pannfolius, L. He
means that this is the nou t'ien pao of the Pen ts'ao. He
identifies [346] the ch'a Men pao of the Pen ts'ao with Rubus
coreanus, Miq., Ibidem, 349 :— Tung (winter) pao tnK R.
Lumbertianns, Ser., and 72. ichangensis, Hemsl., are known by
this name. These species have white flowers early in autumn
and bear fruit at the beginning of winter.

Phon zo, XXV, 10 :-#f fl] If, Rubus parvifi
Ibid., 11 .-—Same Chinese name, R. jJiwnicolasius, Maxim.

Sieb., CEcon.,

Thbg. E. China.

ijl

Amten. exot., 787 :—~8}foo, it. moo, vulgo itzinga. Rubus
vulgaris fructu nigro. According to Thbg. [Fl. jap., 216]
this is Rubus ccesius, L. [=72. t,-fonts, Rich.].

SlEB., CEcon., 342 :—Rubus moluccanus, Thbg. [= 72.

]. Japonice : /Wu itsigo. Sinice

166.

C

^fufen !«*. P., XVilla, 9. r., CXIV.

omp. 7iV< ya, 133.

Ihe Pie lu, as we have seen, gives fa jfen fsc' as a
synonym of p'eng lei [see 165]. But subsequent writers agree
w» keeping it apart.

t/i

[3rd cent.]

[7?wZws]

Chen Kuan [6th cent.] gives as synonyms H M ma ^ou
and m M lu king.

Ch'en Ts'anu-k'i [8th cent.] identifies the fu fen tsz1

[arbitrarily] with the ffi II ffi ™ mi na of Sanscrit books
L*oma],
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The 7Hu king Pen ts'ao [11th cent.] gives as synonyms

M IS W « kuo ts'ao and § $* ftp y?i fen? &a [apparently a

foreign name].

K'ou Tsung-shi [12th cent.]:—It is a common plant,

especially in Ts'in chou [in Kan su, App. 358], in Yung

chou [in Hu nan, App. 425] and in Hing chou and Hua chou

[both in Shen si, App. 66, 85]. The plant has long branches

(rods). The fruit ripens in the 4th or 5th month and is of a

red colour. The mountain people then gather it and offer it

for sale. It has a pleasant sourish sweet taste. The fruit is

dried in the sun or boiled into jam.

Li Shi -chen [see above sub 165]:— Other names

^ urn (black) pao tsz', ^m^ta mai mei, & $&
ts'ai yang pao. It is also called Jg ft] | ch'a t'ien pao, because

C/t'a= to transplant, t'ien

[

[
is called g|j \ft 1 ko t'ien pao, because it blossoms in the

6th or 7th month [when corn is reaped. Ko= to cut].

The fu p
len tsz' is a raspberry, Buhus. For further

particulars see Bot. ««., II, 133.

In Tatar., Cat. [24], fu fen tsz' is erroneously

identified with Fructus Ilumuli Lupuli, and [ibid* 24] fou

p'ing tsz
1

, which is a common name for Lemna [see below,

198], is identified with Fructus Ruhi parvifolii.—F. Smith,

115, 188.

Cust. Med., p. 198 (20'6):~Fu p'en exported 1885 from

King po 100 piculs,-p. 292 (284), from Amoy, 0.66.

According to Hank. Med., [p. 13] exported also from

Hankow.

167-H& ^ site mei. P., XVilla, 12. T.f
CLXVII.

the

Pie lu ;—$he mei (snake berry). Taste of the juice of

Nature very cold. Poisonous.
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T'ao Hung-king :—The she met is common in neglected

gardens. The fruit is red, resembling the mei [raspberry.

See 166] but is not good to eat, also not used in medicine.

Han Fao-sheng [10th cent.]:— It grows in dump places,

has trifoliolate leaves, yellow flowers, and a red fruit resembling

the fu p'en tsz* [liubus. See 166]. The root is similar to

that of the pat tsiang [Patrinia. See 108]. The fruit is

gathered in the 4th and 5th, the root in the 2nd and 8th

months.

K'ou Tsung-shi [12th cent.]:—It is a common plant in

fields and by roadsides. It spreads along the ground. The
leaves resemble those of the fu p

(en tsz
1 but are smaller,

glabrous and slightly wrinkled. Yellow flowers larger than

those of the Ui U [ Tribidu*. See 128]. At the end of spring

and in summer it produces red fruit resembling [in colour]

the U chi (NepMium litchi).

Wu Shui [Mongol period]:—It (the fruit) ripens and
becomes red at the same time as the silkworm (ts'an) is full

#£ £j| ]
she ts'an mei ( berry

grown. That with a hollow centre is called fg ] ts'an mei,

and that with a solid centre is

destroyed by snakes).

Hang Ki [16th cent.]:—It spreads along the ground,

and is therefore called J{|j | ti (ground) mei.

Li Shi-chen :—It is a slender plant which creeps on the

ground and sends out roots from every joint (runner).

Inloliolate leaves. Leaflets serrated. It blossoms in the

4th or 5 th month. Small yellow flowers with five petals. The

q»»V» 1CU UU1UUI, ICSCUlUUUg the f\
the insertion of the fruit-stalk is different. The root is fibrous.

l"e juice of the fruit and the leaves together with the root

are used in medicine.

Ch., XXII, 59 :

—

She mei. The drawing represents a

Fruffaria, probably Fr. indica, L., for the text says that the

novvers are yellow. The description in the P. agrees well.
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P. Smith, 99 :

—

She mei. Fragaria vesca.—According
to Parker, she pao in Sz ch'uan is Fragaria indica.

Henry, Chin, pi, 350 -.-She pao tsz'. Fragaria indica.

A strawberry, with yellow flowers and beautiful red fruit,

which has not the slightest flavour and is believed by the

Chinese to be poisonous.

Cust. Med., p. 360 (272):—She pao U exported 1885

from Canton 1.06 picnl

So moku, IX, 31 :—j£ gf, Fragaria indica, and [-28],

same Chinese name, Fragaria chilensis, Ehrh.

Phon zo, XXV, 19-20 :—Same Chinese name, Fragaria
indica and other species.

1G8.-^ q. J. k'ien niu tsz
1

. P., XVIIIa, 21. T., CLXX.
Pie lu t—KHen niu tsz'. The seeds are officinal. Taste

bitter. Nature cold. Poisonous.

T'ao Hung-king :—The k'ien niu is a climbing plant.

The flowers resemble those of the pien ton [Lablab vulgaris]
and are of a yellow colour. The seeds are produced in a small

capsule. They are black, resembling those of the kliu tsz
1

( Crataegus). ,

The P'ao cM lun [5th cent.] calls this plant
ts'ao (herbaceous) kin ling (golden bell, a name applied to the

fruit of Melia).

Su Kung [7th cent.]—The flowers of this plant resemble
those of the sUan hua {Cabjstegia or Convolvulus. See 169],
are ot a blue colour, not yellow and also not like the pien tou

Las T'ao Hung-king asserts].

i

Su Sung [11th cent,]:—It is a common cultivated plant

raised from seed which elimbs on fences and walls. It grows
irom 20 to 30 feet long. Trilobed leaves. It blossoms in

the 7th month. The flowers are reddish blue, resembling the
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ku tsz
Q
flowers [Convolvulus. See 169] but are larger. The

fruit (capsule) is produced in the 8th month. It has an

exterior white skin which encloses several small balls (cells)

each containing from 4 to 5 seeds as large as buck-wheat and

three-edged.
(

urhite.

Li Shi-chen :— There are two sorts of Iften niu, the

black and the white. The first is a common wild plant. It is

covered with white hair [tomentose]. The stem when broken

discharges a white juice. Leaves trilobed like those of the

feng tree [Liquidambar. BoL sin., II, 261]. The corolla is

monopetalous and resembles that of the Man hua but is larger.

Che covering of the fruit (cnpsule) is at first green but when

dried it becomes white. The kernels (seeds) are like those of

the fang fciu tsz^ [Crataegus] but of a deep black colour. The

other kind, the white sort, is much cultivated. Its stem i-

slightly red, not covered with hair, and has weak spines. When
broken it discharges a thick juice. The leaves are oblique,

round and pointed, and resemble the leaves of the shan yao

[Dioscorea. See 2(52], The flowers of this species are smaller

than those of the black kind, and are of a pale blue colour,

tinged with red. The fruit (capsule) has a peduncle more than

Jin inch long. It (the peduncle) is at first greeu, but when

dried becomes white. The kernels (seeds) are white and coarse.

The people gather the unripe fruit and roast it with hone)' to

prepare a sweet meat. They call it ^ ffi
t'ien tie, because

its fruit-stalk is like that of the tie or brinjal. The black

and the white Wen niu are also called M ft hei (/Sou and

Q JL pat t'h'ou (black and white ctou. I suspect, by the

second character
(fJJ. niu) a button was originally intended,

for the capsule of the plant resembles a Chinese button).

Other names g£ f*£ ]£ p
lan tseng ts'ao [from the Yu yang tsa

WM, 10th cent. ], gfy % m koii rh ts
lao (dog's ear).

38
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Ch., XXII, 61 :

—

KHen niu lsz
i

. Good drawing. Iponwa

[Pkafbitu] Ml, Roth.

Lour., Fl. cochin., 133 :-

—

Convolvulus tomentosus, L.

[P/tarbitis tomentosa, Ohois.]. Sinice khien nieu. Seminibu-

nigris. The seeds officinal.

Tatar., Cat., 1, 7 :—Pal (white) ch'ou and hei (black)

ck'ou. Semina Pharbit'uUs Nil.—V. Smith, 170.

At Peking pai ch'ou are the white seeds of Ipomm
[Pharbitis] Ml, cordiform, not lobed, tomentose leaves, fre-

quently cultivated,—and hei ch'ou, the black seeds of the wild-

growing Iponwa hederacea, L. [/. triloba, Thbg., Pharbitis

triloba, Miq. ], with trilobcd leaves. Both species have

beautiful blue flowers. Cotnp. Maximowicz, Diagn. pi asiaL,

fasc. VI (1886), p. 482:—Ipomcea Ml, seminibus albii

pcdunculis crassis, clongatis ;—/. hederacea [triloba] scmiuibu

nigris pedunculis brevibus, tenuibus.

Henry, Chin, pi, GO -.—K'ien niu. Pharbitis liedcacea.

Occurs at Ichang as a weed in gardens.

Cust. Med., p. 128 (123) and 130 (140):
from Chin kiang in 1885: hei ch'ou, GO piculs, pai ch'ou,

11 piculs—Both sorts also exported from Hankow [Sank.

Med., 12].

Amasn. e.mt., 85G:—^ zji kingo, vulgo asagawo, U
mane aper.ens. Convolvulus vulgaris, flore majore nlbo

matutino.-THBG. [Fl. jap^ 86] identifies this with Ipomm
triloba.

So moku, IV, 18:-Same Chinese name. Pl^bil

triloba, Miq.

^-M ft *fon kua. P., XVIIIo, 27. T., CXXI.
Comp. Eh ,ja, 51. Classics, 112.
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Pen king

:

—Silan hua [this name has the same meaning

as Convolvulus'],
fffi |g kin ken (tendon root). The flowei

and the root are officinal. Taste of the flowers sweet, and of

the root pungent. Nature warm. Non-poisonous.

Pie lu :—Other name §| ^ m '/l ts
'ao (beautiful plant).

The sflan hua grows in Yii chou [An hui, App. 413] in

marshes. Gathered in the 5th month and dried in the shade.

The flowers are called 4fc M *«i fa* The root heals broken

tendons (whence the above name).

Su Ki rNG [7th cent.]:—The silan hua is more properly

called J§ |f| silan fu. Its root resembles a tendon, whence

the name kin ken [v. supra]. The Pie lu confounds this

plant with another of a homophonous name, viz. the

silan fu [Inula. See 81], the flowers of which are officinal,

and the kin fa belongs to the latter.

Han Pao-sheng [10th cent.]:—The silan fu hua grows

in marshes. It is a twining plant. Its leaves resemble tfaosi

ot the shu yii [Dioscorea. See 262] but are narrower and

longer. It has red flowers. The root has neither hairs

(radical fibres) nor joints. It is eaten when steamed or cooked,

and has a pleasant sweet taste. It is also known under the

name of kin ken (tendon root) and is gathered [for medical

use] in the 2nd and 8th months and dried in the sun.

Su Sung [11th cent.]:—Owing to the property of the

root to heal broken tendons, the southern people call it

w nfj ^ su kin ken. Another name, which refers to its

snape, is ^ JjJL |pr tun eh'ang ts'ao (sucking-pig's bowels).

K'ou Tsung-shi [12th cent.]:—It is a common plant in

H° pei [S. Chi fi, App. 78], Pien si [in Ho nan, App. 249]

and in Kuan and Shen [Shan si and Shen si, App. 158, 284],

where it grows in fields. It blossoms in the 4th or 5th

month. A small cutting of the root, when placed in the

ground and properly watered, will produce a young plant
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after ten days. m?K
hi tsz* hua ( drum flower ; but, as Li Shi-CHEN explains.

hi tsz* means also a war trumpet).

Li Shi-chen .-—The silan hua is a twining plant which

grows in flelds, on walls, etc. Leaves like those of the

po ts
l

ai [Spinage] but smaller. It blossoms until autumn.
The flowers are of a pale red colour, resembling in shape those

of the white Vien niu [Pharhkis. See 168] ; sometimes they

are double. The root is white and resembles a tendon. It does

not produce seeds (^ |g ^,_but the last character sometimes
also means tubers). Another name for this plant is % ^ $.
t'ien hen ts'ao (heavenly sword plant). There is also one

kind with double flowers, which is called || $£ {{£ ft ch'en chi

mou tan.

tli., XXII, 13 -.—Siian hua. Figures of two different

convolvulaceous plants. One of them is probably Cahjstegla

sepmm, R. Br. The same plant seems also to be represented
'*" +H Klu huang [LI, 10] sub ^ ^ #| /'

(hare leaf).

/'"' 3T $& 7£ ta wan hua, and ^ fc $
[Ch

name is used in Hu pei for Cahjstegla septum.— Ta wan hua
at Peking is the common name for Convolvulus arvensis, L.,

var. saglttatus. The name yenfa is also used for it.

Tatar., Cat., 48 :—Suan hua. Cah/steqia septum?
P. Smith, 47.

Ama>n. eccot., 85G :—f$ :ji
fi

meridie aperiens. Conrolrulus vulgaris flore majori albo

mendiano. In hortulis ob ornatum colitur.— According to

/
jopanica

So moku. IV, 22 • t^ Jr r .i i - - • tvt; ,5
'
** • AEifc Valystegia japonic^ Miq.

Phon zo, XXVI, 15:—Buna Chinese name and same
identification.-^., 16^ ^ ft ^ Comdmlacea? not

determined by Franchbt.
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170.—§| ^ tsz* wei. P., XVIIIa, 29. 7\, CVI.

Pli ya, 1G4, lfi5.— Classics, 418.

J 'en king

:

— Tsz** wei, J^£ ^ ling t'iao
}

jgF ajp^ po Jura.

The flowers and the root are officinal. Taste sour. Nature

slightly cold. Non-poisonous.

Pie lit

:

—The tsz' wei grows in Si hai [in Shan tung,

App. 2D8] in river- valleys, also in Shan yang [ in Shan tung,

App. 270].

Wu P'u [3rd cent] gives the synonyms jj^ Jg£;
icu wei,

k'ii ling and fy g hri nut.

T'ao Hung-king takes the tsz
i wei erroneously to he

the root of the || |*£ fcii mai [Dianthas. See 112], and is

refuted by subsequent writers.

Chen Kuan [7th cent.] gives the synonym ]fc ] nU wei.

Su Kung [7th cent.] calls it #| |^ ^£ ling siao hua.

Su Sung [11th cent.]:—It is a common plant in the

mountains and also much cultivated in gardens. It climbs on

high trees up to the summit. It blossoms in the summer.

Yellowish red (orange-coloured) flowers. They are much

collected for medical use, especially in diseases of women.

Li Shi-chen :—The ling siao grows wild. It first creeps,

but having reached a tree it climbs up it. It has a very long

stem. Several leaves (leaflets) are on the same [common]

stalk (pinnate leaves). The leaves are of a dark green colour

and serrated. It blossoms from the beginning f summer tillo

—

o
autumn. Racemes composed of numerous large flowers like

those of the k'ien niu [ Pharbitis. See 168] . The corolla is five-

cleft, orange-coloured, with small spots. In autumn the

colour becomes darker. The fruit, which appears in the 8th

month, is a pod 3 inches and more long. The seeds are light,

thin, and resemble those of the elm or the ma tou ling

[Avistolochia. See 54]. The root is long and resembles that
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of the ma ton ling. Flowers and root officinal. Li Shi-CHKN

says that the name tsz* wei means " beautiful red " [but 1st' is

purple, and the plant has orange-coloured flowers]. Ling slab

means " to strive skyward." This name is given to this liana

on account of its climbing to the summit of high trees.

<?/<., XXII, 25 :

—

Tsz' weL Tecoma (Bignonia) grandi-

flora, Delaun. Good drawing.

This beautiful climber is frequently cultivated at Peking

under the name of ling siao Una. The flowers are gathered

for medical use. The description in the P. agrees well.

Lour., 458:

—

Campsis adrepens [same as Tecoma grandi-

flora\. Sinice, lien sieu {ling siao).

TATAR., Cat., 36, 61 :

—

Ling siao, ts;' icei hita, Jh'gnonia.

P. Smith, 38.

Parker, Canton pi,, 261 :— Tecoma grandijlora, ling siao

Inia.

Cvst. Med., p. 154 (234):-/.% siao hut, exported 1885
from Shang hai, 0.15 picul,-p. 364 (310) from Canton
0.12 picul.

For Chinese names applied to this plant in Japan, see

Sot. sin., II, 164, 165.

m.-mm ft ying shi. p., XVIIIa, 31. T, CXY1H
Com p. M 1ja , 295.

Pen king .-— Ttng shi, name o m
T ,

'
~

*• "* "*c vviiuie piant),
£fc $j$ niu ki (ox thorn).

lhe fruit and the root are officinal. Taste of the fruit sonr.

Nature warm. Non- poisonous. The root is bitter, harsh
and cold.

Pielu:—Other names : ^ ^ ts'iang wei, \1\ B shan U
mountain thorn), and ^ $) niu fe ^ • M grows in
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Lino; ling [jn Hu nan, App. 196], in river-valleys, also in

Shu (Sz ch'uan). It is gathered in the 8th ami 9th months
and dried in the shade.

T'ao Hung-king :—Yi>ig sld is the name for the fruit of

the ts'iang wei plant. The best sort is that with white flowers.

By hoiling the stem and the leaves a beverage (decoction)

can be made. The root is used for the preparation of a wine.

Han Pao-sheng [10th cent.]:—It is a twining plant.

The stem is covered with spines. The flower has 6, 8 or also

numerous petals. It is red or white. The fruit resembles

that of the tu t'ang [Pyrus. See Bot. sin., II, 482].

Li Shi-chen :— The ts'iang wei, which is also called

% lj 7£ £*'** hiia (spiny flower), grows wild in the forests and

on the borders of ditches. In spring children eat the young
shoots after having stripped off the skin with the spines. It is

a twining plant. The stem becomes hard (ligneous) and is

covered with numerous spines- The leaves (leaflets) are small,

pointed, thin and serrated. It blossoms in the 4th or 5th

month. The flower has four petals. Its heart (anthers) is

yellow. The flowers are white or pale red. The fruit when

npe is of a red colour. The kernels (seeds) are covered with

white hair like those of the kin ying Uz l {Rosa). It is

gathered in the 8th month. The root can be taken up at any

season of the year. This plant is also cultivated in gardens.

Then the stem becomes coarser, and the leaves and flowers

also become larger. There are white, yellow, red and purple

flowered varieties. One kind, with large flowers, is called

vv 1A ^ Fo Idea siao (Buddha sees it and smile-) ; another,

with small flowers and very fragrant, is Jf, ^ mu /dang. The

people in the south prepare a fragrant water from the petals

of the tailing wei flowers.

Ch*
9 XXII, 16:

—

Ying sld or ts'iang mi. The figure

represents a Hose, as also the drawing sub ts'iang mi in the
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Kin huang [XLIX, 24].— Ch., XXIX, 24:—Pal ts'lang wei,

a white liose from Yunnan.—Ibid., XXI, 48:—Fo kien siao,

a large double-flowered liose, and 47 :-Mu hlang. Seems to

represent Rosa Rankslw, which is cultivated at Peking under

the name of mu hlang.

Lour., Fl. cochin., 3% :—Rosa mdlca, L. Sinice islam

hoa.

P. Smith, 187.

Amain, exot., S62:-^^f00 sen, it. kin f<

fanna, i.e. flos spina?, vel mutuato
a Lusitanis vocabulo : Rosa. Rosa frutex spinosus nostras
Thbg. [Fl.jap., 214] means that this is Rosa canina, L.

Phon zo, XXVII, 2 :-% ^ Ros ,., not determined by
m - - . ^ V * vFllANCHET.— /£/,/ 2:— 3% 2

3-6 [ "
^ i ItlJL

same.— /W ?._ *fc tab **> » ,-, ,, . 7 o/<M
' * Bl & ifc, a yellow liose.—Jlnd., b:

/fC ^ tfcwa Ban ksla>.

172-H£ @ *wa lou. P., XVIIla, 34. 7
1

., CLI.
Comp. Rh ya

, 28, Clastic*, 3b'5.

Pen king :-Kua lov,
flj
»

fa
« ^ The frnit und the

root are officinal. Taste of the fruit bitter. Nature cold.

A on-poisonous.

Other names • % Jft V;en kua (heavenly gourd),

m huang (yellow) kua, and$$ ^ *«. The few J*« grows
»n Hung nung

[in Ho nun, App. 99] in river-valleys and
shaded places in the mountains. The best sort is that with
a root penetrating deep into the ground. That which grows
in a sahferous soil is poisonous. The root is gathered in the

™ (1 8th montll
< ™* dried in the sun during 80 days.

T'ao Hung-king :-L :i limbing plant of Mid China,
it resembles the t

l

u kna [see the next]
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lobed. The root penetrates from G to 7 feet into the ground,
grows very large, and is used tor food. The fruit is employed
in the preparation of ointments.

The P'ao chi lun [5th cent.] states that the round sort

[apparently the root is referred to] is called J£ kua, the long

one is |H Ion. They are also distinguished as female and
male [root].

Su Kuk.i [7th cent.]:—That which is produced in Shen
chou [in Ho nan, App. 283] and lias a white fruit is con-

sidered the best.

Su Sung [11th cent.]:—It is a climbing plant. Leaves

like those of the Men kua (melon), but narrower, lobed, and
covered with fine hair. In the 7th month it blossoms. The
flowers resemble the hu In flowers [Lagenarid] and are of a

pale yellow eolour. The fruit is produced beneath the flower.

It is as large a> a fist, at first green but in the 9th month it

npens and then assumes an orange colour. It is globular in
1snape, sometimes also pointed or oblong. The medical virtues

in ail sorts are the same. The root is known under the name
ot 9 Mi Va ^ y<*o (white drug). It lias a yellow skin and
white flesh.

Li Sai-CHEN :—The name is also written JR || km lou.

Ihe root penetrates perpendicularly into the ground, and after

some years it is several feet long. When dug up after

autumn, when the plant bears fruit, the root contains a white
flour like snow. This is called % ?£ $J t'ien hua fen
(heavenly flower starch), also

jflg fg shut sue. In the summer
no starch is found in the root, it then shows only tendon

(coarse fibres). The fruit is globular or oblong, resembles a

gourd v
br a persimmon, and is of a yellow colour. In t]

Mountains children eat it. It contains flat seeds as large a

the seeds of the sz< kua (Luffa). The outer skin of these

°eds is of a grayish colour ; the kernel is green and contain

much oil, which is expressed and can be used as lamp-oil.

39
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Ch.
}
XXII, 27 :

—

Kua lou. Two figures. Both seem

to represent Trichosanthes. See also Ki

Chm) XX, 59 :

—

T'ien hua fen. Rude drawing of a plant said

to grow in Miug chou [in Che kiang, App. 224]. It is bitter

and poisonous, and not the same as the kuo Ion.

Lour., Fl. cochin., G21) :—SoIena heterophylla [Bryonia,

see D.C. Prodc, Ill, 306]. Sinice : khu leu, tien hoa pun.

Bacca coccinca, seminibus nigricantibns. Radix tuberosa,

fusciculata, tuberibus farinaceis, albicantibus, edulibus.

Tatar., Cat., 27 i—Kua lou, Fructus globosus Trichoma-

thes palmatce, and [p. 56] t'ien hua fen, K;idix Trichosanthes

palmatce, and [p. 9] hua fen, Radix Bryonia.— ?. Smith,

43, 221.

Kua lou at Peking is the common name for Trichosanthes

KirilowiL Ms» \ im

fi

[See Bot. sin., II, 385.] But the drug

had cylindrical roots, four inches long, one inch in diameter,

and contained a white flour ; it did not seem to be the root

of the above plant.

Henry, Chin, pi, 193:—Hua k'u kua, t'ien hua fen,

kua lou t'eng in Hu pei names for Trichosanthes multiloba

Miq., and T. KirilowiL

Cust. Med., p. 72 (96):—-Hankow exported 1885 km
lou pH (skin of the fruit) 220 piculs,—p. 76 (157), kua lou

''~
. p. 66 (24), Hen huafen 54 piculs.

Ibid., p. 12G (77):—Chin kiang exported kua lou fi, 71

piculs-p. 130 (132), kua hu jen, 38 piculs,—p. 124 (59)

t'ien hua fen, 21 piculs.

Ibid., p. 3G8 (378):— Canton kua lou 23 piculs,

p. 3G8 (377), kua lou jen 40 piculs.

So moku, XX, 35 :-J£fg Trichosanthes japonica, Regel.

Sieb., (#con. 235 :— Trichosanthes cucumerino, Miq-

Japon.
:
fen* fa fun. Sinice : ^ ?£ ffl, Adhibctur radix ab

•
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Rgricolis in exanthematibus. In a MS. note [St. Petersburg]

Siebold says that the root of this plant sometimes weighs

several pounds, and that starch is extracted from it.

173-~3: J& mng kua. P., XVIIIa, 40. 1\ XLV.

Comp. Rhyoy 34, 152,— Classics, 386.

JFVtt fcngr :— Ha/?*/ jbua (royal gourd), j^ JJ£ ft ivm.

Root and fruit officinal. Taste of the root hitter. Nature

cold. Non-poisonous. The fruit is sour and bitter.

Pie hi ;—It grows in the country of Lu [Shan tung,

App. 202] in marshes and fields, near dwellings and on walls.

The root is dug up ii the 3rd month and dried in the shade.

T'ao Hukg-KING:— The ft fata grows on fences and

walls. The fruit when ripe represents a red ball.

Su Kung [7th cent.]:— It is a climbing plant. The

leaves resemble those of the hut Ion [Trichosanthes. See 172]

hut are not lobed. They are hispid. It blossoms in the 5th

month. Yellow flowers. The fruit is produced beneath the

flower. It is of a red colour when ripe and of a globular

shape. The root resembles that of the ko [Paehyrhhus. See

1^1] but is smaller and contains much starch. It is called ft

fata root. In that sort which otows in the north the root has

flesh.

=?

*]

k are similar [to the southern

For medical use the southern

drug is preferable.

Su Sung [11th cent.] state, that in Klin and in Fang

[both in Hu pei, App. 172, 35] the plant is called i* $§ %
(crow melon)

ae is m m ft

fruit.

2th cent.]:—The fruit of the icang kua

is one inch thick and two inches long, the upper end is round

the lower end pointed, It ripens in the 7th and 8th months,
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and is then of a scarlet colour. The seeds within resemble

the heal 'of a Mantis.

(red hailstone). The
$ffi

± jsl n
It is fibrous, and produces from three to five pale yellow tubers

of the size of a finger. The seeds as well as the fruit are used

in medicine.

Li Shi-chen :—The wang kua is a climbing plant. It is

hispid. The young plant is eaten. The loaves are roundish

and resemble a horse's hoof in shape, hut are pointed, green on

the upper side, and paler and rough underneath. It blossom

in the 6th or 7th month. Small yellow flowers with a 5-cleft

corolla, in racemes. The ripe fruit is red or yellow with a

rough skin. The root does not resemble (be ko root [as Su

KUKG asserts] but is rather like a small kua Urn root. The

flour contained in the root is very white and fat. To obtain

the real root it must be dug up to the depth of from 2 to 3 feet.

The people of Kiang si cultivate it in a rich soil, and use the

root for food, as they use the shan yao ( Dioscorea).—Other

Mj HI JH ma pao kua, J» Jtf J&
«Ma

> U Mi %L slu ku ts'ao, ^ K
tli., XXII, 30:— Wang kua or ch'i p >. Thladianth

duUa, Bge. [order Cueurbitacew].— See also Kiu huang, LH,
15, ma pao rh.

Tatar., Cat., 15:— ChH pan. Fructus Thladnnth
dubta:.—This plant is much cultivated at Peking under the

name of cW pao rh. The description in the P. agrees in a

general way.

In Japan, where no species of Thladtanttia is met with,

the Chinese name£ Jfcig applied to Trichosanthes cummeroidei,
Ser. See So moku, XX, 31.

lU—Mko. P., XVIIIa, 42. T., CXI.
Comp. Classics, ?>00.

Pen ktng:--% $ ko ken> name of^ root> jj g ko fc,
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name of the fruit, fg ^ Id ts'i. The root, fruit (seeds) and

the flowers are officinal. Taste of the root sweet and pungent.

Nature uniform. Non-poisonous. Taste of the seeds sweet.

Non-poisonous.

Pie hi:— Other names
J[§* ^g hi huof* fi{ /f huang kin.

The ko ken grows in Wen slum [in Sz ch'uan, App. 388]

in mountain-valleys. The root is dug up in the 5th month

and dried in the sun.

T'ao Hung-KLVG :
— Now the people use the to ken root

for food, and eat it steamed. It is a large root which

penetrates deep into the earth. It is broken to piece- and

dried in the sun. The best comes from Nan k'ang and Lu
ling [both in Kiang si, App. 229, 208]. It has much flesh

and but few fibres, is of a sweet pleasant taste, but as a

medicine it is unimportant,

Su Kcjng [7th cent.]:—The ko root penetrates into the

ground from 5 to 6 inches. The upper part is called |£ JJ

ko ton (neck of the ko). It has emetic power and is somewhat

poisonous.

For further particulars regarding the ho, which is the

j dchyrhizus Thun}>ergianu$
t
S & Z. {Pueraria Thunbergiana,

Benth;), a plant much cultivated in China and Japan for its

textile fibres and for its edible root [see Bat. sin., II, 390]

I defer a more detailed account of this plant to another part

of my Botanicon sin/cum.

Tatar., Cut., 2G :—|S jjjH ko ken. Lignum griseutn, and

-**/ m ^ &° tHao hua. Flores Pachvrh'si trilohi.—K<
pi. .

J
i eking is a common name for the wild -growing creeper

Pachyrhizus Thunbergianus.— P. Smith, 88, sub DoUchos

tnlolnts.

Henrv, Clun. pl.j J7G :

—

'$*
#3$ ko t'eng, Pueraria Thtin-

wrgianit. The root is made into kj fen, an arrowroot-like

preparation.

4j This name is properly applied to another plant. See 2G0.
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Rich.

Cust. Med., No. 601 :—Ko ken, Pachyrhizw angulatus,

Citst. Med., p. 312 (58) -.—Kan ko (dried ko root)

exported 1885 from Canton 215 piculs,—p. 276 (53), from

Araoy 3.34 piculs,—p. 142 (51), from Shanghai [ko ken]

1.71 picul.—Hani. Med., 13 :—Fen ko (ko starcdi) exported

from Hankow.

Lust. Med., p. 344 (65):— From Canton exported H jjfl

ko t'ou (head) 61 piculs.—Ibid., p. 362 (304):-Ao Am
(flowers) from Canton 5 piculs,— p. 196 (182):—From
Ning po 4.30 piculs,-p. 290 (241):—From Amoy 0.10.

17°-—W $3 hnang huan. P., XVI] la, 46. T., CUV.

Pen king :—Huang huan (yellow ring or circle), * ft
ta tsiu, ^ ^^ tsriarit The roofc is officinai Taste bitter.

Nature uniform. Poisonous.

Pie lu:—The Auoiy /man grows in Shu [Sz ch'uan] in

mountain-valleys. The root is dug np in the 3rd month and

dried in the shade. The fruit (seed) of the huang huan is

called & $t ^ lung po tsz
1

(wolf step. Li Shi-chen explains

and slightly poisonous.

foot). It is of a bitter taste

]:—The
called £ % sheng e?t

(u and ${ g| ken kin. The plant begins

to grow in the 2nd month and then is of a red colour. It

attains a height of 2 feet. The leaves are round and large.

The King [Pen king] states that the leaves contain a yellowish

white juiee. In the 5th month the plant produces round

fruits. The root is dug Qp in the 3l,, moni]u It lia3 veins

like the radiating spoke of a wheel [probably seen on a

transverse section].
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T'ao Hung-KING :—It resembles the fang Id [Cocculus?

See 183]. It (the root) shows veins like a radiating spoke of

a wheel, is seldom used in medicine and little known.—The
lung po tsz

1,

is produced in Kiao and Kuans rKuang tanff

and Kuang si, App. 112, 160]. The seeds are flat. They
are bruised and thrown into the water to kill fish.

Su King [7th cent]:—The huang /man abounds in

Siang yang [in Hu pei, App. 306]. The people of Pa si

[JS. bz eh'uan, App. 236] call it
{jft |g tsiu ho. It is cultivated

m gardens. It is a climber. Large specimens (the stem)

measure from 6 to 7 inches in diameter. The root resembles

the ho root [see 1741, but when eaten it provokes violent

vomiting. Riee-water is used to stop it. This is the true

huang /man. Now that produced in Kien nan [Sz eh'uan,

App. 136], which is kept in store in the Sacrificial Court,46

ana known also under the name of $§ ^ | | hi s/u ho ken,

is not the true huang /man. The latter has purple flowers.

Its fruit, which is called lang po ts:% is a pod like that of the

tsao Ida [Gleditsc/ua. See 325]. Now a drug from Kiao and

Kuang [v. supra"] is also received in the Sacrificial Court.

Ihis is the true fruit of the huang /man. Another name for

the huang /man is W M '« hu.

Li Shi-chen says that Wc P'u'a account of the huang
/man is correct, but he does not understand what plant Su
Kung means.

C7/., XXII, 40 :

—

Huang /man. The figure seems to be

intended for a leguminous plant.

Phon zo, XXVII, 17, l»:-g ^. % W> =?• The
figure represents a leguminous plant. Not identified by
Franchet.

176.—^ prj >*. iHen men t P>? XVIIla, 47. T.,

CLXXIII.

"*
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Comp. Rh jja, 92, 108, and above, 10-1.

Pen king.'—T'ien men tuny, f$ $j tien U. The root

(tubers) is officinal. Taste bitter. Nature uniform. Non-

poisonous.

Pie hi :—The tHen men tuny grows in Feng kao [in Shan

tung, App. 41] in mountain-valleys. The root is gathered in

the 2nd, 3rd, 7th and 8th months, and dried in the sun.

T'ao HUNG -KING :—Feng kao is the name of a Idea

(district) near the T'ai shan mountain [in Shan tung]. Now
the tien men tung is found everywhere on elevated places

That with a large root and of a sweet taste is the best. The

ancient Ts'ai yao hi says that it is a creeping plant with

prickly leaves. It blossoms in the 5th month. White flowers.

In the 10th month it bears black fruits. The root consists of

twenty and more pieces (tubers). The Po u>u eld [3rd cent.]

says :—The t'ien men tung has prickles on its stem, and smooth

If nl ch'i t:i and 85 M tien hi The

root, when steeped in hot water, yields very white textil

?i
r6S

,

H
.

ke th°"° °f the chi " (B*bm*ria). The people of fte

•118] call it ^ j£ huan ts'ao (clean herb).

But it is dubious whether this is the tHen men tung.

Su Kung [7th cent.]: -There are two sorts of t'kn men

tung. One is prickly and rough, the other has no prickles and

is smooth (glabrous). The plant has many names. Bum
ts'ao is the name for the root when cleaned [for the use of the

textile fibn ].

Su Sing [11th cent]:—It is a common creeping plant

more than 10 feet high (long). The stem is as thick as a hair-

pin. The leaves resemble those of the hui hiang [Fwniculum],
are linear and glabrous. Sometimes the plant is provided with

prickles, or it has no prickles but is rou I,. It blossoms in

the summer. Small white flowers, in some varieti. they are

yellow or purple coloured. In the autumn it produces black
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fruits. After summer, when the plant has ceased flowering, it

produces tubers which are attached to the fibrous root. These

tubers are white or yellow or of a purplish colour, of the size

of a finger, oblong, 2 or 3 inches long and from 10 to 20 in

number. They somewhat resemble the tubers of the po pu

[see 177]. That kind of V'ien men tung which is produced in

Lo [Lo yang, in Ho nan] has large leaves, a coarse root,

and is different. Another kind in Ling nan [S. China, App.

197] does not produce flowers.

Chang Yu-hi [11th cent.]:—The tHen men tung is the

UHang met or men tung of the Eh ya [108]. Pao P'O-TSZ*

[3rd or 4th cent.] calls it tien ki [v. supra] also Jtli P
1

] ^
ti men tung, ££ P

1

] ^ yen men tung. He states also that on

each of the five sacred mountains [wu Yo. See Bot. sin., I,

p. 223] it has a different name, viz. : On the Eastern Yo

[T'ai slum in Shan tung] it is called ya& ^li Uin Van9 /mo
>

on the Central Yo [Sung shan in Ho nan] it is tHen men

ng,— on the Western Yo [ Hua shan in Shen si] it is

^ hien sung,— on the Northern Yo [Heng shan in

tu

Shan si] it is &E ^ jgj[ wu pu y&>—on the Southern Yo

[Heng shan in Hu nan] it is £j *$ po pu. Cheng Yu-hi

observes that the po pu is not identical with the t'ien nun tung

as Pao F'o-tsz* asserts [see the next]. The yin yang huo i

likewise another plant
[
Aceranthue. See 18].

Li Shi-chen identifies the tHen men tung with Iih ya, 92,

Ig mao or fig || tien ki, which according to the commentator

W a plant with fine (linear) leaves and prickles. But other

authors refer Rh ya, 108, to t'ien men twig. According to

Li Shi-chen it is much cultivated.

Ch., XXII, 9 :— T'ien men tung. The figure represents

a plant with linear leaves and tuberous roots, probably

Asparagus lucidus, LindL, for at Peking the latter plant is

40
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cultivated under the above Chinese name.—See also Kin

[LI, 4], f'len men tung. Synonyms : ^ ^ ^ wan sui

Gauger [43] describes and

t
leng and other names.

Lour., Fl. cochin., 268:— Melantliium cochinchinense.

Sin. : lien viuen turn, Caulis tenuis, procumbens, aculeahis,

aculeis brevibus, sparses. Folia linearis, triquetra, minuscuk

Radix fasciculata, tuberibus oblongis, carnosis, fuscorufk

Flos albus. Tuber humectans, expectorans. Prodest in

phthysi, siti et calore febrili. In usum etiam venit et jucunde

sapit saccharo conditum. Haxce suggests that Loureiro's

plant may be Asparagus lucidus. [Flora hongk., 371.]

Iatar., Cat., 56:— THen men tung. Radix Asparagea,

Melanth

depicts the tubers of the Men men lung.—Hanbury, Sc. />«/'•,

257.—P. Smith, 145.

Henry, Chin, pi, 463 :— T'ien men lung in Hu pei is

Asparagus lucidus.

Cust. Med., p. 78 (184):—T'ien men tung exported 188

from Han kow 920 piculs,—p. 60 (26), from I chang 139

piculs,-p. 212 (37), from Wen chow 52 piculs,-p. 190

(96), from Ning po 13 piculs,—p. 226 (92), from Fu chow

13 piculs.

So moht, VII, 7 :-^ pt] ^ Asparagus lucidus.

Sieb., CEcon., 80 '.—Asparagus japonicus. Ten mondoo

% P5 ^- Radices non vero caules juniores inter fercula

ponuntur.

Miquel, Prol. Fl. jap., 315 :—Asparagus lucidus. Ra^
(haud soboles) edulis statuitur, et prostant specimina juvenilia

humilia radicis fibris in tubera oblonga stipitata tumentibus.

177 ~W % po pu. P., XVllIa, 52. T., CXXX1L
Pie lu:— P ^ Tlle root is officinal> Taste sweet

Nature slightly warm. Non-poisonous.
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T'ao Hung-king :—It is a common wild plant in the

mountains. Its root has twenty and more tubers attached to

is of a bitter taste.

[

c

Ch'en Ts'ang-k'i [8th cent.]:— The Men men tung

sweet taste, attached to its root. The tubers of the po pu are

50 or 60 in number, stem-like, long, pointed, hollow in the

centre, bitter.

.
The Ji hua Pen ts'ao [ 10th cent. ] calls this plant

po fv ts^ao.

Su Sung [11th cent.]:—It is a common plant in Kiang

[Kiang su, An hui etc., App. 124], Hu [Hu kuang, App.

83], Shen [Shen si, App. 284], Ts'i and Lu [Shan tung,

App. 348, 202]. Twining plant. Large, long, pointed,

glabrous leaves, somewhat resembling bamboo-leaves. Beneath

the root about 15 or 16 tubers are produced, of a white

colour. They are used in medicine.

The Cheng T'siao tung chi [12th cent] states:

—

The po pit,

also called po fu ts'ao, is used for destroying worms, insects

and flies. Its leaves resemble those of the shu yii [Dioscorea.

See 262], The root is similar to that of the t'ien men tung.

Li Shi-chen :—The po pu has fine leaves like the hui

hiang (Fennel). It has a green, fat stem, which when young

is eaten boiled. The root is nearly a foot long. The fresh

root is fleshy and succulent, when dried it becomes hollow and

poor within. It is also called ye (wild) t'ien men tung.

Ch., XXII, 32 :—Po pu. The figure represents a plant

with oblong tubers. It seems Roxhurghia is intended. The

descriptions of the ancient Chinese authors agree, with the

exception of Li Shi-chen's statement regarding the leaves.©"*

—

n

Lour., Fl. cochin., 490 :

—

Stemona tuberosa [Roxhurghia

gloriosoides, Kth.]. Siniee : pe pu tsao. Caule scandente,
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foliis ovatis
» septemnerviis, radice tuberosa, fasciculate,

tuberibus longis, teretibus, utrinque attenuatis, albicantibus,

edulibus.

Tatar., Cat., 4:—P pu . Radix?— P. Smith, 145.

Melanthium ?

The drug which I obtained, under the name of po pu,

from a Peking drug-shop, were white cylindrical tubers,

somewhat resembling stalks, hollow inside, and of a sweetish

taste.

Henry, Chin, pi, 360 :-P pu ken in Hu pei, the roots

Stemom Serosa, Lour., which are used in medicine.

Cm. Med., p . 122 (43):-P pu exported 1885 from
Unn k lang 64 piculs,-p. 348 (122), from Canton 37

f
culs,--p. 188 (66), from King po 3.38 piculs,-p. 280 (95),
rom Amoy 1.65 piculs.- Exported also from Hankow.
see Hank. Med., 32.

L.

"e plant bribed by K^mpfer [Amccn. e.rot., 784, sub

H »m fackubukon, vulgpfekuto kadsura] is Pwderia faiida,
fcee also Banks, Icon. sel. Kcemph, tab. 9. But accord-

ing to Japanese botanists the above Chinese and the first

panese ***« belong ^ Stemona, only the second Japanese
Aame ,s applied to Previa.

&«**, II, 56:_w ^ fe Stemma {RoxhirgUa)
spUjoUa, Miq.-^,, 5lJm &-snm [Ihe first two

Wacter?mean^ c limbing ,
L ^mona japZL, W* ™

T"
; Tr name aPP,ied in S^B., Jco». ,W., VIII, to

"*0. Pyiantha.^ame identifications •„ p, XXVlH,

78.-.-™^^ h{al p^ XYlmi T OXLU

No*
P«i king:-p

€i ^ ^ _^ bitter,

poisonous.
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Pie lu:—Pei Mai, ^ fj chH (red) tsie (joint). The

fe'i Mai grows in Clien ting [iu Clii li, App. 11] in mountain-

valleys. The root is gathered in the 2nd and 8th months

and dried in the sun. Taste sweet.

Wtr P'c [3rd cent.] calls it "g |£ y>o <•/*/ [a name

likewise applied to the kou tsi, v. I'd] ; in the P'ao c/m fan

[5th cent.] it is termed jf yfc <?Au rm«.

T'ao Hung-king : —It is a common plant The root re-

sembles that of the pa Via [Smila.r. See 1 79] but it is larger,

has but few excre-cences and joints, and the colour is paler.

Su Kung [7th cent.]:—There are two kinds. One has a

prickly stem and a white fleshy root ; the other, which has no

prickles, has a hollow, weak root. Climbing plant. Leaves

like those of the shu yu [Dioscorea. See 262].

The Ji hia Pen ts'ao [10th cent.] says that the popular

name of this plant is £j |jj| f| pai (white) pa kla [comp. 179].

Su Sung [11th cent.]:—This plant is common in all the

prefectures of Ho [Shan si and Chili li, App. 72], Shen

[Shen si, App. 284], Pien tung [in Ho nan, App. 250],

King [Hu pei, App. 145] and Shu [Sz ch'uan]. Climbing

plant, trilobed leaves like those of the shan shu (Dioscorea),

or the la ton (Phaseolus Mut.go). The flowers are yellow,

red or white. Sometimes the plant does not flower, but

produces white seeds or frufts [axillar bulbils ?]. The root is

yellowish white, as thick as three fingers, and has many joints.

It is dug up in spring and in autumn and dried in the

sun. The sort produced in Ch'eng te kiin [not ascertained.

App. 19] has a hard root like the shan shu. It climbs. The

leaves are like those of buckwheat. See Is three-edged.

Li Shi-chen :—The pei hiai is a climbing plant. Large

leaves resembling those of the pa Via [v. 179]. The root is

long and hard, resembling in size the shang lu root [Phytolacca.

See 131]. The people confound it sometimes with the t'ufu

Kng iSmilax pseudo-china. See 179], but that is a quite
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different plant. Wd P'u confounds it with the lou hi [v.

supra]. In the Sung period the pei Ida was brought as a

tribute from Huai k'ing [in Ho nan, App. 91J.
Ch., XXII, 52 :

—

Pei kiai. The figure seems to re-

present a Smilax. Another name given there,

yingfan t'uan (hardened lumps of cooked rice).

Cust. Med., p. 68 (51):—Pei hied exported 1885 from

Han kow 185 piculs,— p. 58 (20), from I chang 146

picuLs,-p. 212 (30), from Wen chow 61 picnls,—p. 188

(74),
-

picul.

(92)

Amasn. exot., 827 :-jjg [the first character of the name
is omitted] kai, vulgo tokoro. Herba sylv. scandens, Bryonia
albae affinis, radiee Zingiberis facie, eduli, etc. The plant is

quiiKjueloba, Thbg.

Kampf. sel. [15]. It is Dioseoi

Phon zo, XXVIII, 9, 10 :-% SB, J)

So moku, XX, 55, 57 :-M] & M, D
R

pa k'ia. p., XVIII/,, 3. P., CXLV1.
Pie lu.—Pa tia. The name is also written |f §

}mfcia. The root is officinal. Taste sweet and sour. Nature
uniform, warm. Non-poisonous. It grows in the mountains.
The root is gathered in the 2nd and 8th months and dried

in the sun.

T'ao Hung-king :—The pa fria has a short purple stem

covered with prickles. It (the root) is smaller than that of

the pei Mai [v. 178] and of a darker colour. The people use

it for making a beverage.

Su Kuxg [7th cent.]:-The pei Idai has a thin, long,

white root, but the root of the pa k lia consists of nodular

masses of a yellowish red «nW
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Si; Sung [lltli cent.]:—This plant is common in Mid

China, in Kiang [Kiang su, An hui, etc., App. 124] and

Che [Che kiang, App. 10]. It is a prickly climbing plant,

from 3 to 4 feet long. The leaves resemble those of the

tung Wing [Ligustrum. See 342] and the wuyao (Daphnidium)

but are larger. It flowers in the autumn. Yellow flowers

and black fruits of the size of a cherry. The root is massive.

The people call it ^ [gjlj ^g kin hang ken (diamond root).

Li Shi-chen :—The pa k'ia is a common mountain plant.

It sometimes climbs, but the stem is strong, hard and covered

with prickles. The leaves are large, round, like a horse's

hoof, shining, and resemble the leaves of the shi (Diospyros),

but not those of the tung UHng [v. supra]. In autumn it

produces yellow flowers, followed by red fruits. The root is

very hard and is covered with strong hairs like prickles. A
decoction is made of the leaves. It is sour and harsh. The

savages gather the leaves and the root and use them as a dye.

It is also called
|gj §| f§ t'te ling kite (iron-water caltrop).

>\ u P'u [3rd cent.] erroneously identifies the pa k'ia with

the kou tsi [v. supra].

Ch., XXII, 55 : —Pa k'ia. The figure represents pro-

bably Srnilax China, L. The descriptions in the P. agree.

The stem is prickly.— Comp. Henry, Chin, pi, 65, 478. The

plant from which China-root is obtained has been supposed to be

omilax China. But this is certainly not the source of the drug.

Arn&n. exot., 782 :—|g |g. The drawing under this

Chinese name is Srnilax China. In the description [p. 781,

]

erroneous.

Phon zo, XXVIII, 14: — Chinese name as above.

Srnilax China.

Sieb., (Eeoru, 71:— Srnilax China, kakuhara

Radix antisyphilitica, agricolis laudata, folia Line ac inde

pro tabaco fumantur.
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± $ 3? *'«/« %• ^., XVI 11/;, 4. 7'., CLXXVI.
2''« [= native] fit ling «=Pachyma Cocos. See 350]. This

is a nioro modern nam 3 for another sort of China-root which

i.MM tlu
(
nj^ive)

M $f "-$? t*'*' (prickly) chu ling [pig tubers. See

•52], [I] $§ H a7<cm chu fen (mountain-pig's dung), tfj fx
fe«0 /an *'"«» [com p. Williams' Chinese Commercial Guide,

n*]> fill jl H «>» * Uang (food left by the immortals), $[ $
ywigr fan (hard food), and ^ jfe ]%. shan ti li (mountain

ground chestnut).

Li Shi- chen says that this is the plant noticed by

T'ao Huxg-king under the name of j^ f& |g Yil git Hang 41
in

47 This name ( Yil yil Uang) is properly that of a mineral [See P., X, 9.]

As my friend Professor A. Billkquin informed me, it is the to-called eagle-

stone, a kind of argillaceous oxide of iron. But the same name is applied

in the P. to three different plants, viz. Smilu; Qphiopogon [see 104]

and the plant |flf ^L gJa tfeut. P., XXIII, 17.-71, CV [without figure].

The shi ts'ao is first noticed in tke Po ten chi [3rd cent.], where it is

stated that in the islands of the Eastern Sea there grows a plant which is

called #A». It has an edible grain-fruit, like barley, which ripens in the

7th month, aud is (fathered by the people till the beginning of winter. It

is also called Q ^ §£ %& jaH lni (Sp0ntaneous gl .ain) aild Yil yil Hang,

not to be confounded with the mineral of the same name.
Li 80m [8th cent.] says :—The fruit of the shi is like a ball. It i*

gathered in the 8th month and eaten by those [eastern] people, but in China

it is unknown.

Williams {Diet., 738] understands that the shi is a floating plant,

probably Zbdera, but the Chinese text above translated does not say that

it floats on the sea.

Aman. exot., 900 :-ffi setZ) V ulgo *uge. Herba palustris, folii iruudi-

naceis brevioribus tensis, ex quibus ad albedinem redactis construuntur

Ja

e'egantissimi pilei, quibus teguntur deambulantes focmime.
Phon zo, XLII, 3:-Same Chinese name, Carex pvmila, Thbg.

ponice : gobo mugi.

Sikb., (Kcon., 9:-Same Chinese name. Jap,, nice : fute./usa, Cariaal

Radices fibrosa adhibentur pro penicellis scriptoriis.

Matsumura, 41:-Saroe Chinese name. Japonice : kobo-mvgi, C#e*
maeroeepfiala, Willd.
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the following terms :—In Southern China, in marshes, there

grow- a climbing plant with leaves resembling those of the

pa tia [r. supra]. The root form- nodular, jointed masses

like the pa kHa root, of a red colour. It taste- like tin

shu yii \_Dioscorea. See 202]. It is called Yu i Hang

(Yii's extra food). When Emperor Yu onee travelled in the

mountains it occurred that there was no food. Then this root

was gathered, whence the name.

Ch'en Ts'ang-k'i [8th cent.]:—The Wao (herbaceous)

} ii yii Hang grows near the seashore and in mountain-valleys.

The root is like a cap, a conglomerate of nodular masses, one-

half of it above the ground. The skin of the root is like that

/< See 350]. The flesh is ml

and of u harsh taste. The people use it for food as a substitut

for grain in times of scarcity.

Su Sung [11th cent. ]:— In Shi chou [in Hu pei,

App. 288] there grows one sort of this plant which is called

ts'z' chu ling [v. supra]. It is a climber. In spring and in

summer the people di# up the root and, having taken off the

skin, dry it by artificial heat. It is used for curing con-

tagious ulcers.

Li Shi-chen :—The t'u fa ling grows plentifully in the

mountain-forests of Ch'u [Hu kuang, App. 24] and Shu

(Sz ch'uan). It is a climber, resembles the shun, and has a

spotted stem. The leaves are not opposite, somewhat re-

semble largo bamboo-leaves, but are thicker, shining and from

5 to t> inches long. The root resembles that of the />a h'ia,

is roundish, consists of a conglomeration of tubers of the size

of a hen's or duck's effff, more or less deep in the ground,

one foot or but a few inches. The flesh is tender and can be

eaten raw. There are two sorts, a red and a white. The latter

is used in medicine.

IS

probably an erroneous letter, for this is a water-plant. See 199.

41
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P
call China-root. As has been stated above, this is not yielded
by Srmlax China, as has been supposed in former times, but bv
one or several other species of Smilax. One of them isWaa glahra, Roxb. See Hancb, on the source of the

China-root of commerce [Journ. Bot., 1872, p. 102]. Tin,

seems to be the plant represented in the Ch. [XX, 1] sub
t u fu ling.

A. Clever, Specimen Medicinw siniccc, 1682, 137 :—Tufo
««. l^ode China ( China-wood ), uti vocant Lusitani, rubei
colons fere est. Esl et aliud praatantins, colons albi, pe Jo
iim d,ctum.-Comp. m/m, 350.

Lour., /y. ^/^ 763j nO:—Smilax China, I, Sinice

:

'"/« <w. Radix mart r///<m# Ba( , ix horizontaliSj loogis-
sima serpens: tuberibns oblongis, nodoso-verrucosis, interdum
ramosis, mtus pallidis, vel rubescentibos, semi, .nJalibus, sub

ereibus, sparsis— Maximowicz [Dec, X, 410] doubt-
whether Loukeiro's plant is really Smilax China.

TTT £ll
HALDE

'
'"^ *» 30 '

1IX
> C17.-GROSIER, la Chine,

ill, 321, 328.

Tatar, 6W., 61 : -r„. fu Ung> Radix ^^
auger [14] describes and figures the same drug.-P. Smith.
W»*-l ufu%f Smilax chinensis.

wl • w£
ET

'
a/'Wv/

-' 478 :
- 7"w /" Una, Smilax sp., from

inch China-root is obtained. It has often been supposed
"at China-root is obtained from Smilax China, but this is

Zmr ;

it r chaug and Pa tu°& :, »d ^t^y is n°tthe
ource of the < run- n • i , t j

fV»m q 1

g' fc ls to be uoted that the drug exported
om Szchuanas China-root is quite a different substance,

m i
aChj

T?°
C0S [see 35°]« Both this and Mb» root

pass through the Customs under the same name. In Chinese

fu ling or pat (white) fu ling, while the
Smilax is distinguished

/<
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Out. Med., p. 86 (8):—T'ufu ling exported 1885 from

Kiukiang 4,831 piculs,—p. GO (28), from I chang 94 piculs,

p. 416 (50), from Pakboi 61 piculs.

Hoffm. & Schlt., 553 :—±$^ Smilas pseudo-China,

Hog.—Phon zo, XXVIII, 17, 18 :—Same Chinese na.no,

Smihw, not determined by Fbanohbt.

180.-Q W pai lien. P., XVIIIA, 6. 21, C LYI1I.

Comp. Classics, 453.

Pen king:—Pai (white) lien, £ ^ pai iSao. The root

is officinal. Taste bitter. Nature uniform. Xon-poisonous.

Pie lu .-—Other names : Q $£ pai ken (white root), %
t'u ho and |? $f Vun lun. The pai lien grows in Hen- slum

[in Hu nan, App. 61] in mountain-valleys. The root is dug

up in the 2nd and 8th months and dried in the sun. Taste

sweet.

T'AO Hung-king :—It is a common plant in Mid China,

a climber, with a root like that of the pai ehi [Angelica.

*ee 51].

Su Kl-ng [7th cent.]:—The root resembles the Men men

tung [Asparagvs. See 176]. It consist of more than 10

tubers. Its skin is reddish black, and the flesh white, similar

to that of the shao yo [Pceonia. See 52]. It does not

resemble the pai ehi. It is a climber with digitate leaves.

Su Sung [11th cent.]:—This plant now grows in King

chou, Siang chou [both in Hu pei, App. 146, 305], Huai

chou, Meng chou [both in Ho nan, App. 93, 220], Bhang

chou [in Shen si, App. 278] and Ts'i chou [in Shan tung,

App. 348]. A common climber in forests. Red stem.

Leaves like small mulberry-leaves. It blossoms in the 5th

month and afterwards produces fruit. The root consists of

from 3 to 5 oblong tubers, like duck's eggs, collected together.
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The skin is black and the flesh white. One sort is called g 1

eh'i (red) lien, for it (the root) has a red skin. But the

flowers, the fruit and the medical virtues are the s;ime.

Li Shi-ciien :—Another name for this drug i,
ffi ft f

moo rh luan (cat's testicles).

tn., XXII, 46:—Pat lien. Rude drawing which doc

not permit of identification.

t , — . Mao rh luan, I

r
iti» seriancefolia

Bge.—This plant is figured in the Ch. [XIX, 47] under the

name of $|jg §| 6 pao tan (goose sitting on eggs).

Oust. M<d„ p. 346 (108):—Pai lien exported 1885 from

Canton, 3.75 picols,—p. 28:) (88), from Amoy 0.15 pical.

Vitis seriancefolia is a common plant in North and Mid

China and Japan. It has palmately 5-parted loaves a 1

tuberous roots.

So moku, IV, 17:-Q jg, Vitii semmafolia,
also Kwa wi, 45.

181'~ii^iW. P., XVI 11/,, 8. T., CLVI.
vv» /7W/ .-—c/^^ Tho root is officinal Taste sweet

Nature uniform. Non-poisonous.

Al ,

/"
'~

Ifc is a mountain plant. The root is dug op in

the 2nd month.

T-ao Hung-king :—The root resembles a small jH
[Colocasta See 201]. The flesh is white and the skin

yellow. It grows in Mid China.
So Kux (i [7th cent.]:—This drug is slightly poisonous,

^rge specimens of the root are as large as a ton, the smaller

^ arge as a */*«<,.« The plant climbs on herbaceous plan*
and tr^s. Leaves like those of the <« ^ [J-n*

49
Chinese dry measures. See W.J)., p. 771, 874.
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See 41]. The plant noticed by T'ao IIung-king is not the

che ¥ui but rather the £ M t'u luan (ground testicle), which

is also called J| $§ huang tu. It is seldom used iu medicine,

(the root)

[P

The leaves r

)-sheng [10th cent.]:—It is a climbing plant.

semble those of the lo mo (Metaplexis) and the

root is like the pa k'ia root [Smila.v. See 179], with a purplish

black skin and orange-coloured flesh. Larger specimens are

contorted and as large as a sheriff, the smaller arc of the size

of a fist.

Li Shi-chen :—The name che k'ui means "brown wine

vessel." It refers to the shape of the root, which contains a

brown juice. The people of Min (Fu kien) use the plant for

giving the inner surface of jars a blue colour. 50

Ch., XXII, 47 :

—

Che k'ui. Figure of a plant unknown
to me.

181—If ^ tsHen ts'ao. P., XVIItt, 19. 71, CIV.

Comp. Rh ya, 22, Glassies, 393.

Pen king :—Ts'ien ts'ao, jgf M ts'ien ken [root]. The
root is officinal. Taste bitter. Nature cold. Non-poisonous.

Pie lu .-—Other name : $J Jft ti hue (earth blood). The

Uhen hen grows in K'iao shan [in Shen si, App. 1M] in

mountain-valleys. The root is taken up in the 2nd and

ord months and dried in the sun. The plant grows in shady

mountain-valleys. It twines around herbaceous plants and

trees. The stem is prickly. The fruit is like that of the

tsiao (Zanthoxylon) .

T'ao Hung-KINQ :—The ts'h ts'ao is used for dyeing

a dark red colour. It is more common in the western

so

A JHA K§W 8$#^ J$ Jb f&' Not quite intelligible,
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provinces than in Eastern China. The Chinese character

applied to the plant is derived from jftj (west).

Han Pao-shesg [10th cent.]:—This plant is also called

Its leaves resemble jujube-leaves, are pointed and have abroad

base (heart-shaped). Stem and leaves scabrous. The leavi

issue from the joints, 5 together. It climbs on herbaceous

plants and trees. The root is purplish red. It is taken up

in the 8th month.

Su Sung [11th cent.]:- It is now much cultivated in

gardens. The Shi hi (Historical Records) state, that a man

who plants a thousand mou (acres) with the tt'ien and the

chi n plants, is considered to equal in wealth a nobleman who

possesses thousand families. This proves the great importance

of these plants.

Li Shi-chen :—The U'ien ts'ao begins to grow in the

12th month [in January]. It is a twining plant several feet

long, with a square stem, hollow inside, covered with small

prickles. It has joints several inches apart. Five leaves issue

from every joint. The leaves, which resemble the m y™
leaves (Daphnidium myrrha), are scabrous, and darker on the

upper side. It blossoms in the 7th or 8th month. The fruit

)

^ piant has many names, viz. & jf,
**

Mi $ ^ feng ch'e ts'ao, ^ ^ rg
*fc K* ft

K m *£ Wi ^ w* yo kin yang ts'ao, fjg Ig£ sz' pu

-^ Me t'a ts'ao and ^"[Ij fg kuo shun lung. These

names are from Taoist books.

Ch., XXII, 20 :-'iyien ts'ao. The Egnre represents

Kuha cordifolia, L.~See also Kin huang, LII, 24, «**

-t-SBlfM ts'ien miao.

Another tinctorial plant, Gardenia. See 335.
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Tatar., Cat., 12 :

—

Ts'ien ts'ao ken. liadix Rubier.

P. Smith, 188.

Hexry., Chin, pi., 57 : life

Cud. Med., p. 80 (199):— Ts'ien ts'ao exported 1885

from Han kow 131 piculs,—p. 132 (170), from Chin kian£

55 piculs,—p. 1G8 (412), from Shang hai, liiie kien ts'ou

[t\ supra] 0.01 picul.

Amam. exot., 912 :—]§f sen, vulgo ahanni. Herba spitha-

malis vel pedalis, ramosa, procumbens, radice fibrosa densa,

foliis Nummularice, infectoribus pro colore serviens.

So moku, II, 64, 05 :—Same Chinese name, in Japanese

ethane, Rubia cordifolia.

Sieb., (Econ., 332 :—Queria trichotoma, Thbg.M Japonice:

akane ; Sinice : ]§f . Adhibetur Rabise nostratis ad iustar tiuc-

toria.

183.-|5§ £ fang h. P., XVIIK, 23. T., CXXX.

Pen king:— Fang hi, ^ g£ tiai U. Root officinal.

Taste pungent. Nature uniform. Non-poisonous.

Pie hi .-—The fang Id grows in Han chung [S. Shen si,

App. 51] in river-valleys. The root is dug up in the 2nd

and 8th months and dried in the shade.

Li Taxg-chi [3rd cent.]:—It ha- a twining stem like the

ko [Paehyrhizus. See 171J. The root is white externally and

yellow internally, like the tie heng [Plahjcodon. See 6]. It

shows black veins in the substance, radiating like the spoke

of a wheel.

T'ao Hung-kixg :—Now the drug which is produced in

I tu and Kien p'ing [both in Hu pei, App. 104, 139] is

large, of a greenish white colour, empty and soft. This is

52 Siebold is evidently mistaken. Queria trU-hotoma, Mine as THUN-

»;ERG's Bulla spicis ternis, is Wiebtreemia japonica, Mi«i„ whicft is not a

tinctorial plant.
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considered the best. Another sort, with black spots and of a

ligneous structure, is not valued. The root is also used for

food.

Ch'kx Ts'ang-ki [8th cent.]:—The two sorts spoken of

by T ;ao HUNG-KING are the g| g§ g, Han fang

?fC 1 1 mu (ligneous) fang ki.

Su Sung [11th cent.]:—Now this drug is produced in

K'ien [N. Kui chou, App. 141]. That from Han chun.

[S. Shen si, App. 54] when broken (or rather cut transversely)

shows radiating veins. It is yellow, solid and fragrant.

Slender, weak stem, small leaves having some resemblanc

to the l*ien niu [Pharbitis. See 168]. If a section of the

stem be taken and air be blown at one end it passes through

it, the same as in the mu t'ung [see the next]. This is the

drug of a greenish white colour, empty and soft [noticed by

T'ao Hung-king]. There is another kind, which has an

unpleasant odour. The skin of the drug is wrinkled and

covered with warts. 53
This is called

7fc 1ft S »»" fa ' *•

Su Kung says that it is not used in medicine. This name.

however, is met with in the prescriptions of Chang CHUNG-

KING [2nd cent.] and others.

Ch., XXII, 38 :—Fang ki. Rude drawing. Plant with

berries.

Tatar., Cat., 23: — Fang ki. Radix Coiuvhuli.

P. Smith, 70.

Out. Med., 340 (28):—Fang ki exported 1885 from

Canton 268 piculs.- Exported also from Han kow. &
Hank. Med,, 12.

Amam. e.wt., 909:-.$ g, boi, vulgo awu hadm
Hedera major sterflis. C. Pauh. P.

™ H
^
FFM

*
& >SCHLT

"' 1(5° :~§t I® & Cocculus japonic*

7fc Wi tl< C. ThunberqiL DC.

8lfT£7 literally nail-feet.
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Plion zo, XXX, 4:— |$j EI C° **lu$ Thunbergii, D< .

4, 5 :— JH RJj ci> Cocculus ThunbergiL Japonice : awa kadiura^

female plant ; kampce, male plant.

Phon zo
% 6, 7:— |5j|j £i. This Chinese Dame applied i

Cocculus diversifoliaS) Menispermum dauricum and Stephan

hernandifolia. All these plants belong to the order Meni-

spermac '.

From the Chinese descriptions of thefangJd [the authors

describe only the root] it cannot be decided what plant is

meant. According to Henry [Chin, pi., 71, 186], Co ulus

Pkunbergii is known by other Chinese nam in Hu peL

l»±-—i§ ^ thing U'ao. P., XVI1I&, 25.
rl\ CXI.

Pe>i king:—T'ung ts'ao, |^f ^£ A c**- The twigs an

the fruit are officinal. Taste pungent. Nature uniform.

Non-poisonous.

Pie hi

:

—The t'ung ts'ao grows in Shi ch'eng [in An hui.

App. 285] in mountain-valleys, also in Shan yang [in Shan

tang, App. 270]. The twigs are gathered in the l>t and

2nd months and dried in the shade.

Two Hung-kihg:—It is now produced in Mid China.

Fhe plant climbs on trees and contains a white juice. Tb
- m shows [on a transverse section] small holes (or rather

longitudinal tubes). If air be blown at one end of a section

of it, it passes through it, whence the name [t'ung m ins

It

permeable"]. Son* say that it is the % jj| M J

Wu P'u [3rd cent.] calls it ~f f^ ting weng.

' Kdnq [7th cent.]:—It is, when full grown, 3 inches

»n diameter. 3 or 4 twigs (stalks) spring from each joint,

each with 5 leaves (leaflets) at the end. The fruit is from 3

to 4 inches long. It lias a white pulp with black kernel-, i-

eJiblc and of an agreeable, sweet taste. The southern people
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ffi W -f yen fu tsz* also ^ ] ]
tea (black)

fa tsz'. It is gathered in the 7th and 8th months.

Chen Kuan [7th cent.] calls it Wi^F-M
and says that the root is used in medicine.

Ch'en IVang-k'i [8th cent.]:—The people of Kiang
tuner [Kiang su, An hui, etc., App. 124] call it g g ^

fu tsz', in Kiang si [App. 124] it is ^ =£ ...-

It looks like an abacus-bag ( ? )
.•* The pulp is yellow and

the seeds black. It is eaten after the skin has been removed.

fu (fruit).
m

Su Sung [11th cent.]:-The plant is now found in

Tse chou, Ln chon [both in Shan si, App. 345, 204], in

Han chung [S. Shen si, App 54], in Kiang and Huai

CK
It is a

climber [the twig
] as thick as a finger, but the stem is

sometimes 3 inches in diameter. The leaves are five at the

end of a common petiole, somewhat resembling the leaves of the

shi wei [NiphoboluB lingua. See 205]. They have also some

resemblance to Pceonia leaves. They stand in pairs opposite.

It blossoms in summer and autumn. The flowers are purple or

white. The fruit resembles a small quince, is edible and of

an agreeable taste. Chen Shi-liang [10th cent.] calls it

Wife ^ fou yen /,;'. I ts twigs are now known under the

" t'nng also ij§ ^ t'urig ts'ao, which latter

name is also applied to the SIS* fuug t'o mu [AraUa

name ot -*; ii ,„

if

Li Shi-chbn:-There are two sort of mu t'u'ng, the

J

purple and the white.

skin and is of a pungent taste, the white has a thin skin

and is insipid.

Ck., XXII, 37 :—

R

ude drawing. ConvolcnUcea ?

ft a.
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LOUR., FL cochin., 422 :— Clematis sinensis. Sinice : mu
turn.

Tatar., Cat,, 40:— Mu t'ung. Radix Clematidis?

P. Smith, 66.

The drug mu fang obtained from a Peking drug shop was

in thin slices, transverse^ sections of a ligneous stem, half-an-

ineli in diameter, the marrow showing small holes like a sieve

(longitudinal canals) and was examined at Kew. It proved to

belong to Akebia quinata. The description in the P. agrees.

The Ind. FL sin. [I, 30] notices for China Akebia quinata,

Dene., and A. lobata, Dene.

The name t*ung ts'ao is nowadays, it seems, more generally

applied to Aralia papyri/era, in China. Henr\% Chin, pi.,

299 :

—

Mu t'ung at Pa tung is the name for several species

of Clematis, and [488], t'ung ts'ao, Fatsia (Aralia) papyri/era.

Oust. Med., p. 12 (92):—Mu t'ung exported 1885 from

New chwang 688 piculs,— p. 74 (109), from Hun kow

291 piculs, p. 194 (162),—from Xing po 112 piculs.

Sieb., Icon, inetl, I, and Sieb. <fe Zucc, Flora japon.,

1, 148, 145, tab., 77. 78, the Chinese names 7^ ii and j§ ^L

applied both to Akebia quinata and A. lobata.—Sume in

Phon co, XXX, 8, 9, and Hoffm. & Schlt., 33.

185.-$j j^ kou feng. P., XVIIM, 29. 7'., CXU.

Pie lu:—Kou Veng (hooky climber). Only the nan*

given and medical virtues explained. It seems the thorn- of

the stem used in medicine.

T'ao Hrx,;-KixG:— It is produced in Kien p'ing [in

Hu pei, App. 139]. It is also called ^ |g tiao fV/e

(suspended climber) and employed in the treatment of diseases

of children.
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Su Kung [7th cent.]:—The kou f-ewj grows in Liang

chou [Sz ch'uan, etc., App. 187]. Small, long leaves. The

stem is provided with hooked thorns.

Su Sung [11th cent.]:—It is found in Hing yuan fa

in Ts'in [in Shen si, App. 68, 358]. The drug is gathered

in the 3rd month.

K'ou Tsung-SHI [12th cent.]:—It is common in the

mountains of Hu nan, Hu pei and Kiang si. It is a climber

from 8 to 20 feet long, of the thickness of a finger and [the

stem] hollow. Thieves employ this hollow stem to suck out

wine from a closed jar without damaging the latter.

Li Shi-chkx :—It is a climber, like the vine, with purple

coloured recurved thorns like hooks. In ancient times at

first the bark was used in medicine, afterward- the hook^

became officinal.

Ch., XXII, 57 :
—Ron t'eng. The figure represents a

plant with hooked spines, probably an Uncaria. The text

says that it grows in Yiin nan, Chen hiung chou.

Tatar., Cat., 27:—Kou t'eng. Rami scissi Uncarit

Gamhir.—l\ Smith, 224.-The drug kou t'enp received from

Wen chow consisted of recurved spines.

Cust. Med., p. 358 (248):—Kou t'eng exported 1885

from Canton 58 piculs,— p. 214 (59), from Wen chow

35 piculs,—p. 228 (128), from Fa chow 1.80 picul-p- < 4
/ I l L 1 \ ^fc I r JL w a «

/fc §h mi kou

same as kou t'eng] from Han kow 340 piculs.

In the Kwa m [111] ££j ^ or ^ ^

7)

rhyncltophylla, Miq. Comp. also the drawing in Phon t

[XXX

The genus Uncaria (order Rubiacece, tribus Nauclt >) is

characterised by its climbing habit and by the old or barren

flower-stalks being converted into hard, woody spines, directed
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downwards so as to form hooks. No Chinese Unearia appears

in the Index FL sin. Tatarinoy's identification of the kou

i'enq with Unearia Gambir is very doubtful.

In Hn jxdi the drug kou t'eng is yielded by Naudea

sinensis, Oliv. See Dr. Henry's Note in Ilook Iron, plant.,

tab., 1956.

Unearia Gambir, Roxb. (Naudea Gambir, Hunt), is

the plant which affords the ad*tringent, earthy-looking, mas-

ticatory and tanning substance called Gambir or Terra

japonica. This is the ^^^ pin ^an
ff

kao (betel-nut extract)

of the Chinese. See Rondot, Commerce d'Export de la

Chine, p. 11)8 ; WILLIAMS, Chin* Comm* Guide, p. 92 ;

P. Smith, 100 [Pale Catechu of Commerce]. This drug has

frequently been confounded with another drug—very similar

in composition but widely diverse in botanical origin—the

Cutch or Catechu, the extract of the wood of Acacia Catechu*

Willd., which in Chinese is % >k rh r/ra - Se* Rondot, I.e.,

and P. Smith, 55, sub Catechu. The P. [VII, 15], which

includes this foreign drug among the earths, calls it J§£ §^ #£

wutieni or ^^^ hai rh ch'a [meaning "infants' tea.*'

But as the Bengal name of the drug is khaiar, this name may

perhaps be rendered by the above ( Ihinese characters]. The

Chinese also, it ems, sometimes confound Gambir and

Catechu.

m.-#mmP2it<uhuo. p.,xviiimo. f.,clxxix.

Pen Jang:— Pal t'u huo. The root is officinal. Taste

bitter. Nature uniform. Non-poisonous.

Pie !,,;—It grows in Kiao chou [Kuang tung, App.

132] in mountain-valleys.
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Wr P'u [3rd cent,] calls it Q ^ pai ib.

T'ao Hung-KING says that it is a counter-poison.

Si: Kung [7th cent.]:— It grows in the mountains of

King and Siang [both in Hu pei, App. 145, 305], and is a

climber. The people of Shan nan [S. Shen si, App. 268]

call it pai ko. It resembles the lo ma {Metapiexh), and has

round, thick leaves. The stem is covered with white hair.

a., XXII, 23:—Pait'uhuo.

Phon :o, XXX, 15, 10 :—g H ||, Asclepiadea.

187.-Q ^ pat ying. P., XVII I/,, 31. T., CLVIII.

Comp. Rh ya
t
79.

P*n Icing:—Pai (white) y/w^. Koot, leaves and fruit

officinal. Non-poisonous. Tlie root is sweet and the fruit

sour.

Pie hi .-—Other names %% ^ ht ts'ai and A ^ /ww /*'««•

The pai ying grows in I choii [Viin nan or Sz ch'uan, App.

102] in mountain-valleys. The leaves are gathered in spring.

the stem in summer, the flowers in autumn and the root in

winter. The same Pie lu says :—The % g hti mu (devil's

eye) or Jfc -g-

[Sehhandra. See 184]. It is gathered in the 10th month.

.i

T-ao Hung-king i—Ktfi mu is the popular name for the

fruit of the pat ts'ao.

[7th cent.]:—The pai ying or hti mu is :1

Its leaves resemble those of the wanff k*U

[Tldadiantha. See 173] bat are smaller, longer, and five-

lobed. The fruit is globular, like that of the lung k'ui to?

(Sohtnum nigrum), and is at first green but purplish black

when ripe. The people of Eastern ( Jhina call it pai ts'ao.

<'h'kn Ts'akg-k'i :—The pai ying or hti mu i< a vege-

table mentioned in the Rh ya [791. In Kiang tang [K»nS
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80, An liui, etc., App. 124:] the people in summer gather the

leaves and the stem and boil them with rice tor food. It is

a counter-poison- Other names for the plant : £} ^ pat ma*

fflt M*^ p'a* fena <«'•

Li Shi-CHEN :—The vouno; leaves are white and can be

eaten. It blossom* in autumn. Small, white flowers. Fruit

like the lung k'ui t$z
i

[v. supra]. It is dark red when ripe.

The name kui mu is also applied to several other plants.

Ch., XXII, 18 :

—

Pal ying. The figure represents a

Solatium with hastate or lobed leaves, flowers and berries.

So mofcu, III, 52 :— £j 3^, Sola/nun dulcamara, L.

I'/ioa zo, XXX, 17, 18 :—Same Chinese name, Solatium

l.'/ratwn, Thbg. This plant has downy leaves.

188.—3£ % yarn t'ao. P.. XVIIIA, 37. V., CLI.

Oomp. Rh ya, 198, Classics, 493.

Pen Liny

:

— Vang t
(ao (goat's peach), fy $[j kui fa

(devil's peach), ^ fig gang ch'ang (goat's bowels). The stem

and the root are officinal. Taste bitter. Xature cold.

Poisonous. [Subsequent writers say "non-poisonous."]

Pie la

:

—The yang t
lao grows in mountain-forests, in

river-valleys and in fields. It is gathered in the 2nd month

and dried in the shade.

T'ao HuN<,-ivixc; :— It is a common mountain-plant. It

resembles the cultivated peach but is not what is called the

mountain-peach. The flowers are deep red. The fruit i-

small, bitter, and not much eaten. Not used in medicine

&<>w. In the Shi king it is called ch'ang dru.

H.vs Pao-siieng [10th cent.]:

in marshes. The stein is long and weak, never tree -like

(woody). Leaves and flowers resemble those of the peach.
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Small fruit of the size of a jujube-stone. It is commonly

called $fl np. si tsz* (small fruit). . be root resembles that of

Ptsonia moutan. The lower portio of the stem is placed in

hot ashes, when the bark becomes loose and can be worked

into pencil-holders.

Ch., XXII, 42, 43 :

—

Yang t'ao. Two figures represent-

ing herbaceous plants.

Li Shi-chen :—The yang t'ao has a stem of the thickness

of a finger, is tree-like but weak and creeping. Leaves as

large as the palm of the band, given on the upper side,

white and downy underneath, resembling the ch'u ma

(Bashmeria nivea) leaves but round. The branches when

steeped in water become viscid.

Cud. Med., p. 364 (320):— Yang t'ao hua (flowers)

exported 1885 from Canton 9 pictik—p. 326 (159), from

Swatow 4 piculs,—p. 362 (286), from Canton gang t'ao

(leaves) 0.10 picul.— The compilers of the Cutt. Med.

identify yang t'ao with Averrhoa Carambola, but this is a

mistake, which has already been pointed out in Bot. sin., II,

493.

Phon zo, XXXI, 8 :—^ $|c. The drawing represents a

creeper with large d flowers. Not identified by Fbanchbt.

^•HB 6
7

—
7

Pen king :—Lo ski. The - m and the leaves are officinal

Taste bitter. Katun- warm. Non-poisonous.

Pie fa;—Other names: ift fife j$f sU hum t'eng, !#
Man *hi

> § & .'/''" e*n,
0ft tf lio sh,\ fg # /-</ rf/, W £

'"'"" *;"> £ g£ fU /,'„. The A, ,/,/V<m in T'ai *«
L«i Shan tung, App. 322] in river-valleys, also on rocks io

tl "' high mountains, in shady plac< and near dwellin

(cultivated). It is gathered in tin Hh month.
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Wu P'u [3rd cent.] gives the following synonyms

:

S 8£ •*• ling, g 3^ yfXn ying, f| ft yiln hua and § $ yun
fro/.

T'ao Hung-king considers it a dubious plant. Some
say it is a stone.

St' Rung [7th cent.]:—This plant grows in shady,

damp places. It is an evergreen with a round black fruit.

It climbs upon trees and rocks. That found on rocks has

small, thick, round leaves, and that which climbs on trees has

large thin leaves. The people cultivate it also as an orna-

mental plant. Its popular name is if ^ nai lung (enduring
the winter). The name lo shi (entangling rocks) refers t

its climbing on rocks. The people of Shan nan [S. Shen si,

App. 268] eall it ft tfjT. shi hue (stone blood). It is useful

in hemorrhage after childbirth.

Han Pao-shexg [10th cent.]:— It is an evergreen climber

on tree> and rocks. Its leaves, which proceed from the

joints ot the stem, resemble small orange-leaves. It clingss, .„ ..„ •.....„

to the rocks by the fibres of its root. White flowers and
large black fruit.

Li Shi-chen :—The lo shi climbs on rocks. Its stem

contains a white juice. The leaves are small, of the size of a

niiger-nail, thick, firm, green on the upper side, and paler,

scabrous, not shining, underneath. There are two kinds, one

with pointed and the other with round leaves. The medical

virtues in both are the same. Su Kokg's account is not

incorrect but it is incomplete.

Ch.
9 XXII, 22 :

—

Lo shL Bade drawing. Twining

P^nt. Only leaves.

o' o

Plum zo
9 XXXI, 11:— $g ;Q Rhyncho&permum jasmin-

oides, Lindl. (Cerium divaricatum
r
Thbg., Malouetia aslaticcij

o. & Z.). Order Apocynece.—Ibid., £-10, four other plants

%ured with the above Chinese niune.
43
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190.—=p » » ts'ien sui lei P., XVilli, 42.

jm

T., CLXXVIL

Comp. Classics, 452.

Pie hi

:

— Ts'ien sui lei (thousand years' creeper),

lei wit. The ts'ien sui lei grows in T'ai shan [in Shan ttmg,

App. 322] in mountain-valleys. The root is officinal. Tasi

sweet. Nature uniform. Non-poisonous.

T'ao Hung-king :—It is a climber which grows like

the vine. The leaves resemble those of the kid t'ao [see 188].

It climbs on trees, and contains a white juice.

Ch'en Ts'ANG-K'l [8th cent.]:—It is a twining plant

similar to the ko [Paehyrhizus. See 174]. The leaves are

white underneath. It has a red fruit. The branches contain

a white juice. It is mentioned in the Shi king.

Su Sung [11th cent.]:—It is a common plant which

climbs on trees. Leaves like those of the vine but smaller.

The stem when broken discharges a white juice of a sweet

taste. It flowers in the 5th and produces fruit in

7th month. The fruit is greenish black with a tinge of red.

Ch., XXII, 50 :— Ts'ien sui lei. The figure represents

a vine or Vitis.

Phon zo, XXXII, 3 :—f ^ ^ I ltisfle,niosa, Thbg.

the

191.—& *tjen tunff. P., XVIIIA, 43. 2\, CXIX.

Pie la :—Jen tang (enduring the winter). It [not said

what part of the plant] is gathered in the 12th mouth and

dried in the shade. Taste sweet. Nature warm. Non-

poisonous.

T'ao Hung-king :—The jen twig is a common climWn

plant. It does not wither in winter, whence the name.
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Su Kung [7th cent.]:—It twines around berbaceoo
plants and trees. The stem and the leaves are of a purplish

red colour. The old stem has a thin epidermis, and the young
stem is covered with hair. The loaves resemble those of
the hit tou (pea), tomentoso on both sides. Flowers white
with purple filaments (anthers). This plant is sometimes

plant.

[see 1*9], but that is another

Li Shi-chen :—The jen tung is a climber. Its stem has
a tinge of purple. The leaves proceed in pairs from the
joints.

[
II, 415] but are hirsute. It blossoms in the 4th month.
The flower is more than an inch long. One peduncle pro-
duces two flowers. The corolla has two lips, one large
and one small. It looks like one-half of a flower. Long
filaments. The flowers when they first open are all white,

but after two or three days they become yellow. Owing to

the plants producing yellow and white flowers at the same
time it is also called (gold

flowers). The flowers are very fragrant. They are gathered
for medical use in the 4th month and dried in the shade.

The leaves are gathered at all times of the year. Other
names for the plant areMMM l/

r'an !/<™0 «**tfi MM I
lu

t*y Veng, %;§&§£ lao iceng sii, & [ ch
lan t'eng, ^ §X $£

**« Ma ku. In Taoist books it is ^ ^ [ mi tSrng t'eng,

£§ HI W~ tiun9 Kn$F ts
l
ao.

C/j., XXII, 48 :

—

Jen tung. Good drawing. Lonietra
japonica, Thbg. (L. cUnenus, Wats.). The description in the

^- agrees well. See also Kiu huano, LIU, 21.

LoUB., Fl. cochin., 185: CP

t]. Sinice : gin tarn. Flo- albo
luteus. Flores ad usum medicum adhibentur.
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Tatar., Cat., 58 -.—Kin yin hua. Flores Lonicem
clunemis.-?. Smith, 138, 50, lU.-Kin yin hua is the

common name for the plant at Peking, where it is much
cultivated. See also Henry, Chin, pi., CG.

Cust. Med., p. 128 (100):-A7,* yin flowers exported

1885 from Chin kiang 153 piculs,—p. 30 (117), from Tien

p. 356 (227, 228), from Canton flowers and

leaves 0.7 picul,-p. 276 (48), jen tung from Amoy 0.45

picul.—Exported also from Han kow. See Hank. Med., 5.

Amoen. e.rof., 785 :—g *. nin too, it. sin too, vulgo m
kadsura et ex floris colore kin gin qua, i.e. auri et argenti flo*

appeliata. Periclymenum vnlgare, sire Caprifolrom non

perfoliatum, baccis atro-purpuFeis vel nigris.

Phon zo, XXXII, 3, 4 :—$ ^, Lonicera japonica and

other species.

Sieb., CEcon., 238:— Low <;<ra japonica. Japoniee :

nindce. Sinice : fa *£. stipit-s ab agricolis in syphile

inveterata optimum praidicantur remedimm.

.

192-~W W, tv ne. P., XIX, 1. T., CXL.
Comp. JU ya, 95, Classics, 437.
P*» king:-Tse sie, ft Jjg 1fcrf «>, ^ [

/.„ ,/,. The

leaves, the root and the fruit are officinal. Taste of the root

sweet. Nature cold. Non-poisonous. Taste of the leave

saltish and of the fruit sweet.

Pie lu;—Other names: % $% hi sie and t? |£ ^ang

[
ponds and swamps. The leaves are gathered in the 5th, the

root in the 8th, the fruit in the 9th month, and dried in

the shade.

T'ao Hong-king :~Ju nan j.„

-m th province of M
cnou [Ho nan. See App. 413]. This plant occurs in Mid
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China but is not much used. The dniff from Han chun",_, ^.... v,wv.u^

V
Ts'ing chou rjn Shan tung, App. 363] and Tai cliou [in

N. Shan si, Apr.. 321] is more generally employed. It (the

root) is large, with a long tail, and has two protuberances

[perhaps branches]. The sort which grows in shallow water

has lung, narrow leaves.

Su Kung [7th cent.]:—Now the drug is not gathered
in Ju nan. That from King ebon [in Kan su, App. 158]
and Hua chou [in Shen si, App. 85] is considered the best.

Su Sung [11th cent.]:—This plant is now found in

Shan tung and Ho [provinces near the Yellow River, App.

72], Shen [Shen si, App. 284], Kiang and Huai [Kiang su

and An hui, App. 124, 89], but the best drug comes from

Han cluing. It is a common plant in shallow water. The
leaves resemble an os-toncue. It has a lonsr single stem.o-~- - - - -~"o •""»

It blossoms in autumn. Numerous white flowers like the

ku tsing ts'ao (Androsace). At the end of autumn the root

is dug up and dried in the sun.

Li Shi-chen :—The plant i~ dso called j§| |g Ki sun.

Ch., XVIII, 1, and Kin huang, XLVII, 5, sub tse m*,

good drawings of Alisma plantago, L.

Tatar., Cat., 57:— Tse sie. Radix Alismce plantaginis.

-l
• Smith, 7.—The drug obtained under the name tse sie

n ^
trom a Peking drug-shop con.-i- I of hard, fragrant, white

tubers, one inch in diameter.

Cust. Med., p. 80 (188):— Tse sie exported 1885 from

Han kow 1,207 piculs,—p. 226 (96), from Foo chow 640

piculs,—p. 320 (91), from Swatow 235 piculs,— p. 60 (27),

from I chang 56 piculs,—p. 190 (100), from Ning po 28

piculs,—p. 92 (77), from Kiu kiang 26 piculs.

So moku, VII, 35 :

—

M M, Alisma plantago.—Itid., 35,

ob :—^ | [ , the same, with lanceolate leaves.
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193.-^ 1% yang tH. P., XIX, 4. T.
y
LXIV.

Comp. Rh ya, 117, Classics, 440.

Pen king:— Yang t
c

i (sheep's hoof), # ch% % @
ha mu, }g yj $ tung fang su, ^ || [£g lien ch'ung lit.

The root is officinal. Taste bitter. Nature cold. Non-

poisonous.

Pie hi:—The yang t'i grows in Ch'en liu [in Ho nan,

App. 13] in river-valleys.

T'ao Hung-king :—It is now also called % ^ t'u ts'ai

Han Pao-sheng [10th cent.]:—It grows in low, damp

places. The plant is from three to four feet high. The leave

are narrow and long, somewluit resembling those of the^5 cuiui> wt mil lUOUlilUliii^

tco to (J.urinca), but they are of a darker green colour. The

stem and the joints are of a purplish red colour. Greenish

white flowers in racemes. The seeds are three-edged. The

plant begins to wither in summer. The root resembles that

of the niup'ang [burdock. See 91]. It is hard and solid.

K'ou Tsung-shi [12th cent.] :—The leaves resemble those

of the po ling (spinage) but are not hastate and are thicker.

The flowers resemble the seeds. The leaves are used for

polishing (or cleaning) certain stones. The fruit is called

g£ kin friao mat (golden buckwheat). Artificers use

it in the working of lead.

Li Shi-chen :—This plant grows abundantly by river-

sides and in moist places. The leaves are more than a foot

long and resemble an ox-tongue but have no resemblance to

spinage-leaves. The stem rises in the beginning of summer,

and the plant produces flowers and seeds. The flowers are

of the same colour as the leaves. At the end of summer it

withers, but thrives again late in autumn and then does not

wither in winter. The root is nearly a foot long, of a reddish
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yellow colour and resembles the Rhubarb root and also a

carrot. Other names : ^ $fc^^ gang t'i ta huang (sheep's-

b)>
fflc ^ ^ j»a/ tu ts'ai, ^ ^ |g nut »A« ta'ai

(ox-tongue vegetable), and ^ ^ ^
C//., XVIII, 8:— }<{^/ t

f
i. Rude drawing. Probably

Rumex is intended. Also A7« Atttzn^, LII, 21.

At Peking ya/u/ £'/ or niu she is Rumex crisput, L., and
er species. A Rumex in the Peking mountains is called

oth

i "K H **» (native) ta huang (Rhubarb). Its root resemble

a cloven hoof.

P. Smith, 87:— Dock, gang *'/.—Henry, Chin. />!.,

o08 : Q. ^ jjj| niu s]ie t
*
OUt m jju pe j^ Rumex acetota, L.

-4m«m. *.r j., 911 :—^ {$ jotel, coinmuniter sL Thlaspi

majus, loliis Lapathi, canlibns in spicas excurrentibus, capsuli

Bursaa pastoris, intermixtis foliolis, confertas. [It does not

eem that a Rumex is meant,]

So moku, VII, 27:—3£ f$ Rumex japonicus, Meisn.

feiEB., (Econ., 108 :

—

Rumex crisput. Japonice : gist

'Jisi, Smice : 3fe S!& Reniedinm affricoli- in exanthematibas.

194.—gr
ffi cjfang p

<u , p^ XIX, 8. 1\, LXVIII.
Coinp. Classics, 376.

P*n fan^r;

—

Ch'ang p'u. The root is officinal. Ta.-t

pungent. Nature warm. Non-poisonous.

Pie In :—Other name- : || |?J§ ch'ang gang. The - /rang

P» grows in Shang lo [in Sheii si, App. 274] in ponds and

wwnps, also in Yen tao, belonging to Shu [Sz ch'uan,

App. 406, 292]. The best drug is that which contains nine

joints within a space of an inch of the root. The bedewed
root (?) 55 cunnot ^ used. The root is dug up in the 5th

and 12th months and dried in the shade.

S3 i?

ffi*
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Wu Pu [3rd cent.] calls it ^ g| yao kin.

T'ao HlTNG-KING :—One kind, which is a common plant.

grows on stones. That with numerous joints is the best.

That with a large root, which grows in low, damp place-, is

called H 1H ch'ang yang. It is not miicli used for food.

The true ch'ang p'u has a leaf which shows a ridge (an

elevated line) like a sword. In the 4th and 5th months it

produces minute flowers. There is one kind found in Eastern

China, in rivulets and swamps, which is called j|S H kH sun.

In odour and colour its root is much like the cfcang //ti

which grows on stones, but its leaves are very like the leaves

of the p'u (Typha) and have no ridge (elevated line). 1

is frequently confounded with the stone ch'ang p'u. h is

not eaten, but is employed as an expectorant, and is also

useful in destroying fleas and lice.

Ta Ming [10th cent]:—The root of the chrang ]>'» which

grows in stony rivulets is small and hard. The best is tha

with nine joints within one inch of the root. It is produced

in Siian chou [in An hoi, App. 315].

Su Suxg [11th cent.]:—It is a common plant. The

best sort is produced in Ch'i chou [in An hui, App. 21] and

in Jung chou [in Sz ch'uan, App. 112]. The leaf is from

one foot to two feet long, has an elevated middle ridge like a

sword. It has neither flowers nor frnit. [ts root is contorted

creeping, has joints, and r< embl a switch. The principal

root sends out three or four lateral roots with joints close

together, 12 within an inch. The fa h root is soft and

hollow, but after having been dried in the sun it becoffl

hard and .olid. When broken the heart shows a reddish

tinge. Its taste is acrid and aromatic. The plant is much

cultivated for medical use, but the best i^ that brought bj

the savages (Man) of K'ion [N. Kui chow, App. Ul] llllil

Shu (Sz ch'uan). This is the shi (stony; cltang p'u. Another
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ort is culled /$£ [ |
shal (water) ch'ang p'tf. It grows 10

rivulets and swamps, and is seldom used in medicine. The-

two sorts are frequently mixed together by the druggists and

are not easily distinguished.

Li Shi-chex :—There are five kinds of ch'ang p'ti

:

1.—That which grows in ponds and marshes and

has a leaf like the p'tt, a fat (succulent) root, and is

from two to three feet high, is the Jjg [ I
m ch'ang

p
6 u (n/=mud) or Q "& pal ch'ang [see 195].

2.—That which grows in rivulets, has a p'if leaf,

a meagre root, and is from two to three feet high,

is the
>flc [ I

shut (water) ch'ang p'u or fc'l sun

[v. supra]. It is also called jflc M ^ '*** ts!en uiQ0

(water sword-plant).

3.—That which grows in the water among stones,

and the leaves of which show an elevated ridge like

that of a sword, root meagre, joints close together,

and the plant about one foot high, is the ^ I 1 ***

(stone) ch'ang p'u.

4.—One kind of shl ch'ang p'u is cultivated by

the people in coarse sand. It is only from four to five

inches high, and has fine leaves like the kiu {Allium

odorum). Root like the handle of a spoon.

5.—The smallest kind, the root of which measures

but two or three tenths of an inch, with leave- on«

inch long, is called £§ fit Ufa* p
1
"-

For food and for medical use only the two sorts of ski

ch'ang p'u can be employed. The other sorts are worthless.

Su StfHG is erroneous in stating that the ch'ang p
lu has

neither flowers nor fruit. It produce- in the 2nd or 3rd

month a spike of small yellow flowers.

For botanical identification see the next.

U
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195.—£ ^ pai ch'ang. P., XIX, 13. T., LXVIII.

Pie lu:—Other names : ?Jc /V jftf
shut ch'ang p'u, ;fc $j

shui su and 3g [ heng p'u. The jt?ai (white) ch'ang is du*

up in the 10th month. The root is officinal. Taste sweet

and pungent. ^Ton-poisonous

T'ao Huxg-king gives the synonym
jfj| |§ Ian sun.

Ch'en Ts'axg-k'i [8th cent.]:—This is the plant which

is now called k'i sun [see 194] and also
,

n
f [^ ch'ang gang

It grows hy the sides of water. It is different from the

ch'ang p'u which grows among stones [see 194]. It has a

large, very white root, of a disagreeable smell.

Su Sung [11th cent.}:—The shui ch'ang p'u grows

abundantly in rivulets and marshes. It perishes when th

water dries up. The leaves resemble those of the shi (stone

ch'ang p'u but they have not the elevated rib [r. supra, 194

The root after drying becomes light, shrunken, and of a dirty

appearance. It is not fit for medical use.

Li Shi-chex :—There are two sort-. One has a large,

white succulent root with the joints wide apart. This is

the pai (white) ch'ang, commonly called }Jg [ [
hi (mud)

ch'ang p'u [comp. 194]. The other kind has a meagre root

of a red colour, and the joints close together. This is the k'i

sun, commonly called shut (water) ch'ang p'u. Both these

sorts do not show that [above-mentioned] elevated ridge on

their leaves. The taste and the smell of the k'i sun are

superior. Both drugs are useful in destroying vermin, but

are not fit for bein<>- eaten»

Ch., XVIII, 2 -.—Ch'ang p'u or shi dram, p'u. Th

figure seem- to represent an Acoms. Linear leaves. Hoot

not represented. -]<;„ huang, LI. $ .—Ch'ang p'u. The

drawing shows only young leaves and u ringed rhizome.
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Lour., Fl. cochin., 259:—Acorus Calamus, L. [Loureiro's
plant is, according to Konth, Enurn. pi, III, <S7, not the com-
mon sweet flag but the Acorus terrestris of Ruiiphius, Amb., V,
tab. 72], Sinice : xe cham pu (shi c/i'ang p'u). In montibus
et locis petrosis Cochinchinae et Chime. Radix utitur in

medicina.

Tatar., Cat., 14, 53 x—Ch'ang p
€u and shi ch'ang p'u.

Had. Acori terrestris.— P. Smith, 4.

Lour., I.e., 258:— Orontium cochincliinense [this is

Acorus cochinchinensis, Schott. See Kunth, #nww. />/., JIT,

<s <j. Sinice: out charn pu (shut ch €ang jfu). Habitat in

paludibus et locis aqaosis Cochinchin© ct Chinee.

At Peking the common Acorus Calamus is called ch'ang

pu. It has the same ( Ihinese name in Hu pei. See Henry,
Chin, pi, 18.

I he pai ch'ang or shut ch'ang p
6u of the Pen Lrao is

probably Acorus Calamus.

Cust. Med., p. 338 (2):—Ch\wrf fu exported 1885

from Canton 17 pieuls.—Exported also from Han kow. See

Hank. Med., p. 1.—The shi ch'ang p*u is mentioned in the

fist. Med. as imported to New chwang, Shang hai and

lamsui, and said to come from Ning po and Amoy, but it is

not noticed in these ports among the exports.

Amcm. exot., 1)00:—;^ sju, vnlgo soobu. Herba arun-

dinacea palustris, foliis liliaceis, ob pulchritudinem in hortis

et cisternis recepta ; cujus tres habentur species foliorum

^agmtodine differentes: soo foliis longissimis,

—

ajami medi-

ocribus,— et siki )ba parvulis, quae in fictilibus asservatur.

Ihunrerg identifies this with his Iris versicolor [Flora jap.,

d
4J, but from the Japanese name- it would seem that

Kjkmpfer's description refers to Acorus.

Phon zo, XXXIII, 16, 17, and So rnoku, VII, 10:

m> japonice sjobu, is Acorus spurius, Schott. [=A. Calamus,

Ihug., PI, jap., 114]. In aquosis Japonic (Buerger).
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So moku, VII, 11:

—

ft ^, Acorns gramineus, Ait.

Comp. also Phon zo, XXXIII, 13-14, s. nom. sin. Aeorus^

only leaves figured.

Sieb., Icon, ined., VIII, and Sieb., CEcon., 4 :—Jamil

Calamus, L., var. asiatica. Japonice : sjoobu ; sinice : $£ H*

Usus pro ceremoniis.

Sieb., 1W fatf., VIII, and Sieb., QScon., 5 :—Acom

gmmineus. Japonice : teki sjoo ; sinice : ft "H ^jf.

Sieb., Icon, ined., VIII, and Sieb., {Emit., :—Acorut

pusillus. Japonice: biroodo seki sjo ; sinice: ^ $Jf.
Utra-

que planta [i.e. A. gmmineus et pusillus'] pro septis lacuura

artificialium in hortis, nee non ob virtutem in contusionibos

colitur.

Miquel, Prol. FL jap., 135, 356 :—Acorns pusiUus.

Acoro gramineo valde affinis, omnibus partibus minor ;
folia

angustissima, etc.

Matsumura, 4 -.—Acorus Calamus, 7Jt

196.—^ m hiang p'u. P., XIX, 13. T., LXVIN.

Comp. Classics, 375.

P^i king:— Hiang (fragrant) p'u, $| H p'u hmU)
;

!

(yellow), name of the yellow pollen of the flowers, which i

used in medicine. Taste sweet. Nature uniform. ^ on"

poisonous.

P/V /«:—The lining p'u is produced in Nan hai [Knang

tang, App. 228] in pools and swamps, and the />'»/ h*a*9 »

Ho tung [in Shan si, App. 80] in pools and swamps,

gathered in the 4th month.

Wu P'u [3rd cent,] gives the synonym @| # tsi"

It i-

shi-

Su Kung [7th cent.]:—The hiang p'u is also calle

•ft I
Aan (sweet) ;><«, It is fit for making mats. In t e
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spring the white sprouts of this plant are collected and

pickled. They may also be eaten when steamed. The people

of Shan nan [S. Shen si, App. 208] call it hiang (fragrant)

pH*, whilst by J|L
[ ch'ou (stinking) p'u they understand the

rltang p'u [Acorus. See 195]. P'n hiang is the name of

the flowers of the hiang p'u.

Su Sung [11th cent.]:—The hiang p'u is the name of

the plant which produces the />'?/ huang. It i< a common

plant. The best comes from Ts*in chou [in Kan su, App.

358]. The young plant, in the spring, when rising from

the bottom of the water is of a reddish white colour. The

heart of the tender plant which enters the mud, and which

is called £j || pai jo, is of the size of the handle of a spoon,

and can be eaten raw. It is sweet and delicate. It is also

very palatable when steeped in vinegar, like bamboo-sprouts.

This is mentioned in the Chou U. Nowadays it is rarely

used for food. In the beginning of summer the stem shoot-
.-> »

upward- from the midst of the leaves. It bears at the top

ii kind of mace which contains the flowers. It is called

p*u ch'ui (club, mace) and [ j§£ p'u o (receptacle).

P'u huang is the name for the powder of the filaments of the

flowers (pollen). It is fine, like golden dust. The people

collect it at the proper time, mix it with honey and sell it

as a sweetmeat.

Li Shi-chen :—The p'u grows in a bushy manner by

the sides of the water, like the kuan [a rush. See Bot. sin.,

II, 455], bur it is smaller and [the leaf] has a ridge. In the

2nd and 3rd months the young roots are taken out and

prepared with a condiment of fish. The old root is also

edible when boiled in fat or steamed. Or it is dried in the

snn and reduced to powder, of which cakes are made. In

the 8th or 9th month the leaves are gathered and woven

into mats. Fans can also be made of the leaves. They are

pliable, smooth and keep warm.
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s

^r

(

Ch., XVIII, 4 :

—

Iliang jhi. Rude drawing. Ti/pha

is evidently intended. The figure in the Kiu huang [LLII,

12, sub p'u *j*n (sprouts)] is also Typhi,

Lour., FL cochin., 675 :— YfypAa latifolia, L. In paludi-

bus Chinee et Cochinchinse. Sinice : pu hoam.

Tatar., Cat,, 4G :— Wang p'w, Ti/pha Bungeana.

P. Smith, 223.

7#p/ia angustifolia, L., is a common plant in the marslio-

near Peking. Popular name p'u tsz'.

ust. Med., p. 128 (109) :—P'u huang exported 188.)

from Chin kiang 4 piculs,— p. 204 (282), from Ning po

0.47 picul,—p. 374 (406), from Canton Uang p'u ts'ao

0.05 picul.

—

P'u huang is also exported from Han kow. See

Hank. Med., 34.

Amam exoL, 900 :—f$ fo, vulgo kamma, gramen cyperi-

1111111 palustre.— It does not seem that KmmPVKR mean

Ti/pha, although gamma is the Japanese name for Typha.

Phonzo, XXXIV, 18-20:—f^g, Tijplia japoniea, Miq.,

and T. angustifolia, L.

Sieb., (Econ., I'.—Typha angustifolia, L. Japouice:

gama. Sinice : $f. Usns pro foinite.

l'J7.-|| *,,. p., XIX, 16. 7', XL.

Com p. Classics, 3;">0.

7^/V lu:-~Ku, Only the name. The root, the sprout

and the leaves are used in medicine.

Han Pao-shbno [10th cent.]:—The ku ken (root) grows

in water. The leaves of the plant resemble those of tb

sngar-cane. The old root is contort I and thick. la tbe

summer a fun us (gj Hn) is pn,. I need in it, which i

edible and is called j£ %fc ku ts'ai (vegetable). In the
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third year a white stalk appears in the heart of the plant

like Nelumbium root, resembling the forearm of a child.

It is white and delicate and lias black veins. It is likewise

edible and is called
[ ^f ku shou (head of the ku).

Ch-kn Ts'ANG-K'l [8th cent.]:— The small ku d
when broken shows a black dust inside. It is called H
wu ya mid is eaten by the people.

So Sung [11th cent.]:—The ku ken (root) is common
"i rivers, lakes and swamps. Its leaves resemble those of
the j,-u (l';jpha) and the wei (common reed). They an
cut for feeding horses, which it fattens. At the end of
spring the root sends up white sprout- resembling bainboo-

sprouts. They are called ku ts*ai [v. supra], also 3g Q klao

pai, and are used for food, both raw and cooked. They are of
an agreeable sweet taste. In the heart of these sprouts is

a central mass which resembles the forearm of a child.

This is called
[ ^ ku don (arm) not ku don (^f head). This

I'hmt is mentioned in the Rh ya [88], and the commentator
speaks of the fungus produced in it. Sine that time the

people in the south use the character M ku as a svuonvm
*or Hf kiln (mushroom). The root of the ku is like that of
the common reed. It is common in the marshes of the two
Che [Che kiancr, App. 10]. When the stem of this plant
Qas become hard it is called

] |§ j£ ku tsiang ts'ao. In
autumn it bears fruit. The seeds arc railed BffiK
«« mi and in times of scarcity are used as a substitute for
corn.

K'ou Tsung-SHI [12th cent.] says :—The ku is a kind
reed. The people on the northern border of China use

rt for feeding horses and for making mats. It flowers in•-
1 —n

the 8tn month. The flowers resemble those of the common
reed.

Ihis plant, first mentioned in the P. [I.e.] as a water-

PJant, is there spoken of for a second time [XXIII, 15]
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among the cereals, under the name of ^ ^ ku mi (grain).

Oomp. Rh ya, 88, Classics, 350.

T'ao Hung - KING :—The ku mi, also called tiao It

[v. supra] is employed for making cakes used as food.

Ch'en Ts'ang-k'i [8th cent.]:—The tiao hu is the grain

from the hu tsiang [v. supra] plant. It is mentioned in the

Classics and is used as food.

Su Sung [11th cent.]:—lu ancient times the ku mi

was much valued as food, but nowadays the people gather it

only in times of scarcity.

K'OU TsUNG-SHI [12th cent.]:—The seeds are green

and about an inch long. The savages gather them and cook

them mixed with millet as food.

Li 8hi-chen :—The flowers of the tiao hu resemble those

of the wet (common reed). The seeds are nearly an inch

long. They are gathered after hoar-frost They are as larg<

as the mao clien [sprouts of Imperata. See 37]. Their

outer skin is gray, but the flour within is very white,

mucilaginous, and can be used for food. The young stalks of

this plant are likewise eaten and are known under the name

°^ 3£ W kiao sun.

This plant is figured in the Ch. [XVIII, 13] under the

names ku or Mao pat, and in the Kiu huang [LIU, ~? <] ^'
b

kiao sun. It is the IIydropymm latifolium, Griseb. F° r

further particulars see Bot. sin., 350.

198.-* U shut pHng. P., XIX, 18. T.
t
LXVII.

Comp. Rh ya, 113, Classics, 400.

Pen king:—Sim (water) p^ing. The whole plant i

used in medicine. Taste pungent. Nature cold. Non-

poisonous.
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Pie lu:—The shui p'ing grows in Lei tse [in Shan tung,

App. 182] in ponds and swamps. It is gathered in the

3rd month and dried in the sun.

T'ao Hung-king :—This is the water-plant called j$ ffi

ta (large) p'ing, not that plant now called ffi ^ ^ fou

(floating) pHng tsz\ The Lei hung yao tui says that it hn

white flowers in the 5th month, but this does not agree with

the ta p'ing which is now common in ditches and canals.

The ta pHng is the fruit of the water-plant which the king

of Chu fell in with when crossing the Kiang (Yang ts//).
56

Ch'en Ts'ang-k'i [8th cent,]:— There are two kinds

of shui pHng. The larger one is called |ff p'in. It has

round leaves more than an inch in diameter. The small pHng

tsz' is that which is commonly met with in ditches and

canals, and this latter is the shui pHng mentioned in the

Pen king.

Su Sung [11th cent.] refers to Rh ya, 113, and notices

that Su Kung [7th cent.] distinguishes three kinds of shui

pHng,—the larger or pHn^ an intermediate sort which is called

hang [Limnanthemum. See Classics, 399] and a small

kind, J$ ^ fou (floating) pHng, which floats on the surface

of the water. Now the p'in is seldom used in medicine, but

the fou p'ing is commonly employed.

Li Shi-chen :—The shui pHng used in the ancient pre-

scriptions was the small fou pHng not, as T'ao Hung-king

asserts, the large p'ing. The fou pHng is common in standing

pools, where it appears at the end of spring. It is believed

56 T'AO Hung-king alludes to a tradition related at length in the

Kla yu (Family Sayings of Confucius) : ^ ftp E& the prince Ohao

of the state of Ch'u [B.C. 515-48'J], when once crossing the Kiang in a

boat, met with a curious water-plant having a large fruit. It was sent to

Confucius, who declared it to be the fruit of the ping plant, which appears

°nly to princes destined to become leaders of the empire.
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that it is produced by a metamorphosis of poplar flowers.

The fou p'ing consists of numerous small leaves floating

on the water. Its tender, hair-like roots proceed from the

underside of the leaves. One kind has its leaves green

on both sides, the leaves of another kind are green above

and reddish purple, like blood, beneath. The latter is called

I Uz< (purple) p'ing. It is much valued as a medicine.

Ch., XVIII, 5 i—Shui pHng or fou p'ing. The figure

represents Lemma (Duckweed).

Lour., Fl. cochin., 4<J2 :—Zala asiatica [according to

Roxburgh, Loureiuo's plant is Pistia stratioides, L.].

Sinice: fou peng. Habitat fluctuans in fluminibus lenti

cursus in Cochinchina et China.

Tatar., Cat., 55:—Shui pHng, Lemna gibba. [The

name fou pHng US has been confounded by Tatarinov [24J
with fu p'en Uz\ Rubus. See 166.] The Peking Duck-
weed is Lemna minor, L., is very common there and known
under the Chinese name fou pHng US.—?. Smith, 131,

Lemna.

Curt. Med., p. 358 (238)

picul.57
(480)

Amam. exot., 900 :—ft* fe , vulgo ukingusa, i.e. herfea

natans. Lenticula palustris vulgaris.

Phon zo, XXXIV, 1 .-ft ^ Sj.irodela {Lemna) pobj-

rhza, Schleid.—Ibid.:-^- * (green duckweed) hem
minor, L.—Ibid., 3:—^ $ (VmVh duckweed) Salw*a
nutans, Hoffm.

Fouling g W- [Cuttcms Med., export from Canton.] A sample

of this drug [in the Pharmaceutical Muteum, London] from Hongkong*
IJt*tia Kratiotes, l.—A. Hjbnby.
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The fin or larger shut fing has a special article in the

P., XIX, 21.

Li lei [Lbgge], II, p. 432 (10) .-—Marriage ceremony :

the young lady offers a sacrifice to the ancestors, using Mi
for the victim, and soups made of duckweed and pondweed,

Wu P'u [3rd cent.] :—The ||f p'iu or shut p'ing, also

called
yfc fife shui lien, floats upon the surface of the water.

The leaves are round and small. Each stalk bears one leaf.

The roots are at the bottom o? the water, in the mud.
The plant produces a white flower in the 5th month. It is

gathered in the 3rd month and dried in the sun.

Ch'en Ts'ang-k'i [8th cent.]:—The leaves of the fin
are round, and about one inch in diameter. Beneath the leave-

there is a speck-like foam. It is also called % |j| fou ts'ai.

It is dried in the sun and used as a medicine. The smaller

sort, the siao p'ing, grows in ditches and canals [Lemna,
v. supra].

Chang Yu-hi [11th cent.] quotes the Rh ya [114], and
says that the fin is little used in medicine, the small sort

(Lemna) being preferred for medical use.

Li Shi-chen:—The pHn is the gg H U§ sz ye ts'ai

(four-leaved vegetable) which floats on the surface of the

water. The root is at the bottom of the water. The stalks

(petioles) are more slender than those of the shun [see

the next] and the hang [Limnanthemum, v. supra]. The leaf

is as large as a finger-nail, green on the upper side, purple

underneath and finely veined, somewhat resembling the leaflet-

of the ma Vi hue ming [Cassia. See 110]. Properly its

leaf consists of four leaves (leaflets) united to form a cross.

It is therefore also called ft ^ |£ t'ien tsz' ts'ao [plant the

leaves of which resemble the character J£|].
In summer
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and autumn it produces small white flowers and is therefore

also called Q [
pai (white) p

l

in.

The Ch. [XVI II, 6] figures sub pHn or pai p'in, Marsilea

guadrifolia, L. The descriptions ia the P. agree so far as

the leaves are concerned. But Marsilea is a pseudo-fern and

has no flowers.

Phon zo, XXXIV, 3 :—fg, Ilydroeharis morsus ran®.

Probably this may be the p
l

in with white flowers of the P.

Oomp. Ch., XVIII, 2.

Ibid., 3 :— |JJ *£ lp, Marsilea guadrifolia.

199.—^ shun. P., XIX, 24. T., LXV.

Comp. Classics, 398.

Pie lu:—Shun. The whole plant used in medicine.

Taste sweet. Nature cold. Non-poisonous.

Han Pao-sheng [10th cent.]:—The leaves of the shun

resemble those of the fu k'ui [L imnanthemum . See Clowes,

399] . They float on the water. The stem is edible. Flowers

yellowish white. Seeds (or fruit) of a purple colour. The

stem, which from the 3rd to the 8th month is as thick

as a hair-pin, is yellowish red, and short or long according to

the depth of the water. It is then called M I s;' (floss silk)

shun and is sweet and soft. In the 9th and 10th months

it gradually becomes coarse and hard. In the 11th month

the sprouts appear in the mud. They are coarse and short,

and known under the name of Ji [ fcuai (piece) shvn.

They are bitter and harsh. The people press out the juice

and use it with other vegetables for <oup.

Li Shi-chen :—The name is abo written M shwh
f

in the TsH min yao shu [5th cent.]. The plant grows in

South China in lakes and ponds. The people of Wu Yiie
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[Kiang bo, and An hui, App. 389] like it as food. The leaves
resemble those of the hang ts'ai [Limnanthemum, v. supra]
hut are more round, and resemble in their outlines a horse's
hoof. The stem is purple, resembles a tendon, is mucil-
aginous, tender, and can be boiled into soups. It blossoms in
summer. Yellow flowers. The fruit is greenish purple, of
the size of a small crab-apple. It contains small seeds. The
young steins, before the leaves appear on them, are known
under the name of $£ | chi (young)
expanded leaves is $$ | t2< shun. In autumn the old plant
is called |g [ k'ui (mallow) shun. It is also called $f I

m
) o It is the

L/i., XVIII, 14 :

—

Shin. The figure represents a water-
plant with peltate leaves. P. Smith erroneously identifies it

with Scirpns. See also W.I?.. 783.

Amcen. exot., 828 :—M shin, vulgo nonawa. Sadttaw ~ .^.VV..V~. ^..g
aquatica minor latifolia. C. Bauh. radice eduli.

Although it appears from K^mpfer's quotations of
Bauhin that he means Sagittaria sagittifolia, Thuxberg [Fl.
jap., 82], relying upon the Chinese and Japanese names quoted,
identifies it with Menyanthes nymphoides, L. Subsequently
he describes it as a new plant (M. peltata) which is Yillars'ia

peltata, Roem. & Sell., and Limnanthemum peltatum, Griseb.
But according to Franceet this is Brasenia peltata, Pursh.
For further particulars see Bot. sin., U, 398.

200. ?§ M ?m tsao. P., XIX, 26. T., LXVI.
Comp. Rh ya, 197, 129.

Pen ling:—Hal tsao (seaweed), $& "g" lo shou. The

!?
ole Plant w officinal. Taste bitter and salt. Nature cold.

Non poisonous.
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Pie lu .-—The hai tsao grows in Tung hai [in Shan tang,

App. 372. But Tung hai also means " Eastern Sea "], in

ponds and marshes. It is gathered on the 7th day of the

7th month and dried in the sun.

T'ao Hung-king :—It grows on islands in the sea, is

of a black colour and has the appearance of flowing hair.

The leaves are large and resemble those of the tsao [Pota-

mogeton and other water-plants. See Classics, 401].

Ch'en Ts'ang-k-i [8th cent.]:—There are two kinds of

tsao. The |§ M I
wa ivei (horse's tail) tsao grows in

shallow water. It looks like a short horse-tail, is fine

leaved and black. Before use it must be steeped in water to

remove the brackish taste. The other kind has large leaves

and grows in the deep sea near the kingdom of Sin lo

[S. Corea, App. 311]. The leaves are like those of the ska
tsao [Potamogeton and other sweet water-plants] but larger.

The sea people, having attached a rope to their waists, glide

down to the bottom of the sea and so secure the seaweed.

Owing to the appearance of a large fish, dangerous to man,

it cannot be gathered after the 5th month. This plant is

mentioned in the Eh ya [201].

Su Suno [Hth cent.]:—This seaweed now grows in the

sea near Teng chou and Lai chou [both on the north coast

of Shan tung]

.

Li Shi-chew :—The hai tsao is gathered on the sea-coast.

getable)

CL, XVIII, 7 :—Hai tsao or M ©^ t'ou fi

(bair-of-the-liead vegetable). The figure represents an Alga

with verticillate leaves.

Tatar., Cat., 6 :— I/ai ts'ai. Sargassum, etc. Alga.

P. Smith, 5, Agar agar.

The hai tsao procured from Tien tsin, and examined

by Professor Agardh in Sweden and Professor Gobi in
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9

St. Petersburg, proved to be Sargassum siliguastrum, and the

hai ts'ai, extensively used for food in China and brought

from the coast of Mnnchuria, is Laminaria saeckarina, L.

[comp. 201].

Oust. Med., p. 202 (2G5) :

—

Hai tsao exported from

Ning po 107 piculs —p. 374 (459), from Canton 0.18 picul.

Imwn. ewot., 831 :—$| too, vuljio momubah. Ilerba

marina sive Alga in genere.

Phon zo, XXXIV, 17 :—M M or |§ M ^ and [19]

^ ifc ?H (large-leaved)

201-—M ffl hin pu. P., XIX, 29. 21, LXXI V.

Comp. i2/i ya, 201.

Pie lu:—The hun pu is produced in the Eastern Sea

[Tung hai, App. 372]. Taste salt. Nature cold. Non-

poisonous.

Wu P'u [3rd cent.]:—The hun pu is also called
fjgfr ^flj

lun pu

T'ao Hung-king :—The hun pu is produced in Kao li

[Corea, App. 116]. It is twisted into ropes like hemp.

It is of a yellowish black colour, soft but tough and edible.

The Rh ya calls it lun.

Ch'en Ts'ang-k'i [8th cent]:—-The hun pu is produced

hi the Southern Sea. The leaves are like a hand, large

and of a purplish red colour. The sort with fine (capillary)

leaves is called hai tsao [see 200].

Li Sun [8th cent.]:—This plant undulate- [in the sea].

That produced in [the sea of] Sin lo [S. Corea, App. 311]

has fine (capillary) leaves of a yellowish black colour.

The foreigners (Coreans) twist it into ropes, dry it in the

shade and carry it by ship to China.
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Li SHI-CHEN :—The kun nu nrnrlii q
Teng chou and Lai chou [northern coast of Shan tuug]

has the appearance of twisted ropes. The sort which is

brought from Min [Fu kien, App. 222] and Che [Che kiang]

has large leaves and is used for food. All the different

sorts of hai ts'ai (seaweed) resemble each other in quality

and taste, and their medical virtues also are much alike.

Cust. Med., p. 202 (273) :—Kun pu exported 1885

from Ning po 114 piculs,—p. 216 (97), from Wen chou

41 piculs,-p. 300 (402), from Amoj 7 picals,-p. 334

(285), from Swatow 1.87 picul.

The kun pu is Laminaria saccharina, L. For further

particulars see Bot. sin., II, 201. Cornp. also supra, 200.

202.-ft gj4 'hi hu. P., XX, 1. T., CXXXIX.
Pen king :—Shi hu, ** £ kin sheng and # $f Un Ian

[Ian of the forests. Regarding Ian (orchid) see 62]. ^
stem is used ia medicine. Taste sweet. Nature uniform

Non-poisonous.

Pie lu:
?ij all sJti chu

9

Ine *fc /m groW3 in Liu an [in An hui, App. 220J U»

mountain-valleys, along the edge of the water and on stones

(rocks). The stem is gathered in the 7th and 8th mouths

and dried in the shade.

T'ao Hung-kisg:— The drug now used comes from

tung, App. 28!)], where it grows on

stem)

locust, and is met with also in Mid China. Another sort,

inferior m quality, is produced in Siian ch'eng [in An hri.

App. 315]. It grows on oak trees (//) and is called ?jv 1™ (tree) &,. It has a , holU)w gtem of a paler

colour.
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Su Kung [7th cent.]:—It is now produced in King and
Siang [both in Hu pei, App. 145, 805], in Has cluing

[S. Shen si, App. 54] and in Kiang tso [An hui and Kiang
-u, App. 124]. There are two kinds. One resembles barley.

It (the stem) consists of a series of joints. At the top

is one leaf. This is called ^ [ mat (barley) hu. The
other sort has a stem like the thigh-bone of a bird. Th
leaves are at the summit of the stem. It is called ^ f$ [

too pi (bird's thigh) hu. There is another kind of hu, which

resembles a bamboo. The leaves proceed from the joints.

Ihe shi Jut is dried for use or it is steeped in wine.

Su Sung [11th cent.]:—The shi hu now grows also in

King chou [in Hu pei, App. 146], in Kuang chou [in Ho
nan, App. 163], in Shou chou and Lii chou [both in An
jnii, App. 290, 206], in Kiang chou [in Kiang si, App. 125].

»n Wen chou and T'ai chou [both in Che kiang, App.

wo, 326]. But the best comes from Kuang nan [Kuang
tung, App. 162]. It is a mountain plant. The stem looks

Xlke a small bamboo. Small leaves proceed from the joints

°f the stem. It blossoms iu the 7th month and bears fruit

m the 10th. The root is slender, long and of a yellow

colour. That growing on rocks is the best.

Li Shi-chen :—The shi hu grows in bunches on rocks.

Its root consists of numerous knots (bulbs). When dried

it becomes white and delicate. The fresh stem and the leaves

are green, but when dried they become yellow. It has red

nowers. The rootlets which are produced upon the joints

ai'e broken off by the people and planted in coarse sand

among stones. They suspend this plant in their houses, and

when sprinkled with water it will not die for years. It is

therefore called
^f- fe

Jf| ts'ien wen jun (thousand-year

moist). The shi hu, which grows on rocks, is a short plant

a"d has a solid stem, but the mu ku
t
which grows upon

trees, is long and has a hollow stem. They are very easily
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distinguished. These are common plants in China. The

best sorts are produced in Shu (Sz ch'uan). As the shi hi

has a slender stem like a [Chinese] hair-pin it is also called

IX S I
ten rh'ai (gold hair-pin) shl hu.

Although the descriptions of the shi hu in the P. are

vague and unsatisfactory, I agree with Williams [Diet.,

233] that this name and the other synonyms are applied to

orchidaceous plants.

CL, XVI, 1, 2:— Shi hu. Two figures. The first

seems to represent Dendrobium moniliforme, Swartz, and the

other is a larger Orchid, with a jointed stem.

Lour., Fl. cochin., 633 -.—Ceraja timplicissima [Dendro-

bium, Benth. & Hook., Gen pi, III, 4D8]. < !uiilo simplicissimo,

parasitico, erecto. Habitat in sylvis Cochinchince et China

rupibus ac arboribus inhserens. Sinice : ... (shi) hu. In

medicina -inensi utitur.

Tatar., Cat., 53 :—Shi hu. Dendrobium Ceraja et roosci

ac lichenes varii.—Gaigkr [34] describes and figures thi

drug. He suggests that it may be the Mibterraneous stem

of a Graminea.—P. Smith, 85.

Henry, Chin, pi., 421, 539 :—-Shi hu. Dendrobium

nohile, Lindl. Exported from Sz ch'uan as a drug mid.

*14 (T

flowers and the young stems in a dried state.

Oust. Med., p. 80 (203, 200, 213):—Han kow exported

1885 fresh §\ *f m
j
)ic(lls ^ ^ ^ 3() picm9j $ if

8 piculs,-p. 60 (41), I c ] u,ng gjg if 14 pieuls,-p. 371

(453), 376 (487), Canton exported ^ §# $\ 30 picufc

SM 20 piculs,~p. 424 (145), shi hu exported fromM
hoi 18 piculs,-from Kiun- ehou 4 piculs.

The t(c^4 was export I: p. 202 (27!'), fromNingP
99 picuk-p. 268 (141), from Takou 1.25 pioals,-P

'"

(96), from Wen chow 2 piculs—p. 288 (203), from i
0.04 picul.

.216
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So mohi, XVIII, 17:—£84 and [18] Mttfi
[yellow-flowered] Dendrobium moniliforme>.—See also Phon
o, XXXV, 2, 3.

So mohi, XVIII, 20, and Phon zo, XXXV, 3 :-

A small orchid, not determined by Franchet. Pseudo-bulbs

(?). One leaf on the summit as described in the P.

So mohu, XVIII, 19 :—^ ff $if-, Dendrobium reptans,

Franchet. Ibid., 32, and Phon zo, VIII, 21 :-|# ^
£»/Ma fer«, Bl. [Epidendron tires, Thbg.].

K.empfer [Amam. exot., 804-867] describes and depicts

the Dendrobium moniliforme under the Chinese name
in Japanese fu ran. But in Chinese as well as in Japanese

botanical works these names are applied to another Orchid.

So moku, XVIII, 25 :

—

M, Iff, (Emoelades faleata,

Regel. [Orchis faleata, Thbg., Fl. jap., 26; Limodorum

fahatum, Thbg., Icon. pi. jap., G ; Atrides Thunbergii, Miq.,

Armies japonicum, Lindl. & Reich., Bot. Mag. (1869) tab.

>798]. The genus (Ecozoclades is now included under Sacco-

labhun, Benth. & Hook., Gen. pi, III, 578.

The above Chinese name is not found in the P. But

the Ch. [XVI, 37] gives a figure of the M. j§ /<

or air Orchid). The drawing: agrees well with that of the

So mohi. The Chinese text says that the /
called i^ f^ tiao (suspended) Ian, is a parasitic plant on

rocks, found in Fu kien, Knang tnng and Kiang si. It re-

sembles the shi hu and the Ian. Stem and leaves drooping.

The leaves are flat, two or more inches long. They roll

llP and do not open again. It flowers in the 5th month.

The people place thi plant in a bamboo basket and

suspend it from the caves of their houses, where it thrives

anJ blossoms, subsisting only on the air.
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This Chinese plant was first noticed by Semedo 250

[see my Early E
] name of

brides odorata fair plant)
; sinice : /urn Ian. Planta para-

sitica .... folia linearia, crassa, magna, subincurva, reflexa

• • • . racemis simplicibus longis .... Mirabilis bujus

plantae proprietas est, quod ex sylvis domum delate, et in

©re hbero suspensa, absque ullo pabulo vegetabili terreo,

vel aqueo, in multos annos duret, crescat, floreat, et germinet

Med
Lindl.

Tiao Ian. Bend

203.—^ ^ sli we
-

lm p
^ xx 4 T^ QXXxiX.

Pen ling:—$M wet (rock thong). The leaves ar

officinal. Taste bitter. Nature uniform. Non-poisonous.

Pie lu .-—Other name: ft $ ,/« p*i (rock leather).

The shi wei gr0W3 in Hua yin Tin Shen si, App. 87], in

mountain-valleys and on rocks. The leaves are gathered in

he 2nd month and dried in the shade. The best kind i

that which grows in places where neither the noise of water

nor the human voice are heard.

T'ao Hung-kixg :—The plant creeps on rocks, and the

eaves are like leather, whence the above names. It is a

common plant. That from Kien p'ing [in Hn pei, App.
1<W] has large, long and thick leaves.

Su Rung [7th cent.]:— It grows densely on the

„ °
f r0ckp

'
in the shade, but does not creep [as T*

niNG-KiNG asserts]. The kind which grows on old brick

waUs is called %^ m (brick) ^ h fa JuM in the

treatment of urinary calculus.

Su Sung [11th cent.]:-This plant is now found in

Tsm chou and Kiang chou [both in Shan si, App. 353, 123],
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Ch'u chou [in An hui, App. 25], Hai chou [in Kiang so,

App. 48], Fu chou [in Fa kien, App. 46] and in Kiang
ning [Nan king, App. 129], where it grows on rocks. The
leaves are leathery, resemble willow -leaves in shape, are

covered with hair on the under side and also show spots

there. A peculiar kind, which grows in Fu chou, is called

© S *hi pi (rock leather). It (the leaves) has hairs in

the 3rd month. A decoction of it is used in the treatment

of rheumatism.

Li Shi-chen : 5 H ghi (he

(leather) and ft gg shi Ian. It grows plentifully on rocks

and in crevices. Leaves nearly a foot long and one inch

broad, soft and pliable like leather. They have yellow hair~

on the under side, or golden stars (spore cases), whence one

kind is called <£ |i gt
Another sort has leaves like the apricot. It likewise grows
on rocks.

Ch., XVI, 4 :

—

Shi icei. The figure represents a plant

with long tongue - shaped leaves, probably Polypodium

(Klphololus) Li„.mi, Sw. Ibid., XVI, 11, 12:—Kin sing

ts ao. Two ferns represented, one with tongue -shaped

leaves.

Lour. [J
1

/, cochin., 825] applies the Chinese name
'

e w (shi icei) to another fern with long lanceolate leaves,

Vphoglossum lusitanicum, and the Chinese name xi ui tan

to 0. scandens.

Hanb., Sc. pap., 266* :

—

Shi icei. Fronds of Siphohohis

Lingua.—?. Smith, 155.

Cud. Med., p. 204 (283) :—Shi xoei exported 1885 from

Xi"g po G.55 piculs,— p. 360 (274), from Canton 4.42

piculs,—
p. 280 (109), from Amoy 0.20 picul.

A S^
fiemionitis petnea, folio oblongo majusculo simplici, ex
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*

obtusa basi in longum mueronem, in forma venabuli exciu-

rente.—According to Thtjnbebg [FL jap., 330] this is

Aerostichum Lingua [Polypodium or Niphobolus of other

authors].

Phion zo
, XXXV, 7 :-^ ^ and [8] $ £ fl $

[apricot-leaved, comp. Jupra], Polypodium Lingw.-Ml,
11

: SI ^, fig. dextra, Polypodium lineare, Thbg. ; fig.

sinistra, Fi'tfaria fcWata, Sw.

m-fi%*
[

" — ««.«« is persistent plant growing v»

rocks '], jf ^ tan Uiao
(cinnabar pJant^ properly ft$%

tan sha ts^ gtem ;m(1 ^^ ^ ^ medidne Tagte

saltish. Nature slightly cold. Poi nous.

P^ /"-—The tti cVang sheng grows in I lien rang O
**en si, App. 65] i„ raonntain-valleys.

T'ao Hung-king :~lt fe not used now in medicine.
t is a fine, delicate plant about a foot high with purple

flowers, growing on the sides of rocks. Leaves resemble
nose of the He [Pteris aauiUna. See Classics, 377], but

they are finer and black, like shining varnish.

foot ^Vl!^ ^th Cent
J :
—This Plant Srows more than a

oo
^

ngh. Its stem and leaves are gathered for medical
nse in the 5th and Gth months. This is the plant j§* Wi ?

„
"'"*' »ow found in the dmggists' shops, which

resembles the >.<% slari(J [see 82] ;mrl hftg , s]ender bm
strong purplo Btem# ft

.

g^ ^ ^ fa ^.g^
r. Smith [142] may be right in identifying the shi

(
ah

58 *«t
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the vague descriptions in the P. do not seem to point to

his plant. The CL [XVI, 5] figures, sub shi ch'ang sheng,

a Fern but not Adiantum.

Phon zo, XXXV, 15 :—^5 J|>£, Adiantum monochlamys,

Eaton [Adiantum cethiopimm, Thbg., which has black petioles].

Referring to Two H ling-king's ststement that the shi

wang slteny has black leaves, I may observe that most of

the species of Adiantum have black stipes. See Benth., Fl.

hongk., 446, Adiantum :—Stipes usually slender, black and

shining, etc.

m-~M ^ ting t'ien. P, XX, 7. T.
y

( XXXVI.

Pen king

:

—King t'ien (brilliant heaven), f$| fc shen huo

and ^ >fc Jciao huo [the meaning of both names is "guarding

against fires"]. Flowers [and also leaves] used in medicine.

Taste bitter. Nature uniform. Xon- poisonous. [Subse-

uent writer- say " slightly poisonous."]

Pie hi:—Other name-: $ft *k tin huo, |j§j fc kit huo

[both names have the same meaning as shen huo, v. supra],

tk © huo mu (mother of fire). The Jung t'ien grows in

T'ai slum [in Shan tung, App. 322] in river-valleys. It i<

gathered on the 4th day of the 4th month and on the

7th day of the 7th, and dried in the shade.

T'ao Hing-kintg :—The king t'ien is the most elegant of

all plants. The people keep it in pots upon their houses, for

" is reputed to be a protection against fires. Another name

for it is J$ ^ pi huo [same meaning as the former names].

Outside the city of Knang chou (Canton) there stands a

large tree, from three to four fathoms in girth, which is called

% iK III shen huo ahu.

Ma Chi [10th cent.] observes that in the accounts of

Southern China no mention is made of this tree.
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Su Sung [11th cent.]:—Now tins plant is found in the

southern as well as in the northern part of China. People

cultivate it in their courtyards and also place it in pots

upon the roofs of their houses. Its leaves resemble those

of the ma eh'i Men (Purslane) bat are larger and grow in

several rows on the stem. The leaves are very fat and

soft. The plant blossoms in summer. Small reddish purple

flowers. After autumn it decays, but it has a perennial

root. Stem, leaves and flowers are all used in medicine.

K'ou Tsi-ng-shi [12th cent.]:-The plant is very easy

to cultivate. A branch broken off and put into the ground,

and watered, will soon thrive.

_

Li Shi-chkn :—The king Men is much cultivated on

artificial rocks in gardens. It is very fat. The stem u
tinged with red and yellow, from one to two feet high.

U hen broken it discharges a juice. Leaves pale green, shin-

ing, soft, spoon-shaped, thick, and not pointed. In summer it

opens its small white flowers. Th« frm'f

« "ml or the hen k'iao {Hypericum. See 120] but smaller,

and contains small black seeds of the size of millet. The
leaves taste somewhat sweet and bitter. They can be eaten

after scalding. The plant is also called M * fa fa

C —a
]CK XI, 34 -.-King tHen or ,\ %eight jewels,-* Buddhist term). Good drawing of Sednm

aCborvHum, Baker, a beautiful species, commonlv cultivated
l

l*, (

'

himi 0Dder *e name of pa poo rh. It is nearly
allied to the Japanese S. erythroHictum, Miq., and S. spectaM*,

Tatar., Cat., 58:—King t'ien. Filix?—P. Smith,
1 14, Monse-leeks, Sedum.

.

Amam em" ;"2:-1ft fr ,inqua, vulgo ikingu* et

**arye. Sednm majus vulgare in ollis hie culta. Datur
et minus, singular! gaudens charactere.
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So moku, VIII, 38 :—S 5^. Japonice : benh-isoo. Sedum
erythrostictum, Miq.—Comp. also Phon zo, XXXVI, 1.

Sieb., Icon, inecl., IV :—Same Chinese name, Sedum
telephioides ?

oieb., CEcon., 337 :— Sedum telephioides. Japonice :

benkusoo
; sinice : f?; ^ ^. Adhibetur in hremorrhagiis.

Phon zo, XXXVI, 6, 7 :—fl| ^ fff. The plant repre-

sented under this Chinese name looks like an Euphorbia.

206.-|$ §g c/w K. P., XXI, 1. T., LXX1V.
Comp. i?/4 ya, 129.

-P/e Zm:—The chi li grows in Kiang nan [App. 124

J

in ponds and swamps.

In the Lei hung yao tui it is called f$) §U tse li and

said to grow in rivers. *£
)

T'ao Hung-king :—In the south the people use it for

making paper. It is also used as a medicine.

ISu Kung [7th cent.]:—The chi li is the same as the

?R ef shui Vai (water moss or fucus), of which in the time

of the Tsin dynasty [3rd cent.] a paper, called j|lj Ji
tse li chi, was made. It is a kind of coarse moss or fucus,

of a dark green colour, growing in the water. The paper

made of it is also called ^ $£ t'ai chi. In the Tung yang-

fang [4th cent.] it is stated that this moss grows on stones

in water. It is green, has the appearance of hair and is

•uso called ^ §§ shifa (stone hair).

K'ou Tsung-shi [12th cent.]:— The chi U is now

collected and dried for food by the people, under the

name ^ fl| ^ fu (preserved fucus). The ff g tsHng

t'ai (green moss) is similarly treated. Both are very

nourishing. They are common in the market of Pien king

[Kai feng fu , in Ho nan. See App. 248].
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^

Su Sung [11th cent.]:—The dried shi fa is eaten salted

or in soups. It forms an excellent article of food.

Li feHi-CHEN :—The chi li grows on stones in water,

covering them densely, and has the appearance of human

hair. That growing in stagnant water, where there are no

stones, forms masses of intricated filaments, like floss silk,

and is called 7Jt $ ,hm mien (water-floss).

£A., XVIII, 10 :—Chili and [11] skifa. Alga, Conferral

Similar plants are figured in the Phon zo [XXXVII, 15]~u Mfe- and [16] * |"

Amcen. exot^ 838 :—g ^ tai set, vulgo aii nori

Muscus marinus Corallina similis, mnltiBdns, folio tenuis-

simo.— According to Mabtens [Preuss. Exped. nach Ost

Asien. Tange. China and Japan'] this is Ceramum rubrvm,

Huds.
J

207.-# rftg tsing chung t'ai. P., XXI, 2. T., LXXlV.

Pie lu:— Tsing chung t'ai (moss growing in wells), also

* P'ing Ian. Taste sweet. Nature very cold. Non-

poisonous.

T'ao Hung-king :—It grows in disused wells. Used as

a counter-poison.

Amam. exoL, 831 :—g tai, vulgo koki. Muscus b
genere.

b

208.-h@ £ yiian L p
f XXI 4 z , CXL.

Pee lu:—Yilan i (covering of walls), 1(^»»^
(abundance of the waJlg)j ^ | ^ H

'

^ ^ anj

<

**« few, also ^ gc £ i^ <w / (green, mossy

co^enng). It growg ^ ^ ^ ^ dd wiDg and

on houses (roofs). It fe guthered on the 3rd jay of the

month
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Su Kung [7th cent.]:— That which grows on the

northern shady sides of old walls is called tsHng t'ai i, that

which grows on stones is called si sie or fc ^ wu kiu

[see 210], and that which grows on roofs is j|| 5^ w yu

[see the next]. All these sorts resemble each other.

Ch., XVI, 53 :—Rude figure of the ytian 1. Moss.

See also Phon zo, XXXVil, 20.

209.—M M t™ V«> P., XXI, 5. T., CLXXVIII.

Pie lu :— Wu yu (roof rambler). It grows in the

shade on the tops of houses and is gathered in the 8th and

9th months.

T'ao Hung-king :—It grows on old tile -roofs. It is

cut off for medical use.

The Kia yu Pen ts'ao [11th cent.] calls it % ^ wa

(tile) ft».

Li Shi-chen :—The plant is several inches long. It is

also called % ;flg wa sung (tile pine), % fj$ tea sien, and

%Rpo sie.

h., XVI, 54 :— ftp. ^ $f ^ tso ye ho ts'ao or % $
wa sung. Henry [Chin, pi, 518] identifies this figure with

Cotyledon jhnlmata, Turcz., var. C. ramosissima, Max., which

grows on old tile -roofs in Hu pei.— The same plant is

common at Peking and is there called wa sung.

Tatar., Cat., 62, 63 :— Wa sung or icu yu. Umhilicus

malacophyllus (Cotyledon nvilacophylla). Order Cras.vdaee .

Oomp. also Phon zo. XXXVII, 20:—M^- Rude

drawimg.

210—& Ml ™ **«• P., XXI, 7. T., CLIX.

Pen king:—\\'u kiu (black onion). Apparently the

whole plant is used in medicine. Taste sweet, Nature cold.

Non-poisonous. [A later writer says "poisonous."]
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Pie lu:~The urn kiu grows on stones (rocks) in the

mountains. The % M kui U likewise arrows on rocks. It

is dried in the sun.

] :—Tin's is the ft ^
~& g shi fa [rock hair. Comp. also 206]. It grows

in shady rocky Tales which never see the sun. It resembl

[

Ming [10th cent.]:-It is also called £ £
•

(covering of rocks), and is from four to five inches long.

It is poisonous.

Ch., XVI, 51 :— Wu kiu. Rude drawing.

i

Phon zo, XXXVIII, 3 :-|| H, a Fern. Triehomanes

japonicum, Thbg.

21L~& 18 ktian po. P., XXI, 8. T., CXLVII.
Pa *%••— Kuan po (curled inward 7%a). The

whole plant is officinal. Taste pungent. Nature uniform.

Non-poisonous.

Pie lu .-—Other names : ^ j§| wan sui (ten thousand

)
.

-- — 3$ ffi£ &o «A*. The y«<m jw> grow'

m Ch'ang shan [in Chi li, App. 8], among stones (rocks)

m mountain -valleys. It is gathered in the 5th and 7th

months and dried in the shade.

W° P 'd
[3rd cent.] calls it ffj Jg pao tsu (leopard"?

rded
T'ao Hung-king :—This plant grows, densely crowded

rocks, in Mid China. Fine leaves (finely dissected) re-

sembling those of the po [Thuja. See 300], and curved

inward like the toes of a bird. The plant is of a greenish

yellow colour.

Chang Yu-hi [11th cent.]:-It grows in Kien k'ang

^an k
p

m& APP- 137]. Fan tsz' ki jan says it is produced

* San fu [b Shen si, App. 265]
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Su Sung [11th cent,]:—It is now found in Kuan and
Sheii [Shan si and Shen si, App. 158, 284], and in 1 chou and
Yen chou [both in Shan tung, App. 106,404], The plant

lias a perennial root of a purple colour and is covered with

many hairs (radical fibres). The leaves are like Thuja leaves

hut smaller, curved inward like the toes of a chicken.

The plant grows from three to five inches high, and has

neither flowers nor seeds. It is common on stones.

Li Shi-chen says that this plant never dies.

Ch.y XVI, 3 :

—

Kuan po. The figure seems to represent

Selaginella involvens, Spg. The description in the P.

agrees. This curious plant, of the order Lycopodiaceie, is

very common in the Peking mountains, where it grows on

stones and rocks. It has the fronds curled in and contracted

when dry, in which condition it is of a yellowish brown

colour, but it expands immediately and assumes a fresh,

green colour when put into hot water. Its common name at

Peking is ^ ^ || t'ang fang ts'ing, which means "it

becomes green in hot water."

Tatar., Cat., 60 :

—

Kiianpo. Lycopodium hygrometricum.

P. Smith [141] erroneously identifies kiianpo™ with Lyeo-

perdon squalmatum, which, he says, is a fungus with curved,

compressed fronds [del].

Amcen. exot, 912 :—%k ifQ kimpaku, vulgo iwagogi et

iwa&iba. Muscus saxatilis Ericoides.—Thunberg [Fl. jap.,

°86] comments :—Lichines fruticulosi.

—

Iwahiba is the Ja-

panese name for Selaginella involvens [Lycopodium circinale,

Thbg., I.e., 341].—Matsumura, 177.

Phon zo, XXXVIII, 6 :—M jJQ,
Selaginella involvens.

In the Pharmaceutical Museum, London, there are samples of this
a™g from Hankow [sent by Pobter Smith

J
and from Hongkong. These

are Selaginella involvens, Spg.—A. Henby.
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212.-^18^^. P., XXI, 9. T., CLXIII.

P^ ?„:--Fa po (jade T%«), also ^^ rt mi It

grows on stones and resembles a pine tree. It is only from

five to six inches high, and has purple flowers. The leaves

and the stem are used in medicine. Taste sour. Nature

warm. Non-poisonous.

Li Shi -chen:— This is a small kind of shi sung

\_v.mfra~]. The people gather it and keep it in basins, where

=f ffi|Q tsHen

(t

Thuja) or ^ $fi jfc

Regarding the £ ft SM sung (stone pine) Cb'en

Ts'ang-k'i [8th cent,] states:— It is a plant from one

to two feet high, resembling a pin. tree, which grows in

the mountains of T'ien t'ai [in Che kianjr, Ann. 340]. Th

[
,1

Li Shi-chen adds :-It is a Urge kind of tempo,
Ch, XVI, 42 :— Wang nien po and [43] wan nien sung.

Kude drawings, but they seem to be intended for Lycopodium.
-Ibid., XVII, 3 :^Shi sung.

\**k
C
T'^ P * 378 (±M)'-Wan nien sung exported

l«bo from Canton 3.14 piculs,-p. 302 (435), from Amoy
U.Od picul.

OL. Abel [Journ. in the Int. of China, 1816, 1817

p. ^OJ notices a LvrnnnJU.™ „„li:..-i..i ... i i . in

miniature.—R. Fortune
[

fc

*'
8 ; ^ am

- Chin., 80] met on the hills of Hong
£>ng a curious dwarf Lycopodium which takes the very
orm oi a dwarf tree en miniature. He vw it also in Hong
°ng gardens

- T^e Chinese, who prize it highly, call it
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man neen chung [evidently he meant to write icon nien sung].

Fortune introduced it to England, where it was named

Lycopodium ccesium.

Phon 20, XXXVIII, 10 :—3£ i|Q, Lycopodium japonicum.

Thbg.— 10:— =f- i£ jj&, L. cernuum, L.— 11:—g $,
L. clavatum, L.

213-—1 Uj »«ai?M. P., XXI, 10. T., CLXV.

Pie lu:—Ma pu. It grows in gardens and neglected

places. Taste pungent. Nature uniform. Non-poisonous.

T'ao Hung-king :—The popular name is J§ ^ ^} ma
pi pu [which has the indecent meaning " horse-fart "]. It

is of a purple colour, hollow and soft. It discharges a powder

(spores) like the kou kan tan [dog-liver ball,—probably the

name of a Fungus].

K'ou Tsdng-shi :—It grows on decayed wood in damp
places, and is gathered in autumn. It varies as to size, being

sometimes very large.

Li Shi -chen:— Other names: ^ H hut ku (ashes

fungus) and ^ ffc M raw am ku (ox-urine fungus).

Ch., XVI, 52 :

—

Ma pu. Bad drawing. Fungus.

Tatar., Cat., 37 :—Ma pu. Lycoperdon.— Y. Smith,

HO :

—

Lycoperdon gigantkum.®

The name Lycoperdon is derived from lykos (a wolf) and

perdo (to break wind). In English this fungus is commonly

called Puff-ball.

Debeaux [Florule de Shanghai, 73] states that Lyco-

perdon giganteum [sinice : ma po] is frequent near Shang hai.

w
Porter Smith's specimen in the Pharmaceutical Museum, London,

"as pronounced by M. C. Cooke to be a true species of Polysaccum, and
ot Lye°perdon. See Pharmac. Journal, II, p. 160.—A. HENRY.
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Med.,y. 134 (210):—Ma pu exported 1885 from

(71)

(604)

214.-M £ *'fi ts'ao. P., XXI, 13. r., CLXXXII.
Pen king:—K% ts'ao. Taste bitter. Nature slightly

cold. Non-poisonous.

Pie lu

:

[Sm swamps, and is gathered in the 5th month.
Obscure plant unknown to subsequent Chinese authors.

?

n$>-ft)mi>ieki. P, XXI, 13. T., CLXXXII.
Pen king:-Pie & T;l .

to bitfer Nature gH htiy
warm. Non-poisonous.

Pie lu;—The p& & js also ca]led ^^ ^ ^ ft

grows in Lan Wen [in Slum si, App. 175] in river-valley.
-Lhis is likewise an obscure plant.

I omit 78 names of vegetable drugs mentioned in

lJl« 1 ™
Sh°rt n°teS °n their medical virtues. [P, X

quent authors.

the

XXI,

216.

Pen

k" shen9- P., XXII, l. T XXXVIII.

Nnf„
n

!
n9:—Kii sl«*g> Seed officinal. Taste sweet.

iNature uniform Nnn ™-"*"i. iNon-poisonous.

W;. T
W; ~~$I II *« ma (h< op of the W< em Bar-

Ann T^i ^
Pr°duCed in 8hang tl»" [&* Sbm si '

PP- ^J m swamps. It i, gathered in uutumn . ff %
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tsing Jang is the name for the leaves of the kii slung. It
grows in Chung yuan [Ho nan, App. 34].

T'ao Hung-king .—The hu ma is one of the most im-
portant cereals. The pure black kind (black seeds) is

called g )§ kii sheriff. The character to moans great [and
sheng «. superior] . The name hu ma [v. supra] refers to
its being a native of Ta wan [

2nd cent. B.C. See Bot. sin., I, 24]. The hu ma has a
round stem and the kii slieng a square one.

Ch'en Ts<ung-chung [an author of the Sung period]
states that the hu ma was brought [in the 2nd cent. B.C.]
by Chang K'ien from Ta wan to China, and that it is

commonly called
ffr || yu ma (oil-hemp).

Su Sung [11th cent.] proves that the hu ma, a foreign

plant brought to China in the Han dynasty, has been
erroneously identified by some early authors with the kii

sheng of the Pen king, which is quite a different plant.

The hu ma, now more commonly called J]{| jj$ tki ma
(fat or oil hemp), is the Sesam plant, extensively cultivated
all over China for the oil of its seeds. Further particulars

regarding this plant will be found in another part of the

Botanicon simcum.

1 am not prepared to say what the kii sheng of the

ancient^ Chinese Materia Medica was. In the CusL Med.
the l3 B rf> kii slieng tsz* appears only once [p. 158 (276)],
^vhere it is stated that 2.40 piculs have been imported from
Han kow and other ports to Shang hai. It is identified

ere with Sesamum indicum, probably on the authority of
P- Smith [195], who relies on Tatar. [Cat., 60]. But
Braun [Bank. Med., 12] states that the seeds exported from
an kow under the name of kii sheng tsz

1

bear no resemblance

Sesam seed. They are yellowish brown, oblong and
ave au< the appearance of fennel seed. The druggist's shops
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at Peking distinguish two sorts of ku sheng to'-the

black and the white. Both were examined about 10 years

ago by the late Maximowicz. The first kind— small,

triangular black seeds Nigella, al-

though no species of this genus of Ranunculacece has hitherto

been observed in China by our botanists. The whi

(yellowish)

( Composite)

Mulgedium

217'-X. M ta ma. P., XXII, 11. T., XXXIX.
Comp. Rh ya, 104, 140,— Classics, 388.

Pen king:—Ta ma (great hemp). The flowers when

[when the pollen is scattered] are called J|

the

the

9th month. The seeds which have entered the soil are

ma fen or $| ffr ma Jtn . The best time for gathering i

7th day of the 7th month. The seeds are gathered in

injurious to man. 61

322]
[

(
officinal. The leaves and the fruit are said to be poisonous,

but not the flowers and the kernels of the seeds.

T'ao Eung-king :—The ma fen is the male hemp, which

does not bear seed. The people use the fibres for making

cloth and shoes.

] :—The fen is the seed of the ma

to the Rh ya and the Classics.

states] The author refers

]:—The hemp (ma) which

is sown early in spring is called spring hemp. The seed

are small and poisonous. That which is sown late in spring

is called autumn hemp. Its seeds are used in medicine

and oil is expressed from them.

61 AttlA.
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Li Shi-chen :—The ta ma (great hemp)

(fire) hemp and ^ J§jj
htang (yellow) ma. The

Rh ya % calls it |g Jg Han ma (Chinese hemp). It is largely

cultivated for the oil of its seeds as well as for its textile

fibres. There is a male and a female hemp plant. Only
the latter bears seed. The leaves are narrow and long,

resembling those of the i mu [Leonurus. See 78]. From
seven to nine leaves (leaflets) proceed from the top of a
common stalk. It blossoms in the 6th month. Small yellow
flowers in spikes (or racemes). The fruit is as large as»um ot the hu sui (Coriander).—Li Shi-chen observes that
the early authors do not agree in their statements regarding
the ma ft /<
both denote the flowers of the plant, and mentions besides
this the seeds. But according to Wu P'u [3rd cent.] ma
f<

fen. called

XV H ?»« Ian and ^ || tsHng ko, is poisonous. Wu
**0 does not explain what he understands by ma ft
evidently he means the seeds. Su Kung, who wrote four
centuries later, says ma fen is the seed. Li Shi-cheN comes
w tne conclusion that fen is the covering of the seed. It is

Poisonous, whilst the
jffi £ ma jen, or the kernel within,

» innoxious and can be eaten. This explains the statement

^ the Chou li that the ma seed was used for food and offered
to the emperor. The leaves of the ma are poisonous.

•the ta ma of the Pen ts'ao is the common hemp,
Cannabis sativa. Further particulars regarding this important
Chinese textile plant will be given in another part.

In the Cust. Med. the fc }fc ^ or
[ I £ is stated

to be imported to many of the Treaty ports. It is said to
come from Han kow, Shang hai, Tien tsin and Chefoo, See
<d*Q P. Smith. 111.
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218. siaomai. Wheat P., XXII, 17. 7., XXXII.
Comp. Classics, 339. P. Smith, 230.

It is noticed in the Pie lu ; only the name and medical
virtues. No explanation by T'ao Hung-king.

The following are used in medicine : mm ™» ™° (
the

young plants —
(flour), ^ |£ wa; /,

& %r Jou mai (floating wheat,—unknown to me)

_ 2* XK mae nv, the latter being described by K'ou
sung-shi as « black spots appearing on the ripe ears of

wtieat [produced probably by a small parasitical fungusj.

The ft ^ is mentioned in the Cust. Med. [p. 292 (283),

), Canton]

^'—K^tamai. Barley. P., XXII, 23. 7'.
3
XXXII.

Comp. Classics, 340.

The P& fo notices only the name and the medical virtues.

T'ao Hung-king: -The ta mai is also
-«-'»*

[see W.D., 425] and 4* ^S mou mai. It resembles

~" KUHg mai
tsee the ****] but its husk is thinner.

in ^ .

y°Ung Plants an(I WH mot y« (malt) are both used
m me lcme

. Li Shi-chen explains the character ye by

m *
[Comp. 218]. P. Smith, 33

«~;«-^ mai. P., XXII, 25. T., XXXII.
he P/<? /M notices Qnly the name rad the mfid

.

cal virtaes>

horse T

HUNG~KING :
~The *«V «*' " used for feeding

orses It 1S als0) Ufee wheat ^d nour;shing and

strengthening food for man.
Further particulars regarding the kung mai will be found
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in another part. It is the so-called "nacked Barley," the grain

of which separates from the chaff scales after the maflner of

wheat.

221.—fg tao. Rice. P., XXII, 29. T., XXV.
Comp. Classics, 337, 338.

The Pie lu notices only the name and the medical virtue-.

T'ao Hung-king :—In Taoist prescriptions two k^8 of

rice are distinguished—the fg^ tao mi and theM^ keng mL

The tao mi is very white. In Kiang tung [Kiang su,

Che kiang etc., App. 124] they have no tao mi, and apply

this name to the keng mi [see the next].

I have already referred to the fact [see BoU sin ">

II, 338 ] that in ancient times the character tao, now a

common name for rice, was applied to the glutinous nce#

Keng is the common rice.

The grain, the culm, the awns, and the flower of the rice

plant are all used in medicine.

222.—jg| keng (the character is also written ££). Common

Rice, not glutinous. P., XXII, 34.

Comp. Classics, 338.

The Pie lit notices only the name and the medical virtue?.

T'AO Hung-king:— The gg % keng mi is fcb*
ric0

commonly eaten by the people. There are various sorts—the

white, the red, the small, and the large.

223.—fg tsi. The common Millet, Panicum miliae**1*
1
*
L'

^ xxiii, i. r.,xxix.

Comp. Classics, 343.
virtues
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224.—
;g| shu. A glutinous variety of Panieum miliaceum.

P., XXIII, 3. T.,XXX.
Comp. Classics, 341.

The Pie hi notices only the name and medical virtues.

The grain, the culm and the root are all used in medicine.

225-—%£Uang. Setaria italica. P., XXIII, 7. r.,XXIX.
Comp. Classics, 344.

The Pie lu notices only the name and the medical virtues.

The grain is used in medicine.

226. «*. P., XXIII, 9. T., XXXI.
Comp. Classics, 347. Setaria.

Pie lu .-—Only name and medical virtues. The grain is

used in medicine.

227.—H shu. P., XXIII, 12. T., XXXI.
Comp. Classics, 348. A glutinous Setaria italica.

Pie lu .-—Only names and medical virtues. The grain

and the root are used in medicine.

228«—H 2C £ i ijen. P., XXIII, 17. T., XL.
Pen king:-I i jejl) also

ffi ^ Mai lL The seed is

officinal. Taste sweet. Nature slightly cold. Non-poisonous.

The root and the leaves are also used in medicine.

. ,

Pie lu :—Other names : gW JtH shi, mM te ml ^
11]

in the plain and in fields. The fruit is gathered in the 8th

month and the root at all times of the year.
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T'ao Hung-king :—Chen ting hien belongs to the pre-

fecture of Ch'ang shan [in Chi li, App. 8]. The plant is also

Mid The
seeds produced in Kiao chi [Cochinchina. App. 133]
very large and are known there under the name §g^ kan dm
(bead). Ma Yuan «2 when he was in Kiao chi tasted these

seeds and introduced the plant to China, where the fruit was

in medicine.

(pearl). The kernels Uljen)

Ma Chi [ 10th cent. ] :—Now the drug from Liang
Han

[ Sz ch'uan, App. 188] is generally used. It is less

efficacious than that from Chen ting. That of a greenish

white colour is good. To obtain the kernels the fruit is

off.

[the hard shell]

Su Sung [11th cent.]:—The t i plant grows from 3 to 4
feet high. Leaves like those of the shu [Panicum. See 22±].

Reddish white flowers in spikes. In the 5th or 6th month it

produces fruit of a greenish white colour, resembling beads,

but slightly oblong. It is therefore also called || ffi ^
* elm tsz

1

(chu *$s'=bead). Children perforate [the hard

shell of] these globular fruits and string them together to

play with. This fruit is gathered in the 9th and 10th

months.

Lei Hiao [5th cent.]:—That with a larger fruit, the

flour of which is not used, is called fjg |g keng kan. It is

tasteless.

the

'en has a smaller fruit of

kernel] is sweet. When

The

has

Li Shi-chen :—The i i is much cultivated. The plant

The

A renowned commander
478.

Read,
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pa moo. 63 In the 5th or 6th month it sends up the stem

which bears the flowers, and afterwards the fruit. There are

two kinds. That which sticks to the teeth [v. supra], and has

a pointed fruit with a thin shell is the i i. The kernel is white

like glutinous rice. Gruel can be made of it. It is

also ground into flour and used for food or for fermenting

liquors. The other sort is globular [the fruit] and has a

thick, hard shell. This is called 3£ g§ ^p tfu tH tss
1 [name

of the beads in Buddhist rosaries ] . It furnishes but little

flour. This is the keng kan [mentioned by Lei Hiao]. It

is used for the beads of rosaries and is therefore also called

&>^ nien chu (prayers bead). Its root is white, as large as

the handle of a spoon, contorted, and of a sweet taste. The

Kiu huang Pen t^ao terms this plant [the seeds] |5J $
Hut hui mi (rice of the Mohammedans), also ®"

"
fan shu shu (Si fan Sorgho. Si fan= N.

W

also ^ ffi 52 ts'ao chu rh (vegetable bead). The leaf is called

? wu tan.

Ch., I, 5 :—J i or ^ ^ % ts
<ao tsz' rh. Good drawing

(Coix Lachryma, L.). This plant i^.wvuuug yuus-iears (Uoix Lachryma, L.). Thispiam."

commonly cultivated at Peking under the name of ts'ao id*
It has large, round, hard fruits. The hard covering of the

farinaceous seed is the ossified calyx. There are two varieties

at Peking with white or grayish covering of the fruit. I have

also seen in the druggist's shops a variety (or species) with

small, oblong pointed fruit.

ch'uan corn)]

same, Ch., II, 9.

Kiu huang [LII, 7, sub )\\ g£ Ch'uan ku (S

See

Lour., Fl. cochin., 673 :—Coix Lachryma. Sinice sMS*
Tatar., Cat., 29 :_^ ^ £ i mi jen) Coix ewltata.

m
CJ )3r in Japan £rianthusjaj)onicu8.
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[Jacquin figured this species, Elog. gram. rar. tah., 40,

without describing it. Apparently it is only a variety of

C. Lachrymal]—P. Smith, 125.

In the ( 'hincse Customs' Reports i i jen is generally

erroneously identified with pearl-barley. The seed of Coix

deprived of the shell has indeed some resemblance to pearl-

barley.

Cust. Med., p. 198 (216):—7 mi jen exported 1885 from

Ning po 210 piculs —p. 50 (68), from Che foo 98 piculs,

P- 162 (329), from Shang hai 46.37 piculs.—Exported also

from Han kow. See Hank. Med., 20.

Arm >.< t.. 834 :—^g j?j\ Medicis et literatis jobd et

johumn, vulgo dsudsudama, it. fatsji kolcu. Arundo grani-

fera. Milium arundinaceum ; aliis Lac/nymo Jobi.

Phon zo, XLII, 4-6 :—Above Chinese name. Represen-

tation of two varieties of Coins Lachrymu with oblong and

globular fruit.

Mats! u lira, 55:—^]*j;, Coix ayrestis, Lour., and J||g£,
Coix Lachryma.

Sieb., CEcon., 44:

—

Coix Lachryma. Sinice: )\\

Varietatcs :—

(a), susutama ) , . ,. ,

n . >pro orbiculis ad preces.
(o). joo.susutama)

(c). toomuhi. Edulis ac medicrc usui.

229.—^ jg_ ta toUt Soy-bean, Soja hispida, Mcench
-P., XXIV, 1. T., XXXV.

Comp. Rh ya, 29, Classics, 355.

Pen Mn :—Ta toy. The seed of the |^£ hei

(black) ta ton is used in medicine. Taste sweet. Nature

uniform. Xon-poisonous. When eaten it causes the body

to become heavy.
49
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Pie lu

:

—The ta tou is produced in T'ai shan [in Shaii

tung, App. 322] in marshes. It is gathered in the 9th

month.

Su Sung [11th cent.]:—The ta tou is now generally

cultivated in two varieties—the white and the black. The

latter is used in medicine.

Li Shi-chen :—There are many sorts of the ta ton—the

black, white, yellow, gray, green and spotted [according to

the colour of the seeds]. The black sort is used in medicine.

is also a valuable food, and is employed in making J$ &
(Soy. V. infra, 234, and JJof. sin., II, 355). From tl

yellow sort oil is expressed and §§ tsiang (sauces) and %)
(beancurd. See U.) are prepared. These beans are als

eaten roasted. Besides the seed, of the ta ton, and the

oil expressed from them, other parts of the plant are likewise

officinal, viz. the JtSLfe ta tou pH (the valves of the legume),

the leaves, the carbonized straw and the flowers.

See P. Smith, 88. Dolwho* *ma.

230-~~k 3. W %g ta ton huang kilan. P., XXIV, 7.

This drug is noticed in the Pen king.

As T'ao Hung-KING and Li Shi-chkn explain, th

consists of the germs of the black Soy bean, prodm 1 ty

steeping the beans in water and causing them to germinate.

These germs are used as food.

This is still an article of food at Peking, but product

from the yellow Soy bean and called 1? If %~ huang tout/*

231—aft 'J> S chH siao tou. P., XIV, 9. T., XXXVL
Seeds,Pen king:— Ctrl siao tou (red small bean). S

germs and leaves are ased in medicine.
This is a red variety of Pluueolus Mungo. See Bot. ««•

II, 35G.
J

\
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Cust Med., p. 366 (335):—ChH siao ton exported 1885
from Canton 7 piculs. Exported also from Han kow. See
Hank. M ?., 16. Identified there with Abrtu precatorius, L.

At Peking also the name chH siao t is appli 1 to the Is

of Abrus precatorius. But in Chinese botanical works it is

Phaseoltu. Comp. P. Smith, 1 ; Tatar., Cat., 15.

2^-~M Ufu pi p., xxiv, 13. r., xxxvi.
Pen king:—Fa pi. Flowers. Taste pungent. Nature

uniform. Non-poisonous.

Pie lu:—Thafupi is produced in Han chung (S. Shen si).

It is the flower of the siao tou [see 231]. It is gathered in

the 7th month and dried in the sun during 40 days.

T'ao Hung-king :—The medical virtues of the seeds and
the flowers of the ch'i siao tou are not the same. Therefore

the Pen lung notices these drugs separately. Not used in

medicine. T'ao Hung-KIN observe- that tli -e grows near

the clu tsz* [Gardenia.

k
' 335]. Its stem and leaves are very crooked. It has a

fetid smell. The nftnnlA nail U A

/'

to the flowers of the ko plant [Pachjrhizus. See 174].

Su Sung [11th cent.]:—The name fu pi is applied to

three different plants, viz. the small tree near the sea-shore

[noticed by T'ao Hung-king], the ko flower and the flower of

the chH siao tou.

Phon zo, XLIII, 13 :—jg| j$. The figure represents a

Plant with yellow flowers.

Sieb., Lon. ined., VI :—Same Chinese name applied to

'emna japonica^ Miq. Order Verbenacea>. According to

*Uxmowicz [Diagn. PL asiat., VI, 510] this is P. microphjlla,

Turcz. Shrub with yellow flowers. See also Ind. FL sin.,

P
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II, 256. In Hu pei this plant is called M. M J- eh'ou

(stinking) Hang tsz\ See Henry, Chin., pi, 86.

233. 3. pien tou. P., XXIV, 21. P., XXXVII.
Pie hi

:

—Pien tou. Seeds, leaves and flowers officinal.

Taste of the seeds sweet. Nature slightly warm. Non-

poisonous.

T'ao Hung-king :—The pien tou is much cultivated. It

climbs on fences and walls. The pods are eaten steamed and

are very palatable.

Su Sung [11th cent.]:— It is a climbing plant with large

leaves and small flowers. The latter are purple or white.

The pods are produ id beneath the flower,. The se Is an

black or white. The white seeds are of a warm nature, ami

the black, which are smaller, arc cold. The white are used in

1 * * rv^*

(

pfe -2.

seen on the wing of a magpie [evidently the Mlum is meant].

Li Shi-chijv :—The name pien tou is derived from B
Pien (flat) and refers to the flat pods. It is a twinin.

plant with large, roundish, pointed leaves. The flower

resemble a small butterfly with its wings and tail. There are

numerous varieties, according to the shape of the legume,

which is long or round, sometimes shaped like a dragon's or

tiger's claw, or like a pig's ear or a sickle. The young pod

are eaten as a vegetable. The ripe seeds are eaten boiled.

.

Seeds are
> according to the varieties, black, white, red and

variegated. There is one sort with hard legumes, non-edible,

with coarse, round seeds of a white colour. These seeds an

**d in medicine. Olh,r
, pular nan,,, are: «i

met tou (silkworm-moth's eyebrows bean-referring to the

rib of the seed or Mum) and ttft ft S yen U tou (fence-

climber bean).
m J
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Lour., Fl. cochin., 534 :

—

Doliehos purpureas. Sinice :

tsu (tsz'~ purple) pien ten. Legninina tenera et recentia

sapida sunt et salubria; and I), alius. Sinice : pe (white) pien

ten. Tenerior et sapidior prsecedente, nee forma valde differens.

Tatar., Cat,, 3 :

—

Pien tou, Semina Lullab ilgaris.—
P. Smith, 128.

At Poking Lablab vulgaris is much cultivated under tin

name of pien ton, especially the purple flowered, which has

also a purple coloured legnme ; also the white flowered, pax

(white) pien tou, which has greenish white seeds that ire

used in medicine.

Henry, Chin. />/., 471 :

—

Pien ton, Doliehos Lablab.

Oust. Med, p. 162 (340):—Pal pien ton exported 1885

from Shang hai 306 piculs,—p. 200 (231), Nin o 72.82

picuk— p. 130 (145), Chin kiang 2.08 piculs.—Exported

also from Han kow. See Bank, Med., 34.

Amoen. exot., 836:— H;, vulgo adsi mamp, it. haadsi

mame. Phaseolus arvensis, longis sarmentis repens, flore exili

purpureo, siliquis brevibus latioribus caudatis ; semine cieeris

rotundo, rubente.—This is evidently not Lablab. Eot identi-

fied l>y Till NI5KRG.

Phon zo, XLIII, 25 :—|i j|f, Doliehos Lablab.

So mokit, XIII, 14 :— |i j£, Doliehos cultratus, Thbg.

23^-—± Sl^a tou ehi. P., XXV, 2.

Comp. Bot. sin., II, 355 :—Soy. It is noticed in the

-P*« to. Li Shi-chen says it is prepared from the black soy

bean.

In the Cvst. Med. the jg. g£ tou ski is mentioned as an

article of import, p. 110 (183) Wo ho,— p. 101 (368)

Shang hai,— p. 216 (89) Wen chou. It is said to come from

Han kow and Ning po, and is identified there with salted

black beans.—See also Bank. Med., 45.
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235.-^ % ye mj. P., XXV, 24.

^

Mentioned in the P/e fo. According to the definitions

given by the ancient Chinese authors, this is grain which has

sprouted, rice-wheat, barley, millet, also beans, etc. Thu
ye mi may be translated by '« Malt." Comp. also 211).

23G—IS m i fang. P., XXV, 25.
Mentioned in the Pie lu. Taste sweet.

^
Williams [V>*W., 275] translates i fang (t'ang-* sugar)

by "sugar-plnms, sweetmeats." According to T'ao Hung-king
it is a preparation of sugar, called also fl| jft */«<> (gam glue)

j.

One sort, which is tough and of a white colour, is calledm at „„<,^ Not nged in medicine
Han Pao-shbng [10th oei .]:—The f£ i is soft sagar.

orth China if io A»11. I i .-,. ... . -1 t..-.In Nortl
W.D.. 8(iyl. It Is

made trom glutinous and common rice, glutinous millet ami

Sorgho. Hemp-seed, the peduncles of Jlovenia dulcis mi
some drug,, are sometimes added. That prepared of glatinoos
nee is used in medicine.

'

_

I* Shi-chto
:- For the preparation of the i or sing

matt of barley is nsed, or the sprouts of other grain.

* Peking comfits, bonbons, etc. made of the sugar

prepared from glutinous rice are sold in the streets. Comp.
also bTAN. J lL1EN et p CHAMp Industries de VEmpn
chinois, p. 210.

237. tsiang. PM XXV, 28.
Comp. Bat. «*„ II, 355, and U\/K,QG8.
Mentioned in the Ple fe. According to Li Shi-che.v

/* 1S the Ilame for various sauces made of wheat or barley
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238.-H **'*, Vinegar. P., XXV, 30.

Comp. Bot. sin., II, 349.

Mentioned in the Pie lu. According to Su King the

ts
(u is made of various grains, also of sugar, crapes and other

fruits.

239.—fgtsiu. Wine. P., XXV, 43. Pie lu.

Comp. Bot., sin., II, 349.

240.-3| fc'u. p., XXVI, 1. 7'., LV.

Comp. Classics, 359.

Album odorum, L. Mentioned in the Pi'e Zw, but only

the name and medical properties are noticed. Root, leaves,

flowers aud seeds are used in medicine.

Oust. Med., p. 74 (130):—j^l |g Hp lluur-seeds exported

1885 from Han kow 7.GO piculs.

Further particulars regarding this plant will be given in

another part.

U1-—B tf'ung. P., XXVI, 7. T., LVI.

Comp. Classics, 357 :

—

Allium fistulasum, L.

Pen king, Index :—$£ W ts'wig shi (fruit). All parts of

the plant are used in medicine. The lower, white part of the

-ape is called $f ^ Q fcHmo /«?«</ pa/.

Further particulars in another part.

242.—HAmei. P., XXVI, 15. T., LV.

< omp. Classics, 360 ; P/* ya, 63, 3. i//»«n.

Pen knp, Index :—g| ^ Ata shi (fruit). The scape, or

rather the lower white part of it, is called ] Q hiai pad.
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Pie lu :— The hiai grows in Lu shan [ in Ho nan,

App. 203] in swamps.

Cust. Med., p. 27G (38):—Hiai pat exported 1885 from

Amoy 2.52 piculs.

i

243.—fg suan. P., XXVI, 18. T., LVII.
Comp. Classics, 358. Garlic.

Pie lu .-—The suan or
/J* f^ siao (small) suan is gather

on the 5th day of the 5th month [apparently the bulb is

meant]. Taste pungent. Nature warm. Slightly poisonous.

The leaves are likewise used in medicine.

T'ao Hung-king :--The fresh leaves of the siao suan can

be eaten mixed with boiled food. In the 5th month the Ie;u

wither. The root is called fT ^ luan tsz\ It is much used

as food and has a very strong smell.

Han Pao-sheng :—The small suan is frequently met

with in a wild state. It is also called ft, which character

is to be pronounced luan.

[ The above character is properly pronounced wan) and

means a kind of reed. See Ith ya, 214. The old dictionaries

[see K.D.]
garlic, and is then pro-

nounced luan. It stands evidently for 9fJ luan (testicle), an

ancient name for garlic, referring to the bulbs, which resemble

testicles.]

JThe Ku kin chou [4th cent.] states :—The |^ suan or

50 1; luan suan is commonly called /J> ^ siao (small) suan.

The ^ ] ta (great) suan, also called ffl j hu suan, is »

native of the western countries [see the next].

Further particulars will be given in another part.

244.-^ hu. P., XXVI, 21. 7\, LVII.
Pie lu :

(great) suan. It is taken out
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on the 5th day of the 5th month. That with a single seed

(fruit) w is preferred for medical use. Taste pungent Nature
warm. It is poisonous. When constantly eaten it is injurious

to the eyes

T ;ao Hung-king :—Now the people call the large $uan,

or Garlic, hu, and the common (Chinese) garlic siao (small)

*uan. The smell is the same in both kinds.

The T'ang yiin Dictionary [7th cent.] says that the /<//

garlic was first brought from the Western countries by Chang
K 4

ien [in the 2nd cent. B.C. See Bot. sin., I, p. 24].

The hu is probably the Rocambole, Allium scorodoprasum.

Further particulars in another part.

245.—^C sung. P., XXVI, 30. T., LIX.

Pie la

:

—Sung. Leaves and seeds are used in medicine.

T'ao Hung-king :—The sung is a common vegetable,

much used as food. An oil is expressed from the seeds.

Li Shi-chen says that sang is the vegetable that i

commonly called Q 2£ pai (white) ts'ai (vegetable).

Pai ts'ai is the Chinese cabbage, Brasslca ehinensis, L.,

extensively cultivated in the north of China for its leaves as

well as for the oil expressed from the seeds.

Further particulars will be given in another part.

246.-3pto. P., XXVI, 31. 71, LX.

Comp. Classics, II, 362. Mustard plant.

Pie lu ;—Kie. The stem, the leaves and the seeds are

^ed in medicine.

$3 "J* ^ A 151 it ££• Perhaps the bulb ia meant. As we have

"7* ia sometimes used
BO
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T'AO Hung-kiUg :—The Me wsflmi
[

but the leaves are covered with hair and have a pungent taste.

They are eaten raw or pickled. The seeds are used for

preserving the tung kua [Benincasa. See 265].

CusL Med., p. 50 (59) :—Kie tsz
1 (mustard seeds) ex-

ported 1885 from Chefoo 2,070 piculs,—p. 292 (263), from

Amoy 1.82 picul,— p. 162 (339), from Shang hai, pai

Exported also from Han kow.
(white)

Med

More details regarding

be found in another part.

mustard plants will

247-Hi^ wu tung. P., XXVI, 36. T., LX1X.

Comp. Classics, 361. Rape.

Pie lu :—Wu tsing. The root, the leaves and the seed

are officinal, also the flowers.

T'AO Hung-king :—The wu tsing is akin to the h /«
[radish. See Rh ya, 39]. The latter is nowadays also called

M. $v wen sun9. Itg root ig eaten bu{
. mt^ Jeaf

.

The root

of the ton tsing is smaller than that of the wen sung. The

leaves of the wu tsing resemble those of the sung [see 245]

and are good as food. It is cultivated in Si ch'uan [in

Kan su, App. 296]. The seeds of the wu tsing are very

hke those of the wen sung. They are not used now in

medicine, but are eaten. The root is much used as food,

steamed or pickled.

Su Kung [7th cent.]:—The wu tsing is called ^ „
man tsing in the northern provinces. In its root, leav.

and spuria if »^~_i_i_ .i ,_ . _. .x iu^^

lufu (Radish)

(Brassica chinensts)

Further particulars in another part.
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248.—£ 3j theng Hang. P., XXVI, 45. T., XLI 1 1

.

Oomp. Classics, 381. Ginger.

Pie lu:—Sheriff kiang (fresh ginger). Fresh ginger

as well as the kan Viang [dried ginger. See tlie ne.vt] are

produced in Kien wei [in Sz eh'uan, App. 140], in mountain-

valleys, also in King chou [Hu pei, Hu nan, App. 146]
and Yang chou [Kiang su, Che kiang, App. 400]. It (the

rhizome) is taken up in the 9th month. Taste pungent.

-Nature slightly warm. Non-poisonous. The leaves also are

used in medicine.

In my JBot. sin., II, p. 195, Dr. Fabeb states that

at Kew it has been found out that Chinese ginger is not

Zingiber but Alpinia. But this is a mistake, for which

neither Dr. Faber nor the botanists of Kew are responsible.

See Mr. Ch. Ford's Report of the Bong hong Botan., etc.

Department for 1890, 18 and 19.

Further particulars in another part.

249,-fg g kan kiang. P., XXVI, 51.

Pen king

:

—Kan kiang (dried ginger).

T'ao Hung-king :—Dry ginger is prepared in many
villages of the district of Chang an in the prefecture of

Lin hai [in Che kiang, App. 3, 192]. The ginger of Shu
Han [Sz eh'uan, App. 293] is famed since ancient times,

that from King chou [Hu pei, App. 146] is also good, but

" is not fit for preparing dry ginger. Dry ginger is made

>y macerating the root in water for many days, scraping off

the skin, and then drying the root in the sun.

Tatar., Cat., 5S:— Sheng kiang. Radix Zingiheris

cruda,—2Q :—Kan kiang. Rad. Zingiheris.—V . Smith, 102,
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Hank. Med., 36 :

—

Sheng kiang exported from Han kow.

Oust. Med., p. o$ (32) :—Kan kiang exported 1885 from

Han kow, 853 picnls,—p. 58 (11), from I cbang 3.15 picnls.

Farther particulars in another part.

250-—?k Wj «*»' tin. P., XXVI, 58. T., LXV.

Comp. Eh ya, 116, Classics, 370.

Pen king :—Skui (water) kin and ^ ^ s/mi ying. The

stem is officinal. Taste sweet. Nature uniform. Non-

poisonous.

Pie lu .-—Other name : J$ ^ tin tsUii. The shu h
l

in

grows in Nan hai [in Kuang tung, App. 228] in ponds and

marshes.

T'ao Hung-king :—The name is more commonly written

7}i Jr shni tin. In the 2nd and 3rd months, when the

plant has put forth buds, it is pickled or eaten boiled.

Su Kung [7th cent.]—The shut tin is the same as the

tin ts'ai [v. supra]. There are two kinds. The $ f
ti tin is white. Its root is used. The %; [ cti (red) *'«

of which the stem and the leaves are eaten, pickled or in

a fresh state, is red.

Han Pao-sheng [10th cent.]:—The ^ tin grows in

water. Its leaves resemble those of the kung tiung [Anmlka.

See 47]. It has white flowers but no fruit. The root is also

white.

Li Shi-cuen :—The character 1ft
[in the above name]

is more correctly written $j tin, and this character **

Thesubsequently considered to be the same as

Rh ya [116] says that another name for the J? tin is f ^
Ctu tui [mallow of the country of Oh'u or Ha KmW&
App. 24]. The Lu shi Wun ttiu [3rd cent. B.C.] W&
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[in Hu pei, App. 423]. Yiin meng
was in the country of Ch'u. In the same country lies

also §r Jtyf K'i chou [App. 121]. The Rh ya i [12th cent.]

states that the f£ tin plant is very common there, and
suggests that the name of that place may be derived from the

tin plant, for the character ^ in ancient times was pro-

Jr **'*» as is expressly stated by Kuo P'o [a e

Rh ya, 5]. Lr Shi-chen says there are two kinds of JfcVn

C&e 7jc j^ sluu tin, which grows in water, and the ^. | han
tin, which grows in dry soil. The first is common on tho

margins of rivers and lakes and in marshes, the other is met
with on the plain. There is a red and a white sort [tho

author apparently refers to the shut jfe'm]. The leaves spring

from the joints of the stem and stand opposite, resembling

those of the hmg thing [v. supra]. Th
(is channelled) and is hollow. The plant is very fragrant.

It blossoms in the 5th month. Small white flowers like

those of the she ch'uang [Cmdium. See 49]. The people

ot Ch'u [Hu kuang] gather the plant in times of scarcity.

It is very nourishing. It is mentioned in the Shi king.

The shul kHn is an umbelliferous plant, the CEnanthe

stolonifera, DC. For further particulars see Bot. sin., II,

370.

I

The Jp. j^ han (dry soil) tin, or simply j^
tin ts'ai, is Celery, Apium graveolens. It is much

cultivated at Peking. It is not clear whether by han tin
U Shi-chen means celery. In the P. [XXVI, 59], after the

*7"« tin, the plant Jg kin is treated of, and han tin given

as a sy»onym. But the character kin in the Rh ya and

Classics seems rather to refer to a Viola, See Bot. sin., II,

371.
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The drawing sub han k l

in, in the Ch. [Ill, 40] seem;

to represent Celery. Parker [ Canton plants, 18] has kn

k'in ts'ai, Apium graveolens. See also P. Smith, 57.

Amam. exot., 825 :—^ kin, vulgo seri. Petroselinum

folio Alsines, Morsus Gallime dicta3.—Thunberg [Fl. jq>..

120] identifies this with Apium petroselinum, L. But sen

is the Japanese name for (Enanthe stolonifera, and in Sieb.

(Econ. [252] inondo is given as the Japanese name of

Anethum graveolens. Rarius pro condimento in hortis cultum.

251.-^/. P., XXVII, 5. T., LX.

Comp. Rh ya, 103, Classics, 367.

Pie lu

:

— Tsi. Leaves, flowers and fruit used in medicine.

Taste sweet. Non-poisonous.

Wu P'u [3rd cent.]:—The tsi grows in waste places.

Its fruit, which is called gg ^ ts'o shi [comp. Rh ya, 103],

is gathered on the 3rd day of the 3rd month and dried in

the shade.

T'ao Hung-king :—There are many sorts of tsi. Of the

common sort, which the people now use for food, the lew

are pickled, and also boiled into soup. It is mentioned in

the Shi king,

Li Shi-chen :—There are several sorts of tsi—the large-

the small and others. The small tsi has the stem, the k»«

and the flowers flat (thin, tender) and is very pah*
The larger

One sort,

hich is covered with hair, is called si ming [see theM
and is not good as food. All these kinds begin to grow after

the winter solstice. In the 2nd or 3rd month the root

sends up a stem from five to six inches high, and *
white flowers appear. The fruit is a small pod (sW

& | sha (sand)
tsi has a less agreeable taste and its stem is hard.
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resembling the pHng (Lemna, duckweed) and is three-horned

(triangular). It contains small seeds like those of the

tHng li [see 114] [v. supra']

gathered in the 4th month. The stem of the plant is used
for making staves for carrying lanterns 65

(?). The plant

is said to drive away musquitoes and nocturnal moths, and
ia therefore called

{§§ £ ^ hu slieng ts'ao (plant protecting

living beings).

At Peking the name tsi ts'ai is applied to Capsella bursa

pastoris, Moench. It is cultivated as a pot-herb and is also a

common wild plant. Comp. also P. Smith, 196.

A good drawing of it, sub tsi, is found in the Ch. [Ill, 46].

See also Kiu huang, LIX, 27. Under the same Chinese

name it is figured in the So moku [XII, 2] . Japonice :

nadzuna.

Amcen. e.vot., 897 :— |f sei, vulgo nadsuna. Bursa

Pastoris major, folio sinuato. C. Bauh. P.

CEcon

natsna
; sinice : ^f. Herba edulis.

Capsella Bursa pastoris. Japonice

:

1 1 1 •

252—ff X « ming. P., XXVII, 5. ST., LX.

Comp. Rhya, 18.

Pen king :—Si ming, ^ ^ ta ttti. The leaves with the

stem and the seeds are officinal. Taste pungent. Non-
poisonous.

Pie lu :— Other name : ^ ^ ta (large) tsi. The si

nung grows jn Hien yan „ ^ ghen ^ App 65j in mountain-

Marshes and by road-sides. It is gathered in the 4th or

5th month
- and dried in the sun.

ifcmm.ft-
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Wu P'u [3rd cent.] gives the synonyms
j$f g si mi

t @ yung mu and |§ gfjj ma kii.—hi the J&Mfy ya it

^ ^ ma sin.

T'ao H ling-king :—It is a common plant. It is also

called ta tsi tszK Little used in medicine.

Su Kung [7th cent.]:—The names si ming and ta U

are from the Rh ya. Another name is % p? lao (old) tsi

Its taste is sweet, not pungent.

Shi akin" - " "
*--J

w^. «_* ^* V** V %• ^ V ^ • .*» V .*- J —- *r — /

the smaller being the to" and the larger the si ming. The

latter is covered with hair. The medical virtues of the see

arc the same in both. The tHng U [Sisymbrium. See 114]

is likewise akin to the si ming, but the seeds of the latter

are sweet and it has white flowers, whilst the t'ing U \m

yellow flowers and bitter seeds. The si ming is sometto

called Vien (sweet) tHng li.

The si ming or ta tsi described in the P. is probably

Thlaspi arvense, L. For further particulars see Bot. «,
II, 18.

253--^H fan la. P., XXVII, 6. T., CXLIV.

Comp. Rh ya, 81.

P/e fe .—Fan lii (entangled floss). It is gathered on

the 5th day of the 5th month at mid-day. Taste sour.

Mature uniform. Non-poisonous. Apparently the whole p*

medicin

Su Kung [7th cent.]:-This is the gg ft & #*
(chicken's bowels). The plant is common in damp P^
and on the m&rcrina «p,k+„i i t.

Han Pao-sheng [10th cent.] .—White flowers.
^

whole plant is officinal.
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Su Sung [11th cent.]:—It is also called ki ch'ang. It

is a common plant in the fields, near the water and in damp
places. Its leaves resemble those of the hang t.^ai [Limnan-
themum. Bot. sin., II, 399] but are smaller. In rammer
nd autumn it hears small white flowers. The stem is twin-
ing, and when broken it shows fibres like floss. It is hollow,

whence th [v. supra]. The Pie lu consi

/<

Li Shi-chen :—The fan lie is also called g£ J}|| 6 ch'ang

(goose's bowels), but it is not the same as the ki ch'ang.

Another name for it is gg ^ U* ts'ao (plant drawn out in

length). It is very common in damp places. Leaves as

Ittge as the end of a finger. Tender, twining stem, hollow
m the centre. When broken it shows a filament like floss.

66

It is a sweet, tender, palatable pot-herb. After the

3rd month it opens its flowers with small white petal.-.

The fruit is also small, not larger than a graiu of the pai

(nc/unochloa). It contains minute seeds resembling those of
the t'ing U [Sisymbrium. See 114]. Wu Shui [an author
of the Mongol period] says, that with yellow flowers is the

fan la and the white flowered is the ki ch'ang. These two are

certainly distinct plants, although they resemble each other.

Only the 6 ch'ang (or fan hi) is of a sweet taste, has a

ow stem with a filament and white flowers, whilst the ki

ch'ang is bitter and viscid, the stem has no filament within

*M is of a slightly purplish colour. The flowers are purple

coloured.

C/j., IV, 7 :

—

Fan la. The figure seems to represent

J

&*&»«<*. See also Kin huang, XL VIII, 7, 6 ch'ang.

H*»BY, Chin, pi., 524 :-J!§ % JJ§ 6 rh ch'ang, Stellaria

aquatica, Fries.

holl

01
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Amccn. c.voL, 896 :'—$$%£ [the second character is i

sipherablc, bat evidently la i> meant] fan ru, volgo/ai

fagu jera. Morsus Gallmse. Alsine vulg. I. Tabern.-

media, Vill.
]

So moku, VIII, GG:—Same Chinese name, Stellana

2, and [Co] St. neglecta, Weih.
PAo» 20, XLVIII, 11 ;—m m MalaeMum.

254.

r., clxviii.

Pie lu :—K,

lei ch'ang ts'ao. P., XXVII, I

Appa-

rently the whole plant is officinal. Taste slightly pungent

and bitter. Non-poisonous.

T'ao Hung-kinc :— It grows in gardens and court-yards.

Children knead the juice of this plant with spider's webs,

when this very sticky substance is good for catching cicadas.

Li Shi-ciikn :—The Id ch'ang -rows in low damp places

The leaves resemble those of the 6 ch'ang [Stellana. Sec

253] but are of a darker colour. The stem is slender,

tinged with purple, not hollow, and does not show the peeing

filament [as in the 6 ch'ang']. It blossoms in the 4th monta.

Small purple [or violet] flowers with a five-clel't corolla

The fruit is likewise small and contains minute seeds. %*

Plant is used as a pot-herb. It is not to be confounded

ted»

Tlie

lit for

with the 6 ch'ang. These two plants are already separa

the Pie lu, but Su Kung says that they are identical.

U ch'ang when chewed becomes viscous ; the juice is

catching cicadas. The 6 chang does not possess this proper*.

CI'., IV, fol. 8 :-Ki ch'ang. Bade drawing, only b*
represented.

So molcu, IJJ, 25:—H tt> Eritrichium pedun^
A.DC. Order Boraginea. The description in the P- «*"*

to aj/rtv.gree.
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255.—^f Sjg mu su. P., XXVII, 8. IF., LXXIII.

Pie hi

:

—Mu su. The leaves and the root are used in

medicine. Taste bitter and harsh. Non-poisonous.

T'ao Hung-king :—In Chang an [in Shen si, App. 6]

the mu su is cultivated in gardens. It is much valued by

the people in the north. In Kiang nan [Kiang su, An hui,

etc., App. 124] it is not much eaten, because it is tasteless.

there is a plant named mu su, growing in foreign countries,

which is used in diseases of the ejr

e, but that is a different

plant.

Meng Shen [7th cent.]:—Where the musu grows the

people use the root [as a medicine] and call this drug

IMS ^n huang k'i [native huang kH. See above, 2].

K'ou Tsung-shi [12th cent.]:— It abounds in Shen si

[App. 281], where it is used for feeding cattle and horses,

young leaves are also eaten by man. The plant has aThe

a perennial root, and when cut off it thrives again.

Li Shi -chen :—The ancient authors write the name

also $£^f man su, and *M w?« su. The Si king tsu M
[.written about our era] reports that the mu su was originally

brooght to China by Chang K'ien [in the 2nd cent. B.C.

See Sot. sin., I, p. 24] from Ta wan (Ferghana) and soon

became a common wild plant. The people of Shen and

Lung [Shen si and Kan su, App. 284, 216] cultivate it.

It is cut thrice a year and grows again from the root.

The leaves are used as food. One plant has twenty or

more stems like the hui tHao [Chenopodium. See BoU «n^

U> 446]. Three leaves at the top of a common petiole

(trifoliate leaves). The leaflets resemble those of the hie

ring [Cassia. See 110], but are smaller, of the size of a

finger-nail. It flowers from summer until autumn. Smalt

yellow flowers and small, roundish, thin pods, curved, twisted,
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prickly and black when ripe. The seeds resemble millet, are

edible and also fit for fermenting wine. This plant is also

called g| JU, hual feng and $£ Jjfa kuang feng. The peopl

of Mou ling [in Shen si, App. 225] call it jig ^ M lien cl

ts'ao. In the Kin kuang ming king (a Buddhist book) it is

termed |g J|. -J] ^ sa-bi-li-ka.

Ch., Ill, 56, and Kiu huang, LVIII, 34 :—Mu su.

Rude drawings, but probably Medicago sativa is intended.

The description in the P. agrees in a general way. M. sath%

the common Lucerne in Europe, has generally purple or violet

flowers, but sometimes they are yellow. At Peking win sn

is common in the neighbourhood. Father David [Journ., I

64] saw it cultivated in Southern Chi li.

Tatar., Cat., 40 :—Mu su. Medicago sativa.—?. Smith,

145 :—Mu su, M. radiata. But this species is not know

from China.

Mu su is not Chinese but most probably a foreign name.

As to the Sanscrit name, sa-hi-li-ka [v. supra], I n»J

observe that Burnes mentions, among the grasses cultivated

tor cattle in Kabul, the Trifolium giganteum, called sibarga.

and the Medicago sativa, called rithka [Balfour, Cyclop, of

India'}.

So moku, XIV, 14 :—ff ^g, Medicago denticulata, WiflA

Yellow flowers. Known also from China.

M.

Phon zo, XLVII1, 16 :—Same Chinese name applied to

A —

256. Men. P., XXVII, 9. T., LXI.
Com p. M ya, 107.

Pen king.—
] ^ jt;en sh; /

fr„itN gee(] Sj leaves and

rbot officinal. Taste of the seeds sweet. Nature cold. Non

poisonous. The leaves are a nourishing vegetable.
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Pie hi

:

—The hien shi, which is also called J*E
| mu (mo)

<hi and |0J ] si (small) shi, grows in Huai yang [in Ho nan,

App. 91] in marshes and fields. Its leaves resemble the

Ian leaves [Polygonum. See 123]. They arc gathered in the

11th month.

Li Tang-chi [3rd cent.]:

—

Hien ski is the same ia the

vegetable ] 23S Men ts'ai.

T'ao Hung-kixg :—The Men $M* which according to the

Pie lu is the same as the si hien, and the leaves of which

Q ]
pat (white) hien, The si hit a is

the same as the Jj$£ | k'ang hien, and is the best sort for food.

AH the sorts of hien are valuable in the cold season. They
ripen after hoar-frost, wherefore the Pie he states that the

hien shi is gathered in the 11th month. There is also the

d) hien, with a purple stem, not fit for being

used as food. Another kind is the |§ | ma (hone) him.

It grows along the ground and has very small fruits (seeds).

Its popular name is J§ ^ ]
ma ch'i (horse's teeth) hien.

But this is not akin to the hien shi [

oleracea, L.].

[7th cent.] :—The ehH (

km. Mu shi, in the Pie lu, is a misnomer.

[10th cent.]:—There are six sorts of

d) hien, the pai (white) hien, the \ ]

Jen (man) hien, the 3g [
Uz* (purple) hien, the 3£ fa ]

ad the ma (horse) hien. Only the

fruits (seeds) of the jen hien and the pai hien are used in

medicine. The ehH (red) hien is of a pungent taste and has a

different effect.
m

Su Sung [11th cent.] :—The jen hien and the pai hien have

great cooling properties. There are other sorts, such as the

Vang hien, the j$ [ hu hien and the si hien. They all have the

same seeds. The largest sort is the pai hien and the smallest

he jen hien. The seeds ripen after hoar-frost, and are small

«
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and black. The purple Men has a purple stem and leave

their nails.

89]

The red Men is also called ?£ ] Ima (flowered

or coloured) Men. Stem and leaves are of a dark red colour.

The root and the stem are preserved for food and are of an

agreeable pungent taste. The wu se (five colours) Men is now

rarely used. The si (small) Men is also called Iff

men or f§ ] chu (pig) Men. It is good for feeding pigs.

Li Siii-chen :—All sorts of Men are sown in the 3rd

month. After the 6th month the plant cannot be eaten. The

old plants attain the height of a man. The small flowers

appear in spikes. The seeds are small, black and shining, ju

as the seeds of the uHng nana ts.z' [Celosia argentea. See 82]

and the hi kuan tsz' [Celosia cristata]. The seeds are gathered

in the 9th month. The si Men is the wild him. The northern

people call it tang Men. It has a soft, weak stem and small

leaves. The taste is more pleasant than that of the cultivated

Men.

Ch., HI, 9 :~Hien, Men ts'ai, Amarantus Blitm, I*

Good drawing. See also Kin Miang, LV1 1 1, 25.

At Peking Men ts'ai is Amarantus BUtum, a common

weed, also cultivated as a pot-herb.

CM, III, 11 :—Jen h'm^ an(i [9-] verso? ye Men, spew

of Amarantus.

Lour., Fl. cocMn., 685 :—Amarantus tricolor, L. Sinice

:

hum (i.e. hung, red) Men. Mid. :—A. polygamic, L. Sinice:

pe (pai, white) Men. Habitat in Cochinchina et China tain

cultus quam spontaneus. Ex omnibus Amaranti specif

quae in India edi solent, hroc est salubrior et suavior : r
roind

que prse aliis usitatior.—P. Smith, 59, sub CMnopodi^i.

Parker., Canton pi, 12, 107 :-fK ] 1
*<« <l'^

!o

hien LSai, Amarantus spinosus, also Eaxolus oiridis, M
Tend. This plant is common in N. China, and in »* °01

appearance bears a strong resemblance to A. BUtum,&
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to

Fiianchet refers the figures sub ~% iu the So moku

, 22], Japonice slu'ou, and likewise [XX, 10] Bab jJEiSfc $t-

ul Plan to [XLVIII, 17. L8]

>ub 3£ to Jm. mangostanus, L.

—

ill'i 3^ U y#* hi hung iu China is Am. melanclioliciu, also

in. tricolor. As to the identification of the Japan e dra\vin<

in the So moku [XX, 22:—^f], Franchet seems to I

mistaken. I think it is A. Blitum, which is not found in

Franciikt's Enum. Jap., but which has been reported from

Japan [Journ. BoL, 1877, 297].

BlBB.
9

CEcon., 124 :

—

Amarantus oleraceiis, J$ (a.)—Ai/ij

aide foliisque viridibus
; (b.)

—

aka Jriju, caulo foliixjue pur-

purascentibus.

So moku [XX, 28] :—g^ j^, Eu.colus nitidis. [Amarantus

Blitum in Thuxb., FLjap.
$ 57 J. Japonice : no fti/tf.

SlEB., ffiw/i., 1^3. Amar<i:tli!SJaponicus,gfgi. Japoni •:

«o biju.

Phon co, XLVIII, 20:—^ 3£, 4maron<ta melancho-

Ucus, also A. tricolor.

257.—%: ^ /,-„ ,,w. P., XXYir, 14. 7'., LIX.

Comj). llh ya, 24, Classics, 305.

P«n jfem^r :—K iu ts'ai (hitter vegetable), ^ *'«. Leave-,

root and flowers used in medicine. Taste of the leaves bitter.

Nature cold. Xon-poisonous.

Pie lu .-—Other name : $£ ^ yu tuny. The k'u ts
lai

grows in I chou [Yiiu nan, Sz ch'uan, App. 102] in river-

valley^, in the mountains and by wayside-. It does not die

in winter. Gathered on the 3rd day of the 3rd month and

dried in the shade.

The ancient Ts'ai yao lu says :—The Uu ts'ai begin, to

grow in the 3rd month, in the 0th month it has yellow
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flowers, and in the 8th month black seeds. Perennial root.

It docs not die in winter.

Su Krxii [7th cent]:—The fru ts'ai or t
l

u is mentioned

in the Rh ya. Jt is also called yu tung [v. supra]. Low

like those of the tu kit (Lactuca) but smaller. The plant when

broken discharges a white juice, fellow flowers resembling

the kii (Chrysanthemum).

Han Pao-sheng [10th cent.]:— It blossoms in spring

and the seeds are produced in summer, in autumn it bio

again but does not produce seeds. It does not wither in

winter.

K'ou Tsun«;-shi [12th cent.]:—It is mentioned in to

Yueling(U /•/). It is found in all parts of China. In the

north its leaves fall oft' in winter, but in the south thev are

green in summer as well as in winter. The leaves resemble

those of the *«ti ku [v. infra] but are narrower, of a paler

green colour, and contain a white, milky juice of a bitter

ssoms

taste.

It blossoms from spring till autumn.

a

s

k lu mai.

as the $
--- ... n , •S^*

There are two varied —one with a red, the other with a

white stem—when the plant begins to grow. The stem

hollow in the centre an 1 soft. When broken it discharges*

white juice. The callou leaves resemble those of the ra&&

They are of a green colour with a bluish tinge. The k*T»

clasp the stem, the upper leaves being like the beak of a crane-

Each leaf has irregular lobes on the margin as if **«
Wrate<l. Blowei eliow, . mbling those of a irild Chif*

'

tfvmum when b,gi, uling ,„ , ,,.„„,. yeedj ro8ny tai
1,er

>*• tbose of the lung hoc (Chrysanthemum «**qr>
' m^kuanshiQ"**'

I

)• Alter the plant b i ecu i blooming &* ** *
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collected. These are provided with white soft hairs (pappus)

and are carried away by the wind to distant places where they
fall down and germinate. In the Ji yung Pen ts'ao [Mongol

Ifi Hl Plen &&• Another name is

?C If M Men hiang ts'ai.

Ch., III, 15 :

—

jj^ ^ k'u ts'ai, Lactuca versicolor, Schll.

Bip. Good drawing.

Kiu huang, LVIII, 28 :—^ J| k'u mat or

lao kuan ts'ai, Lactuca, perhaps denticulata.

^L Us 1 1 kuang ye (glabrous leaves)

k'u mai, Lactuca, perhaps denticulata.

c

Ch., Ill, 21:—
IgJ ] ]

ye (wild) k'u mai, Lactuca

sonchifolia.

CL, III, 19 :—g| ^ % Tien (Yiin nan) k'u ts'ai. The
figure seems to represent Sonchus oleraceus, L.

Ch., III, 20:— l|f 3K |g kil mat ts'ai, Sonchus, and

I-
11

- J l$c H J| /j/a (domestic) kit mai, resembles the figure

on fol. 20.

Kiu huang, LVIII, 2G :—g- § ^ jfc'u ifefl te'a/, also

if It #e £« and {g ]
pien kil. Eude drawing, probably

Lactuca intended.
*

There are at Peking four wild-growing species of Lactuca

and their varieties, the leaves of which are eaten by the

natives. Some of the» are also cultivated.

1.

—

Lactuca sguarrosa, Miq. ^ /ft ^ ch'un pu lao

62

It grows to the height of 6 feet. Leaves very irregu-

larly shaped. Yellow flowers.

2.

—

L. tatarica, C. A. Mey. Blue flowers.

3.—L. denticulata, Max. Typical form. Common.

Yellow flowers.

var. sonchifolia. Common. Sinice : k'u dia rh

(popular name).

var* vamosissima. Common in the mountains.
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4.

—

L. versicolor, Sclil. Bip. Small plant with

yellow flowers. Wild and cultivated. Sinice: [Ij^

shan k'u mat.

The Chinese at Peking cultivate the Sonrhus arreims,L.

under the names
ijf ±5 '% #« mai ts'ai or jj| ] ] kil mai tiai.

The leaves are eaten. It is also a common wild plant.

The genera Lactuca and Sonchus are closely allied. Both

belong to the group Cichoraceve of compound flowers. They

resemble each other in the flower-heads, involucres, ete. The

species of both contain a milky sap.

Louii., Fl. cochin., o83 -.—Cirhorium endiria, L. Sinice:

khu tsai. Habitat in loci< borealilms imperii sinensis.

Tatai;., Cat., 33:—K*u mai ts'ai, Cichonum.—?. Smith,

GO, 62, Chicory and Cichorimn.—BuNGl [Enum. pL Clm

mentions Cichorimn intybus as cultivated in Chinese

gardens at Peking. I never met with this plant there.

HiNBT, Chin. ]>!., 1W :—JT*« ts'ai in Hu pei is Ladm

S'j'iari'osa.

Haul-. .!/,,/., 22 :— A' 4m ts'ai exported i'rom Hankow.

So ?4^
<E<m.. 219 :—Sbn ice at,

asami. Sinice : ^ |j|

Phon to, XLIX, 2, 3 :- # £. tf 51 35- B» ***"

arcensis, L.—lbid., D :—^ ^ «?, I^vtuca dentimlata.

So moku, XV, 20 :—jl|* ?

,

Maiim

258.-£ gg fo *•«». P.. XXVII. 23. T., LXXXV

*»

Comp. i2/i yaj us.
^

i'/e to :—Zo *W. Other mines : % ^ ***» *** *

» /,/ TK« 1- — . il.- r_. .:. AUnill. Taste

»

SSfr/aH fe. The leaves and tlie fruit are officinal,

the leaves sour and mucilaginous. Non-poisonous.

"The name Hen k'u in the P. is likewise applied to an Am
*'«»'. See *<*. ,;„., 1I( 116.

ffiowr'

1

*

•
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T'ao Hung-king:—The lo k'iri is also called

ch'eng lu. It is largely cultivated. The leaves are prepared

into a condiment with fish. They are cooling and mucilag-

inous. The fruit (berry) is of a purple colour. Ladies use it

as a cosmetic. It is little used in medicine.

Han Pao-sheng [10th cent.]:— It is a twining plant.

The leaves in shape resemble apricot-leaves, and are roundish

and thick. The fruit resembles that of the ivu wei tsz'

[Schizandra. See 164], is at first green and becomes black

when ripe

Ma Chi [10th cent.]:—The lo k'ui is also called

t'eng tut (twining mallow). Popular name jgj gf fl| hu

yen chi.

Li Shi-chen : (sown)

month. The young leaves are eaten. It is a twiner. The

leaves resemble apricot - leaves but are thick, succulent and

mucilaginous. They are eaten as a vegetable together with

meat. In the 8th or 9th month it opens its small purple

flowers, which are arranged in spikes. Fruit (berry) as large

as that of the ivu wei tsz' [v. supra] and of a purplish black

colour when ripe. The juice of these berries is red like the

Da yen chi (cosmetics, rouge). Ladies employ it for

painting their faces and lips, it is also used for dyeing cloth.

It is called hi yen eld [v. supra] and |{^ $$ ^
(berry which dyes a red colour). But this colour is changeable.

The plant is also called
] | £j§ yen chi Wax and '$^ yil ts'ai

enal vegetable).

Ch., IV, 6 :—Lo khd. Good drawing of Basella. The

description in the P. agrees. At Peking Basella rubra, L.,

Order Chenopodiacece, is cultivated under the name of Jj@SH-&
yen chi ton (cosmetic pea). The berries are used as a

cosmetic.

Lour., Fl. cochin., 229 :—Basella nigra (=B. rubra).

Smice
? lo queu Usus esculentus.
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The Out. Med. [p. 146 (121) and 376 (493)] notices a

drug tHen khd tsz' as exported in small quantities from

Shang hai and Canton, and in the Bank. Med. [44] it appears

also as an article of export from Han kow. It is there

arbitrarily identified with Pyrola. As has been stated above,

Hen kSd in the P. is given as a name for Basella and likewise

for an Anemone. Not having seen the druff tHen k'ui of the

Cast. Med., 1 am unable to say to what plant it may belong.

-So moku, 11, 70 :—$f ||, Basella rubra, L.

Sieb., (Econ., 119 -.—Basella rubra. Japonice : Tmru
mwasaki. Sinice : & 3$. Bacccc tinctoruc.

259.-^^1. P., XXVII, 24. T., LXIV.
Pie lu.'—TsH. Leaves used in medicine. They are

slightly poisonous. Taste pungent. When eaten to excess

they cause shortness of breath.

Su Kung [7th cent.]:—The ts
l

i ts'ai (vegetable) grow-

in damp, shady places in the mountains. Sometimes it

creeps
(succule

The stem is of a purplish red colour. The people of Shan nan

[S. Shen si, App. 268] and Kiang tso [An hui and Kiang su.

In Kuan chung [Shen si,124]

App. 158] they call it ffi §g tsii ts'ai (pickled or salted

table).—The Kuang ya [3rd cent.] gives fg tsu as a

synonym for tsH.

Han Pao-sheng [10th cent.]:—Stem and leaves arc of a

purplish red colour. When in flower the plant has a fetid

smell.

]

106]
[this is an error. Comp

the kii tsiang (Betel pepper leaf]
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Li Shi-chen :—The tsH has a frouzy 68
smell, and is

therefore also called fa JH ^ y* sing ts'ao (plant having the

odour of fish). The leaves resemble those of the hang
[Limnant/temum. See Classics, 399], are three-horned (heart-

shaped), red on one side and green on the other. The
plant is good for feeding pigs.

Ch., IV, 9:— TsH ts'ai or yii sing ts'ai. The drawing
represents Ilouttuynia eordata, Thbg. Henry, Chin, pi,
o60 :— Yn sing ts'ai in Hu pei is Ilouttuynia eordata.

So moht, II, 17:— |g |£, Ilouttuynia eordata, Thbg.
VI. jap., 234, tab. 26. Order of Piperacew. A common
plant in China and Japan. It it the II. fcetida of Loudon
and the Polypara cochinchinensis, Lour., Fl. cochin., 78. In-
ter olera in acetariis edulis.

The plant is figured under the above Chinese name in

Sieb. Icon. ined. [VII].

olEB., CEcon., 8 :— Ilouttuynia eordata. Japonice

:

dokudame. Sinice: |g |g. Pro fomentatione in doloribus

rheumaticis.

In the Gardener's Chron. [1882, II, p. 438] it is stated

that the flowers of this plant exhale a "boiled snake-" like

perfume.

2G0.—^ |g iu hw> p XXVII, 27. T., XXXVII.
Comp. 2th ya, 96.

Pen king:—hu huo (deer bean):—Apparently the leaves

and tIie seeds are officinal. Taste bitter. Nature uniform.

Non-poisonous.

Pie lu

;

App. 388] in mountain-valleys.
W W *_

[

T;ao Hung-king :—This drug is not used now in medicine.

r the ko plant [Pachyrhizus.

68
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Su Kukg [7th cent.] :—This plant resembles the wan tou

(common pea) but it is longer and coarser. It is gathered

as food, and has the smell of beans. The mountain people

call it jg* j£ lu tou (deer bean)

Han Pao-sheng [10th cent.]:—The lu tou can be eaten

raw. The leaves are gathered in the 5th and 6th months and

dried in the sun. Mentioned in the Eh ya.

Li Shi-chen :—The lu tou is the same as the S
(wild) lil tou [Phaseolus Mungo. Bot. tin., II, 356]. It is

also called £ £ ho tou. It is frequently met with in wheat-

fields. In its leaves it resembles the lil tou [v. supra] but is

smaller and a twining plant. It is eaten both raw and

cooked. It blossoms in the third month. Flowers pale

purple. The fruit is a small pod with seeds as large as the

tsiao [Zantho.vylon Bungeanum] and black. They can be eaten

boiled, or they are ground into meal from which cakes are

made.

Ch., Ill, 45 :

—

Lu huo. The drawing represents a

leguminous plant with trifoliate leaves.

So moku, XIII, 33 :—]g |f, lihynchosia volubilis, Lour.,

Fl. cochin., 562, a leguminous plant.

261. yu. P, XXVII, 31. T., LIU.
Pie lu :~Yu or ± g ?u chi The seeds and the leaves

with the stem are officinal. The seeds are said to be slightly

poisonous.

I ii or ^ jjfj yu t'ou are names applied to several specie?

of Colocasia cultivated for their edible roots, viz. Colocasia

antiquorum, Schott. {Arum Colocasia, L.), Colocasia escnlenta,

Schott. {Arum esculentum, L.), Colocasia indica, Kth. (Arum
indicum, L. ) and others.

In the Shuo icen the character yil is written ^ yu>—Iq
the Kuang ya [3rd cent.] it is said that the stalks of the
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yu are called j$ heng [W.D., 323.— K.D.].—The yfl is

frequently spoken of by authors of the Han period.

Further details regarding these plants will be given in

another part.

262.-^ fg shu yii. P., XXVII, 33. T., LIV.

Com p. Classics, 379.

Pen king

:

—Shu yii. The root is officinal. Taste sweet.

Nature warm. Non-poisonous.

Pie hi:—The shu yii grows in Sung kao [in Ho nan,

App. 317], in mountain-valleys. The root is gathered in the

2nd and 8th months and dried in the sun.

By the shu yii of the ancient authors we have to understand

various species of Dioscorea, as D. japonica and D. Batatas

and others, cultivated for their edible roots and found also

m a wild state in China. The popular name is (1| |$1 shan

yao. Comp. Henry, Chin, pi., 412.

• Tatar., Cat., 51, 55.—P. Smith, S6.

For medical use the roots of wild species of Dioscorea

are employed. Several sorts of this drug are mentioned in

the Cust. Med.,—-p. 46, (27), than yao exported 1885 from

Ohefoo 250.66 piculs,—p. 24 (24), $£ \l\ H huai shan yao

from Tien tsin 4,365 piculs,—p. 68 (25), the same from

Han kow 1,858 piculs,—p. 26 (4!)), Hi % M
from Tien tsin 843 piculs.

Further particulars regarding Dioscorea

hi another part.

263—W&poho. P., XXVII, 39. T., CXXIII.

Pen king :—Po ho. The root is officinal. Taste sweet.

Nature uniform. Non-poisonous. Flowers aud seeds also

used in medicine.
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Pie lu .-—Other names : )§| M mo lo, Br %ft ch

*f* i§ ?£ chunff feng km, $ji f| Jciang kii and ^ §

tang siang,

{ suan nao.

The po ho grows in King chou [Hu kuang, App. 146] hi

mountain-valleys. The root is gathered in the 2nd and 8th

months and dried in the shade.

Wu P<u [3rd cent.]:—Other names: fg jg chung mat

and rft |g chung tHng.

T'ao Hung-king :—The po ho is also called g$ fa
ch'ou. It is a common plant in Mid China. The root

resembles the hu suan [foreign or great garlic. See 214].

It consists of a great number of flat pieces collected together.

It is much used as food by the people, steamed or boiled.

It is believed that the po ho is produced by the metamorphosis
of a conglomeration of earth-worms.

Po ho [the Chinese name means " a hundred pieces

together"] is the name applied in China and Japan to

several lilies, the bulbs of which, formed by large, fleshy

scales, are used as food. At Peking LiUum tigrinum, Ker.,

is called po ho.

Tatar., Cat., l.—P ho. Bulbus Lilil tigrini.—Gaubu

_ P. Smith, 134, sub

Lilium candidum.—HaHRY, Chin, pi, 357, 58 :—At I chang

the cultivated po ho is L. tigrinum, the wild-growing po ho

is L. Broicnii and other species.

Cast. Med., p. 78 (169) :—Po ho exported 1885 from

Han kow 1,491 piculs,—p. 280 (93), from Amoy 4.66 picals,

p. 348 (121), 386 (625), from Canton, fresh or dried

bulbs, or bulbs ground into powder, about 80 piculs.

Further particulars in another part.

[7]
r>

264. mk'uhu. P., XXVIII, 6. T., XLVII.
Comp. Classics, 384.
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Pen king :—K'u hu (bitter bottle gourd). The pulpa

with the seeds are officinal. Taste bitter. Nature cold.

Poisonous. Flowers and leaves likewise used m medicine.

In the Kuo yil [5th cent. B.C. See Bot. sin., I, 408]
it is called ^ §g fru (bitter) p'ao.

Pie hi:—The fcu hu grows in the country of Tsin

[Shan si, App. 353].

T'ao Hung-king :—The k'u hu is bitter like gall, not

edible. It is not a distinct species of hu, but it happens

that among the [sweet] hu there are some fruits which have a

bitter taste.

The hu or p
lao is the Lagenaria or Bottle gourd.

Further details in another part.

265.—^. J£ tung kua , ptf XXVIII. T., XLIV.

Pen king:— Tung kua (winter gourd), Q JR. pai kua

(white gourd) and yfc ?£ shui chi. In the Index of the

Pen king we have Q ^ ^ pai tung tsz
1 (tung ku% seeds).

Idle pulpa of the fruit and the seeds are officinal. Taste

sweet. Nature slightly cold. Non-poisonous. [Subsequently

the rind of the fruit and the leaves were also used in

medicine.]

Pie lu

:

—The pai kua tsz\ or the kernels (£) of the

twnp kua, are produced in Sung kao [in Ho nan, App. 317].

The plant grows iu marshes. The seeds are gathered in the

8th month.

ih

In the Kuang ya [3rd cent.] it is called Jjjj ^ ti chi.

Tung kua is now the common name for Benincasa

all over China.
*

' *

Tatar., Cat., 22 -.— Tung kua Uz\ Semina Benincasa

ceriferce.—P. Smith, 36.
53
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Cust. Med., p. 80 (191) :

—

Tung kuajen (seeds) exported

1885 from Han kow 12.45 piculs,—p. 200 (251), from

Ning po 11 piculs,—p. 372 (437), from Canton 0.75 pical.

Ibid., p. 194 (151) :—Tung hta fi (rind of the fruit)

from Ning po 6.47 piculs,— p. 356 (216), from Canton

1.45 picul.

266. chi P., XXVIIi, 22. T., XLVIII.

Comp. Rh ya, 41, Classics, 380.

According to some ancient (especially Taoist) works

the chi is a felicitous plant, the plant of immortality. The

Pen king and the Pie lu apply the name chi to various

mushrooms, of which six sorts are enumerated. They are

distinguished according to their colour and called the I'm

(six) chi i

*
*•—The ^ [ Wing (green) chi, also called

Hi I
lung (d

[

Taste sour. Non-poisonous.

2.—The ffi [ chH (red) chi, called ft tan

(cinnabar) chi in the Pen
shan mountain

[

the Huo
Mian mountain [according to T'ao Hung-king the

same as the Heng shan mountain in Hu nan, App.

100]. Taste bitter. Non-poisonous.

*>• The ^ [ huang (yellow) chi, which is

called ^ [ kin (gold) chi in the Pen ling, grows on

the Sung shan [in Ho nan, App. 317]. Taste sweet.

Non- 'poisonous.

4.—The Q [ pai (white) chi, called ^ I
3*

3 Pen king, grows on the Hua shan [i

86]. Taste pungent. Non-poisonous.
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5.—The M
I id (black) cki, called £ | hiian

(dark) chi in the Pen king—it is also called Iff \ su

chi—grows on the Ch'ang shan mountain [in Chi li,

App. 8]. Taste saltish. Non-poisonous.

6.—The 5j| | ttz* (purple) chi, which is called

[ mu (wood) chi in the Pen king, grows on the

Kao hia shan [mountain, unknown to Tao Hung-

KINg]. Taste sweet. Non-poisonous.

It is believed that the felicitous plant chi, or plant of

immortality of the ancient Chinese, is the fig ling chi

(divine chi), a branched Agancus which is now sold in ( 'hinese

drug-shops [see Bot. sin., II, 41]. In the P. [XXVIII,

room which grows on stones)

f«n9

Tj 5 5/4/ rh (mush

In the Cust. ^fed. the drug ling eld is twice mentioned,

Lp. 206 (324)] as imp

[p. 308 (502)] as imp
with bird's excrement.

It is identified there

Further particulars regarding the chi in another part.

2G7.—
Tfc 3p mu rh. P., XXVIII, 26. T., LU.

Pen ling :
—Mu rh (woody ears,—mushrooms produced

on trees). Taste sweet. Nature uniform. Slightly poisonous.

Pie lu :—There are five kinds of mu rh, which grow in

Kien wei [in Sz ch'uan, App. 140]. They are gathered

in the rainy season, in the 6th month, and dried in the sun.

T'ao Hung-king :—The Pie lu does not say on what

trees these mushrooms grow. The g| % sang (mulberry

tree) rh grows on old mulberry trees and is of a green,

yellow, red or white colour. The mushrooms called mu rh

are gathered by the people and pickled for food, but not

Used in medicine.
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[7th cent.] :—The five kinds of mu rh grow

on five different trees, viz. the g| sang (mulberry tree),

the $| huai (Sophora japonica), the ^ ch'u (Broussonetia

ifem\ the f| yii (elm tree), and the jgjp fe« (willow

(#!

).—The mulberry mushroom is stated to be poisonous.

Comp. P. Smith, 99, Fungus and, 152, Mushrooms.

The mu rh sold at Peking in the markets are Ex'nlia

Further particulars in another part.

268---31 If huan kiln. Mushroom. P., XXVIII, 34.

T
7

., LII.

Pen king :—Huan kiln and MW haan hi. Taste saltish.

Nature uniform. Slightly poisonous.

Pie Zu;—The
[in Shan tung, App. 372], in ponds and marshes, also in

Chang wu (hien) belonging to Pu hai (kirn) [in Chi li,

App. 4, 262]. It is gathered in the 8th month and dried

in the shade.

T'ao Hung-king :
)

brought from the north. It has no shape. It is believed that

the excrement of herons is metamorphosed into this mushroom,

wherefore it is also called
fg| jf kuan kiln (heron mushroom).

Eaten in a soup of pork it has the property of expelling

intestinal worms.

Su Rung [7th cent.]:—The huan kihi is produced in

Pu hai [v. «upm] in swamps among reeds and on brackish

ground. T ;ao Hung-king's statement that it originates from

heron's excrement is incorrect, for tin- mushroom grows of itself.

It is white, light, empty, of the same texture outside and

inside, and quite different from other mushrooms. It is an

ftVf»ftll*vn4- xtm*^:C.excellent vermifuge*
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Han Pao-sheng [10th cent.]:—It is produced in Ts'ang
ebon [in Chi li, App. 343]. It appears in autumn after

the ordinary rains, but it is scarce in time of drought or of
heavy rains. It ought to be dried in the sun.

See the Japanese drawing of the |g |f in the Phon :o

[LX, 23].

269.—|B g: ti rh. P., XXVIII, 35. T., LI1.

J ie hi:—.Ti rh (mushrooms which grow on the ground).

Taste sweet. Nature cold. Non-poisonous.

Li Shi -chen says that the popular name of these

M m M ti ta hi.

See P. Smith, 99, Fungus and, 152, Mushrooms.

24]
*s

270.—H£J/. The Plum. Primus domestical. P., XXIX, 1.

T., CCXX.

Pie hi:—The fruit, kernels of the stones, rind of the

root, leaves, flowers, and the gum exuding from the tre<'

(^ B U kiao) are all officinal.

Comp. Rh i/a, 269-271, Classic*, 472.

P. Smith, 174 :—Plum.
Cust. Med., p. 76 (156) :—^ £ li jen, plum kernels,

exported 1885 from Han kow 13.25 picnls,—p. 32 (149),

from Tien tsin 5 picnls,—p. 160 (322), from Shang hai 1.36

picul.

Further particulars in another part.

271.-^ king, the Apricot. P., XXIX, 3. T., CCXIII.

Comp. Classics, 471.
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Index of the Pen king ^ $% £ /<% ;w y«, (kernels

of apricot-stones).

Pie hi .-—The king grows in Tsin [Shan si, App. 353]

on the plain and in mountain- valleys. Gathered in the

5th month.

The fruit, kernels of the stones [which are said to be

slightly poisonous and of which an emulsion is made],

flowers, leaves, twigs and root are all officinal.

P. Smith [8] erroneously identifies hing with the almond,

as do also the Customs reports.

Oust. Med., p. 50 (66):—IIhig jen (apricot -kernels)

exported 1885 from Chefoo 792 piculs.—Exported also from

Han kow. See Hank. Med., 16.

Further particulars in another part.

272.—H met, Prunus Mume, S. & Z. P., XXIX, 11.

1\, CCV.

Comp. Rh ya, 227, Classics, 473. The character was

originally written
3fc mei.

Pen king:—Jg ^ mei ski (fruit).

Pie lu:— The mei fruit is produced in Han cbnng

[S. Shen si, App. 54] in monntain-valleys. The fruit i*

gathered in the 5th month and dried by fire.—The sour frnit,

pellicle of the stone, kernel, flowers, leaves and root are all

officinal.

P. Smith, 8, 174, sub Almond and Plum.
Oust. Med., p. 372 (439) :— Wu (black) mei exported 1885

from Canton 1,530 piculs,—p. 368 (361), medicated (salted)

mei from Canton 0.10 picul,—p. 330 (231), urn mei from

Swatow 362 piculs,— p. 216 (92), from Wen chow 4.10

piculs,-p. 202 (254), from Ning po 1.75 picul.

Further particulars in another part.
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273—forao. The Peach. P., XXIX, 16. 7!, CCXV.
Comp. Rhya\ 2GG-2G8, 170, Classics, 470.

Pen king, Index :—
ffi ^ £ fao ho jen (peach-stone

kernels).

Pie fo:—The t'ao grows in T'ai shan [in Shan tunc,
App. 322].

The fruit and the kernels of the stones are both officinal.

The latter are said to be bitter and sweet and non-poisonous.
The

(th

said to be slightly poisonous.

fruit) i

/ t'ao Mao, mentioned in the Pen ling, is the peach-
fruit which has remained on the tree during the— whole
winter. It is gathered in the 1st month. The Pie lit calls
lfc Wi M t'ao nu. also Mr ja t'ao king and i# ^ shen t'ao.

It is bitter. Somewhat poisonous.

The flowers, leaves, bark of the trunk, bark of the

' Wi JM t'ao kiao, or gum exudiug from the tree, are also
used in medicine.

Meng Shen [7th cent.] mentions the $jg $ t'ao /"I • w -J V U I J v *

«»PS of peach-wood used as a charm. Comp. Pot. sin., U,

_
>

, peach-wand used in ancient times to expel evil spirits.

vb Wi t'ao kite (poles of peach-wood) are used for the same
purpose.

P. Smith, 168, 169 .—Peach.
Cust. Med., p. 52 (82) :—M; { >)

cHang 33.65 piculs,—p. 130 (153), from Chin kiang 13.47
piculs. The same exported also from Han kow. See Hank.
Med., 43.—

Oust. MnL, p. 360 (280) .-—Peach-leaves exported from
tanton 0.21 picul,—p. 356 (212), bark of the peach tree
*rom Canton 0.40 picul.

Further particulars in another part.
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274.—H//. The Chestnut. P., XXIX, 28. T., CCXXII.

Comp. Classics, 494.

P&? fo:—The U grows ia Shan yin [in Clio kiaog

App. 271]. It is gathered in the 9th mouth.

The ^ ^ // fu, or thin inner skin of the nut, the ]$
U k l

o, or involucre of the fruit, the flowers, bark of the tree,

and root are all officinal.

P. Smith, 60 :— Chestnut.— Hank. Med., 24, U k%

exported from Han kow.

275.— |g tsao. The Jujube. Zizyphus vulgaris, Lam.

P., XXIX, 31. T., CCXXIII.
Comp. lih ya, 272-282, 331, Classics, 484.

Pen £%:—gf tsao. Index of the Pen king %
ta (large) tsao.

Pie lu :—The tsao grows in Ho tung [in Shau si, App.

80]. The ta tsao (or large Jujube) is also called W, \
to

(dried) tsao, ^ [ mei tsao and g [ Hang tsao (excellent

jujube). It is gathered in the 8th month and dried in the

sun. [Probably the large jujubes of the Shan tung province

are meant.]

The raw, fresh fruit, dried fruit, kernels of the stone-.

especially those which are three years' old, leaves, centre of

the wood, bark and root are all used in medicine.

P. Smith, 125 :—Jujube.
Cud. Med., p. 34 (177):— Tsao jen (jujube kernels)

Han kow 200 pieuls,—p. 132 (157), fro

piculs,-p. 52 (84), from Chefoo 9 pieuls.

Ibid., p. 194 (147) -.— Tsao pH (date-pe(

Xing po 15.60 picuk,—p. 104 (89), from W
Further particulars in another part.

(185)
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276.—§JJ& The Pear. P., XXX, 1. T., CCXXXI.

Comp. Eh ya, 301, 331, Classics, 481.

Pielu:—Li. Fruit, flowers and bark of the tree used

iu medicine.

P. Smith, 169 :—Pear.
Cust. Med., p. 294 (312) :—^ $£ li kan (translated by

"dried pears") exported 1885 from Amoy 1.05 picul,—p. 3(58

(385), from Canton 0.49 picul. [I do not think that pear

^UkUp'i (translated b

from Canton 2.G0 piculs.

]—Ibid., p. 354 (198)

:

Further particulars in another part.

27?«—7jv M. '»» kua. Quince. Cydonia sinensis, Thouin.

P-, XXX, 6. T., CCLXXX.
Comp. Rh ya, 231, Classics, 478.

Pie lu

:

—Mu kua. Only the name.

The fruit, seeds, twigs with the leaves, bark and root

are all officinal.

P. Smith, 181 :

—

Pyrus Cydonia.

Cust. Med., p. 78 (164):- Mu kua exported 18S5 from

Han kow 536 piculs. Ibid., 178 (552):—Mu kua tsiu

(wine) from Shang hai 3.25 piculs.

Further particulars in another part.

278.-;*: nai. P., XXX, 15. T., CCXXI.

Pie lu:~^ai. Only the name. The fruit is used in

medicine.

The Shuo xcen [1st cent.] says the nai is a fruit. The

name is still in use and is applied to a Chinese fruit not yet
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identified. Williams [Diet., 613] states that it is a kind

of bullace, a large yellow plum.

Cast. Med., p. 370 (399, 400) :—^ £ nai jen (kernels)

imported to Canton from Ning po, Shang hai and Han kow.

279.—
^fj shi. Persimmon. Diospyros Schitze, Bge.

D. chinensis, Bl. P., XXX, 17. T., CCXXX1V.

Comp. Classics, 491.

Pie hi

:

—Only the name. The fruit, peduncle, bark and

root are all officinal.

P. Smith, 86 :—Biospt/ro$ Kaki.

(652)
from Canton 2.88 piculs,—p. 310 (537), from Amoy 1.58

picul,—p. 296 (338) and 310 (r>36), the dried fruit and

cakes (shi shnang) made of it 3.70 piculs, from Amoy.

Further particulars in another part.

280.-^ £ ffi an shi liu. The Pomegranate. P., XXX.

22. T., CCLXXXII.

Pie lu :—An shi liu. Only the name. The pulp, rind

of the fruit, root and flowers are all officinal.

The pomegranate (Punica granatum, L.) is not indigenous

in China. It was introduced to China by the famous general

Chang K'ien about B.C. 120. [See Bat. sin., I, p. 24.]

P. Smith, 176 :—Pomegranate.
Cust. Med., p. 354 (207):—Shi liupi (pomegranate-peel)

exported 1885 from Canton 7.22 picnls,-p. 150 (171), from

Shang hai 3.40 piculs,—p. 284 (166), from Amoy 1.74 picuL

Further particulars in another part.
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281. ku\ The Orange. P., XXX, 25. r.,CCXXVH.
Comp. Classics, 486.

Pie lu:—The ^f kit and the ft) yu (Citrus decumana)
grow in Kiang nan [Kiang si, App. 124] and Shan nan
[8. Shen si, App. 268] . They are gathered in the 10th
month.

The pulp of the fruit, peel,—known under the name of

H U ch'en pH [the peel of the unripe fruit is

tfbyj tfi ]—seeds and leaves are all officinal.

Tatar., Cat, 12:— ^f ^ tsUng pH. Fructus Citri

mtcroearpa!.—Hanb. Sc. pap., 239.

P. Smith, 164 :— Orange.

Curt. Med., p. 284 (159):—fi ^ ha p'i (orange-peel)

exported 1885 from Amoy 1.52 ^icnl—Ibid., 192 (123):

fl IC *« /mn# (orange-peel) exported from Ning po 27.19
piculs. The same exported from Han kow. See Bank
Med., 11.

Ibid., p. 214 (71).-—|f ^ fc'jwp />'/ exported from Wen
chow 18.40 piculs,—p. 284 (158), from Amoy 10.22 piculs-

p. 192 (121, 122), from Ning po 36 piculs —p. 366 (344),
from Canton 8.43 piculs.

Ibid., p. 352 (176):— gg Jg ch'en tfi exported from
Canton 1,987 piculs,—p. 72 (81), from Han kow 895 piculs,

P- 322 (108), from Swatow 721 piculs,— p. 226 (107),
from Foo chow 720 piculs.

Hnd., p. 192 (125):—fig Q ha pax (inner white skin of

orang.
) exported from Ning po 3.38 piculs.

lh'd., p. 76 (132):—M $f ha lo (orange fibres around
the flesh) exported from Han kow 91.14 piculs,—p. 62 (50),

from I chang 4.83 piculs.
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(197):—f8#A«M
from Ning po 11.7 piculs,—p. 216 (72), from Wen chow

2 piculs.—Exported also from Han kow. See Hank. Med., 11.

Further particulars in another part.

38. J., CCLXXVIII.
P., XXX,

Pie lu ;__p<; p
<
a> Only the name.

The fruit, leaves, flower and bark are all officinal.

P. Smith, 93 :

—

Eriobotrya japonica.
Oust. Med., p. 360 (265):—PHp'a leaves exported 1885

from Canton 49.39 piculs,—p. 152 (202), from Shang fori

20.12 piculs,— p. 288 (208), from Amoy 2.40 piculs.

Exported also from Han kow. See Hank. Med., 33.

Further particulars in another part.

283.—$| ^ ying t
<-

ao> prunus pseudocerasus, Lindl.

Chinese Cherry. P., XXX, 41. T.
% CCLXX1X.

Corap. Rh tja, 266, Classics, 477.
Pie lu :— Ying t

(

ao. Only the name and medical virtues.

The fruit, leaves, twigs and flowers are all officinal.

-t. Smith, 58 :

—

Cerasus pseudo-cerasus

.

Further particulars in another part.

284.—
]\\ £gH sjian ying t

t

aQm Mountain Cherry. Prunus

tomentosa, Thbg. P., XXX, 43. T.t CCLXXIX.
Com p. Classics, 477.

Pie lu .—S!7>*« o„»„ «„„ ^ ^ ehu Vao^
& -g .-•- fa*.

This cherry is of the size of a wheat-grain. It is covered

with hair. Gathered in the 4th month and dried in the

shade.

Wu
(

Further particulars in another part
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285.—f1 0J| lung gen. Nephelium longan, Camb. P., XXXI,
4. ?'., cclxxviii.

Pie lu :~Lung yen, also & $9 I ehi. 6!)
It grows in

flan hai [Kuang tung, App. 228] in the mountains. The
fruit of the larger kind resembles the pin lanq f Betel-nut.

See 287].

Wu P'u calls it f| g
The fruit and the seed are used in medicine.—P. Smith,

155. Nowadays the loaves and the flowers of the Lungan
are officinal and exported in small quantities from Canton.
Se

(256)

286.-#§ ggei s]lL p#j XXXI, 11. 71, CCXXXV.

pi tsz* or $g qp

^hP

/£/ s/i/ (fi

"w /?< .•—The^/ s/i/ grows in Yung ch'ang [W. Yi'm nan,

Pp. 4^6]. The pi tsz' grows in Yung ch'ang, in mountain-
valleys. Taste sweet. Poisonous.

Besides this the Pie lu notices the 1$^ pat hua (flower).

Taste bitter. CVen Ts'ang-k'i [8th cent.] says that it mean
the flowers of the fei ski.

fei is now the Torreya nveifera, S. & Z., order Taxaeece,

the fruit (nut) of which is edible. But $ pi, according to

the Rh ya [228] is another name for the shan or Cunningham ia

sinensis.

The Kuang ya gives likewise i chi as a synonym for lung yen. The
authors of the Sung period, however, apply the name igfc !S "f * cl'< ***

to the bitter-seeded Cardamom. See P., XIVa,40.—Uanb., Se.pap., p. 252,
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Cust. Med., p. 158 (289):—Fei tsz
1 exported 1885 from

Shang hai 28.62 piculs,— p. 366 (353), from Canton 1.30

picul.

Further particulars iu another part.

287.—^ Dig pin lang. The Betel-nut, Areca Catechu, L.

P., XXXI, 14. T., CCLXXXV.
Pie lu:—The pin lang grows in Nan hai [Canton,

App. 228], The fruit is used in medicine. Taste bitter,

pungent and harsh. Nature warm. Non-poisonous.

Cust. Med., p. 404 (152):—Pin lang exported 1885 from

Kiung chow 14,068 piculs,— p. 370 (409), from Canton

1,312 piculs,— p. 400 (81)

), betel-nut husk from Canton

Further particulars in another part.

288. TsHn tsiao. P., XXXII, 1. T., CCL.

Comp. Rh ya, 259, Classics, 497.

Pen Icing :— Ts'in tsiao.

Pie hi

:

—The TtHn tsiao grows in the mountains of

i [Sheii si] and especially in the Ts'in ling range

_ .
Shen si, App. 358], also in Lang ye [in Shan tang,

App. 178]. The fruit is gathered in the 8th and 9th months.

It is called
{jg %£ tsiao hung (red carpels of the tsiao) and is

of a pungent taste. The nature of the unripe fruit is warm,

while that of the ripe fruit is cold. It is poisonous.

T'ao HuN(i-KiNG:—The drug tsiao which is brought

[of_-.„.„ vu,uil icsciiiuies me i.nao [_oi iuiu aim jj«--^-~

China] in taste and smell, but is larger and of a yellowish

black colour. It is not to be confounded with the km U*
[see 290]

.
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Su Kung [7th cent.] :—The Ts'in tslao in its leaves,

trunk and fruit resembles the Shu tsiao [see 289], but it is

smaller and less pungent in taste. It grows plentifully in th

Ts'in ling mountains in the district of Lan t'ien [in Shen si,

App. 175].

Su Sung [11th cent,]:—It is common in Ts'in chou
[in Kan su, App. 358], in Feng chou, Kin chou, and Shan.:

chou [all in Shen si, App. 39, 143, 278] and in Ming chou
and Yiie chou [both in Che kiang, App. 224, 418]. It flowers

at the beginning and produces fruits towards the end of

autumn. The fruit is gathered in the 9th or 10th month.
In the Rh ya it is called ta (great) tslao. Also mentioned in

the Shi king. The TsHn tsiao has large fruits.

K'ou Tsung-shi [12th cent.] :—The Ts'in tsiao is pro-

duced in the country of Ts'in, whence the name. The various

tsiao trees resemble each other in their trunks, but the Ts'in

tsiao has larger leaves and the fruit is also larger as in the

ohu tsiao, and the wrinkles are different. The Shu tsiao is

ewise found in the country of Ts'in.
lik

Li Shi-chen : ft®
nua tsiao. Its native country is the land of Ts'in, but it i

»ow common all over China and is easily cultivated. Its

leaver grow opposite and are pointed. It is covered with spines.

It blossoms in the 4th month. Small flowers. The fruit is

produced in the 5th month. It is at first green, becomes red

when ripe and is larger than the fruit of the Shu tsiao, but th«

eyes (g ? or seeds) are smaller, shining and black. The

fan tsz' hi jan says :—The Shu tsiao is produced in j£
Wn tu [in Kan su, App. 395]. That of a red colour is the

best. The TsHn tsiao grows in Lung si and T'ien shui [both

"» Kan su, App. 216, 339]. That with small seeds is the best.

Su Sung's statement regarding its flowering in autumn is

incorrect.
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Ch.
t XXXIII, 40 :—TsHn tsiao or hua tsiao. The figure

z.
hua tsiao is the common name applied to this tree at Pe king.

It seems, however, that in other parts of China Z. piperita**,

DO, and other species bear the same Chinese name. The

reddish brown carpels covered with prominent tubercles,

which include the black, shining seeds, are used in medicine

and for pickling vegetables.

Iatar., Cat., 9 :

—

Hxia tsiao, Xanthoxylum.— Hanb.,

Sc.pap., 228 :—Fruits of the hua tsiao described and figured.

P. Smith, 234.

Henry, Chin, pi, 42 -.—llua tsiao, Zanthoxylum Bangei
Occurs [in Hu peij in both wild and cultivated states.

According to the Hank. Med. [18] the hua tsiao fruit

is exported from Han kow. In the Cast. Med. it figures

only as an article of import, to Wu hu, Chin kiang, Ning po,

Wen chow, Fu chow, Amoy, Canton, etc.

As to the Chinese names applied to Zanthoxylum in

Japan, see Bot. sin., II, 497.

289-—^ Wt Shu tsiao. P., XXXII, 2. T., CCL.
Pen king:—Shu (Sz ch'uan) tsiao. The fruit is officinal.

Tne $ It tsiao hung (the red carpels) are of a pungent taste.

Nature warm. Poisonous. The & @ tsiao mu (eyes or seeds)

are bitter. Nature cold. Non-poisonous. The leaves and

the root are also used in medicine. The latter is said to be

slightly poisonous.

Pie lu .-—Other name : £* $ pa (8z ch'uan) tsiao. The

[in Kan su, App. 395]
valleys, also in Pa (E. Sz ch<uan). The fruit is gathered in

the 8th month and dried in the shade.
T'ao Hung-king .—It is cultivated in Shu (Sz ch'uan)

and in Pei kiin [in Hu pei, App. 243] . The rind and the
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flesh (of the carpels) is thick. The inner side is white.

Strong smell and taste. It is also found in Kiang yang
[in Sz ch'uan, App. 130], in Tsin k'ang [in Kuang tang,

App. 355] and Kien p'ing [in Hu pei, App. 13 (J], hut this

drag is small, red, pungent, cot fragrant and less potent than

that from Pa.

The F'ao chi lun [5th cent.] calls it jgf$ nan (southern)

tsiao.

Su Kukg [7th cent.]:—Now that produced in Si ch'eng,

depending on Kin chou [in Shen si, App. 295, 143] is the

best.

The Ji Ida Pen ts'ao [10th cent.] calls it ^M? Han tsiao.

Su Sung [11th cent,];—In Kni chou and Hia chou

[both in Hu pei, App. 169, 64], in Shu ch'uan (fts ch'uan,

App. 292] and in Shen and Lo [both in Ho nan, App. 283.

^01] it is much cultivated in gardens. It is a tree, from 4 to

5 feet high, which resembles the chu yu [Boipnia, see 291]
but is smaller and provided with spines. The leaves are hard

(coriaceous) and shining. A beverage is made by boiling

them. In the 4th month it produces fruits. It does not

flower. The fruits appear in the axils of the twigs and leaves,

resemble small peas, are globular and have a purplish red skin.

They are gathered in the 8th month and dried by fire. This

tree is also found in Kiang and Huai [Kiang su and An hui,

APP- 124, Si)] and in North China. Jt is similar to that

growing in Shu, but the drug yielded by it is different, it ha

a thick rind, white on the inner side, and has an ardent taste.

Li Shi-chen :—Other name- : /[[ ff| Ch'uan (8z ch'uan)

tsiao and H£ ] Hen tsiao. The Shu tsiao (the fruit) has a thick,

fleshy, wrinkled (warty) rind (carpels) which contains a

shining, black seed resembling the pupil of the eye, wherefore

the seeds arc also called fjg g tsiao mu (eye).

55
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Ck, XXXIII, 40 :—Shu tslao. The figure represents a

Zanthoxylum with winged petioles.

[ob
probably a Zanthoxylum]. Sinice : xu {shit)

Iatar., Cat., 16:— Ch'uan tsiao. Fructus Fagam
piperita' {Zanthoxylum piperHum).

In the Curt. Med. the Ch'uan Lvao is mentioned as a

drug imported to Tarn sui, Ta kow, Swatow, Kiung chow, and
said to come from 8z ch'uan.

The

Zanthoxylum piperitum, DO.

[LXX

Another Zanthoxylon is noticed in the P. [XXXII, 8]
under the name Jl fa you tsiao. The T'u king Pen ts'ao

[11th cent], in which it is first mentioned, describes it as

growing in Shi chou [in Hu pei, App. 288]. The leaves

are larger that those of the Shu tsiao. The people there

collect the bark at all times cf the year and use it as a

medicine.

Li Shi-chkn .-—Its popular name is Jgf ]
ye (wild) tsiao

It is not very aromatic. The seeds are gray, not black

nor shining. The savages add it when roasting chicken and
duck.

CL
9 XXXIII, 41 :_ } ai tsiao. The figure represents a

Zanthoxylum.

8. & Z.—Hoffm. & Scfalfc., 685.

Ifej Ziuitlioxiilum shinij j

290. & »<«,, fr/oo. p., XXXII, 8. T.
t
CCL.

P«i A/n<jr .—Jfan (climbing) tsiao. The fruit, root and
-tern are officinal. Taste bitter. Nature warm. Non-
poisonous.
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Pie lu .-—Other names : $f ] chu (pig) tsiao, ^c | shi

(pig) tsiao, ^ ] cJii (sow) tsiao and$ ]
kou (dog) tsiao.

The man tsiao grows in Yiiii chung [in the Ordos, App. 4'22]

in the mountains. The root and the leaves are used for

fermenting wine.

T'ao Hung -king :— It is a common mountain- plant.

Its popular name is
:f§§ ^ kiu tsz

1

. It resembles the tsiao

tang (Zanthoxylum) but is smaller and not aromatic. Other

name : %$j ] hi (pig) tsiao. Used as a diaphoretic.

In the T'u king [11th cent.] it is called £ ] kin

(gold) tsiao.

Li Shi-chen :—The man tsiao is a climbing plant. It

exhales an offensive odour, wherefore it is called " pig tsiao."

It has weak branches. The fruits (seeds) and the leaves

resemble those of the tsiao. Used as food by the mountain

people. The term kiu tsz\ given to it by T'ao Hdng-king, is

a general name for the fruit of all sorts of tsiao.

Ch., XXXIII, 53 :—Man tsiao. It does not seem that

the drawing represents a Zanthoxylum. But the |g $$ "i

the Phon zo [LXX, 4, 5] is a Zanthoxyhtm.

291.-1%^ |£ Wu chu yil [comp. 339]. P., XXXII, 13.

1\ CCXLIX.

Comp. Ith ya, 329, Classics, 498.

Pen king ;— Wu chu yil (chu yil of the kingdom of Wu).

The fruit, the leaves and the root with the white rind are used

in medicine. Taste of the fruit pungent. Nature warm.

Slightly poisonous. The leaves and the root are non-poisonous.

Pie lu .-

72]

[

It is

gathered on the 9th dav of the 9th month and dried in the
M I*

-hiule. esh)
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Su Sung [11th cent.]:—It is a common tree, especially

in Kiang fl1 [Ch
B>

App. 10] and Shu Han [Sz ch'nan, App. 293]. It grow

10 feet and more high, has a green bark, leaves like those of

the clihm (Cedrela), but broader and thicker and of a purplish

colour. It blossoms in the 3rd month. Small, purplish red

flowers. In the 8th month it produces fruit which resembles

the tsiao fruit (Zanthoxylum) . When voung it is of a yellow

colour and when ripe is dark purple coloured. That with small

seeds which remain green for a long time is the & ] ]

Wu c/m yii, while that with larger seeds which are yellowish

black for a long time is called ^ 1 1 ski (ed

[this is Zantho.vylum ailanthoides. See Bot. sin., II, 498].

LiShi-chen:—The ehu yd has weak, succulent twigs.

The leaves are long and wrinkled. Fruit in clusters, different

from the tsiao fruit. There are two sorts—one with largi

and the other with small seeds. The latter is used in medicine.

Some ancient writers says that the ehu yii tree is planted near

wells to make the leaves fall into the well. Those who drink

this water will never be afflicted with contagious diseases.

The fruit is also suspended in the houses to expel evil spirits.

The white poplar and the ehu yil tree when planted east of

the house firing prosperity and prevent evil.

< h., XXXIII, 37 :— Wu ehu yil. Rude drawing.

Tatar., Cat., 63:— Wu ehu yii, Fructus ZanthoxyU,

P. Smith, 234 :

—

Xanthoxylum piperitum.

The Wu elm yii is the Boymia (Evodia) rutcecarpa. See

Hexry, Chin. pL, 96, 212. Further particulars in Bot. sin.,

II, 498.

Cust. Med., p. 80 (194):— Wu ehu yii exported 188

from Han kow 261 piculs,-p. 424 C135), 'from Pakhoi 4.4"

pieuls,
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M--~-m W k™ ti p., xxxin, i. r., xlv.

Kua is a general term for tbe fruits of cm irbitaceons

plants. In the Classics kua generally means gourds, bur

ometimes also melons. See Bot. sin., II, 382. Ti is the

footstalk of a flower or fruit.

The drug kua ti is noticed in the Pen king. It is stated

to have a bitter taste and to he poisonous. Subsequent
writers refute its poisonous properties. Su SlING [11th cent.]

kua or melon are meant.

#f Jft Pien (sweet)

lie hi

:

—The kua ti is produced in Sung kao [in II"

nan, App.
317J in marshes. It is gathered on the 7th day

of the 7th month and dried in the shade.

In the T'-awj pen ts'ao [7th cent.] the melon is first

distinguished by a distinct name—-ft JR kan (sweet) kua.

name
ffi JJ£ t

l

ien (sweet) kua, now in general use,

appears first in the Kia yu Pen ts'ao [11th cent.]. Wang
Cheng [13th cent.] says there are two classes of kua. One
is distinguished by its sweet fruits and termed ^ Jft kuo kua.

It comprises the tHen kua (melon) and the j?g Jft si kua

(water-melon). The other class, called ^ J& tt'ai kua,

produces fruits which are used as vegetables, cucumbers,

pumpkins and sourds.

ne JE US ^ua j<*ng, or pulp of the melon, and the

*&riZ kua tsz
1

jen, or kernels of melon-seeds, are likewise

used in medicine.

Curt. Med., p. 48 (42) and 230 (146) :—Kua ti noticed

as imported to Chefoo and Fu chow from ( anton.

The Bank. Med. [22] mentions J& ^ kua tsz* (melon-

seeds) as exported from Han kow. The seeds are slightly

nred and eaten for pastime, chiefly in Chinese tea-houses.
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I may observe that the kua tsz
1

or melon-seeds of the

Customs reports are not melon-seeds, but the larger seeds of

the water-melon [melon-seeds are small] . They are largely

exported from New chwang. Probably the seeds of some

gourds and squashes go under the same name.

Further particulars in another part.

293.—fj ?$ phi Pao. The Vine. Vitis vim/era. Grapes.

P., XXXIII, 7. T., CX1II. Pen king.

Pie lu

:

—The p'u t'ao grows in the mountains of Lung

si [in Kan su, App. 21G], Wu yuan [North of the Ordos.

App. 397] and Tun huang [in Kan su, App. 371].

The Han History states that the Chinese General Chang

K'ien [see Bot. sin., I, p. 21] first introduced the vine to

China from Western Asia, about B.C. 120. The name was

but

originally written f$ $fc f„ t'ao, probably the rendering in

Chinese of a foreign name. If this statement be true it is

inconsistent with the notice of the grape in the earliest

Chinese Materia Medica. Li Shi-chkn therefore supposes

that the vine has always been indigenous in Lung si,

was not cultivated in China proper.

I may observe that several species of wild vine with

edible berries grow abundantly in the mountains of North

China,— Vitis jicifolia, Bge., Vitis bryonia'folia, Bge. Comp.

Classic*, 492. Further particulars in another part.

294—"H* M tan che. The Sugar-cane. P., XXXIII, It

T., OXIII.

Pie lu :—Kan (sweet) che. Only the name.

The earliest Chinese account of the sugar-cane is found

in Tung Fang-so's Shen i king [B.C. 2nd cent.]. I* is

the name of £f g$ lean die as a reed
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growing in Kan fang (Southern China) and containing a sweet

juice. The medical quality ascribed to it is that of preventing

the developement of intestinal worms.—Sz ma Siang JU

[t B.C. 126] in one of his poems alludes to the property of

the juice of the kan che of dissipating intoxication occasioned

by wine.

In the Nan tu f\

[A.D. 78-139] the sugar-cane is termed fg ij£ chu che, and
under the same name it is mentioned in the Sltuo teen.

Further particulars in another part.

29o.—-
?g| |P| nen 0Um Nelumbium speciosum. The Lotus.

P-, xxxin, 16. r., xciii.

Comp. Eh ria , 90-104, 191, Classics, 395.

Pen hlng

:

—Lien ou (Si ou is the name for the root),

lien shi (fruit) and [ J| lien lieng (stalks).

Pie lu:—The j|| ^ ]|r ou shi lieng grows in J a nan

in ponds and marshes. It is gathered

in the 8th month.

110]

Tatar., Cat., 34 :—?jg ;J£ lien kua, Nelumbium,
[ J

hen *fl, Stamina Nelumhii speciosi,
\ f§ Hen fang, Car-

pophornm Nelumhii speciosi—Ibid., 6 :—$f $£ ho ye, Folia

aelumbii speciosi.—Ibid., 42 :—H SS ou tsie. Articuli radicis

aelumbii, and [41] ^ fft ou fen. Amylum radicis Selumbii.

Hanb., Se. pap., 240 :—£g ^ ten ts:\ Nuts of iTdum-

««ro speciosum.

P. Smith, 139 :—Lotus.

Cust. Med., p. 30 (112):—Lien tti (Lotus - stamens)

exported 1885 from Tien tsin 69 piculs,—p. 74 (116), from

Han kow 38 piculs,—p. 128 (105), from Chin kiang 14

piculs.
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(200) :— [ ||£ Hen p'eng (fruit receptacle)

from Canton 3 piculs,—p. 308 (501), [ If lien /
receptacle) from Amoy 0.22 picul.— Ibid., p. 384 (589),

I ^ >l^j>
lien tsz" sin (germ of Lotus-seed) from Canton

1 picul.

Ibid., p. 358 (251):— Lien ye (Lotus -leaves) from

Canton 0.85 picul,—p. 288 (199), from Amoy 0.46 picul.

Ibid., p. 278 (83) :

—

Ou tsie (rhizomes of Lotus) exported

from Amoy 20.48 piculs,—p. 346 (101, 102), from Canton

12 piculs.—Ibid., p. 386 (619), ou fen (flour prepared from

the rhizomes) from Canton 0.83 picul.

Further particulars in another part.

296.— 3£ ^ U ski The fruit of the Water- caltrop,

Trapa. P., XXXIII, 26. T., XCIX.
Comp. Rk ya, 124, Classics, 397.

Pie ln:~Ki shi, also f£ Ung. Fruit and flowers used

in medicine. The Feng su 't'uny [2nd cent.] calls it $3£
shut li (water-chestnut).

Further particulars iu another part.

297.—^ m kMen shi. Fruit of JJuryale ferox, Salisb.

P-, XXXIII, 27. T„ XCIX.
Comp. Classics, 396.

KHen shi, || j£{ ki t'ou (cock's head) and

yen km (goose's beak). Besides the fruit (seeds) the

stem and the root are used in medicine.
Pie /7,.-_The Li fou shi grows in Lei ch'i [see App.

181] in ponds and marshes. It is gathered in the 8th month.

Tatar., Cat., 57 :—Ki t'ou. Kan/ale ferox.—?- Smith,

95.
J J
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Cust. Med., p. 106 (127):—K'ien slu exported 1885

from Wu hu 2,737 piculs,—p. 128 (113), from Chin kiang

1,172 piculs,—p. i)0 (59), from Kiu kiang 7.36 piculs,

p. 30 (121), from Tien tsin 4 piculs.

Further particulars iu another part.

298.—^ ^ wu yu. Tubers of Scirpus tuberosity Roxb,

/'., XXXIII, 211. 7'., CXIV.
Com p. Ilk ya, 51).

Pie lu:~The icu yil [black Colocasia. See 261], also

called fg #fi uie hi, lias loaves like the yil [Colooma). The

root is gathered on the 3rd day of the 3rd month aud driei\

in the sun.

Li Shi-cheN observes that the Pie lu is mistaken in

identifying the %cn yil with the Uie hi, for the latter is the

'*'-' ku or Sagittaria [see the next], whilst the u-u yil, called

;, k°
itli 5g ti U (ground chestnut) and % jpf

pi ts
l
i, is a

quite different plant the leaves of which do no^ resemble

those of the yih The tubers of the wu yil are er.ten and also

used in medicine.

Comp. P. Smith, 92 :

—

Eleocfians tuferosa.— Further

particulars iu another part.

2l ' 9-—1HS tsie hi in the Pis In (>ec 298]. i7
., XXXIII,

3l
« «* H #6 />•'-' *«. r., cxiv.

These are the tubers of Sagitturia. See P. Smith, 189.

Further particulars in another part.

300.—|Q po. Thuja oriental^, L. P., XXXIV, 1

2', CCIII.

56

Comp. 1th ya, 225, Classics, 505.
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Pen king ;—
jjfj f| po shi (fruit). The fruit, leaves and

white rind of the root are used in medicine.

Pie lu ;--The po shi is produced in T'ai shan [in Slian

322] That which the Pie

lu says regarding the po leaves is unintelligible. 70

Tatar., Cat., 3, 5.—P. Smith, 216.

Cust. Med., p. 78 (170) :—jfg ^ £ po ts~J

of Thuja) exported 1885 from Han kow 173.81 piculs,

(164), from Tien tsin 16.84 piculs.—Ibid., p. 360:

Po leaves exported from Canton 17 piculs,—Ibid.
,

p. 388

(62$) :—
;f|j ^ ^jf

?70 /M
"

aM^ 5W?
-

( sa ;d t oe tnc p0Wdcred root
P An i • % -

Thuja)

Further particulars in another part.

301.—^ sung. Pims sinensis, Lamb. P., XXXIV, 3

T., CXCTII.

Comp. Rh ya, 324, Classics, 504.

Pen king :—f£ $| 5?//^ £ao anJ ^ jjj aMM^ fang, Resil

[more common v called ffi ff s?«?? /i/anp (p

Pw fo;—TKa J& JJ§ sung ehi (resin) is produced in

T'ai shan [in Shan tung, App. 322] in mountain-valleys.

It is gathered in the fith month.

Besides the r< in, the leaves and the white bark of the

root, bark of the truvk, excrescences, cones, seeds and

flowers are used in medicine.

Tatar., Cat., 50.—P. S.mith, 97. Fir.

Cust. Med., p. 336 (310) ft—Sung Iiiang (resin) exported

1885 from Swatow 40.67 piculs,—p. 310 (543), from Amoy

0.80 picul.

70

ffimjuB, m m®i&% m &
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Ibid.
% p. 390 (657) :—ft gg sung tsie (knots) exported

from Canton 4.30 piculs,— p. 288 (216), from Amoy 0.35

picul.

Ibid.
^ p. 280 (113):—Pine root exported from Amoy

0.36 picul.

Ibid.) p. 196 (190) :—Pine flowers exported from Ning

po 26.58 piculs,—from Amoy 0.15 picul.

Further particulars in another part.

302.

—

jfe shan (sha). Cunninqhamia sinensis. P., XXXIV,
12. T, CCLXL

Comp. Rh ya , 228.

Pie In :—Shan. Only the name.

The wood, bark, seeds and leaves are all used in

medicine.

Further particulars in another part.

303.—^ kid and
(ft %£ mou km. Chinese Cinnamon.

Cassia bark. P., XXXIV, 13. T.$
CCXLI.

Comp. Rh ya, 247, Classics.

Pen king :—Mou kui (male cinnamon). Taste pungent.

Nature warm. Non-poisonous.

Pie hi .-—The ^ kui grows in Kui yang [S.E. Hu nan,

28]

(ft %£ mou hd in Nan hai [in Kuang tung

2nd and 8th months and dried in the shade. The taste of

the hu is sweet and pungent. Nature very hot. Slightly

poisonous.

We read in the Nan fan a ts'ao mu chuantf [3rd cent.

See Bot. shu, I, p. 38]: [

Kuang tung. See App. 70], where it grows on the summits

of high mountains. It is an evergreen. There are forests
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formed exclusively of kui trees. In Kiao chi [Coehinchina.
App. 133] the kui is cultivated in gardens. There are three

sorts of kui. That which has leaves resemblina those of

the po n and a red hark is eall«H

kui.

and a red hark is called jf ^ tan (cinnabar red)

'hat with leaves like the shi (Biospyvos slutze) is the

kiln kui. The third kind, with leaves like the tfitfa
lEriobotvya. See 282], is the $fc 1i mou kui. The San f«
huang tu [Han period] reports that one of the imperial palaces

had pillars of fragrant kui wood.

T'ao Hl-ng-king [referring to the statement of th

Pte lu] says:—Nan hai is now called Kuang chon [App.

160]. The S/ien nung Pen king mentions only the mou bd
and the kiln kui [see 304]. The sort commonly used is the

mou kui. The drug is flat, large and very thin. The

outer coat is yellow. It has but little resin and flesh. It

smells like the mu Ian [Magnolia. See 305] and tastes

hke the kui. The author is not sure whether it is the bark

of an old km tree or that of a quite dim-rent tree.-The

ance

of a bamboo -cane. That which is threefold (rolled up)

is the best." But this drug is not seen in the markets. The

people commonly use the bark of young branches, which

roll up into tubes—There is a third sort, which is only half-

way rolled up/3 rj
understand : not rolled up as a tube.

but each side curled inward, forming a channel.] This

is called simply & kui and is much used in medicine. The

^produced in Kuang chou is of a superior qualitv. That

o| Kiao chou [S.W. Kuang tang, App. 132] and Kui chou

[in Kuang si, App. 164] is very small hut has much

resin and flesh, and is also valued. The kui from Siang chou

Lm Hu nan, App. 307] and Kui yang hien in the prefecture

71

TO TJivja. This character is most probably a mistake.

72

&• "
*J2 #
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of Shi hing [in Knang tong, App. 167, 289] is called

the /\\ |£ siao (small) fad. It is inferior to the drag front

Knang chou. The King [Sien king, sec further on! says:

The leaves of the km are like those of the pa (Thuja), shining

and dark. The bark is yellow and the heart is red At
the time of Emperor Wu Ti of the Ts'i dynasty [A.D. 483-

494] kui trees from Siang chou were sent to the capital

[present Nan king] and planted in the imperial garden Fang
lin yuan; In the eastern mountains (Tung shan) there grow-

a kind of kui the bark of which has a strong smell. It

has peculiar persistent leaves. Perhaps it is the mm kui.

U\e people commonly call it jf %£ tan kui [r. supra'], for

it has a red bark. In North China the fact hark is an

important ingredient of food. In the Li ki the aromatic ha
is mentioned together with ginger.

Su Kung [7th cent.]:—There are two sorts of kui.

T'ao Hung-king quotes the King, which says that the leaves

of the kui resemble those of the po. Su Kung does not under-

stand from what source this erroneous statement is derived.

That which the Pie lu says regarding the kui is likewise

incorrect. The ^ k,,i, simply so called, is the same as th.

4fc I mou kui, or male kui, the ts'in or mu (wood) kui of

the Rh ya [247]. Its leaves are more than a foot long.

In its flowers and fruit it does not differ from the kiln kui.

The bark of the large as well as of the small branches go

•ill under the name of mou kui, but there is a difference.

The bark of the larger branches is of a coarse Kgneous

texture, and it has but little flesh. Its taste is poor. This drug

is also called ^c [ mu (wood) kui or ta (large) few. It

ls nmc» inferior in quality to the bark taken from the small,

young branches, which has much flesh and is half-way rolled

U
P- It has small wrinkles on the inner surface. Its taste

« pungent and pleasant. This latter (i.e. the bark from

tae small branches) is also called {% [
jou (flesh) kui, or
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kui chi (branch) and ;jg )jty
kui sin (heart). Now

the drug produced in Yung chou and Kui chou [both in

Knang si, App. 430, 1G4] and in Kiao chou [in Kuang

tung, App. 132] is much valued.—The other sort, the f§ f£

kiln kui, has leaves resembling those of the shi {Diospifvo

shitze). The leaves have three roads (nerves), are glabrou

on both sides and shining. The bark of the larger as well. ^.-.^ .,.»*,. ^ -,.^ *"- S
as of the small branches forms tubes. Only the old, hard

bark does not roll up, and appears in a flat form. It has

but little aroma and is not used in medicine. But the

bark of the slender branches is thin and rolls up. That

rolled up two or throe fold is much valued. It is also known

under the name
fgj ^ thing (tube) kui. This is the siao

(small) kui of T'ao Hung-king. It is now produced in Shao

chou [in Kuang tung, App. 279].

Han Pao-shexg [10th cent.] -.—There are three sorts

of ha. The
j|| [ fain kui has leaves resembling those of

The

[v. supra]

It blossoms in

the 4th and produces fruit in the 5th month. The bark of

this tree is greenish yellow and thin. It rolls up into tabes,

whence the name t'ung kui. The thick and hard bark, which

has but little aroma, is called Vtt I pan (b

does not roll up]. It i 3 not used in medicine.—The £fc

mm kui has leaves like the pH fa [v. supra]. They are

narrow and twice or thrice as long as those of the kiln kui.

The bark taken from the young branches curls inward on

both sides. That of a purplish colour, with wrinkle? on

the flesh and of a delicate structure i< called ^ $t ha chi,

I
jou kui. After the outer coat of the bark has

been scraped off, the drug is called
[ )fc\

fas sin. The thick

bark is called ?fC I mu (wood) fas'. The leaves are likewise

valuable.—T'ao Hung-kixg says :—The drug which is half-

way rolled up, and which contains much resin, is from the
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S *«» tree, and [relying upon the S/'en king,74 states that] it

has leaves like those of the po tree. This is the third son

Su Kung is wrong in stating that there are only two sorts.

Ch'en Ts'ang-k'i [8th cent.]:—The kiin kui, mou kui

and kui sin are drugs different in appearance but all

derived from the same tree. Kui lin [anciently name of

a province, modern Kuang si, of which Kui lin fa is now
the capital. See App. 165] and Kui ling [mountain chain

to Kuang ^, App. 166] derive their names from the kui

tr< 8 growing there. Now the kui tree grows abundantly
in all the prefectures south of that mountain chain and down
to the borders of the sea. It grows especially plentifully in

Liu chou and Siang chou [both in Kuang si, App. TJ9,

308].

kc Sung [11th cent] notices the various forms of kui

bark which in his time were brought to market from Ling

piao [Kuang si, App. 197]. The kiln kui described by the

earlier authors then was called jgf ] t'ung (tube) kui. The

mou kui, a thin yellow bark with but little resin and flesh,

was called *g
} kuan kui. That with the sides rolled half-

way lip was jig
j
pan huL Su gUKG then gtutes that these

drags are also produced in Kuan chou, Pin chou, I chou

[all in Kuang si, App. 159, 252, 105], Shao chou and K'in

chou [both i 144]. A Cassia bark

which answers the ancient description of the kiin kui is met

with in Pin chou ; another, which seems to be that anciently

described as mou kui, grows in I chou and Shao chou. The

k
7fc US J& mu lan P'*

anJ tne

[». supra]. A third kind, growing in K'in chou

the

supra], seems to agree with the description of the tree whicl

ancient authors call simply kui. The kui tree grows from

10 to 40 feet high and is found in the depths of the mountains.

71
fit] M- Evidently a Taoist book.
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[App gardens.

The bark produced north of the mountain range has hut little

aroma and pungency, and cannot be used in medicine. It

blossoms in the 3rd or 4th month. The flowers resemble

those of the chu yu [Boymia. See 291]. The fruit is

produced in the 9th month. The leaves are very fragrant.

An excellent beverage is made of them. The bark is collected

in the 2nd and 8th months and the flowers in the 9th month

[evidently a mistake]. Now the flowers and the fruits are

much used for decorative purposes at festivities.

Fan (Jh'eng-ta in his description of the southern pro-

vinces [end of the 12th cent.] says :—The kui is a remarkable

tree of Southern China. It furnishes an important medicine.

The name of [the ancient province] Kui lin is derived from

the kui tree, but it does not grow there now. The hi is

[
75

Li Shi-chkm admits two kinds of hut—the mou kui and

the kiln kui. The mou kui has long hard leaves, covered with

hair and serrated on the margin. The flowers are white.

The bark contains much resin. The kiln kui has leaves like the

sin {Diospyros) but narrower, shining, with three nerves, and

not serrated. The flowers are yellow or white. The bark is

thin and rolled up. The druggists also distinguish these two

sorts—the kiln kui, which rolls up entirely, and the mou kui,

which is rolled up partly or not at all.

Besides the bark, the leaves and flowers of the kui are

officinal.

CL, XXXIII, 7 :—^ kui. Rude drawing. The drawin

73 The Kuang */ Tung

Of

O L.

„ -hi, sub Kui lin fu, quotes the If %- Mi i ^8'

a modem work, it -„„„s, j„ whicll it js staUj(1 th;|t thm ar<f) iu Kui iM*
km tr a f enormous size. Ten men are required to eneompMS <>ne of

them. They perfume the air with delightful fragrance. I suppose the

kui hua, or OUafragrant, is meant. Comp. Mautimi's notice of Kui lin in

my Early Bmrop, lies. Fl. China [p. 11].
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is better. It represents a Cinnamomum with large leaves

having three nerves.

Loi/r., 17. cochin., 305 :— Laurus Cinnamomum, L.

Sinice
: kuei xu (fo,i shu). Habitat agrestes in altis montibna

Cochinchinae, ad Occidentem, versus Laosios : ubi qusecunqoe

invenitur arbor truncatur et excorticatur. Rami crassissimi

dant vile Cinnamomum, qnod plerumque abjicitur, quia longi

itinens expense pretium superant. Tenuior cortex, a suprcmis

ramis avulsus, Zeylanico crassitie requalis, odore et sapore

acerrimus non magni {estimator, eoque utuutur indigent ad

condiendos cibos. At mediorum ramorum cortex, lineam fere

crassus, optimum et pretiosum prsebet Cinnamomum, qua
utuntur in Medicina, et multo altiori pretio venditur, quam
Zeylamcum. Hujus oleum per destillafcionem abundantius

extrahitur
: color est rubro-fuscus, acrit'udo minus acuta,

sapor multo dulcior Cinnamomo Zeylanico.—Laurus Cinna-

momum, L., is the Cinnamomum Zeylanicum, Br. But

IjOUReiro's plant is a new species

—

Cinnamomum Lonreiri,

Nees, in DC. Pvodc, XV, i, 16.

J. Rbkvbs, in his Account of Chinese Materia Medica,

^28, wi-iles :-—Vast quantities both of Cassia seeds and

Cassia l/ynea are annually brought from Kwang si [whose

principal city derives its name from the forests of Cassia

around it] to Canton and thence shipped off at about

U dollars per picul to England, while the Chinese themselves

usc a mach thicker bark, unfit for the European market.

"Williams [Chinese Commercial Guide, p. 113] notice

the
;|| £ i.We - pt^ t jle decorticated bark of the Cinnamomum

Cassia,—the
] J y# kwei pH yw, Cassia oil, obtained from

the leaves and twigs of the Cassia tree by distillation,—the

H ^ kwei chi, Cassia twigs, the extreme and tender ends of

the branches, such as are used in distilling the oil,-the $ ¥
*u*i tsz\ (

'

assia bud3) the flesby ovaries of the seeds, and

obtained from the same tree as the bark.
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Tatar,, Cat., 28 :—
J }% kui p% ] % hd chi,

]

kui sin. Varia3 species Cinnamomi.

P. Smith, 52, 53, 64 :—Cassia bark, Cassia buds, Cassia

leaves, Cassia twigs. The thickest barks are called j% jfejou

(fleshy) huu Williams [Commercial Guide, 85] places this

among the articles of import, and states that this drug is

produced in Cochinchina and in Sin chou, in the province

of Kwang si.

The jou hd in the Chinese druggists' shops is a thick

bark and resembles the If ] kuan kid, which I received from

a Corean druggist's shop.

According to the Cnst. Med. all the Chinese Cassia bark

in various forms is exported from Canton, vizA

Ki

(584)

P. 358 (250):—Kui ehi, Cassia twigs, 5,007 piculs,

p. 354 (195), hd eld pH, bark of Cassia twigs, 1,01)8 piculs.

P. 368 (380):

—

Kui tsz', Cassia buds [v. supra~\, 2,803

piculs.

mills.P. 354 (192):—Jou kui, fleshy Cassia bark, 212 picul!

Shipped to other Chinese ports. Said to be produced hi

Ktiang si and Annam.—p. 382 (5G9), jou kui yu, Cinnamon

oil, 0.03 picul.

—^ ^v «^AI J.A.V/ X K)\J X 1 O LI till

si T'ung chi, regarding Cassia bark
[

JS

m m m
the prefecture of Sin chou fu in Eastern Knang si. The

Cassia from the =j|
;jf£ \i\ Ts'iug hua hills in Annam is also

highly esteemed.—I may observe that the same prefecture ot

Sin chou fu was noticed, nearly 250 years ago, by Father

Martini, as producing the best Cassia bark. See my Early

Europ. Res. Bot. Chin. [p. 13].
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Mr. M. Moss, in his Narrative and Commercial Report

of an Exploration of the West River to Nan mng fu, 1881,

states that Cassia is only grown in Lo ting chon [W. Knang
tung] and in the districts surrounding the town of Tai wu,

the produce being respectively known in the trade by the

name of Lo ting and Tai wu Cassia. [ Tai wu is probably

*^e ^CH °f Chinese maps, S.E. of Sin chou fu in Knang si].

In 1882 Mr. Ch. Ford, Superintendent of the Botan., etc.

Department, Hong kong, visited the Chinese districts where

Cassia bark is produced, and published a very valuable article

on the results of his investigations. Before Ford decided

the question on the botanical origin of the Chinese Cinnamon

or Cassia lignea, it was customary to refer the Chinese drug

to Cinnamomum Cassia, first described by Blume in 1825,

from a plant cultivated in Java [not to be confounded with

C Zeylanicum, or Lauras Cinnamomum, L., from Ceylon,

known in Europe from an early period]. Ford proved by

personal observation that the plant yielding the Chinese

Cassia bark was indeed the plant described by Blume. He
found that there are three chief districts in which it is

produced, viz. Tai wu [v. supra], Lo ting and Luk po

[not found on the map, but according to the geographical

position given by Ford it lies N.E. of Lo ting]. Ford

describes the peeling of the bark by the Chinese. By

distillation the leaves afford Cassia oil. What is called Cassia

buds are the immature fruits.

Sieb., (Econ., 139 -.—Cinnamomum Cassia (this is C.

did

"itroducta, hinc ac inde colitur in usum medicum.—Ibid.,

HO:— Cinnamomum Manila. Japonice : maruba nikkei.

E China introductum, in usum medicum cultum. [This seems

to be C. sevieum, Sieb. See Franch. & Say., Enum., I, 411.]

Kwa wL 91:— Nikkei. Sinioe : |f or $ [the first

<*, Nees). Japonice: nikkei', sinice : $. E China
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character is from the Rh ya, 247]. Cinnamomum Loureiri,

Nees. Introduced from China.

Phon zo, LXXX, 2 :—j££ ^, Cinnamomum peduncidatum,

Nees.

HOFFH. & Schlt., 144 '.—Cinnamomum Loureiri, $| or

P/«w *>, LXXX, 3 :—^ ;ji, C. Lomwiti.

Sieb., Icon, ined., VI :—^ gjj. jfc (Cassia from Cochin-

china), Cassia daphnoides, S. & Z.=C. sericeum, Sikh.—Sec

also the drawing under the same Chinese name in Phon to

[LXXX, 4, 5].

304-—g[ }i kiin kui. p., xxxiv, 2i. r., CCXLI.

Pen king:—Kiln kui. The taste of this bark is said to

be pungent. Nature warm. Non-poisonous.

The kiln kui grows in Kiao chi [Cochinebina,

App. 133] and in Kui lin [in Kuang si, App. 165] in

mountain -valleys and on steep rocks. The drug (hark) is

hollow 76 and round (a tube), like a bamboo. It is gathered

in the beginning of autumn.

The Chinese authors repeat what has already been said

[sub 303] regarding this kind of Cassia bark, which appears

in the form of quills.

bamboo
[

[7th cent] says that ffi kan is the name of

. Bot. sin., II, 564], and that the kiin hi

derives its name from the tubes into which the bark is

rolled up.

Li Sbi-OHKN adds that one kind of kiln kui is cultivated

under the name of $f %£ yen (rock) kui or fa $ *»«
*'•

sin., II, 552.

/'

76^ ^ no bone,
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There are two more kinds of kui noticed in the Pen ts'ao

hang mu.

Ji ** & T'ien chit kui. P., XXXIV, 22. 1\, OOXLL
It is first mentioned by Li Siin [8th cent.] as growing

in Nan hai [in Kuang tung, App. 228] in mountain-valleys.

Its bark is used like that of the common kui. It is thin and

not very pungent or ardent.

K'ou Tsung-shi [12th cent.]:—This bark resembles that

of the mou kui [see 303] but is thinner.

Li Shi -chen:— This is the same as the |I] ^ shun

(mountain) kui which is found in Kuang tung, Fu kien and

Chekiang. It grows plentifully in T'ien chu in the prefecture

of T'ai chou, whence the name. 77 It is a large tree which

flowers abundantly. The fruit is of the size of a Lotus-nut.

The Indian [T'ien chu] Buddhist priests believe that it is the

pe kui [see further on],

P. Smith [G3] identifies T'ien chu kui with Cinnamomum

Tumala, a kind of Cinnamon, he says, which is spoken of in

the Pen tt'ao as of Indian origin, etc.—T'ien chu, indeed,

means India, but in the above -quoted passage this name

seems to refer to a place, perhaps a monastery, in Che Liang.

SlEB., (Eeon., 138 :—% ^ $:, Cinnamomum japonicttm

(i-e. C.pedunculatum, Nees). Japonice : kurotsusn. E fructibus

exprimitur oleum. In Sieb. Icon. hed. [VI] the same

fol

(Laurinece).—-See also Phon zo [

«nder the same Chinese name.

H ^ yiie kui. />., XXXIV, 22.

Ch'kn Ts'ang-k'i [8th cent.] relates that all over Kiang

tung, in the 4th or 5th month, the fruits of the yse kui are

found on the roads. They are as large as the li ton (fox bean)

77&m?i£M&®%
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and of an aromatic, pungent taste. There is an old tradition

that they fall down from the moon (?/#£= moon). These

fruits are used in medicine.

Li Shi -chen says that the legends regarding the

cinnamon tree growing in the moon date from the T'ang and

Sung dynasties. It is reported in the T'ang History that in

A.D. 688, at T ;

ai chou in Che kiang, these yile kui berrie*

fell down during 10 days. The same phenomenon took place

(1023 J

when at the monastery of Ling yin, at Hang chou in Che

kiang, a rain of yiXe kui tsz' fell down during 15 moonlight

nights.

Comp. also regarding the legend of the Cassia in the

i, Mayers' Chin. Read. Man.. ,300.

P. Smith [53] identifies the H jji ^ yile kui tsz
1

erroneously with Cassia buds.

Sieb., Icon. ined.
t
VI -.—Litscca glanca, Sieb. Sinice

:

305-—*W mu Ian. P., XXXIV, 23. P., CCXCXIL
Comp. Bot. sin., II, 551.

Pen king :—Mu Ian (tree Ian) and $£ ] lin (forest) Ian.

The bark of the tree is officinal Taste bitter. Nature cold.

Non- poisonous.

Pie lu .-—Other name : jjffc ] tu Ian. The mu Ian grows

in Ling ling [in Hu nan, App. 15)6] in mountain-valleys,

also in T'ai shan [in Shan tung, App. 322]. The bark

resembles that of the kui (cinnamon) and is fragrant. It is

gathered in the 12th month and dried in the shade.

T'AO Hung-king :— It is found in all the districts of

Ling ling. The tree resembles the nan tree [Persea nan mu.

See 310]. The bark is very thin, of a pungent taste and

aromatic. There is one sort in 1 chou [in Sz cb'uan,
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102]

[Magnolia. See 316]. It is superior in aroma and taste.

(E

(mountain

The Taoists use the mu lan as a perfume.

The Yu yang tsa tsu [9th cent.] calls it ft $£ fe mu
lien hua (tree Lotus -flower) for its flowers resemble tl

Lotus. The leaves are like the leaves of the tin i [Magnolia

yfl lan. See 306].

Han Pao-sheNg [10th cent.]:—The tree is 30 feet and
more high. It resembles the kite km [ Cinnamomum. See 304].

Ine leaves have three nerves and are not so aromatic and

pungent as those of the kui (cinnamon). The bark is like the

pan km [a thick sort of Cassia bark. See 303]. It shows

perpendicular and horizontal lines. It is gathered in the 3rd

and 4th months and dried in the shade.

Su Sung [11th cent,]:— It is found in all the prefectures

of Hu[nan], Ling[nan] and Shu ch'uan [Sz ch'uan,

A
PP. 83, 11)7, 292]. It is not at all like the kui, but there is

111 Shao chou [in Kuang tuug, App. 279] a sort of the ha
the bark of which is called mu lan by the people and the

inner flesh kui sin [comp. above, sub 303].

Li Shi-chen .-—The branches and leaves of this tree are

scanty. Its flowers are white inside and purple outside,

ere are varieties which flower in all seasons. The tree

grows in the depths of the mountains. It attains vast

dimensions, and then is fit for buildiug boats. Lo T'ikn

[9th cent.] says :—The mu lien grows in the mountains of Pa

n Wn n«{. Ann. 641. The

Th

people there call it ^ )|\\

235] and Hia [

It gro\\

tr°m 50 to 60 feet high. Persistent leaves. The trunk

resembles a poplar and has white veins. Leaves like those of

the km (cinnamon), but thicker, larger and without ridges.
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Beautiful, glossy, fragrant flowers resembling the Lotus-

flower. There is however a difference in the stamens and the

receptacle. The flowers appear in the 4th month and last for

24 days, but are not followed by fruits. This is the true mu
Ian. The .flowers are red, yellow and white. The wood
is fine-grained and has a yellow heart. It is much prized In-

wood -carvers. The tree from Shao chou, mentioned by

Su Sung, is the mou kui [Cinnamon. See 303], not a mu Ian.

The mu Ian tree does not die when its bark has been stripped

off. Lo T'ikn [v. supra] says that it blossoms in winter.

The fruit is like a small thi (persimmon), sweet and pleasant.

This latter statement is doubtful. The name mu Ian is derived

from the fragrance of its flowers. For Ian is a fragrant

flower (an orchid).

CL, XXXIII, 14 :—Mu Ian. The drawing represents a

Magnolia.

Amarn. e.wt., 845 :—?fc M mokkwuren. Frutex tulipifer

ramis raris incondite divaricatis ; foliis plerumque nudus cito

deciduis fl°re lilionarcissi rubente. Figured in Banks

Kampf. sel. tab., 43. This is Magnolia obovata, Thbg.

Cultivated only in Japan. Said to bo introduced from China.

It has been recorded from Sz ch'uan and Kiang sa, See

hid. Fl. sin., I, 23.

The Phon zo, LXXX [13, 14] represents, under the

above Chinese name, Magnolia conspicua, Sal.

Hoffm. & Schlt., 96 :-;£ Jl ^, Buergeria {Magnolia)

obovata, S. & Z.

Matsumuua, 118 :— >|C m, Magnolia obomla, and

Jljk Hf, Magnolia compressa, Maxim.

306.-^ ^ „•„ i. P., XXXIV, 25. T., CCXCI1I.

Pen king :—Sin i, ^ ffi ,/„ ^ fe^ hou t
iao and g#

tang mu. The flower-buds are n<u,l ;« nuJ.v.;no
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Pie hi :—The sin i grows in Han chung, Wei hing [both
in Shon si, A pp. 54, 384] and Liang chou [App. 187]° The

hiirli.

[see 317]

]
is like the tung t'ao (winter peach) but smaller. It is gathered
in the 9th month. The heart and the outer hairs (the down)
are removed [before use], for they are injurious to the lung

and exeite coughing.

T'ao Hl'Ng-king :— It is now produced in Tan yang
[in An hui, App. 328] and in Mid China. It resemblea a

mall peach, is of a pungent taste and aromatic.

Su KuNG [7th cent.]:—T'ao Hing-king does not mean
the fruit of the sin i tree, but its unopened flower-buds,

which are gathered in the first and second months. The
Pie lu is mistaken in stating that the fruit is gathered in the

9th month.

Ch'en Ts'ang-k'i [8th cent.].—The unopened flower of

the sin i forms a globe, not unlike a small peach. It is

covered with hair. It is also called %fe $fc hou t'ao (monkey
peach). When the flower first opens it resembles a hair-

(the
), whence the name

7fC ^s mu pi (tree pencil). As the flowers appear very early

in the year the people in the south call them SflJ M yin ch'u*

(welcoming the spring).

Han Pao-sheng [10th cent.]:— It is a tree of great

dimensions. Its leaves resemble those of the shi (Diosp/jros),

out are narrower and longer. It blossoms in the first and

second months. The unopened flower resemble- a small

downy peach. The flowers are white, tinged with purple.

The tree does not produce seeds, but at the end of summer it

flowers again. There is one kind which has leaves and

flowers like the common sin i, but its flowers appear in the

3rd month and fall off in the 4th. This tree produces red

58
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seeds like those of the siang sz< tsz* {Alms precatonus),
Both kinds are common in the mountains.

Chang Yu-hi [11th cent.] gives a similar description

of the tree and states that it is much cultivated in gardens.

The leaves appear after the flowers have fallen off. It very

seldom produces fruit.

K'ou Tsung-shi [12th cent.]:—The sin i is a common
tree, much cultivated. The unopened flowers are used in

medicine. The opened flowers have no medical virtues.

Li Shi-chen gives a good description of the flower-buds

(ll pao) and then says :—The opened flowers resemble the

Lotus -flower but are smaller and very fragrant. Their

fragrance resembles that of the Ian (an orchid). The white-

flowered sin i is commonly called 5g $j yii (jade) Ian.

There is also a double-flowered variety.

Ch., XXXlif
, 1G :—Sin i or yii Ian. The figure seems

to represent £

(M.
Good drawing, This tree is cultivated at Peking under the

name of yd Ian.

142.

Tatar., Cat., 47 :—£/n /, gemma) MagnoUa.—Y. Smith,

Henry, Om. ^ 297:-^^ mu pi in Hu pei

Magnolia Yillan.

Cust. Med., p. 74 (115) :_&7i a flowers exported 1885

from Han kow 145 piculs,-p . 90 (55), from Kin kiang

25 piculs.

Amarn. exot., 845:
'/'

Arbor sylvestris tulpifera folio Mespili; floribus

pnmo vere ex hmugiuoso folliculo ante folia nascentibns

singulis .... Figured in Bank-' Icon. Kampf. sd. tab.

[42]. This is Magnolia Kolms, DC.
Phon zo, LXXX, 16, 17 :—^% Magnolia Kobus.

K\
Kobu
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307.—|ft ^ ch'en hiang. P., XXXIV, 26. T., CCCXVI.

The name means "fragrant [wood] that sinks [in water]."

This is the Lign aloes, prized for its fragrance. According

to Loureiro [Fl. cochin., 327] it is the produce of Aloi '/Ion

agallochum, a tree of Cochinchina. It is mentioned in the

Pie lu.

Tatar., Cat., 14.— P. Smith, 133.—Hanb., Sc. pap.
f

263.

Further particulars in another part.

308.—m ff ^ M she hiang (fowl's-tongue spice), Thi

drug is mentioned in the Pie lu. Taste pungent. Nature

warm. Non-poisonous.

In the P. [XXXIV, 30] M she hiang is given as a

synonym for "J" ^ tlncJ Jiiang (cloves, which have been

long known to the ( Jhinese). But according to the Nan fang

ts'ao mu chuang [3rd cent.] the name Id she hiang was also

applied to the fragrant fruits of the tree g? ff mi hiang,

which seems to be a kind of Aloewood.

Further particulars in another part.

309.—g H pan hiang. Sandalwood. Mentioned

Pie lu. P., XXXIV, 35. T.%
CCCXVI.

The ancient Chinese authors state that this tree does not

grow in China. Its fragrant wood is brought from the

countries of the Southern Sea, where it is called #§ W. chan

tan or Q I [ pai (white) chan tan. The Sandalwood

is yielded by Santalum album, L., a tree of Malabar. It

Sanscrit name is chandana.

Further particulars in anotherjpart.
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310.—f$ nan. Mentioned in the Pie lu. P., XXXIV, 37.

7'., CCLIX. Comp. Bot. sin., II, 512 :—Persea nanmii,

Oliv. Wood and bark used in medicine. Further particulars

in another part.

311.—$J ^ tiao chang. Mentioned in the Pie lu.

P., XXXIV, 39. y., CCLIX. Comp. Bot. sin., II, 513

:

A tree of the order Lauraeew. The hark of the root, leaves

and flowers are used in medicine.

312-—MM^t to" & hiang or %^ju hiang. P., XXXIV,
45. T., CCCXVI.

The Pie lu notices the drnir under the above names and

speaks of its use in medicine.

<->

Su Kung [7th cent.]:—The drag han lu hiang resemble?

the pai kiao hiang. 78 That produced in T'ien chu (India) is

of a white colour. The drug from Tan yd 79
is of a greenish

colour and not very aromatic.

Li Sun [8th cent.] :—It is also called J§ |g. ff ma ted

hiang. The Kuang chi [6th cent.] states that the hiln h

(nipple fragrance)

?L1

Sea. It is the resin of a kind of fir tree which grows in

Po sz' (Persia). It is red like a cherry. That which i

pellucid is the best.

Ch'bn Ts'ang-k'i [8th cent.] says :—The > hiang is a

kind of hiln lu.

W a > the white fragrant gum of the ffi feng tree, LhpndamUr
formosana, Hce.

79

T^« Unknown to me.
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Chang Yu-hi :—The Nan fang i wu chi [4th or 5th
cent.] states that the kin lu is produced in the kingdom
Ta Wm (the Roman Empire in Europe and Asia) by a
large tree which is found near the seashore, and in its leaves
and branches resembles an old fir tree. It grows plentifully

in a sandy soil. In summer the resin flows out from the
trunk into the sand. It resembles the gum of the peach
tree. It is collected by the natives and sold to the traders.

The natives eat the inferior sorts.
80

K'ou Ts'ung-shi [12th cent.] :—The hUn lu is also called

ju hiang, for it runs down [from the trunk] in drops which
have the form of a nipple. It is fragrant There is in

Nan Hin tu (Southern India), in the country of O-ch'a li,

a tree called kiln lit, which in its leaves resembles the t'ang li

(a pear tree).81 This tree yields the gj ff si hiang (western

perlume). The ju hiang, which is brought from the southern

countries, is of a higher quality.

Ch'en Ch'eng [11th cent.]:—That which is called the

"western perfume" comes from T'ien chu (India). The
southern drug is produced in Po sz' (Persia) and other coun-

•ies. Ihe first is of a yellowish white colour and the second

W purplish red. The resin taken fresh from the tree is

more 'highly valued than that [collected from the ground andj

•nixed with sand. Ililn lu is a

The
(

general name. The name

resin feng tree (Liquidambar)

sometimes shows pieces of the same shape.

Li Shi-chen :—The ju hiang is frequently adulterate I

feng 3 resin. But the drujr-;

<*n be distinguished by burning them. There are various

orts of ju Uang distinguished in commerce by peculiar

This account is partly borrowed from the Nanfang Wao mu chuang.

oftL T£
i8

x
is taken from HtiAN Tsahg's travels. & Beal's Buddh, Rec.

o/ the Western World, II, 265,
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names. ^»S
), also ^ m M &

f£ P-i 1? *w-/w perfume and ^ Sft # mo-le

perfume.

The drug ;« Uang has been correctly identified by
A. Cleyer in his Specimen Medicines sinicce (1682), 210

:

Ju hiam est Thus, acrodulce, ulceribus medetur, creat camera,

sistit dolores, eximitur illi oleum.

Williams, Chin. Commercial Guide, 93 -.— Olibanum,

ju hiang (i.e. milk perfume). Article of import.

Tatar. [Cat., 65] identifies ju hiang with Ream San-

darac, but the drug ju hiang which I procured from a

Chinese drug -shop, and which 1ms been examined by

Professor Fluckiger, was Olibanum or Frankincense. The

ancient Chinese descriptions agree.—See also P. Smith, 161.

According to Fluckiger and Hanbury [Pharmacograplm,
120] Olibanum is obtained from the stem of several species

of Boswellm growing in Eastern Africa and Southern Arabia.

Other species from India are used in the country as incense.

Comp. also my Knowl. Aw: Chin, of the Arabs, p. 19.

Marco Polo (II, 442), speaking of War on the Arabian

coast, says that the white Incense (Frankincense) grov

It resembles a small fir tree. Comp. on the snbjec

Yule's note, I.e. 446.

Regarding the Sanscrit names for Olibanum as given in

the P., I may observe that

there.

Dr. Eitel [in his Tlandb. of

Chin. Buddhism] identifies the Chinese to-ka-lo with the

Sanscrit tagam, meaning " perfume". Olibanum in Sanscrit is

[comp. above tu lu perfume] J

by which name it is also known to the Arabs. It is lebonah

in Hebrew, signifying "milk." Modern travellers who have

seen the frankincense trees state that the fresh juice is wilty

and hardens when exposed to the air.
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313.—m& Ifm ho hiang. P, XXXIV, 58. F.,CX3CXVL

Pie lu:—The su ho hiang (perfume) is produced in

Chung t'ai [see App. 32] in river-valleys.

T ;ao Hung-king :—People say that the su ho hiang i

the excrement of lions, but the foreigners assert that thi

is not true. Now this drug is brought to China from (he

western countries. It is not used as a medicine, but rather

as a perfume.

The Kuang chl [6th cent.] says :—This fragrant sub-

stance is produced in the country of Su ho, whence the name.

In Sanscrit books it is $£ f| *f fIj tu lu se hen.

Su Kung [7th cent.]:—Now this drug is brought from

Si yii (Western Asia) and K'un lira [Pu lu Condore. Si

App. 171]. It is of a purplish red colour, resembles th

true tsz
i fan,82

is hard, very fragrant, and heavy like a stone.

When of a good quality the ashes left after burning it are

of a white colour. [The author seems to speak of a wood.]

Su Sung [11th cent.]:—There is now in Kuang chou

a su ho hiang which is a kind of su mu*z not fragrant at

all But the su ho hiang which is used in medicine is a

substance of the consistence of an ointment, very fragrant

and hot. Regarding this T<AO HuUG-kixg states that
o A"0

rt is the excrement of lions. According to the History

of the Liang dynasty [A.D. 502-557] the su ho hiang

comes from Chung Tien chu (Mid India), and is not an

original product but is prepared by mixing together and

boiling several fragrant things. Others say that it is a©-— „~.«

natural drug collected by the people of Ta Ts'in, who by

boiling the sap prepare a fragrant substance like an ointment

^ ©• Now the name of a precious vood—Dalforgvi I

S3

/fv Sapan-wood.
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and sell it to the traders from all countries.84 When this

drug reaches China it is not very fragrant.

Li Shi-chbn :—The Iluan yii chi [10th cent.]

the H f£ yfy su ho yu (oil)

and San fo ts'i (Eastern Sumatra), by a tree which exudes

this substance. It is used in medicine. The best sort is

a thick liquid without sediment. The IHang pu [a treatise on

perfumes, 11th cent.] says that the su ho yu is produced in

the country of the Ta shi (Arabs) and is a kind of tu nou

hiang.96 The Meng kH pi fan [11th cent.] says :—The su ho

hiang is of a red colour like a hard wood, whilst the su ho yu

is a viscid resin which is commonly used.

As to the etymology of the term su ho yu, su is a

fragrant Labiate plant- the Pcrilla ocimoides [see 67], ho

to unite, to mix, yu = oil.

WILLIAMS [Chin. Commercial Guide, 101] states :— Rose-

maloes, tu ho yu, is a thick, scented, gummous oil of the

consistence of tar, obtained by pressure from beans, and

called fjurmala in Bombay
; it is broucht from Persia and

TTUpper India to Bombay, and when good has a pearly

appearance. It is used in making plasters among the Chinese,

and frequently also as a purge.—Williams is correct in

identifying the su ho yu with rose-maloes, but he is mistaken

as to the origin of the drug gurmala, which, according to

Dymock [Veyet. Mat. J fed. of W. India, 201)] is Cassk

fistula.

Rassamala is the Javanese and Malay name for LiqvM"

ambar allingiaua, Bl., a lofty and most valuable tree of Java,

with a fragrant wood which yields from incisions in the

T rj^I^^^e is taken from the History of the Later Han [arti^ <J»

la is in (Roman Empire)] and refns to the end of the first century, wnen

the name su ho first appears. See Dr. F. HiBTH, China and the Bo***
Orient, n. i9 '

Noticed P., XXXIV, 55, as a styrax, like resin of (Juuibodja.

Orient, p. 42.
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bark a honey-like, sweet-scented resin, which harden
exposure to the air. The term rose-maloes is probably derived
from the above name, but the drug so called is, as the late

D. Hanbury has conclusively shown [Sc. pap., 143], im-
ported into Bombay from Aden, the Persian Gulf and the

Red Sea, being probably brought thither from Alexandria.

He has also established by comparison its identity with the

substance known as Liquid Storax, obtained from Liquid-
ambar orkntalis, L., in Asia minor.—The su ho yu procured
from a Chinese drug-shop at Peking was of the consistence

of tar, of a light gray colour and scentless. It was sent to

Professor Fluckiger and proved to be Liquid Storax.

Garcia ab Orta [writing at Goa, 1534-63] says Chat Roga
malha is the Chinese name for Liquid Storax. Very probably
the Javanese name rossamala (rose-maloes) was originally,

and is still, applied to the Storax obtained from Liquidambar
altingiana and other trees of S.E. Asia. See Fluck. &
Hanb., Pharmacographia, 247. Martini [Atlas sinensis,

p. 25, written 200 years ago] states :—Regnum Annam,
oleum illud seu liquor suavissimus quam Lusitani rosamaliam
vocant, hie stillet ex arboribus. This may be the Amyris

ambrosiaca in Loureiro's Fl. cochin. [283] :—Cochinchineso
samum quod ex arbore agresti modice stillat, colore cinereo

et fragrantia eximia non multum differt a styrace liquida,

<!«» Liquidambar a Linnjeo vocatur.

1 can make nothing of the name given in the P. as a

Sanscrit name of the su ho yu.

bal

Comp. also P. Smith, 187 .—12ose-maloes.

Ohi

There is another kind of Storax, mentioned in ancient

nese records on foreign countries as :i product of Southern

and Western Asia, termed £ ,ff ^ An si Many. P., XXXIV,
52

- T., CCCXVI.
The name An si was applied in the 2nd cent, to the

59
rr
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kingdom of the Parthians in W. Asia. An si properly

means "tranquility," and, as this perfume is reputed for

expelling evil spirits, Li Shi -CHEN tries to explain the

name in this way. He adds that the Sanscrit name of the

dr"g is i^If cho (h>) pet h Hang, It seems that

in the accounts of foreign countries, as found in the Histories

of the Chinese Dynasties, the An si Hang is not mentioned

before the 7th century. It is frequently noticed as a product

We

Min See my
article on the Arabs, pp. 19, 20.

Su Kung [7th cent.]:—The An si hiang comes from the

country of the western barbarians. It resembles the sung chi

(common resin), is of a yellowish black colour and appear

in lumps. The fresh resin is soft.

Li Sun [8th cent.]:—It is produced in the countries of

the Southern Sea and in To sz< [Persia]. It is the resin

of a tree, resembles the gum of the peach tree and is collected

at the end of autumn.

Chang Yu-hi [11th cent,]:—The Yu gang tta t*t

[8th cent.] states :—The tree which yields the An si Juong

grows in Po sz' [Persia]. It is also called $ ft ® p* *
shu (tree which drives away evil). It grows from twenty

to thirty feet high. Its bark is yellowish black. The leave,

spread out into four corners and do not fall off in the cold.

It blossoms in the 2nd month. Yellow flowers. The heart

of the flower is green. It does not produce fruit. When

the bark of the tree is scraped off the resin appears, !&>

sugar.
^

It is called An si Idang. In the Gth or 7th month,

when it has become hard, it is lit for being burned as

incense. It has the property of expelling all sorts of evil

things.

Li Shi-chen .-—This drug is found in An nau, San fo

ts'i (Eastern Sumatra), and other foreign countries, ^
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is much used in China as a perfume. There is a preparation
called gf ]g ffi An si yu, a mixture of various fragrant
substances.

Wan Ki [16th cent.]:—By burning the true An si

(

Williams, Chin. Commercial Guide, 93 :--£* Jg,§ ngan
si hiamj, i.e. the quieting perfume, Benzoin or Benjamin,
the concrete juice of the Styraa benzoin, which is cultivate-

1

in Borneo and Sumatra. It is almost tasteless, hut when
rubbed or heated gives off an extremely agreeable odour.

The drug An si hiang which I procured from S. China
was Benzoin, but that which is sold at Peking under tho

above name in the perfume-shops is a composition of various

perfumes.

311.—
-g| m ^ ejian t

iana friang. p#j XXXI Y, 55
T., CCCXVI

This drug is mentioned in the Pie In, but only the name.

T'ao Hung-king :—It is produced in Tsin an [in Fu
kien, App. 354] and Ch'en chou [App. 12]. It is difficult

to procure this drug in a pure state, for it generally contains

particles of the bark and the dirt of the wood grub.

The soft drug is the best. It is used as a perfume but

not employed in medicine.

Sir Kung [7th cent.].—The clian fang tree resembles

an orange tree. The twigs and the leaves when burnt emit

a fragrant smell. The drug resembles sand sugar and is

black." It is produced in Kiao and Kuang [in Kuang

tung, App. 132, ICO] and farther south. It grows also in

Ism an [v. supra'] and is commonly used.

8S mi £ m m m m & r
87

Mrc«J8jKI8S^E#*8ff
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Li Shi-chen:—The name chan fang hiang means
"viscid sugar perfume." Its flowers are also fragrant.
The smell resembles that of the mo U hua (Jasmhium
grandi/lorum)

.

56]
tree with oblong, pointed leaves and berries [red]. It is

said to grow in Hu nan and to be a kind of camphor tree

with fragrant leaves.

315-—M 7fc Po mu. P., XXXVa, 1. T., CCCV.
Pen king :—P mu. The root is called ^ f

Taste bitter. Nature cold. Non - poisonous.— Subsequent
writers say that the bark of the tree is officinal.

Pie lu .-—Other name : f| Jgi huang (yellow) po. The
po mu grows in Han chung [S. Shen si," App. 54], in

426]
[W

T'ao Hung-kin-g :—The drug produced in Shao ling

colour, is the best.

280] dark

[
thick and of a pale colour. The fan huan [said

] There

is one kind of po mu, a small tree resembling the pomegranate,

with a bitter yellow bark. It is called =f |g fft* po. The

bark is useful in curing a sore mouth. Another sort, likewise

a small tree, is covered with spines. Its bark is also yellow

and used for the same purpose as the tu* po bark.

[7th cent.] tflEffl
than thi liu (mountain pomegranate). It resembles the nil

cheng [Ligustrum. See 342]. Its bark is white, not yellow.

This is the /> Jg siao (small) po r^ furtll£r „„]. The

spiny tsz< po [mentioned by T'ao Hung-king] is called $ljM (spiny) p . It fe different from the siao vo.
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Ch'en Ts'ang-ki [8th cent.]:-The tt ffi t'an huan is

the root of a hundred years' old po tree. It resembles the

[see 176]

)

(tubers?) called ] 1 £

[11th cent]:~In the illustrated Herbal of

The j^ ||| huang (yellow) po
tree is 30 and more feet high. Leaves resembling those of

(S

rt
~. ^.^mwc7 isaviuuuug

the Wu elm yn [Boymia or Evodia. See 201] and the

t&cft'un (Cedrela?). They do not foil off' in winter. The
outer bark is white, the inner dark yellow. Its root produces
nodular masses resembling the fu ling which grows beneath
fir trees [Pachyma. See 350]. This tree now grows in

Fang chou [in Hu pei, App. 35], Shang chou [in Shen si,

APP- 278] and Ho chou [in Sz ch'uan, App. 69//] in

mountain-valleys. The bark is tight, two-tenths or three-

tenths of an inch thick, and of a bright yellow colour. It is

gathered in the 2nd and 5th months and dried in the sun.

Su Sung [11th cent.]:—It is a common tree. The best

drug comes from Shu (Sz ch'uan). The flesh [of the bark] is

of a dark [yellow] colour.

Li Shi-chen :—The name huang po is commonly but

erroneously written ^ ffi huang po (yellow Thuja). The
lateral tubers, which according to Ch'en Ts'ang-k'i grow on

the root (t'an huan), are a kind of fungus.

C/t., XXXIII, 20 :

—

Po mu or huang po. Rude drawing

of a tree with pinnate leaves. It grows in Hu nan and is

used for dyeing.

Lour., Fl. cochin., 525 :

—

Pterocarpus flams. Sinice :

hoam pe mo. Arbor magna, in sylvis Sinensibns, cortice

glabro, intus succoso, flavo, amaro. Folia impari-pinnata.

FIos flavus papilionaceus. Florem non vidi, nisi pictum.

Legumen breve. comnraRsnm. sAminihus 2-3. Virtus corticis:
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resolvens, vulneraria. Decocto corticis tinguntur serica colore

flavo permanente, nee injucundo. Loureiro refers to Rumph.
Amb. tab., 117. Malaparius.

Tatar., Cat., 9 :—^ f|j huang po. Cortex Pterocarpi

Jtavi [Iatarinov evidently relies upon Loureiro].—P. Smith,

180.—Hanb., Sc. pap., 266.

The drug huang po of the Peking drug-shops is a yellow

bark and very bitter.

Gust. Med., d. 10 (7AV-
* (75):

—

Huang po bark exported 1885

from New chwang 322.81 piculs,—p. 192 (131), from Ning
po 125.87 piculs.

Dr. A. Henry writes me :—The Hf/fQ huang po of which

the bark is used here (at I chang) as a drug is Phellodendron

amurense, Rupr. The northern huang po is probably the

same.

Phellodendron amurense has a yellow inner bark. See

Ruprecht's original description of this tree [first discovered

by R. Maack, on the Amur river] in M41. biolog. Acad.

(1857)

H*
the santo or hivada, sinice : ^ m

, in the Kwa wi [100]

have not been identified by Franchet. According to the

late Dr. Geerts [see my paper, Bot. guest, conn. Export

Trade China, p. 4] the latter Chinese name in Japan is applied

to Evodia glauca, Miq. The bark of this tree is used there for

tinctorial purposes. This identification has been confirmed at

London, where authentic herbarium specimens of the tree

with the bark has been received from Japan. See Pharmae.

Journ. (1888), p. 785. 88

88 Evodia glaum is not the urce of the yellow bark in China or Japan :

and the ob nations of Geekts, of the Japam ml of the Pliarmac.
Journal are wror.fr. The mistake aro* from the fact that Evodia glanea
and Pheltodendron amurense an; t ea with verv similar foliage [the
fruit is very ditferentj. Mr. B. M. LME8, of the Pharmeceutical Museum,

•u u"' ?H* convinced, by comparing specimens of the commercial bark
with herbarium specimens of Evodia ami Phellodendron at Kew, that the

Dark of China and Japan is the product of one tree only, namely Phelloden-
dron amurense, Rupr.—A. Henby.
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figured.

PJion zo, LXXXII, 4, 5 :-£ jg. A yellow root

(Ec> Zanthoxylon hibada. Sinice : Jjg 7^
Lignum ad luteum tingendum maxime SBstimatom. Cortex
liabetur febrifugus.—According to Ito keiske [FBANCH.&
Sav., Enum. Jap., II, 693] kiwada is the Japanese name
tor Phellodendron amurense.

Thus, it seems, the Chinese names po mu and huang po,
m China as well as in Japan, are applied to both the Evodia
glauca and the Phellodendron amurense. Both belong to tho
same order Rutacece.

Ch J|f siao (small) po [
in the P. [XXXVa, 6].

3PH
small tree resembling the shi Uu (pomegranate). Bitter

yellow bark. Another kind, which is provided with spines,

has likewise a yellow bark.

feu Kung [7th cent.]:—The siao po grows between
rocks in the mountains. That which grows in Siang yang
[in Hu pei, App. 306], east of the Hien shan 89 mountain,

yields the best drug. It is also called \\\ ft jg shan sfd Uu

(mountain pomegranate), for its branches and leaves are not

unlike those of the pomegranate, but the flowers are different.

The fruit is small, black and globular like that of the mu li tsz*

[Rhamnus. See 341] or the nu cheng tsz' [Ligustrum.

oee 342], But tho bark of the tree is white, not yellow as

T'ao Hung-king asserts. It is now kept in store in the

Court of Sacrifices. 90 The spiny tsz' po, noticed by the same

$0 H ^zx po (spiny po). It has small leaves

and differs from the siao po.

H9

tlj to the S.E. of Siang yang fu.

DO *»
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Ch'en Ts'ang-k'i [8th cent.]:—All the various sorts of

the po tree have a yellow bark, and likewise the siao po which

resembles the pomegranate. It has red fruits like those of

the kou kH [Lycium. See 345], pointed at both ends. The
people cut off the branches and use them for dj-eing yellow.

Su Kung is wrong in stating that the berries of the siao po
are black and round. He had probably another plant in

view.

Li Shi-chen :—The siao po is a small mountain -tree.

Its outer bark is white and the inner bark yellow like

that of the po, but thinner. The name shan ski liu is also

applied to the kin ying tsz< (a Rose) and the tu yuan hua

[.Rhododendron. See 155].

The siao po is not figured in the CL—The name $
is given there [XXXVII, 43] as a synonym for ^_
huang lu row. The figure, a spiny tree, is possibly ^tended
for a Berberis.

Sieb., Icon, ined., I :—Herberts chinensis, Desf. Sinice :

Phon zo, LXXXII, 5, 6 :—Same Chinese name. Figure
not identified by Franciiet.

Hoffm. & Schlt., 85 :—Same Chinese name. Berberis

Thunbergii, DC.

I may observe that the inner bark of the European
Berberis vulgaris, and also the root, afford a bright yellow

dye.

31C-Jg ft hou p
(

. P., XXXVa, 7. T., CCCVIII.

Pen king :—II0U (thick) p< . The bark of a tree. Taste

bitter. Katurewarm. Non-poisonous.

The hbup'o is also called /§i |£ hou pH (thick

k
) and^ BL chHpi (red bark). The tree is called ^ chen,

sl

yi This h properly the name for the hazel-nut. See Classics, 496.
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the fruit is jg§ Jff chu che [see further on}. The ho* p'o fa

produced in Kiao chi (Cochinchina) and Yuan kii [in Shan
tang, App. 415]. The bark is gathered in the 3rd, 9th and

10th months.

In the Kuang ya it is called J|| j£ chung pH (heavy

bark).

T'ao Hung-king :
— Now the drug produced in Kien

p
;ing and I tu [both in Hu pei, App. 139, 104] is considered

the best. It (the bark) is very thick and the fl h is of a

purple colour. That with a thin, white outer coat is not

valued. It is much used in common prescriptions. The

Taoists do not employ it.

Su Sung [11th cent.]:— It is common in the mountains

of Lo yang [in Ho nan, App. 201], in Shen si [App. 284],

Kiang and Huai [Kiang su and An hui, App. 124, 89],

Hu nan [App. 83] and (Shu ch'uan [Sz ch'uan, App. 292],

That from Tsz' chou and Lung chou [both in Sz ch'uan,

App. 366, 210] is also good. The tree is from 30 to 40 feet

high, and from 1 to 2 feet in diameter. Leaves like those of

the hu (Quercus obovata, large leaves) and persistent. Flowers

red, fruit green. The bark is very scaly and shrivelled,

thick, of a purple colour and succulent. That which is thin

and white is not fit for use.

K'ou Tsung-shi [12th cent.]:—It grows also iu I yang

Men [in Ho nan, App. 108] and in Shang chou [in Shen si,

App. 278], but the drug there is thin, of a pale colour and

far inferior to that from Tsz' chou [v. supra], which is thick,

(resinous)

Li Shi-chen:—The
and the flesh purple-coloured. The leaves resemble those of

*e hu [v. supra]. It blossoms in the 5th or 6th month.

Small flowers. The fruit resembles that of the twig tsHng

[Ilex. See 342], is green at first, and red when ripe. It

60
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s

has kernels. The fruit is gathered in the 7th or 8th month

and is of a sweet pleasant taste.

Ch., XXXIII, 30: — Hon p'o. The figure represent

only leaves. A Magnolia may be intended.— See also

XXXVJII, 4, thi (native) hou p'o.

Tatar., Cat, 8 :—Hou p'o. Cortex ?

Hanb., Sc. pap., 266 :—IIow puh, a rough, thick bark of

a bitterish pungent aromatic taste. Magnolia hypoleuca,

S. & Z.—For this identification Hanbury relies upon Hoffm.

& Schlt., 355. He does not mention the colour of the bark.

The drug hou p'o obtained from a Peking druc<>ist's shop was

of a reddish brown colour.—P. Smith, 142.

Father A. David [1869] states [Nouv. Arch. Mas. (Mist.

nat, IX, Bull. 28] that the Chinese in Sz eh'uan cultivate

Magnolias not for the flowers but for the bark of the trees,

which is much prized by the Chinese as a medicine. They

call it ho po. In his Joum. troit. voyage Emp. Chin. [II, 360]

the same author notices that in 1873 he saw in Kiang si a

splendid plantation of a Magnolia with very large leaves, tb»

same as he had previously met with in Sz eh'uan. It much

resembled the American M. macrophylla. The bark is sold at

very high prices as a medicine.

Parker [Chin. Rev., XI, 22] mentions the drug houp'o

in Sz eh'uan.

Henry, Chin, pi., 120 :—Hou p
l
o, Magnolia sp. now,*

the bark of which is a famous Chinese drug, largely exported

from Sz eh'uan. Two varieties, one with red and the other

with white flowers, are cultivated in the mountains of the

Pa tung district. The leaves are very large. This seems

to be the tree figured in Ch. [XXXVIII, 4] with the name

hvZlltl fVv tre6
J

0f Hupeh turned out at Kew to be Magnolia

A. hShy. ' DOt B new ePecie8 >
as was afc first supposed.-
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t'u JlOU p [XXXIII
seems to point to another tree.

Oust. Med., p. 72 (90) :—IIou p'o (bark) exported 1885

from Han kow 117.52 piculs,—p. 60 (36), from I chang

3.15 piculs, and p. 62 (45), of hou p'o flowers 8.30 piculs.

Kwa id, 86 :—Jp %\> Japonice : tan pa cou, fonoki.

Magnolia hypoleuca, S. & Z.—Same identification in Sieb.,

Icon, ined., I, and Phon zo, LXXXII, 7, 8.—M. hypoleuca

has not been recorded from China.

Sieb., (Econ., 272 :

—

Magnolia hoo noki [i.e. M. hypoleuca'].

Sinice : ^fl 11 l|fj. E ligno conficiuntur gladiorum vagina?,

carbones ad lajvigandum lignum absque adhibentur.

The above name is pronounced in Chinese fou Ian lo le.

I» the P. [XXXVa, 11] there is a short note by Ch'en

Ts'ang-k'i [8th cent.] regarding this tree. The author

states that it grows in the kingdom of K'ang. 93 Its bark

resembles the hou p'o bark. Taste sour. Non-poisonou

It is used a medicine.

s.

The Pie lu first says that the fruit of the hou p'o tree

- ^ Hf chu die [v. supra] but afterwards the same

work gives the following short and obscure account of the

same drug:— The chu die cures ulcers, strengthens the

breath and clears the eyes. It is also called # # po ho

Jt| g* hou 8hi. It grows

between trees and has a yellow stem. In the 7th month it

bears a black fruit like the Soy-bean.

T'ao Hung -king says:— The name chu die is also

applied to the fruit of the tu chung [see 317].

, an ancient name for Samarkand.
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317.—ft ftff tu chun9 . }\ XXXVa, 11. T.
t CCCVII.

Pen Ung:~Tu chung,
Jjg> fll|

«. ,/m . Tlle bark of thfl

tree is officinal. Taste pungent. Nature uniform. Non-
poisonous.

fff* sz' chung. The tu chung
Pie lu:

grows in Shang yii [c. infra']

Shang tang [in Shan si, App. 275] and Han chung [S. Shen
si, App. 54]. The bark is gathered in the 2nd, 5th, Gth and
9th months.

Wv Fa [3rd cent.] calls it ^fv t& mu mien (properly
a name of the Cotton tree).

T'ao Hung-KING :~The Shang yii mentioned in the
Pie lu is not the district of this name in Hui ki [Che kiang,
App. 98] but the Yii situated near Kuo" in Yii chou
L^o nan, App. 413]. The drug which is now used comes
fron

[both
It resembles the bark of the hou fo {Magnolia. See 316'].

W hen broken it shows white filaments like floss silk.

Han Pao-sheng [10th cent,] r-It grows in mountain
recesses. It is a tree about 30 feet high. Leaves like those

[ 306]

chou [in i

App. 18]

[11th cent.]:—It is now produced in Shang

[in Kan sn

hisrh

mountams. In its leaves it is akin to the che (Cudrama
nioba) Its bark when broken shows numerous fibres like
white floss silk. I„ Kiang nan they call it ft mien. The
young leaves are eaten and are known under the name of

I n mien ya. The flowers and the fruit are of a bitter

94

Ch'vnts-m"
and KU

°' near the YelIow B*W, mentioned in the
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and harsh taste. They are used in medicine. The wood i

fit for making pattens.

CA., XXXIII, 18 :

—

Tu chung. Rude drawing.

Tatar., Cat., 21:

—

Tu chung. Cortex tenuis arboris.

I have seen the drug tu chung. It is a bark. As P. Smith

[1)4, sub Econymus] correctly describes, on breaking it, and

drawing the fractured edges asunder, a delicate, silvery,

silky fibre is seen, which may be drawn out to the length of

almost an inch without breaking.

Henry [Chin, pi., 477] states that tu thung in Hu pei

is a new species of Ulmus. But subsequently he informed

me that he had sent fruits of the tu chung to Kew, where the

botanists considered it to be an euphorbiaceous plant.
95

Cust. Med., p. 72 (101):— Tu chung exported 188 5 from

Han kow 1,707 piculs,— p. CO ('69), from I chang 7 piculs.

Phon zo, LXXXII, 14,15 :—^± ffj*. Japonice : totchiou.

Ewmymu* Sicholdianus, BI.—Hoffm. & Schlt., 238, same

Chinese name, Evonymus japonic us, Thbg.

—

Sieb., Icon, ined.,

HI, same Chinese name, Evonymus totsju (i.e. Sieboldianus).

Sieb., (Econ., 269 :

—

Evonymus japonicus, Thbg. tfcf^-

•Japonice
: masaki. Pro sepibus vivis.

The plant which yields the drug tu chung has been

described and figured in Hooker's Icons*. Plant, [tab. 1950]

under the name of Eucommia uhnoides [a new genus]. The

»iost singular feature about the plant is the extraordinary

abundance of an elastic gum in the bark, the leaves, the

petioles and the pericarp ; any of these snapped aero ,
and

the parts drawn asunder, exhibit the silvery sheen of

innumerable threads of this gum.

318-—% ts'L Varnish yielded by the Chinese Lacquer

nff"j?
,iecimen 8 sent from Hu ,>eh of the true Tu ehnuj tree (•**he °n°

aft>rd]ng the pecu j i;lr bark u^d d ,. were nt first though to be a new

fi'S 1 Ul'""*' but °LIVER now thinks <> iffereiUl -v and h
°*r PhJarZ

t^)1o-
he lree as XhvomnH* nlmoid^, Oliv. Hooker, Ie. PUintarum,

"Me \%o.-a. IIen BY.
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tree, Rhus vernicifera, L. P., XXXVa, 17. T.
9
CCLVIL

Comp. Classics, 517.

mPen king :—TslL The Index of the Pen king has

kan ts'i (dried varnish). It is stated to be non-poisonous.

But subsequent writers say it is poisonous. The leaves and

fruit of* the tree are also used in medicine.

Pie lu .-—The lean ts'i grows in Han chung [S. Shen si,

App. 54] in mountain - valleys. It is collected after mid-

summer and dried.

Cust. Med., p. 380 (523):—gg i^ ts'i kan exported 1885

from Canton 0.72 picul.

Further particulars in another part.

319.—$ tsz\ P., XXXVa, 20. 7'., COXL.
Comp. Rh ya , 293, Classics, 508.

Pen king.'—Tst*. The white rind of the tree, # Q l£

tsz
(
pai p% is officinal. Taste bitter. Nature cold. Non-

poisonous.

Pie to:—The tsz
1 pai fi (white rind of the tsz

1

) i

produced in Ho nei [S.E. Shan si, App. 77] in mountain-

valleys.

T'ao Hung-king :—This drug is the rind of the tsz' tree.

There are three sorts. That employed for medical use ought

to be firm, not rotten.

The Ts'i ming ijao slm [5th cent.], Chap. V, under the

head of fa ffi

or timber) and with horns (long slender capsules) is called

that which resembles the ts'in, and likewise has

in 'fei «t 7 • /l \ . , • i n i -? Xrh t„,L fe'/H% ffll kio (horn) ts
l
iu, also called ^ J#

(U which bears fruits) —that of a yellow colour, and which

does not bear fruit, is the $} fa Uu (willow) tsHu. As it bj

a yellow wood it is also called fij ^ % King huang ts'in,

G ]
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Ta Ming [10th cent.] :—There are many sorts of tszK

Only the bark of the $; ffi tsHu tag
1
is used in medicine.

Su Sing [11th cent]:—This tree is common in Mid
China. Its timber is much used for building palaces temples,

and pavilions in gardens. It is also much cultivated. It re-

sembles the t'ung [Paulowma. See 320], but the leav

are smaller. Purple flowers. The Rh ya [293] identifi.

the tss
i with the ffi i. Kuo P'o says it is the same as the

ffli ts'iu (Catalpa). It is also mentioned in the Shi king.

One kind is called
j|(, ] shu tsz' or 1$ yil [v. infra, 341, and

Mi ya, 260]. This is also a kind of ts'iu.

hang ki [10th cent.] :—The ancient dictionary S/ino

teen says :—The ff t and theM tsz' are the same. It also s:iys

^ is the same as the ffle ts'in, and further on that the

is identical with the $j| kia. We may therefore assume

that
ffi i,

ffi tag* m ta*iu and ff kia are four names

designating the same tree. The tsz' tree has long slender

torus (capsules) like quills. Late in winter, when the leave

have fallen off, the horns are still s< n hanging on the tree.

The fruit is called j^ ^ yiX chant/.
96

[ This latter statement

is from the Ku kin chu, 4th cent.].

Li Shi-chen :—The tsz
( tree is common in China. There

are three sorts. That with a white wood is called #
tl>at with a red wood is Wk ts'iu, that with a beautifully

grained wood is *£ i. There is a small sort of tfiu which i

called ft kia [see Rh ya, 292].

The names t*z
K and ts'iu are now applied to Catalpa, of

tthich two Chinese species are known from China, viz.

C Bungei, (J. A. Mey., and C. Kcempferi, S. & Z- For

father particulars see Bot. sin., II, 508.

* This is properly an old name for the Camphor tree. 8( Claris, 513.
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After the Uzl
the P. [XXXVa, 21] notices the $

tsHu tree. Li Shi-chen says that there are two kinds—the
common ts'iu, which yields an excellent timber, and for which

he refers to the tsz\ and the
$|J ft* tsV (thorny) tsHu, which

is described and figured in the Kiu huang Pen ts'ao [LIV,

31]. A large tree. Its bark is greenisli white with yellowish

white spots. The trunk and the brandies are covered with

large thorns. The leaves resemble those of the common
ts'iu but are thinner and of a sweet taste. In their young

state they can be eaten when boiled.—The drawing of the

Kiu huang is reproduced in the Ch. [XXXIV, 16].

Kwa ivi, $9 :

—

Aeanthopanax ricinifolium, Seem. Ja-

ponice
: favodam

; .sinico : %\\ jfc. The Japanese drawing

agrees with the drawing in the Ch.

Henry, Chin, pi, 79 :— 7Vc< ts'iu. Acanthopana,

nan/folium, a large, very thorny tree with leaves resembling

somewhat the Catalpa, whence the Chinese name.

320. 1 t'ung. P., XXXVa, 23. T., CCXXXVII.
Comp. Rhya, 309, Classics, 515.

Pen king:— Tung. In the Index of the Pen king:

'Thing ye (leaves). The leaves, bark and the flowers are

used in medicine. Taste of the leaves bitter. Nature cold.

Non-poisonous.

Pie lu :—T'ung ye. Produced in T'ung po [in Ho nan,

App. 379] in mountain-valleys.

The t'ung is the Paulownia imperial!*, S. & 2-

further particulars see Bot. si,., II, 515.

Cast. Med., p. 150 (180):— T'ung p'i (bark) exported

1885 from Shang hai 0.33 „im,l

For
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32h~m lien. P., XXXVa, 28. T., CCLXI.

Pen king :—Lien. In the Index of the Pen Una:

]f lien shi (fruit). The fruit, root, bark, flowers and

leaves are officinal The taste of the fruit, root and bark

is bitter. Nature cold. Slightly poisonous.

Pie la:—The lien shi grows in King shan [in Hu pei,

App. 149] in mountain-valleys.

The character lien is explained in the Shuo wen by " name

of a wood,"

T'ao HuNg-king :—The lien is a common tree. On tli

>th day of the 5th month the people gather the leaves and

wear them in their girdles. These leaves are said to avert

evil.

Su Kuxg [7th cent.]—There are two sorts—the female

and the male lien ; the male does not bear fruit. The root

is of a red colour, poisonous, and when taken internally it

provokes intensive vomiting and even causes death. Tk<

female, fruit-bearing lien has a white root which has only

slightly poisonous properties. Only the female root is used

in medicine.

Su Sung [11th cent.]:—The best Uen shi (fruit) comes

fr [S The tree is mor.

than 10 feet high. The leaves (leaflets) arc close together

Hke those of the huai (Sophora) hut longer. It flowers

b the 3rd and 4th months. The flowers are reddish purple

and very fragrant. The fruit is a small ball, green at first and

yellow when ripe. It is gathered in the 12th month,

ere is no fixed time for taking out the root.

The Rh ya i [12th cent.] gives a similar account

°f the lien, and adds :—The fruit is like a little bell. It is

Th

yellow when ripe. Its popular name is ^ W. ~f
*** U? and also & §§ =£

It i
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mentioned in Huai nan Uz\—lien, the tree of the 7th month.

The people of Ch'u [Hu kuang, App. 24] are accustomed
to hold a festival on the 5th day of the 5th month in

commemoration of K'ti Yuan's suicide [B.C. 344]. Bamboo-
sprouts and rice-cakes enveloped in the leaves of the lien,

with silken thread of five colours tied around, are cast into

the river to propitiate the water-spirits. The women put

lien leaves in their hair, etc.07 According to the Feng su

t'ung [2nd cent.] the phoenix and the unicorn eat the lien,

but the dragon abhors it.

Li Shi-chen :—The lien tree grows very rapidly. In

three or four years it is fit for beams. The fruit resembles

a round jujube. The best is produced in Sz ch'uan.

Lh., XXXIU, 45 :

—

Lien. Good drawing representing

a Melia. The description in the P. agrees.

Lour., Fl. cochin., 329 :—Melia azedarach, L. Sinice

:

xun {shun) lien.

(44) :—Melia, Pride of India, at

|& 7fC shen mu or ^ ffi h'u lien. Same identification

in Parker's Canton plants [169].

Tatar., Cat., 34 :-$g §} Uen shu. Arbor ?-B&,
15 :—j|| $ J. Ch'uan lien tsz

1

(lien from Sz ch'uan) and

[°9]j—^#^ kin I'm tsz' [the second character is a mistake

for
§fc ling]. Both drugs are identified with Fructus Mespili

japoniccc—GAUGEE, 54 i—Ch'uan lien tsz\ The fruit figured

and described. Gauger means it is a Diospyros.

The drugs which 1 obtained under the names of Ch'uan

Uen tsz* and kin ling tsz
1 from a Chinese drug -shop at

Peking were, undoubtedly, the dried fruits of a Melia,

yellowish brown; Bve-eelled stony endocarp. Bat the

Ch'uan Uen [in Thibetan barura] sold in the Thibetan

" This u taken from the 2Vi hlai hi or Record of Marvels, 5th cent.
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drug-shop at Peking was Terminalia beleriea [determined at

Kew].

Hanb. [Sc. pap., 244] figures and describes the Chinese

drug Ch'uan lien tsz' from Shang liai. He is not sure

whether it is Melia, for the stony endocarp was from six to

eight celled.

P. Smith, 145, 146, sub Melia and Medlar.

169]

Melia

Henry, Chin, pi., 240:— Lien shu. Melia azedarach.

Ibid., 241 :

—

K'u lien tsz
1
. At I chang this name is applied

to Melia azedarach and also sometimes to Pierasma yuas-

sioides, Benn.—The k'u lien tsz* or Ch'uan lien tsz', a drug

largely exported from Sz ch'uan, is the fruit of a species

of Melia not yet identified.93 [Comp. Oust. Med., No. 251

:

Ch'uan lien tsz
1

. Melia Toosendan, S. & Z.]

Melia azedarach is a common tree in Mid and South

China. See Ind. Fl. sin., I, 113. It is known from

India, where the root, bark and fruit of the tree are used

medicinally, that the fruit has poisonous properties. It has

very fragrant flowers. It is a highly valued timber at

Canton.
9

Cust. J fed., p. 76 (134) -.—Ch'uan lien tsz' (fruit) exported

1885 from Han kow 527 piculs.—Ibid., 868 (375):—K'u

Ken tsz' exported from Canton 3.11 piculs.—Ibid., p. 344

(67):—K'u lien ken (root) exported from Canton 0.17

picul,—p. 278 (5<j)
?
from Amoy 0.03 picnl—Ibid., p. 354

(^3):— K'u lien p'i (bark) exported from Canton 0.27

picul.

Ama:n. e.vot., 788 :—®& den, it. ootz, vulgo sendam, aliis

bndeit, Azadarach Avicennre.

Kica wi, 122 :—Same Chinese name. Melia azedarach.

m Now determined as Melia Toosendan, S. & Z.—A. HENET.
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Phon zo, LXXXIII, 7, 8 :— $g, Melia japonica, G. Don.

This species is reduced to M. azedarach in the Ind. Ft, sin.

Sieb., (Econ., 274:— Melia azedarach. Sendan.

E fructibns exprimitur oleum (Thbg.), id quod ignoro, sed

fructus in variolis, ac corticem in vermibns esse remedi

mihi relatum.

mm

322.—^5| huai. P., XXXVrt, 31. T., CCLV.

Comp. Classics, 546.

Pen tiny:—Huai. In the Index of the Pen king:

(fruit). Taste of the fruit bitter. Nature

cold. Non- poisonous. The flowers, leaves, bark of th

trunk, root, and the gum exuded by the tree are all used

in medicine.

Pie lu;—The huai shi is produced in Ho nan [App. 76]

in marshes. It is fit for making sacrificial candles."

Tatab., Cat., 10 :—#g ft hud hua. Flores Sophm
japoniae, ii,

[ f^ huai kio. Fructus Sophorai japoni

Hanb., Sc. pap., 237 :—
[ ^ huai shi. Legumes of

Sophora japonica.—?. Smith, 201.

Cust. Med., p. 154 (227):—
[ Jfc huai mi (unopened

flower-buds) exported 1885 from Shang hai 599 piculs,

(226) :—
] J£ Jmal ]via (flowers)

368p. 196 (178), from Ning po 10.80 piculs.—Ibid., p. 3

(365):— [|| huai kio (pods) exported from Canton

8.52 piculs,—p . 276 (42), from Ainoy 0.47 picnl.-*'

p. 32 (141) :— [ If huai tsz' (seeds) exported from Tien >

899 piculs.

Further particulars in another part.
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323.—^ ]g W™ pi. P., XXXYb, 1. T., COCVI.

Pen king :—Tst
in pH (bark), ^ J% tsin p'i and % fc

sin mu. The bark of the tree is officinal. Taste bitter.

Mature slightly cold. Non-poisonous.

The Shuo wen [see K.D.~\ explains the character $i

W^tJv
*r>

Huai nax tsz* says

^ is of a green colour and is used as a medicine for the

eyes. Kao 5Tu, of the Han dynasty, in commenting upon

Huai nan tsz', identifies the tun with the g J§* iSi (bitter)

'*. The Zi is said K
'* ./A, 537] to be the same as ^ 2t (an oak).—Regardin •-

the ^ the T'ang yiln dictionary says that it resembles the

huai (Sophora)

Pie lu .-—Other name : ft fj| ski fan. The ts'in p'i is

^

produced in Lu kiang [in An hui, App. 207] in river-valle}

and in Yuan kii [in Shan tung, App. 415] by river-sides.

The bark is gathered in the 2nd and 8th months and dried

hi the shade.

T'ao Hung-king :—The popular name of the drug is

^z M fit fan kid p
(
i. When steeped in water it yields

a bluish indelible ink.

Su Kung [7th cent.]:—The leaves of this tree are like

those of the Van (Casalpinia) but smaller, wherefore it is

ako called shi Van [v. supra]. As the bark is of a bitter

taste the tree is also called ^ fJ
Vu shu (bitter tree).

The bark shows white pots and is not coarsely veined.
100 Bj

steeping the bark in water an indelible blue ink is prepared.

Su Sung [Hth cent.]:-- This tree grows in all pre-

fectures of Shen si [App. 284] and in Ho yang [in Ho nan,

A
PP- 81]- It is a tall tree resembling the Van (Casalpinia).

ltX) m w & » m * m
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tnai

Trunk and branches are all of a green colour. Leaves like

the head of a spoon, large and not shining. It bears neither

flowers nor seed. The root resembles that of the I

(Sophora). The popular name of this tree is Q % j£
(white) sin mu.

Li Shi-chen explains that the name |§§ j£
refers to the country of Ts'in [Shen si], where the tree

grows.

Ch., XXXIII, 31 :

—

Ts'in pH. The figure represents a

tree, but the drawing is not characteristic.

Tatar., Cat., 13:— Ts'in pH. Cortex. This drag,

obtained from a Peking druggist's shop, was sent to Professor

Fluckiger for examination. An infusion of the bark mixed

with iron produced indeed an ink, but it was not blue.

The name h lu li is applied in the Peking mountains to

Fraxinus Bungeana, DC, upon which the wax insect lives.

Cud. Med., p. 284 (156):— TsHn p
l

i exported 1885

from Amoy 0.22 picu],—p. 148 (151), imported to Shang hai

145 piculs,—p. 352 (180), to Canton 118 piculs. Said to

be shipped from Han kow, Ning po and Tien tsin.—In the

Hank. Med. thfi rlrno- /«'/« »»<>• ;« ««* M ~..i; i

HOFFM. & SCHLT., 250 :—^ |g $£t ')

S. & Z. According to Geerts the same Chinese name is

also applied to Fr. Sieholdii, Bl.

Phon zo, LXXXIII, 17, 18:—Same Chinese nam

Tree not identified by Francftet.

Matsumuea, 82 :—H», Fraainw puhinervis, Bl.

324.-£• ft ho huan. P., XXXVA, 3. T., CCXCVL

Pen king:-Ho huan. This tree grows in Yii chou

[Ho nan, App. 4131 in mountain-valleys. It resembles the
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km lea tree [which is an Ilex. See 342]. The hark is used

in medicine. Taste sweet. Nature uniform. Non-poisonous.

The leaves and the flowers likewise are officinal.

Pie lu :—It grows in I chou [in Yiin nan, App. 102].

Tatar., Cat., 6 :—Ho huan. Acacia Nemu.— P. Smith, 2.

Cust. Med., p. 154 (223) :~IIe huan (flowers) exported

1885 from Shang hai 0.18 picul.

Further particulars regarding this well-known tree will

bo given in another part.

O n

325.-J| ^ tsao Ma. P., XXXV6, 4. T., CCOIV.

Pen king:— Tsao kia (hlack pod). The pod is officinal.

Taste pungent and salt. Nature warm. Slightly poisonous.

The seeds, thorns, bark of the trunk and of the root, and

leaves are likewise used in medicine.

Pie lu:—The tsao hia grows in Yung chou [Shen si,

APP- 424] and in the district Tsou hien in Lu [Shan tang,

APP- 365, 202]. The pod looks like the tusk of a boar.

^ is gathered in the 9th and 10th months and dried in the

shade.

The Kuang chi [5th cent] calls it gf£ fg ^ fa" si tsz'

(cock's perch).

T'ao Hung-king :—It is a common tree. The pod which

is two feet long is the best. It is frequently worm-eaten,

and then is injurious to man-

Su Kung [7th cent-]:—There are three kinds of tsao B
Una i«a noil--,,! jfj£ j-p q h

18 an inferior sort. The pod is crooked, thin, uncomely

and not succulent. When used for washing it does not

remove the dirt. J

^arse and dry. The best is that which is only from six to
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seven inches long. It is round, thick, jointed (i.e. con-

tracted between the seeds), has a thin skin and much flesh

and is of a strong taste.

Su Sung [11th cent.]:—Now the best is produced in

Huai chou and Meng chou [both in Ho nan, App. 93, 220].

The tree is tall. The Pen king recommends the chu ya

tsao Ida, T'ao Hung-king the pods which are two feet long,

and Su Kung those which are only six inches long. All

these sorts are used in medicine ; the boar-tusk pods an

useful in tooth-ache. The young sprouts (leaves) are eaten

as a vegetable.

Li Shi-cheN :—The tsao is a tall tree. The leaves

resemble those of the huai (Sophora). They are thin, long

and pointed. Many thorns in the axils of the branches.

It blossoms in summer. Small yellow flowers. There are

three kinds, distinguished according to the pods. One kind has

small pods resembling the tusk of a boar, another has long,

thick and fleshy pods containing much fat and viscid matter.

The third sort is long, thin, dry and meagre. It does not

contain any viscid matter. Tin; fat and fleshy sort is the

best. As the tree is beset with thorns it is difficult to ascend.

The people therefore at the proper time surround it with

bamboo baskets. Then during one night all [it is not

clear whether the thorns or the ripe pods] will drop. A
strange thing! When sometimes a tree docs not produce

fruit, the people bore a hole in the trunk, fill it with three

or five pounds of cast iron, and cover it with mud. Then

it will produce fruit. Other names for the tree : J§ W
(black rhinoceros) and E| J) Mian tao (suspended

%T :sword).

ting (clavus coelestis).

CL, XXXIII, 33 :— Tsao hia. Good drawing. Lea*

and long pods. Gleditschia sinensis, Lam.—See also &*
huang, LVI, 3.
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This beautiful tree is called %. fa tsao hio (black horn)
at Peking. The trunk [of old trees] where the branche

begin is surrounded with a formidable crown of enormous
branched thorns. Small, greenish yellow scented flowers,

and large flat, fleshy, black pods about one foot long. These
pods are used as soap.

Lour., Fl. cochin.. 801 :—Mimosa fern [very probably

he means Gleditschia] . Sinice : tsao hie.

Iatar., Cat., 57 :

—

J&f§ tsao Ho. Legumen Gleditschia'

cUnensis.—Ibid., 56 :—Jfl$|J tsao ts'z'. Spina? Gleditschice.

Ibid., 29 :-g: j^. Legumen Gleditschice.

Hanb., Sc. pap., 248:—;^ ^ ya ts
(

ao (tusk pod).

Legumes of Prosopis.101 Legumes of the same Chinese

name which I obtained from the Thibetan drug -shop at

Pol "

reKing, consisting of small, curved pods about three inches

long and one-third inch broad, and which were examined at

Kew, proved to belong to a Prosopis.

P. Smith, 105, 179 -.—Gleditschia and Prosopis.

Comp. also Henry, Chin, pi, 499, 500.

The tree, with leaves, flowers and pods, is figured in

Hooker's Icones. Plant., tab. 1412.

Cust. Jfed., p. 296:— Ta (great) tsao exported 1885

from Amoy 0.55 picul,—p. 294 (291), siao (small) tsao from

Amoy 0.30 picul.—Ibid., p. 372 (430) :— Tsao seeds exported

fr°m Canton 19 piculs.— Ibid., 126 (%):—Tsao thorns

exported from Chin kiang 57.23 piculs—p. 356 (226), from

Canton 11.62 piculs,—p. 288 (220), from Amoy 0.55 picul.

%*&* p. 62 (61):—Ya tsao exported from I chang

28 -7 9 piculs,— p. 80 (196), from Han kow 42 piculs,

(166) p. 166 (389)

from Shang bai 0.70 picul.

and*L
S
P
ec
l
men8 of Va -tm " from Szechuan sent to Kew, with AowerMeaves

iii,» \have been described as Gleditschia officimlis, Hemd. Decades

°e»*es, I, Kew Bulletin, No. C4, p. 82.—A. Wss&r.
62
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Amcen. exot, 841:—.%^ soldo, vulgo kmcara fudsi.

Arbor vosta, foliis impariter pinnatis ; siliquis (qaas non

vidi) longis, multisque, quod dicunt, interstitiis intus dis-

tinctis. Ex Sina adducta arbor, rara hie est, fructu imperfecta

vel nullo. An arbor Cassise fistulse ?

Same Chinese name. Gleditschia japonica,

Miq.

Phon zo, LXXXIII, 23, 24:— Same Chinese name.

GL heterophylla, Bge., and Gl. japonica.—Ibid., 25 :-$£ 3f

Only pods figured.

i£

o Ma the P. describes [XXXV&, 13] th(

J3E -^ ^ /« (fat) tsao Ida. No ancient author quoted

Li Shi-chen state /
tains. It is a tall tree. Leaves like those of the fan

(C
It blossoms in the

5th or 6th month. White flowers. The pods are from three

to four inches long and resemble those of the vto shi

[Casalpinia. See 140] but are thick, fleshy and fat. Each

pod contains several black seeds as large as the end of a

finger, not exactly globular. They are black like varnish,

very hard, with a white kernel within like a chestnut, which

can be eaten when roasted. The tree is also cultivated. The

pods are gathered in the 10th month, boiled and roasted,

then pounded to powder and mixed with wheaten flour and

perfumes. This composition, formed into balls, is used [instead

of soap] for washing the body and the face, to cleanse them

of dirt. It is richer in fat than the pods of the tsao fa
It is said that the water from the fei tsao kia kills gold-

fish and drives away ants.

The large black, hard seeds of this tree are brought to

1 * f\
I—w r± I»- ^ »-* ~— 1 Tft <r • ^ ---..-_ •_

washing

the head and hair. They are called /* tsao. The same
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have been described and figured in Hanb. So. pap., 238.

Hanbury means that they belong to a Dialium (Leguminosa).

It seems to me that this is the same tree as that oi which

Baillon in 1875 described [Journ. Soc. cent. (Fhortic., p.

164-168] the pods received from Shang hai, and upon

which he established the new species Gymnocladus chinensis.

These pods are stated there to be used as soap by the

Chinese.

Lei Ar_ r — ^ __ _
x

for me from Wu hu by Mr. T. L. Bullock, in 1881, and

sent to the Botan. Garden, St. Petersburg. The lat

Maximowicz considered them to belong to a Ciesalpinia. But

in the lad. Fl. sin. [I, 203] the Chinese soap tree, fei tsao, is

said to be Gymnocladus chinensis. Mr. Hemsley determined

it probably from complete specimens in flower and in fruit.

Comp. also Henry, Chin, pi, 500.

P. Smith, 1 •

—

Acacia concinna. Fei tsao kia.

Oust, Med., p. 198 (200):—Fei tsao exported 1885 from

Ning po 56.20 piculs,— p. 366 (352), from Canton 0.50

picul—Exported also from Han kovv. See Bank. Med., 13.

326.-§f m luan hua. P, XXXV, 15. T., CCCV11I.

See Classics, 550.

Pen king :—Luan hua. The flowers are officinal. Taste

bitter. Nature cold. Non-poisonous.

Pie h .-—The luan hua grows in Han chung [S. Shen si,

APP- 54] in river-valleys. The flowers are gathered in the

5th month.

[7tl._._
L jm The leaves of this tree resemble

those of the mu kin [Hibiscus synaeus. See Rh ya, 6] but

thinner and smaller, Yellow flowers resembling the huai
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flowers (Sophora) but larger. The seeds are enclosed in a

bladder like the man tsiang [Phjsalis. See 106]. Thev are

black, round like peas, and hard. The people use them ranch
as beads. The flowers are gathered in the 5th or 6th month.
The people in the south use them for dyeing a bright yellow

colour. They are also employed for curing sore eyes.

Su Sung [11th cent.]:—The tree is cultivated in gardens
in the south as well as in Pien [in Ho nan, App. 248].

K'ou TsuNg-shi [12th cent.]:—This tree is found in the

[ The seeds are

called Tfc $$ ^p mu \uan tse
t They are brougllt to the

capital, where they are used as beads. They are not employed
in medicine.

This is the Kcrtreuteria paniculata, Laxm. For further

particulars see Bot. sin., II, 550.

327.-® kn. P., XXXVb, 20. Tn CCLXIII.
Comp. Rh ya , 238.

Pie lu:—Ku. The bark is used in medicine. Taste

bitter. Nature very cold. Non-poisonous.

T'ao Hung-king :—The kit is a common tree in the

mountains. Its bark resembles the bark of the fan

(Ccesalpinia) and the huai (Sophora). Leaves like those of

the h and the hu (oaks). It is well known.

Su Kung [7th cent.] :—It grows by the sides of rivulet*

The leaves resemble those of the ehhi [Ailantus. See M ya,

224] but are narrower and longer. It is a large tree, several

fathoms in girth. The bark is very coarse and thick and

the

[12th cent.]:—The kit tree is now more

(willow) nibl*
1
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the willow. Large specimens are from 50 to 60 feet high

and from 2 to 3 fathoms in girth. It is frequently met with

in Hu nan and Hu pei, but is not used for timber and a not

fit for making utensils. The young bark is employed for

making buckets and hoops for sieves.

Li Shi-chen :—The wood of the yii is reddish purple. It

is highly valued for making boxes and tables. Chbng Ts'iao

] (elm). Its branch
are more hardy. Its fruits are like elm-fruits, which look

like small coins. The villagers gather the leaves and prepar

a sweet tea therefrom.

Ch., XXXIII, 63 :—Kit. According to Henry [Chin.

pL, 247] this is the Pterocarya stenoptera, Cas. (Order

Jvglandece), a common tree in Hu pei. But it seems that in

other parts of China the name kit is applied to an elm-like

tree, as also in Japan where it is Ulmus keaki.

For further particulars see Bot. sin., II, 238.

328.

T., CCLXIII.

Hit. Salix bahylonica, L. P., XXXV6, 21.

Comp. Classics, 524.

Pen king :—Liu. In the Index of the Pen king:—^

j» hua (flowers). The Pen king explains the latter term by

l£ Hu sic (willow-wool, i.e. the cottony down of the seeds).

Taste bitter. Nature cold. Non- poisonous. The leaves,

branches, white bark of the root, and the gum exuding from

foe tree are all used in medicine.

Pie lu .-—The I'm hua is produced in Lang ye [in

tu»g, App. 178] in marshes.

P. Smith, 231 .-—Willows.

Shan
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Cust. Med., p. 288 (202):—L*u, twigs and leaves, exported

1885 from Amoy 4 piculs,— p. 358 (252), from Canton 0.53

picul,— p. 344 (80), willow-root exported from Canton 0.01

picul.

Further particulars in another part.

329. -$fr yu. Ulmus. Elm treo. P., XXXVb, 30.

T., CCLXIX.

Comp. Rh ya, 304, Classics, 528.

Pen king

:

—|§f yu, ^ *jjr Z/n« yfl. The white bark of the

tree is officinal. Taste sweet. Nature uniform. Mucilaginous

and nourishing. Non- poisonous. The leaves, flowers and

fruit [see the next] are all used in medicine.

Pie lu .-—The
fgfr |£ yu pH (bark) is produced in Ying

ch'uan [S.E. Ho nan, App. 408] in mountain-valleys. The

white, inner bark is gathered in the 2nd month and dried in

ifWAfl in fViA Mh mnnth. Boththe sun. The fruits are o

drugs (the bark and the fruit) should be kept dry, otherwise

they become poisonous.

P. Smith, 92 :—Elm-bark.

Cust Med., p. 212 (49)i—Hhmg y* p'i (fragrant elm-

bark) exported 1885 from Wen chow 502 piculs.

Further particulars in another part.

330.—|g§ % icu i. P., XXXVb, 33. T., CCLXIX.

Comp. Rh ya , 263.

Pen king .—M $
wu i. It is a fruit (fruit of an elm). Taste pungent.

Nature uuuorm. ixon-poi
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Pie lu :—The wu i grows in Tsin shan [App. 356] in

river-valleys. The fruit is gathered in the 3rd month and

dried in the shade.

T'ao Hung- king:— This drus: is now brousht fromo " o

o

Kao li [Corea, App. 11G]. It resembles the fruit of the

common elm, 102 and has a fetid odour. The people there

prepare it in sauces for food. It is a vermifuge and is also

used to drive away moths.

Su Kung [7th cent.]:—Now the best drug comes from

Yen chou and T'ung chou [both in Shen si, App. 403,

378].

Oh'en Ts'ang-k'i [8th cent.]:—The tcu i has a strong,

fetid smell. It is the fruit of the mountain-elm.

Ma Chi [10th cent] :—It is common in Ho tung and

Ho si [Shan si, App. 80, 79].

Sir Sung [11th cent,]:— It is produced in Mid China.

The best comes from T'ai yuan [in Shan si, App. 325]. It is

a kind of small elm, the fruit of which ripens earlier than

that of the common elm, and has a fetid odour. Mentioned in

the Rh ya. The fruit is dried for use. The people pound

Lt also and cook it as food. It is also preserved with salt.

The salt destroys the disagreeable odour. It is not osed as a

medicine.

Li Shi-chen :—There are two kinds of wu h tne 1:irge

a,id the small. The latter is the same as the $| % fu Ua, or

fruit of the common elm, which the people prepare into

sauces for food. The larger wu i is that used in medicine.

. The huge wu i is probably Vlmui macroearpa, Hance.

1W *™» _!>
3£
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Hank. Med., 7 :—Jl &£ ^ ch'ou (stinking) wu i

Exported from Han kow. Mr. Braun says:— A small,

lentil-shaped seed of a very disagreeable and strong odour.

The flesh of the berry generally adheres to the seed.

The Cust. Med., p. 489 (1457) calls the vm i a medicine-

cake.—Ibid., p. 74 (123), wu i exported 1885 from Han kow

5.12 piculs.

331.-E S Pa tou. P., XXXVb, 43. T., CCCVL
Pen king:—f* g Pa tou, g ^ Pa s/ac. The seed is

officinal. Taste acrid. Nature warm. Poisonous. This i

one of the five principal poisons mentioned by Shen nung.

See above, sub 132.

Pie lu:— The Pa tou grows in Pa [E. Sz ch'uan,

] Gathered in

the 8th month. Before use the heart and the skin are

removed. Very poisonous.

T'ao Hung-king :—The Pa tou is a violent purgative.

It should be taken in a fresh state.

Su Sung [11th cent.]:—It is now found in Kia chou,

Mei chou and Jung chou [all in Sz ch'uan, App. 122, 219,

112]. It is a tree from 10 to 20 feet high. Leaves like

those of the ying t'ao (cherry) tree but thicker and larger.

They are green at the beginning but gradually change to

yellowish red. They wither in the 12th month and shoot

again in the 2nd month. In the 4th month the old leaves

fall off and arc replaced by fresh leaves. Flowers of a

yellowish colour and in racemes. In the 5th or 6th month

the fruit (a capsule) is produced, which is green at th»

beginning but yellow when ripe. It resembles the capsule of

the pat tou k'ou [Amomum Cardamomum. See 58]. Ea°h

capsule consists of two divisions (cells), and in each division is
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one seed, sometimes three seeds. The seed has an outer coat

which is removed before use. The drug from Jims chou h:o — *"•"»
on the outer coat from one to three perpendicular lines (small

furrows) like thread. The people there call it ^ gg R ;&
(gold thread) pa tou. This is considered the best

sort, but it is rare.

Li Shi-chen :—The Pa tou is produced in Pa [E. Sz

ch'uan], and the seed resembles the soy-bean, whence the above

names. Lei Hiao [5th cent.] says .—[There are three sorts.]

One [the seed], which is contracted, small and of a yellow

colour, is the g pa, that which is three-*

the Q ton, and that which is small and pointed on both end- is

called pjl] ^f- kang tsz'. The pa and the tou can be used in

medicine, but not the kang tsz\ which kills man. Li Shi-chen

observes that this account is not clear. He thinks that

Lei Hiao's contracted and small sort is the female—the three-

edged, and that with pointed ends is the female pa tou. The

wale is violent and the female has a slow effect. The capsule

of the
s Mg

thinner. The kernel within is like the hai sung tsz\m The

capsule cannot be compared to the pat tou tou.—One name
for the pa tou is ^? % qp

Besides the seeds and the integument, the oil of the

seeds and the root are used in medicine.

Ch., XXXIII, 54:—Pa tou. A poor drawing, from

which nothing can be determined.&
Lour., FL cochin., 7U:—Croton tiglium, L. Sinice

:

Pa ten. Habitat incultum in Cochinchma et China —Loubeiro

gives the same Chinese name to Croton congestum.

Tatar., Cat., 1 :—Pa tou. Semina Crotonis Tiglii.

H*nb., Sc. pap., 230.—P. Smith, 79, 159.

103

^C Mi ^p, Chaulmoogra. See Hanb., So. VaV-> 2U

tf$ tf& "?* the large seeds of Pinus coraerms

63
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According to Parker [China Rev., IX, 329] thepatou
or Croton-seeds are used in Sz ch'uan for catching fish.

Oust. Med., p. 78 (107):—Pa ton exported 1885 from

Han kow 2,039 piculs,—p. G2 (57), from I chang 31.70

piculs,—p. 364 (328), from Canton 10.35 piculs,—p. 292

(261), from Amoy 0.36 picul.

Phon zo, LXXXVI, 6, 7 :—Q S- Croton.

Ebn Baithar [transl. by Sontheimer, I, 427] -.—Bend,

Croton tiglinm. The Chinese drug mentioned.—F. Watson,
JSative f Sclent. Ar

ames of East, cecon. plants, p. 51

:

Croton Tiglium, in Arabic ba too [probably derived from the

Chinese pa ton].— Schlimmer, Term. med. pharm. franc,

persane :—One of the Persian names for Croton Tiglinm is

bidendjireh khatai (Ricdnus from China).

332.—f^ Sang. The Mulberry tree. P., XXXVI, 1.

21, CCXLVI.

Comp. Rh ya, 303, Classics, 499.

Pen king ;—^ sang. The Index of the Pen king has

& £J j£ sang ken pai pH (the white bark of the root of

the mulberry tree). It is of a sweet taste. Nature cold.

Non- poisonous. The leaves also are officinal and said

to be slightly poisonous. Subsequent writers say, "non-

poisonous. " The ashes of the wood are used in medicine.

The fruit also is officinal.

^

The Pie lu asserts that the root of the mulberry tree

in its upper part, at the surface of the soil, has poisonous

properties.

Tatar., Cat., 43 :—Sang pH. Radix Mori—P. Smith,

151 :—Mulberry bark.
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Oust. Med., p. 354 (205):—Sang pai pH, bark of the

root, exported 1885 from Canton 157.40 piculs —p. 72 (98),

from Han kow 105 piculs,—p. 284 (168), from Amoy 25.15

piculs —p. 262 (68), from Ta kow 6.56 piculs.

Ibid., p. 360 (271, 284):— Exported from Canton,

mulberry leaves 22 piculs, twigs 14 piculs.

Ibid., p. 200 (235):

—

Sang chen, mulberry fruit, exported

from Ning po 5.15 piculs,—p. 370 (412), from Canton 0.36

picul.

Further particulars in another part.

333.—^ chhi, Broussonetia papyri/era, Vent. The Paper

mulberry. P., XXXVI, 10. T., CCLX1I.

Comp, Classics, 503.

Pie In ._ Ch'u, ;jf f| ch'u shi (fruit), also |§ ]
hi shi.

It is produced on the Shao shi mountain [App. 281] .
The

fruit is gathered in the 8th and 9th months and dried in the

sun during 40 days. Taste sweet. Nature cold. Non-

poisonous.

For other Chinese accounts regarding this tree see

anothe part.

Hanb. Sc. pap., 231:—f| ^ ^ ch'u slu tsz
. .

small seed-like nuts or achenes of Broussonetia papyrift

Vent. (Morece)

P. Smith, 167 .-—Paper mulberry.

Cutt. Med., p. 198 (198).— CT'« shi tsz' exported 1885

from Ning po QA1 picuL_K Sported also from Han kow.

See Bank. Med., 8.
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334.—$ chi. P., XXXVI, 13. T., CCLIV

Classics, 488.

Pen king:—^ ^ chi shi (fruit). Taste bitter. Nature

cold. Non-poisonous.—The bark of the root and the young

leaves are likewise used in medicine.

Pie lu .-—The chi shi grows in Ho nei [in Shan si and

Ho nan, App. 77] in marshes. It is gathered in the 9th and

10th months and dried in the shade.

In the K laipao Pen ts'ao [10th cent.] it is called $
cU hHo (*'i'o= peel). For Chinese descriptions of this shrub

and its fruit, which is an Aurantiacea, see another part.

Lour., Fl. cochin., 571 -.— Citrus fusca. Sinice : chi heu.

Iatar., Cat., 16 :

—

Chi ¥io. Fructus Citri decuman®

[an erroneous identification].

Hanb. Sc. pap., 238 :— Chi k'io. The drug described.

P. Smith. 66 :— Citrus fusca.—The chi k'io is probably JEgle

sepiaria, DC.

P. Smith says that chi shi is the unripe fruit, and

chi fcio the ripe fruit. It has a very thick peel.

Med., p. 232 (175):—Chi shi exported 1885 from

p. 366

Foo chow 94.37 piculs,— p. 74 (129)
piculs,— p. 62 (49), from I chang 5(

(337), from Canton 3.76 piculs.

Ibid., p. 72 (85):— Chi k'io exported from Han kow

4,309 piculs,—p. 60 (35), from I chanjr 510.62 piculs.

335.—Jg J. chi tsz' [the first character is now generally

written Jg]. p., XXXVI, 21. T.. CCCII.

^

Pen king:— Chi tsz\ ft ft mu tan (wood red). The

fruit is officinal. Taste bitter. Nature cold. Non-poisonous.
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Sz ma Siang ju [2nd cent. B.C.] in one of his poems
calls it |p j^ sien (bright)

Pie lu .-—Other name : j& $fc Yile t'ao. The chi tu<
grows in Nan yang [in Ho nan, App. 231] in river-valley

The fruit is gathered in the 9th month and dried in the sun.

T'ao Hung-king :—It is a common plant. There are

two or three kinds, which differ slightly one from another.

The best drug is the seven-edged [he refers to the edges of

the fruit]. It is gathered when hoar-frost first appears. It is

more generally used as a dye than for medical purposes.

Su Sung [11th cent.]:—It is common in all prefectures

of South China and in Western Shu [Sz ch'uan, App. 292].

It is a tree from 7 to 8 feet high. Leaves resembling those

of the U (plum tree)

cku p*u Uz\ 105 It blossoms in the 2nd and 3rd months.

White flowers with six-cleft corolla and very fragrant. Some
believe that this is the

/|§ ^ 106 tan p'u flower produced in

Western countries. The fruit, which appears in summer and

autumn, resembles the ho tsz' (Terminalia chebula, Myrobalan).

" is of a yellow colour when ripe. The kernels within are

dark red. It is much cultivated by the people in the South.

After this the author repeats the quotation from the Shi hi

[182].

For medical purposes the |J_J ] [ shan (mountain or

wild) ehi Uz' is employed. To physicians it is also known

under the name of jg£ $fc Yile tao [peach of the kingdom of

Yliie or Che kiang. See App. 418]. It (the fruit or capsule)

ls globular and has a thin skin. It contains small kernels. The

°est sort is that with a seven-edged or nine-edged fruit. The

Spp r9 ^ ~^- Unknown to me. Mentioned by Ma YtTSG [first cent.].

H^-f " *ub P'u- Palladius [Chin. Mutt, met.] says .«-Ck* J™. a
ina or game.

BudThS*
fir

?
t character is evidently a mistake for M <*?*' £ Chinese

mhlst w°rks the above name is intended for Michelia Champaka.
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large and oblong sort is called ft P [ [ fu shi chi tsz
1
in the

P'ao chi lun [5th cent.]. It is not efficacious as a medicine.

Li Shi-chen :—The leaves of the eld tsz* resemble a

hare's ear. They are thick, of a dark green colour, and

wither in autumn. The flowers are as large as a wine-cup.

White petals and yellow stamens. The fruit (berry) has a thin

skin. The seeds are small and have a beard. It is collected

after hoar-frost. In Shu (Sz ch'uan) there is a red-flowered

sort. The fruit of the chi tsz
1

is employed for dyeing an

orange colour.

Ch., XXXIII, 43 :

—

Chi tsz*. The drawing seems to

be intended for Gardenia florida, L.

Lour., Fl. cochin., 183 -.— Gardenia florida, L. Sinice

:

chj tsu. Baccarum recentium pulpa succosa et ruberrima

tinguntur eleganter serica.

Tatar., Cat., 17 :—Chi tsz*. Fructus Gardenia florida.

P. Smith, 101.—Hanb., Sc. pap., 241-242 :—Fruit of the

chi tsz
1

figured and described. The berries are six-ribbed.

Hanbury examined also the shan chi tsz' with smaller fruits,

and the || [ [ huang (yellow) chi tsz
1

, which latter fruit

seemed to be identical with the common chi tsz*. but had been
1

referred to G. radicans by Prof. Martius. The name huang

chi tsz' is not found in the P., but it is noticed in the

Chung she shu [8th cent. Bot. sin., I, p. 79], In Bridgm.

Chin. Chrest. [p. 453 (31)] and in Parker's Canton plants

[117] huang chi is given as a name for Gardenia florida.

Parker, Sz ch'uan plants, 27, and Henry, Chin, pi,

id Hu pei is Gardenia florida.

Chi tsz' exported 1885 from

Canton 256 piculs,—p. 232 (176), from Foo chow 13 piculs

p. 420 (96), from Pak hoi 1.81 pied.

64:

Med

J

Cust. Med., p. 74 (127):—|g [
( Men chi tsz' (kien

6.86 piculs.
)
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Cust. Med., p. 328 (188) :—Huang chi tsz
1

exported

from Swutow 301.88 piculs,—p. 216 (75), from Wen chow

100.64 piculs,—p. 368 (366), from Canton, where it is also

called ft [ [ shut (water) chi tsz\ 15 piculs—p. 198 (212),

from Ninrr po 7.87 piculs.

Cust. Med., p. 200 (239) :—Shan chi tsz' exported from

\
po 45.51 piculs,—p. 92 (73), from Kiu kiang 6.95Nin

piculs.— Exported also from Han kow. See Hank. Med., 35.

•^ne ill I I
hung (red) chi tsz

1

is noticed in the Hank.

Ved. [p. 20]

.

Cust. Med., 372 (418) :—jlj £[ [ [
shan hung chi tsz

1

exported from Canton 8 piculs.

Cust. Med., 372 (417):— fl| ® ( I
shan hei chi is:

1

(black mountain Gardenia) exported from Canton 524 piculs.

A mam. exot., 808 :—fjg ssi, vulgo kutsjinas, Mespilus,

vulgari similis, folio majori, flore suaviter fragrante niveo,

tubulato, in sena labia, longa, angusta, ad rosa? magnitndinem

expanso
; fructu turbiuato, hoxagono, senis striis protuberan-

wous k in alabastra desinentibus conspicuo ;
pulpa intus

crocea, infectoribus expotita, saporis iugrati, innumeris referta

seminibus Sesamino similimis.

Phonzo, LXXXVII, 10-12 :—$)§ ^, Gardenia florida.

Same Chinese name, G. maruba, S., and G. radicans, Thbg.

Kwa ici, 121 :—Same Chinese name, Gardenia florida.

Hoffm. & Schlt., 254 :— Gardenia florida. Same Chinese

name, also ;g $)g ^.. Ibid., 255 :— G. radicans, ft U #•

kiEB., Icon, ined., V :

—

Gardenia radicans, fX|

336 :~M M sudn tsao. Zizyphus vulgaris, var. spinosa.

XXXVI, 24. T., CCXXIII.
Comp. Rh ya , 275, Classics, 484, 485.
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Pen king:—Suan tsao. The fruit is officinal. Taste

sour. Nature uniform. Non-poisonous.

Pie lu

:

—The suan tsao grows in Ho tung [in Shan si,

App. 80] in marshes. The fruit is gathered in the 8th

month and dried in the shade during 40 days. It is useful in

heat of the heart, in sleeplessness and in other complaints.

T'ao Hung-king :—It grows in the eastern mountains,

where it is called [I] jg shan tsao (mountain-jujube). The

fruit is like the tsao from Wu ch'ang [in Hu pei, App. 392]

but it is very sour. The people of Eastern China eat the

fruit in order to keep them awake,—not to cause sleep, as the

Pie lu states.—But Li Shi-chen agrees with the Pie lu,

stating that the kernels of the stones act as a soporific.

Lour., Fl. cochin., 196:

—

Khamnus soporifer. Sinice:

soan tsao. Habitat in provinces borealibus Sinarum. Virtus

hypnotica, paregorica. Uti solent nucleis excorticatis, et diu

coctis. Somnum leniter conciliat, dolores mitigat.

Tatar., Cat., 50 :—g§ g| £ suan tsao jen. Nuclei

Jujubse. P. Smith, 44, sub Buckthorn.

Further particulars in another part.

337.—Q ffipai *»• P., XXXVI, 26. T., CCLXXI.

Comp. Classics, 485.

Pen king :—Pai (white) ki. The spines of the tree are

officinal. Taste pungent. Nature cold. Non-poisonous.

Besides the thorns, the twigs, flowers, fruit and leaves are

used in medicine.

Pie lu .-—Other names : $ ||J ki tsV (thorn), U
ki clien (needle) and $£ ^ « minq w • the flowers are tern

107

t

Properly a name applied to Thlasjn. See 252.
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f$ ^ ki yuan. The pai ki grows in Yung chou [in Shen si,

App. 424] in river -valleys. The
[ [ fe ki ti*f hua

(flower) grows by roadsides. It [whether the flower or the

thorns it is not clear] is gathered 120 days after the winter

solstice. The fruit is gathered in the 4th month.

Li Tang-chi [3rd cent.]:—Pai ki is the name for the

needles (thorns) of the suan tsao (jujube) tree [see 33G].

Now the people substitute for this drug the tHen men turn

[Asparagus luchlus. See 176].

Su Kung [7th cent.]:—There are two kinds of ki—tin-

red and the white. The pai (white) ki has a stein as whit

as flour, but in its fruits and leaves it resembles the ekH

(red) ki. The thorns of the white kind are valued as a

medicine, but it is scarce. There are also two kinds dis-

tinguished according to the shape of the thorns. One has

straight thorns which have strengthening properties, the

other has hooked (recurved) thorns which are useful in the

care of abscesses [causes them to discharge]. The ki &V hua

(flowers) are from the same plant, not, as the Pie lu

intimates, a distinct plant. In the south the t'ien men twig

is substituted for the ki needles, and called therefore tien kim

Han Pao-sheng [10th cent.] :—There are two sorts

of ki—thQ red and the white. The Dictionary TsH yim

[6th cent.] says :—TheM ki is a /[>% siao tsao (small jujube).

11 is a common wild shrub, from two to three feet high,

which grows thickly about and which in its flowers, leaves,

stem and fruit resembles the tsao (jujube).

The white ki of the ancient Chinese authors is perhaps

a Valiums, belonging to the same order of Rhamnacece a

^jphm. PaUurus Aubletia, Roem & Schult., of South China,

has straight spines. The young branches and leaves are

64

108 — — See 176.
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more or less tomentose. See Bentham, Fl. hongh, 66.

The red ki may be a Zizyphus. The Z. vulgaris, var. spinosa,

a very common shrub in North China, has a reddish brown
bark.

338. jui ho. P., XXXVI, 28. T., CCLI.
Comp. Rh ya , 300.

Pen king :—Jui ho. The kernel of the fruit is officinal.

Taste sweet. Nature warm. Non-poisonou ri

s.

Pie lu .-—The H ^ £ jui ho jen (kernel of the fruit-

stone) grows in Han ku [in Ho nan, App. 55] in

river-valleys, also in Pa si [in Sz ch'uan, App. 236].

T'ao Hung-king :—It grows in P'eng ch'eng [in Kiang
su, App. 247]. * '

)
a black bean, globular, flattened, veined, and resembles a

walnut. The people use it (the kernel) together with the

shell
;
they break the shell and then weigh the kernel.

Han Pao-sheng [10th cent.] .—It is produced in Yung
chou [in Shen si, App. 424]. It is a tree with small

leaves resembling those of the kou kH [Lycium. See 345],

but narrow and long. White flowers. The fruit is produced
on the stem, is of a purplish red colour and of the size of

the urn xcei tsz< [Schizandra. See 164]. The stem is covered

with small spines. The fruit ripens in the 5th or 6th month
and is then gathered and dried in the sun.

Su Sung [11th cent.]:—It now grows in Ho tung and

P'ing chou [both in Shan si, App. 80, 253]. It is a small

tree, from four to five feet high. The stem has spines.

_

Li Shi-chen refers it to Rh ya, 300, $ yu or g $
pat jui, and observes that the character yil in later times

was applied to the t*o™ tree (oak). The flowers and fruits

1<*> #•
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are drooping [from the stem], whence the name, for

means drooping leaves or flowers.

The drawings sub jui ho in the Kiu kuang [LV, 1] and

7] So
also C%., XXXIII, 29, same Chinese name, representation

of a quite different plant.

Tatar., Cat., 50 :—1§ £ ;W ;*„, Fructus?— Under
this name, in the Peking drug-shops, a small fruit-stone is

sold, identical with Tatarinov's drug in the Bot. Museum
of the Academy. Probably a Prunus.

Oust. Med., p. 479 (1206):—Jui jen (also sui jen),

seeds of an unknown shrub. In the Hank. Med. [21] it is

identified with Bamboo-seeds, apparently on the authority of

• Smith [32], who states that jui jen consists o( the stones

of a bamboo or Polygonum fruit [«c !].

Cust. Med., p. 78 (179; : -Same drug [identified there

with Bamboo rhizome (sic !)] exported 1885 from Han kow
58.12 piculs,~p. 62 (59)], from I chang 13.75 piculs.

Pnon co, LXXXVII, 14 :—|f ^ given as a synonym

9 W- The figure represents a seed or kernel.

m.—fo 2£ -£ shan chu & rcom 291]. P., XXXVI, 29.

^CCXLIX.
Comp. Classics, 498.

Pen hing c—Shan (mountain) chu yu and lg ^ H Sfa

(sour jujube from Sz ch'uan). The fruit is officinal.

aste SOur
- Nature uniform. Non-poisonous.

Pie hi .-—Other name : ^ g kH shi. The shan chu yii

^ in Han cluing [S. Shcn si, App. 54], also in Lang ye,

**"> kfi and
< fo'eng hien, a district in Tung hai [all in

bhantung, App. 178, 415, 20, 372]. The fruit is gathered
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Wu Pu [3rd cent.] calls it gg £ ki tsu (cock
and Jg ft 5/iM 5/«' (rat's excrement)

T'ao Hung-king :—It grows in all mountains of Mi,!

China. It is a large tree. The fresh ripe fruit is red and
resembles the hu t'ui tsz'.™ It is edible. When dried
the skin becomes very thin, and the berry is used together
with the stone.

Su Kung [7th cent.]:— Its leaves are like those of the

met [Primus Mume. See 272]. The tree has spines. It

blossoms in the 2nd month. The flowers resemble apricot-

flowers. The fruit is produced in the 4th month. It is red,

resembles the suan tsao [small jujube. See 336] and is

gathered in the 5th month.

Su Sung [11th cent.]:—It is now produced in Hai chou
[in Kiang su, App. 48] and in Yen chou [in Shan tang,

App. 404]. It is a tree about 10 feet high with leaves

resembling elm-leaves. White flowers. The P'ao ehi lun

[5th cent.] says that there is one kind [of the shan ch
" which strongly resembles the tsio rh su, m but it has

an eight-edged stone and is not used in medicine.

K'ouJTstotg-shi [12th cent.]:—The shan ehu yH diflfera

chu yiX [Boijmia. See 291]. The medical

properties in each are also very different. Why the name
ehu yu has been applied to each of them is not manifest.

Li Shi-chen :—It is also called fe m jou tsao (fleshy

Jujube).

Tatar., Cat., 52 :— Slum chu yii. Drupre Corni.

P. Smith, 74 :-Cornus officinalis.

Wi

(258)

Med. it is called $fc H j£f

P . 166

110

HI

-J* Elccagnus in Japan.

same as the hu t'%% tsz< (Elaagnus) v. supra
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(392), from Shang hai 14.74 piculs. It is also exported
from Han kow. See Hank. Med., 52.

For further particulars see Bot. sin., II, 498.

officinalis, S. iV

340. yii li. P., XXXVI, 33. T., CCLXXX
Comp. Rh ya, 306, Classics, 474.

Pen king:—Yn li (elegant plum) and gf ^ tsio U (bird

). The fruit and the kernel of the fruit are used i?i

medicine. Taste sour. Nature uniform. Non- poisonous.

The root also is officinal.

Pie In .-—Other names : *|§ ^ yii li and 3$i "F ^ dfe hia

18]

t). The yii li grows in K:io shall

The root is gathered in the 5th and 6th months.

T'ao Hung-king :—It is common in the mountains.

The ripe fruit is of a red colour and edible.

Han Pao-sheng [10th cent.]:—It is a tree from five to

Slx feet high. In its leaves and flowers it resembles the

great li
(plum troe^ bufc t]ie fru{t is sma]1? like a e}ienyt

f a

sweetish sour taste, slightly harsh, and aromatic.

Chang Yu-hi [11th cent.] refers it to Rh ya, 306.

Su Sung [11th cent.]:—The people of Pien and Lo

[both in Ho nan, App. 248, 201], cultivate the yii li in

gardens. It has long branches, produces an abundance of

small flowers and has a luxuriant foliage. It is not used in

medicine.

K'OU Tsung-shi [12th cent.]:—The yii li resembles the

* ? yii li tsz< (imperial plum). The fruit is red, edible,

J

ut S0^ewhat harsh. It can be prepared as sweetmeats.

li bounds in Shen si.
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Li Shi-chen :—Its flowers are of a pale red colour.

The fruit is like a small plum.

Tatar., Cat. :-£R ^ {Z yu li Jen. Nuclei Cerasi.

P. Smith, 58, sub Cerasus communis.

Med Yii li jen exported 1885 from

New chwang 68.87 piculs.—Exported also from Han kow.

flank. Med.) 24.

This is the Prunus Japonica, S. & Z. For further

particulars see Bot. sin., II, 474.

UL-^^shuli. P., XXXVI, 35. T., CCXX.
Pen king:—Shu li (rat plum). The fruit is officinal.

Taste bitter. Nature cold. Non- poisonous. The bark i^

also used in medicine.

Pie lu .-—Other names : % ^ shu tsz<
112 and ^^ niu li

(ox plum). The shu li grows in the fields. It (th

is gathered at all times of the year.

Su Kung [7th cent.]:—It is also called _§L m tsao li

(black plum) and |g ^ Chao li. Bark and fruit slightly

poisonous.

Su Sung [11th cent.]:—This is the fe S qp

the wu wei tsz'

tl| ^ -J* shan li tsz'. It is common in

uan, App. 292]. Its branches and leaves

ie li (common plum). The fruit is like

164]
black colour. It contains a purple juice. The fruit is gathered

when ripe and dried in the sun. The bark is gathered at all

times of the year.

K'ou Tsung-shi [12th cent.]:—This is the ^ ^ niu li,

a tree from seven to eight feet hi'sh. Leaves like those of~v .W „ „,£

112
Properly this name is applied to another tree. See Jth ya, 260.
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the common plum tree but narrower and not smooth. The
fruits are produced along the branches. They arc at first

green and become purplish black when ripe. In autumn, after

the leaves have fallen off, the fruits are all still on th(

branches. It is common in Kuan and Shen [Shen si, App.
158, 284], also in Hu nan and in the northern part of

Kiang nan.

Li Shi-chen :— It grows by roadsides. The fruits are

produced on the branches, forming a kind of spike. The
juice of the young fruits is used for dyeing a green colour.

Other names : |g <£ ch'u li, ^ Jg, ^ niu tsao t$z\ %m ts'o and 4^ pei

Ch., XXXIII, 52 :—Shu li Rude drawing Tree with

berry-like fruits. Probably Mamnus.
in tne Peking mountains the name Q ^ ^ niu li ti

ls applied to Mamnus arguta, Maxim. It has black berrir

containing a purplish black juice Branches used for dyeing
a green colour. The same Chinese name is applied to

Rhamnus taV^oto, Uenth.—Comp. also Henry, Chin, pi,
AHAm.

Mas.

Phon ;o, LXXXV1II, 3, 4 :—Ji f£, Bhamnus japonica,

3l2--# M. nii cheng™ P., XXXVI, 37. 71, CCCV1I.

Shan hai king:—The H* cheng mu (t

Kuo P'otlle T'ai shan mountain [
comments .-—This is the Mi cheng, the leaves of which do not

fa« off ia winter>

The £ j| nu elteny ig mentioned by Sz' ma Siang ju

!>d cent. B.C.], in his Shang lin yuan fu, as growing ia

the Imperial Garden at Ch'ang an.

Lonl!^ fruit3 del**ited under this name in the Pharmaceutical Museum,
aoa

>
fl*om Hongkong, are those of Ligmtmm lucidum, Ait.-A. HE»bi.
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The ancient Dictionary Shuo wen explains the character

fjg cheng by pjl] 7^ solid tree.

Pen king :—Nii clieng. In the Index of the Pen king

it Alt nu dung ski (fruit). Taste bitter. Nature uniform.

Non-poisonous. The leaves are also used in medicine.

Pie lu

:

—The nil cheng ski is produced in Wu ling

[in Hu nan, App. 394] in river-valleys. It is gathered at

the beginning of winter.

T'ao Hung-king :—It is a common, handsome evergreen

tree with luxuriant foliage. The bark is green, the flesh

(inner bark) is white. It is like the Ts'in p
l

i [see 323]. It is

a handsome evergreen tree. It (the fruit) is recommended in

the prescriptions to promote longevity, but commonly it is

not used in medicine.

Su Kung [7th cent.]:—The leaves of the nu cheng

resemble those of the ^ ^ tang tsHng tree and also the

#3 % kou ku [lle.>; see further on]. The fruit ripens in thi

9th month and is black like the niu li [Rhamnus. See 341].

T'ao Hung-king is wrong in comparing it to the Ts'in pH.

The latter has small leaves which wither in winter, the nil

cheng has large evergreen leaves.

Su Sung [11th cent,]:—The nil cheng is a common

tree. It is mentioned in the Shan hai king

Evergreen leaves like those of the kou ku and the tung ts'ing

[v. supra]. It blossoms in the 5th month. Small, greenish

white flowers. The fruit is produced in the 9th month.

When ripe it is black like that of the niu li tszK Some say

that the nil cheng and the tung ts'ing are identical. But

the tung tsHng is distinguished by its wood being as white

as ivory. Its fruit is also used in medicine. In Ling nan

[South China, App. 197] there is one kind of nil cheng which

produces red flowers in great profusion. But this is quite

different and is not used in medicine.
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Li Shi-chen :—The nil cheng with its evergreen leave
is an emblem of chastity, whence the name [«*= girl, cheng

chastity]. The nu cheng, the tung tsHng and the km ku
[these names are frequently confounded] are three distinct

trees. The ^ £ nil cheng is the tree which is now com-
monly called i||

f£J la sku (wax tree) . The^ b t!u .

««h wui me ww c/ife-w^r with luxuriant foliage also ^ fj- tan

tfin^. But the name tung tsHng is properly applied to another
tree. They resemble each other in the facility with which they
are raised from seeds and in their having thick, pliable, long
eaves, dark green on the upper side and paler underneath
tat the leaves of the nil cheng are oblong, from four to five

inches long, and its fruit is black, whilst the tung Wing faa

roundish leaves and red berries. It (the tung Wing) produces
a prolusion of flowers, and in autumn the whole tree is

covered with berries of which thrushes are very fond. It

wood is white. Nowadays the name nil cheng is little known,
•toe people more common] v call this tree la shu (wax tree),

or in summer the wax insect which produces the pai la, or

white wax, lives upon the branches of it.

Thpi &. W§. 4 *.*• . • L i_ i c : • i _.*:,.u ;„

Joe P. [XXXVI, 39] and T. [CCCVIII]. The name means

green in winter, evergreen." The fruit, leaves and bark

are used in medicine.

Ch'en Ts'ang-k'i [8th cent.]:—The people of Kkng
mS [Kiang su, An hui, App. 124] write the name $f*W
tun

9 Wing (green in the cold season). The wood of the

tu
"9 Wing is white, veined and fit for making ivory-like

ablets.*" The leaves can be used for dyeing a dark mi
oolour. One author says :—The tung Wing grows in the Wu
tl£U

*han mountains Tin Shan si] and resembles the chhin

irela
)- It has red berries like the gii U [Prumisjapenii

i»

fl. Sfi tablets held before the breast by officers at audienct

00
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See 840], of a sourish taste, but smaller. This is another

sort.

Li Shi-chen :—The tung tsHng is akin to the nil cheng.

It is a mountain-tree. The leaves are roundish and the berrie

red. The nil cheng has oblong leaves and black berries.

The Kin huang Pen ts'ao [L1V, ii] says :—The tung Win

is a tree about 10 feet high and resembles the kou hits;'

[v. infra]. It has luxuriant foliage. The leaves resembl

those of the la Uzim tree but are smaller, also those of thi

ch'tui (Cedrela) but they are rounded, not pointed. It

blossoms in the 5th month. Small white flowers. The hern-

is of the size of a pea and of a red colour. The young shoot^

are used for food.

fo f- km ku. P., XXXVI, 40. T., CCL1.

Cii'en Ts'ang-Iv'i [8th cent.]:—The kou ku tree

resembles the tu clung [see 317]. Its wood is white like the

bones of a dog, 11G whence the name. It is the kou of tli

Shi king [See Classics, 490] . ( Certain musquitoes are produced

in the leaves of this tree.

Su Sung [11th cent.]:—It grows abundantly in Kian

and Che [An Inn and Che kiang, App. 124, 10]. In Soutl

China its wood is highly valued by turners for making boxes.

Li Shi-chen :—The kou ku tree resembles the nil cheng.

Its wood is very white. The leaves are several inches Ion

of a beautiful green colour, thick, hard (leathery) and ever-

green. Each leaf has five horns terminating in spines. It

blossoms in the ,0th month. Small white flowers. The

fruit resembles that of the nil cheng, ulso that of the pa *'«*

ISmHax. See 179]. When ripe it is of a dark red colon'

It has a thin skin and is of a sweet taste. The kernel (seed)

ll,i

31
, Metpiim.

m
$J #•
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consists of four parts [comp. infra}. The people gather
the bark of the tree and by boiling it prepare a bird-lime.
the bark and the leaves are used in medicine. Another
™me for the tree is (ft ft $fj mao rh ts<z< (cat

Ch., XXXIII, 25 :—# ]| nil clung or £ %\

Tin

). Rude drawing. Probably a Ligustrum
is intended.-/^., XXXV, 51 :_$. f? ,„„,, tsHng. Bud
Irawmg. Perhaps an /Mr is meant. The /™,/ tsHng de-
scribed in the P. is without doubt an Ilex, probably //,,•

™"fl"/a, Lindl. See also Km huang, LIV, ii.

Tatar., &#., 41 :—£ Jj »£ c/j^. .ftfaj tueeedanea.

am is an erroneous identification based upon an article on
Chinese insect-wax, by Stan. Julien [1840], in which it is

sfated thut
< according to A. Brogniart, tho ml cheng is Rkut

twxdanea. This mistake is perpetuated in P. Smith, 185.

1 hat which I received from a Peking drug-shop under the

name of nil cheng consisted of the dried berries of a Ligustrum.

he Ihibetau drug-shop at Peking the same berries were
SoLI Dn(kr the name of «• ^ tung tsHng. Under the same
"ame Lustrum Ibota is cultivated at Peking.— Tatar.,

f''
22:—T,nig ts'hig, Fructus Ligmtri vulgaris.—P. Smith,

'
2"9:—Tung tsHng, Ligustrum lueidum —Haxb., Sc.

?"' 67, ~~ Father Heude, S.J., informed me that in
ill* 1 /ii •

t^hina tung tsHng is a common name for Ligustrum

«adum
t Ait.— At New chwang tung Wing is the name

commonly given to the Mistletoe [Notes f Q"<'». on Chin.

J
J«p., 1869, p. 175].—Henry, Chin, pi., 483 .—& ^ $

Wft# fa^tngi S/IU m jju
.

jg Xylosma raeemot /», Miq.

(°rder Bivinea/).

Oust. Med., p. 370 (404) :—M cheng tsz
( exported 1885

j

0D
]

Canton 53.51 pieuls,-p. 296 (321), from Amoy 0.75

P1CU1,
-Exported also from Han kow. See Bank. Med* 30.
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Ch., XXXVI, 49 :—j£ ||} la shu (wax tree). Drawing

not characteristic, but from the description of the tree it

would seem that a Fraxinus is meant. Fruit shaped like flat

horns resembling the fruit of Ailantus. The tree is said to be

cultivated in Kui chow for feeding the wax insect. But the

[ I
siao la Mm* (small wax tree) [Ch., XXXVII, 18]

seems to bo a Ligustrum. The description states :—There are

two kinds. One is the ^ I I shut la shu (water wax

tree). This is also called nil cheng. The other, the fa \

yil (fish) la shu, is smaller. It is also called 7jt 3C. If shut

tung ts'ing. The wax insect feeds on both of these trees.

Henry, Chin. pl.
t
205-208 :—At I chang the names

la shu and shui la shu are applied to Ligustrum lucidum, and

shan la shu and siao la shu to Ligustrum ehinense, Lour.

Peh-la shu is Fraxinus.

Hoffm. & Schlt., 325 :—;& ^, Ligustrum japonicum,

Thbg.,—[327

llif'i

>. obtusifolium,

Same Chinese

name, Cornus alba.—Ibid., 32G :—fcWb ff, Lig. Ibota, S. & 2

Phon zo, LXXXVIII, 5, G :—# &. Only leaves

represented.

Sieb., (Econ.j 202 -.—Ligustrum Ibota. Vivit in hoc

frutice insectum ceram proferens. Quoque sub hoc ccelo

hujus cera usitata.

Amcen. exot., 907 :—^ ^ too sei, vulgo mots noki.

Arbor mediocris, incondita, ramis tortuosis, foliis integrie,

aspens, ovatis. Ex cortice tuso Japones viscum conficiunt.

According to Maximowicz this is Ilex Integra.

Phon *w
he seems to be mistaken. 117

r>
fra<ircuis. But

117 Olca fragrant is represented in the Phon zo [LXXX, 8] under the

Chinese name ~fc \i\{
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Geerts, Japan woods:—Q% Ilex Integra, also lies

m>.

Ch.
t XXXV, 50 :— jft § kou hi. Good drawing, lie.

cornuta, with the characteristic spiny leaves. It agrees well

with the description in the P.,—white wood, horned spiny

leaves and red berries. According to the description in the

P., the kernel consists of four parts, which are the four

bony seeds of the berry joined together. In Europe Ilex

aquifolia is known to have a very white wood. Bird-lime is

made of the bark.— P. Smith, 114, sub Holly.

Amcen. e.vot., 781 :— #i) % ojo, vulgo tsnge. Buxus

arborescens, folio ovato, majusculo, extremitate cuspidata,

ora raris aculeis serrata ; flosculis in foliorum sinu plurimis

calyculatis tetrapetalis albis, ad seminis Coriandri ambitum

patentibus, petalis rotundis, baccis atropurpureis, rotundis,

pisi magnitudinis, succo purpureo sylvestri turgidis, seminibus

mtus in orbem compactis duobus, tribus, vel quatuor, seminis

Oarvi magnitudinis & figurse.

—

Thunberg [Fl. jap., 77]

identifies this with Bu.cus virens.—Maximowicz [de Mice, p.

45] means that K^empfer probably describes Ilex suhpuLerula,

Miq.

S.&Z.

Plton ~
0) LXXXVIII, 10, 12 :-$ #, Olea aquifol

i

The same identification in Sieb., Icon, ined., V.

343.-^ ^ uei mon . P., XXXVI 40. T., CCCVI.

Pen king:— Wei mou (arrow wing). Apparently the

branches are officinal. Taste bitter. Nature cold. Non-

poisonous.

Pie lu .-—Other name : % $? bd tsien (devil's arrow).

The wei mou grows on the Huo shan mountain [in Hu nan,

APP- 100]. It is gathered in the 8th month and dried in

the shade.
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The Kuang ya [3rd cent.] calls it ffl % slum tsien

(divine arrow).

T'ao Hung - king :— It is common in the mountains.

The bark, which has wings, is stripped off for use. It is

seldom used in medicine.

Su Sung [11th cent.]:—It is found in all the prefectures

of Kiang and Huai [Kiang su and An hui, App. 124, 89].

The stem is from four to five feet and more high. It is

provided with three wings like the wings of an arrow. The

leaves resemble those of the shau ch'a (mountain tea). The

branches and the stem are gathered in the 8th, 11th and

12th months. The wood of the tree is called $J ff- kou hi

(dog's bone).

K'ou Ts'ung-shi [12th cent.]:—It is common in the

mountains but not mot with in the plain. The leaves are

scanty. The stem is of a yellowish gray colour like that of

the po tree [Evodia. Sec 315J. The bark has ridges on

three sides like the edges of a knife. The people use it

freely for fumigating to expel evil spirits. It is seldom

employed as a medicine.

Li Shi-chen :—The hu tsien grows in the mountains
among rocks. It has a small trunk. Along the young
branches run three wings. The leaves resemble those of the

ye eh'a (wild tea). They stand opposite and are of a sour,

harsh taste. It blossoms in the 3rd or 4th month. Small

yellowish green flowers. The fruit is as largo as that of the

tung uHng [Ilex. See 342]. The mountain people use this

tree only for fuel.

Ch., XXXIII, 42:— Wei mou. The figure represents

a tree with leaves and winged branch.-. ] Ienry [Chin, pi,

321] may be right in identifying it with Evonymus alatus,

Thbg.
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Phon zo, LXXXVIII, 11, 12:-at^, Evommtu alatu,,

Thbg. Same identification in SlBB., Icon, hied., III.

Evonymu* alatus is a shrub with quadrangular winged
brandies, frequent in the Peking mountains, where it is

known by the name \® f£ j§J u, fei^ *A« (four-edged tree),

als0 ^ Ik; I
^a ye shu. An infusion of the flowers is

employed as a substitute for tea.

ch

344.—^ #0 w« Ma. P., XXXVI, 44. T., CCCVII.

P™ king:—Wu Ida,
[ | Jg ww //a p't and %

'at ts'i (wolf varnish). The bark of the root is officinal.

Taste pungent. Nature warm. Non-poisonous.

Pie lu:—Jj£ gg vital tsie. The five -leaved urn kia pH
is the best. It is produoed in Han chung [South Shen si,

A
P1>- 54] and in Yuan kii [in Shan tung, App. 415]. Th<

stem is gathered in the 5th and 7th months and the root in

the 10th and dried in the shade.

T'ao Hung-KING :—It is common in Mid China. In

Eastern China there is the four-leaved sort. It is also good.

Iei Hiao [5th cent.]:—The wu kia tree is properly the

%M pa* (white) ts'iu thv.m
Su Sung [11th cent.]:—It is common in all prefectures

of Iviang and Huai [Kiang su and An hui, App. 124, 8D]

and Hu nan. It is a climbing plant with a red stem, from

three to five feet high, and with black spines. The leave

are quinate. This ii the best sort. Frequently there are

only four or three leaflets on a common petiole. These

:ire inferior sorts. At the base of every leaf is a spine. It

blossoms in the 3rd or 4th month. White flowers. Th«

fruits are at first ffreen and become black in the Gth month.

Comp., sub 819, M Ui tfk tM t »*•, Aatnthopanax ncbii/olium.
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The root resembles that of the King [Vitex. See 349].

The hark is yellowish black, the flesh (inner bark) is white,

and the bone (the centre of the stem) is hard. There are

several sorts. The [

C

[App. 245]

[JEvodia. See SI 5],

is of a white colour, odourless and tasteless. It is noted as

a cure for rheumatic complaints.—In Wu [Kiang su, App.

389] the people strip off the bark of the root of the wild

ch'un tree {Cedrela) and call it wu Ida. It is soft and

tasteless. One sort, which grows in Kiang and Huai, is

£1 ]H IS cnu^ fen9 slil. Steeped in wine it cures

rheumatism. In K'i chou [in Hu pei, App. 121] the wu kia

is called jfc # tnu hu (tree bone).

Li Shi-chen :—The name 3£ ]]fl
icu kia means "five

[leaves] united." The name is also written 3£ f£ wu kia.

It is sometimes also called 3£ Jfc icu hua (live flowers).

The people in Shu (Sz ch'uan) term it £j %)] pat te'z' (white

spine) and also «£ |£ |£ wen chang ts'ao. Ll Shi-chen

quotes a memoir in praise of the wine prepared from the

wen chang. In the Sien king (a Taoist work) it is called

kin yen. The wu kia in spring shoots forth young

twigs from the old branches. The mountain people eat them

as a vegetable. It is like the kou 4<i [Li/cium. See 345].

The icu kia which grows in the north, in a sandy soil, is

a tree, whilst that produced in South China, in a hard soil, is

an herbaceous plant. In the T'ang period the drug wu kia

was presented as tribute from Hia chou [in Hu pei, App. 64].

CL, XXXIII, 24 i—Wu kia p
l
i. Representation of a

spiny climbing plant with digitate haves and fruits iu

umbels.

Lour., Fl. cochin., 23d:—Aralia palmata. [In DC.

Prodr. (IV, 264) LoUBMBO's plant is referred to Uedtra
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scandens.] Sinice : u kia pi. Caule scandente, aculcato,

foliis 5 lobatis. Usus corticis in scabie et in hydrope.

Tatar., Cat., 64 :

—

Wu kiapH. Cortex Ardice palmate.

Gauger [53]:—The same drug described and figured.

P. Smith, 20.

Henry, Chin, pi., 529 :

—

Wu kia pH, EUutherocot u

Henryi, Oliv., and E. leucorrhizus, Oliv. Shrubs which

grow on the cliffs at Pa tung. The root-bark is used as ;i

drug, the former being distinguished as the red kind and

the latter as the white kind. The drug is exported iVoni

Sz ch'uan. Henky says :—The figure of wu kia pH given

in the Ch. may be intended for Eleutherococcus Henryi or

may be Acanthopanax spinosum, Miq., which occurs at I chan,

and is called by the same native name.

Cust. Jfed, p. 28 (92):— Wu kia pH exported 1885

from Tien tsin 123.8G piculs,—p. 10 (83), from New chwang

91.17 piculs,—p. 48 (47), from Ohefoo 55 piculs,—p.

(82), from Han kow 27.53 piculs —p. 194 (153), from

Ning po 13 piculs.

Ama'n. exot., Ill :—jg #fl kooki, vulgo kuko, aliis numi

gussuri. Ligustrum spinosum, etc. According to Thunberg

[& jap., 94] this is Lycium barbarum. But the Chinese

name given by K^empfer is wrong. The plant to which it

72

belongs is the $£ ll9 Mo, vulgo data. Frutex Bylvestna

arborescens spinis horridus, etc.

Kioa wi, 89:— 3£ /jrj, Acanthopanax spinosum, Miq.

(Aralia pentaphylla, Thbg.).— According to Hoffm. &

Scblt. [403] Panax divaricatum {Acanthopanax divaricatum,

S - & Z.) in Japan is known by the same Chinese name.

Phon zo, LXXXIX, 2, 3:—3lHU' Acanthopana,

spinosum. Japonice : kola. Ibid., 1, 2:-3t #&> Pam*

***UiJlorvm, Bapr. & Max.

119

Character erroneously applied to this plant. Comp. Bot. «»-, U 618.

66
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Sieb., (Econ., 243 :

—

Aralia pentaphylla, 3£ ^. Japonice:

wu Icogi. Folia tenera edunt.

345.—^J ft) kou k'i and j& ^ j£ 1 1 ku pH. P., XXXVI,
47. T., CCLXXXIII.

Comp. Rh ya, 257, Classics, 52G.

Pen king:—Kou kH and ti ku pH (earth bone skin).

Ti ku is the name of the root. Taste bitter. Nature cold.

Non-poisonous. The leaves and the fruit are also used in

medicine. Another name is ffo |S ti tsie.

Pie lu .-—Other names : $jj jg kou ki, £ft ^ **w Z<w,

a ftfi a *t
(statf of the immortals). The kou k'i grows in Ch'ang shana 1 """ — " "o
[in Chi li, App. 8] in the plain, in marshes, and in the

mountains. The root is of a very cold nature. The fruit

is slightly cold. Non-poisonous. The root is taken up in

winter, the leaves are gathered in spring, and the stem and

the fruit in autumn.

Su Sung [11th cent.]:—The kou kH is a common plant.

In its leaves it resembles the shi liu (pomegranate), but they

are softer and thinner and can be eaten. They are known by

the name of gjj" ^g Vien ts'ai (sweet vegetable). The stem

grows from three to five feet high, in a bushy manner.

It blossoms in the 6th or 7th mouth! Small, reddish purple

flowers. The fruit is oblong like the stone of a jujube.

The root is called ti ku [v. supra]. It is mentioned in the

Shi king. There are two sorts. One lias an oblong fruit

and the branches are without spines. This is the true ffif $B

kou ti. The other has a globular fruit and the plant H

provided with spines. This is the 1fa $fc kou ki (spine). The

former is the larger kind, and this yields the drug for medical

use. The other (the spiny) is not used in medicine. The
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o

name sfen jen chang (staff of the immortals) is sometime

applied to the kou kH. But the same name is also given to

two other plants. One is a vegetable resembling the Pa kit

(Lactuca) and the other a kind of black bamboo.

K'ou Tsung-shi [12th cent.]:—There is no foundation for

the statement that the kou kH and the kou ki are distinct plant-.

The only difference is that one is the old and the other the

young plant. The latter is abundantly provided with spiiu

whilst the old plant is unarmed or has only few spines.

The suan tsao [thorny jujube. See 3.36] shows the same

peculiarity with respect to the Ki [see 337].

Li Shi-chen :—In aucient times the best kou IH and

ti ku were produced in Ch'ang shan [in Chi li, App. 8],

and the plant is still found there. But subsequently the

drug from Shen si became famous and that from Kan chou

[Kan chou fu in Kan su] was considered the best son

The kou k l

i which now grows in Lan chou and Ling chou

App. 157]

]

[

App. 79] and Kan chou [in Kan su] is distinguished by a

globular fruit, like a cherry, which shrinks up when dried

in the sun. It has but few kernels. The dried berry i

red and of a sweet, agreeable taste like raisins. It is used

for making sweetmeats. This is quite different from the first-

mentioned kou kH.

The name kou k% in China as well as in Japan, is applied

to Lyeium chinense, L., and probably also to other sped

For further particulars see Bot. sin., II, 526.

Tatar., Cat., 26 :—Kou kH lsz\ Baccse Lyeu chinensis.

Ibid., 21 :~Ti ku pH. Cortex radicis Lycii.—V. Smith,

3? '—Kou k% erroneously identified with Berforis Lycium.
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Cust. Med., p. 76 (150):—Kou kl
i tit' (fruit) exported

1885 from Han kow 1,262 piculs,—p. 30 (120), from Tien

tsin 376 piculs,— p. 130(131), from Chin kiting 29.83

piculs—p. 152 (195), from Shang hai 8.80 piculs,—p. 62

(55), from I chang 7.20 piculs.

Ibid., p. 72 (93):

—

Ti hi pH exported from Han kow

435.77 piculs,—p. 28 (87), from Tien tsin 82.40 piculs,

p. 126 (85), from Chin kiang 22.90 piculs,—p. 284 (170),

from Amoy 13.43 piculs,—p. 418 (65), from Pakhoi 7.69

piculs.

The sort of kou fri with globular red edible berries,

described by Li Shi-chen as produced in Kan su, is, 1 suspect,

Nitraria Schoberi, L., the fruit of which, according to

Prczewalski, forms an important article of food to the

natives in Kan su and N.E. Thibet. The fruit of Lydum is

not edible.

The Phon zo [LXXXIX, 3, 4] figures, sub fft fB or

TU4 A Wi> Lydum ehinense, forma inermis, and [4, 5], sub

^ H o r £fe ^ JFg, the same, forma spinosa.

346.—$| $jfc shou shu. P., XXXVI, 54. T., CCCVIII.

Pen king:— Shou shu. The bark is officinal. Taste

pungent. Nature cold. Non-poisonous.

g fp kit ku. The shou shu grows

in Hrang rh [in Ho nan, App. 69] in river-valleys, fields

and burial wastes. It is gathered in the 4th month.

Li Tang-chi [3rd cent.]:—The shou shu is also called

yanglu, fc #|J moulting™ and gc $fc fcung (hollow)

shu. The bark is white, aud it [the stem ?] is hollow. It ha

120
Properly a name for Vitex. See 348.
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joints. The fruit resembles the kou « tn* [fruit of Lycium.
See 345]. It ripens in winter and is then of a red colour

and a sweet and bitter taste. It is sometimes confounded

with the kou tH Uz\ This is not the yam, lu which tfa

people use for forming hedges.

Su Kung [7th cent.]:—The shou shu resembles the Hung
shu [v. supra]. It is a tree above 10 feet high with a whit

bark. Its fruit ripens in the 8th or 9th month, is of a

red colour and resembles the kou k'i. The berries grow

in pairs. Taste bitter. They do not resemble the fruit of

the fcung she. The k'vng shit is the same as the yang h.

Its fruit is a pod.

Ma Chi [10th cent.] :— The shou shu resembles the kou

* h but the shou shu has spines whilst the kou kH is unarmed.

Li Siii-chen says that the above statements are not clear,

the shou shu tree seems to be unknown to him.

Ch., XXXIII :—S/iou shu. The figure represents a tree

or shrub with oblong berries.

Amoen, exot., 85 5 :—*§ ifog . Korei utsugi. Sambucina

ramorum facie i'rutex Goweensis etc. Figured in Banks'

Icon. Kcempf. sel. [45]. This is Diervilla grandiji

Zucc. Flora, jap., I, 71, tab. 31. Siebold states that

K^mpfer is mistaken in writing Korei idsugi It should

read joro utsugi, joro being the Japanese pronunciation of the

above Chinese characters.

Amam. e.vot., 854 :—jti |g joro, vulgo utsugi. Sambuci<nmnen. e.rot., 8y4 :—jfj ^ joro, vuigo ww«y«. ——-

—

facie frutex etc. According to Siebold, I.e., instead of joro

v»lgo utsugi we have to read Korei utsugi. The above

Chinese characters mean Corea. This is Deutzia teabra

T1% See Smb. & Zucc, Ft. jap., I, 20, where su so is

^ven as the Chinese name, i.e. $ B- But in Fold's Icon.

lned
- [IV] this Chinese name is applied to Deutzia gracilis
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1 D. crenata and likewise to Diervilla hortensis, whilst

'jf- 7JC
121

is given as the Chinese name for Bexdzia scahra,

Sieb., CEcon., 336:— Deutzia scahra. Japonice : ntsitgi;

simce : ^ jgjjj. Folia ad laevigandum lignum.

In the Phon zo [LXXXJX] the Chinese name *f W, is

applied [5, 6] to Deutzia gracilis, [8] to Staphylea Bumalda

and [9] to Philadelphia coronarius, L.

IJ» lit [Japanese pronunciation joro], in Sieb. &
ZUCC, Fl.jap., I, 74, is Diervilla versicolor (Weigelaja

j

Thbg.). In the P/;<m * [LXXXIX, 9, 10] the

Chinese name denotes Diervilla floribunda, S. & Z.

same

347.—£ ^ »A« nan. P., XXXVI, 55. 7'., CCCVI.

Pw king:—Shi nan. The loaves are officinal. Taste

acrid and bitter. Poisonous. The fruit also is used in

medicine.

Pie lu:—The shi nan grows in Una yin [in Shen si,

App. 87] in mountain-valleys. The leaves are gathered in

the 3rd and 4th months, the fruit in the 8th month, and dried

in the shade.

T'AO Hung-king:— It is common in Eastern China.

Its leaves resemble thepHp'a [Eriobotrija. See 282]. They

are rarely used in medicine.

Su Kung [7th cent.]:—Its leaves are like the lien

ts
l
ao.m They do not wither in winter. The fine-leaved sort

from Kuan chung [Shen si, App. 158] is the best. In

South China the shi nan has long, large leaves like those

of the p*i p'a [v. supra]. They are odourless and tasteless,

and are not used in medicine.

ui

122

Compare above [121 J, Sambucus.

> Cocoon plant. Unknown to me.
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Han Pao-sheng [10th cent.]:—It is common in Chung
nan and Sie ku [both in Shen si, App. 28, 309] in rocky

places. Dealers in drugs sometimes confound it with the sM
wei [Polypodium lingua. See 203].

Su Sung [11th cent.]:—It is now found on rocks in South

China as well as in the North, and is sometimes a large tree.

That which grows in Kiang and Hu [Kiang si and Hu kuang,

App. 124, 83] has leaves like the pH p
l

a with small prick! .

They do not fall off in winter. It blossoms in spring. White

flowers in clusters. In autumn it bears small red fruits.

The sort which is produced in Kuan and Lung [in Shen si

and Kan su, App. 158, 216] has leaves like the mang ts'ao

[see 158], of a greenish yellow colour with purple spots

underneath. When rain is abundant they grow from 2 to 3

inches long. The slender root is a horizontal creeper and

is of a purple colour. The tree has neither flowers nor fruit,

but its foliage is luxuriant. In the North as well as in the

South it is planted freely in court-yards. It is a handsome

tree and affords ample shade. For medical use the small-

leaved sort from Knan cluing [Shen si, App. 158] is

employed.

The Wei wan,j hua mu eld says :—In South China the

«*»' nan tree grows wild. It blossoms in the 2nd month.

T«e fruit is like the yen fu tsz
1 [Akebia? See 184]. It

ripens in the 8th month. The people gather it, take out the

kernels, boil them toother with fish, and so make a soup. It

^ uot used now [in medicine].

K'ou Tsung-SHI [12th cent.]:-The leaves of the shi nan

are like the pH fa leaves, but smaller, glabrous, not downy

underneath nor wrinkled. It blossoms in the first or second

"^nth. In winter a spathe can be seen consisting of two

leaves. When the ipathe bursts, 15 or more larger or

Waller flowers appear like those of the ch'un (Cedrda). The
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(petal

There are numerous stamens which conceal the flowers. After

the tree has shed its flowers, the old leaves fall off and new
leaves appear. The shi nan is rarely seen in the northern

provinces, but it is common in Hu nan and Hu pei, in

Kiang si and in the two Che [Che kiane and Kiang su.

drug].
[

Li Shi-chen :—The shi nan grows on the sunny side of

?, whence the name (shi*** rock, nan= south). In Kui

and [tl

[in Hu nan, App. 167] it is called ffl, §| /

wine it is useful in curing head-ache.

Steeped in

It is impossible to decide from the above descriptions

what tree is meant. Probably several plants are known by
the name shi nan in different parts of China.

CL, XXXIII, 50 i—Ski nan. The figure represents a

plant with berries.

Amcen. exot., 877 :—£J p£j sekki nan, vulgo saku nange.

Frutex perennis orgyjam altus, etc.—This is Rhododendron
Metternkhii, 8. & Z. [Fl.jaj,, I, 23, tab. 9].-Same identifi-

cation in the Phon to [LXXXIX, 13, 14],—Am in, 103.

HBNBY [Chin.pl., 368] says that in Hu pei Rhododendron
Fortunei, Ldl., is called ^& jQ ye pH p'a. Comp. above

the statement of the ancient Chinese authors that the leaves

of the shi nan resemble the p'i fa leaves (Eriobotrya).

348-—£fc ffl mou king. P., XXXVI, 5b". T., CCLXX.
Comp. Classics, 521.

The Pen king calls it /> $J sia<> (small) king. The fruit

is officinal. Taste bitter. Noa-poisonons.—The leaves, root,

and the sap of the tree also are used in medicine.
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Pie In ;—The mou (male) king shi (fruit) is produced in
Ho kien [in Chi li, App. 75], Nan yang [in Ho nan,
App. 231] and Yuan ku [in Shan tang, App. 415], also in

P'ing shou [in Shan tung, App. 256] and Tu hiaug [in Chi li,

App. 3G9] in the high mountains, also in the fields. The
fruit is gathered in the 8th and 9th months and dried in

the shade.

T'ao Hung -king:— The name siao (small) king is

improperly applied to the mou king, for it is a tree and its

fruit is larger than that of the man king [see the next]. The
man king is the sort of king of which staves are made. Its

fruit is small, in appearance like that of hemp, and is of a

greenish yellow colour. But the fruit of the mou king, which is

found in North China, is as large as a pea, globular and of a

black colour. It is much used in prescriptions for promoting

longevity. The leaves also are used in medicine. The twigs

and the leaves of the mou king all stand opposite.

Su Kung [7th cent.]:—The mou (male) king is improperly

so called, for it bears fruit. The name therefore probably

refers to its being a tree, whilst the man king is a creeper.

The latter has a large fruit, whilst the mou king has a small

fruit and is therefore termed siao king. The mou king is fit

for making sticks and lances. The fruit is small and of a

yellow colour. It has a strong arborescent stem. In the

History of the Han dynasty [chapter on Sacrifices] it is

stated that the mou king is used for flag-staves for the funeral

banners, not the man king [as T'ao Hung-king intimates].

There are two sorts of mou king—the green and the red. The

former is the best. The mou king is frequently confounded

with the man king, but they are quite different.

Su Sung [11th cent.]:—The mou king is now found in

Mei chou and Shu chou [both in Sz ch'aan, App. 219, 292]

o

67
[

It is commonly
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called g $f huang king. The wood of the stem and the

branches is hard. It is upright. The leaves resemble those

of the pi ma (Ricinus communis) but are more dissected and
thinner. Flowers red and in panicles. Small yellow fruit of

the size of the seed of hemp, whence the name sim (small)

king.

Li Shi -chen:— The mou king is a common plant,

especially in the mountains where it is used for fuel. If not

cut for many years it becomes a tree of considerable size.

The heart of the wood is square. The leaves are opposite,

and each petiole bears five leaflets (digitate leaves), sometimes
even seven. The leaflets are like elm-leaves, long and pointed,

with the margin serrated and toothed. In the 5th month
panicles of reddish purple flowers are produced in the axils.

The fruit is as large as that of the hu sui (Coriander). It has

a white inner skin.** Su SuNG is w in asgerti that the

leaves of the mou king resemble those of the pi ma. There are

Sff king,
two sorts—the green and the red.

the red is fg hu [comp. Classics, 543]7 The young flexible

shoots of both kinds are employed in basket making. In

ancient times poor women used the king for hair-pins.

The mou king is a Vitex. Further particulars sub. 349.

349.—H fjj man^ p
? XXXVI, 60. T., CCLXX.

P, (creeping) king. The fruit is officinal.

Taste bitter. Nature slightly cold. Non-poisonous
Pie lu :—Only th

the name.

JNG [7th cent.]: -It is a creeping plant, whence

The man king grows along the edge of the water.

The stem is about 10 feet long. In spring anal] new leaves

shoot forth from the old branches. In the 5th month the

IX ti&m&mz.
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leaves resemble apricot-leaves. It blossoms in tbe 6th month.
Flowers reddish white with yellow filaments. In the 9th
month it bears fruit. This is as large as the seed of the xcu

{Sterculia platanifolia
) , has black spots and is light. The

leaves fall off in winter. It is frequently confounded with
the mou king.

Su Sung [11th cent.] :— It is common in Pien king
[in Ho nan, App. 248], in Ts'in chou [in Kan su, App. 358],
Lung chou [in Shen si, App. 215], and in Ming chou and
Yiie chou [both in Che kiang, App. 224, 418]. The stem is

from 4 to 5 feot high. The leaves proceed from the joints and
are opposite. It looks like a small lien tree [Melia. See 321].

It blossoms in summer. Flowers of a pale red colour.

Filaments yellowish white. Below the flower is the green

receptacle of which the fruit is formed. The ancient authors

named it man (creeping) king, but it does not creep.

Li Shi -chen says its branches are slender and weak,

whence the name (creeping king).

In the Ch. [XXXIII, 27, sub ^ jfa man king or jf§

king tHao (twigs)] is a good drawing of Vitex incisa, Lam.

The same is figured in the Kiu huang [LV, 4, sub ^| ^
king tsz']. The description in the P. agrees. At Peking

king tHao is the common name for Vitex incisa.

Lour., Fl. cochin., 474:

—

Vitex negundo, L. Sinice

:

muen kim (man king).— Ibid., 475:— V. spicata, Lour.

Sinice: u chu kim [probably 3£ J§ $J wu chi king (five

fingers king), which according to Parker is the Canton name

for V. negundo~\.

Tatar., Cat., 59:— %\ % king t'iao, Vitex incisa.

Ibid., 38, H %ij ^ man king tsz', semina Viticis incises

P. Smith, 227.
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According to Parker [China Rev., X, 377], in Sz

ch'uan Vitex negundo, a common road shrub, is called ^ fij

huang king.—Same identifiation in Henry's Chin. pi. [132].

The Ind. Fl. sin. [II, 257] enumerates six species of

Vitex for China.

Cust. Med., p. 216 (81):

—

Man king tsz' (fruits) exported

1885 from Wen chow 3.10 piculs,—p. 2J»1 (317), from Amoy

0.11 picul. Exported also from Han kow. See Hank. Med., 27.

Phon so, LXXXIV, 15, 16 :—ft =jfjj,
Vitex cannabifolia,

S. & Z. [ according to Japanese botanists introduced into

Japan from China].

Hoffm. & Schlt., 622 :— Vitex cannahifolia, ft ^j or

jf j^f . Same identification in the Kica wi [111].

Phon zo, LXXXIX, 17, 18 :—|g $J ^ , Vitex trifolia,

L.

Japan.

Kwa wi [88]. Introduced into

Sieb., Icon, ined., VI:— Same Chinese name, Vitex

obovata, Thbg. (same as V. trifolia).

350.—$ 'Jfrfu ling. P., XXXVIT, i. T., CXCVII.

Pen king :—Fu ling, ^ ^fu t
l
u. Taste sweet. Nature

uniform. Non-poisonous.

Pie lu /—The fu ling which clings to the root [of the

fir tree] is called ^ jg$ fu shen. The fu ling and the fu shen

grow in T'ai shan [in Shan tung, App. 322], in mountain-

valleys under large fir trees. It is dug up in the 2nd and

8th months and dried in the shade.

[

<Kmf<
the

fir
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thert

fist. When worn in the girdle it will discomfit evil spirits.

T-ao Hung-king :—The drug brought from Yfi chou
[in Kuang si, App. 412] is of a large size, like a vessel with
a capacity of three or four sheng. The outer skin is bliok
and has small wrinkles. The inner substance is hard and of a

white colour. The best drug is that which lias the appearance
of a bird or a beast or a tortoise, etc. The red/// Uwj is 1 s

valued. It does not decay and is not eaten by insects. Even
after remaining underneath the ground for thirty years it will

not change its colour and texture.

Su Kung [7th cent.]:— Now the fu ling which is

produced in T'ai shan is compact and finely veined. It is

not much used. The best comes from Hua shan [in Shen si,

App. 86^\. This is very coarse in texture and massive. It is

also found in the Southern mountains of Yung chou [Shen si,

App. 424], but this also is inferior to the Hua shan drug.

In the Ki shi chu ['T'ang period] this drug is called

^ 5Ea IS pu sz
: mien (undying flour).

Han Pao-sheng [10th cent.]:—It is found in place-

wherever large fir trees grow. It abounds in Hua shan,o~ — • — '—~ fc>

where it is found under dried -up fir trees. It appears in

lumps. The drug which has the appearance of a tortoise or a

bird is especially valued.

Chang Yu-si [11th cent.]:—The Fan tu* ki jan [Bot.

sin., I, p. 145 (104)] says :—The fu ling is produced on tlie

Sung shan [in Ho nan, App. 317] and in San fu [in Shen si,

App. 265]. Hum nan tsz' says that the fu ling is found under

fir trees a thousand years old. The t'u sz' (Cuscuta. See 1G3]

grows above. The Tien slut says that after the resin of the

fir tree has entered the ground and remained there a thousand

years it is changed into fu ling. When you see the fir tree
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the fu ling is beneath it. The Kuang
the/u slien [v. supra]

is superior to the fu ling. It is brought from Pu yang kien

[in Chi li, App. 263].

Su Sung [11th cent.]:—It is found on the mountains

T'ai shan [in Shan tung, App. 322], Hua shan [in Shen si]

and Sung shan [v. supra]. It clings to the roots of large

fir trees. It produces neither leaves, flowers nor fruit, and

forms underground nodular masses as largo as a man's fist,

which sometimes weigh several pounds. There are two

sorts—the red and the white. /'

the metamorphosed resin of the fir trees, and others that

it grows from the spurious vapors of the fir tree [?].
m The

largest lumps which do not adhere to the root are called

i ling. Those which clasp the root, and which arc light and

of a loose texture are called ^p fu shen. They are produced

by the spurious vapors of the tree and are of a superior quality.

In the chapter on Divination in the Shi ki [v. supra] it is

.fi )

163]. In appearance it resembles a bird. The place

the fu ling lies underground, sometimes from 4 to 1 feet

deep, is discovered by burning the t
lu sz

l
.

Li Shi-chen :—The fu ling is also called M H# sung yu

(fat). By the t'u sz' mentioned by the ancient authors in

connexion with the fu ling we are not to understand,

Li Shi-chen says, the plant of this name (Cuscuta) but a

kind of subtile vapor hanging above the spot where the

fu ling lies underground. The mountain people know it.

The best sort is that in large lumps and as hard as a stone.

The light sort of a loose texture is not much valued.

The heart of the/w shen is called flf! ifc shen mu (divine

d). It is likewise used in medicine, as also the bark of

the/

124ummm
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Ch XXXIII, G :-Fu ling. The drawing represents
large nodular masses.

Father Martini, about 2±0 years ago, mentions the

/
20]

A Cleyer, Specimen Medicines sinicce (1682), 189 :—Pe
/ _t- •

1 /» 7 • vfo lim (white/

etc. ... Est idem quod Lusitanice dicitur Pao de China

/<
illo, et etiam carius multo.

Smilacis. Oomp. nipra, 179.

Du Halde, la Chine, I, 30, III, 647,-Grosier, /a Chine,
IH, 324, 328.

Lour., Fl. cochin., 710 :—Ad radices Pinorum sylvestrium

magnse longaavitatis in provincia boreali Chinensi su chuyen

|_Sz ch'uan] gigni solent quaxlam tubera, subrotunda, magna,
scabra, fusca, intus albissima, qua3 ab Europaeis vocantur

Radix sinensis alba, ab ipsis vero Sinensibus Pe fu tin.

Horum tuberum decocto feliciter utuntur in praxi medica,

prsecipue m morbis pulmonum et vesicae. Radix Sinensis

rubra provenit ex diversa planta, quae a Linnseo dicitur Smilax

Chinee.

Tatab., Cat., 23, 2 :

—

Fu Ung or pai (white) fu ling,

Pachyma pinetorum. Fungus maximus.

Gaugkr, 18:— Fu ling, described and figured. But

(*auger is mistaken in supposing that it is the root of a

-Dioscorea or Tamus.

Williams, Chin. Commerc. Guide, 114, sub China root.

In 1859 the Rev. M. J- Berkeley published in the

Journ. Proc. Linn. Soc. BoL [III, 102] an interesting article
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on some Tuberiform Vegetable Productions from China, in

which the pe fu ling is determined as Pachyma Cocos, Fries,

a Fungus-like substance.

Hanbury, Sc. pap., 267:— Good description of the

Chinese drug fu ling :—Large, ponderous tuberiform bodies
consisting internally of a compact mass of considerable hard-
ness, varying in colour from cinnamon-brown to pure white.
They are an altered state of the root of the tree, probably
occasioned by the presence of a Fungus. It is the Pachyma
Cocos, Fries, occurring in K America, Japan and China. In
America it is called "Indian Bread."— See also
Sc. pap., 200, where this drug is figured.

P. Smith, 165 :— Pachyma Cocos.—Henry, Chin.pl,

Han

478.

Med., p. 06 (18):—Fu ling exported 1885 from
O "1 J f\ J w - ^ . _

/«

(48)

Han kow, 13,149.45 piculs.

(bark) from Canton 27.49 r f

chow 1.70 Vicu\.-Ibid., p/220 (25), /u
Foo chow 0.05 picul, from Hong kong. Said to be produced
in Kuang tung.

Amcen. exot., 8Z2:-Sjooro (no Chinese characters).
Tubera esculenta, terrestria, sub abietibus crescentia.

Thunberg [Ft jap., 349 ] identifies this with Lycoperdon
Tuber, L. Fungus magnitudine pruni majoris.

See in Phon zo [XCIII] the drawings, 2r, sub Q ^ ^
(white),-2», % ft^ (red),-3/", ft

351-~$%3&hup l

. Amber. P., XXXVII, 7.

Yiin nan, App. 426]
[
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_

T'ao Hung-king .—The ancients say that the hu p*o is the
resin of the fir tree, which, being embedded in the soil daring
a thousand years, turns into amber. When burned it emits an
odour like that of resin. It sometimes incloses insects. An
imitation of the hu p'o is produced by boiling hen's-eggi
with fish-roe. The genuine hu p'o, when rubbed between the

hands till it becomes hot, will attract straw. Now all the hu
2^o in China is brought from foreigu countries.

Tatar., Cat., 9:— IIu p'o. Succinum.— Williams,
Chin. Comm. Guide, 79 :—Amber, article of import— ?.

Smith, 12.

352.--2g ^ chu ling. P., XXXVII, 10. T., CLXVIL

Pen king

:

— Chu ling (pig'fi tubers), §g $$ |g Ha chu shi

(boar's excrement). Taste sweet. Nature uniform. 3STon-

poisonous.

Pie lu:—The chu ling grows on the mountain Heng
sban [in Hu nan, App. 61], also in Tsi yin and Yuan ku

[both in Shan tung, App. 347, 415]. It is gathered in the

2nd and 8th months and dried in the shade.

T'ao Hung-king :—This drug appears in black lumps

resembling pig's excrement. Chdang tsz' [4th cent. B.C.]

m [3rd

commenting upon Chuang tsz', says that it is the ^ ling, the

root of which resembles pig's excrement. That which is called

dm ling consists of the $H§f^, tubers produced on the/eng tree

[Liquidambar Formosana. See Bot. sin., U, 261]. The best

sort has a black skin and white flesh. The skin is removed

before using the drug.

Su Sung [11th cent.]:—It is now found in Shu chou

[in Sz ch'uan, App.
68

304]. It
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grows underground, but not always under the root of the feng

tree. It is also called
Jfli J£ $fc it wu t'ao (black ground

peach).

Li Shi-chen :—The chu ling are excrescences produced

by the superfluous vapors of trees, in the same way as the

fu ling is produced by the fir tree. The feng tree produces

the chu ling in the greatest abundance.

C/t., XXXIII, 55 :

—

Chuling. The figure represents a

plant with pinnate leaves, not tubers.

Tatar., Cat., 11 :—Chu ling. Not identified.

Hanb., Sc. pap., 201, 269:—Chu ling. Production

similar to the Pachyma Cocos [see 350] but smaller.—See

also Berkeley, I.e. [supra, sub 350].

Oust. Med., p. 66 (10):— Chu ling exported 1885 from

Han kow 1,337 piculs,— p. 22 (13), from Tien tsin 379.01

piculs,—p. 58 (3), from I cliang 123.93 piculs.

Phon so, XCIII, 6r, i

353.

exxxvi.
% lei huan {wan). P., XXXVII, 12. T.,

Pen king:— Lei huan (thunder -ball). Taste bitter.

Nature cold. Slightly poisonous.

Pie lu:—Other names: ff W lei shi (thunde

* The lei huan is produced in

[S

]
also

The root is gathered in the 8th month.

T'ao Huxg-king :—It i produced in Kien p'ing and

I tu [both in Hu pei, App. 139, 104], and appears as small

balls joined together.
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Su Kung [7th cent.]:— The lei hum is the ling™

produced by the bamboo. The balls are not joined together.

It is produced in Fang chou [in Hu pei, App. 35] and

Kin chou [in Shon si, App. 143].

Li Shi-chen :—The lei huan varies in size. It is like

a chestnut and sometimes like the chit ling [see 352]. It is

round, has a black skin, white flesh and is very hard and

compact. The lei huan, like the gl^= kit

the fj ||! lei sie (thunder-pile), are productions of the thunder-

clap, and metamorphoses of the subtile vapors of plants. It is

produced in the ground and is without leaves It has the

power of destroying worms and driving out evil spirits. That

produced on the bamboo is called ft^ chu ling.

Tatar., Cat., 34 :—Lei huan, Mylitta lapidescens. Fungus

asporus ?—Gauger, 26 .— The lei huan figured and decribed.

Hanb., Sc. pap., 205, 269 :—The lei huan figured and

described :—Small, round nodules of a dark brownish grey

colour and very hard.

P. Smith, 154.

Cust. Med., p. 76 (155):— Lei huan exported 1885 from

Han kow 68.43 piculs—p. 64 (72), from I chang 4.53 piculs.

Phon zo, XCIII, 6f, jt% and, 7, ft ^.

354.—H J- ^ ££ gang shang Id sheng. P., XXX\ II, 13.

T., CLXXX.
Conip. Rh ya, 262, Classics, 449.

Pen king -.—Sang shang hi sheng (lodging on the mulberry

tree. Parasite), ^ Jfc yd mu (lodging on trees), %fe

fc j| zcan t'uny. The stem, leaves and fruit are officinal.

Taste of the stem and the leaves bitter ;
non-poisonous. The

fruit is sweet and non-poisonous.

125 %
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Pie lu:-~The

trees in Hung nnng [in Ho nan, App .99] in river-valleys.

The stem and the leaves are gathered on the 3rd day of the
3rd month and dried in the shade.

T'ao Rvm-Kim :—This parasitic plant grows upon fir

trees, the poplar and the feng tree (Liquidambar Formosana).
It is the same kind on all these trees, only the roots differ

according to the tree upon which the plant lives. These roots

are embedded in the substance of the joints of the branches
of the tree. Leaves roundish, greenish red, thick, glossy,

easily broken and evergreen. They spring from the joints of

the plant. It blossoms in the 4th month. White flowers.

The fruit, which is produced in the 5th month, is of a red
colour and of the size of a pea. It is common. The best

drug comes from P'eng ch'eng [in Kiang su, App. 247].
It is commonly called j^^ ,„ tuan. But this name in the

Pen king is applied to a quite different plant [see 84,

,k)

[7th cent.] the feng,

The
leaves are like small willow-leaves, but thick and easily broken
The stem is coarse and short. The fruit is yellow and
resembles a small jujube. There is one kind of this parasitic

plant, growing in Kuo chou [in Ho nan, App. 173] on

mulberry trees, the fruit of which contains a very viscid juice.

The kernel is of the size of a small pea. The fruit ripens in

the 9th month and is then of a yellow colour. It does not

rrnen in the 5th month, is not red and is not of the size of a

small pea, as T'ao Hung-kixg asserts. The people of Kiang
nan employ the stem and call it su tuan
properly the name of another plant.

Han Pao-sheng [10th cent.]:— This parasitic plant

grows on various trees. People say that it is propagated by

[v. supra] which is
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birds which eat the fruits and drop their excrement upon
trees.

^

The leaves resemble orange-leaves but are thick and
soft. The best is that growing upon the mulberry tree.

^

Ta Ming [10th cent]:—The people gather the plant
which grows upon the kit tree [see 327] instead of that
living upon the mulberry tree, which is very scarce. They
resemble each other but are not identical. That grow-
ing upon the feng tree is an inferior sort which equals that

produced on the kii tree. It is of a yellow colour and is

gathered in the 6th or 7th month.

K'ou Tsung-shi [12th cent] .—The sang hi sheng is said

[by previous authors] to be a common plant. But nowadays
it is difficult to obtain, in the north as well as in the south,

for the plant is gradually becoming extinct.

Chit Chen-heng [14th cent.]:—The sang ki sheng is an

important medicine.

Li Shi-chen :—This parasitic plant is from 2 to 3 feet

long. Ita leaves are round, slightly pointed, thick, soft, green

and glossy on the upper side, and of a pale purplish colour

and downy underneath. People say that this plant is common
in Chuan Shu [Sz ch'uan, App. 26], where the mulberry

tree abounds and where this plant can be taken direct from

the tree and employed in a fresh state. It grows plentifully

o on other trees, but then its medical virtues are

not the same and it is sometimes injurious to life. The

Cheng Tsiao T lung chi [ 12th cent. ] says that there are

^vo kinds. One of them, the larger sort, has leaves like

als

the shi Uu (pomegranate). This is the |£ niao [o( the

Shi king]. The smaller kind has leaves like the ma huang

[Ephedra. See 97]. This is the # H nu lo [of the Shi

ki»9]- The fruits are the same in both kinds. [Comp.

Classics, 449, 450.]
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Ck, XXXIII, 35 :

—

Sang sliang ki sheng. Rude draw-
ing. Probably a Loranthm is intended.—Ibid., XXXVI,
24 :—31 W £fc u # «&?«?. ltude drawing of a Viscum or

Loranthus, said to grow on chestnut trees (&') in Yiin nan.

Tatar., Cat., 44 -.—Sang ki sheng. Viscum ?—The drug
of this Chinese name which I obtained from a Peking dru<r-

shop—yellow stems without leaves—and which was examined
at Kew, proved to be the common 1 Iscum album, L.

P. Smith, 150 :—Mistletoe, It hu. Li and hu are names
for oaks.

)
omitted in the above name. Ibid., 93 -.—Epiphytes. Ibid.,

232 '.—Willow-Epiphyte, liu ki sheng.

Henry [Chm.pl, 35, 392]:—Sang ki sheng in Hu pei,

Loranthus Jadoriki, Sieb., and other Bpecies. These parasites,

when they occur on the mulberry, are highly valued as

drugs.

Cust. Med., p. 3G0 -.—Sang hi sheng exported 1885 from
Canton 41.13 piculs. Same drug exported from Hankow.
See Hank. Med., 35.

Ibid., p. 286 (184):—Ki sheng exported from Amoy
14.23 piculs.—Ibid., 360 (282), tsa ki sheng {Viscum growii

on various trees) exported from Canton 2.05 piculs.

The Hank. Med. [25, 43] mentions the liu ki sheng

[growing on willows] and the t
lao ki sheng [on peach trees]

as exported from Han kow. Both are noticed in the P.

[XXXVII 16, 17].

The propagation of the mistletoe by birds eating the

fruit, as noticed by the ( 'hinese authors, is also mentioned
by Theophrastus [de musis plant, 2, 17].

or

Phon zo, XCIII, 8, 9 :-^ ^ £, Viteum album.
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355, sunglo. P., XXXVII, 15. 7., CL

Xon-

Oomp. Classics, 450.

Pen king :—Sung lo (parasite on fir trees). Taste bitt

poisonous.

Pie lu .-—Other name : # || nil lo. The sung lo grows
on the Hiung rh mountain [in Ho nan, App. 69] on iung
(fir) trees. It is gathered in the 5th month and dried in the

shade.

T'ao Hung-king :—The plant is common in the eastern

mountains, where it grows on various trees, but the genuine

drug is that produced upon fir trees. In the Shi king the

niao, together with the nil lo, is mentioned as growing on

the fir tree. The niao is the true hi sheng growing upon

mulberry trees. The other parasite growing on the fir tree is

different from that found on the mulberry tree [see 354] and

is not used in medicine.

Li Shi-chen : ^±l££
sung shang ki sheng. The nil lo has been variously identified

by the ancient authors. Mao, in commenting upon the Shi

ting, says it is the t'u sz
f [Cuscuta. See 163]. Wu P'u

[3rd cent.] says the Vu sz
i

is the same as the sung lo

[v. supra]. T'ao Hung-king suggests that the niao of the

Shi king is the plant growing upon the mulberry tree and

sung lo the sort which grows upon fir trees. The PH ya

[11th cent.] states :—The niao is a parasite (Viscum) upon fir

trees and Thuja, whilst the nil lo is a twining plant which

climbs upon the fir tree. Others say :—The plant is called

«« lo when it climbs on trees and t'u sf when it twines about

herbaceous plants. [12th cent.]

says :—There are two kinds of ki sheng,—the large is called

niao and the small nil lo.
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The sung lo or sung shang M slteng of the Chinese authors
seems to be a species of Viscum or Loranthus.

Phon zo, XOIII, 11, 12 :-$ £ $g [the third character
means creeper], Loranthus Kcempferi, Maxim. (

Kiempfert, DC.). See Franchet & Saw, J5 . ^„
Ij 403,^ II, 482. It has been found on Larix, Pinus
Massoniatia, Abies Ji

Amain, exot., 785 :—^ £ ksei, vulgo jodoroki. Viscum
baccis rubentibus etc. Crescit in Larice. Rusticorum vuleus
id appellabat gomi maatz i.e. Vtscum lar,iceum.

356.—£ $j chan sz\ P., XXXVII, 17. T., CCCXI.
P

'f

lu -'—Cha?i u\ ^ ^ *<an j»V (charcoal skin). It

grows in T'ai shan [in Shan tung, App. 322] in mountain-
valleys. Gathered at any time of the year.

T'ao Hung-king :—Li Tang-chi [3rd cent.] says it is a

hi slteng (parasite) which grows upon the chang (Camphor
tree). The people now erroneously call the skin (fleshy husk)

of the walnut chan sz\ According to T'ung kun this drug

[ J is a bark

Li Shi-chen :—Other
'> ?N tS ST mu chart sz

[Magnolia* See 316].

& M S
;

357— ft chu, the Bamboo. P., XXXVII, 18. T.,

CLXXXIX.

Comp. Classics, 5G3, 504.

Pen king .—ft ,h<, ft g£ chu ye (leaves), ft f£ chu ski

(fruit). The Pie U says the chu shi is produced in 1 chou

[App. 102]. It mentions also the ft %j chu sun (bamboo-

sprouts) as a medicine.
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The Pen king and the Pie lu notice several peculiar

kinds of bamboo as officinal.

Of the |j| tft kin chu
9
the leaves, sap (J|F) and root are

used
; of the ^ fj

-

tan chu> the leaves and the root ; of the

@ ff k'u (bitter) chu, the leaves and the sap.

In the P. there appears also a drug derived from the

bamboo and termed ^ ^p chic ju. It is mentioned in the

Pie lu and in other ancient works.

Tatar. [Cat., 17] gives the name but does not identity

it. P. Smith [31] says that bamboo -roots are meant. I

have seen Tatarinov's drug. It seemed to be bamboo-

shavings, probably the scraped tender epidermis of the skin,

which in the dictionaries is called %')u.

Cust. Med., p. 194 (156):—Bamboo -leaves exported

1885 from Ning po 259 piculs,—p. 152 (188), from Shang-

hai 181 piculs.

Ibid., p. 380 (539):—Chu ju exported from Canton

17.91 piculs,— p. 308 (507), from Amoy 2.42 piculs.

Bamboo -roots are exported from Han kow. See Hank

Med., 8.

35&—m 7fc huai mu. P., XXXVII, 26.

Pen king:—Iluai mu, ff M %$ *$* fc

chung mu.

Pie lu:—The huai mu grows in Tsin yang [in Shan si,

c_

7

App. 357], in marshes. The $$ g ^ $
in P'ing yang [in Shan si, App. 257].

Li Shi-chen :-Wu P'u [3rd cent.] says :-Th

mu [Sha

69
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App. 353], and in Ho tung [in Shan si, App. 80], in marshes.

This is the same as the clfeng li chH chu of the Pie hi and
4

the po sui ch'eng ehung mu of the Pen Icing. It is a tree

growing within an old city, as the above names indicate.

The people of Tsin used it as a drug.
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APPENDIX.

CHINESE GEOGRAPHICAL NAMES MENTIONED

IN THE PEN TS'AO RANG MU.

As is well known, the modern political division of China

proper is into 18 ^ sheng or provinces with the subdivisions

Jff J'u (prefectures) 181, If H >}\\

departments) 67, j>\>\ chou (departments, dependent on a

fu) 148, and $£ h n (districts, the lowest division of a

province, dependent on a prefecture or an independent

department) 1,271).

• The meaning of the character jfj»|
chou has varied greatly

in course of time. Originally the nine provinces into which

ancient China was divided by Emperor Yao [B.C. 2360]

were termed chou. His successor Shun [B.C. 2255] divided

the Empire into twelve chou. Yii, the first Emperor of

the g[ Hia dynasty which reigned in China B.C. 2205-

1766, re-established the division into nine provinces, and

e>
$ Shang (or |g

[1766-1122] and #] Chou [1122-249 B.C.].

The China of the $ Chou dynasty lay between the

38rd and 38th parallels and occupied only about two-thirds of

the present ( 'hina proper, reaching to the south nearly half-

way from the Yellow Biver to the Yang tsz'. It consisted

of the roval state held bv the kings (£ vsang) themselves,
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]

Wei and Ho rivers
[

smaller feudal

states, surrounding the royal dominions. Wu-wang. the

founder of the Chou dynasty, resided at » Fencr and ££

Hao [both in Shen si, near present Si an fu]. He built

also another residence in the east on the river $f Lo, which

was called ^ g, Lo i (afterwards $f \% Lo yang, near

fu) centuries

was fixed at Lo yang.

717]

The Chou dynasty was overthrown in the middle of the

3rd cent. B.C. by the princes of the powerful state of

Ts'in. One of them, Cheng, who ruled B.C. 249-210,

reduced all the petty states to his sway and in 221 took

the title Shi Huang -ti (Emperor). His dynasty, which

lasted only 20 years, is called M Ts'in. Shi Huakg-ti
succeeded in establishing his authority over the greater

part of China proper, with the exception of the south-western

ind Yiin nan). He fixed his residence at

)

(

provinces.
»

The next dynasty was the g| Han
China more than four centuries. The Chinese historians

distinguish the Earlier and the Later Han.

The
fjf $| Ts'ien Han or Earlier Han, called also the

Western Han [B.C. 202-A.D. 25]. In the reign of Wu
ti [140-86] China, which then had about the same limits

as what is now called China proper, was divided into 13

% chou or % jm. The subdivisions were 103 ffl
kiln or

prefectures on which depended 1,814 f£ hien (districts) and

,
i (towns). Besides tin B. there w«ra scatter I over the
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of China was at j^ &
f% JH Jwu kuo (small feudal states). The capital

Si an fu. A Men comprised in the prefecture of Si an fa

still bears the name Ch'ano- an.

Hou Han or Later Han, called also Eastern
Han troni its capital

ffi [^ Lo yang near present Ho nan fu.

This dynasty reigned A.D. 25-220. The political division

of the empire was not essentially changed.

San kuo, the Three Kingdoms or Dynasties

estahlished in China after the downfall of the house of

Han:

1.—^j Shu or K} g| Shu Han [A.D. 221-264].

This was regarded as the legitimate dynasty from its

affinity with the Han. It ruled over Sz ch'uan (then

called Shu), Kui chou and Yiin nan. The capital was

a^ /$ ffli Ch'eng tu (now Ch'eng tu fu in Sz ch'uan).

The kingdom comprised 22 kiln (prefectures) and kuo

(feudal states).

2.—£| Wu [A.D. 229-264]. This kingdom

occupied the eastern part of Mid China,—Kiang su,

Southern An hui, Kiang si, Fu kien, Hu kuang.

Political division : 5 chou or provinces, 43 kiln and

kuo. Capital at ^ M Kien ye (Nan king).

3.—II Wei [A.D. 221-264]. This dynasty ruled

over modern Ho nan, Shen si, Shan si, Shan tung

and Chi li. 13 chou or provinces, with 91 kftn and kuo.

Capital at ^ J^ Lo yang.

The 2f Tsin dynasty [A.D. 265-420] reigned again,

till 317 at least, over the whole of China. Political division :

19 chou or provinces, 173 kiln and kuo and 1,109 hien. The

capital was at first at Lo yang, but owing to the invasions

of Northern China by the Hiung nu and other Tartar and

Tungus tribes, it was moved in 317 to £|Jg Kien k'ang
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(present Nan king). 16 small foreign kingdoms or dynasties
were then established in the northern provinces. They were
all subsequently destroyed by the Pei Wei.

4fc M Pei (Northern) Wei dynasty [386-558] was
of Tungus origin. It swayed Southern Mongolia and the

northern part of China, and, encroaching upon the dominions
of the Southern Sung and the other Southern Dynasties
[v. infra]

Yang tsz'. Political division

China as far as the

m
(corresponding to the present fit or prefectures), 519 ^S kiln

(departments) and 1,352 Men (districts). The capital was
at first at ft Tai (now Ta t'ung fu in Shan si). In 495 it

was moved to Lo yang. In 532 the Pei Wei dynasty split

into two branches—the Tung or Eastern Wei [532-550],
capital at M Ye (present Chans to, fu in N. Ha nnn^ «nd

tne bi or Western Wei [532-558] with the capital at Ch'ang
an. These two Wei dynasties were finally overthrown by
two other short-lived dynasties :

4fc^f Pei (Northern)

#£J
Ohou dynasty [558-581] replaced the Western Wei
and in 577 overthrew the Pei Ts'i. The Pei Chou
was itself destroyed by the Sui [v. infra].

The Pei Wei, Pei Ts'i and Pei Chou are known
in Chinese history under the general name of ft %
Pei ch'ao (Northern Dynasties).

In the Southern half of China the Tsui dynasty was

)laced by the $£ Sung dynasty, more generally termed

7fc Kan (Southern) Sung dynasty, to distinguish it from
the Sung dynasty which reign 1 in China from the 10th

to the 13th century. The dominions ol this Nan Sung
dynasty at first comprised South and Mid China and present

Shan tung. Political division : 22 a u or provinces with

277 him and 1.357 foV.« The capital was at l$i $£ Ki<-'u
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k'ang (Nan king). Gradually the Northern Wei encroached
upon the empire of the Nan Sung and drove them back

beyond the Huai river. The Nan Sung dynasty was over-

thrown by the

—

M ^ Nan (Southern)

in turn was replaced by the

^ Liang dynasty [502-557]. The Pei Wei in the

north continued their encroachments upon the southern

empire, and finally the Yang tsz* formed the boundary

between the northern and the southern empire. The domi-

nions of the Liang were divided into '23 chou or provin

with 350 kun or prefectures and 1,203 hien or districts.

The capital was at Kien k'ang (Nan ki. j). The Liang

dynasty was overthrown by the

$fi Chen dynasty [557-589], which swayed the southern

half of China and in turn was destroyed by the Sui [see

infra].

The Nan Sung, Nan Ts'i, Liang and Chen dynastic

are known in Chinese history as the j^j |^ Nan ch'ao or

Southern Dynasties.

The |f Sui dynasty [581-619]. All China, after it had

been divided more than three centuries and a half, wa

again re-united and brought under the sway of this dynasty.

The old division of China into 9 chou or provinces was

again adopted with the old names of the Yii kung- The

subdivisions were 190 kiln and 1,255 hien. The capital

was first at Ch'ano- an ; in G05 the court moved to Lo yang.

The Jg T'ang dynasty [618-907]. The - ond emperor

of this celebrated dynasty [in 627] established a new political

division of China. The empire was divided into 10 ii too

(circuits, or provinces which comprised 360 j\\ chou oi

prefectures). The larger chou were termed $f /«. Ihcre

were 1,557 ^ hien or districts. During the ruling of the

T'ang the capital was at (Jh'ang an.
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In the reign of Ming ti [713-756] another division of

China proper took place. Some of the larger provinces were

divided and there were then 15 tao. The term chou for

prefecture was replaced by the older term kiln. The 15

provinces comprised 328 kiln, of which 49 were termed

$f tu tu fu (seats of a governor - general) and 12
*?

°k W M $f ta (great) tu tu fu. There were 1,573 Men or

districts.

After the downfall of the T'ang dynasty five short-

lived dynasties followed in succession. None of them ruled

over the whole of China, for ten smaller independent king-

doms had risen in different parts of China, and the Ki tan

or Liao penetrated China from the north. This period is

known in Chinese history under the name of 3£ ft Wu
tai, the Five Dynasties [907-960], viz. :

1.—The f^^ Hou (later) Liang [907-923]. The

capital was at ft Pien (now K'ai feng fu in

Ho nan).

2.—The f£ J§ Hou T'ang [923-936]. Capital at Lo

yang.

3.—The £g ff. Hou Tan [936-946]. Capital at Pien.

4.—The ^ gg Hou Han [946-951]

5.—The f^ J&J Hou Chou [951-960].

The% Sung dynasty [960-1280]. This dynasty succeeded

in destroying all the small kingdoms and reuniting all

China into one empire. In 997 China was divided into 15

lu (circuits or provinces). In the beginning of the

12th century there were 22 lu with 10 tu In fu, 40 fu

(larger prefectures), 245 rhou (smaller prefecture*), 1,221 hien

(districts) ami 69 ^ kun (military districts). The Sung had

their capital at H £J /ft K'ai feng fu, also called % B T:l

Liang (now K'ai fong ft, i„ Ho nan). But as in 1126 the

Sung were forced to abandon the northern part of their

i
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empire, as far south as the Han and Huai rivers, to the Kin,
the capital was moved to ^ ify[ Hang chon, also (ailed

K& ^ #f Lin an fu (now Hang chou fu in Che kiang). In

1276 the Mongols took Lin an fu, and in 1280 the whole

empire of the Sung was in the hands of the Mongols.

Since the first half of the 10th century Northern China

was detached from native rule and suhject to foreign dynas-
m

ties,—first to the ^ ^J
who conquered Mongolia and in 936 wrenched from the

emperor Kao Tsu of the Hou Tsin dynasty the northern

part of the present provinces of Chi li and Slum si. The

dynasty of the Ki tan, known in Chinese history as the

Liao, subsisted from 916 to 1125, when it was dis-

placed by another Tartar dynasty, the Churche or 4£ Kin

[1125-1234], who, having subdued the whole of Mongolia,

succeeded also in conquering from the Sung all the pro-

vinces of North China as far south as the Han and Huai

nvers [1127]. The capital of the Kin was in rf* ffi Chung

tu (now Peking). The Kin dynasty was destroyed by the

Mongols in 1234.

Tlie 7C
destruction of the Kin and the Sung, ruled over China

proper from 1260 (or 1280 when the south had also been

subdued) to 1368. China was then divided into 12 province

ijjl^ king eltung shu slieng). The

capital was at ^ ffi Ta tu (now Peking). There were

187 £g lu or prefectures. In some of them were one or

several #f fu, altogether 42. There were 381 chou or

departments and 1,132 Men.
m

HJI Ming dynasty [1368-1644]. The political division

of China proper in this period was similar to that of nowadays,

but there were only 12 provinces. The first two, with the

#a
r>

70
i$\&
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independent administration), the other provinces ffi
jgf $i

f|J

pu cheng shi sz
l or governorships. Pei chi li is the present

Chi li,—Nan chi li, also called f£ $j Kiang nan, comprised

the present provinces Kiang su and An hui. The present

Kan su was included in Shen si. The present Hu pei and

Hu nan formed the province $fj ^ Hu kuang. The other

names of the provinces were as nowadays. 140/?

and 1,138 hien.

The following identifications of ancient geographical

names occurring in the Pen ts'ao hang mu are for the greater

part based upon the geographical sections of the Chinese

dynastic histories. The Chinese geographical dictionary

ft»3l iltf [

compiled from the same sources, but it refers only to the

prefectures, departments and districts. The names of the

ancient provinces of China, so frequently noticed in the Pen

ts'ao hang mu, are not included. Biot in his Didionnaire

des noms anciens et modernes des villes, etc. dans Vempire

chinois (1842), translated from the |g[ J| f2 Kuang yu hi

[see Bot. sin., I, p. 69], also does not give the names of the

provinces, nor are they given in Playfair's Cities and Towns

of China (1879).

L--^HAnlu. Pielu.

Early Han : Men. Now : Hu pei, Te an fu.

2 —2£ % An tuner. Ch'en Ts'ang-k'i.

hien.

Sung: chou. Now: Kiang su, Huai an fu, An tung

3.—^ % Chang an. T'ao Hung-king.

Later Han

:

.n : hien. Tsin dynasty : hien, depending on

Lin hai kiin [see infra, 192]. Now : Cho kiang, T'ai chou fn.
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4.—^ jft Chang Wu. Pie lu.

Later Han : hien, depending on Pu hai kiln [see inf,

262]. Now : Chi li, T'ien tsin fu, Ts'ang chou.
5-—^ ^£ Chans te. Su Sung.

Wu tai
: fu. Now : Ho nan, Chang te fa

.

6'~H2c Ch'ang an. T'ao Hung-king and K'ou Tsunchsiii.

Ancient capital of China during the Han and T'ang
dynasties. Now : Shen si, Si an fu.

Ch'ang yang. Pie lu.
7 B

Han : hien. T'ang : Men. Now : Shan tang, Ten*
chou fu, Lai yang hien.

8.—i^ Ul Ch'ang shan. Pie lu.

Han and Tsin: Mn. Now: Chi li, Cheng ting fu.

There is also a mountain of this name. See Medicinal plants,

141.

9«—Sfl $£ Chao sien. Pie lu.

Ancient name for Corea since the Han dynasty and still

in use.

lQ-—fflf Che. Su Sung and K'ou Tsung-shi.

We meet also with the terms H j$)f
Rh Che or pjij }$f

Liang Che, both meaning " the two Che," two provinces

(lu) of China in the Sung period, viz. $f j?Ij g£ Che si lu

(Western Che) and $f ^ {& Che tung lu (Eastern Che),

corresponding to present Che kiang and a part of Kiang su.

11.—1|| /2 Chen ting. Pie lu.

Early Han : kuo. Now : Chi li, Cheng ting fa.

12.-4*1
>)]\ Ch'en chou. T'ao Hung-king [Med. plants,

314]. Not ascertained.

13.—^ m Ch'en liu. Pie lu.

Early Han : kiln. Now : Ho nan, K'ai feng fu, Ch'en

liu hien.

14.—^ # Ch'en ts'ang. Pie lu.

ki hien

Han : hien. Now lo -'""0
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15.—g|J >)\] Cheng chou. Su Kung and Su Sung.
T'ang: c//ou, Sung : chou. Now: Ho nan, K'ai feng

fu, Cheng chou.

1 6\—IIS Ui Cheng shan. Pie lu.

Hcng-king [Med. plants, 121 same
as Nan cheng. See 226.

17.—^ Ch'eng. T'ao Hung-king.

hien.

Ancient name for Ho nan. See W.B., 31.

M ffl Ch
'

eng chou. Su Kung and Su Sung.
T'ang, Sung: chou. Now: Kan su, Kie ehon, Ch'ene

19-—&W>W. Ch'eng tekiin. Su Sung.
Not ascertained.

20--^ H Ch'eng hien. Pie lu.

Early Han : hien, in Tung hai kiln. See 372.

Now
: Shan tang, Yen chou fu, I hien.

21--*6 0H Ch'i chou. Su Sung.
T'ang and Sung : chou. Now : An hai, Ch'i chou fa

22.-*M Chn yai. Pie lu [

Later Han
: hien. Now : Island of Hai nan, K'imig

chou fu.

23.-* m Ch'u chou. Si Sung.
T'ang and Suug : chou. Now : Che kiang, Ch'u chou fa.

24.—^ Ch'u (Ts'u) and g ^ Ch'u ti (country). Pie lu.

Wu P'u.

A large feudal state in the Chou dynasty occupying

is fij King. See 145.

Ch

25.-7JI )\] Ch'u chou. Su Sung.
T'ang and Sung : chou. Now : An hui, Ch'u chou.

26.—jj| Ch'uan. Su Sunk and Li Shi-chen.
SuSung writes also /}| $£} Ch'nan Shu or '$ }l\

8ha

D«n and
/|| ^ Ch'uan si. All th< e names denote the

tern part of present Sz ch'uan. Comp. also ^j Shu [292]

Q Pa [235], which denotes the eastern part of present
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fez ch'uan and is also termed }]\ ^ Ch'uan tung. Li 8m-
chen [P., XXXll, 2, article % ft] states:-!.. ChW
is a general name for Pa and Shu. This countrv is ilso
called

Jjj

"

ran through it, wz. the lift ft Miu shui, j$ *M ?k Hei (black) shui and £ 7Jt Pai (white) shui. These
are the four principal affluents of the Yang fa*< jyom ,]„,

north. The Hei shui (otherwise called Kia ling) flow

into the great river at Ch'ung k'ing fa [or according
to modern maps it is an affluent of the Kia ling], the
T'o shui at Lu chou and the Min shui at Su chou fu.—The
Pai shui seems to be the Ya lung kianff.

27-—$fc &| Chuang feng. Li Shi-chen.

Now : Kan su, Liang chou fu, Chuang Ian* Km,
%8'~-$& M Chung nan. Han Pao-sheng.

A famous mountain in Southern Shen si, mentioned in

the Shi king. Also Sung : lien. Now : Shen si, Si an fa,

Chou chi hien.

29-—11 lh Chung shan. Wu P«P.

Name of a mountain in Kiang su, Kiang ning fu.

Also : Sui, T'ang : hien. Now : Ho nan, Ju ning fa,

Sin yang chou.

30.— i|t tfz. Chung mou. Pie hi and T"'ao Huvg-ki.vg.

Early Han : hien. Now : Ho nan, K'ai feng fu, Chung

mou hien.

31.

—

1\$ ^ Chung shan. Pie lu.

This place is mentioned in the Tso ch'uan.— Early

Han
: kuo. Now : Chi li, Ting chou.—T'ao Hung-king [Med.

plants, 138] says it was in Tai [321], which was in N. Shan si.

32.— fjt || Chung t'ai. Pie lu [Med. plants, 313]. Not

ascertained.

33.— rft
Jg Chung yo. Pie lu.

One of the five celebrated mountains, same as Sung

sban [infra, 317].
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34.

—

tp Jgi Chung yuan. Pie lu.

A name for Ho nan. See W.D., 1133.

35.—B§ ffl Fang chou. Su Kung, Chang Yii-si and Su

Sung.

T'ang and Sung : chou. Now : Hu pei, Yiin yang fa,

Fang hien.

36*—BP It Fang ling. Pie lu.

hien.

Early Han : Men. Now : Hu pei, Yiin yang fu, Fang

37.—?j§ JL Fei wu. Pie lu.

According to the Li tai, etc. the name appears first in

the Sui dynasty : hien. Now : Sz ch'uan, T ;ung ch'uan fu,

Chung kiang hien.

$?• M Fen chou. Ch'en Ts'ang-k'i and Su Sung.

T'ang and Sung : chou. Now : Shan si, Feng chou fu.

-il ifI
Feng chou. Su Sung.

T'ang : chou. Now : Shen si, Han chung fu, Feng hien.

40.—Ji jgg Feng i. Pie lu.

One of the three prefectures

the capital. See infra, 265, San

41-—^ M Feng kao. Pie lu.

Early Han : hien. Now : Shan tung, T'ai an fu.

42-— %m SB Fou tu. SuSung.
Not ascertained. Perhaps ^j§ JjM

Wu tai period. Now: Sz ch'uan, Ch'ung

king fu, Fou chou.

43-—U JH Fu chou. Su Kung and Su Sung.

T'ang and Sung : chou. Now : Shen si, Fu chou.

44-—^ E Fu feng. T'ao Hung-king.
One of the three prefectures of Ch'ang an, to the N.W

of the capital. See infra, 265, San fu.

45-~fit iia Fu kao. Pie lu.

Not ascertained.
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46-—II WJ Fu chou. Su Sung.

T'ang and Sung : c&m. Now : Fa kien, Fu chou fu.

M-~m B JR Fu In Lien. Han Pao-shexg.
Later Han : kien, T'ang : hien. Now : Kan su, Su chou

fu, Kao t'ai hien.

48.-^
>ty|

Hai chou. Su Sung.

T'ang and Sung ; chou. Now : Kiang su, Hai chou.

49-~'M WL Hai Pin. Pie hi [Med. plants, 139].

Hai pin means "sea -shore." The Pie lu intends a
locality. In the Li tai, etc. the name Hia pin appears first

in the Liao dynasty: hien. Now: Chi K, Yung p'ing fu,

Fu ning hien.

50—mm Hai si. Pie hi.

Early Han : hien. Now : Kiang su, Hai chou.

51-—T& H Hai yen. Ta Ming [10th cent.].

Early Han, T'ang and Sung : hien. Now : Che kiang,

Kia hing fu, Hai yen hien.

52.—m Han. Su Kung and Su Sung.

Han is the name of a river in Shen si and Hu pei, a

northern tributary of the Yang tsz*.—Han was also an

ancient name for Sz ch'uan. Liu Pang, the founder of the

Han dynasty [B.C. 202], was prince of $i Han, which

principality comprised If} Shu and Q Pa (Weste

Eastern Sz ch'uan). In the San kuo period [3rd cent.]

Shu

present Sz ch'uan.

53.—g| jfy|
Han chou. .Su Sung.

T'ang and Sung : chou. Now : Sz ch'uan, Ch'eng te fa,

Han chou.

54.—^ Fft Han chung. Pie lu and T'ao Hung-king.

Han

)

Hu pei
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55.—gj £ Han ku. Pie lu.

^
In Han ku Lao tsz< wrote bis Too te Jang. See W.D.,

163. The name was in use daring the Ts'in dynasty. Now:
Ho nan, Shen chon, Lino pao Lien, t ! mp. also infra, 359,
s m kuan.

5G-—fI5 £|J Han tan. Pa? U and Wu P'a,

Ts'in
: kiln, Han : ton. Now : Southern Chi li, Kuang

p*ing fu and Cheng te fu.

57.—^ £i ^ Han shi shan. Wu P'u.
Not ascertained.

58.—^; Hang or
ffi ]>\,\ Hang chou. Su Sing.

_
T'ang and Sung : chou. Now : Che kian Hang chou fa.

^•—U% Hao. Su Sung.
T'ang and Sung

: chou. Now : An hui, Feng vang fu.

60--|i 7K Hei shni. T-ao Huho-kino.
Name of one of the northern affluents of the Vang fcsz

% m a ^

2CJ in S The Hei
shni is mentioned in the )'// hing or Tribute of Emperor Vii

01 --if III Heng shan. Pfr \a :ill( | Su Sung.
One of the five s; ired mountains of China, in Hu nan.

Also name of a district. Tsin, Pang and Sung: hien.

Now: Hunan, Heng chou fu, Heng shan hien.
62-Hft ffl Hi ebon. SuSuNG.
T'ang and Sung : chou. Now : An hui, Hui chou fu.

63.-7: ^ Hia P-ei. Pie lu.

Early Han
: hien. Now : Kiang su, Su chou fu, P'ei

chou.

64.

Han Pao-sheng.
'Hi Hia chou, also written H$c iff

J.
Sr Kong and

T'ang and Sung: chou. Now Hu pei, I ch'ang fu.

(;r>-~ h&lifr Hienyang. Vielu.

rfio
D yaD

* WM ll
" resideilce of Ts 'IN 8bi Hiang-ti

l
221

^' h *** H'" i;tf<
'

1 n it ancient Ch'ang an.
Tang

: ten. Now : Shen si, Si an fu, Hien yaug hien.
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66 —M n Hing chou. Su Sung.

T'ang and Sung : chou. Now : Shen si, Han chung fu,

Lo yang hien.

67.—H |j|| Hing kuo. Su Sung.

Sung: ^ fein. Now: Hu pei, Wu ch'ang fu, Hing
kuo chou.

6&—J| Tti $f Hing yuan fu. Su Sung.

T'ang and Sung : fu. Now : Shen si, Han chung fu.

69-~M5 Hiung rh. Pie In.

hien.

Name of a mountain in Ho nan, S.W. of Shen chou.

Also Sui : hien. Now : Ho nan, Ho nan fu, Yung ning

69b.—fe >)ft
Ho chou. Su Rung and Su Sung.

T'ang : chou. Now : Sz ch'uan, Ch'ung k*ing fu, Ho
chou.

70.

—

^ J^j Ho p'u. Nan fang ts'ao mu chuang.

Han : kiln. South-west part of Kuang tung province.

There is now Ho p'u hien in Lien chou fu.

71.—fp ^| Ho chou. Su Sung.

T'ang and Sung : chou. Now : An hui, Ho chou.

72.— jpj Ho. Su Sung.

Ho, the Yellow River. The provinces near it, as Ho

pei, Ho nan, Ho tung and Ho nei [see 78, 76, 80, 77] are

likewise termed Ho.

73.—J^f >tyj
Ho chou. Su Sung.

T'ang and Sung : chou. Now : Kan su, Lan chou fu,

Ho chou.

74.— fcf >ft Ho chung and ffl # iff Ho chunS fu
"

Su

Kung and Su Sung.

T'ang and Sung : fu. Now : Shan si, P'u chou fu.

75 —ffi Pt9 Ho kien. Pie lu.

Han : kiln. Now : Chi li, Ho kien fu

71
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™.—MS Ho nan. Pie lu.

Early Han : kirn. Now : Ho nan fu in Ho nan province.

The name Ho nan as that of a province dates from the

Mongol period.

77.—MftHonei. Pie lu.

Han
:
kiln, occupied South-east Shan si and North Ho nan.

Ho nei hien is now a district dependent on Huai k'ing fu.

78.—$J 4fc Ho pei. T'ao Hung-king, Su Kung and Su
Sung.

Early Han : hien. Now : Shan si, Kie chou, Jui ch'eng
men*

In the T'ang and Sung periods Ho pei was the name
of a province (tao) and occupied South Chi li and West Shan
tung.

79.—M© Ho si. Pielu.

According to the History of the Later Han, Ho si

(west of the Yellow River)

Wu wei, ^ f$ Chang i, %J§ %. Tsiu ts'iian, gfc *& Tun huang

Kin ch'eng, i.e. present Kan su from Lan chou fu

to An si chou. Tou Yung [t A.D. 62. See Mayers' Chin.

R. Man., 679] was Viceroy of Ho si.

80-—ffl % Ho tung. Pie lu and Su Sung.
Ts'in and Han : kiln. South-west corner of present Shan

si. The province Ho tung in the T'ang and Sung periods

occupied almost the whole of present Shan si.

8* •—M H§ Ho yang. Su Sung .

Early Han, T'ang and Sung: hien. Now: Ho nan,

Huai k'ing fu, Meng hien.

82-~#3 28 Hu Jung. Li Shi-chen.
Weste North-east Tibet, Kukonor.

83-~M Hu
: The lakes, i.e. the lakes in Central China,

especially the Tung t'ing hu, and the provinces south and

north of it,
j$j gj Hu nan and jgQ ft Hu pei or $$ M Hu
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kuang. All these appellations occur in the authors of the
Sung period. In this period the present En tuang was
divided into two provinces-^ $$ f£ King Hu nan and

4fc Kmg Hu pei. See infra, 147.

84-Hi M Hu nan* 8u Sung.

A name for present Hu nan. See 307, sub Sianff.

85.—^| j$\ Hua chou. Su Kung.
T'ang and Sung : chou. Now : Shen si, Tung chou fu,

Hua chou.

86.—m Jlj Hua shan. Pie Ik.

One of the sacred mountains of China, in Shen si, Pong
chou fu, Hua yin hien.

Also Pei Wei : ktm. Now : Shen si, T'ung chou fu.

87.—|p ^ Hua yin. Pie lu.

Early Han : hien. Now : Shen si, T'ung chou fu, Hua
yin hien.

88.—l§g /g? Hua yuan. Su Kung.

Sui, T'ang and Sung : hien. Now : Shen si, Si an fu,

Yao chou.

89.—m Huai. Su Sung.

Name of a great river in Mid China, between the Yang

tsz' and the Yellow River. The name is also applied to the

country north and south of it, present An hui and Kiang su.

Huai is frequently coupled with Kiang [see 124],

Huai Kiang or also ££ ?1 Kiang Huai.

90.—?i $| Huai nan. Pie lu and Su Sung.

The Huai nan of the Early Han occupied the middlo

Part of present Kiang su between the Yang tsz' and the

Huai river. It was the gf $| ;g|S
Kuang ling ton of which

the celebrated Liu An or Huai nan wang [t B.C. 122] was

the feudal prince. [See Mayers' Chin. R. Man., 412.]

Tsin yang
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T'ang and Sung : Huai nan, name of a province occupy-

ing the southern part of present An hui and Kiang su, ue.

the land between the Yang tsz' and the Huai.

91.—J§ $jf Huai yang. Pie lu.

Early Han : kuo. Now : Ho nan, Ch'en chou fu.

Nan Sung : kiln. Now : Kiang su, Huai an fu.

92.—Jg $g Huai yiian. Pie lu.

In the Li tai, etc. this name is first mentioned in the

Sui period : Men. Now : Ho nan, Ju ning fu, Sin yang

chou.

93.—fff >J»[»|
Huai chou. Su Sung.

T'ang and Sung : chou. Now : Ho nan, Huai k'ing fa.

94.—f§§ fg Huai k'ing. Sr Sung [Med. plants, 101].

According to the Li tai, etc. this name appears first in

the Yiian period : lu (prefecture). Now : Ho nan, Huai

k'ing fu.

95-—U M Huai li. Pie lu.

Name of an ancient capital of China. " Bamboo annals
"

[Legge's Shu king, Proleg., 152]:—King E [B.C. 934-909]

removed to Huai li.

In the Later Han Huai li was the chief city in the

prefecture of£ ft ^ Yu Fu feng. Now : Shen si, Si an fu,

Hing p'ing hien.

96.—f! ^p Huang tse. Su Sung [Med. plants, 5

Not ascertained.

97.—f$r ify| Hui chou. Wan Ki [16th cent.].

Now : An hui, Hui chou fu.

98.—|^ £| Hui ki. Pie lu and T'ao Hung-king.
Hui ki was originally the name of the capital of the

Kit kingdom of Yfie [v. infra, 418].

Ts'in : province, Eastern Che kianff and Southern Kiang

su.

Han and Tsin : kun. Now : Che kianc, Shao©' K,"tvv/ "* o
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99.—-g£ H Hung nung. J°t« fa.ft """©
Early Han

: fa?n. In the North-west part of Ho nan,
Ho nan fa and Shen chou, and Shen si, Hua chou.

100.—m tlj Huo shan. Pie lu.

266] th

is the same as the Heng shan mountain in Ha nan. 8

10*•—H $N 1 chou. Han Pao-sheng.

T'ang and Sung : chou. Now : Chi li, I chon.

1Q2 —£fc >ff*| I chou. i% /», Wu P'u and T'ao Hung-
KING.

In the Han period I chou, name of a province, occupying

S I chou

was then also the name of a lien = present Yiin nan.—Tsin

dynasty
: I chou, name of a province= present Sz ch'uan

and part of Kui chou.
*

103.—g i[f[ I chou. Su Kung and Scr Sung.

T'ang and Sung : chou. Now : Kuang si, K'ing yuan fu.

104.—'«*M I tu. T'ao Hing-king.

Tsin : £An. Now : Hu pei, King chou fa, I tu Men and

1 ch*an<j fu

105.—H >[*[»[ I chou. Su Kung.

T'ang : chou. Now : Sz ch'uan, Lung an fu.

106.—J/f j>\\ I chou. Su Sung.

T'ang and Sung : chou. Now : Shan tnng, I chou {a.

107.—H J^ll yang hien. T'ao HlNg-king.

Tsin : hien. Now : Ho nan, Nan rang fu, T'ung po hien
*

108.—^- ^ m I rang hien. K'ou Tsong-shi.

T'ang : hien. Now : Ho nan, Ho nan fa, Sung hien.

The present I yang hien lies east of Sung hien.

109.—H m Jao chou. K'ou Tsung-shi.

T'ang and Sung : chou. Nowa *•"" iw^«
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110.—$£ j^j Ju nan. Pie h.

Early Han : h'm. Now : Ho nan, Ju ning fu.

111.—JU Jtyj Jun chou. Su Kung and Su Sung.

T'ang and Wu tai : chou. Now : Kiang su, Chen kiang

fu, Tan t'u hien.

112.—Jg >Jj»|
Jung chou. Su Sung.

T'ang and Sung : chou. Now : Sz ch'uan, Su chou fu.

113.—|$ #| K'ai chou. Su Kung.

T'ang : chou. Now : Sz ch'uan, K'ui chou fu, K'ai hien.

114.—"H* M Kan sung. T'ao Hung-king.

Nan Ts'i : kiln. Now : Sz ch'uan [unknow

of it].

115.—H f$ Kao ch'eng. Pie lu.

Early Han : hien. Now : Chi li, Cheng ting fa, Kao
ch'eng hien.

116.—3U gg Kao li. T'ao Hung-king.

Northern part of present Coroa. Mentioned in the

Chinese annals since the 5th century.

H7.—% & Kao Hang or jg $J Kao Hang. Pie lu.

Early Han : hien. Now : Kuang tung, Ch'ao king fa,

Yang kiang hien. Biot [56] identifies Kao Hang
chou fu, which Hes west of Yang kiang hien.

US-—M lU Kao shan. Pie lu.

with

Early Han : hien. In present Kiang su [unknow
what part of it]

.

119.-11^1 Su Sung
Han : province = Northern Chi li.—T'ang and Sung

chou. Now : Ki chou in Chi li.
f

120.-j^ H| K'i chou. Su Kung.
Sui

: chou. Now : Shen si, Feng siang fu [see Biot, 23]
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121.-$£ ^J K'i chou. Li Shi-chen.

Now : Hu pei, Huang chou fu, K'i

122.-^. jU Kia chou. Su Sung.

T'ang and Sung : chou. Now : Sz ch'uan, Kia ting fu

123.—^ m Kiang chou. Su Sung.

T'ang and Sung : chou. Now : Shan si, Kiang chou.

124.—ft Kiang. Su Kung and Su Sung.

Kiang is the Chinese name of the great river in Mid
China, which Europeans are accustomed to term Yanjr tsz'

kiang. It denotes also the provinces of Mid China, situated

south of the Yang tsz'.

Southern Sung and Nan Ts'i : ft Kiang or ft $${ Kiang

chou, name of a province, occupying modern Kiang si and

a part of Fu kien and Hu pei. The Pie lit, Kuo P'o and

T'ao HuN'g-king use the name f£ j|| Kiang nan (South of

the Kiang) to designate the regions south of the Kiang.
fir am
kuo period [3rd cent.] referred to the eastern part of the

same regions, i.e. Southern An hui, Kiang su, Che kiang.

In the T'ang period ft $| Kiang nan was a vast

province (tao) occupying present Hu nan, Kiang si, Southern

An hui and Kiang su, Che kiang, Fu kien. In A.D. 734

Kiang nan was divided into two provinces—ft M 15 3

Kiang nan si (western) tao and ft f$ }g M Kiang nan tunS

(eastern) tao. The latter occupied present Fu kien, Che

kiang and the southern part of Kiang su.—The same names

subsisted during the Sung dynasty, only the provinces wero

much smaller, ft $j 0§ flg
Kiang nan si lu corresponded

^ present Kiang si and ft $ X IS Kiang nan tung lu to

the southern half or An hui.

hand)

The terms ft gj Kiang si and ft #
>g>
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have the same meaning as £t M E§ Kiang nan si,—and

Jl jf[ Kiang tung or $£ 2£ Kiang tso are used for j£
Kiang nan tung. l26

and Kiang su.

£t M Kiang nan means the provinces of An hui

125.—ft >/>(»| Kiang chou. Su Sung.

T'ang and Sung : chou. Now : Ki;

126.—JX M Kiang hia. Pie lu.

o 0i
»

J-1- 1 " ,M"U6

Early Han : kan. Now : Hu pei, Te an fu.

127.

—

f£ M Kiang lin mountains. Pie lu.

[Med. plants, 141] same

[see 1301

128.—ft gg /ft Kiang ling fu. Su Sung.

T'ang and Sung : fu. Now : Hu pei, King chou fu.

129.—ft 5p Kiang ning. T'ao Hung-king, Cii'en Ts'ang-

k'i and Su Sung.

Tsin : Men, Sui : Men, Sung : fa. Now : Kiang su,

Kiang ning fu (Nan king).

130.—^ Wt Kiang yang. T'ao Hung-king.
Early Han : Men, Tsin : kiln. Now : Sz ch'uan, Lu

chou.

Also Nan Sung : hun. Now : Sz ch'uan, Mei chou,

P'eng shan hien.o

131.—% K<iaug. Pie lu and T'ao Hung-king.
North-east Tibet, Kukonor. See 300, Si K'iang.

132.—3£ Kiao or $£ j{\ Kiao chou. Pie lu, T'ao Hung-

king and Su Kung.

» Williams {Diet., 302] is wrong in translating ft & and ft &
by south and north sides or right and 1,-ft bank a of the Yang tse' river.

Kight and left (or west and east) are hero to be understood as referring to

Kmng nan or the country south of the Kiang and in the same sense as W
UJ 43 Shan yu, the province of Shan si, and ill ~tr. BUM tso, the province
of bhan tung. Bee W.D, 1002.
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Han
: province = present province of Kuaug fcnng and

part of Kuang si.
ft

San kuo, Tsin and Nan Ts'i : province= South-west
part ot Kuang tung.

133.—^ ^ Kiao chi. Pie lu and T'ao Hung-kiko.
Ancient name for Cochinchiua. Han period.

1U—ft lU K'iao shan. Pie In.

A mountain in Shen si. See Med. plants, 86.

© Shan

135.—#g j>\] Kie chou. Su Sum
Early Han : Men. Wu tai and Sunjr : chou.

si, Kie chou.

136.—g|] j|j Kien nan. Su Kung.
1'ang: name of a province occupying the greater part

of present Sz ch'uan.

lol.—£g Jp£ Kien k'ang. Li Shi-chen.

Capital of the Tsin dynasty [A.D. 317]. Now: Nan
king in Kiang su.

138.-—H| £§£ Kien ning. Li Shi-chen.

Yuan : lu
9
Ming \ fu. Now : Kien ning fa, in Fu kien.

139.—£g ap Kien p'ing. T'ao Hung-king.

Ism : kiln. Now : Hu pei, Shi nan fu and a part of

K'ui chou fu in Sz ch'uan.

In the Han dynasty Kien p'iug was in Ho nan, now
Kui te fu.

Nan Ts'i : Kien p'ing in Yiin nan.

U0'—«l M5 Kien wei. Pie lu.

Early Han : kun. Part of present Sz ch'uan : Kia tin;

™> Sii chou fu, etc., and north-east corner of Yiin nan.

K'ien. Su Sung.

ang and Sung: chou. Northern part of present

Province Kui chou [Sz' nan fu, etc.].

72
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142.—g£ tfl K'ien chung. Han Pao-sheng.

Ts'in: province= TV. part of present Hu nan and E.
Kui chou.

T'ang
: province. About the same extent.

143.-^ >>[»[ Kin chou. Su Kung and S'J Sting.

T'ang and Sung : chou. Now : Shen si, Hinc an fu.

144.—gfc j\] K«in chou. Su Sung and Li Shi-chen.

Sung
:

chou. Now : Kuang tung, Lien chou fu, Ling
shan hien. Present K'in chou lies south of Ling shan hien.

U5-~
ffl K'ing, an ancient feudal state, same as jgf Ch'u

[see above, 24]. The Shi king writes $| ^ King Ch'u, as

does also the Pie hi. It corresponds to the present provinces
Hu nan and Hu nei and tn TTm«r nk»n ,•« n,„ nr\.:u„i~ „c v.-:

14G-—
ffl ffl King chou. Pie In, Su Kung and Su Sung.

King chou was one of the ancient nine provinces, as

enumerated in the Tribute of Yii, Hu nan, Hu pei and a part

of Ho nan.

King chou was a province, of about the same extent,

during the Han, Tsin and Sui.

Since the TVu tai period King chou name of a prefecture.

Now : King chou fu in Hu pei.

147-~
ffl M King hu. Su Sung.

Name of two provinces in Central China during the

Sung dynasty, viz. :-r-

M M 4fc King hu pei (northern) =» North Hu nan

and greater part of Hu pei.

M M W\ King hu nan (southern) = South Hu nan.

!48.—$j f£ King nan. Su Sung.
Probably King hu nan [see 147].

149.- $| |X| King shan. Pie lu.

Not found in Li tai, etc. Uiot [81] says :—King shan,
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<r

o

an old city founded in the Liang dynasty in present An hui,
Feng yang fu, north of Huai yiian hien.

Su Kung [Med. plants, 152] mentions $j \[\ g| Kin
shan hien, a district in Siang chou in Hu pet [see 305]"

Not in the Li tai, etc.

150.—Jg $$ King chao. Pie lu.

One of the three prefectures which comprised and
surrounded the imperial city Ch'ang an [Shen si, Si an fa]

in the time of the Early Han. See 265, San fu.

151.—
if* p King k'ou.

According to the Kuang yu ki, ft P £jg Kin k'on vhen

was an ancient name for Chen kiano; fu in Kiang >u.

152.—ifr $f King Lo. K'ou Tsung-shi.

A name for Lo yang, the ancient capital of China, in

Ho nan. See 201.

153.—$g ityj King chou. Su Kung.

T'ang ;md Sung : chou. Now : Kan su, King chou

154.—^ m Kiu chen. Pie lu.

Han : kiln. In the northern part of Cochinchina.

155.—^ |§ Kiu i. Pie lu.

Name of a mountain. Kiang si, Yiian chou fu.

156.—^ ^ Kiu kii. Pie lu.

Not ascertained.

lhl-—% J& Kiu yuan. Li Shi-chen.

Ts'in : kiln. In the north-west corner of the Ordos.

Han : hien. 3£Jg£B
kiin.

158.—ffl Kuan, gg t\t Kuan chung. Su Kung and Su

Sung.

Kuan = a pass or barrier. Here the celebrated defile

Thing kuan in Shen si, near the elbow of the Yellow

Hirer, is meant. Kuan chung means "within the pass." This
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term was also used in the Ts'in dynasty to designate

Shen si and Kan su. Kuan is frequently used for Kuan
chung. Kuan si (west of the barrier) has the same
meaning. g| j*| Kuan nei (within the barrier) was the name
of a province during the T'ang dynasty occupying the greater

part of present Shen si and Eastern Kan su.

K'ou Tsung-shi uses the term §| gfe Kuan Shen for

Shen si.

159—H ffi\ Kuan chou. Su Sung.

chou.

Sung
. chou. Now : Kuang si, K'ing yuan fu, Nan tan

[251]

was in Chi li, present Tung kuan hien in Ho kien fu.

160.—g Kuang or ^f >)$ Kuang chou. T'ao Hung-king,
Su Sung and Li Shi-chen.

Tsm
: Kuang chou, name of a province comprising the

greater part of present Kuang tung and Kuang si.

Since the T'ang dynasty the name Kuang chou is applied

to present Kuang chou fu or Canton.

Nowadays g| Kuang means the provinces of Kuang
and Kuang si, also

j^jj ^ Ljang
(twQ

x Kuang.

161.—H §| Kuang Han. Pie lu.

Early Han: kiln. In present Sz ch'uan, occupying
Ch'eng tu fu, Pao ning fu, Lung an fu, T'ung ch'uan fu and
Mien chou.

162.—H ^j Kuang nan. Su Sung.

Sung: province. Present Kuang tung and part of

Kuang si.

163.—3ft ^} Kuang chou. Su Sung.

T'ang, Sung, Yuan and Ming : chov. Now : Ho nan,

Knang chou.
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164.—g >)f\ Kui chou. T'ao Hung-king and 8d Kuia
Liang and Pang : chou. Now : Kuang si, Kui lin fu.

$£ # Kui lin. Pie lu and Ch'en Ts-ang-k'i.

Ts'in
: province. North-east part of modern Kuang si,

of which Kui lin fu is now the capital.

166.—
j|g H Kui ling. Ch'en Ts'ang-k'i [Mt

Mountain chain in Kn
marked east ofPW h fu.

167.—^ H Kui yang. Pie lu and T'ao Hung-king.
Early Han : Iain. South-east part of Hn nan and I

part of Kuang tung province.

Now : Hu nan, Kui yang chou.

[see -289]

168.—^ >}\\ Kui chou. Han Pao-sheng.

T'ang and Sung : chou. Now : Chi li, Siian hua fu, Huai

lai hien.

169-—W W Kui chou. Su Sung.

T'ang and Sung : chou. Now : Hu pei, I ch'ang fu, Kui

chou.

170.— §gj >ty|K<ui chou. Su Sung.

T'ang and Sung : chou. Now : Sz ch'uan, K'ui chou fu.
•-> ~""o

171.—^ ^ K'un lun. Su Kung.

Name of a celebrated mountain chain north of Tibet.

By the same name in ancient times [T'ang period] the island

Pu lu Condor was designated. See my memoir on th

Arabs [14].

172.—j% j\\ Kiin chou. Su Sung.

T'ang and Sun2 : chou. Now : Hu pei, Siang yang fu,
=> —"»

Kiin chou.

17:;.—1&
>[>|.J

Kuo chou. Su Kung.

T'ang : chou. Now : Ho nan, Shen chou, Ling pao hien
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174.—^ §jg Lan ling. T'ao Hung-king.

Han and Tsin : Men. Now : Shan tung, Yen chou fu,

I hien.

Also Nan Sung : hien. Now : Kiang su, Ch'ang chou fu.

175.—|g 0} Lan t'ien. Pie lu and Su Kung.

Early Han : Men, T'ang : hien. Now : Shen si, Si an

fu, Lan t'ien hien.

176.—g|5 Es| Lans ling. Pie hi.O ""©

Early Han : hien. Now : Ho nan, Ju ning fu, K'io

shan hien.

177.—
$fc \\} Lang shan. T'ao Hung-king.

Early Han : hien. In the Tsin period it depended on

I tu ktin [see 104]. Now: Hu pei, I ch'ang fu, Ch'ang

yang hien.

178.—fig 3$ Lang ye. Pie lu. Han authors.

Ts'in
: province. South-east part of Shan tang on the

sea-shore. Han, Tsin and Sui : kin. Now : Slum tung, 1

chou fu.

179.—^ |li Lao shan. Ch'en Tsz'-ming [13th cent.].

Nan Ts'i : hien. Now : Hu pei, Te an fu.

180.—g§ ill Lao shan. K l
ai pao Pen ts'ao.

There is a mountain of this name in Shan tung, Lai

chou fu.

181.—ff Jfe Lei ch'i. Pie lu.

Not ascertained. Probably identical with the next.

182.—m M Lei tse. Pie lu.

Probably the marsh fj[ gf Lei hia in Shan tung, Ts'ao

chou fu, P'u chou, which is mentioned in the Tribute of Yii.

In the Li tai, etc. we find Lei tsc. Sui : hien. Now

:

Shan tuug, Ts'ao chou fu, P'u chou.
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183.—;gg gg Li hien. T'ao Hung-king.
The Li tai, etc. mentions a district of this name in the

T'ang period.

Now
: Ho nan, Nan yang fu, Nei hiang hien.

184.—#| >}f]
Li chou. K'ai pao Pen ts'ao.

T'ang and Sung : chou. Now : Sz ch'uan, Pao ning fu
,

Kuang yuan hien. Sung dynasty : Li chou, name of province

O). It occupied North-east Sz ch'uan and South Slien si.

185.—f| jty|
Li chou. Su Kung and Su Sung.

T'ang and Sung : chou. Now : Hu nan, Li chou.

186.—JH ^ Li yang. T'ao Hung-king.

Later Han : hien. Now : An hui, Ho chou.

187.—|g Liang, ^ j\\ Liang chou. Pie lu, Wu P'u and
Su Kung.

Liang chou was one of the nine provinces of ancient

China mentioned in the Tribute of Yii : present Sz ch'uan

and parts of Hu pei and Slien si. In the Ch'un ts'iu period

Liang was a small feudal state in present Shen si.

Haii, Tsin and Sui : Liang= kuo
J

subsequently kun.

-Now : Ho nan, Kui te fu. San kuo period, Tsin, Nan Sung

and Sui : Liang chou. name of a province occupying North-

east Sz ch'uan, parts of Shen si and Hu pei.

Pei Wei : Liang chou, a prefecture. Now : K'ai feng

fu in Ho nan.

188.—^ g| Liang Han. Ma Chi [Med. plants, 228].

Probably Sz ch'uan is meant. See Liang and Han.

189.—$
jtyj

Liang chou. T'ao Hung-king and Su Kung.

San kuo period : name of a province in the "\V ei

kingdom. Southern Kan su.—T'ang and Sung: prefecture,

chou. Now : Ivan su, Liang chou fu.

190.—}g j\] Liao chou. Han Pao-sheng and Su Sung.

T'ang and Sung : chou. Now : Shan si, Liao chou.
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191.—^ jf[ Liao tung. Pie lu.

Ts'in and Han : name for the country east of the Liao

river, Southern Manchuria.

192.—Ea $& Lin hai. T'ao Hung-king.

Tsin : kun. Now : Che kiang, T'ai chou fu, Lin hai hien.

193.—m flft
Lin k'ti. Pie lu.

From the Early Han down to the present dynasty : Men.

Now : Shan tung, Ts'ing chou fu, Lin k'u hien.

194.—Jg^ jgj Lin tsz'. Pie lu and Su KuNG.

Since the Early Han : him. Now : Shan tung, Ts'ing

chou fu, Lin tsz' hien.

19o.—1|| >[|.f
Ling chou. Han Pao-sheng.

Since the T'ang period : chou. Now : Kan su, Ning

hia fu, Ling chou.

196.-1^ [§| Ling ling. Pie lu and Ma Chi.

Early Han : kiln, occupying a part of Hu nan, viz.

Ch'ang sha fa, Heng chou fu, i'ao k'ing fu, Yung chou fu

and of Kuang si : Kui lin fu. T'ang : chou. Now : Hu nan,

Yung chou fu.

Mei

(Ku

i97.—|g f$3 Ling nan. Han Pao-sheng and Su Sung.

Ling nan means "south of the mountain range," i.e. the

These regions

are sometimes also termed |g ^ Ling piao, which has a

similar meaning

T'ang dynasty: Ling nan, name of a province, tao,

occupying present Kuang tung and Kuang si.

198.—m |$ Liu ch'eng. Su Sung.

Sung and Yuan : hien. Now: Kuang si, Liu chou fu,

Liu ch'eng hien.

Also Han and T'ang : hicu. Now : Chi li, Yung p'ing

fu.
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199.—$jj >}\\ Liu chou. Ch'en Ts'ang-k'i and Han Pao-
SHENG.

T'ang and Sung : chou. Bow : Kuang si, Liu chou fa.

200.

—

^ g£ Liu an. Pie lu.

Early Han : kuo. Now : An hui, Liu an chou.

201.—jg. ffi Lo yang or simply $f Lo. Su Sing.

Tlie ancient (eastern) capital of the Han dynasty, near

present Ho nan fu. During the Pei Wei dynasty it was a

prefecture, $£ jfjf Lo chou.

202.—fl Lu. Pie lu and Su Sung.

Name
tung, the native country of Confucius

203.—H £{j Lu sfaan. iV<? /«.

South-west Shan

Name of a mountain in Ho nan, Chang te fu.

T'ang : Men. Now : Ho nan, Ju chou, Lu siian hien.

204.-—•$% >)]] Lu chou. Su Kuko and Su Sung.

T'ang, Wu tai and Kin : chou. Now : Lu an fu in

South-east Shan si.

205.— fife M Lu t'ai. Su King

Not ascertained.

206.—H jtyf
Lfi chou. Su Sung.

T'ano-, Sun^r and Yuan : chou. Now : An hui, LU chou

fu.

207.—|g ft Lfi kiang. Pie **•

Early Han : ***. Now : An hui, Lfi chou fu, Lfi kiang

hien.

208.-J1 £ Lii fc* T<A° HrNG
-KING -

Tsin : jtfln. Now : Kiang si, Ki an fa, Lfi ling hien.

209.— fig |JJ
Lii shan. Su Sum.

Mountain in Kiang si near Kia kiang fu

73
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210.-f< ffl Lung chou. Si- Kung and Su Sung.

T'ang and Sung : chou. Now : Kuang si, T'ai p'ing fu,

Lung chou t'ing. Also Tung and Wu tai : chou. Now : Sz

ch'uan, Lung an fu.

211.—«§ P5 Lung men. Pi l

of Ch'ang an or Si an fu in Slum si.

[

21--

—

n& P5 III Lung 1 men an. Li Shj-CBBN [Med.

plants, 152]. A mountain in North ( hina.

213.—gg ^j Lung sban. Su Kung.
T'ang: hien, which was in Chi li n ir pn nt Poking.

214.—H p Lung tung. 3 loHung-king.
Not ascertained.

215-—H#I Lung chou. St btg.

T'ang and Sung : <•/,„». Now \ Shen si, Fen riangfa,

Lung chou.

216.—H^g Lung si. J lu, Tao Hi nc-king and Su

KUNG.

ii Lung was the name of a mountain in W< I Sheu si.

^ =iau» iu, Jiiing Lunir si. or West of L»»g,

was the name of a province in the T in dynasty. 1*

occupied the middle part of pi nt Kan su, the prefectures of

Kung ch'ang fa and Lan chou fu.— Han and Tsin : *"">

T'ang: Men, There is now Lung i hien in Kung ch'ang to.

217.-*g p Man tung. Su Sung.
An ancient name for Nan tan chou in K'ing yfian fa,

Kuan- i. See Hiot, 135.

218.—^
i\i Mao shan. T'ao Huso-king and Su SUNG.

A celebrated mountain in Kiang su, »uth-eaat of Ku

yong hien and Nan kin .

211).—Jg j\\ Mci chou. >i K u Sua andLlSHi-

CIJE.V.

T'ang and Sung : chou. Now : Sz ch'uan, Moi chou
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220-—%L M Meng chou. Su Sung.

T'ang and Sung : chou. Now : Ho nan, Huai k'ing fa,

Meng hien.

221.—£|g j\<\ Mien chou. Su Kung.

T'ang : chou. Now : Sz ch'uan, Mien chou.

222.—§H Min. Su Sung and Li Shi-chen.

Ancient name of the province of Fu kien. In the Ts'in

period it was
|£] ty Min chung.

223.—ftj£ >}\>\ Min chou. K'ou Tsung-shi.

Since the Sung period: chou. Now: Kan su, Kung

ch'ang fu> Min chou.

224.— JJJJ >>[.[ Ming chou. Su Sung.

T'ang and Sung : chou. Now : Che kiang, Ning po fu.

225.—^ W Mou lmS-
IjI Shi-chen.

hien.

Early Han : hien. Now : Shen si, Si an fu, Hing p'ing

226.—* £$ Nan cheng. Pie lu and T'ao Hung-king.

Early Han : hien. Now : Shen si, Han chung fu, Nan

<'heng hien.

227.—* % Nan fang. Su Sung.

Nan fang means "Southern Region." By this term

South China is generally understood, but sometimes also

foreign southern countries.

228.—m m Nan hai. Pie lu and Li SON.
m w c „ Kuan * tun£, Knang

Ts'in : province, Han : kun. ^ . .K» * ft g

(C
, t ** unflpi^tand by this term the

and sometimes we have to undeistanu y

Indian Archipelago. [See Med. plants, 58. J

229.-ffi M Nan k'ang. T-ao Hung-king.
v.-m m »« - . Now . Kiang si, Kan
Tsin, Nan Sung and bm

.
W-

chou fu.
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Tsin and down to the Ming period : Men. Now : Kiang

si, Nan an fu, Nan k'ang liien.

Sung : kfm (fg), Yuan : lu, Ming s fu. Now : Kiang

si, Nan k'ang fu.

230.—^j llj Nan shan. Su Kung.

T'ang: Men. Now: Kuang si, K'ing yuan fu, Hin

ch'eng hien.

[Med
Nan shan (southern mountains) means a mountain chain in

South Shen si, probably the Chung nan shan [supra, 28].

231.—j^j J^ Nan yang. Pie lu and T'ao Hung-king.

Early Han : kan. Now : Ho nan, Nan vang fu.

232—^j g? Nan yao. Pie lu.

According to T'ao Hung-king [Med. plants, 32] a

locality in North-east Tibet.

233.-r£ m Nan Yiie. W
An ancient name for South China Si t appearing in the

Ts'in period. Comp. Marquis d'Hk&VBY de St. Denys'

Ethn. d.peuples dtrang. Meridionaux [p. 307].

234.—^ % Ning chou. T'ao Hung-king, Su Kung and

Han Pao-sheng.

Tsin : Ning chou = province, present Yun nan and part

of Kui chou. Nan Sung : province, present Yiin nan and

S. Sz ch'uan.

T'ang and Sung: chou (prefecture). Now: Kan su,

K'ing yang fu, Ning chou. In the Sung period there was

also a Ning chou in Sz ch'uan.

235.-Q Pa and G |K Pa kfm. Pie hi.

Ts'in: kiln, province. Eastern part of Sz ch'uan-

Comp. also 26, Ch'uan.

236.—£2 ^ pa s i (western). Pie lu and 8o Kung.

Tsin: kin, occupied Pao ning fn, Shun king fa and

Mien chou in Sz ch'uan.
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237.—g ^ pa tung (eastern). T'ao Hung-king.

Tsin : hrn, occupied K'ui chou fn in Eastern Sz ch'uan
and part of Hu pei. There is now in West Hu pei the

district Pa tung hien depending on I ch'ang fu.

238.—Q j|j Pai shan. T'ao Hung-kino

A mountain near Nan kinir.

[Jfed. plants, 1 2

J

239.—& ft Pai shui. Pie lu.

One of the four great rivers of Sz ch'uan. See 26.

Pai shui, Early Han : hien. Now : Sz ch'uan, Pao

ning fu Chao hua hien. There is now a district Pai shui

in T'ung chou fu, Shen si. According to Biot [156] this

name dates from the Ts'in dynasty.

240.—|g ^ Pan k'iao. T'ao Huno-KWO,

From T'ao Hung-king [Med. plants, 100] it would

appear that this locality was near Nan king.

In the Sung period there was a fort Pan k'iao in Sz

ch'uan, in present Lu chou fu.

241.—J© S| Pan rang. Pie lu.

Early Han : Men. Now : Shan tung, Tsi nan fu, T^z<

ch'uan hien.

242.—i& 2£ Pao han. T'ao Hitng-kisg.

Early Han: hien. Now: Kan su, Lan chou fu, Ho

. chou.

243.-:ffc $ Pei kiln. T'ao Hung-king.

Not ascertained.

244 -ft gff
Pei pu. WU P'u and T'ao Hung-ki.vg.

Nan Ts'i : kun. Now : Mon chou in Sz ch'uan.

Pei Wei : hien. Now : Kie chou in Kan su.

245 _ft M ?ei tl Su 8uN0*

Pei ti means
" northern country, North China." But in

the Ts'in and Han dynasties there was a to Pei ti which

occupied K'ing yang fa, ?** *-H * N*g hu, fu m

Kan su and a part of Shen si.
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246.~4fc ffi>
Pei tu. T'ao Hung-king.

In the T'ang period Pei tu (northern capital) was a

name for T'ai yuan fu in Shan si.

247.—Jf£ J$j P'eng ch'eng. T ;ao Hung-king.

Early Han and T ;ang : Men. Now : Kiang su, Sii

ehou fu.

248.—
-ft Pien or ^ ft Pien king, also ft ^ Pien Iiang,

Su Sung.

T'ang and Wu tai : ft >}\\ Pien chou. During the Sung

period it had the above names and was the capital of the

Sung. Now : K'ai feng fu in Ho nan.& . . ^ ^ *^"to

249.—ft © Pien si or ft ft gEj Pien king si (west of

the capital). Su Sung and K'ou Tb'UNG-bhi.

Sung : name of a province {hi) = Ho nan and parts of

Shen si and Hu pei.

250.—ft Ifc Pien tung or ft ft j^ Pien king tung (east

of the capital). Su Sung.

Sung : name of a province Qu) — present Shan tung.

251.—M or JgT Pin. Su Sung.

Wu tai, Sung : chou. Now : Shan tung, Wu ting fu,

Pin chou.

252.—g >>[>[ Pin chou. Su Sung.

Tang : chou. Now : Kuang si, Sz c en fu, Pin chou.

253.—# >tyj Ping chou. T'ao Hung-king, Han Pao-

sheng and Su Sung.

Ping chou was one of the nine provinces in the Chou

dynasty, occupying North Shan si. Same during the Han

and Tsin dynasties.

Wu tai : Ping chou, a prefecture, not ascertained, pro-

bably in Chi Ik

254.—2p H P'ing ch'ang. Authors of the Han and Tsin

dynasties.

Name applied during the Han, Nan Sung and Pei Wei to
^ „«v -*^c*«, ^,„,* .wv..^

\ arious districts in Shan tung, An hui, Chi li, Ho nan and Shan si.
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2J* >tyj P'ing chou. Han Pao-sheng.

T'ang, Wo tai, Sung and Kin : chou. Now : Chi li,

Yung p'ing fu , Lu lung hien.

hien.

256.—2JS

Early Han : hien. Now : Shan tung, Lai chou fu, Wei

P'ing shou. Pie lu.

257.—2p (^ P'ing yang in ^ Tsiu. Pie lu.

Early Han : hien. Now : Shan si, P'ing yang fa.

258.—2p j£ P'ing yuan. Pie lu.

Early Han : kiln. Now : Shan tung, Tsi nan fu, 1 -ing

yuan hien.

259. Po. Su Sung.

T'aug and Sung : chou Now: An hui, Ying chou fu,

Po chou.

260. ¥ Su KUNG and Su SllNG.

Early Han : hien, T'an hien, Sung : //' *. Now :

Shan tung, Tung ch'aug fu, Po p'ing hien.

261.-^ Po tsi. T'ao Hung-kwg.

An ancient kingdom in the south-west of Corea. First

mentioned in the History of the Later Han.

262. Pu hai. Pie lu.

ch

Early Han : hiln. Now : Chi li, T'ien tsin fu, T-ang

ou.

2G3. & M Pu yang hien. Chang Yfr-HL

From the Early Han down to the Yuan period :
hi

Now : Chi li, Ta ming fa, K'ai chou.

m SU KUNG.

Since Wn tai : chou. Now : P'u chou fu in Shan si.

265. M San fu. J -v

miperi

The three prefectures surrounding and compri ng the

ial city Ch'aug an of th- Han dyna- :

1.

2.

M King chao [ 150]

Fen i [

3.—$ Mi Fu feno £see u1
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266.—fi) >J>H
Sha chou. Li Sun and Su Kung.

T'ang : chou. Now : Kan su, An si chou, Tun huang

hien.

267.—^ ^ Sha yuan. Pie lu and Su Sung.

In the Li tat, etc. a place Sha yiian first appears in the

Sung dynasty. It was in Shen si in T'ung chou fu.

268.— III $j Shan nan. Pie hi, K'ai pao Pen ts'ao and

Li Shi-chen.

Not found in the Li tai. etc. In the T'ang period

LU f?3 *H Shan nan tao, name of a province south of the

Ts'ing ling mountains, i.e. Southern Shen si and part of

Ho nan.

269.— tlj 3C Shan tung. Su Sung and K'ou Tsung-shi.

Not ascertained for the Sung period. I do not think

that the present province of Shan tung is meant. As applied

to these regions, this name first appears in the geography of

the Kin, in the 12th century.

270.— [Jj PH Shan yang. Pie lu.

Early Han : kiln. Now : Shan tung, Tsi ning chou,

Kin hiang hien.

Also Early Han : Men. Now : Ho nan, Huai k'ing fu,

Siu wu hien.

There is now a district Shan yang hien in Shen si.

Shang chou. This name dates from the Ming period. The

same name, now applied to a district in Huai an fa, in

Kiang su, can be traced to the Nan Sung dynasty.

271.— ll| |£§s Shan yin. Pie lu.

Early Han: hien. Now: Che kiang, Shao hing fa,

Shan yin hien.

The present district Shan yin hien in Ta t'uug fu, Shan

si, dates from the Kin period.

272.—J^ Q Shang ku. Pie lu.

Ts'in, Han, Tsin and Sui : kiin. Now: North-**

part of Chi li, west of Peking.
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273.—J^ |J5 Shang kiin. Pie lu and T'ao Hung-kixg.

Ts'in, Han and Sui : kiln. North-east part of Shen si,

Yen an fu, Yu lin fa.

274—± $fr Shang lo. Pie lu.

Early Han : Men. Now : Shen si, Shang chou.

275.

—

J^ m Shang tang. Pie lu.

Ts'in, Han, Tsin and Sui : kiln. South-east part of Shan

si and Chang te fu in Ho nan.

276.—_fc m m. Shan<* ts'ai hien. Pie lu and Su SlWO.

Since Early Han : Men. Now : Ho nan, Ju ning fa,

Shang ts'ai hien.

277.—± ^ Shang yu. Pie lu.

Early Han: hien. Now: Che kiang, Shao hing fa,

Shang yu hien.

But T'ao Hung -king [Med* plants, 31 7J

the

Biver.

Sr King and Sv Sing.

T'ang and Sung : **<*. Now : Shen si, Shang chon.

279.—fg ^| Rk*/> «hon. Su Kuhg and Su S KG.

fu.

T'ang and Sung : chou. Now : Kuang tung, Shao choa

280.-%$ M Shao ling. T-ao Hu.vg-klkg.

Ts'in and Nan Sang : kiln. Now : Hu nan, Pao k«mg fu.

281.—4? J|?
Shao shi. Pie lu.

J

SIk

Not found in the Li tai, etc. Acoonhog to to A

shi u one of the peak- of the i brd 1
Sun i dian

mountain. [See 317.] Bat the Pi ems to fa p the

two nam apart. [See i* t •
I*

I

282.— Jf* #[ Sben chon. Has Pao-heng.
'

T'an* and W'u tai : ehou. Now : Ho nan, Ju ning fu,

Sin yang chou.

74
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The feudal state tfj Shen of the Ch'un ts'iu period was

present Nan rang fu in Ho nan.

283.—Rfe j\{ Shen chon. Su Kung and Su Sung.

Early Han : Men, T'ang and Sung : chou. Now : Ho
nan, Shen chou.

284.—^c j?g Shen si or simply Eft Shen. Su Sung.

Shen si, name of a province during the Sung dynasty.

It comprised present Shen si and Kan su. The name Kan su

as that of a province appears first in the Yuan dynasty.

285.—S 1$ Shi ch'eng. Pie lu.

Early Han down to Nan Ts'i : Men. Now: An hui,

Ch'i chou fu.

The name Shi ch'eng was applied in various times to

many other districts in China, in Shen king, Shan si, Ho
nan, Shen si and Sz ch'uan.

The present Shi ch'eng hien, in Kiang si, Ning tu fu,

dates from the Sung period, as does also the district of the

same name in Kuang tung, Kao chou fu.

286.-5 >y\ Shi chou. Oh 'en Ts'ang-k'i and Su Sung.

T'ang, Sung and Kin : chou. Now : Shan si, Fen chou

fu, Yung ning chou.

287.-S Hi Shi sham Pie lu.

Later Han : hou kuo ( feudal state ) in Lang ye kun

[see 178] in South-east Shan tuna.

288.—ifi ¥\ Shi chou. SuSung. .

T'ang and Sung : chou. Now : Hu pei, Shi nan fu.

289.-#j £ Shi hing. T'ao Hung-king.

Tsin : kiln. Now : Knung tung, Shao chou fu.

Nan Sung : Men. Now : Kuang tung, Nan hiung chou.

Shi hing hien.

Also Nan Sung : Men. Now : Sz ch'uan, Sui ting fu.
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290-~H 'M Shou chou. Su Sung.

T'ang and Wu tai : dtou. Now : An hui, Feng yang fn,

Shou chou.

291.—^ m Shou ch'un. Su Song.

Early Han : Men.

Tsin, Sui and T'ang : Men, Sung :/«, Yuan : Men. Now:

An hui, Feng yang fu, Shou chou.

292.—^) Shu. Pie In and T'ao Hung-king.

Ts'in : province. Western part of present & ch«nan,

« fo'eng te ft,, etc. In the San kno period the kingdom of

Shu comprised nearly the whole of present Sz ch'nan.

i , HI 5S r?h'n:in

Su Sung uses the term ^ )\\ Shu ch'uan or /||

Shu for Sz ch'uan. [ V. supra, 26.]

« *H Sh" chou [Su SUNG] in the T-ang

period was present Ch'eng te fa, the capital of t« on a
.

n- 7 T'»n Hung-king ana
293.—a jf Shu Han. Pi* ^ Ta0 *ub

Su Sung.
•

i <ttm Hin was one of the three

In the San kuo period Shu tian w»

kingdoms and corresponds to present Sz ch nan.

294.—ff
Su Sung.

4.Hff M »» <*OT " " ^. ; . An hui ,
An k'ing fa,

T'ang and Wu tai : chou. Now. a

Ts'ien shan hien.

295.-® * Si ch'eng. ^* ^ fc

Sui : kiln, T'ang : Men. Now./* *

T-An Hung-king and SG N Nf-

9QA BE? Ill Si ch'uan. J- ao nu»h
2yb.—|zg ;i| ^ a. u tlI „n comprised

the four prefectures ** ^fi „IA0 [f 33 A.D.] main-

Pei ti and ft 29»
imIeFndent

sovereignty. See

tained for some year* -

an o ied the

MAYEBS' CM*. Read. M^., 83,.

north-east part of Kan su.
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Tsin : Men. Now : Kan su, P'ing Hang fu, Kn yuan

6

chou.

According to Biot [p. 215] Si ch'uan in the T*ang
period was a name for Ch'eng tu fu in Sz ch'uan.

297.—@g ^ Si fang. Su Kung [Med. plants, 133].
Si fang means " Western Regions." It is not clear

whether We
298.-® $ Si hai. Pie lu.

Si hai means " Western Sea." Name applied in various
times to various localities. The famous Chinese general

Chang K'ien, who in the 2nd cent. B.C. first visited the

countries of Western Asia, calls the Mediterranean Sea
" Si hai.

"

Later Han, Si hai : Men. Now : Shan tang, I chou fu,

Ji chao hien.

Tsin
: kiln. Now : Kan su, prefecture of Kan chon fu.

Sui
:
kan. Near the Ts'ing hai or Kukonor lake.-In the

T'ang period there was a district Si hai near present Turfan.

299.-® $} Si hu. SuKiNG[ii;
Si hu= Western Lake. Probably the lake of this name

near Hang chou fu in Che kiaoc is meant.

300.—® % Si (western) K'iang or % K'iang. T'ao

Hung-king, Su Kung and Li Shi-chen.

Ancient name [Han period] for the Tangut tribes living

in North-east Tibet and Kukonor.
301.-® ^ Si ling. Pie lu .

Si ling, or Western mountain range, was, according to

T^ao Hung-king [Med. plants, 47], near ancient Ch'ang an

(Si an fu, Shen si).

302-—M Wi Si yang. T'ao Hung-king.
Tsin : ten. Now : Hu pei, Huang chou fu.

303.—|g [i\ Si shan. Shui king chou [5th cent.].

Wei fu.

l/Va, 384] . See also Med,
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304.—^ >}\>\ Si chou. Su Sung [Med. plants, 352].

Not found either in the Li tai. etc. or Biot.

ouo.—^ biang, || ityj Siang chou. Tao Bung-king,

Han
Nan

T'ang and Wu tai : Siang chou. Now : Hu pei, Siang

yang fa.

306.

—

Wj£
f|| Siang yang, T'ao Hrxa-KiN'G and Sr Kuve.

Early Han : ht'en, Tsin, Kan Sung and Sui: ///>/, T'ang

foVn, Sung : /«.

Now : Hu pei, Siang yang fu.

307.—m ffl Siang chou. T'ao rTr.vfl-KJ.vo.

Nan Sung: Siang chou, name of a province. IV. it

Hu nan.

308.-H M Siang chou. Cfl'«» Tswxg-k-i.

T'ang : chou. Now : Kuang si, Lin chou fu, Siang chou.

301).—£4^ Sieku. /% /« and Han Pao-.shex<; [Ifcrf.

plants, 347].

According to T'ao Hixg-king [Med. plants, 47] Sie ku

was situated near Ch'ang an (Si an fu, Shen si).

310.—ff^ Sin an. T'ao Hlng-king.

Tsin : ton. Now : Che kiang, Yen chou fu, Shun an

hien.

The

great number of different districts in Ho nan, I In
|

i, Sr

ch'uan, Yiin nan, Kuang tung, Shan si, Shan tung, An hut,

Chi li and Kui chou. There are still three districts of this

name extant, viz. in Chi li, Ho nan and Kuang tung.

3H._-J3f Wk Sin lo. Li Sijx.

Name of a kingdom in Southern Cores mentioned in the

Chinese annals since the 4th century.
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312.—|f? ffip Sin ye. T'ao Hung-king.

Early Han and the subsequent dynasties, down to the

Sui : hien.

Now : Ho nan, Nan yang fu, Sin ye hien.

313.

—

j^i j\\ Su chou. Han Pao-sheng.

T'ang : chou. Now : Kan su, Su chou fu.

314.—Ef >)>W
Sui chou. Su Sung.

T'ang, "\Vu tai and Rung : chou. Now : Hu pei, To an

fu, Sui chou.

315.—HM Siian cli'eng. T'ao Hung-king and Su Sing.

Early Han : hien, Tsin and Sui : kiln.

In the T'ang and Sung periods it was j§[ >)]\ Siian chou.

Now : An hui, Ning kuo fu, Siian ch'eng hien.

31G.

—

t£ Sung. Su Sung.

Name of an ancient feudal state ill the Chou dynasty.

Eastern part of Ho nan and north-western part of An hui.

Later Han : kao, subsequent dynasties down to Sung

:

hien. Now : An hui, Ying chou fu, T'ai ho hien.

The prefecture %z j\\ Sung chou in the T'ang, Wu tai,

and Sung dynasties is present Kui te fu in Ho nan. Another

Sung chou during the same periods was in Sz ch'uan, present

Lu chou.

317-—M iti Sung kao, {g £l| Sung shan. Pie lu and

Ma Chi.

Sung kao, the name of one of the sacred mountains of

China, in Ho nan, north of present Teng feng hien, Ho nan

fu. This district in the time of the Han was called Sung kao.

318.—$*
jtyf Sung chou. Su Kung.

T'ang : chou. Now : Sz ch'uan, Lung an fu, Sung p'an

t'ing.

319.—yi jjfl
Sz' chou. Su Sung.

T'ang and Sung : chou. Now ; An hui, Sz' chou.
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320.—^ % Ta an. Pielu.

According to the Li tai, etc., first mentioned in the IVi

Wei period = kiln.

Now : Shan si, P'ing ting chou, Shou yang Lion.

ft Tai or ft $fl Tai kiin. Pie lu.

Ts'in and Han: kiln. Northern part of Shan si, Ta

t'ung fu.&

ft #1

chou.

T'ang, Sung and Kin : Tai chou. Now : Shan si, Tai

322.-^ tfj T'ai shan or ± tfj
T'ai shan. Pie lu, Wu P'c

and Su Sung.

Name of one of the sacred mountains of China, in Shan

tung, T'ai an fu.

Present T'ai an fu was, in the time of the Han, T'ai

shan kiln,

323.—^ fj jlj T'ai hang shan. Su Kuxc; and Su Sum
Name of the range of mountains stretching from north

to south and separating Shan si from Chi Ii and Ho nan.

^ ^ T • ai Wu. Pielu.

According to T'ao Hung-kixg [Med. plants, 61] same as

[Kiang su. See infra, 3S9].

*M So Sung.

Early Han, Tsin and Sui : kiln, Tang and Sung
:

fu.

Now : Shan si, T'ai yuan fu.

326.—-& ji\ T'ai chou. Su Sex.;.

Tung and Sung : chou. Now :
( 'he kiang, T'ai chou fu.

32l.—jf #| Tan chou. Su Sung.

V'ang, AVu tai and Kin : chou. Now : Mien ri, Yen an

fu, I ch'uau hien.

4*»Tanyang. T'ao Hong-who.

Early Han, Tsin. Nan Trf and Sui
:
kun. Present Ning

kuo fu and T'ai p'ing * * Au hui'
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T'ang, Sung and Yuan : hien. Now : Kiang su, Chen

kiang fu, Tan yang hien.

329.—Iff }]] T'an chou. Han Pao-sheng.

T'ang and Sung : chou. Now : Chi li, Shun t'ien fu, Mi

yiin hien.

330.—£? g Tang ch'ang. T'ao Hung-king.

Sui : kiln. Now : Kan su, Kung ch'ang fu, Min chou.

T'ang : Men. Now : Kuang si, IVu chou fu, Yung hien.

•5fi jHi Tang chou. Su Kung.

Tang chou, name applied in the T'ang period to two

different prefectures, viz. one in present Min chou, Kung
eh'ang fu, Kan su, the other in present Mou chou in Sz

ch'uan.

332.—^ jj\ Tang chou. Su Kung.

T'ang and Sung : chou. Now : Sz ch'uan, Lung an fa,

Sung p'an ting.

333.—^ f^ J$£ Tang yang hien. Su Kung.

Han and T'ang: Men. Now : Hu pei, King men chou,

Tang yang hien.

334.—ZjS ill Tang shan. Pie hi.

Ts'in : hun. It was situated where now the provinces

Kiang su, Ho nan and Shan tung meet.

Later Han : hien. Now : Kiang su, Sii chou fu, Tang

shan hien.

335.—}H ^ T'ang yin. Su Sung and Li Shi-chen.

Since Sui : hien. Now : Ho nan, Chang te fu, T'ang

yin hien.

336.— $fc JH T'ao yang. T'ao Hung-king.

Early Han : hien. Now : Kuang si, Kui ling fu, Ts'iian

chou.

Sui : hien. Now : Kan su, Kung ch'aug ft, T'ao chou

ting.
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3S
l—%m leng chon. 8u Kuno.

chou.

Since T'ang , *, Now , Ho^ Nan^ ^

Shi-

338.-* Tien or g £ Tien nan, g E<D elll„„.CHEN. Li

Ancient names for present Yun nan, dating fa foHan period.

339.—5^ ^ T'ien shui. Fan tsz' ki jan.

J*rlj Han, Tsin, Pei Wei and Sui : I*,. Now , Kan
su, Kung ch'ang fu, Ts'in chou.

^°--^ & T'ien t'ai. Ch'en Ts'ang-k'i, Su Smra and
Li Shi-chen.

[B
chou fu, T'ien t'ai hien.-In the same district is the celebrated
T

S41--^#l Ting chou. SuSung.
Biot, 202:—Ting chou in the Sung period = present

< 'liaiu

342.—^|
jtyf

Ts'ai chou. T'ao Hung-king and Su Kung.

lu.~Hero was situated, in the Chou dynasty, the feudal state

T~<s
w
ai.

343.—^ >tyj Ts'ang chou. Han Pao-sheng.

T'ang, Sung and Kin : chou. Now ; Chi li, T'ien tsin fu,

Ts'anrr chou.

344.—f|f >[|>J
Ts'ao chou. Han Pao-sheng and Su Sung.

T'ang, Wa tai and Kin : chou. Now : Shan tnng, Ts'ao

chou fu.

345.—M #J Tse chou. Su Sing.

Since T*ang : ehou. Now : Shan si, Tse chou fu.

346.—m m fsi rang. Su Kung.

Name applied, since the Han dynasty, to various places

(kiln, him)

75
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The name of the present Tsi yang hien in Tsi nan fu,

Shan tung, dates from the Kin dynasty.

347.—g§ ^ Tsi yin. Pie lit.

Early Han : kiln. Now : Shan tung, Ts'ao chou fu.

S-LS.—m Ts'i. Su Sung.

An important ancient feudal state in the Chou dynasty,

occupying North Shan tung and South Chi li.

Ts'in and Han down to Sui : Ts'i kiiu, in North-west

Shan tung.

>/j»| Ts'i chou. Su Kung and Su Sung.

T'ang and Wu tai : chou. Now : Shan tung, Tsi nan fu

349.—* fft Ts'i k'ii. Pie lu.

Not ascertained. Probably $» Bft Lin ku in W UI5 Ts'i

fe
v,..w» .« uj W""" "»"&kun [Early Han], which now is Ts'ing chou fu in Shan tung

[see 193].

350.—5& iJj Ts'i shan. Pie lu.

A mountain of this name is in An hui, Ch'i chou fu.

351.—$j JLU Tsiang shan. T'ao Hung-king.
Not ascertained.

352.—£g jjg Ts'ien t'ang. T'ao Hung-king.

Name of a river in Che kiang which flows into

the sea near Hang chou fu. This prefecture comprises

the district Ts'ien t'ang, which name dates from the Ts'in

dynasty.

353.—^ Tsin, ^ Jfe Tsin ti (the country of Tsin). Pie
lu and Li Shi-chen.

Tsin, an ancient feudal state in the Chou dynasty. It

comprised the southern half of Shan si and the north-west

of Ho nan along the Yellow River.

ji>\ Tsin chou. Su Sung.

T'ang and Sung : chou. Now : Shan si, P'iog yang fu
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354.—^ ^ Tsin an. T'ao Hung-king.

Tsin : kiln. Now : Fu kien, Fu chou fa.

355.—f| ^ Tsin k'ang. T'ao Hung-king.

Nan Sung: kiln. Now: Kuans tune, Chao kW fn ,

Te k'ing chou.

Nan Ts'i : Tsin k'ang, in Sz ch'uan, in Ch'eng tu fa,

Oh'ung k'ing: chou.

356.—ff U| Tsin shan. Pie Iu

Not ascertained.

357.—H J^ Tsin yang. i% lu.

Ts'in and down to T'ang : hien. Now : Shan si, T'ai

yuan fu.

358.-^ Ts'in, ^ $J Ts'in ti (country of Ts'in). Han

Pao-sheng and Li Shi-chen.

Name of an ancient feudal state during the Chou dynasty,

comprising the eastern part of present Kan su and the middle

part of Shen si.

j\] Ts'in chou. Su Kung, Su Sung and Li Shi-chen.

T'ang, Wu tai and Sung : chou. Now : Kan su, T-in

chou.

359.—H? am Ts'in kuan (the barrier of Ts'in).

According to T'ao Hung-king [Med. plants, 104] same

as Han ku [supra, 55] in North-west Ho nan.

360.—g| \l\ Ts'in shan. Pie lu.

Not ascertained.

361.—it i§£ Ts'in t'ing. Pie lu.

According to Su Kung [Med. plants, 132] this locality

wu between Ts'in chou and Ch'eng chou (Kie chou) m Kan

SU.

m.-%> m Ts'in chou. Ch'kn Ts'ang-k'i and Han Pao

SHENG.

Sin,,. T'ang : chou. Now : Shan si, Ts'in chou.
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363.—|f ij>[>| Ts'ing chou or |f Ts'ing. T<ao Hung-king

and Su Kung.

One of the nine ancient provinces of China in the

Tribute of Yii. It comprised the greater part of present

Shan tung.

Han, Tsin and Sui : province occupying the northern

part of Shan tung.

Since T'ang : ^ jty\
Ts'ing chou, a prefecture = present

Ts'ing chou fu in Shan tung.

364.—^ 5?C Ts'ing i. Pie hi.

Early Han : Men. Now : Sz ch'uan, Ya chou fu.

365.—M $£ Tsou hien. Pie lu.

A district in the ancient feudal state of Lu [sec 202]

Now : Shan tung, Yen chou fu, Tsou hien.

366.—^ ^| Tsz' chou. Su Sung.

T'ang and Wu tai : chou. Now : Sz ch'uan, T ;ung

ch'uan fu.

367.—^
>JJ>|

Tsz' chou. Su Kung.

T'ang, "Wu tai, Sung and Kin : chou. Now : Shan tung,

Tsi nan fu, Tsz' ch'uan hien.

368.—I* W Tsz' kui. Pie lu.

Early Han down to T'ang : Men. Now : Hu pei, I chang

fu, Kui chou.

369.—|g %l Tu hiang. Pie lu.

Early Han : Jcuo in ^ \[\ |$ Ch'ang shan kun [see 8].

Now : Chi li, Cheng ting fu.a o

370.—15 ^ Tu liang. Li Tang-chi.

Early Han : huo hio (small feudal state). Later Han

down to Nan Ts'i : hien. Now : Hu nan, Pao k'ing fu, Wu
kang chou.

371.—^ ^ Tun huang. Pie lu.

Early Han and down to Sui : kiln, T'ang: hien* Now;

Kan su, An si chou, Tun huang hien.
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372--M m Tung hai. Pk In.

Han and Tsin : kUn. Now : Shan tung, I cbou fu, T q
ch'eng hien.

Tung hai means « Eastern Sea," and the name is some-
times used in this sense. Comp. Med. plants, 147, 200
201.

'

373.-Tf£ ^ Tung lai. Pie lu.©
From Han down to Sui : k&n. Now : Shan tung, Lai

chou fu.

374.—^ pi] Tung men. T'ao Hung-kinq.

Not ascertained. The name means " Eastern Gate."

375.—^ [if Tung shan. Two Hung-kixg.

Tung shan (Eastern mountains) name of several moun-
tains in various provinces.

37G.— Iff jJH Tung yang. T'ao Huxg-kisg.

Tsin and Sui : kiln. Now : Che kiang, Kin hua fu,

Tung yang hien.

Early Han : hou hio. Now : Shan tang, Tang ch'an:

tn.

Early Han and Tsin : hien. Now : An hui, Si' chou.

Later Han : hien. Now : in Kiang su. Not ascertained.

377.—^ gf Tung ye. Pie lu.

Not found either in the Id tai, etc. or Biot. Probably

in Che kiang. See Med. plants, 162.

378.— [jsj >)i>\
T'ung chou. Su Kung and Su Sung.

From T'ang down to Ming : chou. Now : Shen si, T'ung

chou fu.

379.—M JQ T'ung po. Pie lu.

The T'ung po mountain is mentioned in the Tribute of

Yii. T ;ao Huxg-king [

1071

T'ung po hien in Nan yang fu, Ho nan. The name of Tung

po hien dates only from the time of the Sui.
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380.—§g *§ \[\ Wang ch'u shan. Su Kung.

Mountain in Hu pei, Siang yang fu.

381.—fi| jfl Wei chou. Su Sung.

T'ang, Sung and Kin : chou. Now : Ho nan, Wei hui

fu.

382.—31 M Wei ch'eng. T'ao Hung-king.

Wei ch'eng in the Han dynasty was the same as Hien

yang [see 65], north-west of Si an fu, Shen si.

383.—^ j\\ Wei chou. Han Pao-sheng.

T ;ang : chou. Now : Kan su, Kung ch'ang fu.

T'ang, Wu tai and Sung : chou. Now : Kan su, P'ing

liang fu.

84.

—

Dr &L Wei hing. Pie liu Shut kinq chu and Li Shi-

CHEN.

Tsin, Nan Sung and Nan Ts'i : kiln. Now : Shen si,

Hing an fu.

hi

385.—J^ >ty| Wen chou. Su Kung and Su Sung.

From T'ang down to Ming: chou. Now: Che kiang

Wen chou fu.

386.—£ >JM Wen chou. Su Sung.

T'ang and Sung : chou. Now : Kan su, Kie chou, Wen
hien.

Sung : chou. Now : Kuang si, K'ing yiian fu, Tung

Ian chou.

387.

—

ffi M Wen chou. Li Shi-chen.

Tsin : hien. Two districts of this name, in South Man-

churia and in An hui [Biot, 267]: districts in Sz ch'uan in

the T'ang dynasty.

388.—$£ [lj Wen shan. Pie lu and T'ao Hung-king.

Tsin : kiln in the province of %£ jj\ I chou. Now

:

Mou chou in Northern Sz ch'uan.

389.-i% Wu, i^ |U Wu kuo (kingdom) and i% jfe Wu ti

(country of Wu). Frequently mentioned by authors of

various periods,
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The ancient kingdom of Wu, mentioned in the Clrun
ts'iu period, occupied present Kiang su and a part of An Inn

and Che kiang. The capital was near the present So chou fa,

which is still called ^ $g Wu hien. This district has 1 -n

so named since the Earlier Han.

The kingdom Wu of the San kuo period [3rd cent.]

occupied Southern Kiang su, South An hui, 11 u j i and

Hu nan, Kiang su, Che kiang and a part of Fu kien.

After the Ch'un ts'iu period the kingdom of Wu was

conquered by the kingdom of Yiie [see 418, present Chi

kiang]. The two names are therefore frequently coupled,

pf| $& Wu Yiie. In the Wn tai period Wu Yiie was th

name of a province comprising Che kiang and a part of

Kiang su.

390.—& M. Wu hincr. T'ao Hung-king.

San kuo, Tsin, Nan Sung and Nan Ts'i : ton. Now

:

Che kiang, Hu chou fu.

391.—^ ^ Wr

u hui. Su Kung.

Not ascertained. Probably Wu and Hui ki [see 98] in

Che kiang are meant.

392.—$; H Wu ch'ang. T'ao Huxg-king.

Ts'in, Nan Sung and Nan Ts'i : kiln, T'ang and Sung

:

hien, Yuan : lu, Ming : fu. Now : Hu pei, Wu ch'ang fu.

393.—j^ ty Wu kung. Pie lu.

According to T'ao Hung-king [Med. plants, 47] this

locality was near Ch'ang an [Si an fu, Shen si].

Earlier Han : hien. Now : Shen si, Feng slang fu,

Mei hien.

Later Han : hien. Now : Shen si, K'ien chou, \\ u

kung hien.

304.Hgfc K Wu ling. Pie I*.

Early Han : ton. Now : Hu nan, Ch'ang to fu, * n

ling hien.
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395.— tf^ ffi Wu tu. Fan tsz< ki jan and Li Shi

Han : kiln. Now : Kie chou fu, Ch'eng hien, in Kan su

BdG.—M Wk Wu vane. Pie In.

According to T'ao Hung-king [Med. plants, 26] Wu
yang was in ^ zf- Kien p'ing [&?*? 139]. Wu yang is not

found either in the Li tai, etc. or in Biot, but there was a

district 3$ \1\ Wu shan in ancient Kien p'ing, which still

bears the same name and is now comprised in K'ui chou fu,

Sz ch'uan.

397.—5£ 1^ Wu yiian. Pie lu.

Early and Later Han : kiln. It was situated north of

the present Ordos in the country of the Oirats.

398.—21 >/>H
Ya chou. Li Shi-chen.

T'ang and Sung : chou. Now : Sz ch'uan, Ya chou fu.

899.—tt ll\ Yang shan. Pie lu.

Name of several mountains in North China.

400.—§g j{\ Yang chou or simply |g. Pie lu, Han Pao-

sheng and Li Shi-chen.

Yang chou was one of the nine ancient provinces of

China as enumerated in the Tribute of Yii. It occupied

present An hoi, Kiang su, Che kiang and a part of Kiang si.

The province Yang chou in the Han dynasty was the

same, but included also the whole of Kiang si and Fu kien.

It was the same in the Tsin dynasty. The province Yang

chou during the Sui was still larger, for it comprised also

Kuang tung and Kuang si.

In the T'ang period there was a district Yang hien.

Since the Wu tai period : chou. Now : Yang chou fu in

Kiang su.

401.—|H >j>|>| Yao chou. Su Sung.

Since Wu tai : chou. Now : Shen si, Si an fu, Yao

chou.
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402.—If 2§ \ Yao chuang jen. Li Shi-chen.
Savages in Southern China. See W.D.. 114 !07fi

403.--gg
>tyj

T'ang and Wu tai : chou. Now : Shen .si, Yen an fu.

^
404.—^>tyj Yen chou. T'ao Huko-kwg, Sl Kungoh]

Su SlfNG.

One of the nine ancient proving of China, meraial
in the Tribute of Yii, comprising North-west Shan tang and

East ( !hi li.

The province Yen chou in the Han, Tsin and Sui

dynasties was of about the same extent.

Since the T'ang, Yen chou a prefecture, uow Shan tin ,

Yen chou fu.

405.—/! P5 Yen men. Pie lu.

Ts'in : lain. In Mid Shan si, between Ta t'ung fn an I

T'ai yuan fu.

Eastern Han, Tsin and Sui : kiin. Now : Shan . Tai

chou.

406.—M^ 3ff Y
T
en tao. Pie lu.

From the Early Han down to Toon: him. Now:

Sz ch'uan, Ya chou fu.

407.—m j>\>\ Yin chou. Su Sung.

T'ang, Wu tai and Sung: chou. Now: Shen >\, Sui te

chou, Mi chi hien.

408.—H Jj| Y'ing ch'uan. Pie lu.

Ts'in : province comprising a part of Ho nan : Hii chou,

K'ai feng fu, Yii chou, Ju ning fu, Ying chou fu.

Later Han down to Sui : kiln, situated in the same

regions.

__. T'ang established the prefecture |f JH Vill
o"

cll0U>

the present Y
r
ing chou fu, in North-west An hui.

40i)._||5 jf\
Ying chou. T ;ao Hung-king.

Nan Sung and Nan Ts'i : Ying chou, province corres-

ponding in its extent nearly to present Hu pei.

76
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T'ang : chou. Now : Hu pei, An hi fu.

Pei Wei : Ying chou. Now : Ho nan, Ju ning fu.

410.—^ j\] Yo chou. Su Sung.

Since T'ang : chou. Now : Hu nan, Yo chou fu.

411.— lift! Yu. Su Kung and Han Pao-sheng.

Legge's Shu king, 21 :—Emperor Yao commanded his

brother Ho to reside in the northern regions, in what was

called the sombre capital ^| ^ Yu tu.—The Rh ya says :

£[ j\\ Yu chou is the same as job Yen. It stretches from

the river J& yfc I shui (the river on which I chou in North

Chi li is situated) to the land of the :|fc ffi Pei ti (northern

barbarians). Yen was an ancient feudal state in the north

of China, mentioned in the Shi king and in the Ch'un tsHu,

Han period : Yu chou, province, northern part of Chi li.

In the San kuo period Yu chou was a province of the

kingdom of Wei, in extent as above.

T'ang and Wu tai : Yu chou, prefecture, modern Peking.

412.—f| >>H Yu chou. T'ao Hung-king.

Not mentioned in the Li taL etc. According to Biot

[291]:—T'ang: chou. Now : Yii lin chou in Kuang si.

413.H1 W| Yii chou. Pie lu.

One of the nine ancient provinces of China mentioned

in the Tribute of Yii. It corresponds to the present province

of Ho nan.

During the Han and Tsin dynasties the province of

Yii chou occupied only the eastern part of Ho nan, and parts

of An hui and Shan tung belonged to it.—In the Sui dynasty

the province of Yii chou comprised almost the whole of

present Ho nan, south of the Yellow River, and a small part

of An hui.

414. -^ j\\ Yiian chou. Su Kung and Han Pao-sheng.

T'ang, Wu tai and Kin : chou. Now : Kan su, P'ing

liang fu, Ku yiian chou,—and King chou, Chen yiian hien.
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415.—|g ft Yuan kii. Pie lu and Su Sung.

T'ao Hung-king [Med. plants, 16] says that Yiian ki

is the sumo as the prefecture jg ^ |{J Tsi yin kirn in the

province of^ ^»j Yen chou [see 347, 404].

According to the Li tai, etc. Yiian kii was a Men from

the Han down to the T'ang. Now : Shan tung, Ts'ao chou

fu, Ho tse hien.

416.—7^ ll| Yiian shan. Pie lu.

Not ascertained.

417.—& £* M Yiian an hien. Su Kung

Since Sui : Men. Now : Hu pei, King men chou, Yiian

an hien.

418—ig Yiie. Po wu chi, So Kung and Su Sung.

Name of an ancient kingdom of the Ch'un ts'iu period,

in present Che kiang. Its capital was §• f| Hui ki [see 98].

Ytte is frequently mentioned together with Wu [see 38J»].

_ jffl Yne chou, a prefecture noticed by Su Sung, was

tftbliflhed by the T'ang. Now: Che kiang, Shao hing fu.

rho kingdom kians is sometimes also

3K Tung (Eastern) Yiie, to distinguish it from

am n«» os
The regions called Nan Yiie

(Southern China, were first conquered by Emperor Is IN

U IIUANG-TI [B.<

4 1!>.—# Yiie. Su Sung.

See Shi ki, chap. 113.

Ancient term for Southern China, Kuang tung, Kuang

«i •_ av.« comA ns *s iue
i , < i • ^ rn savs it is tne same as

Si and Fu kien. Ine A.1/. say*

^™* 418 -''

. / * nf thP Yiie) is mentioned

The # « Yiie ti (country of the Ym^

in the Chinese annals refernng to ^ Ch n P

[B.C. 481-221]. In the H.tory^ Ea 1) L

J^
( .»j mere is an «*»»«« - - '" i-. MlN YiJE wang

(king of Southern Yue) and the |» -SHC

(king of Fu kien)
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Tung (Eastern) Yiie and M -jL Si (Western)

Yiie are terms still used to designate the provinces of Kuang

tung and Kuang si.

420.—^ |1] Yiie shan. Pie hi.

Not ascertained.

421.—jjjjj >)\\ Yiin chou. K'ai pao Pen ts'ao.

T'ang and Wo tai : chou. Now : Shan tung, T'ai an fu,

Tung p'ing chou.

422.—M til Yiin chung. Pie hi.

Ts'in and Han : kiln. North-eastern part of the Ordos

and North-east Shen si.

423.—§f ^ Yiin meng. Lu Shi Ch'un tsHu [3rd cent.

B.C].

The marshes of Yiin meng are mentioned in the Tribute

of Yii, in the province of King chou (Hu kuang). Legge's

Shu king
j p. 115.

424.—^ >f>|»|
Yung chou. Pie lu, Su Kung and Han Pao-

sheng.

Name of one of the nine ancient provinces of China in

the Tribute of Yii, situated, as the ancient account says,

between the Ho (Yellow River) and the Hei shui [one of

the northern affluents of the Yang tsz' kiang, see supra, 26.

Its sources are in South Kan su]. The Yun£ chou of the

Tribute of Yii corresponds to Northern Shen si and Eastern

Kan su.

In the San kuo period Yung chou was a province of

the kingdom of Wei and comprised Shen si north of the

Wei River and Eastern Kan su. Yun£ chou was also a

province in the Tsin and Sui dynasties. In the latter period

it extended farther to the west into Kan su.

Yang chou in the Wu tai period was a prefecture

corresponding to present Si an fu in Shen si.

425.—7Jc JM Yung chou. Authors of the Sung dynasty.

Since T'ang : chou. Now : Hu nan, Yung chou fu.
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426.-* s Pie lu.

Early Han and Tsin : kirn. Now: Yun nan, Yung
ch'ang fu.

427.

Han
Yung yang. T'ao Hung-king.

fu, Yung yang hien.

428.—^ jfH Yung chou. Authors of the T'ano-.

hien.

T'ang: chou. Now: Kuang si, Wu chou fu, Yung

429.—1£ )fl Yung chou. Authors of the T'ang.
T

430.

T

ang

W

:

chou. Now : Kuang si, Nan ning fu.

>}\] Yung chou. Su Kung and Su Sung.

chou. Now : Kuang si, Liu chou fu, Yung hien
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ALPHABETICAL INDEX
OF

CHINESE NAMES OF PLANTS

3t« • • • • •
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an shi liu
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• • •

• • •
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1
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# • •

• • •
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• • •

• • t

• • •
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313
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than Vamj hiang 314
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rh'ang yang
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ch'ang shan
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281

307
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9

335

256

173
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^ chu ling

• • •
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:
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.
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... 183

... 133

... 286

... 87
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... 198

... 350
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• • f • *

• «

B^yi • • #

/mm fsao

• •

g.% /ia/ ?'A ch'a

B
i$J 2» Hanfang Id

han k
l
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.
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5
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ALPHABETICAL INDEX
OF

GENUS NAMES OF PLANTS,
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• • •

• • •

• • •
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• • t
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• • •

• • •

• •

• • •
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• ••

• • •

• ••

• • •
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... 116

... 80
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• •t
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% • «

• •
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• • * «/

• • # • • 24
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...
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• ••
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94# •

• • •

• • •
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